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LETTER
CoNc!EnNINO

TOLERATION.

TO THE READER.

THEensuing Letter concerning Toleration, first
rinted in Latin this very year, in Holland, has already
eeen translated both into Dutch and French. So general and speedy an approbation may therefore bespeak
its favourable reception in England. I think indeed
there is no nation under heaven, in which so much has
already been said upon that subject as ours. But yet
certainly therc is no people that stand in more need of
having something further both said and done amongst
them, in this point, than we do.
Our government has not only been partiaI in matters
of reli~ion,but those also who have suffered under that
partiality, and have therefore endeavoured by their
writings to vindicate their own rights and liberties,
have for the most part done it upon narrow principles,
suited only to the interests of their own sects.
This narrowness of spirit on all sides has undoubtedly
been the principal occasion of our miseries and confusions. But whatever have been the occasions, i t is
now hi h time to seek for a thorough cure. We have
need o more generous remedies than what have yet
been made use of in our distemper. I t is neither ded
clarations of indulgence, nor acts of comprehension,
such as have yet been practised or projected amongst
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us, that can do the work. T h e first will but palliate,
the second increase our evil.
Absolute liberty, just and true liberty, equal and impartial liberty, is the thing that we stand in need of: Now,
though this has indeed been much talked of, I doubt it
has not been much understood; I am sure not at all
practised, either by our governors towards the people
in general, or by any dissenting parties of the people
towards one another.
I cannot, therefore, but hope that this discourse,
which treats of that subject, however briefly, yet more
exactly than any we have yet seen, demonstrating both
the equitableness and practicableness of the thing, will
be esteemed highly seasonable by all men who have
souls large enough to prefer the true interest of the
public, before that of a party.
It is for the use of such as are already so spirited, or
to inspire that spirit into those that are not, that I have
translated it into our language. But the thing itself is
so short, that it will not bear a longer preface. I leave
it, therefore, to the consideration of my countrymen ;
and heartily wish they may make the use of it that it
appears to be designed for.

L E T T E R
CONCERNINO

TOLERATION.

HONOURED SIR,

SINCEyou are pleased to inquire what are my thoughts
about the mutual toleration of Christians in their different professions of religion, I must needs answer you
freely, that I esteem that toleration to be the chief
chargcteristical mark of the true church. For whatsoever some people boast of the antiquity of places and
names, or of the pomp of their outward worship; others,
of the reformation of their discipline; all, of the orthodoxy of their faith, for every one is orthodox to himself: these things, and all others of this nature, are
much rather marks of men's striving for power and
empire over one another, than of the church of Christ.
Let any one have ever so true a claim to all these things,
yet if he be destitute of charity, meekness, and goodwill in general towards all mankind, even to those that
are not Christians, he is certainly yet short of beiug a
true Christian himself. 6 c The kings of the Gentiles
exercise lordship over them, said our Saviour to his
disciples, but ye shall not be so, Luke xxii. 25, 26.
The business of true religion is quite another thing.
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I t is not instituted in order to the erecting an external
pomp, nor to the obtaining of ecclesiastical dominion,
nor to the exercising of compulsive force ; but to the
regulating of men's lives according to the rules of
virtue and piety. Whosoever will list himself under
the banner of Christ, must, in the first place, and above
all things, make war upon his own lusts and vices. It
is in vain for any man to usurp the name of Christian,
without holiness of life, purity of manners, and be.
i~ignityand meekness of spirit.
Let every one that
nameth the name of Christ depart from iniquity," 2 Tim.
ii. 19. " Thou, when thou art converted, strengthen
thy brethren," said our Lord to Peter, Luke xxii. 32.
It would indeed be very hard for one that appears
careless about his own salvation, to persuade me that
he were extremely concerned for mine. For it is impossible that those should sincerely and heartily apply
themselves to make other people Christians, who have
not really embraced the Christian religion in their own
hearts. If the Gospel and the apostles may be credited,
no man can be a Christian without charity, and without
that faith which works, not by force, but by love. Now
I appeal to the consciences of those that persecute, torment, destroy, and kill other men upon pretence of
religion, whether they do it out of friendship and kind.
ness towards them, or no : and I shall then indeed, and
not till then, believe they do so, when I shall see those
fiery zealots correcting, in the same manner, their
friends and familiar acquaintance, for the manifest sins
they cammit against the precepts of the Gospel; when
I shall see them prosecute with fire and sword the
members of their own communion that are tainted with
enormous vices, and without amendment are in dan er
of eternal perdition; and when I shall see them t us
express their love and desire of the salvation of their
souls by the infliction of torments, and exercise of all
manner of cruelties. For if' it be out of a principle of
charity, as they pretend, and love to men's souls, that
they deprive them of their estates, maim them with corporal punishments, starve and torment them in noisome
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prisons, and in the end even take away their lives ; I
say, if all this be done merely to make men Christians,
and procure their salvation, why then do they suffer
66 whoredom, Gaud, malice, and such like enormities,"
which, according to the apostle, R0m.i. manifestly relish
of heathenish corruption, to predominate so much and
abound amongst their flocks and people ? These, and
such like things, are certainly more contrary to the
glory of God, to the purity of the church, and to the
salvation of souls, than any conscie~ltiousdissent from ,
ecclesiastical decision, or separation from r~blicworship, whilst accompanied with innocency o life. Why
then does this burning zeal for God, for the church, and
for the salvation of souls; burning, I say, literally with
fire and faggot ; pass by those moral vices and wickednesses, without any chastisement, which are acknowledged by all men to be diametrically opposite to the
profession of Christianity, and bend ail its nerves either
to the introducing of ceremonies, or to the establishment of opinions, which for the most part are about
nice and intricate matters, that exceed the capacity of
ordinary understandings ? Which of the parties contending about these things is in the right, which of them
is guilty of schism, or heresy, whether those that domineer or those that suffer, will then a t last be manifest,
when the cause of their separation comes to be judged
of. H e certainly that follows Christ, embraces his
doctrine, and bears his yoke, though he forsake both
father and mother, separate from the public assemblies
and ceremonies of his country, or whomsoever, or whatsoever else he relinquishes, will not then be judged an
heretic.
Now, though the divisions that are amon st sects
should be allowed to be ever so obstructive o the salvation of souls, yet, nevertheless, adultery, fornication, uncleanness, lasciviousness, idolatry, and such
like things, eannot be denied to be works of the
flesh ;" concerning which the apostle has expressly
declared, that " they who do them shall not inherit
the kingdom of God," Gill. v. ai. Whosoever, there-
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fore, is sincerely solicitous about the kingdom of God,
and thinks it his duty to endeavour the enlargement of
it amongst men, ought to apply himself with no less
care and ~ndustryto the rooting out of these immoralities, than to the extirpation of sects. But if any one
do otherwise, and, whilst he is cruel and implacable
towards those that differ from him in opinion, he be
indulgent to such iniquities and immoralities as are
unbecoming the name of a Christian, let such a one
talk ever so much of the church, he plainly demonstrates by his actions, that it is another kingdom he
aims at, and not the advancement of the kingdom of
God.
That any man should think fit to cause another man,
whose salvation he heartily desires, to expire in torments, and that even in an unconverted estate, would,
I confess, seem very strange to me, and, I think, to any
other also. But nobody, surely, will ever believe that
such a carriage can proceed from charity, love, or goodwill. I f any one maintain that men ought to be compelled by fire and sword to profess certain doctrines,
and conform to this or that exterior worship, without
any regard had unto their morals ; if any one endeavour
to convert those that are erroneous unto the faith, by
forcing them to profess things that they do not believe,
and allowing them to practise things that the Gospel
does not permit; it cannot be doubted, indeed, that
such a one is desirous to have a numerous assembly
joined in the same profession with himself; but that he
principally intends by those means to compose a truly
Christian church, is altogether incredible. I t is not
therefo~eto be wondered at, if those who do not really
contend for the advancement of the true religion, and
of the church of Christ, make use of arms that do not
belong to the Christian warfare. If, like the Captain of
our salvation, they sincerely desired the good of souls,
they would tread in the steps and follow the perfect
example of that Prince of Peace, who sent out his soldiers to the subduing of nations, and gathering them
into his church, not armed with the sword, or other
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instruments of force, but prepared with the Gospel of
peace, and with tlie exemplary holiness of their conversation. Tbis was Iris method. Thougli if infidels
were to be converted by force, if those that are either
blind or obstinate were t o be drawn ofE' from their
errors by arined soldiers, we know very well that it
was much more easy for him t o do it with armies of
heavenly legior~s,than for any son of the church, how
potent soever, with all his dragoons.
T h e toleration of those that differ from others in
matters of religion, is so agreeable t o the Gospel of
Jesus Christ, and t o the genuine reason of mankind,
that i t seems inonstrous for men t o be so blind, as not
t o perceive the necessity and advantage of it, in so clear
a light. I will not here tax the pride and ambition of
some, the passion and uncharitable zeal of others. These
are faults from which human affairs can perhaps scarce
ever be perfectly freed ; but yet such as nobody will
bear the plain imputation of, without covering them
with some specious colour; and so pretend to commendation, whilst they are carried away by their own
irregular passions. But, however, that some may not
coiour their spirit of persecution and tinchristian cruelty
with a pretence of care of the public weal, and observation of the laws, and that others, under pretence of religion, may not seek impunity for their libertinism and
licentiousness ; in a word, that none may impose either
upon himself or others, by the pretences of loyalty and
obedience to the prince, or of tenderness and sincerity
in the worship of G o d ; I esteem i t above all things
necessary t o distinguish exactly the business of civil
government from that of religion, and t o settle the just
bounds that lie between the one and the other. I f this
be not done, there can be no end put t o the controversies that will be always arising between those that have,
or a t least pretend t o have, on the one side, a concernment for the interest of men's souls, and, on the
other side, a care of the commonwealth.
T h e commonwealth seems to me t o be a society of
men constituted only for the procuring, preserving, and
advancing thcir own civil interests.
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Civil interest I call life, liberty, health, and indolency of body; and the possession of outward things,
such as money, lands, houses, furniture, and the like.
It is the duty of the civil magistrate, by the impartial execution of equal laws, t o secure unto all the
people in general, and t o every one of his subjects in
particular, the just possession of these things belonging
t o this life. If any one presume t o violate the laws of
public justice and equity, established for the preservation of these things, his presumption is t o be checked
by the fear of punishment, consisting in the deprivation
or diminution of those civil interebts, or goods, which
otherwise he might and ought t o enjoy. But seeing no
man does willingly suffer himself to be punished by the
deprivation of any part of his goads, and much less of
his liberty or life, therefore is the magistrate armed
with the h r c e and strength of all his subjects, in order
t o the punishment of those that violate any other man's
rights.
Now that the whole jurisdiction of the magistrate
reaches only t o these civil concernments ; and that all
civil power, right, and dominion, is bounded and confined to the only care of promoting these things ; and
that i t neither can nor ought in any manner to be extended to the salvation of' souls ; these following considerations seem unto me abundantly to ciemonstrate.
First, Because the care of souls is not committed t o
the civil magistrate, any more than to other men. It
is not committed unto him, I say, by God ; because i t
appears not that God has ever given any such authority
t o one man over another, as t o compel any one t o his
religion. Nor can any such power be vested in the magistrate by the consent of the people ; because no man
can so far abandon the care of his own salvation as
blindly t o leave it to the choice of any other, whether
prince or subject, t o prescribe t o him what faith or worship he shall embrace. For no man can, if he would,
conform his faith to the dictates of another. All the
life and power of true religion consists in the inward and
full persuasion of the mind; and faith is not faith with-
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out believing. Whatever profession we make, to whatever outward worship we conform, if we are not fully
satisfied in our own mind that the one is true, and the
other well-pleasing unto God, such profession and such
practice, far from being any furtherance, are indeed
great obstacles to our salvation. For in this manner,
instead of expiating other sins by the exercise of religion, I say, in offering thus unto God Almighty such
a worship as we esteem to be displeasing unto him, we
add unto the number of our other sins, those also of
hypocrisy, and contempt of his Divine Majesty.
I n the second place. T h e care of souls cannot belong to the civil magistrate, because his power consists
only in outward force: but true and saving religion
consists in the inward persuasion of the mind, without
which nothing can be acceptable to God. And such is
the nature of the understanding, that it cannot be compelled to the belief of any thing by outward force.
Confiscation of estate, imprisonment, torments, nothing
of that nature can have any such efficacy as to make
men change the inward judgment that they have framed
of things.
It inay indeed be alleged that. the magistrate may
make use of arguments, and thereby draw the heterodox
into the way of truth, and procure their salvation. I
grant i t ; but this is common t o him with other men.
I n teaching, instructing, and redressing the erroneous
by reason, he may certainly do what becomes any good
man to do. Magistracy does not oblige him to put off
either humanity or Christianity. But i t is one thing t o
persuade, another to command ; one thing to press with
arguments, another with penalties. This the civil power
alone has a right t o do; t o the other, good-will is
authority enough. Every man has commission to admonish, exhort, convince another of error, and by reasoning to draw him into truth :but t o give laws, receive
obedience, and compel with the sword, belongs to none
but the magistrate. And upon this ground I affirm,
that the magistrate's power extends not to the establishing of any articles of faith, or forms of worship, by the
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force of his laws. For lt~wsare of no force at all without penalties, and penalties in this case are absolutely
impertinent ; because they are not proper to convince
the mind. Neither the profession of any articles of faith,
nor the conformity t o any outward form of worship, as
has been already said, can be available to the salvation
of souls, unless the truth of the one, and the acceptableness of'the other unto God, be thoroughly believed by
those that so profess and practise. But penalties are no
ways capable to produce such belief. I t is only light
and evidence that can work a change in men's opinions;
and that light can in no manner proceed from corporal
sufferings, or any other outward penalties.
I n the third place, T h e care of the salvation of men's
souls cannot belong to the magistrate ; because, though
the rigour of laws and the force of penalties were capable to convince and change men's minds, yet would
not that help a t all to the salvation of their souls. For,
there being but one truth, one way t o heaven; what
hopes is there that more men would be led into it, if
they had no other rule to follow but the religion of the
court, and were put under a necessity to quit the light
of their own reason, t o oppose the dictates of their own
consciences, and blindly to resign up themselves t o the
will of their governors, and to the religion, which either
ignorance, ambition, or superstition had chanced to establish in the countries where they were born? I n the
s religion, wherevariety and contradiction of o p i n i ~ n in
in the princes of the world are as much divided as in
their secular interests, the narrow way would be much
straitened; one country alone would be in the right,
and all the rest of the world put under an obligation
of following their princes in the ways that lead to destruction: and that which heightens the absurdity, and
very ill suits the notion of a Deity, men would owe
their eternal happiness or misery t o the places oftheir
nativity.
These considerations, to omit many others that might
have been urged to the same purpose, seem unto mc
sufficient to conclude, that all the power of civil go-
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vernment relates only to men's civil interests, is confined to the care of the things of this world, and hath
nothing to do with the world to come.
Let us now consider what a church is. A church
then I take to be a voluntary society of men, joining
themselves together of their own accord, in order to the
public worshipping of God, in such a manner as they
judge acceptable to him, and effectual to the salvatioh
of their souls.
I say, it is a free and voluntary society. Nobody is
born a member of any church; otherwise the religion
of parents would descend unto children, by the same
right of inheritance as their temporal estates, and every
one would hold his faith by the same tenure he does his
lands ; than which nothing can be imagined more absurd. Thus therefore that matter stands. No man by
nature is bound unto any particular church or sect, but
every one joins himself voluntarily to that society in
which he believes he has found that profession and worship which is truly acceptable to God. T h e hopes of
salvation, as it was the only cause of his entrance into
that communion, so it can be the only reason of his stay
there. For if afterwards he discover any thing either
erroneous in the doctrine, or incongruous in the worship of that society to which he has joined himself, why
should it not be as free for him to go out as it was t o
enter 3 No member of a religious society can be tied
with any other bands but what proceed from the certain
expectation of eternal life. A church then is a society
of members voluntarily uniting to this end.
It follows now that we consider what is the power
of this church, and unto what laws it is subject.
Forasmuch as no society, how free soever, or upon
whatsoever slight occasion instituted, (whether of philosophers for learning, of merchants for commerce, or
of men of leisure for mutual conversation and discourse)
no church or company, I say, can in the least subsist
and hold together, but will presently dissolve and break
to pieces, unless it be regulated by some laws, and the
members all consent to observe some order. Place
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and time of meeting must be agreed on ; rules for admitting and excluding members must be established;
distinction of officers, and putting things into a regular
course, and such like, cannot be omitted. But since the
joining together of several members into this churchsociety, as has already been demonstrated, is absolutely
free and spontaneous, it necessarily follows, that the
right of making its laws can belong to none but the
society itself, or at least, which is the same thing, t o
those whom the society by common consent has authorized thereunto.
Some perhaps may object, that no such society can be
said t o be a true church, unless it have in it a bishop,
or presbyter, with ruling authority derived from the
very apostles, and continued down unto the present
time by an uninterrupted succession.
T o these I answer. I n the first place, Let them show
me the edict by which Christ has imposed that law upon
his church. And let not any man think me impertinent, if, in a thing of this consequence, I require that
the terms of that edict be very express and positive,For the promise he has made us, that " wheresoever two
or three are gathered together in his name, he will be
in the midst of them," Matth. xviii. 20, seems to imply
the contrary. W h e t h e ~such an assembly want any
thing necessary to a true church, pray do you consider. Certain I am, that nothing can be there wanting unto the salvation of souls, which is sufficient for
our purpose.
Next, pray observe how great have always been the
divisions amongst even those who lay so much stress
upon the divine institution, and continued succession
of a certain order of rulers in the church. Now their
very dissension unavoidably puts us upon a necessity
of deliberating, and consequently allows a liberty OF
choosing that, which upon consideration we prefer.
And, in the last place, I consent that these men have
a ruler of their church, established by such a long
series of snccession as they judge necessary, provided I
may have libcrty a t the same time to join myself to that
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society, in which I am persuaded those things are to be
found which are necessary to the salvation of my soul.
In this manner ecclesiastical liberty will be preserved
011 all sides, and no nlan will have a legislator imposed
upon him, but whom himself has chosen.
But since men are so solicitous about the true church,
I would only ask them here b the way, if it be not
more agreeable to the church o Christ t o make the conditions of her communion consist in such things, and
such things only, as the Holy Spirit has in the holy
Scriptures declared, in express words, t o be necessary
to salvation? I ask, I say, whether this be not more
agreeable to the church of Christ, than for men t o impose their own inventions and interpretations upon
others, as if they were of divine authority ; and to establish by ecclesiastical laws, as absolutely necessary to
the profession of Christianity such things as the holy
Scriptures do either not mention, or at least not expressly conlmand? Whosoever requires those things in
order to ecclesiastical communion, which Christ does
not require in order t o life eternal, he may perhaps indeed constitute a society accommodated to his own
opinion, and his own advantage ; but how that can be
called the church of Christ, which is established upon
laws that are not his, and which excludes such persons
from its communion as he will one day receive into
the kingdom of heaven, I understand not. But this
being not a proper place to inquire into the marks of
the true church, I will only mind those that contend so
earnestly for the decrees of their own society, and that
cry out continually the CHURCH, the CHURCH, with as
much noise, and perhaps upon the same principle, as
the Ephesian silverslniths did for their Diana; this, I
say, I desire to mind them of, that the Gospel fiequently declares, that the true disciples of Christ must
suffer persecution ; but that the church of Christ should
persecute others, and force others by fire and sword t o
embrace her fiith and doctrine, I could never yet find
in any of the books of the New Testa~ne'lt.
The end of a religious society, as has already been
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said, is the public worship of God, and by means thereof
the acquisition of eternal life. All discipline ought
therefore to tend to that end, and all ecclesiastical laws
to be thereunto confined. Nothing ought, nor can be
transacted in this society, relating to the possession of
civil and worldly goods. No force is here to be made
use of, upon any occasion whatsoever : fbr force belongs wholly to the civil magistrate, and the possession
of all outward goods is subject to his jurisdiction.
But it may be asked, by what means then shall ecclesiastical laws be established, if they must be thus destitute of all compulsive power? I answer they must be
established by means suitable t o the nature of such
things, whereof the exterilal profession and observation,
if not proceeding from a thorough conviction and approbation of the mind, is altogether useless and unprofitable. The arms by which the members of this society
are to be kept within their duty, are exhortations, admonitions, and advice. If by these means the offenders
will not be reclaimed, and the erroneous convinced,
there remains nothing farther to be done, but that such
stubborn and obstinate persons, who give no ground to
hope for their reformation, should be cast out and separated from the society. This is the last and utmost
force of ecclesiastical authority: no other punishment
can thereby be inflicted, than that the relation ceasing
between the body and the member which is cut off,
the person so condemned ceases to be a part of that
church.
These things being thus determined, let us inquire,
in the next place, how far the duty of toleration extends, and what is required from every one by it.
And first, I hold, that no church is bound by the
duty of toleration to retain any such person in her bosom, 3s after admonition continues obstinately to offend
against the laws of the society. For these being the
condition of communion, and the bond of society, if
the breach of them were permitted without any animadversion, the society would immediately be thereby dissolved. But nevertheless, in all such cases care is to be
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taken that the sentence of excommunication, and the
execation thereof, carry with it no rough usage, ofword
or action, whereby the ejected person may any ways be
damnified in body or estate. For all force, as has often
been said, belongs only to the magistrate, nor ought
any private persons, a t any time, to use force ; unless it
be in self-defence against unjust violence. Excommunication neither does nor can deprive the excommunicated person of any of those civil goods that he formerly
possessed. All those things belong t o the civil government, and are under the magistrate's protection. T h e
whole force of excommunication consists only in this,
that the resolution of the society in that respect being
declared, the union that was between the body and some
member, comes thereby to be dissolved ; and that relation ceasing, the participation of some certain things,
which the society communicated to its members, and
unto which no man has any civil right, comes also t o
cease. For there is no civil injury done unto the excom~nunicatedperson, by the church minister's refusing
him that bsead and wine, in the celebration of the Lord's
supper, which was not bought with his, but other men's
money.
~ e i o n d l ~No
: private person has any right in any
manner t o prejudice anotlicr person iil his civil cnjoyments, because he is of another church or religion. All
the rights and franchises that belong to him as a man,
or as denison, are inviolably to bepreserved t o him.
These are not the business of religion. No violence
nor injury is to be offered him, whether he be Christian
or pagan. Nay, we must not content ourselves with
the narrow measures of bare justice : charity, bounty,
and liberality must be added t o it. This the Gospel
enjoins, this reason directs, and this that natural fellowship we a.re born into requires of us. I f any man
err from the right way, it is his own misfortune, n o
injury t o thee : nor therefore art thou t o punish him
in the things of this life, because thou supposest he will
be miserable in that which is t o come.
What I say concerninfi the mutual toleration of
private persons ditiering from one another in religion,
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I understand also of particular churches; which stand as
i t were in the sanie relation to each other as private
persons among tlielnselves; nor has any one of them
any manner of jurisdiction over any other, no, not even
when the civil magistrate, as it sometimes happens,
comes to be of this or the other communion. For the
civil government can give no new right to the church,
nor the church to the civil government. So that whether
the magistrate join himself to any cl~urcli,or separate
from it, the church remains always as it was before, a
free and voluntary society. I t neither acquires the
power of the sword by the magistrate's coming to it,
nor does i t lose the right of instruction and excommunication by his going from it. This is the fundamental and immutable right of a spontaneous society,
that i t has t o remove any of its members who transgress
the rules of its institution: but it cannot, by the accession of any new members, acquire any right of jurisdiction over those that are not joined with it. And
therefore peace, equity, and friendship, are always mutually t o be observed by particular churches, in the
same manner as by private persons, without any pretence of superiority or jurisdiction over one another.
That the thing may be made yet clearer by an example ; let us suppose two churches, the one of Arminians, the other of Calvinists, residing in the city of
Constantinople. Will any one say, that either of these
churches has right to deprive the members of the other
of their estates and liberty, as we see practised elsewhere, because of their differing from it in some doctrines or ceremonies; whilst the Turks in the meanwhile silently stand by, and laugh to see with what inhuman cruelty Christians thus rage against Christians?
But if one of these churches hath this power of treating the other ill, I ask which of them it is to whom
that power belongs, and by what right? It will be answered, undoubtedly, that it is the orthodox church
which has the right of authority over the erroneous or
heretical. This is, in great and specious words, t o
say just nothing a t all. For every church is orthodox
to itself; to others, erroneous or heretical. Whatso-
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ever any church believes, it believes to bc true; and
the contrary thereunto it pronounces to be error. So
that the controversy between these churches about the
truth of their doctrines, and the purity of their worship, is on both sides equal ; nor is there any judge,
either a t Constantinople, or elsewhere upon earth, by
whose sentence it can be determined. T h e decision of
that question belongs only to the Supreme Judge of all
men, t o whom also alone belonss the punishment of
the erroneous. I n the mean while, let those men consider how heinously they sin, who, adding injustice, if
not t o their error, yet certainly to their pride, do rashly
and arrogantly take upon them t o misuse the servants
of another master, who are not a t all accountable t o
them.
Nay, further: if it could be manifest which of these
two dissenting churches were in the right way, there
would not accrue thereby unto the ortl~odoxany right
of destroying the other. For chnrches have neither any
jurisdiction in worldly matters, nor are fire and sword
any proper instruments wherewith t o convince incn's
~nindsof' error, and inform them of the trutll. L e t us
slippose, ncvcrtheless, that the civil inagistratc is inclined to favour one of them, and t o put his sword into
their hands, that, by his consent, they might cllastisc
the dissenters as they pleased. Will any inan say, that
any right can be derived unto a Christian church, over
its brethren, fi-om a Turkish elnperor ? An infitlel, who
has himself no authority t o punish Christians for tlic
articles of their faith, cannot confer such an authority
upon any society of Christians, nor give unto them a
right which he has not I~imsell: This would be the
case a t Constantinople. And the reason of the thing is
the same in any Christian kingdom. T h e civil power
is the same in every place: nor can that power, in the
hands of a Christian prince, confer any greater authority
n the hands of a Ileathen; wllicla
upon the church, t h ~ in
is t o say, just none a t all.
Nevertheless, i t is worthy to be observed, and lamented, that the most violent of these defenders of the
truth, the opposers of error, the exclaimers against
c2
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schism, do hardly ever let loose this their zeal for God,
with which they are so warmed and inflamed, unless
where they have the civil magistrate on their side. But
so soon as ever court f'avour has given them the better
end of the staff, and they begin to feel themselves the
stronger; then presently peace and charity are to be laid
aside : otherwise they are religiously to be observed.
Where they have not the power to carry on persecution,
and to become masters, there they desire to live upon
fair terms, and preach up toleration. When they are
not strengthened with the civil power, then they can
bear most patiently, and unmovedly, the contagion of
idolatry, superstition, and heresy, in their neighbourhood; of which, on other occasions, the interest of
religion makes them to be extremely apprehensive.
They do not forwardly attack those errors which are in
fashion a t court, or are countenanced by the government. Here they can be content t o spare their arguments : which yet, with their leave, is the only right
method of propagating truth; which has no such way
of prevailing, as when strong arguments and good
reason are joined with the softness of civility and good
usage.
Nobody therefore, in fine, neither single persons,
nor churches, nay, nor even commonwealths, have any
just title to invade the civil rights and worldly goods of
each other, upon pretence of religion. Those that are
of another opinion, would do well t o consider with
themselves how pernicious a seed of discord and war,
how powerful a provocation to endless hatreds, rapines,
and slaughters, they thereby furnish unto mankind.
No peace and security, no, not so much as common
friendship, can ever be established or preserved amongst
men, so long as this opinion prevails, " that dominion
is founded in grace, and that religion is to be propagated by force of arms."
I n the third place: Let us see what the duty of toleration requires from those who are distinguished from
the rest of mankind, from the laity, as they please t o
call us, by some ecclesiastical character and office;
whether they be bishops, priests, presbyters, ministers,
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or however else dignified or distinguished. I t is not
my business to inquire here into the original of the
power or dignity of the clergy. This only I say, that
whencesoever their authority be sprung, since it is ecclesiastical, it ought to be confined within the bounds
of the church, nor can it in any manner be extended to
civil affairs ; because the church itself is a thing absolutely separate and distinct from the commonwealth.
The boundaries on both sides are fixed and immoveable.
H e jumbles heaven and earth together, the things most
reniote and opposite, who mixes these societies, which
are, in their original, end, business, and in every thing,
perfectly distinct, and infinitely different from each
other. No man therefore, with whatsoever ecclesiastical
office he be dignified, can deprive another man, that is
not of his church and faith, either of liberty, or of any
part of his worldly goods, upon the account of that
difference which is between them in religion. For
whatsoever is not lawful to the whole church cannot,
by any ecclesiastical right, become lawful to any of its
members.
But this is not all. It is not enough that ecclesiastical men abstain from violence and rapine, and all
manner of persecution. H e that pretends to be a successor of the apostles, and takes upon him the office of
teaching, is obliged also to admonish his hearers of the
duties of peace and good-will towards all inen ; as well
towards the erroneous as the orthodox; towards those
that differ from them in faith and worship, as well as
towards those that agree with them therein : and he
ought industriously to exhort all men, whether private
persons or magistrates, if any such there be in his chu~.ch,
to charity, meekness, and toleration ; and diligently endeavour t o allay and temper all that heat, and unreasonable averseness of mind, which either any man's
fiery zeal for his own sect, or the craft of others, has
kindled against dissenters. I will not undertake to represent how happy and how great would be the fruit,
both in church and state, it' the pulpits every where
sounded with this doctrine of peace and toleration ; lest
I should seem to reflect too severely upon those men
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whose dignity I desire not t o detract from, nor would
llave it diminished either by others or themselves. But
this I say, that thus it ought t o be. And if any one
that psofcsses himself to be a minister of the word of
God, a preacher of the Gospel of peace, teach otherwise ; he either understands not, or neglects the business of Iris calling, and shall one day give account
thereof unto the Prince of Peace. I f Christians are t o
be admonished that they abstain from all manner of revenge, even after repeated provocations and multiplied
injuries; how much inore ought they who suffer nothing,
who have had no harm done them, to forbear violence,
and abstain from all mannor of ill usage towards those
from whom they have received none ! This caution and
temper they ought certainly t o use towards those who
mind only their own business, and are solicitous for nothing but that, whatever men think of them, they may
worsliip God in that inanner which they are persuaded is
acceptable to him, and in which they have tlle strongest
hopes of eternal salvation. In private domestic aeairs,
i n the management of estates, in the conservation of
bodily Iiealth, every man may consider what suits his
own conveniency, and follow what course he likes best.
No man complains of the ill management of his neighbour's affairs. No man is anqry with another for an
error committed in sowing 111s land, or in marrying
his claughter. Nobody corrects a spendthrift for consuming his sribstance in taverns. L e t any man pull
down, or build, or make wliatsoever expenses he pleases,
nobody murmurs, nobody coi~trols him ; he has his
liberty. But if any man do not frequent the church,
if he do not there conform his behaviour exactly to the
accustolned ccremonies, or if he brings not his children t o be initiated in the sacred mysteries of this or
the other congregation; this immediately causes a n
is filled with noise and
uproar, and the ~~eighbourhood
cla~noul-. Every one is ready t o be the avenger of so
great a CI-imc. And the zealots hardly have patlence t o
ref'rain fionl violence and rapine, so long till the cause
be heard, and the poor man be, according t o form,
condeinned to the loss of liberty, goods, or life. Oh
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that our ecclesiastical orators, of every sect, would apply themselves, with all the strength of argument that
they are able, to the confounding of men's errors ! But
let them spare their persons. Let them not supply
their want of reasons with the instruments of force,
which belong to another jurisdiction, and do ill become
a c11urchman's hands. Let them not call in the inagistrate's authority to the aid of their eloquence or learning ; lest perhaps, whilst they pretend only love for the
truth, this their intemperate zeal, breathing nothing
but fire and sword, betray their ambition, and show
that what they desire is temporal dominion. For it will
be very difficult to persuade men of sense, that he, who
with dry eyes, and satisfaction of mind, can deliver his
brother unto the executioner, to be burnt alive, does
sincerely and heartily concern lii~nsclft o save that
brother from the flames of' hell in the world to come.
I n the last place. Let us now consider what is the
magistrate's duty in the business of toleration : which
is certainly very considerable.
T i c have already proved, that the care of souls does
not belong t o the magistrate : not a magisterial care, I
mean, if I may so call it, which consists in prescribing
by laws, and compelling by punishments. But a charitable care, which consists in teaching, admonishing,
and persuading, cannot be denied unto any man. T h e
care therefore of every man's soul belongs unto himself, and is t o be left unto himself. But what if he
neglect the care of his soul? I answer, what if he neelect
the care of his health, or of his estate; which things
are nearlier related t o the government of'the magistrate
than the other? Will the magistrate provide by an express law, that such an one shall not become poor or
sick? Laws provide, as much as is possible, that the
goods and health of subjects be not injured by the fraud
or violence of others; they do not guard them from the
negligence or ill husbandry of the possessors themselves.
No man can be forced t o be rich or healthful, whether
he will or no. Nay, God himself will not save men
against their wills. L e t us suppose, however, that some
prince were desirous t o force his subjects t o accumulate
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riches, or to preserve the health and strength of their
bodies. Shall i t be provided by law, that they must
consult none but Roman physicians, and shall every
one be bound to live according t o their prescriptions ?
What, shall no potion, no broth be taken, but what is
prepared either in the Vatican, suppose, or in a Geneva
shop? O r t o make these subjects rich, shall they all be
obliged by law to become merchants, or musicians?
Or, shall every one turn victualler, or smith, because
there are some that maintain their families plentifully,
and grow rich in those professions ? But it may be said,
there are a thousand \Trays t o wealth, but one only way
t o heaven. It is well said indeed, especially by those
that plead for compelling men into this or the other
way; for if there were several ways that lead thither,
there would not be so much as a pretence left fbr
compulsion. But now, if I be marching on with my
utmost vigour, in that way which, according to the
sacred geography, leads straight to Jerusalem ; why am
I beaten and ill used by others, because, perhaps, I wear
not buskins ; because my hair is not of the right c u t ;
because, perhaps, I have not been dipt in the right fashion ; because I eat flesh upon the road, or some other
food which agrees with my stomach ; because I avoid
certain by-ways, which seem unto me to lead into briars
or precipices; because, amongst the several paths that
are in the same road, I choose that to walk in which
seems to be the straightest and cleanest; because I avoid
to keep company with some travellers that are less
grave, and others that are more sour than they ought
to be; or in fine, because I follow a guide that either is,
or is not, clothed in white, and crowned with a mitre?
Certainly, if we consider right, we shall find that for
the most part they are such frivolous things as these,
that, without any prejudice to religion or the salvation
of souls, if not accompanied with superstition or hypocrisy, might either be observed or omitted; I say,
they are such like things as these, which breed implacable enmities among Christian brethren, who are all
agreed in the substantial and truly fundamental part of
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But let us grant unto these zealots, who condemn dl
things that are not of their mode, that from these circulnstances arise different ends. What shall we conclude from thence ? There is only one of these which
is the true way to eternal happiness. But, in this great
variety of ways that men follow, it is still doubted which
is this right one. Now, neither the care of the commonwealth, nor the right of enacting laws, does discover this way that leads to heaven more certainly to the
magistrate, than every private man's search and study
discovers it unto himself. I have a weak body, sunk
under a languishing disease, for which I suppose there
is only one remedy, but that unknown : does it therefore belong unto the magistrate to prescribe me a remedy, because there is but one, and because it is unknown ? Because there is but one way for me to escape
death, will it therefore be safe for me to do whatsoever
tlie magistrate ordains? Those things that every man
ought sincerely to inquire into himself, and by meditation, study, search, and his own endeavours, attain
the knowledge of, cannot be looked upon as the peculiar profession of any one sort of men. Princes, indeed,
are born superior unto other men in power, but in
nature equal. Neither the right, nor the art of ruling,
does necessarily carry along with it the certain knowledge of other things ; and least of all of the true religion ; for if it were so, how could it come to pass that
the lords of the earth should differ so vastly as they do
in religious matters? But let us grant that i t is probable the way to eternal life may be better known by
a prince than by his subjects ; or, a t least, that in this
incertitude of things, the safest and most commodious
way for private persons is to follow his dictates. You
will say, what then? I f he should bid you follow merchandize for your livelihood, would you decline that
course, for fear i t should not succeed? I answer, I would
turn merchant upon the prince's command, because in
case I should have ill success in trade, he is abundantly
able to make up my loss some other way. I f i t be true,
as he pretends, that he desires I should thrive and grow
rich, he can set me up again when unsuccessful voyages
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have broke me. But this is not the case in tlie things
that regard the life to come. I f there I take a wrong
course, if in that respect I am once undone, it is not
in the magistrate's power to repair my loss, t o ease my
suffering, or to restore me in any measure, much less
entirely, to a good estate. What security can be given
for the kingdom of heaven ?
Perhaps some will say, that they do not suppose this
infallible judgment, that all men are bound to follow in
the affairs of religion, to be in the civil magistrate, but
in the church. What the church has determined, that
the civil magistrate orders to be observed ; and he provides by his authority, that nobody shall either act or
believe, in the business of religion, otherwise than the
church teaches; so that the judgment of those things
is in the church. The magistrate himself yields obedience thereunto, and requires the like obedience from
others. I answer, Who sees not how frequently the
name of the church, which was so venerable in the time
of the apostles, has been made use of to throw dust in
people's eyes, in following ages? But, however, in the
present case i t helps us not. The one only narrow way
which leads to heaven is not better known to the magistrate than to private persons, and therefore I cannot
safely take him for my guide, who may probably be as
ignorant of the way as myself, and who certainly is less
concerned for my salvation than I myself am. Amongst
so many kings of the Jews, how many of them were
there whom any Israelite, thus blindly following, had
not fallen into idolatry, and thereby into destruction ?
Yet, nevertheless, you bid me be of' good courage, and
tell me that all is now safe and secure, because the magistrate does not now enjoin the observance of his own
decrees in matters of religion, but only the decrees of
the church. Of what church, I beseech you? Of that
which certainly likes him hest. As if he that compels
me by laws and penalties to enter into this or the other
church, did not interpose his own judgment in the
matter. What difference is there whether he lead me
himself, or deliver me over to be led by others? I depend
both ways upon his will, and it is he that determines
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both ways of my eternal state. Would an Israelite, that
had worshipped Baal upon the command of his king,
have been in any better condition, because somebody
had told him that the king ordered nothing in religion
upon his own head, nor commanded any thing t o be
done by his subjects in divine worship, but what was
approved by the counsel of priests, and declared to be
of divine right by the doctors of the church ? I f the
religion of any church become, therefore, true and
saving, because the head of that sect, the prelates and
priests, and those of that tribe, do all of them, with
all their might, extol and praise it ; what religion can
ever be accounted erroneous, false, and destructive i I
am doubtful concerning the doctrine of the Socinians,
I am suspicious of the way of worship practised by the
Papists or Lutherans ; will it be ever a jot the safer for
me t o join either unto the one or the other of those
churches, upon the magistrate's command, because h e
commands nothing in religion but by the autl~orityand
counsel of the doctors of that church ?
But t o speak the truth, we must acknowledge that
the church, if a convention of clergymen, making
canons, must be called by that name, is for the most
part more apt to be influenced by the court, than the
court by the church. How the church was under the
vicissitude of orthodox and Arian emperors is very well
known. O r if those things be too remote, our modern
English history affords us fresher examples, in the reigns
of Henry VIII. Edward VI. Mary, and Elizabeth, how
easily and smoothly the clergy changed their decrees,
their articles of hith, their form of worship, every
thing, according t o the inclination of those kings and
queens. Yet were those kings and queens of such different minds, in points of religion, and enjoined thereupon such different things, that no man in his wits, I
had almost said none but an atheist, will presume t o say
that any sincere and upright worshipper of God could,
with a safe conscience, obey their several decrees. T o
conclude, i t is the same thing whether a king that prescribes laws to another man's religion pretend to do i t
by his own judgment, or by the ecclesiastical authority
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and advice of others. T h e decisions of churchmen,
whose differences and disputes are sufficiently known,
cannot be any sounder or safer than his : nor can all
their sueages joined together add any new strength
unto the civil power. Though this also must be taken
notice of, that princes seldom have any regard to the
sufiages of ecclesiastics that are not favourers of their
own faith and way of worship.
But after all, the principal consideration, and which
absolutely determines this controversy, is this: althou h
the magistrate's opinion in religion be sound, and t e
way that he appoints be truly evangelical, yet if I be
not thoroughly persuaded thereof in my own mind,
there will be no safety for me in following it. No wag
whatsoever that I shall walk in against the dictates of
my conscience, will ever bring me to the mansions of
the blessed. I may grow rich by an art that I take not
del~ghtin; I may be cured of some disease by remedies
that I have not faith i n ; but I cannot be saved by a
religion that I distrust, and by a worship that I abhor.
I t is in vain for an unbeliever to take up the outward
show of another man's profession. Faith only, and inward sincerity, are the things that procure acceptance
with God. The most likely and most approved remedy
can have no effect upon the patient, if his stomach
reject it as soon as taken ; and you will in vain cram
a medicine down a sick man's throat, which his particular constitution will be sure to turn into poison. I n
a word, whatsoever may be doubtful in religion, .yet
this a t least is certain, that no religion, which I belleve
not to be true, can be either true or profitable unto me.
I n vain, therefore, do princes compel their subjects t o
come into their church-communion, under pretence of
saving their souls. I f they believe, they will come of
their own accord; if they believe not, their coming will
nothing avail them. How great, soever, in fine, may
be the pretence of good-will and charity, and concern
for the salvation of men's souls, men cannot be forced
to be saved whether they will or no ; and therefore,
when all is done, they must be left to their own cone
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Ilaviug thus a t length freed men from all dominian
over one another in matters of religion, let us now consider what they are to do. All men know and acknowledge that God ought to be publicly worshipped. Why
otherwise do they compel one another unto the public
assemblies? Men, therefore, constituted in this liberty
are to enter into some religious society, that they may
meet together, not on1 for mutual edification, but to
own t o the world that t ey worship God, and offer unto
his divine majesty such service as they themselves are
not ashamed of, and such as they think not unworthy
of him, nor unacceptable to him; and finally, that by
the purity of doctrine, holiness of life, and decent form
of'worship, they may draw others unto the love of the
true religion, and perform such other things in religion
as cannot be done by each private man apart.
These religious societies I call churches : and these
I say the magistrate ought to tolerate : for the business
of these assemblies of the people is nothing but what is
lawful for every man in particular to take care of; I
mean the salvation of their souls : nor, in this case. is
there any difference between the national church and
other separated congregations.
But as in every church there are two things especially
to be considered ; the outward form and rites of worship, and the doctrines and articles of faith; these
things must be handled each distinctly, that so the
whole matter of toleration may the more clearly be
understood.
Concerning outward worship, I say, in the first place,
that themagistrate has no power to enforce bylaw, either
in his own church, or much less in another, the use of
my rites or ceremonies whatsoever in the worship of
God. And this, not only because these churches are
free societies, but because whatsoever is practised in the
worship of God is only so far justifiable as it is believed
by those that practise it to be acceptable unto him.Whatsoever is not done with that assurance of faith, is
neither well in itself, nor can i t be acceptable to God.
T o impose such things, therefore, upon any people,
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contrary t o their own judgment, is, in effect, to command them to offend God; which, considering that the
end of all religion is to please him, and that liberty is
essentially necessary t o that end, appears t o be absurd
beyond expression.
But perhaps it may be cpncluded from hence, that I
deny unto the magistrate all manner of power about
indifferent things; which, if it be not granted, the whole
subject matter of law-making is taken away. No, I
readily grant that indifferent things, and perhaps none
but such, are subjected to the legislative power. But
i t does not therefore follow, that the magistrate may
ordain whatsoever he pleases concerning any t,hing that
is indifferent. T h e public good is the rule and measure of all law-making. I f a thing be not useful t o the
commonwealth, tllough it be ever so indifferent, it may
not presently be established by law.
But further : Things ever so indifferent in their own
nature, when they are brought into the church and
worship of God, are removed out of the reach of the
magistrate's jurisdiction, because in that use they have
no connexion at all with civil affairs. The only business
of the church is the salvation of souls: and it no ways
concerns the comn~onwealth,or any member of it, that
this or the other ceremony be there made use of: Neither
the use, nor the omission, of any ceremonies in those
religious assemblies does either advantage or prejudice
the life, liberty, or estate, of any man. For example:
L e t i t be granted, that the washing of an infant with
water is in itself an indifferent thing : let it be granted
also, that if the magistrate understand such washing
t o be profitable to the curing or preventing of any
disease that children are subject unto, and esteem the
matter weighty enough t o be taken care of by a law, in
that case he may order it to be done. But will any one,
therefore, say, that the magistrate has the same right
t o ordain, by law, that all children shall be baptized by
priests, in the sacred font, in order to the purification
of their souls? T h e extreme difference of these two
cases is visible to every one a t first sight. Or let us
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apply the last case to the child 2f a Jew, and the thing
speak itself: for what hinders but a Christian magistrate may have subjects that are Jews? Now, if we
acknowledge that such an injury may not be done unto
a Jew, as to compel him, against his own opinion, t o
practise in his religion a thing that is in its nature
indiflerent, how can we maintain that any thing of this
kind may be done to a Christian?
Again :Things in their own nature indifferent, cannot,
by any human authority, be made any part of the worship of God, for this very reason, because they are indifferent. For since indifferent things are not capable,
by any virtue of their own, to propitiate the Deity, no
human power or authority can confer on them so much
dignity and excellency as to enable them to do it. In
the common affairs of life, that use of indifferent things
which God has not forbidden is free and lawful ; and
therefore in those things human authority has place.
But it is not so in matters of religion. Things indifferent are not otherwise lawful in the worship of God
than as they are instituted by God himself; and as
he, by some positive command, has ordained them to
be made a part of that worship which he will vouchsafe to accept of at the hands of poor sinful men.
Nor when an incensed Deity shall ask us, " Who has
required these or such like things at your hands ?" will
it be enough to answer him, that the magistrate commanded them. I f civil jurisdiction extended thus far,
what might not lawfully be introduced into religion?
What hodge-podge of ceremonies, what superstitious
inventions, built upon the magistrate's authority, might
not, against conscience, be imposed upon the worshippers of God ! For the greatest part of these ceremonies
and superstitions consists in the religious use of such
things as are in their own nature indifferent: nor are
they sinful upon any other account, than because God
is not the author of them. T h e sprinkling of water,
and use of bread and wine, are both in their own nature,
and in the ordinary occasions of life, altogether indifferent. Will any man, therefore, say that these things
could have been introduced into religion, and made a
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part of divine worship, if not by divine institution? If
any human authority or civil power could have done
this, wh might it not also enjoin the eating of fish,
and drin ing of ale, in the holy banquet, as a part of
divine worship ? Why not the sprinkling of the blood
of beasts in churches, and expiations by water or fire,
and abundance more of this kind ? But these things,
how indifferent soever they be in common uses, when
they come t o be atlnexed unto divine worship, without
divine authority, they are as abominable t o God as the
sacrifice of a dog. A n d why a dog so abominable?
What difference is there between a dog and a goat,
in respect of the divine nature, equally and infin~telp
distant from all affinity with matter; unless it be that
God required the use of the one in his worship, and not
of the other? We see, therefore, that indifferent things,
how much soever they be under the power of the civil
magistrate, yet cannot, upon that pretence, be introduced into religion, and imposed upon religious assemblies; because in tile worship of God they wholly cease
to be indifferent. H e that worships God, does it with
design t o please him, and procure his favour : but that
cannot be done by him, who, upon the command of
another, offers unto God that which he knows will be
displeasing to him, because not commanded by himself.
This is not t o please God, or appease his wrath, but
willingly and knowingly to provoke him, by a manifest
contempt; which is a thing absolutely repugnant to
the nature and end of worship.
But it will here be asked, If nothing belonging to
divine worship be left to human discretion, how is it
then that churches themselves have the power of o r d a b
ing any thing about the time and place of worship, aaad
the like? T o this I answer ; that in religious ww~hip
we must distinguish between what is part of the worship itself, and what is but a circumstance. T h a i is a
part of the worship which is believed t o be appointed
by God, and t o be well pleasing t o him; and therefore
that is necessary. Circumstances are such things which,
though in eneral they cannot be separated from worship, yet t e particular instances or modifications of
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them are not determined; and therefore they are indifferent. O f this sort are the time and place ofworship,
the habit and posture of him that worships. These are
circumstances, and perfectly indifferent, where G o d
has not given any ex ress command about them. For
example: amongst t e Jews, the time and place o f
their worship, and the habits of those that officiated in
it, were not mere circumstances, but a part of the
worship itself; in which, if any thing were defective, or
different frorn the institution, they could not hope that
it would be accepted by God. But these, t o Christians,
under the liberty ofthe Gospel, are mere circumstances
of worship which the prudence of every church may
bring into such use as shall be judged most subservient
to the end of order, decency, and edification. Though
even under the Gospel also, those who believe the first,
or the seventh day to be set apart by God, and consecrated still t o his worship, t o them that portion of
time is not a simple circumstance, but a real part
of divine worship, which can neither be changed nor
neglected.
I n the next place: As the magistrate has no power t o
impose, by his laws, the use of any rites and ceremonies
in any church ; so neither has he any power t o forbid the
use of s ~ i c hrites and ceremonies as are already received,
approved, and practised by any church : because, if h e
did so, he would destroy the church itself; the end of
whose institution is only t o worship God with freedom,
after its own manner.
You will say, by this rule, if some congregations
should have a mind t o sacrifice infants, or, as the primitive Christians were falsely accused, lustfully pollute
themselves in promiscuous uncleanness, or practise any
other such heinous enormities, is the magistrate obliged
t o tolerate them, because they are committed in a religious assembly ? I answer, No. These things are not
lawful in the ordinary course of life, nor in any private
house; and, therefore, neither are they so in the worship
of God, or in any religious meeting. But, indeed, if
ally people congregated upon account of religion, should
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he desirous t o sacrifice a calf, I deny that that ought t o
be prchibited by a law. Melibceus, whose calf it is.
may lawfully kill his calf a t home, and burn any part
of it that he thinks fit: for no injury is thereby done
to any one, no prejudice to another man's goods. A n d
for the same reason he may kill his calf also in a religious meeting. Whether the doing so be well-pleasing
to God or no, it is their part t o consider that do it.T h e part of the magistrate is only to take care that the
commonwealtli receive nQ prejudice, and that there be
no injury done to any man? cither in life or estate. And
thus what may be spent on a feast may be spent on a
sacrifice. But if; peradventure, such were the state of
things, that the interest of the commonwealth required
all slaughter of beasts should be forborn for some while,
in order t o the increasing of the stock of cattle, that had
been destroyed by some extraordinary murrain ; who
sees not that the magistrate, in such a case, may forbid
all his subjects to kill any calves for any use whatsoever? Only it is to be observed, that in this case the law
is not made about a religious. but a political matter:
nor is the sacrifice, but the slaughter of calves thereby
prohibited.
By this we see nliat cligerence there is between t h e
church and the commonwealth. Whatsoever is lawful
in the commonwealth, cannot be prohibited by the magistrate in t h e church. Whatsoever is permitted unto
any of his subjects for their ordinary use, neither can
nor ought to be forbidden by him to any sect of peopIe
for their religious uses. If any Inan may lawfully take
bread or wine, either sitting or kneeling, in his own
hoose, the law ought not t o abridge him of the same
liberty in his relig~ousworship ; though in the church
the use of bread and wine be very different, and be there
applied to the mysteries of faith, and rites of divine
worship. But those things that are prejudicial to the
commonweal of a people in their ordinary use, and are
therefore forbidden by laws, those things ought not t o
be permitted to churches in their sacred rites. 0111~
the magistrate ought always to be very careful that he
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d o not misuse liis authority, to the oppression of any
church, under pretence of public good.
I t may be said, What if a church be idolatrous, is
that also t o be tolerated by the magistrate? In answer,
I ask, what power can be given t o the magistrate for the
snppression of an idolatrous church, which may not, in
time and place, be made use of to the ruin of an orthodox one ? For it must be remembered, that the civil
po1ver is the same every where, and the religion of every
prince is orthodox t o himself. If, therefore, such a
power be granted unto the civil magistrate in spirituals,
as that a t Geneva, for example ; he inay extirpate, by
violence and blood, the religion which is there reputed
idolatrous; by the same rule, another magistrate, in
some neighbouring country, may oppress the reformed
religion; and, in India, the Christian. T h e civil power
can either change every thing in religion, according
to the prince's pleisure, or it can change nothing. If
it be once permitted to introduce any thing into religion, by the means of laws and penalties, there can be
no bounds put to i t ; but it will, in the same manner,
be lawful t o aIter every thing, according t o that rule
of truth which the magistrate has framed unto himseli:
No man whatsoever ought therefore to be deprivcd of
his terrestrial enjoyments, upon account of his religion.
Not even Americans, subjected unto a Christian prince,
are to be punished either in body or goods, fbr not
embracing our faith and worship. I f they are persuaded that they please God in observing the rites of
their own country, and that they shall obtain happiness
by that means, they are t o be left unto God and themselves. L e t us trace this matter t o the bottom. T h u s
it is : an inconsiderable and weak number of Christians,
destitute of every thing, arrive in a pagan country;
these foreigners beseech the inhabitants, by the bowels
of humanity, that they would succour them with the
necessaries of life ; those necessaries are given them,
habitations are granted, and they all join together,
and grow up into one body of people. T h e Christian
religion by this means takes root in that country, and
D
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spreads itself; but does not suddenly grow the strongest.
While things are in this condition, peace, friendship,
faith, and equal justice, are preserved amongst them.
A t length the magistrate becomes a Christian, and by
that means their party becomes the most powerful.
Then iinmediately all compacts are to be broken, all
civil rights t o be violated, that idolatry may be extirpated: and unless these innocent pagans, strict observers of the rules of equity and the law of nature,
and no ways oflending against the laws of the society, 1
say unless they will forsake their ancient religion, and
embrace a new and strange one, they are t o be turned
out of the lands and possessions of their forefathers,
and perhaps deprived of' life itself. Then at last i t
appears what zeal for the church, joined with the desire
of dominion, is capable t o produce : and how easily the
pretence of religion, and of the care of souls, serves for
a cloke to covetousness, rapine, and ambition.
Now,whosoever maintains that idolatry is to be rooteci
out of any place by laws, punishments, fire, and sword,
may apply this story to hllnself: for the reason of the
thing is equal, both in America and Europe. A n d
neither pagans there, nor any dissenting Christians
here, can with any right be deprived of their worldly
goods by the predominating faction of a court-church ;
nor are any civil rights to be either changed or violated upon account of religion in one place more than
anothel..
But idolatry, say some, is a sin, and therefore not
t o be tolerated. It' they said it were therefore to be
avoided, the inference were good. But it does not
follow, that because it is a sin, it ought therefbre t o be
punished by the magistrate. For it does not belong unto
the magistrate to make use of his sword in punishing
every thing, indifferently, that he takes t o be a sin
against God. Covetousness, uncharitableness, idleness,
and many other things are sins, by the consent of all
men, which yet no man ever said were t o be punished
by the ma istrate. T h e reason is, because they are not
prejudicinf to other men's rights, nor do they break the
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public peace of societies. Nay, even the sins of lying
and perjury are nowhere punishable by laws; unless in
certain cases, in which the real turpitude of the thing,
and the offence against God, are not considered, but
only the injury done unto men's neighbours, and to the
commonwealth. And what if, in another country, t o
a Mahometan or a pagan prince, the Christian religion
seem false and offensive to God; may not the Christians,
for the same reason, and after the same manner, be
extirpated there ?
But it may be urged farther, that by the law of
Moses idolaters were t o be rooted out. T r u e indeed,
by the law of Moses ; but that is not obligatory t o us
Christians. Nobody pretends that every thing, generally, enjoined by the law of Moses, ought t o be practised by Christians. But there is nothing more frivolous
than that common distinction of moral, judicial, and
ceremonial law, which men ordinarily make use of:
for no positive law whatsoever can oblige any people
but those to whom it is given. " Hear, 0 Israel,"
sufficiently restrains the obligation OF the law of Moses
only t o that people. And this consideration alone is
answer enough unto those that urge the authority of
the law of Moses, for the inflicting of capital punishments upon idolaters. But however I will examine this
argument a little more particularly.
T h e case of idolaters, in respectpf the Jewish commonwealth, falls under a double'consideration. T h e
first is of those, who, being initiated in the Mosaical
rites, and made citizens of that commonwealth, did
afterwards apostatize from the worship of' the God of
Israel. These were proceeded against as traitors and
rebels, guilty of no less than high treason; for the commonwealth of the Jews, diflerent in that from all others,
was a n absolute theocracy: nor was there, or could
there be, any difference between that comlno~~wealth
and the church. The laws established there concerning
the worship of one invisible Deity, were the civil laws
of that people, and a part of their political government, in which God himself was the egislator. Now
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if any one can show me where there is a comn~onwealth,
at this time, constituted upon that foundation, I will
acknowledge tkat the ecclesiastical laws do there unavoidably become a part of the civil; and that the
subjects of that governnlent both may, and ought to be,
kept in strict conformity with that church, by the civil
power. But there is absolutely no such thing, under
the Gospel, as a Christian commonw~ealth. There are,
indeed, many cities and kingdoms that have embraced
the faith of Christ; but they have retained their ancient
forms of government, with which the law of Christ
hath not at all meddled. He, indeed, hath taught men
how, by faith and good WOS~IS, they may attain eternal
life. But he instituted no commonwealth ; he prescribed unto his fvllowers no new and peculiar form of
government ; nor put he the sword into ally magistrate's
hand, with coml~lissioiito make use of' it in forcing men
to forsake their former religion, and receive his.
Secondly, Foreigners, and such as were strangers to
the commonwealth of Israel, were not co~npelledby
force to observe the rites of the Mosaical law : but, on
the contrary, in the very same place where it is ordered
that an Israelite that was an idolater should be put to
death, there it is provided that strangers should not
be "vexed nor oppressed," Exod. xxii. 21. I confess
that the seven nations that possessed the land which
mas promised to the Israelites were utterly to be cut
off. But this was not singly because they were idolaters;
for if that had been the reason, why were the Moabites
and other nations to be spared? No ; the reason is
this : God being in a peculiar manner the King of' the
Jews, he could not suff'er the adoration of any other
deity, which was properly an act of high treason against
himself, in the land of Canaan, which was his kingdom ; for such a manifest revolt could no ways consist
with his dominion, which was perfectly political, in that
country. All idolatry was therefore to be rooted out of
the bounds of his kingdom; because it was an acknowledgrnent of another God, that is to say, another king,
against the laws o f empire. The inhabitants were also
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t o be driven out, that the entire possession of the land
might be given to the IsraeTites. And for the like
reason the E ~ n i m sand the Horims were driverl out of
their countries by the children ot' Esau and Lot ; anci
their lands, upon the same grounds, given by God
to the invaders, Deut. ii. 12. But though all idolatry
was thus rooted out of the land of Canaan, yet every
idolater was not brought t o execution. 'I'l~e whole
family of Rahab, the whole nation of the Gibeonites,
articled with Joshua, and were allowed by treaty; and
there were many captives amongst the Jews, who were
idolaters. David and Solomon subdued many countries
without the confines of the Land of Promise, and carried their conquests as far as Euphrates. Amongst so
inany captives taken, of so many nations reduced under
their obedience, we find not one man forced into the
Jewish religion, and the worship of the true God, and
punished for idolatry, though all of them were certainly guilty of' it. I f any one indeed, k c o m i n g a proselyte, desired to be made a denizen of their commonwealth, he was obliged to submit unto their laws ; that
is, to embrace their religion. But this lie did willingly,
on his own accord, not by constraint. H e did not unwillingly submit, to show his obedience; but he sought
and sol~citedfor it, as a privilege ; and as so or^ as he
was admitted, he became subject to the laws of the
commonwealth, by which all idolatry was forbidden
within the borders of the land of Canaan. But that law,
as I have said, did not reach to any of those regions,
however subjected unto the Jews, that were situated
without those bounds.
T h u s far concerning outward worship. Let us now
consider articles of faith.
T h e articles of religion are some of them practical,
and some speculative. Now, though both sorts consist
in the knowledge of truth, yet these terminate simply
in the understanding, those influence the will and manners. Speculative opinions, therefore, and articles of
faith, as they are called, which are required only to be
believed, cannot be imposed on any church by the law
of the land; for i t is absurd that things should be
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enjoined by laws which are not in men's power t o peV*form ; and to believe this or that to be true does not
depend upon our will. But of this enough llas been
said already. But, will some say, let men at least profess that they believe. A sweet religion, indeed, that
obliges men t o dissemble, and tell lies both to God and
man, for the salvation of their souls ! I f the magistrate
thinks to save men thus, he seems t o understand little
of the way of salvation ; and if' he does it not in order
t o save them, why is he so solicitous about the articles
of faith as t o enact them by a law?
Further, T h e magistrate ought ~ U to
L
forbid the
preaching or professing of any speculative opinions in
any church, because they have no manner of relation
t o the civil rights of the subjects. If a Roman Catholic
believe that t o be really the body of Christ, which
another man calls bread, he does no injury thereby t o
his neighbour. I f a Jew does not believe the New
Testament to be the word of God, he does not thereby
alter any thing in men's civil rights. I f a heathen doubt
o f both Testaments, he is not therefore to be punished
as a pernicious citizen. T h e power of the magistrate,
and the estates of the people, may be equally secure,
whether any man believe these things or no. I readily
grant that these opinions are false and absurd; but
the business of laws is not to provide for the truth of
opinions,but for the safety and security of the commonwealth, and of' every particular man's goods and person.
And SO it ought t o b e ; for truth certainly would d o
well enough, if she were once left t o shift for herself.
She seldom has received, and I fear never will receive,
much assistance from the power of great men, t o whom
she is but rarely known, and more rarely welcome. She
is not taught by laws, nor has she any need of force t o
procure her entrance into the minds of men. Errors
indeed prevail by the assistance of foreign and borrowed succours. But if truth makes not her way into
the understanding by her own light, she will be but
the weaker for any borrowed force violence can add to
her. Thus much for speculative opinions. Let us now
proceed to the practical ones.
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A good life, in which consists not the least part of
religion and true piety, concerns also the civil government: and in it lies the safety both of' men's souls and
of the commonwealth. Moral actions belong therefbre to the jurisdiction both of the outward and inward
court; both of'the civil and domestic governor; I mean,
both of the magistrate and conscience. Here therefore
is great danger, lest one of these jurisdictions intrench
upon the other, and discord arise between the keeper of
the public peace and the overseers of soulsi But if what
has been already said concerning the limits of both these
governments be rightly considered, it will easily remove
all difficulty in this matter.
Every man has an immortal soul, capable of eternal
happiness or misery; whose happiness depending upon
his believing and doing those things in this life, which
are necessary to the obtaining of God's favour, and are
prescribed by God to that end : it follows from thence,
first, that the observance of these things is the highest
obligation that lies upon mankind, and that our utmost
care, application, and diligence, ought to be exercised
in the search and performance of them ; because there
is nothing in this world that is of any consideration in
comparison with eternity. Secondly, that seeing one
man does not violate the right of another, by his erroneous opinions, and undue manner of worship, nor is
his perdition any prejudice to another man's affairs;
tberefore the care of each man's salvation belongs aaly
to himself. But I would not have this understood, as
if I meant hereby to condemn all charitable admonih
tions, and affectionate endeavours to reduce men from
errors ; which are indeed the greatest duty of a Cbri.
stian. Any one may employ as many exhortations and
arguments as he pleases, towards the promoting of another man's salvation. But all force and compulsion am
to be forborn. Nothing is to be done imperiously.+
Nobody is obliged in that manner to yield obedience
unto the admonitions or injunctions of another, fhrther
than he himself is persuaded. Every man, in that;
has the supreme and absolute authority of judging £or
himself; and the reason is, because nobody else ie con*
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cerned in it, nor can receive any prejudice from his
conduct therein.
But besides their souls, which are immortal, men have
also their temporal lives here upon earth; the state
whereof being frail and fleeting, and the duration uncertain, they have need of several outwardconveniencies
to the support thereof, which are to be procured or preserved by pains and industry; for those things that are
necessary to the comfortable support of our lives, are
not the spontaneous products of nature, nor do offer
themselves fit and prepared for our use. This part,
therefore, draws on another care, and necessarily gives
another employment. But the pravity of mankind being
such, that they had rather injuriously prey upon the
fruits of other men's labours than take pains to provide for themselves ; the necessity of preserving men in
the possession of what honest industry has already acquired, and also of preserving their liberty and strength,
whereby they may acquire what they farther want, obliges men to enter into society with one another; that
by mutual assistance and joint force, they may secure
unto each other their properties, in the things that contribute to the comforts and happiness of this life ;leaving
in the mean while to every man the care of his own eternal happiness, the attainment whereof can neither be
facilitated by another man's industry, nor can the loss
of it turn t o another man's prejudice, nor the hope of'
it be forced from him by any external violence. But
forasmuch as men thus entering into societies, grounded
upon their mutual compacts of assistance, for the defence of their temporal goods, may nevertheless be deprived of them, either by the rapine and fraud of their
fellow-citizens, or by the hostile violence of foreigners :
the remedy of this evil consists in arms, riches, and
multitudes 'of citizens : the remedy of others in laws :
and the care of all things relating both to the one and
the other is committed by the society to the civil msgistrate. This is the original, this is the use, and these
are the bounds of the legislative, which is the supreme
power in every commonwealth. I mean, that provision
may be made for the security of each man's private
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possessions ; for the peace, riches, and public commodities of the whole people, and, as much as possible,
for the increase of their inward strength against foreign
invasiolls.
These things being thus explained, it is easy t o understand to what end the legislative power ought to be
directed, and by what measures regulated, and that is
the temporal good and outward prosperity of the society, which is the sole reason of men's entering into
society, and the only thing they seek and aim a t in it ;
and it i s also evident what liberty remains to men in reference t o their eternal salvation, and that is, that every
one should do what he in his conscience is persuaded t o
be acceptable to the Almig)ty, on whose good pleasure
and acceptance depends hls eternal happiness ; for obedience is due in the first place t o God, and afterwards
t o the laws.
But some may ask, "What if the magistrate should
enjoin any thing by his authority, that appears unlawful to the conscience of a private person ?" I answer,
that if government be faithfully administered, and the
counsels of the magistrate be indeed directed t o the
public good, t h ~ swill seldom happen. But if perhaps
it do so fall out, I say, that such a private person is t o
abstain from tile actions that he judges unlawful ; and
he is t o undergo the punishment, which is not unlawful
for him to bear; for the private judgment of any person concerning a law enacted in political matters, for
the public good, does not take away the obligation of
that law, nor deserve a dispensation. But if the law indeed be concerning things that lie not within the verge
oftthe magistrate's authority; as, for example, that the
people, or any party amongst them, should be compelled
to embrace a strange religion, and join in the worship
and ceremonies of another church; men are not in
these cases obliged by that law, against their consciences; for the political society is instituted for no
other end, but only t o secure every man's possession
of the things of this life. The care of each man's soul,
and of the thiugs of heaven, which neither does beloog
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t o the commonwealth, nor can be subjected t o it, is left
entirely to every man's self. Thus tlie safeguard of men's
lives, and o f t h e things that I~elongunto this life, is the
business of the commonwealtll ; and the preserving of
those things unto their owners is the duty of the magistrate ; and therefore the magistrate cannot take away
these worldly things from this man, or party, and give
them t o that; nor change property amongst fellowsubjects, no not even by a law, for a cause that has no
relation t o the end of civil government; I mean for
their religion ; which, whether it be true or false, does
s o prejudice t o the worldly concerns of their fellowsubjects, which are the things that only belong unto
the care of the commonwealth.
" But what if the magistrate believe such a law as this
t o be for the public good ?" I answer : as the private
judgment of any particular person, if erroneous, does
not exempt him from the obligation of law, so the
private judgment, as I may call it, of the magistrate,
does not give him any new right of imposing laws upon
his subjects, which neither was in the constitution of
the government granted him, nor ever was in the power
of the people t o grant: and least of all, if he make i t
his business to enrich and advance his followers and fellow-sectaries with the spoils of others. But what if the
magistrate believe that he has a right to make such laws,
and that they are for ,the public good ; and his subjects
believe the contrary? Who shall be judge between
them? I answer, God alone; for there is no judge
upon earth between the supreme magistrate and the
people. God, I say, is the only judge in this case, who
will retribute unto every one a t the last day accordin
t o his deserts; that is, according to his sincerity an
upri8htness in endeavouring to promote piety, and the
public weal and peace of mankind. But what shall be
done in the mean while? I answer : the principal and
chief care of every one ought t o be of his own soul first,
and, in the next place, of the public peace : though
yet there are few will think it is peace there, ivhere they
see all laid waste. There are two sorts of contests
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amongst men ; the one inanaged by law, the other b y
force : and they are of that nature, that where the one
ends, the other always begins. But it is not my business to inquire into the power of the magistrate in the
different constitutions of nations. I only know what
usually happens wtiere controversies arise, without a
judge to determine them. You will say then the magistrate being the stronger will have his will, and carry
his point. Without doubt. But the question is not
here concerning the doubtfulness of the event, but the
rule of right.
But to come to particulars. I say, first, No opinions contrary to human society, or to those moral ruleswhich are necessary to the preservation of civil society,
are to be tolerated by the magistrate. But of those
indeed examples i n any church are rare. For no sect
can easily arrive to such a degree of madness, as that i t
should think fit to teach, for doctrines of religion, such
things as manifestly undermine the foundations of soz
, and are therefore condemned by the jadgmelrt
of a 1 mankind : because their own interest, peace, reputation, every thing would be thereby endangered.
Another more secret evil, but more dangerous t o t h e
commonwealth, is when men arrogate to themselves,
and to those oftheir own sect, some peculiar prerogative, covered over with a specious show of deceitf~~l
words, but in effect opposite to the civil rights of the
community. For example: we cannot find any sect
that teaches expressly and openly, that men are not
obliged t o keep their promise; that princes may be
dethroned by those that differ from them in religron ;
or that the dominion of all things belongs only to themselves. For these things, proposed thus nakedly and
plainly, would soon draw on them the eye and hand of
the magistrate, arid awaken all the care of the common.
wealth t o a watchfulness against the spreading of so
dangerous an evil. But nevertheless, we find those that
say the same things in other words. What else do they
mean, who teach that "faith is not to be kept with
heretics ?" Their meaning, forsooth, is, that the piivilege of breaking faith belongs unto themselves : for
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they declare all that are not of their communion t o be
heretics, or at least may declare them so whensoever
they think fit. What can be the meaning of their asserting that " kings excommunicated forfeit their
crowns and kingdoms ?" I t is evident that they thereby
arrogate unto themselves the power of deposing kings :
because they challenge the power of excommunication
as the peculiar right of their hierarchy. " That dominion is founded in grace," is also an assertion by
which those that maintain it do plainly lay claim to the
possession of all things. For they are not so wanting
to themselves as not t o believe, or a t least as not to
profess, themselves to be the truly pious and faithful.
These therefore, and the like, who attribute unto the
faithful, religious, and orthodox, that is, in plain terms,
unto themselves, any peculiar privilege or power above
other mortals, in civil concernments; or who, up011
pretence of religion, do challenge any manner of authority over such as are not associated with them in
their ecclesiastical communion ; I say these have n o
right to be tolerated by the magistrate ; as neither those
that will not own and teach the duty of tolerating all
men in matters of mere religion. For what do all these
and the like doctrines signify, but that they may, a n d
are ready upon any occasion t o seize the government,
and possess themselves of the estates and fortunes of'
their fellow-subjects; and that they only ask leave to
be tolerated by the magistrates so long, until they find
themselves strong enough to effect it.
Again: T h a t church can have no light t o be tole.rated by the magistrate, which is constituted upon such
a bottom, that all those who enter into it, do thereby,
ips~~facto,deliver themselves up t o the protection anti
service of another prince. For by this means the magistrate would give way to the settling of a foreign jurisdiction in his own country, and suffer his own people
t o be listed, as i t were, for soldiers against his own government. Nor does the fi-ivolous and fallacious distinction between the court and the church afford any
remedy to this inconvenience ; especially when both the
one aud the other are equally subject to the absolute
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authority of the same person ; who has not only power
to persuade the members of his church to whatsoever
he lists, either as purely religious, 01 as in order thereunto; but can also enjoin it them on pain of eternal
fire. It is ridiculous for any one t o profess himself t o
be a Mahometan only in religion, but in every thing
else a faithful subject t o a Christian magistrate, whilst
a t the same time he acknowledges himself bound to
yield blind obedience to the mufti of Constantinople ;
who himself is entirely obedient to the Ottoman ernperor, and frames the famed oracles of that religion according to his pleasure. But this Mahometan, living
amongst Christians,would yet more apparently renounce
their government, if he acknowledged the same person
to be head of his church, who is the supreme magistrate
in the state.
Lastly, Those are not at all to be tolerated who deny
the being of God. Promises, covenants, and oaths,
which are the bonds of human society, can have no hold
upon an atheist. T h e taking away of God, though but
even in thought, dissolves all. Besides also, those that
by their atheism undermine and destroy all religion,
can have no pretence of religion whereupon t o challenge the privilege of a toleration. As for other practical opinions, though not absolutely free from all
error, yet if they do not tend t o establish dominatio~l
over others, or civil impunity t o the church in which
they are taught, there can be no reason why they should
not be tolerated.
I t remains that I say something concerning those
assemblies, which being vulgarly called, and perhaps
having sometimes been conventicles, and nurseries of
fdctions and seditions,are thought to afford the strongest
~llatteiof objection against this doctrine of toleration.
Bdt this has not happened by any thi:ig peculiar unto
the genius of such assemblies, but by tile unhappy circumstances of an oppressed or ill-settled liberty. These
accusations would soon cease, if the law of toleration
were once so settled, that all churches were obliged to
lay down toleration as the foundation of their own liberty; and teach that liberty of conscience is every
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man9s natural right, equally belonging to dissenters as
t o themselves ; and that nobody ought to be compelled
in matters of religion either by law or force. The
establishment of this one thing would take away all
ground of complaints and tumults upon account of
conscience. And these causes of discontents and animosities being once removed, there would remain nothiug in these assemblies that were not more peaceable,
and less apt to produce disturbance of state, than in
any other meetings whatsoever. But let us examine
particularly the heads of these accusations.
You will say, that " assemblies and meetings endanger the public peace, and threaten the commonwealth." I answer: if tbis be so, why are there daily
such numerous meetings in markets, and courts ofjudicature? Why are crowds upon the Exchange, and a
concourse of people in cities suffered? You will reply,
these are civil assemblies ; but those we object against
are ecclesiastical. I answer : it is a likely thing indeed,
that such assemblies as are altogether remote from civil
affairs should be most apt to embroil them. 0, but
civil assemblies are composed of men that differ from
one another in matters of religion: but these ecclesiastical meetings are of persons that are all ofone opinion.
As if an agreement in matters of religion were in ef.
fect a conspiracy against the commonwealth : or as if
men would not be so much the more warmly unanimous
in religion, the less liberty they had of assembling. But
i t will be urged still, that civil assemblies are open,
and free for any one to enter into; whereas religious
conventicles are more private, and thereby give opportunity to clandestine machinations. I answer, that
this is not strictly true : for many civil assemblies are
not open to every one. And if some religious meetings
be private, who are they, I beseech you, that are to be
blamed for i t ? those that desire, or those that forbid
their being public? Again: you will say, that religious
communion does exceedingly unite men's minds and
affections to one another, and is therefore the more
dangerous. But if this he so, why is not the magistrate
afraid of his own church; and why does he not forbid
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their assemblies, as things dangerous to his government? You will say, because he himself is a part,
and even the head of them. As if he were not also a
part of the commonwealth, and the head of the whole
people.
L e t us therefore deal plainly. T h e magistrate is afraid
of other churches, but not of his own ; because he is
kind and favourable t o the one, but severe and cruel t o
the other. These he treats like children, and indulges
them even to wantonness. Those he uses as slaves;
and how blamelessly soever they demean themselves, recoinpenses them no otherwise than by galleys, prisons,
confiscations, and death. These he cherishes and defends : those he continually scourges and oppresses.
L e t him turn the tables : or let those dissenters enjoy
but the same privileges in civils as his other subjects,
and he will quickly find that these religious meetings
will be no longer dangerous. For if men enter into seditious conspiracies, i t is not religion inspires them t o
it in their meetings? but their sufTerings and oppressions
that make them willing to ease themselves. Just and
moderate governments are every where quiet, every
where safe. But oppression raises ferments, and makes
men struggle to cast off an uneasy and tyrannical yoke.
I know that seditions are very fi-equently raised upon
pretence of religion. But it is as true, that, for religion, subjects are frequently ill treated, and live miserably. Believe me, the stirs that are made proceed
not from any peculiar temper of this or that church o r
religious society ; but from the common disposition o f
all mankind, who, when they groan under any heavy
burthen, endeavour naturally t o shake off the yoke that
galls their necks. Suppose this business of' religion
were let alone, and that there were some other distinction msde between men and men, upon account of their
different complexions, shapes, and features, so that those
who have black hair, for example, or gray eyes, should
not enjoy the same privileges as other citizens; that
they should not be permitted either t o buy or sell, or
live by their callin s ; that parents should not have the
government and e ucation of their own children ; that
VOL. VI.
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they should either be excluded from the benefit of the
laws, or meet with partial judges: can it be doubted
but these persons, thus distinguished from others by
the colour of their hair and eyes, and united together
by one common persecution, would be as dangerous to
the magistrate, as any others that had associated themselves merely upon the account of religion ? Some enter
into company for trade and profit: others, for want of
business, have their clubs for claret. Neighbourhood
joins sotne, and religion others. But there is one thing
.only which gathers people into seditious commotions,
and that is oppression.
You will say; what, will you have people to meet
a t divine service against the magistrate's will? I answer ; why, I pray, against his will? Is it not both lawful and necessary that they should meet? Against his
will, do you say? That is what I complain of. T h a t
is tlie very root of all the mischief. Why are assemblies
less sufferable in a church than in a theatre or market?
Those that meet there are not either more vicious, or
more turbulent, than those that meet elsewhere. T h e
business in that is, that they are ill used, and therefore
they are not t o be suffered. Take away the partiality
that is used towards them in matters of common right ;
change the laws, take away t.he penalties unto which
they are subjected, and all tliings will immediately become safe and peaceable : nay, those that are averse to
the religion of' the magistrate, will think themselves so
much the more bound to maintain the peace of the commonwealth, as their condition is better in that place
than elsewhere ; and all the several separate congregations, like so many guardians of the public peace, will
watch one another, that nothing n:ay be innovated or
changed in the form of the government : because they
can hope for nothing better than what they already enjoy; that is, an equal condition with their fellow-subjects, under a just and moderate government. Now if
that church, which agrees in religion with the prince,
be esteemed the chief support of any civil government,
and that for no other reason, as has already been shown,
than because the prince is kind, and the laws are fa-
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vourable to it ; how much greater will be the security
of a government, where all good subjects, of whatsoever they be, without any distinction upon account of
religion, enjoying the same favour of the prince, and
the same benefit of the laws, shall become the common
support and guard of i t ; and where none will have any
occasion to fear the severity of the laws, b t ~ those
t
that
do injuries t o their neighbours, and offend against the
civil peace !
T h a t we rnay draw towards a conclusion. " T h e
sum of all we drive a t is, that every man enjoy the
same rights that are g.santed to others." Is it permitted t o worship God in the Roman manner? L e t it
be permitted to do it in the Geneva form also. I s it
permitted t o speak Latin in the market-place? L e t
those that have a, mind to it, be permitted to do it also
in the church. Is it lawful for any man in his own house
t o kneel, stand, sit, or use any other posture; and clothe
himself in white or black, in short or in long garments? L e t it not be made unlawful t o eat bread, drink
wine, or wash with water in the church. In a word :
whatsoever things are left free by law in the colnmon
occasions of life, let them remain free unto every church
in divine worship. Let no man's Iife, or body, or
house, or estate, suffer any manner of prejudice upon
these accounts. Can you allow of' the presbyterian
discipline? why should not the episcopal also have
what they like ? Ecclesiastical authority, whether it be
administered by the hands of a single person, or many, is
every where the same; and neither has any jurisdiction
in things civil, nor any manner of power of compulsion,
nor any thing at all to do with riches and revenues.
Ecclesiastical assemblies and sermons, are justified
by daily experience, and public allowance. These are
allowed to people of some one pel-suasion : why not to
all ? I f any thing pass in a religious meeting seditiously,
and contrary to the public peace, it is t o be pu~lished
in the same manner, and no otherwise, than as if it had
happened in a fair or market. These inectingu ought
not t o be sanctnaries of fractious arid flagitious fellows :
nor ought it to be less lawfill for men to meet in chu~clies
E2
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than in halls : nor are one part of the subjects t o be
esteemed more blamable for their meeting together
than others. Every one is to be accountable for his own
actions ; and no man is to be laid under a suspicion, or
odium,for the fault of another. Those that are seditious,
murderers, thieves, robbers, adulterers, slanderers, kc.
of whatsoever church, whether national or not, ought
t o be punished and suppressed. But those whose doctrine is peaceable, and whose manners are pure and
blameless, ought to be upon equal terms with their fellow-subjects. Thus if solemn assemblies, observations
of festivals, public worship, be permitted to any one sort
of professors ; all these things ought to be permitted
t o the presbyterians, independents, anabaptists, Arminians, quakers, and others, with the same liberty. Nay,
if we may openly speak the truth, and as becomes one
man to another, neither pagan, nor Mahometan, nor
Jew, ought to be excluded from the civil rights of the
commonwealth, because of his religion. T h e Gospel
commands no such thing. The church, which judgeth
not those that are without," 1 Cor. v. 11, wants it not.
And the commonwealth, which embraces indifferently
all men that are honest, peaceable, and industrious, requires it not. Shall we suffer a pagan to deal and trade
with us, and shall we not suffer him to pray unto and
worship G o d ? If we allow the Jews to have private
houses and dwellings amongst us, why should we not
allow them to have synagogues ? Is their doctrine more
false, their worship more abominable, or is the civil
peace more endangered, by their meetil~gin public,
than in their private houses? But if these things may
be granted to Jews and pagans, surely the condition of
any Christians ought not t o be worse than theirs, in a
Christian commonwealth.
You will say, perhaps, yes, it ought to be: because
they are more inclinable to factions, tumults, and civil
wars. I answer : is this the fault of the Christian religion? If it be so, truly the Christian religion is the
worst of all religions, and ought neither to be embraced
by any particular person, nor tolerated by any commonwealth. For if this be the genius, this the nature of
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the Christian religion, to be turbulent and destructive
of the civil peace, that church itself which the magistrate indulges will not always be innocent. But far be
it from us to say any such thing of that religion, which
carries the greatest opposition tocovetousness, ambition,
discord, contention, and all manner of inordinate desires ;and is the most modest and peaceable religion that
ever was. We must therefore seek another cause of
those evils that are charged upon religion. And if we
consider right, we shall find it consist wholly in the
subject that I am treating of. I t is not the diversity of
opinions, which cannot be avoided ; but the refusal of
toleration to those that are of different opinions, which
inight have been granted, that has produced all the
bustles and wars, that have been in the Christian world,
upon account of religion. The heads and leaders of
the church, moved by avarice and insatiable desire of
dominion, making use of the immoderate ambition of
magistrates, and the credulous superstition of the giddy
multitude, have incensed and animated them against
those that dissent from themselves, by preaching unto
them, contrary to the laws of the Gospel, and to the
precepts of charity, that schismatics and heretics are
to be outed of their possessions, and destroyed. And
thus have they mixed together, and confounded two
things, that are in themselves most different, the church
and the commonwealth. Now as it is very difficult for
men patiently t o suffer themselves to be stripped of the
goods, which they have got by their honest industry ;
and contrary to all the laws of equity, both human and
divine, t o be delivered up for a prey to other men's
violence and rapine ; especially when they are otherwise
altogether blameless ; and that the occasion for which
they are thus treated does not at all belong to the jurisdiction of the magistrate, but entirely t o the conscience of every particular man, for the conduct of
which he is accountable to God ollly; what else can be
expected, but that these men, growing weary of the
evils under which they labour, should in the end think
it lawful for them t o resist force with force, and to defend their natural rights, which are not forfeitable upon
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accoul~tof religion, wit11 a r m as well as the can?
'rhat this has been hitherto the ordinarycourse o things,
is abundantly evident in history : and that it will continue to be so hereafter, is but too apparent in reason.
I t cannot indeed be otherwise, so lonq as the rinciple
of' persecution for religion shall prevall, as it Flas done
hitherto, with magistrate and people; and so long as
those that ought to be the preachers of peace and concord, shall continue, with all their art and strength, to
excite men to arms, and sound the trumpet of war. But
that magistrates should thus suffer these incendiaries,
and disturbers of the public peace, might justly be wondered at, if it did not appear that they have been invited by them unto a participation of the spoil, and
have therefore thought fit to make use of their covetousness and pride, as means whereby to increase their
own power. For who does not see that these good
men are indeed more ministers of the government than
ministers of the Gospel ; and that by flattering the ambition, and favouring the dominion of princes and men
in authority, they endeavour with all their might to
promote that tyranny in the commonwealth, which
otherwise they should not be able to establish in the
church ? This is the unhappy agreement that we see
between the church and the state. Whereas if each of
them would contain itself within its own bounds, the
one attending to the worldly welfare of the commonwealth, the other t o the salvation of souls, i t is impossible that any discord should ever have happened between them. " Sed pudet haec opprobria," kc. God
Almightygrant, I beseech him, that the Gospel of peace
may a t length be preached, and that civil magistrates,
growing more careful to conform their own consciences
t o the law of God, and less solicitous about the binding of other men's consciences by human laws, may,
like fathers of their country, direct all their counsels
and endeavours to promote universally the civil welfare
of all their children ; except oilly of such as are arrogant, ungovernable, and injurious to their brethren;
ant1 that all ecclesiastical men, who boast themselves to
be the successors of the apostles, walking peaceably and
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modestly in the apostles' steps, without intermeddling
with state atiairs, may apply themselves wholly to promote the salvation of souls. Farewell.
Perhaps it may not be amiss to add a few things concerning heresy and schism. A Turk is not, nor can be
either heretic or schismatic to a Christian ; and if any
man fall off from the Christian faith to Mahornetism, he
does not thereby become a heretic, or a schismatic, but
an apostate and an infidel. This nobody doubts of.
And by this it appears that men of different religions
cannot be heretics or schismatics to one another.
We are to inquire, therefore, what men are of the
same religion : concerning which, it is manifest that
those who have one and the same rule of faith and
worship are of the same religion, and those who have
not the same rule of faith and worship are of different
religions. For since all things that belong unto that
religion are contained in that rule, it follows necessarily,
that those who agree in one rule are of one and the same
religion ; and vice versd. Thus Turks and Christians
are of different religions ; because these take the Holy
Scriptures to be the rule of their religion, and those
the Koran. And for the same reason, there may be
diff~rentreligions also, even amongst Christians. T h e
papists and the Lutherans, though both of them profess
faith in Christ, and are therefore called Christians, yet
are not both of the same religion : because these acknowledge nothing but the Holy Scriptures to be the
rule and foundation of their religion ; those take in
also traditions and decrees of popes, and of all these
together make the rule of their religion. And thus
the Christians of St. John, as they are called, and the
Christians of Geneva, are of different religions: because
these also take only the Scriptures, and those, I know
not what traditions, for the rule of'their religion.
This being settled, it follows, First, That heresy is
a separation made in ecclesiastical communion between
men of the same religion, for some opinions no way contained in the rule itself. And secondly, That amongst
those who acknowledge nothing but the Holy Scriptures
to be their rule of faith, heresy is a separation made in
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their Christian communion, for opinions not contained
in the express words of Scripture.
Now this separation lnay be made in a twofold
manner :
First, When the greater part, or, by the magistrate's
patronage, the stronger part, of the church separates
itself from others, by excluding them out of her communion, because they will not profess their belief of
certain opinions which are not to be found in the express
words of Scripture. For it is not the paucity of those
that are separated, nor the authosity of the magistrate,
that can make any man guilty of heresy; but he only is
an heretic who divides the church into parts, introduces
names and marks of distinction, and voluntarily makes
a separation because of such opinions.
Secondly, When any one separates himself from the
communion of a church, because that church does not
publicly profess some certain opinions which the Holy
Scriptures do not espresslp teach.
Both these are "heretics, because they err in fundamentals, and they err obstinately against knowledge."
For when they have determined the Holy Scriptures
t o be the only foundation of faith, they nevertheless
lay down certain propositions as fiindamental, which
are not in the Scripture ; and because others will not
acknowledgethese additional opinions oftheirs,nor build
upon them as if they were necessary and fundamental,
they therefore make a separation in the church, either
by withdrawing themselves from the others, or expelling the others from them. Nor does it signify an
thing for them to say that their confessions and syrnbo s
are agreeable to Scripture, and to the analogy of' faith :
for if they be conceived in the express words of Scripture, there can be no question about them; because
those are acknowledged by all Christians to be of divine
inspiration, and therefore fundamental. But if they
say that the articles which they require to be professed
are consequences deduced from the Scripture, it is
r~ndoubtedlywell done of them to believe and profess
such things as seem unto them so agreeable to the rule
of faith : but it would be very ill done to obtrude those
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things upon others, [into wborn *hey do not smm t~ be
the indubitable doctrines of the Scripture. And to make
a separation fbt arlch things as these, which neither are
nor can be fundamental, is to become heretics. For I
do not think there is any man arrived to that degree
of madness, as that he dare give out his consequences
and interpretations of 6c1ipture as divine inspirations,
and compare the articles of faith, that he has framed
according to his own fancy, with the authority of the
Gcripture. I know there are some propositions so
evidently agreeable to Scripture, that nobody can deny
them to be drawn from thence : but about those therefore there call be no difference. This only I say,
that however clearly we may think this or the other
doctrine to be deduced from Scripture, we ought not
therefore to impose it upon others as a necessary article
of faith, because we believe it to be agreeable to the
tule of faith; unless we would be content also that
other doctrines should be imposed upon us in the same
manner; and that we should be compelled to receive
and profess all the different and contradictory opinions
of Lutherans, Calvinists, remonstrants, anabaptists, and
other sects, which the contrivers of symbols, systems,
and confessions, are accustomed to deliver unto their
followers as genuine and necessary deductions from the
Holy Scripture. I cannot but wonder at the extravagant arrogance of those men who think that they themselves can explain things necessary to salvation more
clearly than the Holy Ghost, the eternal and infinite
wisdom of God.
Thus much concerning heresy ; which word in common use is applied only to the doctrinal part of religion.
Lwt us now consider schism, which is a crime near akin
to it : for both those words seem unto me to signify an
'* ill.gmunded separation in ecclesiastical communion,
made about things not necessary." But since uee,
which is the supreme law in matter of language, has
determined that heresy relates to errors in faith, and
.schism to those in worship or discipline, we musk consider them under that distinction.
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Schism then, for the same reasons that have already
been alleged, is nothing else but a separation made in
the communion of the cliurch, upon account of something in divine worship, or ecclesiastical discipline, that
is not any necessary part of it. Now nothing in worship or discipline can be necessary t o Christian communion, but what Christ our legislator, or the apostles,
by inspiration of the Holy Spirit, have commanded in
express words.
I n a word: he that denies not any thing that the
Holy Scriptures teach in express words,'nor makes a
separation upon occasion of any thing that is not manifestly contained in the sacred text ;however he may be
nicknamed by any sect of Christians, and declared by
some, or all of them, to be utterly void of true Christianity; yet in deed and in truth this man cannot be
either a heretic or schismatic.
These things might have been explained more largely,
and more advantageously; but it is enough to have
hinted at them, thus briefly, to a person of your parts.

A

S E C O N D LETTER
CONCERNING

TOLERATION.

A

SECOND LETTER
CONCERNING

TOLERATION.

T O THE AUTHOR OF THE ARGUMENT OF THE LETTER
CONCERNING TOLERATION BRIEFLY CONSIDERED A N D
ANSWERED.

SIR,
You will pardon me if I take the same liberty with
you, that you have done with the author of the Letter
concerning Toleration ; to consider your arguments,
and endeavour to show you the mistakes of them ; for
since you have so plainly yielded up the question t o
him, and do own that " the severities he would dissuade
Christians from, are utterly unapt and improper to bring
men t o embrace that ti-uth which must save them:"
I am not without some hopes to prevail with you t o
do that yourself, which you say is the only justifiable
aim of men difEering about religion, even in the use of
the severest methods, viz. carefully and impartially t o
weigh the whole matter, and thereby to remove that
prejudice which makes you yet fivour some remains
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of persecution : promising myself that so ingenious a
person will either be convinced by the truth which
appears so very clear and evident to me : or else confess, that, were either you or I in authority, we should
very unreasonably and vkry unjustly use any force
upon the other, which differed from him, upon any
pretence of want of examination. And if force be not
to be used in your case or mine, because unreasonable,
or unjust; you will, I hope, think fit that it should be
forborn in all others, where it will be equally unjust and
unreasonable ; as I doubt not but to make it appear it
will unavoidably be, wherever you will go about to
punish men for want of consideration ; for the true way
to try such speculations as these is, to see how they
will prove when they are reduced into practice.
The first thing you seem startled at, in the author's
letter, is the largeness of the toleration he proposes;
and you think it strange that he would not have so
much as a " Pagan, Mahometan, or Jew, excluded
from the civil rights of the commonwealth, because of
his religion," p. 1. We pray every day for their conversion, and I think it our duty so to do: but it will,
I fear, hardly be believed that we pray in earnest, if
we exclude them from the other ordinary and probable
means of conversion, either by driving them from, or
persecuting them when they are amongst us. Force,
ou allow, is improper to convert men to any religion.
$oleration is but the removing that force; so that why
those should not be tolerated as well as others, if you
wish their conversion, I do not see. But you say, 46 It
seems hard to conceive how the author of that letter
should think to do any service to religion in general,
or to the Christian religion, by recommending and
persuading such a toleration ; for how much soever it
may tend to the advancement of trade and commetce
(which some seem to place above aH other considerations), I see no reason, from any experiment that has
been made, to expect that true religion would be a
gainer by i t ; that it would be either the better presewed, the more widely propagated, or rendered any
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whit the Inore fruitful in the lives of its professors by
it." Before I come to your doubt itself, " Whether
true religion would be a gainer by such a toleration ;"
ive me leave to take notice, that if, by other considerag.
tlons, you mean any thing but religion, your parenthesis is wholly beside the matter; and that if you do
not know that the author of the letter places the advancement of trade above religion, your insinuation is
very uncharitable. But I go on.
" You see no reason, you say, from any experiment
that has been made, to expect that true religion would
be a gainer by it." True religion and Christian religion are, I suppose, to you and me, the same thing.
But of this you have an experiment in its first appearance in the world, and several hundreds of years after.
It was then "better preserved, more widely propagated,
in proportion, and rendered more fruitfill in the lives
of its professors," than ever since ; though then Jews
and pagans were tolerated, and more than tolerated,
by the governments of those places where it grew up.
I hope you do not imagine the Christian religion has
lost any of its first beauty, force, or reasonableness, by
having been almost two thousand years in the world ;
that you should fear it should be less able now to shift
for itself, without the help of force. I doubt not but
you look upon i t still to be " the power and wisdom of
God for our salvation ;" and therefore cannot suspect
it less capable to prevail now, by its own truth and
light, than it did in the first ages of the church, when
poor contemptible men, without authority, or the countenance of authority, had alone the care of it. This,
as L take it, has been made use of by Christians generally, and by some of our church in particular, as an
argument for the truth of the Christian religion; that it
grew, and spread, and prevailed, without any aid from
f ~ r c eor
, the assistance of the powers in being ; and if
it be a mark of the true religion, that it will prevail by
its own light and strength, but that false religions will
not, but have need of force and foreign helps t o support them, nothing cert$nly can be more fbr the ad-
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vantage of true religion, than to take away compu1sio;n
every where; and therefore it is no more '' liar$ tb
conceive how the author of the letter should think t o
do service to religion in general, or t o the Christiatr
religion," than it is hard to conceive that he should
think there is a true religion, and that the Christian
religion is it ; which its professors have always owned
not to need force, and have urged that as a good nrguinent to prove tlie truth of it, The inventions of men
in religion need the force and helps of men to support
them. A religion that is of God wants not the assistance of human authority to make it prevail. I guess,
when this dropped fiom you, you had narrowed your
thoughts to your own age and country: but if ou will
enlarge them a little beyond the confines of d g l a n d ,
I do not doubt but you will easily imagine that if in
Italy, Spain, Portugal, &c. the Inquisition ; and in
France their dragooning; and in other parts those
severities that are used to keep or force men to the
national religion, were taken away; and instead thereof
the toleration proposed by the author were set up, the
true religion would be a gainer by it.
The author of the letter says, " Truth would do
well enough, if she were once left to shift for herself.
She seldom hath received, and he fears never will
receive, milch assistance from the power of great men,
to whom she is but rarely known, and more rarely
welcome. Errors indeed prevail, b the assistance o f
ruth makes way
foreign and borrowed succours.
into our understanding, by her own light, and is but
the weaker for any borrowed force that violence canJ
add t o her." These words of his, how hard soever
they may seem to you, may help you to conceive how
he should think to do service t o true religion, by recommending and persuading such a toleration as he proposed. And now pray tell me yourself, whether you do
not think true religion would be a gainer by it, if such
a toleration, establ~shedthere, would permit the doctrine of the church of England to be freely preached,
and its worship set up, in any popish, Mahometan, or
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pagan country? If you do not, you havc a very ill
opinion of'the religion of the church of England, and
must own that it can only be propagated and supported
by force. If you think it would gain in those countries,
by such a toleration, you are then of the author's mind,
and do not find it so hard to conceive how the recornmending such a toleration might do service to that
which you think true religion. But if you allow such
a toleration usef~ilto truth in other countries, you
must find somethiilg very peculiar in the air, that
i n u ~ make
t
i t less useful to truth in England; and it
will savour of much partiality, and be too absurd, , I
fear, for you t o own, that toleration will be advantageous to true religion all the world over, except only
in this island; though, I much suspect, this, as absurd
as it is, lies at the bottom ; and you build all you sa ,
upon this lurking suppositioi~,that the national re 1gion now in England, backed by the public authority
of the law, is the only true religion, and therefore no
other is to be tolerated; which being a supposition
equally unavoidable, and equally just in other countries, unless we can imagine that every where but in
England men believe what a t the sarlle time they think
to be a lie, will, in other places, exclude tolerat~on,
and thereby hinder truth from the means ofpropagating
itself.
What tlie fruits of toleration are, wllich in the next
words you cotnplain do " remain still among us," ancl
which, you say, a give no encouragement to hope for
any advantages from it ;" what fruits, I say, these are,
or whether they are owing to the want or widciiess of
toleration among US, we sl~allthen be able to judge,
when you tell us what they are. In the mean tiine 1
will boldly say, that if the magistrates will severely and
impa;',ially set themselves agalnst vice, in whomsoever
it is found, and leave men to their own consciences,
in tlleir articles of faith, and ways of' worship, " true
religion will be spread wider, and be more fiuitful in
the lives of its professors," than ever I~itliertoit has
been, by the imposition of creeds and ceremonies.
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You tell us, that no man can fail of finding the
way of salvation, who seeks it as he ought." I wonder
you had not taken notice, in the places you quote for
this, how we are directed there to the right way of
seeking. The words, John vii. 17, are, " I f any man
will do his will, he shall know of the doctrine whether
i t be of God." And Psalm xxv. 9, 12, 14, which are
also quoted by you, tell us, " The meek will he guide
in judgment, and the meek will he teach his way.
What man is he that feareth the Lord? him shall h e
teach in the way that he shall choose. T h e secret of
the Lord is with them that fear him, and he will show
them his covenant." So that these places, if they
prove what you cite them for, '' that no man can fail
of finding the way of salvation, who seeks it as he
ought;" they do also prove, that a good life is the
only way to seek as we ought; and that therefore the
magistrates, if they would put men upon seeking the
way of salvation as they ought, should, by their laws and
penalties, force them t o a good life; a good conversation being the readiest and surest way to a right understanding. Punishments and severities thus applied, we
are sure, are both practicable, just, and useful. How
punishments will prove in the way you contend for, we
sllall see when we come to consider it.
Having given us these broad marks of your good
will to toleration, you tell us, " I t is not your design t o
argue against it, but only to inquire what our author
offers for the proof of his assertion." And then you
give us this scheme of his argument.
'' 1. There is but one way of salvation, or but one
true religion.
" a. No man can be saved b this religion, who does
not believe it to be the true re igion.
" 3. This belief is to be wrought in men by reason
and argument, not by outward force and compulsion.
" 4. Therefore all such force is utterly of no use
for the promoting true religion, and the salvation of
souls.
" 5. And therefore nobody can have any right to use
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any force or compulsion, for the bringing men t o the
true religion."
And you tell us, " the wholc strength of w11:lt that
letter urged for the purpose of it, lies in this argument," which I think you have no more reason t o
,than if you should tell us, that only one beau1 of
a
"$ ouse had any strength in it, when there are several
others that would support the building, were that
gone.
The p~lrposeof the letter is plainly to defend toleration, exempt from all force ; especially civil force, or
the force of the magistrate. Now, if it be a true consequence " that men must be tolerated, if magistrates
have no commission or authority to punish them for
matters of religion," then the only strength of that
letter lies not in the unfitness of force to convince
men's understanding. See Letter, p. 28.
Again ; if it be true, that " magistrates being as liable
to error as the rest of mankind, their using of force in
matters of religion, would not at 211 advance the salvation of mankind," allowing that even force could work
upon them, and magistrates had authority to use i t in
religion, then the argument you mention is not "the
only one in that letter, of strength to prove t.he necessity
of toleration." See Letter, p. 12. For the argument
of the unfitness of force to convince men's minds being
quite taken away, either of the other would be a strong
proof for toleration. But let us consider tile argument
as you have put it.
" The two first propositions, you
yo11 agree to."
As t o the third, you grant " that orce is very improper to be used t o induce the mind t o assent t o
any truth."
But yet you deny, " that force is utterly
useless for the promoting true religion, and the salvation of men's souls ;"which you call the author's fourth
proposition ;but indeed that is not the author's fourth
proposition, or any proposition of his, to be found in
the pages you quote, or any where else in the whole
letter, either in those terms, or in the sense you take it.
page 12, which you quote, the author is showing
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that tlie magistrate has no power, that is, no right, to
make use of' force in matters of religion, for the salvation of mens souls. And the reason he gives for i t
there is, because force has no efficacy to convince men's
minds ; and that without a full persuasion of the mind,
the profession of tlie true religion itself is not acceptable to God. " Upon this ground, says he, I affirnl
that the magistrate's power extends not to tlie establishing any articles of' faith, or forms of worship, by
tlie force of his laws. For laws are of no force at all
witt~outpenalties ; and penalties in this case are absolutely impertinent, because they are riot proper to convince the mind." And so again, p. 28, which is the
other place you quote, the author says: Whatsoever
may be doubted in religion,. yet this at least is certain,
that no religion which I believe not to be true can be
either true or profitable unto me. I n vain, therefore,
do princes compel their subjects to come into their
church communion, under the pretence ~f saving their
souls." And more to this purpose. But in neither
of those passages, nor any where else, that I remember,
does the author say that i t is impossible that force
should any way, at any time, upon any person, by any
accident, be useful towards the promoting of true religion, and the salvation of souls ; for that is it which
you mean by " utterly of no use." H e does not deny
that there is any thing which God in his goodness does
not, or may not, sometimes graciously make use of,
towards the salvation of men's souls ; as our Saviour
did of clay and spittle to cure blindness ; and that so
force also may be soinctimes useful. But that which
he denies, and you grant, is, that force has any proper
efficacy to enlighten the understanding, or produce
belief. And from thence he infers, that therefore the
l
in matters of
magistrate cannot lawfully c ~ m p e men
religion. This is what the author says, and what I imagine will always hold true, whatever you or any one
can sag or think to the cantrary.
That which you say is, " Force indirectly and at a
distance may do some service." What you mean by
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doing service at a distance, towards the bringing men
to salvation, or to embrace the truth, I confess f do not
understand; unless, pcrhaps, it be what others, in propriety of speech, call by accident. But be it what i t
will, it is such a service as cannot be ascribed to the
direct and proper efficacy of fbrce. And so, say you,
s6Force, indirectly, and at a distance, may do some
service." I grant it : inalte your best of it. What do
you conclude fiom thence, to your purpose? That
therefore the magistrate may inake use of it ? That I
deny, that such an indirect, and at a distance usefulness, will authorize the civil power in the use of it,
that will never be proved. Loss of estate and dignities may inake a proud man humble : sufferings and
imprisonment may make a wild and debauched inan
sober: and so these things may " indirectly, and a t a
distance, be serviceable towards the salvation of men's
souls." I doubt not but God has made some, or all of
these, the occasions of good to many men. But will
you therefore infer, that the magistrate may take away
a man's honour, or estate, or liberty, for the salvation of
his soul ; or torment him in this, that he may be happy
in the other world? What is otherwise unlawful in
itself, as it certainly is to punish a man without a fault,
can never be made lawful by some good that, indirectly,
and a t a distance, or, if you please, indirectly, and b
accident, may follow from it. Running a man throug
may save his life, as it has done by chance, opening a
lurking imposthurne. But will you say, theretbre, that
this is lawful, justifiable chirurgery ? The galleys, it is
like, might reduce many a vain, loose protestant t o
r entance, sobriety of thought, and a true sense of
re igion : and the torments they suffered in the late
persecution, might make several consider the pains of
hell, and put a due estimate of vanity and contempt on
all things of this world. But will you say, because those
punishments might, indirectly, and at a distance, serve
to the salvation of men's souls, that therefore the king
of France had right authority t o make use of them?
If your indirect and a t a distance serviceableness may
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authorize the magistrate to use force in religion, all the
cruelties used by the heathens against Christians, by
papists against protestants, and all the persecuting of
Christians one among another, are all justifiable.
But what if I should tell you now of other effects,
contrary effects, that punishments in matters of religion
may produce ; and so may serve to keep men from the
truth and from salvation? What then will become of
your indirect and at a distance usefulness ? For in all
pleas for any thing because of its usefulness, it is not
enough to say as you do, and is the utmost that can be
said for it, that it may be serviceable: but it must be
considered not only what it may, but what it is likely
to produce : and the greater good or harm like to come
from it, ought to determine the use of it. T o show
you what effects one may expect from force, of what
usefulness it is to bring men to embrace the truth, be
pleased to read what you yourself have writ: '' I
cannot but remark, say you, that these methods (viz.
depriving men of estates, corporal punishment, starving
and tormenting them in prisons, and in the end even
taking away their lives, to make them Christians) are
so very improper in respect to the design of them, that
they usually produce the quite contrary effect. For
whereas all the use which force can have for the advancing true religion and the salvation of souls, is (as
bas already been showed) by disposing men to submit
to instruction, and to give a fair hearing to the reasons
which are offered for the enlightening their minds, and
discovering the truth to them ; these cruelties have the
misfortune to be commonly looked upon as so just a
prejudice against any religion that uses them, as makes
it needless to look any farther into it: and to tempt
inen to reject it, as both false and detestable, without
ever vouchsafing to consider the rational grounds and
motives of it. This effect they seldom fail to work
upon the sufferers of'them. And as to the spectators,
if' they be not beforehand well instructed in those
grounds and motives, they will be much tempted, likewise, not only to entertain the sarlie opinion of' such a
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religion, but withal to judge much more favourably of
that of the sufferers; who, they will be apt to think,
would not expose themselves to such extremities, which
they might avoid by compliance, if' they were not thoroughly satisfied of the justice of their cause." Here
then you allow that taking away men's estates, or Iihert~,
and corporal punishments, are apt t o drive away both
sufferers and spectators from the religion that rnakes use
of them, rather than to it. .And so these you renounce.
Now, ifyou give up punishments of a man, in his person,
liberty, and estate, I think we need not stand with you,
for any other punishments that may be made use of,
But, by what follows, it seems you shelter yourself under
the name of severities. For moderate punishments, as
you call them in another place, you think may be serviceable; indirectly, and at a distance serviceable, t o
bring men to the truth. And I say, any sort of punishments disproportioned to the offence, or where there
is no fault at all, will always be severity, unjustifiable
severity, and will be thought so by the sufferers and
bystanders; and so will usually produce the effects you
have mentioned, contrary to the design they are used for,
Not to profess the national faith, whilst one believes it
not to be true; not to enter into church communion
with the magistrate as long as one judges the doctrine
there professed t o be erroneous, or the worship not such
as God has either prescribed or will accept; this you
allow, and all the world with you must allow, not to be
a fault. But yet you would have men punished fbr not
being of the national religion ; that is, as you yourself
confess, for no fault a t all. Whether this be not severity,
nay so open and avowed injustice, that it will give men
a just prejudice against the religion that uses it, and
produce all those ill effects you there mention, I leave
you to consider. So that the name of severities, i n
opposition to the moderate punishments you speak for,
can do you no service a t all. For where there is no
fault, there can be no moderate punishment: all punishment is immoderate, where there is no fault to be punished. But of your moderate punishment we shall have
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occasion to speak more in another place. I t suffices
liere to have shown, t11:tt whatever punishments you
use, they are as likely to drive meu tiom tlie religion that lists tlicm, as to bring them to the truth;
and mtich marc likely, as we shall see before we have
tlonc : a11d SO by your own confession they are not t o
be used.
One thing in this passage of the author, it seems,
appears absurd to you; that he should say, " That to
take away men's lives, to make them Christians, was but
an ill way of expressing a design of their salvation."
P grant there is great absurdity somewhere in the case.
But it is in the practice of those who, persecuting men
under a pretence of bringiug t h e ~ nto salvation, suffer
the temper of their good-will to betray itself, in taking
away their lives. And whatever absurdities there be
in this way of proceeding, there is none in the author's
way of expressing it ; as you would more plainly have
seen, if' you had looked into the Latin original, where
tlie words are, '' VitA denique ips&privant, ut fideles,
ut salvi fiant ;" which, though more literally, might
be thus rendered, '' T o bring then1 to the fhith and
t o salvation;" yet the translator is not to be blamed,
if he chose to express the sense of the author in words
that very livelily represented the extreme absurdity
they are guilty of, who, under pretence of zeal for
the salvation of souls, proceed to the taking away their
lives. An example whereof we have in a neighbouring country, where the prince declares he will have
all his dissenting subjects saved, and pursuant thereunto has taken away the lives of many of them. For
thither at last persecution must come ; as I fear, notwithstanding your talk of moderate punishments, you
yourself intimate in these words : " Not that I think
the sword is to be used in this business (as I have
sufficiently declared already), but because all coactive
power resolves at last into the sword; since all (I do not
say, that will not be reformed in this matter by lesser
penalties, but) that refuse t o submit to lesser penalties, must at last fill under the stroke of it," I n which
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words, if you mean any thing t o the business in hand,
you seem to have a reserve for greater punishments,
lesser are not sufficient to bring men to be convinced. But let that pass.
You say, I f force be used, not instead of reason
and argun~ents,that is, not to convince by its own
proper efficacy, which it cannot do," &c. I think those
who make laws, and use force, to bring men to churchconformity in religion, seek only the compliance, but
concern themselves not for the conviction of those they
punish ; and so never use force to convince. For, pray
tell me, when any dissenter conforms, and enters into
the church-communion, is he ever examined to see
whether he does it upon reason, and conviction, and
such grounds as would become a Christian concerned
for religion ? I f persecution, as is pretended, were for
the salvation of men's souls, this would be done; and
men not driven to take the sacrament to keep their
places, or to obtain licences to sell ale, for so low have
these holy things been prostituted ;who perhaps knew
nothing of its institution, and considered no other use
of it but the securing some poor secular advantage,
which without taking of i t they should have lost. So
that this exception of yours, of the use of force, instead of arguments, to convince men," I think is needless; those wlio use it, not being, that ever I heard,
concerned that men should be convinced.
But you go on in telling us your way of using force,
" only to bring men to consider those reasons and arguments, which are proper and sufficient t o convince
them; but which, without being forced, they would
not consider." And, say you, " u ~ h o can deny but
that, indirectly and a t a distance, i t does some service,
towards bringing men t o embrace that truth, which
either through negligence they would never acquaint
themselves with, or through prejudice they would reject and condemn unheard?" Whether this way of
punishment is like to increase, or remove prejudice, we
have already seen. And what that truth is, which you
can positively say ilny man, " without being fbrced by
punishment, woulcl through carelessness never acquaint
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himself with," I desire you to name. Some are called
at the third, some at the ninth, and some at the eleventh
hour. And whenever they are called, they embrace
all the truth necessary to salvation. But these slips
may be forgiven, amongst so many gross and palpable
mistakes, as appear to me all through your discourse.
For example : you tell us that " force used to bring
men to consider, does, indirectly, and at a distance,
some service." Here now you walk in the dark, and
endeavour to cover yourself with obscurity, by omitting
two necessary parts. As, first, who must use this force :
which, though you tell us not here, yet by other parts
of your treatise it is plain you mean the magistrate.
And, secondly, you omit to say upon whom.it must be
used, who i t is must be punished: and those, if you
say any thing to your purpose, must be dissenters from
the national religion, those who come not into churchcommunion with the magistrate. And then your proposition, in fair plain terms, will stand thus : " If the
magistrate punish dissenters, only to bring them to
consider those reasons and arguments which are proper
to convince them ; who can deny but that, indirectly
and at a distance, it may do service, &c. towards bringing men to embrace that truth which otherwise they
would never be acquainted with 3'' &c. I n which proposition, 1. There is something impracticable. 2. Something unjust. And, 3. Whatever efficacy there is in
force, your way applied, to bring men to consider and
be convinced, it makes against you.
1. It is impracticable to punish dissenters, as dissenters, only to make them consider. For if you punish
them as dissenters, as certainly you do, if you punish
them alone, and them all without exception, you punish them for not being of the national religion. And
t o punish a man for not being of the national religion,
is not to punish him only to make him consider; unless not to be of the national religion, and not to consider, be the same thing. But you will say, the design
is only to make dissenters consider ; and therefore they
may be punished only to make them consider. T o this
I reply; it is inq~ossibleyou should punish ope with a
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design only to make him consider, whom you punish
for something else besides want of consideration ; or if
you punish him whether he consider or no ; as you do,
if you lay penalties on dissenters in general. I f you
should make a law to punish all stammerers ;could any
one believe you, if you said it was designed only to
make them leave swearing? Would not every one see
i t was impossible that punishment should be only against
swearing, when all stammerers were under the penalty?
Such a proposal as this is, in itself, at first sight monstrously absurd. But you must thank yourself for it.
For to lay penalties lipon stammerers, only to make
thein not swear, is not more absurd and inlpossible than
it is to lay penalties upon dissenters only to make them
consider.
2. T o punish men out of the communion of the national church, to make them consider, is unjust. They
are punished, because out of the national church : and
they are out of the national church, because they are
not yet convinced. Their standing out therefore in this
state, whilst they are not convinced, not satisfied in their
minds, is no fault; and therefore cannot justly be punished. But your method is, " Punish them, to make
them consider such reasons and arguments as are proper to convince them." Which is just such justice, as
it would be for the magistrate to punish you for not
being a Cartesian, " only to bring you to consider such
reasons and arguments as are proper and sufficient to
convince you :" when it is possible, 1. That you, being satisfied of the truth of your own opinion in philosophy, did not judge it worth while to consider that
of Des Cartes. 2. It is possible you are not able to
csnsider and examine all the proofs and grounds upon
vvbich he endeavours to establish his philosophy. S. Possibly you have examined, and can find no reasons and
arguments proper and sufficient to convince you.
3. Whatever indirect efficacy there be in force, applied by the magistrate your way, it makes against you.
" Force used by the magistrate to bring men to consider those 'reasol~sand arguments, which are proper
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and sufficient to convince them, but which without
being forced they would not consider; may, say you,
be serviceable, indirectly and at a distance, to make
men embrace the truth which must save them." And
thus, say I, it may be serviceable to bring men t o receive and embrace falsehood, which will destroy them.
So that force and punishment, by your own confession,
not being able directly, by its proper efficacy, to do
men any good, in reference to their future estate;
though it be sure directly to do them harm, in reference
to their present condition here ; and indirectly, and in
your way of applying it, being proper to do at least as
much harm as good ; I desire to know what the usefulness is which so much recommends it, even to a degree
that you pretend it needful and necessary. Had you
some new untried chvmical preparation, that was as
proper to kill as to saie an infirm man, of whose life I
hope you would not be more tender than of a weak
brother's soul ; would you give it your child, or try it
upon your friend, or recommend it to the world for its
rare usefulness ? I deal very favourably with you, when
I say as proper to kill as to save. For force, in your
indirect way, of the magistrate's " applying to make
men consider those arguments that otherwise they
would not; to make them lend an ear to those who
tell them they have mistaken their way, and offer to
show them the right ;"I say, in this way, force is much
more proper, and likely, to make men receive and embrace error than the truth.
I. Because men out of the right way are as apt, I
think I may say, apter to use force, than others. For
truth, I mean the truth of the Gospel, which is that
of the true religion, is mild, and gentle, and meek, and
apter to use prayers and entreaties, than force, to gain
a hearing.
2. Because the magistrates of the world, or the civil
sovereigns, as you think it more proper to call them,
being few of them in the right way; not one of ten,
take which side you will, perhaps you will grant not
one of an hundred, being of the true religion; it is
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likely your illdirect way of using of force would do an
hundred, or at least ten times as much harm as good;
especially if you consider, that as the magistrate will
certainly use i t to force men t o hearken to the proper
ministers of his religion, let it be what it will: so you
having set no time, nor bounds, to this consideration
of arguments and reasons, short of being convinced;
you, under another pretence, put into the magistrate's
hands as much power to force men to his religion, as
any the openest persecutors can pretend to. For what
difference, I beseech you, between punishing you t o
bring you to mass, and punishing you to coasider those
reasons and arguments which are proper and sufficient
to convince you that you ought to go t o mass? For till
you are brought to consider reasons and arguments proper and sufficient to convince you, that is, till you are
convinced, you are punished on. If you reply, you
meant reasons and arguments proper and sufficient to
convince them of the truth. I answer, if you meant
so, why did yon not say so ? But if you had, it would
in this case do yo11 little service. For the mass, in
France, is as much supposed the truth, as the liturg
here. And your way of applying force will as muc
promote popery in France, as protestantism in Englafid.
And so you see how serviceable it is to make men receive and embrace the truth that must save them.
However you tell us, in the same page, that "if force
so applied, as is above-mentioned, may in such sort as
has been said, i. e. indirectly and at a distance, be serviceable to bring men to receive and embrace truth,
you think it sufficient to show the usefulness of it in religion :" where I shall observe, 1. That this usefulness
amounts to no more but this, that i t is not impossible
but that i t may be useful. And such an usefulness one
cannot deny to auricular confession, doing of penance,
going of a pilgrimage to some saint, and what not. Yet
our church does not think fit to use tliem : though i t
cannot be denied, but they may have some of your indirect and a t a distance usefulness; that is, perhaps
may do some service indirectly and by accident.
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2. Force, your way applied, as it may bc usefiil, so
also it may be useless. For, 1. Where the law punishes
dissenters, without telling t h a n it is to inalie tlici~lconsider, they may throui;li ignorance and oversight neglect
t o do it, and so your force proves useless. 2. Some dissenters may have considered already, and then force
employed upon them must needs be useless : uilless you
can think i t useful to punish a man to make him do that
which he has done already. 3. God has not directed it:
and therefore we l ~ a v eno reason t o expect he should
inake it successful.
3. I t may be hurtful : nay, i t is likely to prove more
hurtful than useful. 1. ~ e c a u s et o punish men for that,
which i t is visible cannot be known whether they have
performed or no, is so palpable an injustice, that i t is
likelier t o give them an aversion to the persons and religion that uses it than to bring them to it. 2. Because
the greatest part of mankind, being not able to discern
betwixt truth and falsehood, that depend upon long and
many proofs, and remote consequences; nor having ability enough to discover the false grounds, and resist the
captious and fallacious arguments of learned men verscd
in controversies; are so much more exposed, by the
force which is used to make them hearken to the information and instruction of men appointed to it by the
magistrate, or those of his religion, to be led into falsehood and error, than they are likely this way to be
brought to embrace the truth that must save them ;by
how much the national religions of the world are, beyond comparison, more of them false or erroneous, than
such as have God for their author, and truth for their
standard. And that seeking and examining, without
the s ecial grace of God, will not secure even knowing
and earned men from error; we have a famous instance in the two Reynolds's, both scholars and brothers, but one a protestant, the other a papist, who,
upon the exchange of papers between them, were both
turned; but so that neither of them, with all the arguments he could use, could bring his brother back to
the religion which he himself had found reason t o em-
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brace. I-Icre nras ability to csnmine and judgc, beyorlct
the ordinary rate of most nlcn. Yet one of these brothers
was so caught by the sophistry and skill of' the other,
that he was brought into error, from which he could
never again be extricated. This we must unavoidably
conclude ; unless we can think, that wherein they differed they were both in the right; or that truth can
be an argument to support a falsehood ; both which are
impossible. And now, I pray, which of these two brothers would you have punished, to make him bethink
himself', and bring him back to the truth? For it is
certain some ill-grounded cause of assent alienated one
of them from it. I f you will examine your principles,
you will find that according to your rule, the papist
must be punished in England, and the protestant in
Italy. So that, in effect, by your rule?passion, humour,
prejudice, lust, impressions of education, admiratio11of
persons, worldly respect, and the like incompetent motives, must always be supposed on that side on which
the magistrate is not.
I have taken the pains here, in a short recapitulation,
to give you the view of the usefulness of force, your way
applied, which you make such a noise with, and lay so
much stress on. Whereby I doubt not but i t is visible,
that its usefulness and uselessness laid in the balance
against each other, the pretended usefulness is so far
from outweighing, that it can neither encourage nor
excuse the using of punishments ;which are not lawf~il
to be used in our case without strong probability of success. But when to its uselessness mischief is added, and
it is evident that more, much more, harm may be expected from i t than good, your own argument returns
upon you. For if i t be reasonable to use it, because it
may be serviceable to promote true religion, and the
salvation of souls ; it is much more reasonable to let it
alone, if it may be more serviceable t o the promoting
falsehood, and the perdition of souls. And therefore
YOU will do well hereafter not to build so much on the
usefulness of force, applied your way, your indirect
and at a distance usefulness, which amounts but t o the
shadow and possibility of usefulness, but with an over-
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balancing weight of mischief and harm annexed to it.
For upon a just estimate, this indirect, and at a distance,
usefulness, can directly go for nothing ; or rather less
than nothing.
But suppose force, appIied your way, were as useful
for the promoting true religion, as I suppose I have
showed i t to be the contrary; it does not from hence
follow that it is lawful and may be used. I t may be
very usefirl in a parish that has no teacher, or as bad as
none, that a layman who wanted not abilities for it,
for such we may suppose to be, should sometimes preach
t o them the doctrine of the Gospel, and stir them up t o
the duties of a good life. And yet this, (which cannot be denied, may be at least "indirectly, and at a
distance, serviceable towards the promoting true religion, and the salvation of souls,") you will not, I
imagine, allow, for this usefulness, to be lawful : and
that, because he has not commission and authority to do
it. T h e same might be said of the administration of the
sacraments, and any other function of the priestly office. This is just our case. Granting force, as you
say, indirectly and a t a distance, useful to the saIvation
of men's souls ; yet it does not therefore follow that i t
is lawful for the magistrate t o use i t : because, as the
author says, the magistrate has no commission or authority t o do so. For however you have put it thus,
as you have framed the author's argument, " force is
utterly of no use for the promoting of true religion,
and the salvation of souls ; and therefore nobody can
have any right to use any force or compulsjon for the
bringing men t o the true religion;" yet the author
does not, in those pages you quote, make the latter
of these propositions an inference barely fi-om the
former; but makes use of it as a truth proved by several arguments he had before brought to that purpose.
For tllough it be a good argument; i t is not useful,
therefore not fit t o be used ; yet this will not be good
logic ; it is useful, therefore any one has a right to use
it. For if the usef~tlnessmakes it lawful, it makes it
lawful in any hands that can so apply it; and so privatc
men may use it.
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" Who can deny," say you, " but that force, indirectly
and at a distance, inay do some service towards the
bringing men to err~hracethat truth, which otilerwise
they would never acquaint themselves with ?" I f this
be good arguing in you, for the usefulness of force towards the saving of men's souls, give me leave to argue
after the same fashion. 1. I will suppose, which you
will not deny me, that as tliere are many who take up
their religion upon wrong grouiids, to the endangering
of their souls; so there are many that abandon tliemselves to the heat of their lusts, to the endangering of
their souls. 2. I will suppose, that as force applied
your way is apt to make the inconsiderate consider, so
force applied another way is apt to inalie the lascivious
chaste. T h e argument then, in your form, will stand
thus : " Who can deny but that force, indirectly and
at a distance, may, by castratioii, do some service towards bringing men to embrace that chastity, which
u l d acquit themselves with."
otherwise they ~ ~ ~ o never
Thus, you see, " castration may, indirectly and at a
distance, be serviceable towards the salvation of nlen's
souls." But will you say, from such an usefulness as
this, because it may, indirectly and at a distance, conduce to the saving of any of his subjects' souls, that
therefore tlie magistrate has a right to do it, and may
by force make Itis subjects eunuchs for the kingdoill of
heaven? I t is not for tlie magistrate, or any body else,
upon an imagination of its usefulness, to make use of'
any other ineans for the salvation of' men's souls tlian
what the author and finisher of our h i t h hat11 directed.
YOUmay be mistaken in what you think useful. Dives
thought, and so perhaps shoulci you a i ~ dI too, if not
better informed by the Scriptures, that it would be useful to rouse and awaken men if' one shoald come to
them from the dead. But he was mistaken. And we
are told, that if men will not hearken to Moses and the
prophets, the means appointed ; neither will the stl-allgeness nor terror of one coming from the dead pers~~atle
them. If what we are apt to think useful were thence
to be co~lcludedso, we should, I fear, be obliged t o bclieve the miracles preteuded to by the cliurcl~o f l o m e .
VOL. VI.
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For miracles, we know, were once r~scfillfor the prolnoting true religion, and the sal\~atioiiof sol~ls; wliicli
is lnore than you say for your political pnnisllmcnts:
but yet we must conclndc that God thinks them not
useful now; unless we will say, that which without impiety cannot be said, that the wise and benign Disposer
and Governor of'all things does not now use all useful
means for promoting his own honour in the world, and
the good ofsouls. I think this consequence will hold,
as well as what you draw in near the sa111e words.
L e t us riot tliereforc be Inorc wise tlian our Maker,
in that stupendous and supernatural work of our salvntion. T h e Scripture, that reveals it t o us, contains all
that we can know, or do, in order t o i t : atid wlicre
that is silent, it is in us presumption t o direct. When
you can show any com~nissionin Scripture, for the usc
of force to compel men to hear, any more than t o embrace, the doctrine of others that differ from them, we
shall have reason to submit to it, anti the magistsatc
have some ground to set up this new way of persecution.
But till then, it will be fit for us to obey that precept of
the Gospel, wliicli bids 11s '(take liced what we hear,"
Mark iv. 24. So that hearing is not always so usefill as
you suppose. I f it had, we should never have had so
direct a caution against it. I t is not any imaginary
usefulness, you can suppose, which can makc tliat a
punishable crime, which the magistrate was never authorized t o nieddle with. " G o and teach all nations,"
was a commission of our Saviour's: but there was not
added t o it, punish those that will not hear and consider what you say. No, but c c if they will not reccivc
you, shake off the dust of your feet ;" leave them, and
apply yourselves to some others. And St. Paul knew
no other ineans to make men hear, but the preaching
of the Gospel ; as will appear t o any one who will read
R o n ~ a n sx. 14, &c. " Faith cometh by hearing, and
hearing by the word of C;od."
You g o on, and in favour of your beloved force you
tell us that i t is not only useful but needfill. And here,
after having a t large, in the four following pages, set
out the negligence or aversion, or other hinderances
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that keep men from examining, with that application
and freedom ofjudgnient they should, the grounds upon
which they take up and persist in their religion ; you
come to conclude force necessary. Your words are:
4 6 If men are generally averse to a due consideration of
things, where they are most concerned to use i t ; if
they usually take up their religion without examining
it as they ought, and then grow so opinionative and
so stiff in their prejudice, that neither the gentlest
admonitions, nor the most earnest entreaties, shall ever
prevail with them afterwards to do i t ; what means
is there left, besides the grace of God, t o reduce those
of them that are gone into a wrong way, but t o lay
thorns and briars in i t ? That since they are deaf to all
persuasions, the uneasiness they meet with may a t least
put them t o a stand, and incline them to lend an ear to
those who tell them they have mistaken their way, and
offer to show them the right." What means is there
left, say you, but force ? What to do ? c c T o reduce
men, who are out of it, into the right way." So you
tell us here. And to that, I say, there is other means
besides force ;that which was appointed and made use
of from the beginning, the preaching of the Gospel.
<' But, say you, to make them hear, to make them
consider, to make them examine, there is no other
means but punishment ; and therefore it is necessary."
I answer, 1. What if God, for reasons best known t o
himself, would not have inen compelled to hear; but
thought the good tidings of salvation, and the proposals oflife and death, means and inducements enough
to make them hear, and consider, now as well as heretofore? Then your means, four punishments, are not
necessary. What if God would have men left to their
freedom in this point, if they will hear, or if they will
forbear, will you constrain them ? Thus we are sure he
did with his own people: and this when they were in
captivity, Ezek. xi. 5, 7. And i t is very like were illtreated for beirlg of a different religion from the national, and so were punished as dissenters. Yet then
God expected not that those punishments should force
ff 2
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them to hearken more than at other times: as appears
by Ezek. iii. 11. And this also is the method of' the
Gospcl. " We are ambassadors for Christ ; as if' God
did beseech you in Christ's stead," says St. Paul, 2 Cor.
v. 20. If God thought it necessary to have men punished
to make them give ear: he could have called magistrates
t o be spreaders and ministers of the Gospel, as well as
poor fishermen, or Paul a persecutor ; who yet wanted
not power to punish where punishment was necessary,
as is evident in Ananias and Sapphira, and the incestuous Corinthian.
2. What if God, foreseeing this force would be in the
hands of men as passionate, humoursomc, as liable to
prejudice and error as the rest of their brethren, did
not think it a proper means to bring men into the right
way 3
3. What if there be other means? Then yours ceases
t o be necessary, upon the account that there is no means
left. For you yourself allow, " That the grace of God
is another means." And I suppose you will not deny
it to be both a proper and sufficient means ; and, which
is more, the only means ; such means as can work by
itself, and without which all the force in the world can
do nothing. God alone can open the ear that it may
hear, and open the heart that i t may understand: and
this he does in his own good time, and to whom he is
graciously pleased ; but not according to the will and
fancy of man, when he thinks fit, by punishments, to
compel his brethren. If God has pronounced against
any person or people, what he did against the Jews,
(Isa. vi. 10) " Make the heart of this people fat, and
make their ears heavy, and shut their eyes; lest they
see with their eyes, and hear with their ears, and understand with their heart, and convert, and be healed ;"
will all the force you can use be a means to make them
hear and understand, and be converted ?
But, sir, to return to your argument; you see " no
other means left (taking the world as we now find it)
t o make Inen thoroughly and iinpartially examine a
religion, which they embraced upon such inducements
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as ougllt to have no sway at all in the matter, ant1 with
little or no examination of the proper grounds of it."
And thence you conclude the use of force, by the magistrates upon dissenters, necessary. And, I say, I see
no other means left, (taking the world as we now find
it, wherein the nlagistr+tes never lay penalties, for
matters of religion, upon those of their own church,
Itor is it t o be expected they ever should ;) " to make
men " .of the national church, any where, " thoroughly
and impartially examine a religion, which they embraced upon such inducements as ought to have no
sway a t all in the matter, and therefore with little or
no examination of the proper grounds of it." And
therefore I conclude the use of force by dissenters
upon conformists necessary. I appeal to the world,
whether this be not as just and natural a conclusion as
yours. Though, if you will have my opinion, I think
the more genulne consequence is, that force, to tnake
tnen examine matters of religion, is not necessary at all.
But you may take wllich of these consequences you
please. Both of them, I am sure, you callnot avoid. It
is not for you and me, out of an imagi~~ation
that they
may be useful, or are necessary, to prescribe means in
the great and mysterious work of salvation, other than
what God himself has directed. God has appointed
force as useful or necessary, and therefore it is to be
used; is a way of arguing, becoming the ignorance and
humility of poor creatures. But I think force useful or
Iiecessrtry, and therefore it is to be used ; has, methinks,
a little too much presumption in it. You ask, " What
means else is there left?" None, say I, to be usell by
man, but what God hinlself has directed in the Scriptures, wherein are contained all the means and metl~ods
of salvation. b 6 Faith is the gift of God." And we are
not t o use any other means to procure this gift to any
one, but what God himself has prescribed. If he has
there appointed that any should be forced " t o hear
those who tell them they have mistaken their way,
and offer to show them the right;" and that they
should be punished by the magistrate if they did not;
lt will be past doubt, it is to be made use of: But till
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that can be done, i t will be in vain to say what other
means is there left. I f all the means God has appointed, to make men hear and consider, be " exhortation in season and out of season," &c. together with
prayer for them, and the example of meekness and a
good life ; this is all ought t o be done, 6C Whether they
will hear, or whether they will forbear."
By these means the Gospel at first made itself to be
heard through a great part of the world; and in a
crooked and perverse generation, led away by lusts,
humours, and prejudice, as well as this you complain
ofl prevailed with men to hear and embrace the truth,
and take care of their own souls; without the assistance
of any such force of the magistrate, which you now think
needful. But whatever neglect or aversion there is in
some men, impartially and thoroughly to be instructed ;
there will upon a due examination, I fear, be found no
less a neglect and aversion in others, impartially and
thoroughly to instruct them. I t is not the talking even
general truths in plain and clear language, much less a
man's own fancies in scholastic or uncommon ways of
speaking, an hour or two, once a week in public, that
is enough t o instruct even willing hearers in the way of'
salvation, and the grounds of their religion. They are
not politic discourses which are the means of right inforrr~ationin the foundations of religion. For with
such, sometimes venting anti-monarchical principles,
sometimes again preaching up nothing but absolute
monarchyand passive obedience, as the one or other have
been in vogue, and the way to preferment ; have our
churches rung in their turns, so loudly, that reasons and
arguments proper and sufficient to convince men of the
truth in the controverted points of religion, and to direct them in the right way t o salvation, were scarce any
where t o be heard. But how many, do you think, by
friendly and Christian debates with them at their houses,
and by the gentle methods of the Gospel made use of in
private conversation, might have been brought into the
church; who, by railing from the pulpit, ill and unfriendly treatment out of it, and other neglects and miscarriages of' those who claimect to be their teachers,
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have been driven from hearing them ? Paint the defkcts
and miscarriages frequent on this side, as well as you
have done those on the other, alid then do you, with all
the world, consider whether those whom you so handsomely declaim against, for being misled by " education, passion, humour, prejudice, obstinacy," &c. do
deserve all the punishment. Perhaps it will be answered: if there be so much toil in it, that particular
persons must be applied to, who then will be a minister ? And what if a layman sltould reply : if there
be so much toil in it, that doubts must be cleared, prejudices removed, foundations examined, &c. who then
will be a protestant? the excuse will be as good hereafter for the one as for the other.
This new method of yours, which you say " nobody
can deny but that indirectly, and at a distance, it does
some service towards bringing men to embrace the
truth," was never yet thought on by the most refined persecutors. Though indeed it is not altogetlier
unlike the plea made use of to excuse the late barbarous
usage of the protestants in France, designed to extirpate
the reformed religion there, from being a persecution
for religion. The French king requires all his subjects
to come to mass : those who do not, are punished with
a witness. For what? Not for their religion, say the
pleaders for that discipline, but for disobeying the king's
laws. So by your rule, the dissenters, for thither you
would, and thither you must come, if you mean any
thing, must be punished. For what 2 Not for their religion, say you ; not for '& following the light of their
own reason ; not for obeying the dictates of their own
consciences." That you think nut fit. For what
then are they to be punished ? '' T o make them," say
you, 6c examine the religion they have embraced, and
the religion they have rejected." So that they are
punished, not for having o e n d e d against a law: for
there is no law of the land that requires them to examine. And which now is the fairer plea, pray judge.
You ought, indeed, to have the credit of this new invention. All other law-makers have constantly taken
this method, that where any thing was to be amended,
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the faultwas first declared, and then penalties denounced
against all those, who, after a time set, should be found
guilty of it. This the conlmon sense of mankind, and
the very reason of laws, which are intended not for punishment, but correction, has made so plain, that the
subtilest and most refined law-makers have not got
out of this course ; nor have the most ignorant and barbarous nations missed it. But you have outdone Salon
and Lycurgus, Moses and our Saviour, and are resolved
to be a law-maker of a way by yourself. It is an old
and obsolete way, and will not serve your turn, to begin
with warnings and threats of penalties t o be inflicted
on those who do not reform, but continue to do that
which you think they fail in. T o allow of impunity to
the innocent, or the opportunity of amendment to those
who would avoid the penalties, are formalities not worth
your notice. You are for a shorter and surer way.
Take a whole tribe, and punish them a t all adventures ;
whether guilty or no of the miscarriage which you would
have amended ; or without so much as telling them what
i t is you would have them do, but leaving them t o find
i t out if they can. All these absurdities are contained
in your way of proceeding; and are impossible to he
avoided by any one who will punish dissenters, and only
dissenters, to make them " consider and weigh the
grounds of their religion, and impartially examine
whether it be true or no ;and upon what grounds they
took i t up, that so they may find and embrace the
truth that must save them." But that this new7 sort
of discipline may have all fair play, let us inquire first,
who it is you would have be punished. In the place
above cited, they are " those who are got into a wrong
way, and are deaf to all persuasions." If' these are the
men to be punished, let a law be made against them :
you have my consent ; and that is the proper course to
have offenders punished. For you do not, I hope, intend to punish any fault by a law, which you do not
name in the law; nor make a law against any fault yau
would not have punished. And now, if you are sincere, and in earnest, and are, as a fair man should be,
for what your words plainly signify, and nothing else;
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what will such a law serve for 2 Men in the wrong way
are to be punished: but who are in the wrong way is
the question. You have no more reason to determine
it against one who differs from you, than he has t o
conclude against you, who differ from him : no, not
though you have the magistrate and the national church
on your side. For, if to differ from then1 be to be in the
wrang way, you, who are in the right way in England,
will be in the wrong way in France. Every one here
must be judge for himself; and your law will reach nobody till you have convinced him he is in the wrong
way. And then there will be no need of punishment
to make him consider; unless you will affirm again,
what you have denied, and have men punished for
embracing the religion they believe t o be true, when it
dif3ers from yours or the public.
Besides being in the wrong wa , those whom you
would have punished must be suc as are deaf to all
persuasions. But any such, I suppose, you will hardly
find, who hearken t o nobody, not to those of their own
way. If you mean by deaf to all ersuasions, all persuasions of a contrary party, or o a different church,
such, I suppose, you may abundantly find in your own
church, as well as elsewhere ; and I presume to them
you are so charitable, that you would not have them
punished for not lending an ear t o seducers. Far constancy in the truth, and perseverance in the faith, is, I
hope, rather to be encouraged, than by any penalties
checked in the orthodox. And your church, doubtless, as well as all others, is orthodox t o itself in all its
tenets. If you mean by all persuasion, all your persuasion, or all persuasion of those of your communion ;
you do but beg the question, and suppose you have a
right to punish those who differ from, and will not
comply with you.
Your next words are, " When men fly from the means
of a right information, and will not so much as consider how reasonable it is thoroughly and impartially
to examine a religion which they embraced upon such
inducements as ought to have no sway a t all in the
matter; and therefore with little or no examination
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of the proper grounds of it ; what human method can
be used to bring them to act like men, in an affair
of such consequence, and to make a wiser and more
rational choice, but that of laying such penalties upon
them, as may balance the weight of those prejudices
which inclined them t o prefer a false way before the
true ;and recover them to so much sobriety and reflection as seriously to put the question to themselves,
whether i t be really worth the while t o undergo such
inconveniencies, for adhering t o a religion, which, for
any thing they know, may be false, or for rejecting
another (if that be the case), which, for any thing they
know, may be true, till they have brought it to the bar
of reason, and given i t a fair trial there ?" Here you
again bring in such as prefer a false way before a true :
t o which having answered already, I shall here say no
more, but that, since our church will not allow those to
be in a false way who are out of the church of' Rome,
because the church of Rome, which pretends infallibility, declares hers to be the only true way; certainly
no one of our church, nor any other, which claims not
infallibility, can require any one to take the testimony
of any church, as a sufficient proof of the truth of her
own doctrine. So that true and false, as it commonly
happens, when we suppose them for ourselves, or our
party, in effect, signify just nothing, or nothing to
the purpose ; unless we can think that true or false in
England, which will not be so a t Rome, or Geneva:
and vice uersd. As for the rest of the description of
tl~oseon whom you are here laying penalties; I beseech
you consider whether it will not belong to any of your
church, let i t be what it will. Consider, I say, if'therc
be noue in your church " who have embraced her religion upon such inducements as ought to have 110 sway
a t all in the matter, and therefbre with little or no
examination of the proper grounds of it ; who have not
been inclined by prejudices ; who do not adhere to a
religion, which, for any thing they know, may be false,
and who have rejected another which, for any thing
they know, may be true." If' you have any such in
your communion, and it will be an rtdmirsble, though
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1 fear but n little, flock that has none such in it ; consider well what you have done. You have prepared
rods for them, for which I imagine they will con you
no thanks. For to make any tolerable sense of what you
here propose, it must be understoocl that you would
have men of all religions punished, to make them consider '' whether i t be really worth the while to undergo
such inconveniencies for adhering t o a religion which
fbr any thing they know may be false." I f you hope
to avoid that, by what you have said of true and false;
and pretend that the supposed preference of the true
way in your church ought to preserve its members from
your punishment ; you manifestly trifle. For every
church's testimony, that it has chosen the true way,
must be taken for itself; and then none will be liable ;
and your new invention of punishment is come t o nothing: or else the differing churches' testimonies rnust
be taken one for another; and then they will be all out
of the true way, and your church need penalties as well
as the rest. Solthat, upon your principles, they must
all or none be punished. Choose which you please:
one of them, I think, you cannot escape.
What you say in the next words : " Where instruction is stiffly refused, and all admonitions and persuasions prove vain and ineffectual ;" differs nothing,
but in the way of expressing, from deaf to all persuasions : and so that is answered already.
In another place, you give us another description of
those you think ought to be punished, in these words:
" Those who refuse to embrace the doctrine, and submit
to the spiritual government of the proper ministers of
religion, who by special designation are appointed to
exhort, admonish, reprove," k c . Here then, those t o
be punished, are such who refuse to embrace the
doctrine, and submit to the government of the proper
ministers of religion." Whereby we are as much still
at uncertainty as we were before, who tliose are, who
by your scheme and laws suitable to it are to be punished. Since every church has, as i t thinks, its proper
ministers of religion. And ifyou mean those that refuse
to embrace the doctrine, and submit to the government
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of the ministers of another church ; then all men wilI
be guilty, and must be punished ; even those of your
church as well as others. If you mean those who
refuse, &c. the ministers of their own church, very few
will incur your penalties. But if, by these proper ministers of religion, the ministers of some particular
church are intended, why do you not name it? Why
are you so reserved in a matter wherein, if you speak
not out, all the rest that you say will be to no purpose ? Are men to be punished fur refusing to embrace
the doctrine, and submit to the governmert, of the
proper ministers of the church of Geneva? For this
time, since you have declared nothing to the contrary,
let me suppose you of that church; and then, I am
sure, that is it that you would name. For of whatever
church you are, if you think the ministers of any one
church ought to be hearkened to, and obeyed, it must
be those of your own. There are persons to be punished, you say. This you contend for all through your
book ; and lay so much stress on it, that you make the
preservation and propagation of religion, and the salvation of souls, to depend on i t ; and yet you describe
them by so general and equivocal marks, that, unless
it be upon suppositions which nobody will grant you,
I dare say, neither you nor any body else will be able
t o find one guilty. Pray find me, if you can, a man
whom you can judicially prove (for he that is to be
punished by law must be fairly tried) is in a wrong
way, in respect of his faith ; I mean, " who is deaf to
all persuasions, who flies from all means of a right
information, who refuses to embrace the doctrine, and
submit to the government of the spiritual pastors."
And when you have done that, I think I may allow
you what power you lease to punish him, withont
any prejudice to the to eration the author of the letter
proposes.
But why, I pray, all this boggling, all this loose
talking, as if you knew not what you meant, or durst
not speak it out? \Vould' you be for punishing somebody, you know not whom? I do not think so ill of
you. Let me then speak out for you. The evidence
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of the argument has convinced you that men ought not
to be persecuted for their religion; that the severities
in use amongst Christians cannot be defended; that
the magistrate has not authority to compel any one t o
his religion. This you are forced to yield. But you
would fain retain some power in the magistrate's hands
to punish dissenters, upon a new pretence; viz. not for
having embraced the doctrine and worship they believe
to be true and right, but for not having well considered
their own and the magistrate's religion. T o show you
that I do not speak wholly without book, give me
leave to mind you of one passage of yours. T h e words
are, "Penalties to put them upon a serious and impartial esamination of the controversy between the
magistrates and them." Though these words be not
intended to tell us who you would have punished, yet
it may be plainly inferred from them. And they more
clearly point out whom you aim at than all the foregoing places, where you seem t o (arid should) describe
them. For they are such as between whom and the
magistrate there is a controversy; that is, in short, who
differ from the magistrate in seligion. And now indeed
you have given us a note by which these you would have
punished may be made known. We have, with much
ado, found out at last whom it is we may presume you
would have punished. Which in other cases is usually
not very difficult ; because there the faults to be mendeil
easily design the persons to be corrected. But yours is
a new method, and unlike all that ever went before it.
In the next place; let us see for what you would h a w
them punished. You tell us, and it will easily be granted
YOU, that not to examine and weigh impartially, and
without prejudice or passion, a11 which, for shortness'
sake, we will express by this one word consider, the
religion one embraces or refuses, is a fault very common,
and very preijudicial to true religion, and the salvation
of men's souls. But penal ties and punish men ts are very
necessary, say you, t o remedy this evil.
Let us see now how you apply this remedy. Therefore, say you, let all dissenters be punished. Why?
Have no dissenters colisidered of religion ? Or have all
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conformists considered ? That you yourself will not say.
Your project, therefore, is just as reasonable, as if ;r
lethargy growing epidemical in England, you sllould
propose to have a law made to blister and scarify and
shave the heads of' all who wear gowns : though it be
certain that neither all who wear gowns are lethargic,
nor all who are lethargic wear gowns :

Dii te Damasippe deaeque
Verum ob consilium donent torlsore.
For there could not be certainly a more learned advice,
than that one man should be pulled by the ears, because
another is asleep. This, when you have considered of
it again, for I find, according to your principle, all men
have now and then need to be jogged, you will, I guess,
be convinced is not, like a fair physician, to apply a
remedy to a disease ; but, like an enraged enemy, to
vent one's spleen upon a party. Coinmorl sense, as
well as common justice, requires, that the remedies of
laws and penalties sbould be directed against the evil
that is to be removed, wherever it be found. And if
the punishment you think so necessary be, as you pretend, to cure the mischief you complain of, you must
let i t pursue and fall on the guilty, and those only, in
what ,ompany soever they are; and not, as you here
propose, and is the highest injustice, punish the innocent considering dissenter with the guilty ; and, on
the other side, let the inconsiderate guilty conformist
escape with the innocent. For one may rationally
presume that the national church has some, nay more
in proportion, of those who little consider or concern
tl~emselvesabout religion, than any congregation of
dissenters. For conscience, or the care of their souls,
being once laid aside, interest of course leads men into
that society where the protection and countenance of
the government, and hopes of preferment, bid fairest to
their remaining desires. So that if careless, negligent,
inconsiderate men in matters of religion, who without
being fbrced would not consider, are t o be roused into
a care of'thcir sonls, and a search after truth, by punislitnents, t11c national religion, in all cot~ntries,will
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have R right t o the greatest share of those
p u n i s l ~ m c n;
t ~a t least, not t o 6e wholly exempt from
them.
'Kllis is that which the author of the letter, as I remember, complains of; and that justly, viz. " T h a t
the pretended care of men's souls always expresses
itself, in those who would have force any way made
use of t o that end, in very unequal meihods; some
persons being to be treated with severity, whilst others
guilty of the same faiilts are not to be so inuch as
touclied." Tliough yoir are got pretty well out of the
deep mud, and renounce punish~neiltsdirectly for ~.elioioii, yet you stick still in this part of the mire, whilst
b
you would have dissenters punished t o make them
consicler, but would not have any thing done t o conformists, tlioog11 ever so negligent in tbis point of considering. T h e authol's letter pleased me, because it is
eqrial to all mankind, is direct, and will, I think, liolti
every where; which I tiiillte t o be a good mark of truth.
For I shall always suspect that neither t o comport with
the truth of'rclision nor the design of the Gospel, wliicl~
is suited to only some one country, or party. What i~
true and gooci in England, will be true and good a t
Rome too, in China, oi- Geneva. But whether y o r ~ r
great anti oilly mcthod for the propagating of truth, by
b n n g ~ n gthe inconsiderate by punlshnlents t o consider,
I\JOLIILI,
according t o your way of' a p p l y i ~ ~your
g punisli111ents only to ciissenters fi-om the national religion, l)c
of use in those countries, or any where but where yon
suppose the magistrate to 11e in t l ~ esieht,judge you.
Pray, sir, consider a little, whether prejud~cehas not
some share in your way of' arguing. For this is your
positioil : " Men are generally negligent in examining
the grounds of their religion." This I grant. Brit
could there be a more wild and incoherent consequence
drawn from it, than this : " therefore dissenters must
I)e punished ?"
But that being laid aslde, let us now see t o what end
they must be punished. Sometimes it is, c 6 T o bring
them to consider those reasons and arguments which
arc proper and sufficient t o convii~cethem." Of what?
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That it is not easy to set Grantham steeple upon Paul's
church? Whatever it be you would have them convinced of, you are not willing to tell us. And so it
may be any thing. Sometimes it is, " T o incline
them t o lend an ear to those who tell them they have
mistaken their way, and offer to show them the right :"
which is, to lend an ear t o all who differ from them in
religion, as well crafty seducers, as others. Whether
this be for the procuring the salvation of their souls,
the end for which you say this force is to be used,
judge you. But this I am sure ; whoever will lend an
ear to all who will tell them they are out of the way,
will not have much time for any other business.
Sometilnes it is, " T o recover men to so much sobriety and reflection, as seriously to put the question
t o themselves, whether it be really worth their while
to undergo such inconveniencies, for adhering to a
religion which, for any thing they know, may be false;
or for rejecting another (if that be the case) which,
for aught they kr~ow, may be true, till they have
brought it to the bar of reason, and given it a fair
trial there." Which, in short, amounts to thus much,
viz. to make them examine whether their religion be
true, and so worth the hoiding, under those penalties
that are annexed to it." Dissenters are indebted to
you for your great care of their souls. But what, I
beseech you, shall become of those of tFe national
church, every where, which make far the greater part
of mankind, who have no such punishmerlts to make
them consider ; who have not this only remedy provided for them, but are left in that deplorable condition
yo11 mention, " of being suffered quietly, and without
molestation, to take no care at all of their souls, or in
doing of it t o follow their own prejudices, humours,
or some crafty seducers ?" Need not those of the national church, as well as others, " bring their religion
t o the bar of' reason, and gave it a fair trial there ?"
And if they need to do so, as they must, if all national
religions cannot I)e supposed true; they will always
need that which, you say, is the only means to make
them do so. So that it' you are sure, as you tell us,
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that there is need of your method ; I am sure there is
as rnuch need of it in national churches as any other.
And so, for aught I can see, you must either punish
them, or let others alone ; unless you think it reasonable that the far greater part of mankind shoald constantly be without that sovereign and only remedy,
which they stand in need of equally with other people.
Sometimes the end for which men must be punished
is, " to dispose them to submit to instruction, and t o
give a fair hearing to the reasons offered for the enlightening their minds, and discovering the truth t o
If their own words may be taken for it,
them."
there are as few dissenters as conformists, in any countryr,who will not profess they have done, and do this.
And if their own words may not be taken, who, 1: pray,
must be judge 2 You and your magistrates? If so, then
it is plain you punish them, not to dispose them to submit to instruction, but to your instruction ;not to dispose
them to give a fair hearing to reasons offered for the
enlightening their minds, but to give an obedient hearing to your reasons. If you mean this; i t had been
fairer and shorter to have spoken out plainly, than thus
in fair words, of indefinite sigr~ification,to say that
which amounts to nothing. Nor what sense is it, t o
punish a man to dispose him to submit to instruction,
and give a fair hearing to reasons offered for enlightening his mind, and discovering truth to him," who
goes two or three times a week several miles on purpose
to do it, and that with the hazard of his liberty or
purse? unless you mean your instructions, your reasons, your truth : which brings us but back to what
you have disclaimed, plain persecution for differing in
religion.
Sometimes this is to be done, " t o prevail with men t o
weigh matters of religion carefully and impartially."
Discountenance and punishment put into one scale,
with impunity and hopes of preferment put into the
other, is as sure a way to make a man weigh impartially,
as it would be for a prince t o bribe and threaten a judge
to make him judge uprightly.
VOL. VI.
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Sometimes it is, " TOmake men bethink themselves,
and put it out of the power of any foolish humour, or
unreasonable prejudice, to alienate them from truth and
their own happiness." Add but this, to put it out
of the power of any humour or prejudice of their own,
or other men's ; and I grant the end is good, ifyou can
find the means t o procure it. Hut why i t should not
be put out ofthe power of other men's humour or prejudice, as well as their own, wants, and will always want,
a reason to prove. Would it not, I beseech you, to an
indifferent bystander, appear humour, or prejudice, or
something as bad, to see men, who profess a religion
revealed from heaven, and which they own contains all
in it necessary to salvation, exclude men from their
communion, and persecute them wit11 the penalties of
the civil law, for not joining in the use of ceremonies
which are nowhere to be found in that revealed religion?
Would it not appear humour, or prejudice, or some such
thing, to a sober impartial heathen, to see Christians
exclude and persecute one of the same faith, for things
which they themselves confess to be indifferent, and
not worth the contending fbr ? " Prejudice, humour,
passion, lusts, impressions of education, reverence and
admiration of persons, worldly respects, love of their
own choice, and the like,'' to which you justly impute
many men's taking up, and persisting in their religion,
are indeed good words ; and so, on the other side, are
these following; " truth, the right way, enlightening
reason, sound judgment ;" but they signify nothing at
all to your purpose, till you can evidently and unquestionably show the world that thelatter, viz. " truth and
the right way," k c . are always, and in all countries, to
be found only in the national church ; and the former,
viz. " passion and prejudice," &c. only amongst the
dissenters. But to go on :
Sometimes it is, " to bring men to take such care as
they ought of their salvation." What care is such as
men ought to take, whilst they are out ofyour church,
will be hard for ou to tell me. But you endeavour t o
explain yoursei ' in the following words : that they
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may not blindly leave it t o the choice neither of any
other person, nor yet of their own lusts and passions, t o
prescribe to them what faith or what worship they shall
embrace." You do well to make use of punishment t o
shut passion out of the choice : because you know fear of
suffering is no passion. Rut let that pass. You would
have men punished, "to bring them to take such care of
their salvation, that they may not blindly leave i t to t h e
choice of any other person to prescribe to them." A r e
you sincere ? Are you in earnest ? Tell me then truly :
did the magistrate or national church, any where, or
yours in particular, ever punish any man, to bring him
to have this care, which, you say, he ought to take of his
salvation ? Did you ever punish any man, that he might
not blindly leave it to the choice of his parish-priest, or
bishop, or the convocation, what faith or worship he
should embrace ? It will be suspected care of a party, or
any thing else rather than care of the salvation of men's
souls ; if, having found out so useful, so necessary a remedy, the only method there is room left for,you will
apply i t but partially, and make trial of it only on those
whom you have truly least kindness for. This will,
unavoidably, give one reason to imagine, you do n o t
think so well of your remedy as you pretend, who are so
sparing of it to your friends ; but are very free of it t o
strangers, who in other things are used very much like
enemies.-But your remedy is like the helleboraster,
that grew in the woman's garden for the cure of worms
in her neighbour's children : for truly it wrought too
roughly to give i t to any of her own. Methinks your
charity, in your present persecution, is much what as
prudent, as justifiable, as that good woman's, I hope
I have done you no injury, that I here suppose you of
the shurch of England. If I have, I beg your pardon.I t is no offence of malice, I assure you : for I suppose no
worse of you than I confess of myself.
Sometimes this punishment that you contend for, is
" to bring men to act according to reason and sound
judgment.''
'<

Tertius i cmlo cecidit Cato."
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This is reformation indeed. If you can help us to
it, you will deserve statues to be erected to you, as t o
the restorer of decayed religion. But if all men have
not reason and sound judgment, will punishment put i t
into them ? Besides, concerning this matter, mankind
is so divided, that he acts according to reason and sound
judgment at Augsburg, who would be judged t o do the
quite contrary at Edinburgh. Will punishment make
men know what is reason and sound judgment? If i t
will not, it is impossible it should make them act according to it. Reason and sound judgment are the
elixir itself, the universal remedy: and you may as
reasonably punish men to bring them to have the philosopher's stone, as to bring thein to act according t o
reason and sound judgment.
Sometimes it is, " T o put men upon a serious and
impartial examination of' the controversy between the
magistrate and them, which is the way for them to come
t o the knowledge of the truth." But what if the truth
be on neither side, as I am apt to imagine you will think
i t is not, where neither the magistrate nor the dissenter
is either of them of your church ;how will th'e " examining the controversy between the magistrate and
him be the way to come to the kliowledge of the
truth ?" Suppose the controversy between a Lutheran
and a papist ;or, if you please, between a presbyterian
magistrate and a quaker subject.-Will the examining
the controversy between the magistrate and the dissenting subject, in this case, bring him to the knowledge of
the truth ? If you say yes, then you grant one of these
to have the truth on his side; for the examining the
controversy between a presbyterian and a quaker,
leaves the controversy either of them has with the
church of England, or any other church, untouched.
And so one, a t least, of those being already come t o the
knowledge of the truth, ought not to be put under your
discipline of punishment, which is only to bring him to
the truth. I f you say no, and that the examining the
controversy between the magistrate and the dissenter,
in this case, will not bring him to the knowledge of the
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truth ; you confess your rule t o be false, and your method t o no purpose.
T o conclude, your system is, in short, this: You
would have all men, laying aside prejudice, humour,
passion, &c. examine the grounds of their religion, and
search for the truth. This, I conf'ess, is heartily to be
wished. The means that you propose to make men
do this, is that dissenters should be punished to make
them do so. It is as if you had said, Men generally
are guilty of a fault ; therefore let one sect, who
have the ill luck to be of an opinion different from
the magistrate, be punished. This at first sight shocks
any who has the least spark of sense, reason, or justice.
But having spoken of this already, andconcluding that
upon second thoughts you yourself will be ashamed
of it, let us consider it put so as to be consistent with
common sense, and with all the advantage it can bear;
and then let us see what you can make of it : Men
are negligent in examining the religions they embrace,
refuse, or persist in ; therefore it is fit they should be
punished to make them do it." This is a consequence,
indeed, which may, without defiance to common sense,
be drawn from it. This is the use, the only use, which
you think punishment can indirectly, and at a distance,
have, in matters of religion. You would have men by
punishments driven to examine. What ? Religion.
T o what end? T o bring them to the knowledge of the
truth. But I answer,
1. Every one has not the ability to do this.
2. Every one has not the opportunity to do it.
Would you have every poor protestant, for example,
in the Palatinate, examine thoroughly whether the pope
be infallible, or head of the church ; whether there be
a purgatory ; whether saints are to be prayed to, or the
dead prayed for ;whether the Scripture be the only rule
of faith; whether there be no salvation out of the
church; and whether there be no church witl~outbisl~ops; and an hundred other questions in controversy
between the pa ists and those protestants ; and when he
had mastered t ese, go on to fortify himself' against the
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opinions and objections of other churches he differs
fkom? This, which is no small task, must be done, before a man can have brought his religion to the bar of
reason, and given it a fair trial there. And if you will
punish inen till this be done, the countryman must leave
offp l ~ u g h i n ~ a nsowing,
d
and betake himself to the study
of Greek and Latin ; and the artisan must sell his tools,
t o buy fathers and schoolmen, and leave his family to
starve. I f something less than this will satisfy you, pray
tell me what is enough. Have they considered and examined enough, if they are satisfied themselves where the
truth lies ? I f this be the limits of their examination, you
will find few to punish ; unless you will punish them t o
make them do what they have done already : for, however he came by his religion, there is scarce any one to
be found who does not own himself satisfied that he is
in the right. O r else, must they be punished to make
them consider and examine till they embrace that which
you choose for truth ? If this be so, what do you but in
effect choose for them, when yet you would have men
punished, " to bring them to such a care of their souls,
that no other person might choose for them ?" If it be
truth in general, you would have them by punishments
driven to seek ; that is to offer matter of dispute, and
not a rule of discipline ; for to unisti any one to make
him seek till he find truth, wit out ajudge of truth, is
t o punish for you know not what ; and is all one as ifyou
should whip a scholar t o make him find out the square
root of a number you do not know. I wonder not
therefore that you could not resolve with yourself what
degree of severity yo11 would have used, nor how long
continued ;when you dare not speak out directly whom
you would have punished, and are far from being clear
t o what end they should be under penalties.
Consonant to this uncertainty, of whom, or what t o
be punished, you tell us, " that there is no question of
the success of this method. Force will certainly do,
if duly proportioned t o the design of it."
What, I pray, is the design of i t ? I challenge you,
or any man living, out of what you have said in your
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book, t o tell me directly what i t is. I n all other punishments that ever I heard of yet, till now that you
have taught the world a new method, the design of
them has been to cure the crime they are denounced
against, and so I think it ought t o be here. What I
beseech you is the crime here? Dissenting? That
you say not any where is a fault. Besides you tell us,
that the magistrate bath not authority to compel any
one to his religion :" and that you do " not require
that men should have no rule but the religion of the
country." And the power you ascribe to the magistrate is given him to bring men, " not t o his own,
but to the true religion." I f dissenting be not the fault,
is it that a man does not examine his own religion, and
the grounds of it ? Is that the crime your punishments
are designed to cure ? Neither that dare you say ; lest
you displease more than you satisfy with your new
discipline. And then again, as I said before, you must
tell us how far you would have them examine, before
you punish them for not doing it. And I imagine, if
that were all we required of you, it would be long
enough before you would trouble us with a law that
should prescribe to every one how far he was to examine matters of religion ; wherein if he failed and came
short, he was t o be punished; if he performed, and
went in his examination to the bounds set by the law,
he was acquitted and free. Sir, when you consider i t
again, you will perhaps think this a case reserved to the
great day, when the secrets of all hearts shall be laid
open; for I imagine it is beyond the power or judgment of man, in that variety of circumstances, in respect of parts, tempers, opportunities, helps, &c. men
are in, in this world, to determine what is every one's
duty in this great business of search, inquir examination ; or to know when any one has done it. ?hat which
makes me believe you will be of this mind is, that
where you undertake for the success of this method, if
rightly used, it is with a limitation, upon such as are
not altogether incurable. So that when your remedy is
Prepared, according t o art, which art is yet unknown
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and rightly applied, and given in a due dose, all which
are secrets ; it will then infallibly cure. Whom ? All
that are not incurable by it. And so will a pippin posset,
eating fish in Lent, or a presbyterian lecture, certainly
cure all that are not incurable by them ; for I am sure
you do not mean it will cure all, but those who are
absolutely incurable ; because your yourself allow one
means left of cure, when yours will not do, viz. the
grace of God. Your words are, what means is there
left (except the grace of God) to reduce them, but lay
thorns and briars in their way." And here also, in the
place we were considering, you tell us, " the incurable
are t o be left to God." Whereby, if you mean they are
t o be left to those means he has ordained for men's
conversion and salvation, yours must never be made
use of: for he indeed has rescribed preaching and
hearing of his word ; but as or those who will not hear,
I do not find any where that he has commanded they
should be compelled or beaten to it.
There is a third thing that you are as tender and
reserved in, as either naming the criminals to be punished, or positively telling us the end fbr which they
should be punished : and that is with what sort of peoalties, what degree of punishment, they should~beforced.
You are indeed so gracious to them, that you renounce
the severities and penalties hitherto made use of. You
tell us, they sl~ouldbe but moderate penalties. But if
we ask you what are moderate penalties, you confess
you cannot tell us. So that by moderate here you yet
mean nothing. You tell us, " the outward force to be
applied should be duly tempered." But what that due
temper is, ypu do not or cannot say ; and so in effect
it signifies just nothing. Yet if in this you are not
plain and direct, all the rest of your design will signify
nothing ; for it being to have some men, and t o some
end, punished ; yet if it cannot be found what punishment 1s to be used, it is, notwithstanding allyou have
said, utterly useless. You tell us modestly, that " t o determine precisely the just measure of the punishment
will require some consideration." I f the faults were pre-
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&ely determined, and could be proved, i t would require no more consideration to determine the measure
of the punishment, in this, than i t would in any other
case, where those were known. But where the fault
is undefined, and the guilt not to be proved, as I suppose it will be found in this present business of examining ; i t will without doubt require consideration to
proportion the force to the design. Just so much consideration as it will require to fit a coat to the moon,
or p?oportion a shoe to the feet of those who inhabit
her; for to proportion a punishment to a fault that you
do not name, and so we in charity ought to think you
do not yet know ; and a fault that when you have named
it, will be impossible to be proved who are or are not
guilty of it ; will I suppose require as much consideration, as to fit a shoe to feet whose size and shape are not
known.
However, you offer some measures whereby to regulate your punishments ; which, when they are looked
into, will be found to be just as good as none ; they
being impossible to be any rule in the case. The first
is " so much force, or such penalties as are ordinarily
sufficient to prevail with men of common discretion,
and not desperately perverse and obstinate, to weigh
matters of religion carefully and impartially, and without which ordinarily they will not do this." Where it
is to be observed :
1. That who are these men of common discretion i s
as hard to know, as to know what is a fit degree of punishment in the case ; and so you do but regulate one
uncertainty by another. Some men will be apt to
think, that he who will not weigh matters of religion,
which are of infinite concernment to him, without punishment, cannot in reason be thought a man of common discretion. Many women, of common discretion
enough to manage the ordinary affairs of their families,
are not able to read a page in an ordinary author, or
to understand and give an account what i t means,
when read to them. Many men, of common discretion
in their callings, are not able to judge when an argument is conclusive or no ; much less to trace it through
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a long train of consequences. What penalties shall be
sufficient t o prevail with such, who upon examination.,
I f'ear, will not be found to n~aliethe least part of' mankind, to examine and weigh matters of religion carefully and impartially? T h e law allows all to have
colninon tliscretion, for wI:onl it has not provided guardians or bccilam ; so that, in effect, your men of cominon discretion are all men, not judgcd ideots or madmen: and 1)en:~lties sufficient t o prevail with all men
of common discretion, are penalties sufficient to prevail
with all men, but ideots and madmen. Which what a
measure it is t o regylate penalties by, let all men of
colninon discretion judge.
2. You may be pleased t o consider, that all men of
the same degree of' discretion are not apt to be moved
by the same degree of penalties. Some are of a more
yielding, some of a more stiff temper ; and what is sufficient t o prevail on one, is not half enough t o move
the other; though both men of coinmon discretion :
so that cornmon discretion will be here of no use to tietermine the measure of punishment: especially when
in the same clause you except men desperately perverse
and obstinate, who are as hard t o be known, as what
you seek, viz. the just proportions of punishments necessary t o prevail with men t o corisider, examine, and
weigh matters of religion ; wherein, if a man tells you
he has considered, he has weighed, he has examined,
and so goes on in his former course ; it is impossible for
you ever t o know whether he has done his duty, or
whether he be desperately perverse and obstinate ; so
that this exception signifies just nothing.
There are many things, in your use of force and penalties, different from any I ever met with elsewhere.O n e of them, this clause of yours concerning the measure of punishments, now under consideration, offers
me : wherein you proportion your punishments only t o
the yielding and corrigible, not t o the perverse and obstinate ; contrary t o the colnlnon discretion which has
hitherto made laws in other cases, which levels the puuishments against refractory off'enders, anci never spares
them because they are obstinate. Tl~is,however, I will
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not blame, as an oversight in you. Your new method,
wllicli aims a t such impracticable and inconsistent things
as laws cannot bear, nor penalties be useful to, forced
you to it. T h e uselessness, absurdity, and unreasonableness of great severities, you had acknowledged in
the foregoing paragraphs. D~ssentersyou would have
brouglit to consicler by moderate penalties. They lie
under them ; but whether they have considered or no,
(for that you cannot tell) they still continue dissenters.
What is to be done now ? Why, the incurable are to be
left to God, as yo11 tell us, p. 12. Your punisliments
were not meant to prevail on the desperately perverse
and obstinate, as youtell us here; and so whatever be the
success, your punishments are however justified.
You have given us in another place somet.11ing like
another b o ~ ~ n d ato
r yyour moderate penalties :but when
examined, it proves just like t h e rest, trifling only, in
good words, so put together as t o have no direct meani n g ; an art very much in use amongst some sort of
learned men. T h e words are these : " such penalties
as may not tempt persons who have any concern for
their eternal salvation, (and those who have none
ought not t o be considered) t o renounce a religion
which they believe t o be true, or profess one which
they do not believe t o be so." If by any concern, you
mean a true concern for their eternal salvation, by
this rule you may make your punishments as great as
you please ;and all the severities you have disclaimed
may be brought in play again: for none of those will
be able t o make a man, " who is truly concerned for
his eternal salvation, renounce a religion he believes
to be true, or profess one he does not believe t o be
so." I f by those who have any concern, .you tnean
such who have some faint wishes for happiness hereafter, and would be glad t o have things go well with
them in the other world, but will venture nothing in
this world for i t ; these the moderatest punishments you
can imagine will make change their religion. I f by
any concern, you mean whatever may be between these
two; the degrees are so infinite, that to proportion
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your punishments by that, is t o have no measure of
them at all.
One thing I cannot but take notice of in this passage, before I leave it : and that is, that you say here,
" those who have no concern for their salvation, deserve not to be considered." I n other parts of your
letter, you pretend to have compassion on the careless,
and provide remedies for them : but here, of a sudden,
your charity fails you ; and you give them up to eternal perdition, without the least regard, the least pity,
and say they deserve not to be considered. Our Saviour'srule was, " the sick and not the whole need a physician." Your rule here is, those that are careless, are
not to be considered, but are to be left to themselves.
This would seem strange, if one did not observe what
drew you to it. You perceived that if the magistrate
was t o rise no punishments but such as would make nobody change their religion, he was to use none at all :
for the careless would be brought to the national church,
with any slight punishments ; and when they are once
there, you are, it seems, satisfied, and look no farther
after them. So that by your own measures, " if the
careless, and those who have no concern for their eternal salvation," are to be regarded and taken care of;
if the salvation of their souls is to be promoted, there
is to be no punishment used a t all ; and therefore you
leave them out, as not to be considered.
There remains yet one thing to be inquired into, concerning the measure of the punishments, and that is the
length of their duration. Moderate punishments that
are continued, that men find no end of, know no way
out of, sit heavy, and become immoderately uneasy.
Dissenters you would have punished, to make them
consider. Your penalties have had the effect on them
you intended ; they have made them consider ; and
they have done their utmost in considering. What now
must be done with them ? ?'hey must be punished on ;
for they are still dissenters. If it were just, if you had
reason at first to punish aclissenter, tomake him consider,
when you did not know but that he had considered al-
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ready ; it is as just, and you have as much reason to
punish him on, even when he has performed what your
punishments were designed for, when he has considered,
but yet remains a dissenter. For I may justly suppose,
and you must grant, that a man may remain a dissenter,
after all the consideration your moderate penalties can
bring him to ; when we see greater punishments, even
those severities you disown, as too great, are not
able to make men consider so far as to be convinced,
and brought over to the national church.
I f your punishments may not be inflicted on men,
to make them consider, who have or may have considered already, for aught you know ;then dissenters are
never t o be once punished, no more than any other
sort of men. I f dissenters are to be punished, to make
them consider, whether they have considered or no ;
then their punishments, though they do consider, must
never cease, as long as they are dissenters ; which whether it be to punish them only to bring them to consider, let all men judge. This I am sure ; punishments,
in your method, must either never begin upon dissenters, or never cease. And so, pretend moderation as
you please, the punishments which your method requires must be either very immoderate, or none at all.
And now, you having yielded to our author, and that
upon very good reasons which you yourself urge, and
which I shall set down in your own words, " that t o
prosecute men with fire and sword, or to deprive them
of their estates, to maim them with corporal punishments, to starve and torture them in noisome prisons,
and in the end even to take away their lives, to make
them Christians, is but an ill way of expressing men's
desire of the salvation of those whom they treat in this
manner. And that it will be very difficult to persuade
men of sense, that he who with dry eyes and satisfaction of mind can deliver his brother to the executioner,
to be burnt alive, does sincerely and heartily concern
himself to save that brother from the flames of hell in
the world to come. And that these methods are so
very improper, in respect to the design of them, that
they usually produce the quite contrary effect. For
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whereas all the use which force can have for the advancing true religion, and the salvation of souls, is (as
has already been showed) by disposing men t o submit
t o instruction, and to give a fair hearing to the reasons
which are offered, for the enlightening their minds,
and discovering the truth t o them ; these cruel tic.^
have the misfortune t o he commonly looked upon as
so just a prejudice against any religion that uses them,
as makes it needless t o look any farther into it ; and to
tempt men t o reject it, as both false and detestable,
without ever vouchsafing t o consider the rational
grounds and motives of it. This effect they seldom
fail t o work upon the sufferers of them ; and as t o the
spectators, if they be not beforehand well instructeci
i n those grounds and motives, they will be much tempted.
likewise, not only t o entertain the sanie opinion of sncll
a religion, but withal t o judge much more favourably
of that of the sufferers ; who, they will be apt to think,
would not expose themselves t o such extremities, which
they might avoid by compliance, if they were not thoroughly satisfied of the justice of their cause." A n d
upon these reasons you conclude, '' that these severities
are utterly unapt and improper for the bringing men
t o embrace that truth which must save them." Again,
you having acknowledged, that the authority of the
magistrate is not an authority t o compel any one t o his
religion." And again, " that the rigour of laws and
forceofpenalties are not capable to convince and change
men's minds." And yet farther, " that you do not require that men should have no rule but the religion of
the court ; or that they should be put under a necessity
t o quit the light of their own reason, and oppose the
dictates of their own consciences, and blindly resign
u p themselves t o the will of their governors ; but that
the power you nscribe to the magistrate, is given him
t o bring men not to his own, but t o the true religion."
Now you having, I say, granted this, whereby you directly condemri and abolish all laws that have been
made here, or any where else, that ever I heard of, to
compel nien to conformity; I thinli the author, and
who soevcr else are most lor liberty of' conscience,
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might be content with the toleration you allow, by condemning the laws about religion, now in force; and
are testified, until you had made your new method consistent and practicable, by telling the world plainly and
directly,
1. Who are to be punished.
2. For what.
3. With what punishments.
4. How long.
5. What advantage to true religion it would be, if
magistrat& every where did so punish.
6. And lastly, whence the magistrate had commission to do so.
When you have done this plainly and intelligibly,
without keeping in the uncertainty of general expressions, and without supposing all along your church in
the right, and your religion the true ; which can no
more be allowed to you in this case, whatever your
church or religion be, than it can be to a papist or a
Lutheran, a presbyterian or anana baptist ;nay, no more
to you, than it can be allowed to a Jew or a Mahometan ;
when, I say, you have, by settling these points, fkained
the parts of your new engine, set it together, and showed
that it will work, without doing more harm than good
in the world ; I think then men may be content to submit to it. But imagining this, and an engine to show
the perpetual motion, will be found out together, I
think toleration in a very good state, notwithstallding
your answer; wherein you have said so much for it;
and for aught I see nothing against i t ; unless an impracticable chimera be, in your opinion, something
mightily to be apprehended.
We have now seen and examined the main of your
treatise ; and therefore 1 think I might here end, without going any farther. But, that you inay not think
yourself, or any of your arguments neglected, I will go
over the remainder, and give you my thoughts on every
thing I shall meet with In it, that seems to need any
answer. I n one place yo11 arguc against the author
thus : " if then tllc author's fourth proposition," ;a you
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call it, viz. That force is of no use for promoting true
religion and the salvation of souls, " be not true (as
perhaps by this time it appears it is not) then the last
proposition, which is built upon it, must fall with it :"
which last proposition is this, viz. " that nobody can
have any right to use any outward force or compulsion
t o bring men to the true religion, and so to salvation."
I f this proposition were built, as you allege, upon that
which you call his fourth, then iridced if the fourth fell,
this built upon it would fall with it. ljut that not
being the author'sproposition, as I have showed, nor this
built wholly on it, but on other reasons, as I llave already
roved, and any one may see in scveral parts of 11is
fetter, particularly p. 50, 51, what you allege falls of
itself.
T h e business of the next par3graph is to prove, T h a t
if " force be useful, then so~llebodymust certainly have
a right to use it." T h e first argument you go about
t o prove it by is this, " That usefulness is as good an
argument t o prove there is somewhere a right to usc it,
as uselessness is to prove nobody has such a right."
I f you consider the things of whose usefulness or uselessness we are speaking, you will perhaps be of another
mind. It is punishment, or force used in punishing.
Now all punishment is some evil, some inconvenience,
some suffering ;by taking away or abridging some good
thing, which he who is punished has otherwise a right
to. Now t o justify the bringing any such evil upon any
man, two things are requisite. First, That lie who does
it has commission and power so to do. Secondly, That it
be directly usef'ul for the procuring some greater good.
UThateverpunishment one man uses t o another, without these two conditions, whatever he may pretend,
proves an injury and injustice, and so of right ought to
have been let alone. And therefore, though usefulness,
which is one of the conditions that makes punishments
just, when it is away, may hinder punishments froul
being lawful in ally body's hands ;yet usefulness, w11en
present, being but one of those conditions, cannot give
the other, which is a commission to punish; without
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which also punishment is unlawful. From whence i t
follows, That though useless punisliment be unlawful
from any hand, yet useful punishment from evcry hand
is not lawful. A man may have the stone, and it may
be useful, more than indirectly, and at a distance useful, t o him to be c u t ; but yet this usefulness will not
justify the most skilful surgeon in the world, by force
to make him endure the pain and hazard of cutting ;
because he has no commission, no right, without the
patient's own consent, to do so. Nor is it a good argument, cutting will be useful to him, therefore there is
a right somewhere to cut him, whether he will or no.
Much less will there be an argument for any right, if
there be only a possibility that it may prove useful
indirectly and by accident.
Your other argument is this : If force or punishment
be of necessary use, " then it must be acknowledged,
that there is a right somewhere to use i t ; unless we
will say (what without impiety cannot be said) that
the wise and benign Disposer and Governor of all things
has not furnished mankinci with competent means for
the promoting his own honour in the world, and the
good of souls." If your way of arguing be true, it
is demonstration, that force is not of necessary use.
For I argue thus, in your form : We must acknowledge
force not to be of necessary use ; " unless we will say
what without impiety cannot be said) that the wise
isposer-and Governor of all things did not, ibr above
three hundred years after Christ, furnish his church
with competent means for promoting his own honour
in the world, and the good of souls." It is for you
to consider whether these arguments be conclusive or
no. This I am sure, the one is as concIusive as the
other. But if your supposed usefulness places a right
somewhere to use it, pray tell me in whose hands it
places i t in Turkey, Persia, or China, or any country
where Christians of different churches live under a
heathen or Mahometan sovereign ? And if you cannot
tell me in whose hands it places it there, as I believe you
will find it pretty hard to do ;there are then, it seems,
some places where, upon your supposition of the neces-
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sary usefillness of force, cc the wise and benign Governor
and Disposer of all things has not furnished men with
competent means for prolnotlng his own honour and
the good of souls;" unless you will grant, that the
" wise and benign Disposer and Governor of d l things
hath, for the promoting of his honour and the good
of SOUIS, placed a power in Mahometan or heathen
princes to punish Christians, to bring them to consider
reasons and arguments proper to convince them."
But this is the advantage of so fine an invention, as
that of force doing some service indirectly and a t a distance ; which usefulness, if' we may believe you, places
a right in Mahometan or pagan princes' hands, to use
force upon Christians ; for fear lest mankind in those
countries should be unfurnished with means for the promoting God's honour and the good of souls. For thus
you argue : if there be so great use of force, then
there is a right somewhere to use it. And if there be
such a right somewhere, where should it be but in the
civil sovereign ?" Who can deny now, but that you
have taken care, great care, for the promoting of truth
and the Christian religion ? But yet it is as hard for me,
I confess, and 1 believe for others, t o conceive how you
should think to do any service to truth and the Christian
religion, by putting a right into Mahometans' or heathens' hands to punish Christians; as it was for you tio
conceive how the author should think " to do any
service to the truth, and the Christian religion," by
exempting the professors of it from punishment every
where, since there are more p an, Mahometan, and
erroneous princes in the world,"$,
t an orthodox ; truth,
and the Christian religion, taking the wwld as w e find
it, is sure to be more punished and suppressed, than
error and falsehood.
Tbe author having endeavoured to show that nobody a t all, of any rank or condition, had a power to
punish, torment, or use any man ill, far matters, of religion ; you tell us " you do not yet understand, why
clergymen are not as capable of such power as other
men." I do not remember that the author any where, by
excepting ecclesiastics more than others, gave you any
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rncasfon t o show your concern in this point. Had he
foreseen that this would have touched you so nearly,
and that you set your heart so much upon the clergy's
p w e k of punishing ; it is like he would have told you,
he thought ecclesiastics as capable of it as any men ;
and that if forwardness and diligence in the exercise of
such power may recommend any to it, clergymen in
the opinion of the world stand fairest for it. However,
you do well to put in your claim for them, though the
author excludes them no more than their neighbours.
Nay, they must be allowed the pretence of the fairest
title. For I never read of any severities that were t o
bring men to Christ, but those of the law of Moses;
which is therefore called a pedagogue, (Gal. iii. 24.)
And the next verse tells us, that '' after that faith is
come, we are no longer under a schoolmastcr." But, yet
if we are still to be driven to Christ by a rod, I shall not
envy them the pleasure of wielding it : only I desire
them, when they have got the scourge into their hands,
to remember our Saviour, and follow his example, who
never used it but once ; and that they would, l ~ k ehim,
employ it only t o drive vile and scandalous traffickers
for the things of this world out of their chorch, rather
than to drive whoever they can into it. Whether the
latter be not a proper method t o make their church
what our Savionr there pronounced of the temple, they
who use it were best look. For, in matters of religion,
none are so easy to be driven as those who have nothing
of religion at all ; and next to them, the vicious, the
ignorant, the worldling, and the hypocrite ; who care
for no more of religion but the name, nor no more of
any church but its prosperity and power ; and who, not
unlike those described by our Saviour, (Luke xx. 47)
for a show come to, or cry up the prayers of the church,
" that they may devour widows, and other helpless
people's houses." I say not this of the serious professors
of any church, who are in earnest in matters of religion. Such I value, who conscientiously, and out of a
sincere persuasion, embrace any religion, though different from mine, and in a way I think mistaken. But
nobody can have reason t o think otherwise than what
I
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I have said, of those who are wrought upon to be of
any church by secular hopes and fears. Those truly
place trade above all other considerations, and merchandize with religion itself, who regulate their choice
by worldly profit and loss.
You endeavour to prove, against the author, that
civil society is not instituted only for civil ends, i. e.
the procuring, preserving, and advancing men's civil
interests : your words are : " I must say that our
author does but beg the question, when he affirms that
the commonwealth is constituted only for the procuring,
preserving, and advancing of the civil interests of
the members of it. That commonwealths are instituted for these ends, no man will deny. But if there
be any other ends besides these, attainable by the
civil society and government, there is no reason t o
affirm, that these are the only ends for which they
are designed. Doubtless commonwealths are instituted for the attaining of all the benefits which political government can yield. And therefore, if the
spiritual and eternal interests of men may any \tray
be procured or advanced by political government,
the procuring and advancing those interests must in
all reason be reckoned among the ends of civil societies, and so, consequently, fall within the compass
I have set down
of the magistrate's jurisdiction."
your words at large, to let the reader see, that you of
all men had the least reason to tell the author, he does
but beg the question ; unless you mean to justify yourself by the pretence of his example. You argue thus :
66 If there be any other ends attainable by civil society,
then civil interests are not the only ends for which
commonwealths are instituted." And how do you
prove there be other ends ? Why thus : " Doubtless
com~nonwealthsare instituted for the attaining of all
the benefits which political government can yield."
Which is as clear a demonstration, as doubtless can
make it to be. T h e question is, whether civil society
be instituted only for civil ends ? You say, no ; and
your proof is, because doubtless it is instituted for other
ends. If I now say, doubtless this is a good argument ;
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js not every one bound without more ado to admit it
for such? If not, doubtless you are in danger t o be
thoaght to beg the question.
But notwithstanding you say here, that the author
begs the question ; in the following page you tell us,
c 6 That the author offers three considerations which seem
to hirn abundantly to demonstrate, that the civil power
neither can, nor aught, in any manner to be extended
to the salvation of souls." H e does not then beg the
question. For the question being, " Whether civil interest be the only end of civil society," he gives this
reason for the negative, " That civil power has nothing
to do with the salvation of souls ;" and offers three considerations for the proof of it. For it will always be a
good consequence, that, if the civil power has nothing
to do with the salvation of souls, " then civil interest
is the only end of civil society." And the reason o f i t
is plain ; because a man having no other interest, but
either in this world or the world t o come ; if the end
of civil society reach not to a man's interest in the
other world, all which is comprehended in the salvation
of his soul, i t is plain that the sole end of civil society
is civil interest, under which the author comprehends
the good things of this world.
And now let us examine the truth of your main position, viz. " That civil society is instituted for the attaining all the benefits that it may any way yield."
Which, if true, then this position must be true, viz.
" That all societies whatsoever are instituted for the attaining all the benefits that they may any way yield ;"
there being nothing peculiar to civil society in the case,
why that society should be instituted for the attaining
all the benefits it can any way yield, and other societies
not. By which argument it will f~llow,that all societies are instituted for one and the same end : i. e. '' for
the attaining all the benefits that they can any way
yield." By which account there will be no difference
between church and state 3 a commonwealth and an
army ; or hetween a family, and the East India Cotnp q ; all which have hitherto been thought distinct
sorts of societies, instituted for different ends. If your
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hypothesis hold good, one of the ends of the familymnst
be to preach the Gospel, and administer the sacraments ;
and one business of an army to teach languages, and
propagate religion ; because these are benefits some way
or other attainable by those societies : unless you take
want of commission and authority to be a silfficient impediment: and that will be so too in other cases.
I t is a benefit to have true knowledge and philosophy
embraced and assented to, in any civil society or government. But will you say, therefore, that it is a
benefit to the society, or one of'the ends of government,
that all who are not peripatetics should be punished, t o
make men find out the truth, and profess it. This indeed might be thought a fit way to make some men
embrace the peripatetic philosophy, but not a proper
way to find the truth. For perhaps the peripatetic philosophy may not be true ; perhaps a great many may
have not time nor parts to study it ; perhaps a great
many who have studied it, cannot be convinced of the
truth of it : and therefore it cannot be a benefit to the
commonwealth, nor one of the ends of it, that these
members of the society should he disturbed and diseased to no purpose, when they are guilty of no fault.
For just the same reason, it cannot be a benefit to civil
society, that men should be punished in Denmark, for
not being Lutherans ; in Geneva, for not being Calvinists ; and in Vienna, fornot being papists ; as a means
to make them find out the true religion. For so, upon
your grounds, men must be treated in those places, as
well as in England, for not being of the church of England. And then I beseech you, consider the great benefit will accrue to men in society by this method ; arid
I suppose it will be a hard thing for you t o prove,
that ever civil governments were instituted to punish
men for not being of this or that sect in religion ; however by accident, indirectly and at a distance, it may
be an occasion to one perhaps of a thousand, or an hund ~ e dto
, study that controversy, which is all you expect
from it. I f it be a benefit, pray tell me what benefit
i t is. A civil benefit it cannot be. For men's civil
interests are disturbed, injured, and impaired by it.
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And what spiritual benefit that can be to any multitude
o f men, to be punished for dissenting from a false or
erroneous profession, I would have you find out: unless it be a spiritual benefit to be in danger to be driven
into a wrong way. For if in all differing sects, all but
one is in the wrong, it is a hundred to one but that
from which one dissents, and is punished for dissenting
from, is the wrong.
I grant it is past doubt, that the nature of man is so
covetous of good, that no one would have excluded
from any action he does, or from any institution he is
concerned in, any manner of good or benefit that i t
might any way yield. And if this be your meaning, it
wdl not be denied you. But then you speak very improperly, or rather very mistakenly, if you call such benefits as may any way, i. e. indirectly, and at a distance,
or by accident, be attained by civil or any other society, the ends for which it is instituted. Nothing can " in
reason be reckoned amongst the ends of any society,"
but what may id reason be supposed to be designed by
those who enter into it. Now nobody can in reason
suppose, that any one entered into civil society for the
procuring, securing, or advancing the salvation of his
soid ; when he, for that end, needed not the force of
civil society. " The procuring, therefore, securing,
and advancing the spiritual and eternal interest of
men, cannot in reason be reckoned amongst the ends
af civil societies ;" though perhaps it might so fall out,
that in some particular instance, some man's spiritual
interest might be advanced by your or any other way
of applying civil fbrce. A nobleman, whose chapel is
decayed or fallen, may make use of his dining-room
for praying and preaching. Yet whatever benefit were
attainable by this use of the room, nobody can in reason reckon this among the ends for which it was built ;
no more than the accidental breeding of some bird in
any part of it, though it were a benefit i t yielded, could
in reason be reckoned among the ends of building the
house.
But, say you, doubtless commonwealths are institilted for the attaining of all the benefits which political
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government can yield ; and therefore if the spiritrlal and
eternal interests of men may any way be procured or
advanced by political government, the pl-ocusing and
advancing those interests, must in all reason be reckoned amongst the ends of civil society, and so consequently fall within the compass of the magistrate's
jurisdiction."
Upon the same grounds, I: thus reason :
Doubtless churches are instituted for the attaining of
all the benefits which ecclesiastical government can
yield : and therefore, if the temporal and secular interests of Inen may any way be procured or advanced
by ecclesiastical polity, the procuring and advancing
those interests must in all reason be reckoned among
the ends of religious societies, and so consequently fall
within the compass of churclimen's jurisdiction. The
church of Rome has openly made its advantage of " secular interests to be procured or advanced, indirectly,
and at a distance, and in ordirze ad spiritualia ;" all
which ways, if I mistake not English, are comprehended
under your " any way." But I cio not remember that
any of the reformed churches have hitherto directly
professed it. But there is a time for all things. ,4nd
if the coinmonwealth once invades the spiritual ends of
the church, by meddling with the salvation of souls,
which she has always been so tender of, who can den
that the church should have liberty to make herse f
some amends by reprisals ?
But, sir, however you and I may argue from wrong
suppositions, yet unless the apostle, Eph. iv. where he
reckons up the church-officers which Christ hath instituted in his church, had told us they were for some
other ends than " for the perfecting of the saints, for
the work of the ministry, fbr the edifying of the body
of Christ ;" the advancing of their secular interests
will scarce be allowed to be their business, or within
the compass of their jurisdiction. Nor till it can be
shown that civil society is instituted for spiritual ends,
or that the magistrate has commission t o interpose his
authority, or use force in matters of religion ; your
s~~pposition
" of spi~itualbenefits indirectly and a t a
distance attainable" by political government, will never
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pmve the advancing of those interests by force t o be
the n~agistrate's business, "and t o fall within the compass of his jurisdiction." And till then the force of
tile al.guments which the author has brought against
it, in the 12th and following pages of his letter, will
hold good.
~omnionwealths,or civil societies and governments,
if you will believe the judicious Mr. Hooker, are, as
St, Peter calls them, (1 Pet. ii. 13) z7r9pwriv7 xIirrr, the
contrivance and institution of man ; and hc shows there
for what end ; viz. " for the punishment of evil-doers,
and the praise of them that do well." I do not find
any where, that it is for the punishment of those who
are not in church-communion with the magistrate, t o
make them study controversies in religion, or hearken
to those who will tell them " they have mistaken their
way, and offer to show them the right one." You
must show them such a commission, ifyou say it is from
God. And in all societies instituted by man, the ends
of them can be no other than what the institutors appointed ; which I am sure could not be their spiritual
and eternal interest. For they could not stipulate about
these one with another, nor submit this interest to the
power of the society, or any sovereign they should set
over it. There are nations in the West Indies, which
have no other end of their society but their mutual defence against their common enemies. I n these, their
captain, or prince, is sovereign-commander in time of
war ; but in time of peace, neither he nor any body else
has any authority over any of the society. You cannot
deny but other, even temporal ends, are attainable by
these commonwealths, if they had been otherwise instituted and appointed t o these ends. But all your
saying, '' doubtless commonwealths are instituted for
the attaining of all the benefits which they can yield,"
will not give authority to any one or more, in such a
society, by political government or force, to procure
directly or indirectly other benefits than that for which
it was instituted : and therefore there it falls not within
the compass of those princes' jurisdiction to punish any
of the society for injuring another ; because he has
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no commission so to do ; whatever reason you may think
there is, that that should be reckoned amongst the ends
of their society.
But to conclude: your argument bas that defect iu it
which turns it upon yourself. And that is, that the
procuring and advancing the spiritual and eternal interests of souls, your way, is not a benefit to the society:
and so upon your own supposition, " the procuring and
advancing the spiritual interest of souls, any way, cannot be one of the ends of civil society;" unless the
procuring and advancing the spiritual interest of souls,
in a way prcper to do more harm than good towards
the salvation of souls, be to be accounted such a benefit
as to be one of the ends of civil societies. For that
yours is such a way, I have proved already. So that
were it hard to pro;e that political government, whose
only instrument is force, could no way by force, however applied, more advance than hinder the spiritual
and eternal interest of men; yet having proved i t
against your particular new way of applying force, I
have sufficiently vindicated the author's doctrine from
any thing you have said against it. Which is enough
for my present purpose.
Your next page tells us, that this reasoning of the
author, viz. " that the power of the magistrate cannot
be extended to the salvation of souls, because the
care of souls is not committed t o the magistrate, is
proving the thing by itself." As if you should say,
when I tell you that you could not extend your power
to meddle with the money of a young gentleman you
travelled with as tutor, because the care of his money
was not committed t o you, were proving the thing by
itself. For it is not necessary that you should have the
power of his money ; i t may be intrusted to a steward
who travels with him ; or it may be left to himself. If
you have it, it is but a delegated power. And, in all
delegated powers, I thought this a fair proof: you have
it not, or cannot use it, which is what the author means
here by extended to, because i t is not committed t o you.
I n the summing up of this argument, (p. 20) the
author says, nobody therefore, in fine, neither corn-
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monwealths, kc. hnth any title to invade the civil
rights and worldly goods of another, upon preknce
of religion." Which is an exposition of what he means
in the beginning of the argument, by " the magistrate's
power cannot be extended to the salvation of souls."
So that if we take these last cited words equivalent t o
those in the former place, his proof will stand thus,
4 4 the magistrate has no title to invade the civil rights
or worldly goods of any one upon pretence of religion ;
because the care of souls is not committed to him."
This is the same in the author's sense with the former.
And whether either this, or that, be a proving the same
thing by itself, we must leave t o others to judge.
You quote the author's argument, which he brings
to prove that the care of souls is not committed to the
magistrate in these words ; " i t is not committed to
him by God, because it appears not that God has ever
given any such authority to one man over another,
as to compel any one to his religion."- This, when
first I read it, I confess I thought a good argument.
But you say, " this is quite beside the bmsiness ;" and
the reason you give is, " for the authority of the magistrate is not an ailthority to compel any to his religion, but only an authority to procure all his subjects
the means of discovering the way of salvation, and
to procure withal, as much as in hi111 lies, that none
remain ignorant of it," kc. I fear, sir, you forget
yoursef. The author was not writing against your
new hypothesis before it was known in the world.
H e may be excused if hc had not the gift of prophecy,
t o argue against a notion which was not yet started.
H e had in view only the laws hitherto made, and the
punishments in matters of religion in use in the world.
The penalties, as I take it, are lain on men for being
of different wa s of religion. Which, what is it other,
but to compe them to relinquish their own, and to
conform themselves to that from which they differ? I f
this be not to compel them to the magistrate's religion,
pray tell us what is? This must be necessarily so understood ; unless it can be supposed that the law intends
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not to have that done, which with penalties it commands to be done ; or that punishments are not compulsion, not that compulsion the author complains of.
The law says, " do this and live ;" embrace this doctrine, conform to this way of worship, and be at ease,
and free ; or else be fined, imprisoned, banished, burned.
I f you can show among the laws that have been made
in England concerning religion, a n t I think I may
say any where else, any one that punishes men "for
not having impartially examined the religion they
have embraced or refused," 1 think I may yield you
the cause. Law-makers have been generally wiser than
to make laws that could not be executed : and tlierefore their laws were against non-conformists, which
could be known ; and not for impartial examination,
which could not. It was not then besides the author's
business t o bring an argument against the persecutions
here in fashion. H e did not know that any one, who
was so free as to acknowledge that the magistrate
has not authority to compel any one to his religion,"
and thereby a t once, as you have done, give up all the
laws now in force against dissenters, had yet rods in
store for them, and by a new trick would bring them
under the lash of the law, when the old pretences were
too much exploded to serve any longer. Have you
never heard of such a thing as the religion established
by law? Which is, it seems, the lawful religion of a
country, and to be complied with as such. There being
such things, such notions yet in the world, i t was not
quite besides the author's business to allege, that "God
never gave such authority to one man over another,
as to compel any one to his religion." I will grant,
if you please, " religion established by law" is a pretty
odd way of speaking in the mouth of a Christian ; and
yet i t is much in fashion: as if the magistrate's authority could add any force or sanction to any religion,
whether true or false. I am glad to find you have so
far considered the magistrate's authority, that you agree
with the author, that .' he hath none to compel men
to his religion." Much less can he, by any establish-
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ment of law, add any thing t o the truth or validity of
his own, or any religion whatsoever.
It remains now to examine whether the author's argument will not hold good, even against punishments
in your way ; ('for if the magistrate's authority be, as
you here say, only to procure all his subjects, (tnark
what you say, all his s u ~ e c t sthe
) means of discovering
the way of salvation, and t o procure withal, as much
as in him lies, that none remain ignorant of it, or refuse
to embrace it, either for want of using those means,
or by reason of any such prejudices as may render
thein ineffectual." If this be the magistrate's business, in reference to all his sugects, I desire you, o r
any man else, to tell me how this can be done by the
application of force only t o a part of' them ; unless
you will still vainly suppose ignorance, negligence,
or prejudice, only amongst that part which any where
differs from the magistrate. I f those of the magistrate's church may be ignorant of the way of salvation ; if i t be possible there may be amongst them those
c 6 who refuse to embrace it, either for want of using
those means, or by reason of any such prejudices as
may render them ineffectual :" what, in this case,
becomes of'the magistrate's authority to procure all his
subjects the means of discovering the way of salvation ?
Must these of his subjects be neglected, and left without the means he has authority to procure them? Or
must he use force upon them too? And then, pray, show
me how this can be done. Shall the magistrate punish
those of his own religion, c c to procure them the means
of discovering the way of salvation, and to procure,
as much as in him lies, that they remain not ignorant
of it, or refuse not to embrace it?" These are such
contradictions in practice, this is such condemnation
of a man's own religion, as no one can expect from
the magistrate; and I dare say you desire not of him.
And yet this is that he must do, 6 c if his authority be
t o procure all his subjects the means of discovering
the way t o salvation." And if it be so needful, as
you say it is, that he should use it, I am sure force can-
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not do that till it be applied wicter, and p u n i s h ~ e n be
t
laid upon more than you would have it ; for "if the
magistrate be by force to procure, as much as in him
lies, that none remain ignorant of the way of salvation ;" must he not punish all those who are ignorant
of the way of salvation? And pray tell me how this
is any way practicable, but by supposing none in the
national church ignorant, and all out of it ignorant
of the way of salvation. U7hich, what is it, but t o
punish men barely for not being of the magistrate's religion ; the very thing you deny he has authority to do ?
So that the magistrate having, by your own confession,
no authority thus to use force ; and it being otherwise
impracticable " for the procuring all his subjects the
means of discovel-ing the way of salvation ;" there is
an end of force. And so force being laid aside, either as
unlawful, or impracticable, the author's argument holds
good against force, even in your way of applying it.
But if you say, as you do in the foregoing page, that
the magistrate has authority " to lay such penalties upon
those who refuse to embrace the doctrine of the proper ministers of religion, and t o submit to their spiritual government, as to make them bethink themselves so as not to be alienated from the truth : (fbr,
as for foolish humour, and uncharitable prejudice,"
&c, which are but words of course that opposite par.
ties give one another, as marks of dislike and presump
tion, I omit them, as signifying nothing to the question ; being such as will with the same reason be retorted by the other side ); against that also the author's
argument holds, that the magistrate has no such auh
thority. 1. Because God never gave the magistrate
an authority to be judge of truth for another man in
matters of religion : and so he cannot be judge whether
any man be alienated from the truth or no. 2. Because
the magistrate had never authority given him "to lay
any penalties on those who refuse to embrace the doctrine of'the proper ministers of his religion, or of any
other, or to submit to their spiritual government,"
more than on any other men.
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T o the author's argument, that the magistrate cannot receive such authority from the people ; because no
man has power to leave it t o the choice of any other
nlan to choose a religion for him ; you give this pleasant answer : " As the power of the magistrate, in reference to religion, is ordained fbr the bringing men
to take such care as they ougl~tof their salvation,
that they may not blindly leave it to the choice, neither of any other person, nor yet of their own lusts
and passions, to prescribe to them what faith or worship they shall embrace: so if we stlppose this power
to be vested in the magistrate by the consent of the
people; this will not import their abandoning the
care of their salvation, but rather the contrary. FOP
if men, in choosing their religion, are so generally
subject, as has been showed, when left wholly t o
themselves, to be so much swayed by prejudice and
passion, as either not at all, or not sufficient to regard the reasons and motives which ought alone to
determine their choice; then i t is every man's true
interest, not to be left wholly to himself in this matter; but that care should be taken, that, in an affair
of' so vast concernment to him, he may be bmught,
even against his own inclination, if it cannot be done
otherwise, (which is ordinarily the case) to act according t o reason and sound judgment. And then
what better course can men take to provide for thiq
than by vesting the power I have described in him
I beseech you conwho bears the sword ?"-Wherein
sider, 1. Whether it be not pleasant, that you say" the power of the magistrate is ordained to bring men
to take such care ;" and thence infer, "Then it is
every one's interest t o vest such power in the magistrate ?" For if i t be the power of the magistrate, it
is his. And what need the people vest it in him, unless there be need, and it be the best course they can
take, to vest a power in the magistrate, which he, has
already ? 2 . Another pleasant thing you here say is,
" That the power of the magistrate is t o bring men to
such a care of their salvation, that they may not
blindly leave it t o the choice of any person, or their
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own lusts, or passions, t o prescribe to them what faith
or worship they shall embrace; and yet that it is their
best course to vest a power in the magistrate," liable
t o the same lusts and passions as themselves, t o choose
for them. For if they vest a power in the magistrate
to punish them, when they dissent from his religion ;
" t o bring them to act, even against their own inclination, according to their reason and sound judgment ;"
which is, as you explain yourself in another place, t o
bring them to consider reasons and arguments proper
and su@cient to convince them : how far is this from
leaving i t to the choice of another man to prescribe t o
them what faith or worship they shall embrace ? Especially if we consider that you think it a strange thing,
that the author would have the care of every man's soul
left to himself alone. So that this care being vested
"in the magistrate with a power t o punish men t o
make them consider reasons and arguments proper
and sufficient to convince them" of the truth of his
religion ; the choice is evidently in the magistrate, as
much as it can be in the power of one man to choose
for another what religion he shall be of; which consists
only in a power of compelling him by punishments t o
embrace it.
I do neither you nor the magistrate injury, when I
say that the power yo11 give the magistrate of " punishing men, t o make them consider reasons and arguments proper and sufficient t o convince them," is to
convince them of the truth of his religion, and to bring
them t o it. For men will never, in his opinion, " act
according to reason and sound judgment," which is
the thing you here say men should be brought to by the
magistrate, even against their " own inclination," till
they embrace his religion. And if you have the brow
of an honest man, you will not say the magistrate will
ever punish you *'to bring you to consider any other
reasons and arguments, but such as are proper t o
couvince you" of the truth of his religion, and to
bring you t o that. Thus you shift forwards and backwards. You say " the magistrate has no power to punish men, to compel them to his religion," but only
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4 c compel them to consider reasons and arguments
p,oper to convince them " of the truth of his religion,
which is all one as to say, nobody has power to choose
yaur way for you to Jerusalem ; but yet the lord of'
the manor has power to punish you, '< to bring you to
consider reasons and arguments proper and sufficient
to convince you." Of what? That the way he goes
in is the right, and so to make you join in company,
and go along with him. So that, in effect, what is all
your going about, but to come at last to the same
place again; and put a power into the magistrate's
hands, under another pretence, to compel men to his
religion? which use of force the autllor has sufficiently overthrown, and you yourself have quitted.
But I am tired to follow you so often round the same
circle.
You speak of i t here as the most deplorable condition imaginable, that " men should be left to themselves, and not be forced to consider and examine the
grounds of their religion, and search impartially and
diligently after the truth." This you make the great
miscarriage of mankind. And for this you seem solicitous, all through your treatise, to find out a remedy;
and there is scarce a leaf wherein you do not otier
yours. But what if, after all now, you should be
found to prevaricate? " Men have contrived to themselves," say you, " a great variety of religior~s:" it is
granted. " They seek not the truth in this matter with
that application of mind, and that freedom of judgment which is requisite :" it is confessed. " All the
false religions now on foot in the world have taken
their rise from the slight and partial considel-ation,
which men have contented themselves with, in searching after the true ; and men take them up, and persist
in them, for want of due examination :" be it so.
" There is need of a remedy for this, and I have found
one whose success cannot be questioned :" very well.
What is i t ? Let us hear it. " Why, dissenters must
be punished." Can any body that hears you say so,
believe ou in earnest; and that want of exan~ination
is the t ing vou would ha\re amended, when want of'
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examination is not the thing you would have unished?
I f want of examination be the fault, want o examination must be punished; if you are, as you pretend,
fully satisfied, that punishment is the proper and only
means to remedy it. But if, in all your treatise, you
can show me one place, where you say that the ignorant, the carelnss, the inconsiderate, the negligent
in examining thoroughly the truth of their own and
others' reli ion, &c. are to be unished; I will allow
your reme y for a good one. J u t you have not said
any thing like this: and which is more, I tell you
beforehand, ou dare not say it. And whilst you do
not, the wor d has reason to udge, that however want
of examination be a general ault, which you with great
vehemency have exaggerated ; yet you use i t only for
a pretence t o punish dissenters; and either distrust
your remedy, that it will not cure this evil, or else care
not t o have it generally cured. This evidently appews
from your whole management of the argument. And
he that reads your treatise with attention will be more
confirmed in this opinion, when he shall find that you,
who are so earnest to have men punished to bring them
t o consider and examine, that so they may discover the
way to salvation, have not said one word of considering, searching, and hearkening to the Scripture ;which
had been as good a rule for a Christian to have sent
them to, " as to reasons and arguments proper t o convince them " of you know not what ; '& as to the in:
struction and government of the proper ministers of
religion," which who they are, men are yet far from
being agreed ; '6 or as to the information of those, who
tell them they have mistaken their way, and offer to
show them the right; and t o the like u n c e r t ~ i nand
dangerous guides; which were not those that our
Saviour and the apostles sent men to, bat to the Scriptures." " Search the Scriptures, for in them you think
on have eternal life," says our Saviour to the unbeHeving persecuting Jews, (John v. 39); and i t is the
Scriptures which, St. Paul says, 6 6 are able to make wise
unto salvation," (2 Tim. iii. 15.)
Talk no more, therefore, i f you have any care of
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your reputation, how much " it is every man's interest
not to be left to himself, without molestation, without punishment in matters of religion." Talk not of
'' bringing men to embrace the truth that must save
them, by putting them upon examination." Talk no
more " of force and punishment, as the only way left
to bring men to examine." It is evident you mean
nothing less. For, though want of examination be the
only fault you complain of, and punishment be in yorlr
opinion the only way to bring men to i t ; and this the
whole design of your book; yet you have not once
proposed in it, that those, who do not impartially examine, should be forced to it. And that you may not
think I talk a t random, when I say you dare not;
I will, if you please, give you some reasons for my
saying so.
1. Becanse, if you propose that all should be p11nished, who are ignorant, who have not used " such
consideration as is apt and proper to manifest the
truth; but to have been determined in the choice of
their religion b impressions of education, admiration
of persons, wor dly respects, prejudices, and the like
incompetent motives; and have taken up their religion, without examining i t as they ought ;" you will
propose to have several of your own church, be it
what it will, punished; which would be a proposition too apt to offend too many of it, for yori to venture on. For whatever need there be of' reformation,
every one will not thank you for proposing such an
one as must begin at, or a t least reach to, the house of
God.
2. Because, if you should propose that all those who
are ignorant, careless, and negligent in examining,
should be punished? you would have little to say in this
question of tolerat~on. For if the laws of the state
were made, as they ought to be, equal to all the subjects, without distinction of men of differeat professions
In religion; and the faults to be amended by punishments were impartially punished, in all wbo are guilty
of them ; this would immediately produce a perfect toleration, or show the uselessiless of force in matters of
K 2
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religion. I f therefore you think it so necessary, as you
say, for the " promoting of true religion, and the salvation of souls, that men should be punished to make
them exanline;" do but find a way to apply force t o
all that have not thoroughly and impartially examined,
and you have my consent. For though fbrce be not
the proper means of promoting religion; yet there is
no better way to show the uselessness of it, than the applying it equally to miscarriages, in whomsoever found ;
and not to distinct parties or persuasions of men, for
the reformation of them alone, when others are equally
faulty.
3. Because, without being for as large a toleration as
the author proposes, you cannot be truly and sincerely
for a free and impartial examination. For whoever esamines, must have the liberty to judge, and follow his
judgment ; or else you put him upon examination to
no purpose. And whether that will not as well lead
men from, as to your church, is so much a venture,
that, by your way of writing, it is evident enough you
are loth to hazard i t ; and if you are of the national
church, it is plain your brethren wilI not bear with you
in the allowance of such a liberty. You must therefore
either change your method; and if the want of examination be that great and dangerous fault you would have
corrected, you must equally punish all that are equally
guilty of any neglect in this matter, and then take your
only means, your beloved force, and make the best of
i t ; or else you must put off your mask, and confess that
you design not your punishments t o bring men to examination, but to conformity. For the fallacy you have
used is too gross to pass upon this age.
What follows to p. 26, 1 think I have considered sufficiently alleady. But there you have found out something worth notice. In this page, out of abundant
kindness, when the dissenters have their heads, without
any cause, broken, you provide them a plaster. For,
say you, " if upon such examination of the matter,"
(i. e. brought to it by the magistrate's punishment)
'' they chance to find, that the truth does not lie on the
magistrate's side; they have gained thus much how-
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ever, even by the magistrate's misapplying his power,
that they know better than they did before, where
the truth does lie."
Which is as true as if yo11
should say, upon examination I find such a one is out
of the way to York; therefore I know better than I
did before, that I am in the right. For neither of you
may be in the right. This were true indeed, if there
were but two ways in all; a right and a wrong. But
where there be an hundred ways, and but one right;
your knowing upon examination, that that which I
take is wrong, makes you not know any thing better
than befbre that yours is the right. But if that be the
best reasou you have for it, it is ninety-eight to one still
against you, that you are in the wrong. Besides, he
that has been punished may have examined before, and
then ou are sure he gains nothing. However, you think
you o well to encourage the magistrate in punishing,
and comfort the man who has suffered unjustly by
showing what he shall gain by it. Whereas, on the contrary, in a discourse of this nature, where the bounds
of ri h t and wrong are inquired into, and should be
estab ished, the magistrate was to be showed the bounds
of his authority, and warned of the injury he did when
he misa plies his power, and punished any man who
deserve it not; and not be soothed into injustice, by
consideration of gain that might thence accrue to the
sufferer. Cc Shall we do evil that good may come of i t ?"
'J'hert: are a sort of people who are very wary of touching upon the magistrate's duty, and tender of showing
the bounds of his power, and the injustice and ill consequences of his misappl ing it ; at least, so long as i t
is misapplied in favour o them, and their party. I know
not whether you are of their number. But this I am
sure, you have the misfortune here t o fall into their
mistake. T h e magistrate,.you confess, may in this case
misapply his power ; and instead of representing to him
the injustice of it, and the account he must give to his
sovereign, one day, of this great trust put into his hands,
for the equal rotection of all his subjects : you pretend
advantages w ich the sufferer may receive fi-om it: and
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so, instead of disheartening from, you give encouragement to, the mischief: which, upon your principle,
joined to the natural thirst in man after arbitrary power,
may be carried to all manner of exorbitancy, with some
pretence of right.
For thus stands your system : " I f force, i. e. punishment, may be any way useful for the promoting
the salvation of souls, there is a right somewhere to use
it. And this right," say you, '6 1s in the magistrate :"
who then, upon your grounds, may quickly find reason, where it suits his inclination, or serves his turn,
to punish men directly to bring them to his religion.
For if he may use force because it may be, indirect1
and at a distance, any way useful towards the s a l
vation of men's souls," towards the procuring any degree of glory ; why may he not, by the same rule, use
it where it may be useful, at least indirectly and at a
distance, towards the procuring a greater degree of
glory? For St. Paul assures us, " that the afflictions of
this life work for us a far more exceeding weight of
glory."
So that why should they not be punished,
if in the wrong, to bring them into the right way; if
in the right, to make them by their sufferings "gainers
bf a far more exceeding weight of glory 2" But whatever you say " of punishment being lawful, because,
indirectly and at a distance, it may be useful ;"I suppose, upon cooler thoughts, you will be apt to suspect
that, however sufferings may promote the salvation of
those who make a good use of them, and so set men
surer in the right way, or higher in a state of glory;
et those who make men unduly suffer, will have the
Keavier account, and greater weight of guilt upon them,
to sink them deeper in the pit of perdition ; and that
therefore they should be warned to take care of so using
their power. Because whoever be gainers by it, they
themselves will, without re entance and amendment,
granting that the ma
be sure to be losers. But
strate misapplies his power, w en he punishes those w o
have the right on their side, whether it be to bring
them to his own religion, or whether it be a to bring
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them to consider reasons and arguments proper to convince them," you grant all that the author contends
for. All that he endeavours, is to show the bounds
of civil power; and that in punishing others for reliion, the magistrate misapplies the force he has in his
fands, and so goes beyond right, beyond the limits of
his power. For I do not think the author of the letter
so vain, I am sure for my part I am not, as to hope by
arguments, though ever so clear, to reform presently
all the abuses in this matter; especially whilst men of
art, and religion, endeavour so industriously to palliate
and disguise, what truth, yet, sometimes, unawares
forces from them.
Do not think I make a wrong use of your saying,
the magistrate misapplies his power," when I say
you therein grant all that the author contends for. For
if the magistrate misa plies, or makes wrong use of his
power, when he punis es in matters of religion any one
who is in the right, though it be but to make him consider, as you grant he does; he also misapplies, or
makes wrong use of his power, when he punishes any
one whomsoever in matters of religion, to make him
consider, For every one is here judge for himself,
what is right; and in matters of faith, and religious
worship, another cannot judge for him. So that to
punish an one in matters of religion, though it be but
to make ~ r nconsider, is by your own confession beyond the magistrate's power. And that punishing in
matters of religion is beyond the magistrate's power
is what the author contends for.
You tell us in the following words, " all the hurt
that comes to them by it, is only the suffering some
tolerable inconveniencies, for their following the light
of their own reason, and the dictates of their own consciences ; which certainly is no such mischief to mankind, as to make it more eligible, that there should be
no such power vested in the ma istrate, but the care of
every man's soul should be le t to himself alone (as
this author demands it should be;) that is, that every
man should be suffered, quietly, and without the least
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molestation, either to take no care at all of his soul, if
he be so pleased; or, in doing it, to follow his own
groundless prejudices, or unaccountable humour, or
any crafty seducer, whom he may think fit to take for
his guide." Why should not the care of every man's
soul be left to himself, rather than the magistrate? I s
the magistrate like to be more concerned for i t ? Is the
magistrate like to take more care of i t ? Is the magistrate commonly more careful of his own, than other
men are of theirs ? Will you say the magistrate is less
exposed, in matters of religion, to prejudices, humours,
and crafty seducers, than other men? I f you cannot
lay your hand upon your heart, and say all this, what
then will be got by the change? And " why may not
the care of every man's soul be left to himself?" Especially, if a man be in so much danger t o miss the truth,
" who is suffered quietly, and without the least molestation, either to take no care of his soul, if he be
so pleased, or to follow his own prejudices," &c. For
if want of molestation be the dangerous state, wherein
men are likeliest to miss the right way ; it must be
confessed, that, of all men, the magistrate is most in
darlger t o be in the wrong, and so the unfittest, if you
take the care of men's souls from themselves, of all
men, to be intrusted with it. For he never meets with
that great and only antidote of yours against error,
which you here call molestation. H e never has the
benefit of your sovereign remedy, punishment, to make
him consider ; which you think so necessary, that you
look on i t as a most dangerous state for men t o be
without it; and therefore tell us, "it is every man's
true interest, not to be left wholly to himself in matters
of religion."
Thus, sir, I have gone througIi your whole treatise,
and, as I think, have omitted nothing in i t material.
If I have, I doubt not but I shall hear of it. And
now I refer it to yourself, as well as to the judgment
of the world, whether the author of the letter, in saying nobody hath a right, or you, in saying the magistrate hath a right, to use force in matters of religion,
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has most reason. I n the mean time, I leave this request
with you : that if ever you write again, about " the
means of bringing souls t o salvation," which certainly
is the best design any one can employ his pen in, you
would take care not to prejudice so good a cause, by
ordering it so, as t o make it look as if you writ for a
party.
I am, Sir,
Your most humble servant,
May 27, 1690.
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CHAPTER I.

THEbusiness which your Letter concerning Toleration found me engaged in, has taken up so much
of the time my health would allow me ever since,
that I doubt whether I should now at all have troubled
you or the world with an answer, had not some of my
friends, sufficiently satisfied of the weakness of your
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arguments, with repeated instances, persuaded me it
might be of use to truth, in a point of so great moment,
to clear it from those fallacies which inight perhaps
puzzle some unwary readers ; and therefore prevailed
on me to show the wrong grounds and mistaken reasonings you make use of to support your new way of persecution. Pardon me, sir, that I use that name, which
you are so much orended at: for if' punishment I>epunishment, thoug3 i t come short of the discipline of fire
and faggot, it is as certain that punishment for religion
is truly persecution, though i t be only such punishment
as you in your clemency think fit to call "moderate
and convenient penalties." But however you please
to call them, I doubt not but to let yo11 see, that if you
will be trrie to your own principles, and stand to what
you have said, you must carry your some degrees of
force," as you phrase it, to all those degrees which in
words you declare against.
You have indeed in this last letter of yours altered
the question ; for, p. 26, you tell me the question between us is, " whether the magistrate hat11 any right to
use force to bring men to the true religion ?" Whereas
you yourself own the question to be, " whether the mtigistrate has a right to use force in matters of religion ?"
Whether this alteration be at all to the advantage of
truth, or your cause, we shall see. But hence you
take occasion all along to lay a load on me for charging
you with the absurdities of a power in the magistrates
t o punish men, to bring them to their religion ; whereas
you here tell us they have a right to use force '' only to
bring men to the true." But whether I were more t o
blaine to suppose you to talk coherently and mean
sense, or you in expressing yourself so doubtfully and
uncertainly, where you were concerned to be plain and
direct, I shall leave to our readers to judge ; only here
in the beginning, I shall endeavour to clear myself of
that imputation, I so often meet with, of chargirig on
-you consequences you do not own, and arguing against
an opinion that is not yours, in those places, where I
show how little advantage it woi~ldbe t o truth, or the
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salvation of men's souls, that all magistrates should
have a right to use force to bring men to embrace their
religion. This I shall clo by proving, that if upon your
grounds the magistrate, as you pretend, be obliged to
use force to bring men to the true religion, it will necessarily follow, that every magistrate, who believes
his religion to be true, is obliged to use force to bring
men to his.
You tell us, "that by the law of nature the magistrate is invested with coactive power, and obliged to
use it for all the good purposes which it might serve,
and for which it should be found needful, even for
the restraining of false and corrupt religion : and that
it is the magistrate's duty, to which he is commissioned by the law of nature, but the Scripture does
not properly give it him."
I suppose you will grant me, that any thing laid
upon the magistrate as a duty, is some way or other
racticable. Now the magistrate being obliged to use
Force in matters of religion, but yet so as t o bring men
only to the true religion, he will not be in any capacity to perform this part of his duty, unless the religion he is thus to promote, be what he can certainly
know, or else what it is sufficient for him to believe,
to be the true: either his knowledge or his opinion
must point out that religion to him, which he is by
force to promote; or else he may promiscuously and
indifferently promote any religion, and punish men
at a venture, to bring them from that they are in to
any other. This last I think nobody has been so wild
as to say.
If therefore it must be either his knowledge or his
persuasion that inust guide the magistrate herein, and
keep him within the bounds of his duty; if the magistrates of the world cannot know, certainly know, the
tlue religion to be the true religion, but it be of a
nature to exercise their faith ; (for where vision, knowledge, and certainty is, there faith is done away,) then
that which gives them the last determination herein
must be their own belief, their own persuasion.

To you and me the Christian religidn is the tpue, md
that is built, to mention no other articles of it, on this,
that Jesus Christ was put to death at Jerusalem, and
rose again from the dead. Now do you or I know this?
I do not ask with what assurance we believe it, for that
in the highest degree not being knowledge, is not what
we now inquire after. Can any magistrate demonstraee
t o himself, and if he can to himself, he does ill not to
do it t o others, not only all the articles of his church,
but the fundamental ones of the Christian religion ? For
whatever is not capable of demonstration, as such re.
mote matters of fact are not, is not, unless it be self evident, capable to produce knowledge, how well grounded
and great soever the assurance of faith inay be wherewith it is received ; but faith it is still, and not knowledge; persuasion, and not certainty. Thisis the highest
the nature of the thing will permit us to go in matters
of revealed religion, which are therefore called matters
of faith : a persuasion of our own minds, short of knowledge, is the last result that determines us in such truths.
It is all God requires in the Gospel for men to be saved :
and it would be strange if there were more required of
the magistrate for the direction of another in the way
to salvation, than is required of him for his own salvation. Knowledge then, properly so called, not being
t o be had of the truths necessary to salvation, the magistrate must be content with faith and persuasion for
the rule of that truth he will recommend and enforce
upon others ;as well as of that whereon he will venture
his own eternal condition. If therefore it be the magistrate's duty to use force to bring Inen to the true religion, it can be only to that religion which he believes
t o be true : so that if force be at all to be used by the
magistrate in matters of religion, it can only be for the
promoting that religion which he only believes to be
true, or none at all. I grant that a strong assurance of
any truth settled upon prevalent and well-grounded a h
guments of probability, is often called knowledge in
popular ways of talking : but being here to distinguish
between knowledge and belief, to what degrees of eon-
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fidence soever raised, their boundaries must be kept,
and their names not confounded. 1 know not w h ~ t
greater pledge a man can give of a full persuasion of the
truth of any thing, than his venturing his soul upon it,
a8 he does, who sincerely embraces any religion, and
receives it for true. But to what degree soever of assurance his faith may rise, it still comes short of knowledge. Nor can any one now, I think, arrive to greater
evidence of the truth of the Christian religion than
the first converts in the time of our Saviour and the
apostles had ; of whom yet nothing more was required
but t o believe.
But supposing all the truths of the Christian religion
necessary to salvation could be so known to the magistrate, that, in his use of force for the bringing men to
embrace these, he could be guided by infallible certainty ; yet I fear this would not serve your turn, nor
authorize the magistrate to use force to bring men in
England, or any where else, into the communion of
the national church, in which ceremonies of human institution were imposed, which could not be known, nor,
being confessed things in their own nature indifferent,
so much as thought necessary to salvation.
But of this I shall have occasion to speak in another
place ; all the use I make of it here, is to show, that the
cross in baptism, kneeling at the eacrament, and suchlike things, being impo~sibleto be known necessary to
salvation, a certain knowledge of the truth of the articles of faith of any church could not authorize the
magistrate to compel men to embrace the communion
of that church, wherein any thing were made necessary
to communion, which he did not know was necessary
to salvation.
By wlut has been already said, I suppose i t is evident, that if the magistrate be to use force only for promoting the true religion, he can have no other guide
but his own persuasion of what is the true religion, and
must be led by that in his use of force, or else not use
it at all in matters of religion. If you take the latter
of thew consequences, you and I are agreed : if the
VOL.
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former, you must allow all tnagistrates, of whatsoever
religion, the use of force to bring Inen to theirs, and so
be involved in all those ill consequences which you cannot it seems admit, and hope to decline by your useless
distinction of force to be used, not for any, but for the
true religion.
"It is the duty, you say, of the magistrate to use
force for promoting the true religion." And in severd places you tell us, he is obliged to it. Persuade
magistrates in general ofthis, and then tell me how any
magistrate shall be restrained from the use of force, for
the promoting what he thinks to be the true? For he
being ersuaded that it is his duty to use force to promote t e true religion, and being also persuaded his is
the true religion, what shall stop his hand? Must he
forbear the use of force till he be got beyond believing,
into a certain knowledge that all he requires men to
embrace is necessary to salvation ? If that be it you will,
stand to, you have my consent, and I think there will
be no need of any other toleration. But if the believing
hie religion to be the true, be sufficient for the magistrate to use force for the promoting of it, will it be
so only to the magistrates of the religion that you profe'ess ? and must all other magistrates sit still, and not
Ido their duty till they have your permission? IF it be
your magistrate's duty to use force for the promoting
t h e religion he believes to be the true, it will be every
magistrate's duty t o use force for the promoting what he
believes to be the true, and he sins if he does not receive and promote it as if it were true. If you will not
take this upon my word, yet I desire yan to do it upon
the strong reason of a very judicious and reverend
prelate [Dr. John Sharp, archbishop of York,] of the
present church of England. In a discourse concerning
conscience, printed in quarto, 1687, p. 18, you will
find these following words, and much more t~ %his
purpose : "Where a man is mistaken in his judgment,
even in that case it is always a sin to act against it.
Though we should take that for a duty whicb is
d l y a sin, yet so long as we are thus per~uaded,it
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will be highly criminal in us to act in contradiction
to this persuasion : and the reason of this is evident,
because by so doing we wilfcdly act
the1 best
ligt?t which at present we have for direction af our
acttons. So that when all is done, the immediate
guide of our actions can be nothing but aur consoience, our judgment, and persuasion. If a man, for
instance, should of a Jew become a Christian, whilst
yet in his lieart he believed that the Messiah is not yet
come, and that our Lord Jesus was an impostor; or
if a papist should renounce the communion of the
Roinan church, and join with ours, whilst yet he t
ersuaded that the Roman church is the only c;zthoKc church. and that our reformed churcl,es are h e r e
tical or schisrnatical; though now there is none of
us that will deny that the men in both these cases
have made a good change, as having changed a false
religion for a true one, yet for all that I dare say we
should all agree they were both of them great villains
fbr making that change; because they made it not
upon honest principles, and in pursuance of their
judgment, but in direct contradiction to both." So
that it being the magistrate's duty to use force to bring
men to the true religion, and he being persuaded his is
the true, I suppose you will no longer question but that
he is as much obliged to use force to bring men to it,
as if it were the true ; and then, sir, I hope you have
too much respect for magistrates not to allow them .to
believe the religions to be true which they profess,These things put together, I desire you to consider
whether if magistrates are obliged to use force to bring
men to the true religion, every magiatrate is not obliged
to use force to bring men to that religionshe believes
IBbe true ?
This being so, I hope I have not argued so w h d y
beside the purpose, as you all through your letter accuse me, for charging on your doctrine all the ill sonsequences, all the prejudice it would be to the true
religion, that magistrateoshould have power to use force
to bring men to their religions : and I presume you will
think yourself concerned to give to all these places in
L2
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the first and second letter concerning toleration, which
show the inconveniencies and absurdities of such an use
of force., some other answer than that "you are for
punishing only such as reject the true religion. That
it is plain the force you speak of is not force, my way
applied, i. e. applied to the promotin the true
religion only, but to the promoting all t e national
religions in the world." And again, to my arguing
that frrce your way applied, if it can propagate any
religlon,it is likelier to be the false than the true,because
few of the magistrates of the world are in the right way;
you reply, "this would have been to the purpose, if
' you' had asserted that every magistrate may use force
your' indirect way (or any way) to bring men to his
own religion whatever that be. But ~f 'you' asserted no such thing, (as no man you think but an
atheist will assert it) then this is quite beside the business." This is the great strength of your answer,
and your refige almost in every page. So that I will
presume it reasonable to expect that you should clearly
and directly answer what I have here said, or else find
some other answer than what you have done to the
second letter concerning toleration 5 however acute
you are in your way, in several places, on this occasion,
as p. 11,lQ,for my answer to which I shall refer you
to another place.
T o my ar ument against force, from the magistrate's
being as lia le to error as the rest of mankind, yoti
answer, That I '' might have considered that this argument concerns none but those who assert that every
magistrate hae a right to use force to promote his awn
religion, whatever it be, which 'you' think no
man that has any religion will assert" I suppose
you may think now this answer will scarce serve, and
you must assert either no magistrate t o have r i ~ h to
t
promote hie religion by force, or else be involved In the
condemnation ou pass on those who assert it of all
nd here I think, as to the decision of
magistrates.
the question betwixt us, I might leave this matte^ : but
there being in your letter a great many other gross
mistakes, wrong suppositions, and fallacious argulngs,
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which in those general and plausible terms you have
made use of in several places, as best served your turn,
may possibly have imposed on yourself; as well as they
are fitted to do so on others, and therefore will deserve
to have some notice taken of them ; I shall give myself the trouble of examining your letter a little
farther.
T o my saying, It is not for the magistrate, upon
an imagination of its usefulness, to make use of any
other means than what the Author and Finisher of our
faith had directed;" you reply, " whicli, how true
soever, is not, I think, very much to the purpose;
for if the magistrate does only assist that ministry
which our Lord has appointed, by using so much of
his coactive power for the furthering their service as
colnmon experience discovers to be useful and necessary for that end ; there is no manner of round
to say, that, upon an imagination of its use ulness,
he makes use of any other means for the salvation of
men's souls than what the Author and Finisher of our
faith has directed. It is true indeed the Author and
Finisher of our faith has given the magistrate no new
power or commission, nor was there any need that he
should, (if himself had had any temporal power to
give:) for he found him already, even by the law of
nature, the minister of God to the people for good,
and bearing the sword not in vain, i. e. invested with
coactive power, and obliged to use it for all the good
purposes which it mi ht serve, and for which it
should Le found need ul; even for the restraining of
false and corrupt religion; as Job long before (perhaps before any part of the Scriptures were written)
acknowledged, when he said, that the worshipping
the sun or the moon was an iniquity to be punished
by the judge. But though our Saviour has given the
magistrates no new power, yet being King of kings,
he expects and requires that they should submit themselves to his sceptre, and use the power which always
belonged to them for his service, and for the advancing his spiritual kingdom in the world. And
even that charity whicli our great Master so earnestly
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recommends, and so strictly requires of' all his disciples, as i t obliges all men t o seek and promote the
good of others, as well as their own, especially their
spiritual and eternal good, by such means as their several places and relations enable them to use ; so does
it especially oblige the magistrate to do it as a magistrate, i. e. by that power which enables him to do it
above the rate of other men.
" So far therefore is the Christian magistrate, when
he gives his helping hand t o the furtherance of the
Gospel, by laying convenient penalties upon sucl~as
reject it, or any part of it, from using any other means
for the salvation of men's souls than what the Author
and Finisher of our faith has directed, that he does no
more than his duty to God, to his Redeemer, and to
his subjects, requires of him."
The sum of your reply amounts to this, that by the
law of nature the magistrate may make use of his coactive power where it is useful and necessary for the good
of the people. If it be from the law of nature, it must
be to all magistrates equally : and thetl I ask, whether
this good they are to promote without any new power
or com~nissionfrom our Saviour, be what they think to
be so, or what they certainly knovr to be so. If it be
what they think to be so, then all magistratesmay use
force to bring men to their religion : and what good this
is like to be to men, or of what use to the true religion,
we have elsewhere considel ed. If it be only that good
which they certainly know to be so, they will be very
ill enabled to do what you require of them, which you
here tell us is to assist that ministry which our Lord has
appointed. Which of the magistrates of' your time did
you know to have sowell studied the controversiesabout
ordination and church-government, to be SO well versed
in church-history and succession, that you can undertake that he certainly knew nhich was the ministry
which our Lord had appointed, either that of Rome,
or that of Sweden; whether the episcopacy in one part
of this island, or the presbytery in another, were the
ministry, wl~icllour Lord liad appointed ? If you say,
being firmly persuaded of it be sufficient to authorize
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the magistrate to use force ;.you, with the atheists, as
you call them, who do so, give the people tip in every
country to the coactive force of the magistrate to be
employed for the assisting the ministers of his religion :
and king Louis of good ri ht comes in with his dra.
oons ; for it is not much oubted that he as strongly
felieved his po ish priests and Jesuits to be the ministry which our Lord appointed, as either king Charles
or king James the Second believed that of'the cliurcll
of England to be so. And of what use such an exercise of the coactive power of all magistrates is to the
people, or to the true religion, you are concerned to
show. But it is, you know, but to tell me 1 only
trifle, and this is all answered.
What in other places you tell us is to make men
" hear, consider, study, embrace, and bring men to the
true religion," you here do very well to tell us is to
assist the ministry : and to that, it is true, common
experience discovers the magistrate's coactive force
to be useful and necessary, viz. to those who taking
the reward, but not orer-busying themselves in the care
of souls, find it for their ease, that the magistrate's
coactive power should supply their want of pastoral
care, and be made use of to bring those into an outward
conformity to the national church, whom either for
want of ability they cannot, or want of due and friendly
application, joined with an exen~plarylife, they never
so much as endeavoured to prevail on heartily to embrace it. That there may be such neglects in the best
constituted national church in the world,the corn laints
of a very knowing bishop of our church, [Dr. eilbert
Burnet, bishop of SalisburyJ in a late discourse of the
pastoral care, is too plain an evidence.
Without so great an authority I should scarce have
~entured,though it lay just in my way, to have taken
notice of what is so visible, that it is in every one's
moutll; for fear you should have told me again, " I
made myself an occasion to show my good-will toward the clergy ;" for you will not, I suppose, suspect that emirlent prelate to have ally ill-will to
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I f this were not so, that some were negligent, I imagine the reachers of the true religior,, which lies, as
you tell us, so obvious and exposed, as to be easily
distinguished from the false, would need or desire no
other assistance from the magistrate's coactive power
but what should be directed against the irregularity of
men's lives ; their lusts being that alone, as you tell
us, that makes force necessary to assist the true religion 3 which, were it not for our depraved nature,
would by its light and reasonableness have the advantage against all false religions.
You tell us too, that the magistrate may impose creeds
and ceremonies; indeed, you say sound creeds, and
decent ceremonies, but that helps not your cause ; for
who must be judge of that sound, and that decent ? If
the impow, then those words signify nothing at all,
but that the magistrate may impose those creeds atld
ceremonies which he thinks sound and decent, which is
in effect such as he thinks fit. Indeed, you telling us a
little above, in the same page, that it is " a vice not to
worship God in ways prescribed by those to whom
God has left the ordering of such matters ;" you
saem to make other judges of what is sound and decent,
and the magistrate but the executor of their decrees,
with the assistance of his coactive power. A pretty
foundation to establish creeds and ceremonies on, that
God has left the ordering of'tbem to those who cannot
order them ! But still the same difficulty returns ; for,
after they have prescribed, must the magistrate judge
them to be sound and decent, or must he impose them,
though he judge them not sound or decent ? If he inust
judge them so himself; we are but where we were: if
he must impose them when prescribed, though he judge
the& not sound nor decent, it is a pretty sort of drudgery is put on the magistrate. And how far is this short
of implicit faith? But if he must not judge what is
sound and decent, he must judge at least who are those
to whom God has left the ordering of slich matters;
and then the king of Prance is ready again with his
dragoons for the sound doctrine and decent ceremonies
of his prescribers in the council of Trent ; and that upon
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this ground, with as good right as any other has for the
of any others. Do riot mistake me again,
sir ; I do not say, he judges as right ; but I do say, that
whilst he judges the council of Trent, or the clergy of
Rome, to be those to whom God has left the ordering
of those matters, he has as much right to follow their
decrees, as any other to follow the judgment of any
other set of mortal men whom he believes to be so.
But whoever is to be judge of what is sound or
decent in the case, I ask,
Of what use and necessity is it to impose creeds and
ceremonies ? For that use and necessity is all the commission you can find the magistrate hat11 to use his coactive power to impose them.
1. Of what use and necessity is it among Christians,
that own the Scripture to be the word of God and rule
of faith, to make and impose a creed ? What commission
for this hath the magistrate from the law of nature?
God hath given a revelation that contains in it all things
necessary to salvation, and of this his people are all
persuaded. What necessity now is there? How does
their good require it, that the magistrate should single
out, as he thinks fit, any number of those truths as more
necessary to salvation than the rest, if God himself has
not done i t ?
2. But next, are these creeds in the words of the Scripture, or not ? If they are, they are certainly sound, as
containing nothing but truth in them : and so they were
before, as they lay in the Scripture. But thus though
they contain nothing but sound truths,,yet they may be
imperfect, and so unsound rules of faith, since they
may require more or less than God requires to be believed as necessary to salvation. For what greater necessity, I pray, is there that a man should believe that
Christ suffered under Pontius Pilate, than that he was
born at Bethlehem of Judah ? Both are certainly true,
and no Christian doubts of either : but how cornea one
to be made an artide of faith, and imposed by the magistrate as necessary to salvation, (for otherwise there
can be no necessity of imposition) and the other not i
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Do not mistake me here, as if I would lay by that
summary of the Christian religion which is contained in
that which is called the Apostles' Creed ; which though
nobody, who examines the matter, will have reason to
conclude of the apostles' compiling, yet is certainly of
reverend antiquity, and ought still to be preserved in
the church. I mention it not to argue against it, but
against your imposition ; and to show that even that
creed, though of that antiquity, though it contain in
it all the credenda necessary to salvation, cannot yet
upon your principles be imposed by the coercive power
of the magistrate, who, even by the com~nissionyou
have found out for him, can use liis force for nothing
but what is absolutely necessary to salvation.
But if the creed to be imposed be not in the words
of divine revelation ; then it is in plainer, more clear
and intelligible expressions, or not : If no plainer,
what necessity of changing those which men inspired
by the Holy Ghost made use o f ? I f you say, they are
plainer; then they explain and determine the sense of
some obscure and dubious places of Scripture ; which
explication not being of divine revelation, though sound
t o one man, may be unsound t o another, and cannot be
imposed as truths necessar to salvation. Besides that,
this destroys what you tel us of the obviousness of a11
truths necessary to salvation.
And as to rites and ceremonies, are there any necessary to salvation, which Christ has not instituted? If
not, how can the magistrate impose them ? What con].
mission has he, from the care he ought to have for the
salvation of men's souls, to use his coactive force for
the establishment of any new ones which our Lord and
Saviour, with due reverence be it spoken, had forgotten ? H e instituted two rites in his church ; can any one
add any new one to them ? Christ commanded simply
to baptize in the name of the Father, the Son, and the
Holy Ghost ; but the signing the cross, how came that
necessary ? " Human authority, which is necessary to
assist the truth against the corruption of nature," has
made it so. But i t is a " decent" cerernorly. I ask,
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is it so decent that the administration of baptism, simply, as our Saviour instituted, would be indecent without it ? I f not, then there is no reason to impose it for
decency's sake ; for there can be no reason to alter or
add any thing to the institution of Cllrist, or introduce
any ceremony or circumstance into religion for decency,
~ t The comwhere the action wo~lldbe decent w i t h o ~ it.
mand to '' do all things decently, arid in order," gave
no authority to atfd to Christ's institution any new ceremony ; it only prescribed the manner how, what was
necessary to be done in the congregation, should be there
done, viz. after such a manner, that if it were omitted,
there would appear some indecency, whereof the congregation or collective body was to be judge, for t o
them that rule was given : And if that rule go beyond
what I have said, and gives power to men to introduce
into religious worship whatever they shall think decent,
and impose the use of it ; I do not see how the greatest
part of the infinite ceremonies of the church of ltoine
could be complained of, or refused, if introduced into
another church, and there imposed by the magistrate.
But if such a power were given to the magistrate, that
whatever lie thought a decent ceremony he might cle
novo impose, he would need some express commission
from God in Scripture, since the commission you say he
has from the law of nature, will never give him a power
to institute new ceremonies in the Christian religion,
which, be they decent or what they will, can never be
necessary to salvation.
The Gospel was to be preached in their assernblics ;
the rule then was, that the habit, gesture, voice, language, &c. of the preacher, for these were necessary
circumstances of the action, should have nothing ridiculous or indecent in it. The praises of God were to
be sung ; it must be then in such postures and tunes as
became the solemnity of that action. And so a convert
was to be baptized ; Christ instituted the esser~tialpart
of that action, which was washing with water in the
name of the Father, Son, arid Holy Ghost : in which
care was also t o be liad, that in the doing this nothing
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should be omitted that preserved a decency in all the
circunlstances of the action. But nobody will say, that,
ifthe cross were omitted, upon that account there would
be any thing indecent in baptism.
What is to be done in the assemblies of Christians
for the salvation of souls, is sufficiently prescribed in
Scripture : but since the circumstances of the actions
were so various, and might in several countries and
ages have different appearances, as that appears decent
in one country which is quite contrary in another ; concerning them there could be no other rule given than
what is, viz. decently, in order, and to edification ;"
and in avoiding indecencies, and not adding any new
ceremonies, how decent soever, this rule consists.
I judge no man in the use of the cross in baptism.
The imposition of that, or any other ceremony not instituted by Christ himself, is what I argue against, and
say, is more than you upon your principles can make
good.
Common sense has satisfied all mankind, that it is
above their reach to determine what things, in their
own nature indifferent, were fit to be made use of in
religion, and would be acceptable to the superior beings
in their worship, and therefore they have every where
tliought it necessary to derive that knowledge from the
immediate will and dictates of the gods themselves, and
have taught that their forms of religion and outward
modes of worship were founded upon revelatior: : nobody daring to do so absurd and insolent a thing as to
take upon him to presume with himself, or to prescribe
to others by his own authority, which should in thzse
indifferent and mean things be worthy of the Deity,
and make an acceptable part of his worship. Indeed,
they all agreed in the duties of natural religion, and we
find them by common consent owning that piet and
virtue, clean hands, and a pure heart, not pollute! c with
the breaches of'the law of nature, was the best worship
of the gods. Reason discovered to them that a good
life was the most acceptable thing to the Deity ; this
the common light of nature put past doubt. But for
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their ceremonies and outward performances, for them
they appeal always to a rule received from the iinme&ate direction of the superior powers themselves, where
they made use of, and had need of revelation. A plain
confession of mankind that in these things we have neither knowledge to discern, nor authority to prescribe :
that men cannot by their own skill find out what is fit,
or by their own power make any thing worthy to be a
part of religious worship. I t is not for them to invent
or impose ceremonies that shall recommend inen to the
Deity. I t was so obvious and visible, that it became
men to have leave fiom God himself, before they dared
to oRer to the Divine Majesty any of these trifling,
tnean, and to him useless things, as a grateful and valuable part of his worship ;that nobody any where,among.si
the various and strange religions they led men into, bld
such open defiance to common sense, and the reason of
all mankind, as to presume to do it without vouching
the appointment of God himself. Plato, who of all the
heathens seems to have had the most serious thoughts
about religion, says that the magistrate, or w h ~ e v e ~ h n s
any sense, will never introduce of his own head any
new rites into his religion : for wliich lie gives this
convincing reason ; for, says he, " he must know it is
impossible for human nature to know any thiilg certainly concerning these matters."
Epinom. post
medium. It cannot therefore but be matter of astonishment, that any who call themselves Christians, who
have so sure and so full a revelation, which declares
all the counsel of God concerning the way of attaining
eternal salvation ;should dare by their own authority to
add any thing to what is therein prescribed, and impose
it on others as a necessary part of religious worship,
without the observance of which human inventions
men shall not be permitted the public worship of God.
If those rites and ceremonies prescribed to the Jews by
God himself, and delivered a t the same time and by the
same hand to the Jews that the moral law was ; were
called beggarly elements under the Gospel, and laid by
as useless and burthensome ; what shall we call those
rites which have no other foundation but the will and
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authority of men, and of men very often who have not
much thought of the purity of religion, and practised
it less ?
Because you think your argument for the magistrate's
right to use force has not had its due consideration, I
shall here set it down in your own words, as it stands,
and endeavour to give you satisfaction to it. You say
there, " I f such a degree of outward force as has been
mentioned be of great and even necessary use, for the
advancing those ends, (as, taking the world as we find
it, I think it appears t o be) then it must be acknowledged that there is a right somewhere to use it for the
advancing those ends, unless we will say (what without
impiety cannot be said) that the wise and benign Disposer and Governor of all things has not furnished
mankind with competent means for the promoting his
own honour in the world, and the good of souls. And
if there be such a right somewhere, where should i t
be, but where the power of compelling resides ? That
is principally, and in reference to the public, in the
civil sovereign." Which words, if they have any argument in them, it in short stands thus: Force is usefiii
and necessary : The good and wise God, who without
impiety cannot be supposed not to have furnished men
with competent means for their salvation, has therefore
given a right to some men to use it, and those men are
the civil sovereigns.
To make this argument of any use to your purpose,
you must speak a little inore distinctly ; for here you,
according to your laudable and safe way of writing, are
wrapped up in the uncertainty of general terms, and
must tell us, besides the end for which it is useful arid
necessary, to whom it is usefill and necessary. Is i t
useful and necessary to all men ? That you will not say,
for many are brought to embrace the true religion by
bare preaching, witllout any force. Is it then necessary
to all those, and those only, who, as you tell us, reject the true religion tendered with suficient evidence,
o r at Ieast so far manifested to them, as to oblige thein
to receive it, and to leave them without excllse if they
(lo not?" T o all therefore who rejecting the true
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religion so tendered, are without excuse, yonr moderate
force is useful and necessary. But is it to all those
con~petent,i. e. sufficient means? That, it is evident
in matter of fact, it is not ; for, after all, many stand
out. I t is like you will say, which is all you have
to say, that those are such, to whom, having resisted
this last means, moderate force, God always refuseth
his grace to, without which no means is efficacious.
So that your competent, at last, are only such means as
are the utmost that God has appointed, and will have
used, and which, when men resist, they are without excuse, and shall never after have the assistance of his
grace to bring them to that truth they have resisted,
and so be as the apostle, 2 Tim. iii. 8, calls such,
" men of corrupt minds, reprobate concerning the
faith." If then it shall be, that the day of grace sl~all
be over to all those who reject the truth manifested t o
them with such evidence as leaves them without e,xcuse, and that bare preaching and exhortation shall be
according t o the good pleasure of the benign 13isposer
of all things enough, when neglected, " to make their
hearts fat, their ears heavy, and shut their eyes, that
they should not perceive nor understand, nor be converted, that God should heal them ;" I say, if this
should be the case, then your force, whatever you imagine of it, will neither be competent, useful, nor necessary. So that it will rest upon you to prove that
your moderate degrees of force are those means ofgrace
which God will have, as necessary to salvation, tried
upon every one before he will pass that sentence in
Isaiah, " Make his heart fat," &c. and that your degree
of moderate force is that beyond which God will have
no other or more powerful means used, but that those
whom that works not upon shall be left reprobate concerning the -faith. And till you have proved this, you
will in vain pretend your moderate force, whatever you
might think of it, if you had the ordering of that matter in the place of God, to be useful, necessary, and
competent means. For if preaching, exhortation, instruction, &c. as .seetns by the whole current of the
Scripture (and it appears not that Isaiah in the place
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above-cited made their hearts fat with any thing but
his words) be that means, which when rejected to such
a degree as he sees fit, God will punish with a reprobate mind, and that there be no other means of grace
to come after ; you must confess, that whatever good
opinion you have of your moderate force after this
sentence is passed, it can do no good, have no efficacy,
neither directly nor indirectly and a t a distance, towards
the bringing men to the truth.
If your moderate force be not that precise utmost
means of grace, which, when ineffectual, God will not
afford his grace to any other, then your moderate force
is not the competent means you talk of. This therefore you must prove, that preaching. alone is not, but
that your moderate force joined to it is that means of
grace, which, when neglected or resisted, God will assist
no other means with his grace to bring men into the
obedience of the truth ; and this, let me tell you, you
inust prove by revclation. For i t is impossible to know,
but by revelation, the just measures of' God's long-suffering, and what those means are, which, when men's
corruptions have rendered ineffectual, his Spirit shall no
longer strive with them, nor his grace assist any otlier
means for their conversion or salvation. When you
have done this, there will be some ground for you to
talk of your moderate force, as the means which God's
wisdom and goodness are engaged to furnish men with ;
but t o speak of it, as you do now, as if it were that
both necessary and competent means, that it would be
an imputation to the wisdom and goodness of God if
men were not furnished with it, when it is evident, that
the greatest part of mankind have always been destitute
of it, will I fear be not easily cleared from that impiety
you mention ; for though the magistrate had the right
t o use it, yet wherever that moderate force was not
made use of, there men were not furnished with your
competent means of salvation.
I t is necessary, for the vindication of God's justice
and goodness, that tliose who miscarry shotild do so by
their own fhuIt, that their destruction should be fro~rl
themselves, and they be left inexcusable : but pray how
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will you show !IS, that it is necessary, that any who have
resisted the truth, tenclercd to them only by preacliing,
should bc saved, any more than it is necessary that
those who have resisted the truth, when moderntc force
has been joined to the same preaching, should be saved ?
They are inexcusable one as well as the other ; and
thereby have incurred the wrath of God, under which
he may justly leave the one as well as the other ; anct
therefore he cannot be said not to have been fhrnisi~ed
with competent means of salvation, who, havillgrejected
the truth preached to him, has never any penalties laid
on him by the magistrate to make him consider the
truths he before rejected.
All the stress of your hypothesis for the necessity of
force, lies on this, That the majority of mankind are
not pevailed on by preaching, and therefore the goodness and wisdom of God are obliged to furnish them
some more effectual means, as you think. But who
told you that the majority of mankind should ever be
brought into the strait way and narrow gate ? O r that
force in your moderate degree was the necessary anti
competent, i. e. the just fit means to do it, neither over
nor under, but that that only, and nothing but that,
could do i t ? If, to vindicate his wisdom and goodness,
God must furnish mankind with other means, as long
as the majority, yet unwrought upon, shall give any
forward demander occasion to ask, " What other means
is there left ?" he must also, after your moderate penalties have left the greater part of mankind unprevailed
on, be bound to furnish mankind with higher degrees
of force upon this man's demand : and those ilegrees
of force proving ineffectual to the inajority to make
them truly and sincerely C11risti:lns ; God must be
bound to fi~rnishthe worlcl again with a new supply of
miracles upon the demand of another wise controller.
who havinw
set his heart upon miracles, as yo11 have
a.
yours 011 force, will demand, what other means is
there left but miracles? For it is like this last gentleman wo~lldtake it very much amiss of' yon, if you
should not : ~ l l othis
~ to be a good and ~tnqtlcst.ionable
way of arglii11g ; or if yo11 shol~lddeny that, after the
VOL. V1.
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utmost force 113(1 been used, miracles might not d o
some service a t least, indirectly and at a distance, towards the bringing men to embrace the truth. A n d
if you cannot prove that nliracles may not thus do
some service, he will conclude just as you do, that the
cause is his.
Let us try your method a little farther. Suppose
that when neither the gentlest admonitions, nor the
lriost earnest entreaties will prevail, something else is
t o be done, as the only means left. What is it must b e
done? What is this necessary competent means that
you tell us o f ? " It is to lay briars and thorns in their
way." This therefore being supposed necessary, you
say, " there must somewhere be a right to use it." L e t
it be so. Suppose I tell you that right is in God, who
certainly has a power t o lay briars and thorns in the way
of those who are got into a wrong one, whenever he has
graciously pleased that other means besides instructions
k11d admonitions should be used to reduce them. And
we may as well expect that those thorns and briarslaid
in their way by God's providence, without telling them
for what cnd, should work upon them as effectually,
though indirectly and at a distance, as those laid in
their way by the magistrate, without telling them for
what end. God alone knows where it is necessary,
and on whom it will be useful, which no inan being
capable of knowing, no man, though he has coercive
power in his hand, can be supposed t o be authorized
t o use it by the commission he has to do good, on
wl~otnsoeveryou shall judge it t o be of great and even
11ecessa1-yuse : no more than your judging it to be of
great and even necessary use would authorize any one,
w l ~ oIlad got one of the incision-knives of the hospital
in his hand, t o cut those for the stone with it, whom
hc could not know needed cutting, or that cutting
would do them any good, when the tnaster of the hospital hat1 given him no express order t o use his incision-knife in that operation ; nor was it known to any
but thc master, who needed, and on wl~omit would be
useful ; nor would he fail to use it himself wherever he
fbund it necessary.
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Be force of as great and necessary use as you please ;
let it be so the competent means for the promoting the
honour of God in the world, and the good of souls, that
the right to use it must necessarily be somewhere.
This right cannot possibly be, where you would have
it, in the civil sovereigns, and that for the very reason
you give, viz. because it must be where the power of
compelling resides. For since civil sovereigns cannot
compel themselves, nor can the compelling power of
one civil sovereign reach another civil sovereign ; i t
will not in the hands of the civil sovereigns reach the
most considerable part of mankind, and those who,
both for their own and their subjects' good, have most
need of it. Besides, if i t go along with the power of
compelling, i t must be in the hands of all civil sovereigns alike : which, by this, as well as several other
reasons I have given, being unavoidable to be so, this
right will be so far from useful, that whatever efficacy
force has, it will be employed to the doing more harm
than good ; since the greatest part of civil sovereigns
being of false religions, force will be employed for the
promoting of those.
But let us grant what you can never prove, that
though all civil sovereigns have compelling power, yet
only those of the true religion have a right to use force
in matters of religion : your own argument of mankind
being unfurnished, which is impiety to say, with competent means for the promoting the honour of God
and the good of souls, still presses you. For the compelling power of each civil sovereign not reaching beyond his own dominions, the right of using force in the
hands only of the orthodox civil sovereigns leaves the
rest. which is the far greater part of the world, destitute of this your necessary and competent means for
promoting the honour of God in the world, and the
good of souls.
Sir, I return you my thanks for having given me this
occasion to talie a review of your argument, which you
told me I h;~clmistaken ; which I hope 1 now liave not,
and liave answerecl to your satisfaction.
M

2
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I confess I mistook when I said that cutting, being
judged useful, could not authorize even a skilful surweon to cut a man without any further commission ; for
h
~tshould have been thus : that though a man has the
iristruments in his hand, and force enough to cut with,
and cutting be judged by you of great and even necessary use in the stone; yet this, without any further
commission, will not authorize any one to use his
strength and knife in cutting, who knows not who has
the stone, nor has any light or measures to judge to
whom cutting may be necessary or useful.
But let us see what you say in answer to my instance :
1. That the stolie does not always kill, though it be
not cured ; but men do often live t o a great age with
it, and die a t last of other distempers. But aversion
t o the true religion is certainly and inevitably mortal
t o the soul, if not cured, and so of absolute necessity
to be cured." Is it of absolute necessity to be cured
in all? I f so, will you not here again think i t requisite
that the wise and benign Disposer and Governor of all
things should furnish competent means for what is of
absolute necessity ? For will it not be impiety to say,
that God has so left mankind unfurnished of competent,
i. e. sufficient means for what is absolutely necessary ?
For it is plain in your account men have not been furnished with sufficient means for what is of absolute necessity to be cured in all, if in any of them it be left
uncured. For as you allow none to be sufficient evidence, but what certainly gains assent ; so by the same
rule you cannot call that sufficient means, which does
not work the cure. It is in vain to say, the means were
sufficient, had it not been for their own fault, when that
fault of theirs is the very thing to be cured. You go
on : " and yet if we should suppose the stone as certainly destructive of this temporal life, as that aversion is of men's eternal salvation : even so the necessity of curing it would be as much less than the necessity of curing that aversion, as this temporal life
falls short in value of that which is eternal." This
is built upon a supposition, that the necessity of the
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means is increased by the value of the end, which bein?
in this case the salvation of men's souls, that is of' inhnite concernmeilt to them, you conclude salvation absolutely necessary : which makes you say that aversion,
&c. being inevitably mortal to the soul, is of absolute
necessity to be cured. Nothing is of absolute necessity
but God : whatsoever else can be said to be ofnecessity,
is so only relatively in respect to something else ; and
therefore nothing can indefinitely thus be said to be of
absolute necessity, where the thing i t relates to is not
absolutely necessary. We may say, wisdom and power
in God are absolutely necessary, becaube God himself
is absolutely necessary : but we cannot crudely say, the
curing in Inen their aversion to the true religion is absolutely necessary, because i t is not absolutely necessary that Inen should be saved. But this is very proper
and true to be said, that curing this aversion is absolutely necessary in all that shall be saved. Rut I fear
that would not serve your turn, though it be certain
that your absolute necessity in this case reaches no farther than this, that to be cured of this aversion is ahsolutely necessary to salvation, and salvation is absolutely
necessary to happiness ; but neither of them, nor the
happiness itselfof any man, can be said to be absolutely
necessary.
This mistake makes you say, that supposing " the
stone certainly destructive of this temporal life, yet
the necessity of curing it would be as much less than
the necessity of curing that aversion, as this temporal
life falls short in value of that which is eternal." Which
is quite otherwise : for if the stone will certainly kill a
Inan without cutting, it is as absolutely necessary to cut
a man for the stone for the saving of his life, as it is to
cure the aversion for the saving of his soul. Nay, if
you have but eggs to fry, fire is as absolutely necessary
as either of the other, though the value of the end be
it1 these cases intinitely different ; for in one of them
you lose only your dinner, in the other your life, and
in the other your soul. But yet, in these cases, fire,
cutting, and curing that aversion, are each of them
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absolutely andequally necessary to their respective ends,
because those ends cannot be attained without them.
You say farther, " Cutting for the stone is not always
necessary in order to the cure : but the penalties you
speak of are altogether necessary (without extraordinary
grace) to cure that pernicious and otherwise untractable aversion." Let i t be so; but do the surgeons
know who has this stone, this aversion, so that it will
certainly destroy him, unless he be c u t ? Will you undertake to tell when the aversioii is such in any man,
that it is incurable by preaching, exhortation, and entreaty, if his spiritual physician will be instant with him
in season, and out of season ; but certainly curable, if
moderate fbrce be made use of? till you are sure of
the former of these, you can never say your moderate
force is necessary: till you are sure of the latter, you
can never say, i t is competent means. What you will
determine concerning extraordinary grace, and whet1
God bestows that, I leave you to consider, and speak
clearly of it at your 1eisul-e.
You add, that even where " cutting for the stone is
necessary, it is withal hazardous by my confession. But
your penalties can no way endanger or hurt the soul,
but by the fault of him that undergoes them." If' the
magistrate use force to bring men to the true religion,
he must judge which is the true religion ; and he can
judge no other to be it but that which he believes to
be the true religion, which is his own religion. B ~ l t
for the magistrate to use force to bring men to his own
religion has so much danger in it to men's souls, that
by your own confession, none but an atheist will say that
magistrates may use fbrce to bring men to their own
religion.
This I suppose is enough to make good all that I
aimed a t in my instance of cutting for the stone, which
was, that though it were judged useful, and 1 add now
necessary, to cut men for the stone, yet that was not
enough t o authorize a surgeon to cut a man, but he
must have, besides that general one of doing good, some
more special commission ; and that which 1 there men-
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tioned, was the patient's consent. But you tell me,
6c That though, as things now stand, no surgeon 113s
any right to cut his calculous patient without tiis consent; yet if the magistrate should by a public law appoint and authorize a competent number of the most
skilful in that art to visit such as labour under that
disease, and to cut those (whether they consent or not)
whose lives they unanimously judge it impossible to
save otherwise : you are apt to think I would find i t
hard to prove that in so doing he exceeded the bounds
of his power: and you are sure it would be as 1l;l~'dto
prove that those artists would have no right in that
case to cut such persons." Show such a law fiom the
great Governor of the universe, and I sl~allyield that
your surgeons shall go to work as fast as you please.
But where is the public law? " Where is the competent number of magistrates skilful in the art, who must
unanimously judge of the disease and its danger?"
You can show nothing of all this, yet you are so liberal
of this sort of cure, that one cannot take you for less
than cutting Morecraft Iiitnself. But, sir, if' there were
a competent number of skilful and impartial men, who
were to iise the incision-knife on all in whom they found
this stone of aversion to the true religion ; what do you
think, would they find no work in your hospital ?
Aversion t o the true religion you say is of absolute
necessity to be cured: what I beseech you is that true
religion ? that of the church of England 2 For that you
own to be the only true religion ; and, whatever you
sayl, you cannot upon your principles naine any other
national religion in the world that you will own to be
the true. It being then of absolute necessity that men's
aversion to the national religion of England should be
cured : has all mankind, in whom it has been absolutely
necessary to be cured, been furnished with competent
and necessary means for the cure ofthis aversion ?
In the next place, what is your necessary and s u 6 cient means for this cure that is of absolute necessity I
and that ismoderate penalties made use of by the magistrate, where the national is the true religion, and
sufficient means are provided for all men's irl,truction
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in the true religion. And here again I ask, have all
men to whom this cure is of absolute necessity been
furnished with this necessary means ?
Thirdly, How is your necessary remedy to be applied ? And that is in s way wherein it cannot work the
cure, though we should suppose the true religion the
national every where, and all the magistrates in the
world zealous for it. T o this true religion, say you, men
have a natural and great aversion of absolute necessity
t o be cured, and the only cure for it is force your way
applied, i. e. penalties must be laid upon all that dissent
from the national religion, till they conform. Why
are men averse to the t r u e ? Because it crosses the
profits and pleasures of this life ; and for the same reason they have an aversion to penalties : these, therefore,
if they be opposed one to another, and penalties be so
laid that men must quit their lusts, and heartily embrace the true religion, or else endure the penalties,
there may be some efficacy in force towards bringing
men t o the true religion : but if there be no opposition
between an outwartl profession of the true religion, and
men's lusts ; penalties laid on men till they outwardly
conform are not a remedy laid to the disease. Punishments so applied have no opposition to men's lusts,
nor from thence can be expected any cure. Men must
be driven from their aversion t o the true religion by
penalties they have a greater aversion to. Thls is all
the operation of force. But if by getting into the communion of the national church they can avoid the penalties, and yet retain their natural corruption and
aversion t o the true religion, what remedy is there to
the disease by penalties so applied? You would, you
say, have men made uneasy. This no doubt will work
on men, and make them endeavour to get out of this
uneasy state as soon as they can. But it will always
be by that way wherein they can be most easy; for i t
is the uneasiness alone they fly from, and therefore they
will not exchange one uneasiness for another ; not fbr
a greater, nor an equal, nor any a t all, if they can help
it. I f therefore it be so uneasy for men to nlortifjr their
lusts, as you tell us, which the true religion requires of
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them, it' they embrace it in earnest; but which outward conformity to the true religion, or any national
church, does not require; what need or use is there
of force applied so, that it meets not at all with men's
lusts, or aversion to the true reli ion, but leaves them
the liberty of a quiet enjoyment of@them, free from force
and penalties in a legal and approved conformity ? Is a
man negligent of his soul, and will not be brought t o
consider ? obstinate, and will not embrace the truth ?
is he careless, and will not be at the pains to examine
matters of religion ? corrupt., and will not part with his
l ~ ~ s twhich
s,
are dearer to him than his first-born ? It is
but owning the national profession, and he may be so
still : if he conform, the magistrate has done punishing,
he is a son of the church, and need not consider any
thing farther for fear of penalties ; they are removed,
and all is well. So that at last there neither being an
absolute necessity that aversion to the true religion
should in all men be cured : nor the magistrate being
a competent judge who have this stone of aversion, or
who have it to that degree as to need force to cure it,
or in whom i t is curable, were force a proper remedy,
as it is not : nor having any cotnmission to use it, notwithstanding what you have answered: it is still not
only as, but more reasonable for the magistrate, upon
pretence of'its usefulness or necessity, to cut any one
for the stone without his own consent, than to use
force your way to cure him of aversion to the true
religion.
T o my question, in whose hands this right, we were
a little above speaking of, was in Turkey, Persia, or
China ? you tell me, you answer roundly and plainly,
" in the hands of the sovereign, to use convenient penalties for the promoting the true religion." I will
not trouble you here with a question you will meet with
elsewhere, who in these countries must be judge of the
true religion ? But I will ask, whether you or any wise
lnan would have put a right of using force into a Mahommedan or pagan prince's Irand, for the promoting
of Christianity ? Which of' my pagans or Mahommedans
would have done otherwise ?
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But God, you say, has done it, and you make it
good by telling me in the following words, '' If this
startle me, then you must tell me farther, that you
look upon the supreme power to be the same 311 the
world over, in what hands soever it is placed, and this
right to be contained in i t : a r ~ dif those that have it
do not use it as they ought, but instead of: promoting
true religion by proper penalties, set themselves to en.
force Mohamnledism or paganism, or any other false
religion : all that can, or that needs be said to the matter, is, that God will one day call them to an account
for the neglect of their duty, for the dishonour they do
to him, and for the souls that perish by their fitult."
Your taking this right to be a part of the supreme
power of all civil sovereigns, which is the thing in question, is not, as I take it, proving it to be so. But let
us take it so for once, what then is your answer ? " God
will one day call those sovereigns to an account for the
neglect of their duty." T h e question is not, what
God will do with the sovereigns who have neglected
their duty ; but how mankind is furnished with your
competent means of promoting God's honour in the
world, and the good of souls in countries where the
sovereign is of a wrong religion ? For there, how clearly
soever the right of using it be in the soverei~n,yet
as long as he uses not force to bring his subjects to
the true religion, they are destitute of your competent
means. For I imagine you do not make the right to
use that force, but the actual application of it by penal
laws, to be your useful and necessary means. For if
you think the bare having that right be enough, if that
.be your sufficient means without the actual use of
force, we readily allow it you. And, as I tell you elsewhere, I see not then what need you had of miracles
to supply the want of' the magistrates' assistance till
Christianity was supported and encouraged by the laws
of the empire :" for, by your own rule, the magistrates
of the world, during the three first centuries after
the publishing the Christian religion, had the same
right, if that had been enougl~,that they have now in
Turkey, Persia, or China. That this is all that can be
6c
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said in this matter, I easily grant you ; but that it is all
that needs be said to make good your doctrine, 1 must
beg your pardon.
I n the same sentence wherein you tell me, I should
have added necessity t o usefulness, I call it necessary
usefulness, which I imagine is not much different. Rut
that with the following words wherein my argument
lay, had the ill luck to be overseen ; but if you please
to take my argument, as I have now again laidit before
you, i t will serve my turn.
In your next paragraph you tell me, that what is said
by me is with the same ingenuity I have used in other
places : my words in that place are these : " The author having endeavoured to show that nobody at all,
of any rank or condition, had any power to punish,
torment, or use any man ill for matters of' religion :
you tell us, you do not yet understand why clergymen are not as capable of such power as other men ;"
which words of mine containing in them nothing but
true matter of fact, give you no reason to tax my ingenuity : nor will what you allege make it otherwise
than such power ; fbr if the power you there speak of
were externally coactive power, is not that the same
power the author was speaking of, made use of to those
ends he mentions of tormenting and punishing? And
do not you own that those who have that power ought
to punish those who offend in rejecting the true religion? As to the remaining past of that paragraph, I
shall leave the reader to judge whether I sought any
occasion so much as to name the clergy ; or whether the
itching of your fingers to be handling the rod guided
not your pen to what was nothing to the purpose: for
the author has not said any thing so much as tending to
exclude the clergy from secular employments, but only,
if you will take your own report of it, that no ecclesiastical officer, as such, has any externally coactive power ;
whereupon you cry out, that "you do not yet understand why ecclesiastics or clergymen are not as capable of such power as other men."
Had you stood
to be constable ofyour parish, or of the hundred, you
lnight have had cause to vindicate thus your capacity,
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if orders l ~ a dbeen objected to you ; or if your aim be
at a justice of the peace, or lord chiefjustice of EngIancl, inucll more. However you must be allowed to
be a Inan of forecast, in clearing the way to secular
power, if you know yourself, or any of your friends
desirolls of it : otherwise, I confess you have reason to
be on this occasion a little out of humour, as you are, for
briuging this inatter in question so wholly out of season.
Nor will, I fear, the ill-fitted escuse you bring give
yourselfl or one who consults the places in both yours
ailti the author's letter, a much better opinion of it.
However I cannot but thank you for your wonted ingenuity, in saying, that "it seems I wanted an occasion
to show my good-will to the clergy, and so I inade
~nyselfone." And to find more work for the excellent gift you have this way, I desire you to read over
that paragraph of mine again, and tell me whether you
can find any thing said in it not true ? Any advice in it
that you yourself would disown ? any thing that any
worthyclergyman that adorns his function is concerned
i n ? And when you have set it down in my words, the
world shall be judge, whether I have showed any illwill to the clergy. Till then I may take the liberty to
own, that I am more a friend to them and their calling
tlian those amongst tllein who show their folwardness
to lcnve the word of' God to serve other employments.
'i'lie oftice of a minister of the Gospel requires so the
whole man, that the very looking after their poor was,
by the joint voice of the twelve apostles, called "leaving the word of God, and serving of tables." Acts
iv. 2. But if you think no men's faults can be spoken
of without ill-will,. you will make a very ill preacher :
or if you think this to be so only in speaking of mistakes in any of the clergy, there must be in your opinion something peculiar in their case, that makes it so
much a fault t o mention any of theirs; which 1 must
be pardoned for, since I was not aware of it : and there
will want but a little cool reflection to convince you,
that had not the present church of England a greater
mrnber in proportion than possibly any other age of
the cllurch ever had, of'those who by their pious lives
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and labours in their ministry adorn their profession ;
such busy men as cannot be contei~tto be divines without being laymen too, would so little keep up the
reputation which ought to distinguish the clergy, or
preserve the esteem due to a holy, i. e. a separate
order ; that nobody can sliow greater good-will to them
than by taking all occasions to put a stop to any forwardness t o be meddling out of their calling. This, I
suppose, made a learned prelate of our church, out of
kindness to the clergy, mind them of tlieir stipulation
and duty in a late treatise, and tell them that "the
pastoral care is t o be a man's entire business, and to
possess both his thoughts and his time."
Disc. of
Past. Care, p. 121.
T o your saying, " That the magistrate may lay penalties upon those who refuse to embrace the doctrine
of the proper ministers of religion, or are alienated from
the truth :" I answered, God never gave the magistrate an authority to be judge of truth for another
man." This you grant; but withal say, c c That if
the magistrate knows the truth, though he has no authority t o judge of truth for another man; yet he
may be judge whether other men be alienated from
the truth o r - n o ; and so may have authority to lay
some penalties upon those whom he sees to be so, to
bring them to judge more sincerely for tliemselves."
For example, the doctrine of the proper ministers of
religion is, that the three creeds, Nice, Athanasius's,
and that commonly called the Apostles' Creed, ought
to be thoroughly received and believed : as also that the
Old and New Testament contain all things necessary
to salvation. The one of these doctrines a papist subject
embraces not ; and a Socinian the other. What now is
the magistrate by your commission to do ? H e is to lay
penalties upon them, and continue them : How long?
Only till they conform, i. e. till they profess they embrace these doctrines fbr true. I n which case he does
not judge of the truth for other men : he only judges
that other men are alienated from the truth. Do you
not now admire your own subtilty and acuteness? I
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that cannot comprehend this, tell you my dull sense in
the case. H e that thinks another man in an error,
judges him, as you phrase it, alienated from the truth,
and then judges of truth and falsehood only for himself.
But if he lays any penalty upon others, which they are
t o lie under till they embrace for a truth what he judges
to be so, he is then so far a judge of truth for those
others. This is what I think to judge of truth for another means: ifyou will tell me what else it signifies,
I am ready to learn.
"You grant," you say, "God never gave the magistrate
any authority to be judge of truth for another man :"
and then add, "But how does it follow from thence that
he cannot be judge, whether any man be alienated
from the truth or no ?" And I ask you, who ever said
any such thing did follow from thence? That which
I say, and which you ought to disprove, is, that whoever p~inisliesothers for not being of the religion he
,judges to be true, judges oftruth for others. But you
prove that a man may be judge of truth, without having authority to judge of it for other men, or to prescribe to them what they shall believe, which you might
have spared, till you meet with somebody that denies
it. But yet your proof of it is worth remembering :
'*rectum," say you, " est index sui et obliqui. And certainly whoever does but know the truth may easily
judge whether other men be alienated from i t or no."
B u t though " rectum be index sui et obliqui ;" yet a
man may be ignorant of that which is the right, and
inay take error for truth. The truth of religion, when
known, shows what contradicts it is false : but yet that
truth may be unknown to the magistrate, as well as to
any other man. But you conclude, I know not upon
what ground, as if the magistrate could not rliiss it, or
were surer to find it than other men. I suppose you are
thus favourable only t o the magistrate ofyour own profession, as no doubt in civility a papist or a presbyterian would be to those of his. And then infer : " And
therefore if the magistrate knows the truth, though
he has no authority to judge of truth for other men,
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yet he may judge whether other men be alienated
from the truth or no." Without doubt! who denies
it him ? I t is a privilege that he and all men have, that
when they know the truth, or believe the truth, or
have embraced an error for truth, they may judge whether other men are alienated from it or no, if those
other men own their opinions in that matter.
You g o on with your inference, '' and so may have
authority to lay some penalties upon those whom he
sees to be so." Now, sir, you go a little too fast.
This he cannot do without making himself judge of
truth for thcm : the magistrate, or any one, may judge
as much as he pleases of men's opinions and errors ; he
in that judges only for himself: but as soon as he uses
force to bring them from their own t o his opinion, he
makes himself judge of truth for them ; let i t be t o
bring them to judge more sincerely for themselves, as
you here call it, or under what pretence or colour sokver, for that what you say is but a pretence, the very
expression discovers. For does any one ever judge insincerely for himself, that he needs penalties to make
him judge more sincerely for himself? A man may
judge wrong for himself, and may be known or thought
to do so : but who can either know or suppose another
is not sincere in the judgment he makes for himself or,
which is the same thing, that any one knowingly puts
a mixture offalsehood into the judgment he makes ? fbr
as speaking insincerely is to speak otherwise than one
thinks, let what he says be true or false ; so judging insincerely must be to judge otherwise than one thinks,
which I itnagine is not very feasible. But how improper soever it be to talk of judging insincerely for one's
self, it was better for you in that place to say, penalties
were to bring men to judge more sincerely, rather than
to say, more rightly, or more truly: for had you said,
the magistrate might use penalties to bring men to jndge
more truly, that very word had plainly discovered, that
he made himself a judge of truth for them. You therefore wisely chose to say what inight best cover this contradiction to yourself, whether it were sense or no;
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which perhaps, whilst it sounded well, every one would
not stand to examine.
One thing give me leave here to observe t o you, which
is, that when you speak of the entertainment subjects
are t~ give to truth, i. e. the true religiou, ou call i t
believing ; but this in the magistrate you cal knowing.
Now let me ask you, whether any magistrate, who laid
penalties on any who dissented from what he judged the
true religion, or, as you call it here, were alienated
from the truth ;was or could be determined in his judging of that truth by any assurance greater than believi n g ? When you have resolved that, you will then see
to what purpose is all you have said here concerning
the magistrate's knowing the truth; which at last
amounting to no more than the assurance wherewith a
Inan certa~nlybelieves and receives a thing for true, will
put every magistrate under the same, if there be any
obligation to use force, whilst he believes his own religion. Besides, if a magistrate knows his religion to
bc true, he is to use meansnot to make his people believe, but know it also ; knowledge of them, if that be
the way of entertaining the truths of religion, being as
necessary t o the subjects as the magistrate. I never
heard yet of a master of mathematics, who had the
care of informing of others in those truths, who ever
went about t o make any one believe one of Euclid's
propositions.
The pleasantness of your answer, notwithstanding
what you say, dot11 remain still the same : for vou making, as is to be seen, c c the power of the maiistrate is
ordained for the bringing men t o take such care as
they ought of their salvation," the reason why it is
every man's interest to vest this power in the magistrate must suppose this power so ordained before the
people vested it ; or else i t could not be an asgument
for their vesting it in the magistrate. For if you hatl
not here built upon your fundamental supposition, that
this power of the magistrate is ordained by Got! to that
end, the proper and intelligible way ofexpressing 3 011s
meaning had not been to say as you do : As the power
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of the magistrate is ordained for bringing, &c. so if
we suppose this power vested in the magistrate by the
people :" in which way of speaking, tllis power of the
magistrate is evidently supposed already ordained. But
a clear way of making your meaning understood had
been t o say, That for the people t o ordain such a
power of the magistrate, or to vest such a power in
the magistrate, ~ h i c his the same thing, was their true
interest: but whether i t were your meaning or your
expression that was guilty of the absurdity, I shall leave
it with the reader.
As to the other pleasant thing of your answer, it will
still appear by barely reciting it: the pleasant thing I
charge on you is, that you say, That " the power of the
magistrate is t o bring men t o such a care of their salvation, that they may not blindly leave it t o the choice
of any person, or their own lusts or passions, t o prescribe to them what faith or worship they shall ernbrace ;" and yet that it is their best course " t o vest a
power in the magistrate," liable to the same lusts and
passions as themselves, t o choose for them. T o thifi
you answer, by asking, where it is that you say that it
is the people's best course t o vest a power in the magistrate to choose for them ? That you tell me I do not
pretend t o show. If you had given yourself the pains
to have gone on to the end of the paragrhph, or will be
pleased to read it as I have here again set i t down for
your perusal, you will find that I a t least pretended to
show it. My words are theie : c L If they vest a power
in the magistrate to punish them when they dissent
from his religion, to bring them t o act even against
their own inclination, according t o reason and sound
judgment," which is, as you explain yourself in another
place, t o bring them t o consider reasons and arguments proper and sufficient t o convince them ;how far
is this from leaving i t to the choice of another man t b
prescribe to them what faith or worship they shall
embrace?" Thus far you cite m words; t o which
let me join the remaining art o the paragraph, t o
let you see that I pretende t o show that the course
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you proposed to the people, as best for them, was to
vest a poiaver in the magistrate t o choose for them. M y
words, which follow those where you left off, are these :
" 1l:specially if we consider, that you think it a strange
thing, tllat the author would have the care of every
man's soul left t o himself alone. So that this care
being vested in the magistrate, with a power t o punish
men t o make them consider reasons and arguments
proper and sufficient t o convince them of the truth of
his religion ; the choice is evidently in the magistrate,
as much as it can be in the power of one man to choose
for another what religion he shall be of; which consists
only in a power of compelling him by punishments t o
embrace it." But all this, you tell me, "is just nothing t o the purpose." Why, I beseech you ? " Because you speak not of the magistrate's religion, but
of the true religion, and that proposed with sufficient
evidence."
T h e case in short is this: men are apt t o be ~nisled
by their passions, lusts, and other men, in the choice
of their religion. For this great evil you propose a
remedy, which is, that men (for you must remember
you are here speaking of the people putting this power
into the magistrate's hand) should choose some of their
fellow-men, and give them a power by force to guard
them, that they might not be alienated from the truth
by their own passions, lusts, or by other men. So it
was in the first scheme ; or, as you have it now, to
punish them, whenever they rejected the true religion,
and that proposed with sufficient evidence of the truth
of it. A pretty remedy, and manifestly effectual a t
first sight ; that because men were all promiscuously
apt t o be misled in their judgment, or choice of their
religion, by passion, lust, and other men, therefore they
should choose some amongst themselves, who might,
they and their successors, men made just like themselves, punish them that rejected the true religion.
'' I f the blind lead the blind, both shall fall into the
ditch," says our Saviour. I f men, apt t o be misled by
their passions and lusts, will guard themselves fronl
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falling into error by pr~nishments laid on them by
men as apt t o be misled by passions and lusts as themselves, how are they safer from falling into error? Now
hear the infallible remedy for this inconvenience, and
admire : the men t o whom they have given this power
must not use it till they find those who gave it them in
an error. A friend, t o whom I showed this expedient,
answered, This is none : for why is not a man as fit
to judge for himself when he is in an error, as another
t o judge for him, who is as liable t o error himself? I
answered, This power, however, in the other can d o
him no harm, but may, indirectly and a t a distance, d o
him good; because the magistrate, who has this power
t o punish him, must never use i t but when he is in the
right, and he that is punished is in the wrong. But,
said my friend, who shall be judge whether he be in the
right or n o ? For men in an error think themselves i n
the right, and that as confidently as those who are most
so. T o which I replied, Nobody must be judge ; but
the magistrate may know when he is in the right. A n d
so may the subject too, said my friend, as well as the
magistrate, and therefore it was as good still to be fice
fiom a punishment, that gives a man no more security
from error than he had without it. Besides, said he,
who must be judge whether the magistrate knows or
no? For he may mistake, and think it to be knowledge
and certainty, when it is but opinion and belief. I t is
no matter for that, in this scheme, replied I ; the magistrate, we are told, may know which is the true religion, and he must not use force but t o bring men t o
the true religion; and if he does, God will one day
call him to an account for it, and so all is safe. As safe
as beating the air can make a thing, replied my friend;
for if believing, being assnred, confidently being persuaded that they know that the religion they profess is
true, or any thing else short of true Itnowleclge, will
serve the turn, all magistrates will have this power
alike, and so men will be well guarded, or recovered
fro111 false religions, by putting it into the magistrate's
hand t o punish them when they have alienated themsel\.es from it.
N
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If the magistrate be not t o punish men but when he
knows, i. e. is infallibly certain (for so is a man in
what he knows), that his national religion is all true,
and knows also, that i t has been proposed to those he
punishes with sufiicient evidence of the truth of i t : it
would have been as good this power had never been
given him, since he will never be in a condition t o
exercise i t : and at best it was given him t o no purpose,
since those who gave it him were one with another as
little indisposed to consider impartially, examine diligently, study, find, and infallibly know the truth, as
he. But, said he at parting, to talk thus of the magistrate's punishing men that reject the true religion,
without telling us who those magistrates are, who have
a power to judge which is the true religion, is t o put
this power in all magistrates' hands alike, or none; for
t o say he only is to be judge which is the true religion
who is of it, is but to begin the round of inquiries again,
which can a t last end nowhere but in every one's supp s i n g his own t o be it. But, said he, if you will conttnue t o talk on thus, there is nothing more t o be
done with you, but t o pity or laugh at you ; and soahe
left me.
I assure you, sir, I urged this part of your hypothesis with all the advantage I thought your answer
afforded me ; and if I have erred in it, or there be any
way to get out of the strait (if force must in your way
be used) either of t h e magistrate's punishing men for
rejecting the true religion, without judging which is
the true religion; or else that the magistrate should
judge which is the true religion; which way ever of the
two you shall determine it, I see not what advantage i t
can be t o the people, t o keep them from choosing
amiss, that this power of punishing them shall be put
into the magistrate's hands.
And then, if the magistrate must judge which is
the true religion ; as how he should, without judging,
punish any one who rejects it, is hard to find; and
punish men who reject it until they embrace it, let i t
be to make them consider, or what you please, he does,
I think, choose their religion for thetn. And if you have
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not the dexterity to choose the national religion whereever you are, I doubt not but that you would think so
too if you were in France, though there were none
but moderate penalties laid on you, to bring you, even
against your own inclination, to act according to what
they there call reason and sound judgment.
That paragraph and mine, to which it is an answer,
run thus :

L. 11. p. 128.L. 111. p. 67. '' But it seems
I do neither you you have not done with this yet:
nor the magistrate
injury when I say
that the power
you give the magistrate of punishing men to
make them consider reasons and
arguments proper
and sufficient to
convince them, is
to convince them
of the truth of
his religion, and
to bring them to
it, For Inen will
never, in his opinion, act according to reason and
sound judgment,
which is the thing
you here say men
shotlld be brought
to by the magistrate, even against
their own inclination, till they embrace his religion.
And if you have

for you say, ' you do neither me
nor the magistrate injury, when
you say that the power I give the
magistrate, of punishing Inen to
make them consider reasons and
arguments proper and sufficient to
convince them, is to convince them
of the truth of his religion, whatever that be, and to bring them to
it.' Which seems a little strange
and pleasant too. But thus you
prove it : ' For men will never, in
his opinion, act according to reason
and sound judgment, till the em.brace his religion. And i you
have the brow of an honest man,
you will not say the magistrate
will ever punish you, to bring you
to consider any other reasons and
arguments but such as are proper
to convince you of the truth of
his religion, and to bring you to
that. Which (besides the pleasant
talk of such reasons and arguments as are proper and sufficient
to convince men of the truth of the
magistrate's religion,' though it
be a false one) is just as much as
to say, It is so, because in the
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the brow of an
honest man, you
will not say the
magistrate
will
ever punish you,
t.o bring you to
consider any other
reasorls and arguments, but such
as are proper to
convince you of
the truth of his
religion, and to
bring you to that.
Thus you shift forwards and backwards. You say,
the magistrate has
no power t o punish men t o compel them to his
religion ; but only
to compel them
t o consider reasons and arguments proper t o
convince them of
the truth of his
religion ; which is
all one as to say,
nobody has power
to choose your
way for you to Jerusalem ; but yet
the lord of the
manor has power
t o punish you, to
bring you to consider reasons and
arguments proper

magistrate's opinion it. is SO; and
because i t is not to be expected
that he will act against his opinion. As if the magistrate's opinion could change the nature of
things, and turn a power to promote the true religion into a power
to promote a false one. No, sir,
the magistrate's opinion has no
such virtue. It may indeed keep
him from exercising the power he
has to promote the true religion ;
and it may lead him to abuse the
pretence of it to the promoting a
false one : but it can neither destroy that power, nor make it any
thing hilt what i t is. And therefore, whatever the magistrate's
opinion be, his power was given
him (as the apostles' power was t o
them) for edification only, not for
destruction : and i t may always be
said of him (what St. Paul said of
himself) that he can do nothing
against the truth, but for the truth.
And therefore, if the magistrate
punishes me to bring me to a false
religion, i t is not his opi~iionthat
will excuse him, when he comes
to answer for i t to his Judge. For
certainly men are as accountable
for their opinions (those of them,
I mean, which influence their
practice) as they are for their actions.
" Here is, therefore, no stlifting
forwards and backwards, as you
pretend; nor any circle, but in
your own imagination. For though
i t be true that I say, the magi-
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and sufficient t o
convince you. Of
what? that the
way he goes in is
the right, and so
to make you join
in company, and
go along with him.
So that, in effect,
what is all your
going about, but
to come a t last
to the same place
again; and put a
power into the magistrate's hands,
under another pretence, to compel
men to his religion ? which use of
force the author
has
sufficiently
overthrown, and
you yourself have
quitted.
But I
am tired t o follow
you so often round
the same circle."
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strate has no power to punish men,
to compel them to his religion,'
yet I nowhere say, nor wlll it
follow from any thing I do say,"
That he has power to compel them
to consider reasons and arguments
proper to convince them of the
truth of his religion.' But I do
not much wonder that you endeavour to put this upou me.' For I
think by this time it is pretty plain,
that otherwise you would have but
little to say : and it is an art very
much in use amongst some sort of
learned men, when they cannot
confute what an adversary does
say, to make him say what he does
not; that they may have something which they can confute."

The beginning of this answer is part of the old song
of triumph. a What ! reasons and arguments proper
and sufficient t o convince men of the truth of falsehood?" Yes, sir, the magistrate may use force t o
make men consider those reasons and arguments, which
he thinks proper and sufficient to convince men of the
truth of his religion, though his religion be a false one.
And this is as possible for him t o do, as for a man as
learned as yourself to write a book, and use such arguments as he thinks proper and sufficient t o convince
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men of'thei truth of his opinion, though it be a falsehmd.
As to the remaining part of your answer, the question
is not, whether the " magistrate's opinion can change
the nature of' things, or the power he has, or excuse
him to his Judge for misusing of it?" But this, that
since all magistrates, in your opinion, have commission, and are obliged to promote the true religion by
force, and they can be guided in the discharge of t h i ~
duty by nothing but their own opinion of the true religion, what advantage can this be to the true religion,
what benefit to their subjects, or whether it amounts
t o any more than a coinmission to every magistrate
to use force for the promoting his own religion 2 T o
this question, therefore, you will do well to apply your
answer, which a man of less skill than you will be scarce
able to do.
You tell us indeed, that " whatever the magistrate's
opinion be, his power was given him (as the apostles'
power was to them) for edification only, and not for
destruction." But if the apostles' power had been given
them for one end, and St. Paul, St. Peter, and nine
other of the twelve had nothing to guide them but their
own opinion, which led them t o another end; I ask
you whether the edification of the church could have
been carried on as it was ?
You tell us farther, that " i t may always be said of
the magistrate (what St. Paul said of himself) that he
can do nothing against the truth, but for the truth."
Witness the king of Prance. I f you say this in the same
sense that St. Paul said it of himself, who, in all things
requisite for edification, had the immediate direction
and guidance of the unerring Spirit of God, and so was
infallible, we need not go to Rome for an infallible
guide; every country has one in their magistrate. Ifyou
apply tliese words to the magistrate in another sense
than what St. Paul spoke them in of himself, sober men
will be apt to think you have a great care t o insinuate
into others a high veneration for the magistrate ; but
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that you yourself have no over-great reverence far the
Scripture, which you thus use ; nor for truth, which you
thus defend.
T o deny the magistrate t o have a power to compel
men to his religion; but yet to say the magistrate has a
power, and is bound to punish men to makc them consider, till they cease to reject the true religion ; of which
true religion he must be judge, or else nothing can be
done in discharge of this his duty; is so like going
round about to come to the same place, that it will always be a circle in mine and other people's imagination,
and not only there, but in your hypothesis.
All that you say turns upon the truth or falsehood of
: " That whoever punishes any one in
this
matters of religion t o make him consider, takes upon
him to be judge for another what is right in matters
of religion." This you think plainly involves a contradiction ; and so it would, if these general terms had
in your use of them their ordinary and usual meaning.
But, sir, be but pleased to take along with you, that
whoever punishes any inan your way in matters of' religion, to make him consider, as you use the word consider, takes upon him to be judge for another what is
right in matters of religion: and you will find i t so
fir from a contradiction, that it is a plain truth. Far
your way of punishing is a peculiar way, and is this:
that the magistrate, where the national religion is t h e
true religion, should punish those who dissent from it,
to make them consider as they ought, i. e. till they cease
to reject, or, in other words, till they conform t o it.
If therefore he punishes none but those who dissent
from, and punishes them till they conform t o tbat
which he judges the true religion, does he not take on
him to judge for them what is the true religion?
I t is true indeed what you say, there is no other reason to punish another to make him consider, but that
he should judge for himself: and this will always hold
true amongst those who, when they speak of consideri w , mean considering, and nothing else. But then
these things will follow from thence: 1. That in in-
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flicting of penalties to make men consider, the magistrate of a country, where the national religion is false,
no more misapplies his power, than lie whose religion is
true ; for one lias as much right t o punish the negligent
to make thein consider, study, and examine matters of
religion, as the otlier. 2. If the magistrate punishes
men in matters of religion, truly to rnalte them consider, he will punish all that do not consider, whether
conformists or non-conformists. 3. If the magistrate
punishes in matters of religion to make men consider,
it is, as you say, '' to irlake men judge for themselves :
for there is no use of co~isidering, but in order to
jud~ing." But then when x man has judged fbr himself, the penalties for not considering are to be taken
off: for else your saying "that a man is punished to
make him consider, that he may judge for E.Jn:sclf,"
is plain mockery. So that either you must reform
your scheme, or allow this proposition to be true, viz.
" Whoever punishes any man in matters of religion,
t o make him in your sense consider, takes upon him
to judge for another what is right in matters of religion :" and with it the conclus~on,viz. '' Therefore
whoever punishes any one in matters of religion, to
make him consider, takes upon him to do what no
man can do, and consequently misapplies his power
of punishing, if he has that power. Which conclusion,
you say, you should readily admit as sufficiently demonstrated, if the proposition before-mentioned were
true."
But further, if i t could enter into the head of any
law-maker but you to punish men for the omission of,
or to make them perform any internal act of the mind,
such as is consideration ; whoever in matters of religion would lay an injunction on men to make them
consider, could not do i t without judging for them in
matters of religion ; unless they had no religion a t all,
and then they come not within our author's toleration ;
which is a toleration only of men of different religions,
or of digerent opinions in religion ; for supposing you
the magistrate with full power, and, as you imagined,
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right of punishing any one in matters of religion, how
could you possibly punish any one to make him consider, without udging for him what is right in matters
of religion ? will suppose myself brought before your
worship, under what character you please, arid then I
desire to know what one or more questions you would
ask me, upon my answer to which you could judge me
fit to be punished to make me consider, withorit taking
upon you to judge for me what is right in matters of
religion ? For I conclude from the hshion of my coat,
or the colour of my eyes, you would not judge that I
ought to be punished in matters of religion to make me
consider. It' you could, I should allow you not only as
capable, but much more capable of coactive power than
other men.
But since you could not judge me to need punishment in matters of religion, to make me consider, without knowing my thoughts concerning religion, we will
suppose you, being of the church of England, would
examine me in the catechism and liturgy of'that church,
which possibly I could neither say nor answer right to.
I t is like, upon this, you would judge me fit to be punished to make me consider. Wherein, it is evident,
you judged for me, that the religion of the church of
England was right ; for without that judgment of yours
you would not have punished me. We will suppose
you t o go yet further, and examine me concerning the
Gospel, and truth of the principles of the Christian religion, and you will find me answer therein not to your
liking : here again no doubt you will punish me t o make
me consider; but is i t not because you judge for me,
that the Christian religion is the right? G o on thus as
far as you will, and, till you find I had no religion a t
all, you could not punish me to make me consider,
without taking upon you to judge for me what is right
in matters of religion.
To punish without a fault is injustice ; and t o punish
a man without judging him guilty of that fault, is also
injustice ;and to punish a man who has any religion t o
make him consider, or, which is the same thing, for
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not having sufficiently considered; is no more nor less
but punishing him fbr not being of the religion you
think best for him ; that is the fault, and that is the
fault you judge him guilty of, call it considering as you
please : for let him fall in to the hands of a magistrate of
whose religion he is, he judgeth him to have considered
sufficiently. From whence it is plain, it is religion is
judged of, and not consideration, or want of consideration. And it is in vain to pretend that he is punished
t o make him judge for himself; for he that is of any
religion, has already judged for himself; and if you
punish him after that, under pretence to make him
consider that he may judge for himself; it is plain
you punish him to make him judge otherwise than he
has already judged, and to judge as you have judged
for him.
Your next paragraph complains of my not having
contradicted the fbllowing words of yours, which I had
cited out of your A. p. 26, which, that the reader may
judge of, I shall here set down again: " And all the
hurt that comes to them by it, is only the suffering
some tolerable inconveniencies, for their following the
light of their own reason, and the dictates of their
own consciences : which certainly is no such mischief
to mankind, as t o make i t more eligible that there
should be no such power vested in the magistrate, but
the care of every man's soul should be left t o him
alone, (as this author demands it should be :) that is,
that every man should be suffered quietly, and without
the least molestation, either to take no care a t all of
his soul, if he be so pleased; or, in doing it, t o follow
his own groundless prejudices, or unaccountable humour, or any crafty seducer, whom he may think fit t~
take for his guide." T o which I shall here subjoin my
answer and your reply :

L. 11. p. 136.
L. 111. p. 76. '' Which words YOU
Why should not set down a t large; but instead of
the care of every contradicting them, or offering to
man's soul be left show that the mischief spoken of
"

rd

to himself, rather
than the magistrate ? Is the magistrate like t o be
more concerned
for i t ? Is the magistrate like to
take more care of
i t ? I s the magistrate commonly
more careful of
his own, than other men are of
theirs? Will you
say the magistrate
is less e x ~ o s e d in
.
matters 'of religion, t o prejudices, humours,
and crafty seducers, than other
men ? I f you cannot lay your hand
on your heart, and
say all this, what
then will be got by
the change? And
why may not the
care of every man's
soul be left t o himself? Especially,
if a man be in so
much danger to
miss the truth,
' who is suffered
quietly, and without the least molestation, either to
take no care of his
soul, if he be so
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is such as makes it more eligible,
&c. you only demand, ' Why should
not the care of every man's soul b e
left to himself, rather than the magistrate? I s the magistrate like to
be more concerned for i t ? I s t h e
magistrate like to take more care
of it ?' kc. As if not to leave the
care of every man's soul to himself
alone, were, as you express it afterwards, to take the care of men's
souls from themselves : or as if t o
vest a power in the magistrate, t o
procure, as much as in him lies,
(i. e. as far as it can be procured
by convenient penalties) that men
take such care of their souls as they
oiight t o do, were to leave the care
of their souls ' to the magistrate
rather than to themselves :' which
no man but yourself will imagine,
I acknowledge as freely as you can
do, that as every man is more concerned than any man else can be,
so he is likewise more obliged to.
take.care of his soul ; and that n o
man can by any means be discharged of the care of his soul;
which, when all is done, will never
be saved but by his own care of it,
But do I contradict any thing of
this, when I say, that the care of
every man's soul ought not t o be
left to himself alone? Or, that i t
is the interest of mankind, that the
magistrate be intrusted and obliged
to take care, as far as lies in him,
that no man neglect his own soul?
I thought, I confess, that every
man was in some sort charged with
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pleased, or to follow his own prejudices,' &c. For
if want of'molestation be the dangerous state wherein
men are likeliest
t o miss the right
way, it must be
confessed, that, of
all men, the magistrate is most in
danger to be in
the wrong; and
so the unfittest, if
you take the care
ofmen's souls from
themselves, of all
men, lo be intrusted with it. For he
never meets with
that great and
only antidote of'
yours against error, which you
here call molestation. H e never has
the benefit of your
sovereign remedy,
punishment, t o
make hiin consid e r ; which you
think so necessary,
that you look on
i t as a most dangerous state for
men t o be without it ; and therefore tell us, I t is
every man's true

the care of his neighbour's soul.
But, in your way of' reasoning, he
that affirms this, takes away the
care of every man's soul from himself, and leaves it to his neighbour
rather than to himself. But if this
be plainly absurd, as every one seee
it is, then so it must be likewise to
say, that he that vests such a power
as we here speak of in the magistrate, takes away the care of men's
souls from themselves, and places
i t in the magistrate, rather than in
themselves."
" What trifling then is it to say
here, ' I f you cannot lay your hand
upon your heart, and say all this,
viz. that the magistrate is like to
be more concerned for other men's
souls than themselves, &c. What
then will be got by the change?'
For i t is plain, here is no such
change as you would insinuate:
but the care of souls, which I assert
t o the magistrate, is so far from
discharging any man of the care of
his own soul, or lessening his obligation to it, that i t serves to no
other purpose in the world, but to
bring men, who otherwise would
not, to consider and do what the
interest of their souls obliges them
to.
" It is therefore manifest, that
the thing here to be c o n s i d e ~ d
is not, whether the magistrate be
' like to be more concerned far
other men's souls, or to take more
care of then1 than themselves :
nor whether he be commoilly more
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careful of his own soul than other
men are of theirs : nor whether he
be less exposed, in matters of religion, to prejudices, humours, and
crafty seducers, than other men:
nor yet, whether he be not more in danger to be in the
wrong than other men, in regard that he never meets
with that great and only antidote of mine (as you call
it) against error, which I here call molestation.' But
the point upon which this matter turns is only this,
whether the salvation of souls be not better provided
for, if the magistrate be obliged to procure, as much as
in him lies, that every man take such care as he ought
of his soul, than if he be not so obliged, but the care of
man's soul be left to himself alone? which certain y any man of common sense may easily determine.
For as you will not, I suppose, deny but God has more
amply provided for the salvation of your own soul, by
obliging your neighbour, as well as yourself, t o take
care of it ; though i t is possible your neighbour may
not be more concerr~edfor i t than yourself; or may
not be more careful of his own soul than you are of
yours; or may be no less exposed, in matters of religion, to prejudices, &c. than you are ; because if you
are yourself wanting to your own soul, it is more likely
that you will be brought to take care of it, if your
neighbour be obliged to admonish and exhort you t o
it, than if he be not; though it may fall gut that he
will not do what he is obliged to do in that case. So
I think it cannot be denied, but the salvation of all
men's souls is better provided for, if besides the obligation which every man has to take care of his own
soul (and that which every man's neighbour has likewise t o do it) the magistrate also be intrusted and obliged to see that no man neglect his soul; than i t would
be, if every man were left t o himself in this matter:
because though we should admit that the magistrate is
not like to be, or is not ordinarily more concerned for
other men's souls than they themselves are, &c. i t is
nevertheless undeniably true still, that whoever neglects

interest, not to be
left wholly t o himself in matters of
religion."
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his soul, is more likely t o b e brought to take care of it,
if the magistrate be obliged to do what lies in him .to
bring him to do it, than if be be not. Which is enougll
to show, that it is every man's true interest, that khe
care of his soul should not be left to himself alone, but
that the magistrate should be so fhr intrusted with it
as I contend that he is."
Your complaint of my not having formally contra.
dicted the words above cited out of A. y. 26, Iooking
as if there were some weighty argument in them : I
must inform my reader, that they are subjoined to those,
wherein you recommend the use of force in matters of
religion, by the gain those that are punished shall make
by it, though i t be misapplied by the magistrate to
bring them to a wrong religion. So that these words
of yours, "all the hurt that comes t o them by it," is
all the hurt that comes to mcn by a misapplication of
the magistrate's power, who being of a false religion,
he uses force to bring men to it. And then your proposition stands thus, " That the suffering what you call
tolerable inconveniencies for their following the light
of their own reasons, and the dictates of their own
consciences, is no such mischief to mankind as to
make i t more eligible, that there shouId be no power
vested in the magistrate" to use force to bring Inen
to the true religion, though the magistrates misapply
this power, i. e. use it to bring men to their own religion when false.
This is the sum of what you say, if it has any coherent meaning in it: for it being to show the usefulness
of such a power vested in the magistrate, under the miscarriages and misapplications it is in conllnon practice
observed to be liable to, can have no other sense. But
I having proved, that if such a power be by the law of
nature vested in the magistrate, every magistrate is obliged. t o use it for the promoting of his religion as far
as he believes it to be true, shall not much tl.~uble
myself, if lik,e a Inan of art you should use your skill t o
give it another sense : for such is your ntlt ural talent, or
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great caution, that you love to speak indefinitely, and,
as seldom as may be, leave yourself accountable for any
propositions of a clear, determined sense ; but under
words of doubtful, but seeming plausible signification,
conceal a meaning, which plainly expressed would, at
first sight, appear to contradict your own positions, or
common sense : instances whereof, more than one, we
have here in this sentence of yours. For, 1. The words
tolerable inconveniencies carry a very fair show of some
very slight matter ; and yet, when we come to examirle
them, may comprehend any of those sevcrities lately
used in France ;for these tolerable inconveniencies are
the same you in this very page and elsewhere call convenient penalties. Convenient for what? In this very
lace they must he such as may keep men "from folrowing their own groundless prejudices, unaccountable
humours, and crafty seducers." And you tell us, the
magistrate may require men "under convenient penalties to forsake their false religions, and embrace the
true." Who now must be judge, in these cases, what
are convenient penalties? Common sense will tell us,
the magistrate that uses them: but besides, we have
your word for it, that the magistrate's prudence and
experience enable him to judge best what penalties do
agree with your rule of moderation, which, as I have
shown, is no rule at all. So that at last your tolerable
inconveniencies are such as the magistrate shall judge
convenient to oppose to men's prejudices, humours, and
to seducers ;such as he shall think convenient to bring
men from their false religions, or to punish their rejecting the true : which, whether they will not reach men's
estates and liberties, or go as far as any the king of
France has used, is more than you can be security for.
Another set of good words we have here, which a t
first hearing are apt to engage men's concern, as if too
much could not be done to recover men from so perilous a state as they seem t o describe ; and those are
" men following their own groundless prejudices, unaccountable humours, or crafty seducers." Are not
these expressions to set forth a deplorable condition,
fPb
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and to move pity in all that hear them ? Enough to
make the inattentive reader ready to cry out, Help for
the Lord's sake! do any thing rather than suffer such
poor, prejudiced, seduced people to be eternally lost!
Where he that examines what persons these words caa
in your scheme describe, will find they are only such
as any where dissent from those articles of faith, and
ceremonies of outward worship, which the magistrate,
or a t least you his director, approve of; for whilst yo11
talk thus of' the true religion in general, and that so
general, that you cannot allow yourself to descend so
near to articulars, as to recorninend the searching and
study o the Scriptures to find it ; and that the power
in the magistrate's hands to use force is to bring men
to the true religion ; I ask, whether you do not think
either he or you must be judge which is the true religion, before he can exercise that power? and then
he must use his force upon all those who dissent from
it, who are then the prejudiced, humorsome, and seduced, you here speak of. Unless this be so, and the
magistrate be judge, I ask, who shall resolve which is
the prejudiced person, the prince with his politics, or
he that sufiers for his religion ? Which the more dangerous seducer, Louis XIV. with his dragoons, or Mr.
Claud with his sermons? It will be no small difficulty
t o find out the persons who are guilty of following
groundless prejudices, unaccountable humours, or
crafty seducers, unless in those places where you shall
be graciously pleased to decide the question ; and out
of the plenitude of your power and infallibility to de*
clare which of the civil sovereigns now i n being do,
and which do not, espouse the one only true religion ;
and then we shall certainly know that those who dissent from the religion of those magistrates, ate these
prejudiced, humorsome, seduced persons.
But truly, as you put it here, you leave the matter
very perplexed, when you defend the eligibleness of
vesting a power in the magistrate's hands, to remedy
by penalties men's following their own groundless prejudices, unaccountable humours, and crafty seducers;
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when in the same sentence you suppose the magistrate,
who is vested with this power, may inflict those penalties on men, "for their following the light of their own
reason, and the dictates of their own consciences;"
which when you have considered, perhaps you will not
think my answer so wholly beside the matter, though
it showed you but that one absurdity, without a formal
contradiction to so loose and undeterlniced a proposition, that it required more pains to unravel the sense of
what was covered under deceitful expressions, than the
weight of the matter contained in them was worth.
For besides what is already said to i t : how is i t possible for any one, who had the greatest mind in the
world to contradiction, to deny i t t o be more eligible
that such a power should be vested in the magistrate,
till he knows to whom you affirm it to be more eligible ?
Is it more eligible t o those who suffer by it, for fbllowing the light of their own reason, and the dictates of
their own consciences ? for these you know are gainers
by it, for they know better than they did before where
the truth does lie. I s it Inore eligible t o those who
have no other thoughts of religion, but to be of that
of their country without any farther examination ? Or
is it more eligible to those who think it their duty t o
examine matters of religion, and t o follow that which
upon examination appears t o them the t r u t h ? T h e
former of these two make, I think, the greater part of
mankind, though the latter be the better advised: b u t
upon what grounds it should be more eligible to either
of'them, that the magistrate should, than that he should
not, have a power vested in him, t o use force to bring
Inen to the true religion, when it cannot be employed
but to bring men to that which he thinks the true, i. e.
to his own religion, is not easy t o guess. O r is it more
eligible to the priests and ministers of' national religions
every where, that the magistrate should be vested wit11
this power? who being sure t o be orthodox, will have
right t o claim the assistance of the magistrate's power
to bring those whom their arguments cannot prevail on
to embrace their true religion, and to worship God in
decent ways prescribed by those to whom God has left
0
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the ordering of such matters. Or, last of all, is it more
eligible to all mankind ? And are the magistrates of'the
world so careful or so lucky in the choice of their religion, that it would be an advantage to mankind, that
they should have a right to do what in them lies, i. e.
to use all the force they have, if they tliinl; con\renient,
t o bring men to the religion they tllinli true? When
you have told us to which of these, or what other, i t is
more eligible; I suppose the reader will, without my
contradicting it, see how little truth there is in it, or
how little to your purpose.
I f y o u will pardon nle for not having contradicted
that passage of yours we have been considering, I will
endeavour to make you amends in wliat you say in
reply to my answer t o it, and tell you, that, notwithstanding all you say to the contrary, such a power as
you would have to be vested in the magistrate, takes
away the care of men's souls froin themselves, and
places it in the magistrate, rather than in themselves ;
fbr if, when men have examined, and upon examination
embrace what. appears t o them the true religion, the
m a ~ i s t r a t ehas a right to treat them as misled by prejudice, humour, or seducers ;if he may use wliat force,
and inflict what punishments, lie shall think convenient
till they conform to the religion the magistrate judges
the true; I think you will scarce deny, but that the
care of their souls is by such a power placed ratiier in
the magistrate than in themselves, and taken as much
fi-om them as by force and authority it can be. This,
whatever you pretend, is the power which your system
places in the magistrate. Nor can he upon your principles exercise it otherwise, as I imagine I have showed.
You speak here, as if this power, which you wol~ld
have t o be vested in the magistrate, did not a t all discharge, but assist the care every one has or ought to
have of his own soul. I grant, were the power yo11
would place in the magistrate such as every man has to
take care of his neiglibour's soul, which is to express
itself only by counsel, arguments, and persuasion, i t
left him still the free liberty of judging for himself;
and so the care of his soul remained still in his own

hands. But if men be persuaded, that the wise and
eood God has vested a power in the magistrate, to be
b
so fhr judge for them, what is the true religion, as t o
l~unish them for rejecting the religion which the magistrate thinks the true, when offered with such evidence as he judges sufficient to convince them ; and
to punish them on till they consider so as to embrace
i t ; what remains, but that they render themselves t o
the care and conduct of a guide that God in his goodness has appointed them, who having autl~orityand
co~nmissionfrom God to be judge for them wllich is
the true religion, and what are arguments proper and
sufficient to convince any one of'it ; and he himself
being convinced of it ; why should they be so foolish
as to suffer punishments in opposition t o a power
which is in the right, and they ought to submit t o ?
T o what purpose should they, under the weight of
penalties, waste lime and pains in examining, since
wliatever they should judge upon examinatton, the
inagistrate judging the arguments and reasons he offers
for the truth of his religion proper and sufficient t o
convince them, they must still lie under the yunishlnent the magistrate shall thinli convenient till they do
con1ply ?
Besides, when they are thus punished by their magistrate for not conforn~ing,what need they examine ?
since you tell them, " It is not strictly necessary t o
salvation, that all that are of the true religion should
understand the grounds of it." The magistrate, being
of the one only true religion, knows it to be so; and
he knows that-that religion was tendered t o them with
sufficient evidence, and theyefore is obliged to punish
them for rejecting it. This is that
which men must
\
upon your scheme suppose; for it
is what yo11 yourself must suppose, befbre the magistrate call exercise
that power you contend to be vested in him, as is evident to any one who will put your system together,
and particularly weigh what you say.
When, therefbre, Inen are put into such a state as
this, that the magistrate inay judge what is the true
religion, the magistrate may judge what is sufficient
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evidence of its truth ; the magistrate may be judge to
whom it is tendered with sufficient evidence, and punish
them that reject i t so proposed with such penalties as
he also shall judge convenient ; and all this by God's
appointment, and an authority received from the wise
and benign Governor of all things ; I ask, whether the
care of men's souls is not taken out of their own hands,
and put into the magistrate's ? Whether in such a state
they can or will think there is any need, or that it is to
any purpose for them to examine? And whether this
be a cme for the natural aversion that is in men to consider and weigh matters of religion ; and the way to
force, or so much as encourage them t o examine ?
But, say you, the salvation of all men's souls is
better provided for, if, besides the obligation that every
man has to take care of his own soul, the magistrate
also be intrusted and obliged to see that no man neglect
his own soul, than it would be if every man were left
to himseIf in that matter." Whatever ground another
may have t o say this, you can have none : you who
give so good reason why conformists, though ever so
ignorant and negligent in examining matters of religion, cannot yet be punished to make them consider,
must acknowledge that " all men's salvation is not
the better provided for by a power vested in the magistrate," which cannot reach the far greatest part of
men, which are every where the confor~niststo the
national religion. You that plead so well for the magistrate's not examining whether those that conform
do it upon reason and conviction, but say it is ordinarily presumable they do so ; wherein, I beseech you,
do you put this care of men's salvation that is placed
in the magistrate? even in bringing them to outward
conformity to the national religion, and there leaving
them. And are the souls of all mankind the better
provided for, if the magistrates of the world are vested
with rt power to use force to bring men to an outward
profession of what they think the true religion, without any other care of their salvation ? For tlilther, and
no farther, reaches their use of force in your way of
applying it.
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Give me leave therefore t o trifle with you once
again, and t o desire you to lay your hand upon your
heart, and tell me what mankind shall gain by the
For I hope by this time it is not so much a
paradox to you, that if the lnagistrate be commissioned
by God to take care of men's souls in your way, it
takes away the care of men's souls from themselves in
all those who have need of this assistance of the magistrate, i. e. all those who neglect to consider, and are
averse to examination.
One thing more give me leave to observe to you, and
that is, that taking care of men's souls, or taking care
that they neglect not their souls, and laying penalties
on then1 to bring them in outward profession to the
national religion, are two very different things ; though
in this place and elsewhere you confound them, and
woulct have penal laws, requiring church-conformity,
pass under the name of care of men's souls; for that
is the utmost your way of applying force does or can
reach to; and what care is therein taken of men's
souls, may be seen by the lives and knowledge observable in not a few conformists. This is not said t o
lay any blame on conformity, but to show how improperly you speak, *hen you call penal laws made to promote confbrmity, and fbrce used to bring men t o it, a
care of men's souls ; when even the exactest observers
and most zealous advancers of conforn~itymay be as
irreligious, ignorant, and vicious, as any other men.
I n the first treatise we heard not a syllable of any
other use or end of' force in matters of religion, but
only to make men consider. But in your second, being forced to own bare-faced the punishing of men for
their religion, you call it " a vice to reject the true
faith, and to refuse to worship God in decent ways
prescribed by those to whom God has left the ordering
it ;" and tell us, that " it is a f'dult which may justly
be punished by the magistrate, not to be of the national religion, where the true is the national religion."
TO make this doctriue of persecution seem limited,
and go down the better, to your telling us it must be
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only where the national religion is the true, and that
the penalties must be moderate and convenient,-both
which limitations having no other judge but the magistrate, as I have showed elsewhere, are no limitations
a t all,-you in words a d d a third, that in effect signifies
just as much as the other two ; and that is, " I f there
be sufficient means of instruction provided for all for
instructing them in the truth of it ;"of which provision
the magistrate also being t o be judge, your limitations
leave him as free t o punish all dissenters from his own
religion as any persecutor can wish: for what he will
think sufficient means of instruction, i t will be hard for
you t o say.
In the mean time, as far as may be gathered from
what you say in another place, we will examine what
you think sufficient provision for instructing men, which
you have expressed in these words : " For if the magistrate provides sufficiently for the instruction of all
his sub'ects in the true religion, and then requires
them a 1, under convenient penalties, to hearken to the
teachers and ministers of it, and to profess and exercise it with one accord under their direction in public
assemblies."-That
which stumbles one a t the first
view of this your method of instruction is, that you
leave it uncertain whether dissenters must first be instructed, and then profess; or else first profess, and
then be instructed in the national religion. This you
will do well to be a little more clear in the next time ;
tbr your mentioning no instruction but in public assemblies, and perhaps meaning i t for a country where
there is little other pains taken with dissenters but the
confutation and condeiniiation of them in assemblies,
where they are not ; they must cease to be dissenters
befbre they can partake of this sufficient means of instruction.
And now for those who do with one accord put themselves under the direction of the ministers of the national, ant1 liearken to these teachers of the true religion : I ask whether one-half of those whereof most of'
the assemblies arc made up do or can, so ignorant as
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tiley are, understand what the hear from the pulpit?
?
understand,
'
what in
And then whether if a man iid
*any assemblies ordinarily is delivered once a week there
for his instruction, he might not yet at threescore years
end be ignorant of the grounds and principles of the
Christian religion? Your having so often in your letter
mentioned sufficient provision of instruction, has forced
these two short questions from me. But I forbear t o
tell you what I have heard very sober people, even of
the church of England, say upon this occasion : for
you have warned me already, that it shall be interpreted
to be a quarrel to the clergy in general, if any thing
shall be taken notice of in any of them worthy t o be
mended. I leave i t to those whose profession it is t o
judge, whether divinity be a science wherein men may
be instructed by an harangue or two once a week, upon
any subject at a venture, which has no coherence with
that which preceded or that which is to follow; and
this made to people that are ignorant of the first principles of it, and are not capable of understanding such
discourses. I am sure he that should think this a
sufficient means of instructing people in any other
science, would at the end of seven or twenty years find
them very little advanced in i t ; and, bating perhaps
some terms and phrases belonging to it, as far from all
true and useful knowledge of it as when they first began. Whether it be so in matters of religion, those
who have the opportunity to observe must judge ;and
if it appear that amongst those of the national church
there be very many so ignorant, that there is nothing
more frequent than for the ministers themselves t o
complain of it ; it is manifest from those of the national
church, whatever may be concluded from dissenters,
that the means of instruction provided by the law are
not sufficient; unless that be sufficient means of instruction, which men of sufficient capacity for other
things may live under many years, and yet know very
little by. If you say it is for want of consideration,
lnust not your remedy of force be used to bring them
to i t ? 0;how will the magistrate answer for it, if he
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use force to make dissenters consider, and let those of
his own church perish for want of i t ?
This being all one can well understand by your sufficient means of instruction, as you there explain it, I
do not see but men, who have no aversion to be instructed, may yet fail of it, notwithstanding such a provision. Perhaps, by " exercising the true religion with
one accord, under the direction of the ministers of it
in public assemblies," you mean something farther;
but that not being an ordinary phrase, will need your
explication to make i t understood.

CHAPTER 11.
Of the Magistrate's Colnrnission to use Force in Matters
Religion.

THOUGH
in the foregoing chapter, on examining
your doctrine concerning tlie magistrates who tnay or
who may not use force in matters of religion, we have
in several places happened to take notice of the commission whereby you authorize magistrates to act, yet
we shall in this chapter more particularly consider that
commission. You tell us, " to use force in matters of
religion, is a duty of the magistrate as old as the law
of nature, in which the magistrate's commission lies :
for the Scripture does not properly give i t him, but
supposes it." And more a t large you give us an account of the magistrate's commission in these words :
" It is true, indeed, the Author and Finisher of our
faith has given the magistrate no new power or commission: nor was there any need that he should (if
hinlself had any temporal power to give) : for he found
him already, even by tlie law of nature, the minister
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of God t o the people for good, and bearing the sword
not in vain, i. e. invested with coactive power, and
obliged to use i t for all the good purposes which it
might serve, and for which it should be found needful,
even for the restraining of false and corrupt religion :
as Job long before (perhaps before any of the Scriptures were written) acknowledged, when he said, chap.
xxxi. 26,27, 28, that the worshipping the sun or the
moon was an iniquity to be punished by the judge.
But though our Saviour has given the magistrates no
e
and renew power, yet being King of kings, t ~ expects
quires that they should submit themselves to his sceptre,
and use the power which always belonged to them for
his service, and for the advancing his spiritual kingdom
in the world. And even that charity which our great
Master so earnestly recommends, and so strictly requires of all his disciples, as it obliges all men to seek
and promote the good of others, as well as their own,
especially their spiritual and eternal good, by such
means as their several places and relations enable them
to use ; so does it especially oblige the magistrate t o
do it as a magistrate, i. e. by that power which enables
him to do it above the rate of other men.
" So far, therefore, is the Christian magistrate, when
he gives his helping hand to the furtherance of the
Gospel, by laying convenient penalties upon such as
reject it, or any part of it, fi-om using any other means
for the salvation of men's souls than what the Author
and Finisher of our faith has directed, that he does no
more than his duty to God, to his Redeemer, and to
his subjects, requires of him."
" Christ," you say, "has given no new power or commission to the magistrate :" and for this you give several reasons. 1 . "There was no need that he should."
Yet it seems strange that theChristian magistrates alone
should have an exercise of coactive power in matters
of religion, and yet our Saviour should say nothing of
it, but leave them to that commission which was common to them with all other magistrates. The Christian
religion, in cases of' less moment, is not wanting in its

rules ;and I know not whether you will not charge the
New Testament with a great defect, if' that law alone
which teaches the only true religion, that law which all
magistrates, who are of the true religion, receive and
embrace, should say nothing at all of so necessary and
important a duty to those who alone are in a capacity
t o discharge it, but leave them only to that general
law of nature, which others, who are not qualified to use
this force, have in common with them.
This a t least seems needful, if a new commission does
not, that the Christian magistrates should have been instructed what degree of force they sliould use, and been
limited to your moderate penalties; since for above
these twelve hundred years, though they have readily
enough found out your commission to use force, they
never found out your moderate use of it, which is that
alone which you assure us is iiseful and necessary.
2. You say, L C If our Saviour had any temporal power
to give;" whereby you seem t o give this as a reason
why he gave not the civil magistrate power to use force
in matters of religion, that he had it not to give. You
tell us in the same paragraph, that " he is the King of
kings ;" and he tells us himself, " That all power is
given unto him in heaven and in earth," Matth. xxviii.
18. So that he could have given what power, to whom,
and t o what purpose he had pleased : and concerning
this there needs no if.
3. " For he found him already, by the law of nature,
invested with coactive power, and obliged t o use i t for
all the good purposes which i t might serve, and for
which it should be found needful." H e found also
fathers, husbands, masters, invested with their distinct
powers by the same law, and under the same obligation;
and yet he thought it needful to prescribe to them in
the use of those powers. But there was no need he
should do so t o the civil magistrates in the use of their
power in matters of religion ;because, though fathers,
husbands, masters, were liable t o excess in the use of
theirs, yet Christian magistrates were not, as appears
by their having always kept to those moderate mea-
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sures, which you assure us to be the only necessary
and useful.
And what at last is their commission? a Even that
of charity, which obliges a11 men to seek and promote
the good of others, especially their spiritual and eternal good, by such means as their several places and
relations enable them to use, especially magistrates as
magistrates." This duty of charity is well clischarged
by the magistrate as magistrate, is it not? in bringing
men to an outward profession of any, even of the true
religion, and leaving them there? But, sir, I ask you
who must be judge what is for the spiritual and eternal
good of his subjects, the magistrate himself or no? If
not he himself, who for him? Or can it be done without any one's judging at all? If he, the magistrate, must
judge every where himself what is for the spiritual and
eternal good of his subjects,-as I see no help for it, if
the magistrate be every where by the law of nature
obliged to promote their spiritual and eternal good,-is
not the true religion like to find great advantage in the
world by the use of force in the magistrate's hands?
And is not this a plain demonstration that God has, by
the law of nature, given commission to the magistrate
to use force for the promoting the true religion, since,
as it is evident, the execution of such a commission
will do so much more harm than good?
T o show that your indirect and at a distance usefulness, with a general necessity of force, authorizes the
civil power in the use of it, you use the following words,
" That force does some service towards the making of
scholars and artists, I suppose you will easily grant.
Give me leave, therefore, to ask, how it does i t ? I
su ose you will say, not by its direct and proper
e cacy (for force is no more capable to work learning
ot arts, than the belief of the true religion in men, by
its direct and proper efficacy), but by prevailing upon
those who are designed for scholars or artists to receive instruction, and to apply themselves to the use
of those means and helps which are proper to make
them what they rtre designed to be : that is, it does it
indirectly and at a distance. IVell, then, if all the
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usefulness of the force towards the bringing ~ ~ l l o l a r ~
or apprentices to the learning or skill they are designed to attain be only an indrrect and a t a distance
usefulness, I pray what is it that warrants and authorizes schooltnasters, tutors, or masters, to use force
upon their scholars or apprentices to bring them to
learning, or the skill of their arts and trade, if such an
indirect and at a distance t~sefulnessof force, together
with that necessity of it which experience discovers,
will not do i t ? I believe you will acknowledge that
even such an usefulness, together with that necessity,
will serve the turn in these cases. But then I would
fain know, why the same kind of usefulness, joined
with the like necessity, will not as well do it In the
case before us ? I confess I see no reason why it should
n o t ; nor do I believe you can assign any. You ask
here, what authorizes schoolmasters or tnasters to use
force on their scholars and apprentices, if such an indirect and a t a distance usefulness, together with
necessity, does not do it?" I answer, neither your
indirect and at a distance usefulness, nor the necessity
you suppose of it. For I do not think you will say,
that any schoolmaster has a power to teach, much less
t o use force on any one's child,without the consent and
authority of the father: but a father, you will say, has
a power to use force to corr'ect his child to bring him to
learning or skill in that track he is designed to ; and to
this the father is authorized by the usefulness and necessity of force. This I deny, that the mere supposed
usefulness and necessity of force authorize the father to
use i t ; for then, whenever he judged it useful and necessary for his scn, to prevail with him to apply himself to any trade, he might use force upon him to that
purpose ; which I tliinlc neither you nor any body else
will say a father has a right to do, on his idle and perhaps married son, at thirty or forty years old.
There is, then, something else in the case ; and whatever i t be that authorizes the father to use force upon
his child, t o make him a proficient in it, authorizes
him also to choose that trade, art, or science he would
have hitn a proficient in : fos the fihther can no longer
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use force upon his son, to make him attain any art or
trade, than he can prescribe to him the art or trade he
is to attain. Put your parallel now if you please : T h e
father by the usefulness and necessity of force is authorized to use it upon his child, to make him attain any
art or science ; therefore the magistrate is authorized t o
use force to bring men to the true religion, because it
is useful and necessary. Thus far you have riseci it, and
you think i t does well. But let 11s go on with the parallel : this usefulness and necessity of force authorizes
the father t o use it, to make his son apply himself t o
the use of the means and helps which are proper to make
him what he is designed to be, no longer than it authorizes the father to design what his son shall be, and
to choose for him the art or trade he shall be of: and so
the usefulness and necessity you suppose in force tobring
men to any church, cannot authorize the magistrate t o
use force any farther than he has a right to choose for
any one what church or religion he shall be of. So
that if you will stick to this argument, and allow the
parallel between a magistrate and a father, and the
right they have t o use force for the instructing of their
subjects in religion, and children in arts, yo11 must
either allow the magistrate to have power to choose
what religion his sub'ects shall be of, which you have
denied, or else that e has no power to use force to
make them use means to be of it.
A father being intrusted with the care and provision
for his child, is as well bound in duty, as fitted by natural love and tenderness, to supply the defects of his
tender age. When it is born, the child cannot move
itself for the ease and help of natural necessities; the
parents' hands must supply that inability, and feed,
cleanse, andswaddleit. Age having given more strength,
and the exercise of the limbs, the parents are discharged
from the trouble of putting meat into the mouth of the
child, clothing or unclothing, or carrying him in their
arms. T h e same duty and affection which required
such kind of helps t o the infant, make them extend
their thoughts to other cares for him when he is grown
a little bigger : i t is not only a present support, but a
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future comfortable subsistence begins to be thought on:
to this some art or science is necessary; but the child's
i norance and want of pros ect makes him unable to
c oose. And hence the fat er has a power to choose
for him, that the flexible and docile part of life may
not be squandered away,and the time of instruction and
improvement be lost for want of direction. The trade
or art being chosen by the father, it is the exercise and
industry of the child must acquire it to himself: but
industry usually wanting in children the spur which reason and foresight gives to the endeavours of grown men,
the father's rod and correction is fain to supply that
want, to make him apply himself to the use of those
means and helps which are proper to make him what
he is designed to be. But when the child is once come
to the state of manhood, and to be the possessor and
free disposer of his goods and estate, he is then diacharged from this discipline of his parents, and they
have no longer any right to choose any art, science, or
course of life for him, or by force to make him apply
himself to the use of those means which are proper to
make him be what he designs to be. Thus the want of
knowledge t o choose a fit calling, and want of knowledge of the necessity of pains and industry to attain skill
in it, pyts a power into the parents' hands to use force
where it is necessary to procure the application and diligence of their children, in that which their parents
have thought fit to set them to: but it gives this power
to the p a r e ~ t sonly, and to no other, whilst they live;
and ifthey die whilst their chiIdren need it, to their substitutes; and there it is safely placed: for since their
want of knowledge, during their nonage, makes them
want direction,-and want of reason often makes them
need punishment and force to excite their endeavours,
and keep them intent to the use of those means that lead
to the end the are directed to,-the tenderness and love
of parents wil engage thein to use it only for their good,
and generally to quit it too, when by t t ~ etitle of maw
hood they come to be above the direction and disciplire
of children. But how does this prove that the magistrate Iias any right to force men to apply themselves to
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the use of those means and helps which are propep t o
make them of any religion, more than it proves that the
magistrate has a right to choose for them what religion
the shall be of?
$
' 0 your question therefore, " what is i t that warrants ailcl authorizes schoolmasters, tutors, and masters
to use force upon their scholars or apprentices?" I
answer, a commission from the father or mother, or
those who supply their places ; for without that n o in^
direct or at a distance usefulness, or supposed necessity,
could authorize them.
But then you will ask, I s it not this usefulness and
necessity that gives this power to thefatherand mother?
I grant it. " I would fain know then," say you, " why
the same usefulness! joined with the like necessity,
will not as well do in the case before us?" And I,
sir, will as readily tell you : because the understanding
of the parents is to supply the want of it in the mlnority of their children ; and therefore they have a right
not only to use force to make their children apply themselves t o the means of acquiring any art or trade, but to
choose also the trade or calling they shall be of. But
when, being come out of the state of minority, they are
supposecl of years of discretion to choose what they will
design themselves to be, they are also a t liberty to judge
what application and industry they will use for the attaining of it ; and the11 how negligent soever they arc
in the use of the tneans, how averse soever to instructioil
or application, they are past the correction of'a schooImaster, and their parents can no longer choose or design for them what they shall be, nor use force to
prevail with them t o apply theinselves to the use of
those means and helps which are proper t o make them
what they are desigded to be." H e that imagines a
father or tutor may send his son t o school at thirty or
forty years old, and order him to be whipped tl~ere,
or that any indirect and a t a distance usefulness will
authorize hiin to be so used, will be thought fitter to be:
gent thither himself, and there to receive due correction,
W e n you have considered, i t is otherwise in the case
of the magistrate using force your way in rnalters.04'reVOL. VI.
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ligion ; tliat there liis nndcrstanding is not to snpply the
defect of understanding in his sul~jects,and that oilly
fbr a time ; that lie cnnnot choose for any of liis subjccts wliat religion lie ~11311be of, as you yourself confess ; :tncl tlial this powcr of thc mngistrntc, if it be, as
is clainiccl by you, over inen of all ages, parts, and entlowiricnts ; you will 1)crliaps " see some reason why i t
should not do in tlic case before us, as well as in tliat
o f sclioolmnstcss and tutors, though you believe I
cannot assign any." But, sir, will your indirect and
:it a distance usef~~lness,
together with your supposed
necessity, authorize the master of the shoemakers' company to take any one who comes in his hands, and
punish him for not being of the shoemakers' company,
and not coming to their guild, when he, who has a
right to choose of what trade and company he will be,
thinks i t not his interest to be a shoemaker? Nor can
Ilc or any body else imagine that this force, this punishment, is used to make him a good shoemaker, when
it is seen and avowed that the punishments cease, and
they are free from it who enter themselves of the company, whether they are really shoemakers, or in earnest
apply themselves to be so or no. How much it differs
from this, that the magistrate should punish men for
not being of his church, who choose not t o be of it,
and when they are once entered into the communion of
i t are punished no more, though they are as ignorant,
unskilf'ul, and unpractised in the religion of it as before : llow much, I say, this diff'ers from the case I proposed, I leave you to consider. For after all your pretences of using force for the salvation of souls, and consequently to make men really Christians, you are fain t o
allow, and you give reasons fbr it, that force is used
only to those who are out of your church : but whoever
are once in it, are free from force, whether they be
really Christians, and apply themselves t o those things
which are for the salvation of their souls, or no.
As to what you say, that whether they choose i t or
no, they ought to choose it ; for your magistrate's religion is the truc religion, tliat is the questlon betwccn
vou ant1 tlieln : 1)11t bc that as it will, if force bc to be
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used in the case, I have proved that be the magistrate's
religion true or false, he, whilst he believes it to be true,
is under an obligatiori to usc forcc, as if it were true.
But since you think your instance ofchildrenso weighty
and pressing, give tne leave to return you your question :
I ask you then, are not parents as much authorized to
teach their children their religion as they are to teach
them their trade, when they have designed them to i t ?
May they not as lawfully correct them to make them
learn their catechism or the principles of their religion,
as they may to make them learn Clenard's grammar?
O r may they not use force t o make them go t o mass,
or whatever they believe t o be the worship of the
true religion, as to go to school, or to learn any art or
trade? If they may, as I think you will not deny, unless you will say that none but orthodox parents may
teach their children any religion : if they may, I say
then, pray tell me a reason, if your arguments from the
discipline of children be good, why the magistrate may
not use force to bring men to his religion, as well as
parents may use force to instruct children, ancl bring
them up in theirs? When you have considered this,
you will perhaps find some difference between the state
of children and grown men, betwixt those under tutelage, and those who are free and at their own disposal ;
and be incIined to think that those reasons which subject children in their nonage to the use of force, may
not, nor do concern tnen at years of discretion.
You tell us farther, " that commonwealths are instituted for the attaining of all the benefits which
political government can yield: and therefore if the
spiritual and eternal interests of men may any way b e
procured or advanced by political government, the
procuring and advancing those interests inust in all
reason be received amongst the ends of civil society,
and so consequently fall within the compass of the
magistrate's jurisdiction."
Concerning the extent of
the magistrate's jurisdiction, and the ends of civil society, whether the author or you have begged the
question, which is the chief business of Sous 56th and
two or three fbllowingpagcs, I shall leavcit to the readers
1.
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to judge, and bring tlie matter, if you plcnsc, t o a
shorter issue. The question is, whether the magistrate
has any power to interpose force in matters of religion,
or for tlie salvation of souls? The argument against it
is, that civil societies are not constituted for that end,
and the magistrate cannot use force for ends for which
the commonwealth was not constituted.
The end of a commonwealth constituted can be supposed no other than what men in the constitution of,
and entering into it, proposed ; and that could be nothing but protection from such injuries from other men,
which they desiring to avoid, nothing but force could
prevent or remedy; all things but this being as well
attainable by men living in neighbourhood without the
bounds ofa commonwealth, they could propose to themselves no other thing but this in quitting their natural
liberty, and putting themselves under the umpirage of
a civil sovereign, who therefore had the force of all the
members of the commonwealth put into his hands t o
make his decrees to this end be obeyed. Now since no
man or society of men can, by their opinions in religion or ways of worship, do any man who differed
from them any injury, which he could not avoid or
redress if he desired it, without the help of force ; the
punishing any opinion in religion or ways of worship
by the force given the magistrate, could not be intended
by those who constituted or entered into the commonwealth; and so could be no end of it, but quite the
contrary. For force from a stronger hand, to bring a
man to a religion which another thinks the true, being
an injury which in the state of nature every one would
avoid ; protectiori from such injury is one of the ends
of a commonwealth, and so every man has a right to
toleration.
I f you will say that commonwealths are not voluntary
societies constituted by men, and by inen freely entered
into, I shall desire you to prove it,
I n the mean time allowing it you for good, that
commonwealths are constituted by God for ends whicli
he has appointed, without the consent and contrivance
of men : If you say that one of those ends is the pro-
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pagation of the true religion, and the salvation ofmenys
souls ; I shall desire you to show me any such end expressly appointed by God in revelation ; which since,
as you confess, you cannot do, you have rccourse to the
general law of nature ; and what is that ? The law of
reason, whereby every one is commissioned to do good.
And the propagating the true religion for the salvation
of men's souls being doing good, you say, the civil
sovereigns are comniissioned and required by that law
t o use their force for those ends, But since by this law
all civil sovereigns are comnlissioned and obliged alike
to use their coactive power for the propagating the
true religion, and the salvation of souls ; and i t is not
possible for them t o execute such a commission, or
obey that law, but by using force t o bring men to that
religion which they judge the true; by which use of
force much more harm than good would be done towards the propagating the true religion in the world, as I
have showed elsewhere : therefore no such commission,
whose execution would do more harm than good, more
hinder than promote the end for which i t is supposed
given, can be a commission from God by the law of
nature. And this I suppose may satisfy you about the
end of civil societies or commonwealths, and answer
what you say concerning the ends attainable by them.
But that you may not think the great position of
yours, which is so often ushered in with doubtless, for
which you imagine you have sufficient warrant in a misapplied school-maxim, is past over too slightly, and is
not sufficiently answered, I shall give you that farther
satisfaction.
You say, civil societies are instituted for the attaining all the benefits which civil society or political
government can yield;" and the reason you give
for it, " because it has hitherto been universally acknowledged that no power is given in vain :" and
therefore " if I except any of those benefits, I shall bc
obliged to admit that the power of attaining them
was given in vain." And if I do adinit it, no harm
will follow in hum .n aEairs : or if I may borrow an elegant expression of yours out of the foregoing Icaf, " the
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fortune of Europe does not turn upon it." I n the
voluntary institution and bestowing of power, there is
no absurdity or inconvenieace a t all, that power, sufficient for several ends, should be limited by those that
give tile power only to one or some part of them. T h e
power which a general commanding a potent army has,
may be e n o ~ g hto take more towns than one from the
enemy ; or to suppress a domestic sedition ;and yet t h e
power of attaining those benefits, which is in his hand,
will not authorize him to employ the force of the army
therein, if he be commissioned only to besiege and take
one certain place. So it is in a commonwealth. T h e
power that is in the civil sovereign is the force of all
the subjects of the commonwealth, which, supposing it
sufficient for other ends than the preserving the members of the commonwealth in peace from injury and
violence ; yet if those who gave him that power limited
the application of i t t o that sole end, no opinion of any
other benefits attainable by it can authorize him to use
it otherwise.
Our Saviour tells us expressly, that " all power was
given him in heaven and earth," Matt. xxviii. 11.
By which power I imagine you will not say, that the
" spiritual and eternal interest" of those men whom you
think need the help of political force, and of all other
men too, could not any way be procured or advanced ;
and yet if you will hear him in another place, you will
find this power, which, being all power, could certainly
have wrought on all men, limited to a certain number :
lie says, " thou hast given him, [i. e. thy Son] power
over all flesh, that he should give eternal life t o as
many as thou hast given him," John xvii. 2. Whether
your universally acknowledged maxim of logic be true
enough t o authorize you t o say that any part of this
power was given him in vain, and t o enable you to
draw consequences from it, you were best see.
But were your maxim so true that i t proved that
since i t might " indirectly and a t a distance" do some
service towards the " procuring or advancing the spi1.itun1 interest" of some fkw subjects ofa commonwealth,
tlierefbre h r c c was to I)e employed to that end; yet

that will scarce make good this doctrine of yours:
" doubtless, comtnonwealths are instituted for the attaining all those benefits which political government
can yield ; therefore if the spiritual and eternal interests of men may any way be procured or advanced by
politicnl government, the procuring and advancing
those interests must in all reason be reckoned among
the ends of civil societies, and so consequently GI1
within the compass of the magistrate's j urisdictiol~."
For granting it true that " commonwealths are instituted for the attaining all those benefits which political government can yield," it does not follow "that
the procuring and advancing the spiritual and eternal interest" of some few members of the commonwealth by an application ofpower, which indirectly and
a t a distance, or by accident, may do some service that
way, whilst at the same time it prejudices a far greater
number in their civil interests; can with reason be
reckoned among the ends of civil society.
" That comrnonwealtlls are instituted for those ends,
viz. for the procuring, preserving, and advancing
men's civil interests, you say, No man will deny."
T o sacrifice therefore these civil interests of a great
number of people, which are the allowed ends of the
commonwealths, to the uncertain expectation of some
service to be done indirectly and at a distance to a f i r
less number, as experience has always showed those
really converted to the true religion by force to be, if any
a t all; cannot be one of the ends of the commonwealth.
Though the advancing of the spiritual and eternal interest be ofinfinite advantage to the persons who receive
that benefit, yet if it can be thought a benefit to the
commonwealth when it is procured them with the diminishing or destroying the civil interests of great numbers of their fellow-citizens ; then the ravaging of' an
enemy, the plague, or a famine, may be said to bring
a benefit to the commonwealth : for either of these may
indirectly and at a distance do some service towards tile
advancing or procuring the spiritual and ctcrnal interest of some of'those who sufkr in it.
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I n the two lattei paragraphs you except against my
want of exactness, in setting down your opinion I am
arguing against. I-Iad it been any way t o take off the
fbrce of what you say, or that the reader could have
been misled by my words in any part of the question I
was arguing against, you had had reason t o complain:
if not, you had done better to have entertained the
reader with a clearer answer to my argument, than
spent your ink and his time needlessly, t o show such
niceness.
My argument is as good against your tenet in yout
own words, as in mine which you except against : your
words are "doubtless commonwealths are instituted
for the attaining all the benefits which political government can yleld ; and therefore if the spiritual and
eternal interest of men may any way be procured or
advanced by political government, the procuring and
advancing those interests must in all reason be reckoned amongst the ends of civil societies."
T o which I answered, that if this be so, " Then this
position must be true, viz. That all societies whatsoever are instituted for the attaining all the benefits
that they may any way yield; there being nothing
peculiar to civil society in the case, why that society
should be instituted fbr the attaining all the benefits
it can any way yield, and other societies not. By
which argument it will follow, that all societies are
instituted for one and the same end, i. e. for the attainine all the benefits that they can any way yield.
By which account there will be no difference between
church and state, 'a commonwealth and an army, or
between a family and the East India Company; all
which have hitherto been thought distinct sorts of
societies, instituted for diffcrent ends. If your h y
pothesis hold good, one of the ends of' the fiamily
must be to preach the Gospel, and administer the sacraments ; and one business of an army t o teach languages, and propagate religion ; because these are
benefits some way or otllcr attianable by those societies: unless you take want of'commission and authority
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ts be a ~ufficientimpediment : and that will be so in
other cases." T o which you reply, " Nor will it follow
from hence, that all societies are instituted for one and
the same end, (as you imagine it will) unless you suppose all societies enabled by the power they are endued
with to attain the same end, which I believe no man
hitherto did ever affirm. And therefore, notwithstanding this position, there may be still as great a difference
as you please between church and state, a commonwealth and an army, or between a family and the East
India Company : which several societies, as they are
instituted for different ends, so are they likewise furnished with different powers proportionate to their
respective ends." In which the reason you give to
destroy my inference, I am to thank you for, if you understood the force of it, it being the very same I bring
to show that my inference from your way of arguing is
good. I say, that from your way of reasoning about
the ends of government, " I t would follow that all
societies were instituted for one and the same end 5 unless you take want of commission and authority to b'e
a sufficient impediment." And you tell me here it will
not follow, " unless I suppose all societies enabled, by
the power they are endued with, to attain the sa@e
end ;" which in other words is, unless I suppose a11 *he
have in their hands the force of any society to Lave dl
of them the same commission.
The natural force of all the members of any society,
or of those who by the society can be procured to assist
it, is in one sense called the power of that society. This
power or force is generally put into some one or few
bersons' hands with direction and authority how to use
i t ; and this in another sense is called also the power of
the society : and this is the power you here speak of,
arid in these following words, viz. " Several societies,
as they are instituted for different ends ;so likewise are
they furnished with different powers proportionate to
their respective ends." The power therefore of any
society in this sense, is nothing but the authority and
direction given to those that have the manttgernent of
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the force or natural power of the society, how and to
what ends to use it, bv which commission the ends of
societies are known and distinguished. So that all
societies wherein those who are intrusted with the management of the force or natural power of the society,
have comtnission and authority to use the force or natural power of the society to attain the same benefits,
are instituted for the same end. And therefore, if in
all societies those who have the management of the
force or natural power of the society, are commissioned
or authorized to use that force to attain all the benefits
attainable by it, all societies are instituted to the same
end : and so what I said will still be true, viz. 6C That
a famil and an army, a commonwealth and a church,
have a 1 the same end. And if your hypothesis hold
good, one of the ends of a family must be to preach
the Gospel, and administer the sacraments; and one
business of an army to teach languages, and propagate
reli~ion,because these are benefits some way or other
attamable by those societies ; unless you take want of
commission and authority to be a suEcient impediment :
and that will be so too in other cases." T o which you
have said nothing but what does confirm it, which you
will a little better see, when you have considered that
any benefit attainable by force or natural power of a
society, does not prove the society to be instituted for
that end; till ou also show, that those to whom the
management o the force of the society is intrusted, are
commissioned to use it to that end.
And therefore to your next paragraph I shall think
it answer enough to print here, side by side with it,
that paragraph of mine to which you intended i t as an
answer.
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L. 11. p. 118. " It is a benefit
to have true knowledge and philosophy embraced and assented
to, in any civil society or government. But will you say,
therefore, that it is a benefit to

L. 111. p.

58.

T o pour next paragraph, after what
has already been
said, I think it ma
suffic~to say as f o l
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the society, or one of the ends
of government, that all who are
not peripatetics should bc punished, to make Inen find out
the truth, and profess it ? This
indeed might be thought a fit
way to make some men embrace
the peripatetic philosophy, but
not a proper way to find the
truth. For perhaps the peripatetic philosophy may not be
true ;perhaps a great many have
not time nor parts to study it ;
perhaps a great many who have
studied it, cannot be convinced
of the truth of it : and therefore
it cannot be a benefit to the commonwealth, nor one of the ends
of it, that these members of the
society should be disturbed and
diseased to no purpose, when
they are guilty of no fault. For
just the same reason, it cannot
be a benefit to civil society, that
men should be punished in Denmark for not being Lutherans,
in Geneva for not being Calvinists, and in Vienna for not being
papists, as a means to make them
find out the true religion. For
so, upon your grounds,men must
be treated in those places, as well
as in England, for not being of
the church of England. And
then, I beseech you,consider the
great benefit will accrue to
men in society by this method ;
and I suppose it will be a hard
thing for you to prove, That ever
civil governments were instituted
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lows. Though perhaps tlle peripatetic
philosophy may not
be true, (and perhaps
it is no great matter
if' it be not) pet the
true religion is undoubtedly true. And
though perhaps a
great many have not
time nor parts t o
study that philosophy, (and perhaps it
may be no great matter neither if they
have not) yet all that
have the true religion duly tendered
them, have time, and
all, but idiots and
madmen, have parts
likewise to study it,
as much as it is necessary for them t o
study it. And though
perhaps agreat many
who have studied
that philosophy cannot be convinced of
the truth ofit, (which
perhaps is no great
wonder) yet no man
ever studied the true
religion with such
care and diligence as
he might and ought
to use, and with an
honest mind, but he
was convinced of the
truth of it. And that
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to punish men for not being of
this or that sect in religion ;
however by accident, indirectly
and at a distance, it may be an
occasion to one perhaps of a
thousand,or an hundred, tostudy
that controversy, which is all you
expect from it. If it be a benefit,
pray tell me what benefit it is.
A civil benefit it cannot be.
For men's civil interests are disturbed, injured, and impaired
by it. And what spiritual benefit
that can be to any mliltitude of
men, to be punished for dissenting from a false or erroneous profession, I would have you find
out ;unless it be a spiritual benefit to be in danger to be driven
into a wrong way. For if in all
differing sects one is in the
wrong, it is an hundred to one
but that from which any one
dissents, and is punished for dissenting from, is the wrong,"

those who cannot
otherwisebebrought
to do this, shall be a
little disturbed and
diseased to bring
them to it, I take to
be the interest, not
only of those
cular persons w o by
this means may be
brought into the way
of salvation, but of
the commonwealth
likewise, upon these
two accounts.
1.Because the true
religion, which this
method propagate%
makes good men ;
and good men are
always the best subjects, or members of
the commonwealth ;
not only as they do
more sincerely and
zealously promote
the public gaod than other men ; but likewise in regard
af the favour of God, which the often rocure to the
societies of which they are merniers. I n d ,
9. Because this care in any commonwealth, of God's
honour and men's salvation, entitles it to his special
protection and blessing. So that where this method is
used, it proves both a spiritual and a civil benefit tro tbe
commonwealth.
You teII us,
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the true religion is undoubtedly true."

If you had told us too, who is undoubtedly judge of it,
you had put all past doubt :but till you will be pleased
t o determine that, it would be undoubtedly true, that
the king of Denmark is as undoubtedly judge of if at

Copenhagen, and the emperor n t Vienna, as the king
of Englanci in this island: I do not say they judge as
right, but they are by as mucll right judges, and therefore have as much right to punish those whodissent from
Lutheranism and popery in those countries, as any other
civil magistrate has to punish any dissenters from the
national religion any where else. And who can deny
but these briars and thorns laid in their way by the penal
laws of those countries, may cio some service indirectly
and a t a distance, t o bring men there severely and impartially to examine matters of religion, and so to embrace the truth that must save them, which the bare
outward profession of any religion in the world will not
do ?
'' This true religion, which is undoubtedly true, yo11
:ell us too, never any body studied with such care and
diligence as he might and ought to use, and with an
honest mind, but he was convinced of the truth of it."
I f you will resolve it in your short circular way, and
tell me such diligence as one ought to use is such diligence as brings one t o be convinced, it is a question too
easy to be asked. If I should desire to know plainly
what is t o bc understood by it, it would be a question
too hard for you to answer, and therefore I shall not
trouble you with demanding what this diligence, which
a man may and ought to use, is ; nor what you mean
by an honest mind. I only ask you, whether force, your
way applied, be able to produce them ? that so the commonwealth may have the benefits you propose from
men's being convinced of, and consequently embracing, the true religion, which you say nobody can miss,
who is brought to that diligence, and that honest
mind.
T h e benefits to the commonwealth are, 1. " That
the true religion that this method propagates makes
good men, and good men are always the best subjects,
and often procure the favour of God to the society
they are members of." Being forward enough t o grant
that nothing contributes so much to the benefit of
a society, as that it be made up of good men, I began
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presently to give into your method, which promiscs so
sure a way to make men so study the true religion,
that they cannot miss the being convinced of the truth
of it, and so hardly avoid being really of the true religion, and consequently good men. But, that I might
not mistake in a thing of that consequence, I began t o
look about in those countries where force has been made
use of to propagate what you allowed to be the true
religion, and found complaints of as great a scarcity of
good men there, as in other places. A friend whom I
discoursed on this point said, I t might possibly be that
the world had not yet had the benefit of your method :
because law-makers had not et been able to find that
just temper of penalties on w ich our propagation of
the true religion was built ; and t at therefore i t was
great pity you had not yet discovered this great secret,
but it was to be hoped you would. Another, who stood
by, said he did not see how you1 method could make
men it wrought on, and brought to conformity, better
than others, unless corrupt nature w ~ t himpunity were
like t o produce better men in one outward profession
than in another. T o which I replied, That we did not
look on conformists through a due medium ; for if we
did, with you, allow it presumable that all who conformed did it upon conviction, there could be no just
complaint of the scarcity of good men : and so we got
over that difficulty.
T h e second benefit you say your use of force brings
to the commonwealth is, " That this care in any commonwealth, of God's honour and men's salvation, entitles it to his special protection and blessing."-Then
certainly all commonwealths, that have any regard to
the protection and blessing of God, will not neglect to
entitle themselves to it, by using of force to promote
that religion they believe to be true. But I beseech you
what care is this of the honour of God and men's salvation ou speak of? Is it, as you have owned it, a care by
pena ties t o make me11 outwardly conform, and without
any farther care or inquiry to presume that they do it
upon conviction, and with a sincere embracing of, and
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obctlicncc to the truth ? Ilut if the honour of God, and
men's salvation, consists not in an outward conformity
to any ~.eligion,but in something farther ; what blcssing they may expect whose carc gocs so far, and thcn
presume tllc rcst, which is tlic hardest part, and thercfore least to be pl.esumed, the prophet Jeremiah, chap.
xlviii. 10, will tell you, who says, a Curseci be he that
does tile work of the Lord negligently :" which those
who think it is the magistrate's business to use force
to bring men heartily to embrace the truth that must
save them, were best seriously to consider.
Your next paragraph containingnothing but positions
of yours, which you suppose elsewhere proved, and I
elsewhere examined, it is not fit the reader should be
troubled any farther about them.
I once knew a gentleman, who having cracked himself with an ungovernable ambition, could never afterwards hear the place he aimed a t mentioned without
showing marks of his distemper. I know not what the
matter is, that when there comes in your way but the
mention of secular power in your or ecclesiastics'hands,
you cannot contain yourself: we have instances of it in
other parts of your letter; and here again you fall into
a fit, which since it procluces rather marks of your breeding, than arguments for your cause, I shall leave them
as they are to the reader, if ou can make them g o
down with him for reasons fylorn a grave man, or fbr
a sober answer to what I say in that and the following
paragraph.
Much-what of the same size is your ingenious reply
to what I say in the next paragraph, viz. " That commonwealths, or civil societies and governments, if
you will believe the judicious Mr. Hooker, are, as
St. Peter calls them, 1 Pet. ii. 13, civ8pwrlvyx~iurs, the
contrivance and institution of man."
T o which you
smartly reply, for your choler was up, it is well for
St. Peter that he had the judicious Mr. Hooker on his
side." And it would have been well for you too to have
seen that Mr. Hooker's authority was made use of not
to confirm the authority of St. Peter, but to confirm
' I
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that sense 1 gave of St. Peter's words, which is not so
clear in our translation, but that there are those \v110,
as I doubt not but you know, do not allow of' it. But
this being said when passion it seems rather employed
your wit than your judgment, though nothing to thc
purpose, may yet perhaps indirectly and a t a distance
d o some service.
And now, sir, if you can but imagine that men in
the corrupt state of nature might be authorized anti
required by reason, the law of nature, t o avoid the inconveniencies of that state, and to that purpose t o put
the power of governing them into some one or more
men's hands, in such forms, and under such agreements
as they should think fit; (which governors so set over
them for a good end by their own choice, though they
received all their power from those, who by the law of
nature had a power t o confer i t on them, may very fitly
be called powers ordained of God, being chosen and
appointed by those who had authority from God so t o
do : for he that receives commission, limited according
to the discretion of him that gives it, from another who
had authority from his prince so to do, may truly be
said, so far as his commission reaches, t o be appointed
or ordained by the prince himself;) i t may serve as an
answer to your two next paragraphs, and to show that
there is no opposition or difficulty in all that St. Peter,
St. Paul, or the judicious Mr. Hooker says ; nor any
thing, in what either of them says, to your purpose.
And though it be true, those powers that are, are ordained of God ; yet it may nevertheless be true, that
t h e power any one has, and the ends for which he has
it, may be by the contrivance and appointineilt of
men.
T o my saying, " the ends of com~nonwealthsappointed by the institutors of them, could not be their
spiritual and eternal interest, because they could not
stipulate about those one with another, nor submit
this interest t o the power of the society, or ally
sovereign they should set over them."
You reply,
" very true, sir ; but they can submit t o be punished i 1 1
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their temporal interest, if they despise or neglect those
greater interests."
How they can submit to be punished by any men in their temporal interest, for that
which they cannot submit to be judged by any man,
when you can show, I shall admire your politics. Besides, if the compact about matters of religion be, that
those should be punished in their temporal, who neglect
or despise their eternal interest; who, I beseech you,
is by this agreement rather t o be punished, a sober
dissenter, who appears concerned for religion and his
salvation, or an irreligious, profane, or debauched conformist? By such as despise or neglect those greater
interests, you here mean only dissenters from the national religion: for those only you punish, though you
represent them under such a description as belongs not
peculiarly t o them ; but that matters not, so long as it
best suits your occasion.
I n your next paragraph you wonder a t my news from
the West Indies; I suppose because you found it not in
your books of Europe or Asia. But, whatever yo11 may
think, I assure you all the worlci is not Mile-end. But
that poll may be no more surprised with news, let me
ask you, whether it be not possible that men, to whom
the rivers and woods afforded the spontaneous provisions of life, and so, with no private possessioi~sof land
had no enlarged desires after riches or pourer; should
live together in society, make one people of one language under one chieftain, who shall have no other
power but to command them in time of common war
against their common enemies, without any municipal laws, judges, or any person with superiority established amongst them, but ended all their private differences, if any arose, by the extemporary determination of their neighbours, or of arbitrators chosen b y
the parties ; I ask you, whether in such a commonwealth the chieftain, who was the only man of authority amongst them, had any power t o use the force of
the commonwealth to any other end but the defence of
it against an enemy, tbough other benefits were attainable by it ?
VOL. VI.
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1he paragraph of mine to which you mean your next
for an answer, shall answer for itself:

L. 11. p. 123. " You quote the
L. 1II.p. 63. As
author's argument, which lie brines to your next parat o prove that the care of souls is graph, 1 think I
not committed to the magistrate, inight now wllolly
in these wosds : ' I t is not com- pass it over. I shall
mitted to him by God, because it only tell you, that
appears not that God has ever as I have often
given any such authority to one heard, so I hope
man over another, as to cotnpel I shall always hear
any one to his religion.' This, of " religion estawhen first I read it, I confess I blished by law."
thought a good argurnent. But For tho~lgh the
you say, ' this is quite beside the ~nagjstrate's ailbusiness ;' and the reason you give thority can " add
is, ' for the authority of the rnagi- no force or sancstrate is not authority to compel tion to any reliany one to his religion, but only gion, whether true
an authority to procure all his sub- or hlse, nor any
jects the means of discovering the thing to the truth
way of salvation, and to procure or validity of his
withal, as much as in him lies, that own, or any relinone remain ignorant of it,' &c. I gion whatsoever ;"
fearssir, youforgetyourself. The yet I think it
author was not writing against may (lo much toyour new hypotllesis before it was ward the upholclknown in the world. H e rnay be i ~ l gandpresesving
excused, if he had not the gift of the true religion
prophecy, to argue against a no- within his juristion which was not yet started. diction; and in
H e had in view only the laws that respect may
hitherto made, and the punish- properly enough
ments, in matters of religion, in be said to estause in the world. The penalties, blish it.
as I take it, are laid on men for
being of difierent ways of religion : which, what is it
other but t o compel them t o relinquish their own, and
t o conform themselves to that from which they digel-?
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If this be not t o compel them t a the magistrate's religion, pray tell us what is? This must be necessarily
so understood ; unless it can be supposed that the law
intends not to have that done, which with penalties i t
commands to be done ; or that punishments are not
compulsion, not that compulsion the author colnplains
of. T h e law says, Do this, and live; embrace this
doctrine. conform to this way of worship, and be a t
ease and free ; or else be fined, imprisoned, banished,
burned. I f y o u can show among the laws that have
been made in England concerning religion (and I think
I may say any where else), any one that punishes men
' for not having impartially examined the religion they
have embraced or refused,' I think I may yield you the
cause. Law-makers have been generally wiser than t o
make laws that could not be executed : and therefore
their laws were against non-conformists, which could
be known ; and not for impartial examination, which
could not. It was not, then, beside the author's business
to l~rirlgan argument against the persecutions here in
fishion. He did not know that any one, who was so
fi-ee as to acknowledge that the magistrate has not an
a ~ ~ t h o r i to
t y compel any one t o his religion, and thereby
a t once, as you have done, give up all the laws now in
force against the dissenters ; had yet rods in store for
them, and by a new trick would bring them under the
lash of the law, when the old pretences were too much
exploded to serve any longer. Have you never heard
of' such a thing as the religion established by law?
which is, it seems, the lawful religion of a country,
and t o be complied with as such. There being such
things, such notions yet in the world, it was not quite
beside the author's business t o allege, that God never
gave such authority to one man over another as t o
compel any one t o his religion. I will grant, if you
please, religion established by law is a pretty odd way
of speaking in t l ~ emouth of a Christian, and yet it is
much in fashion; as if the magistrate's authority could
add any force or sanction t o any religion, whether true
or false. I am glad t o find you have so far considered
Q
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the magistrate's authority, that you agree with ,the
author, that he hath none to compel men to his religion.
Much less can he, by any establishment of law, add
any thing to the truth or validity of his own, or any
religion whatsoever."
That above annexed is all the answer you think this
paragraph of mine deserves. But yet in that little you
say, you must give me leave to take notice, that if,
as you say, " the magistrate's authority may do much
towards the upholding and preserving the true religion
within his jurisdiction ;"so also may it do much towards
the upholding and preserving of a false religion, and
in that respect, if you say true, may be said to establish
it. For I think I need not mind you here again, that
i t must unavoidably depend upoil liis opinion what shall
be established for true, or rejected as false.
And thus you have my thoughts concerning the most
material of what you say touching the magistrate's commission to use force in matters of religion, together
with some incident places in your answer, which I have
taken notice of as they have come in my way.

CHAPTER 111.
W h o are to be punished by your Scheme.
T o justify the largeness of the author's toleration,
who would not have Jews, Mahometans, and pagans
excludect from the civil rights of the commonwealth,
because of their religion; I said, c 6 I feared it will hardly
be believed, that we pray in earnest for their conversion, if we exclude them from the ordinary and profitable means of it, either by driving them from, or
persetuting them when they are amongst us." You
reply : " now I confess I thought men might live
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quietly enough among us, and enjoy the protection of
the government against all violence and injuries, without being endenizened, or made menibers of the comb
monwealth ; which alone can entitle them to the civil
rights and privileges of it. But as to Jews, Mahometans, and pagans, if any of them do not care to live
among us, unless they may be admitted to the rights
and privileges of the commonwealth ; the refus~ng
them that favour is not, I suppose, to be looked upon
as driving them from us, or excluding them from the
ordinary and probable means of conversion ; but as a
just and necessary caution in a Christian cotnmonwealth, in respect to the members of i t ; who, if such
as profess Judaism, or Mahometanism, or paganism,
were permitted to enjoy the same rights with them,
would be much the more in danger to be seduced by
them ; seeing they would lose no worldly advantage by
such a change of their religion : wtiereas, if they could
not turn to any of those religions, without forfeiting
the civil rights of the cotnmonwealth by doing it, it is
likely they would consider well before they did it, what
ground there was to expect that they should get any
thing by the exchange, which would countervail the
loss they should sustain by it." I thought protection
and impunity of men, not offending in civil things,
might have been accounted the civil rights of the commonwealth, which the author meant : but you, to make
i t seem more, add the word privileges. Let it be so.
Live amongst you then Jews, Mahometans, and pagans
may ; but endenizened they must not be. But why?
Are there not those who are members of your commonwealth, who do not embrace the truth that must save
them, any more than they? What think you of Socinians, papists, anabaptists, quakers, presb terians? If
they do not reject the truth necessary to sa vation, why
do you punish them? Or if some that are in the way
to perdition may be members of the commonwealth,
why must these be excluded upon the account of religion ? For I think there is no great odds, as to saving
of souls, which is the only end for which they are
punished, amongst those religions, each whereof will
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make those who are of it miss salvation. Only if
there be any fear of seducing those who are of the
national church, the danger is most from that religian
which comes nearest to it, and most resembles it.
However, this you think " but a just and necessary
caution in a Christian commonwealth, in respect of
the members of it." I suppose, for you love to speak
doobtfully, these members of a Christian commoi~wealth
you take such care of, are members also of the national
church, whose religion is the true ; and therefore you
call them, in the next paragraph, subjects of Christ's
kingdom, to whom he has a special regard. For dissenters, who are punished to be made good Christians,
t o whom force is used " to bring them to the true religion, and to the communion of the churcl~of God," it
is plain are not in your opinion good Christians, or
of the true religion ; unless you punish them to make
them what they are already. The dissenters, therefore,
who are already perverted, and reject the truth that
must save them, you are not, I suppose, so careful of,
lest they shol-11d be seduced. Those wllo have already
the plague, need not be guarded from infection: tior can
you fear that men so desperately perverse, that penaltics
and punishments, joined to the light and strength of
the truth, have not been able to bring from the opinions they have espoused into the communion of the
churcll, should be seduced to Judaism, Mahometanisn~,
or paganism, neither of' which has the advantage of'trutll
or interest to prevail by. I t is therefbre tt~oneof tlie
national church, as I conclude also from the close of'
this paragraph, where you speak of God's own peculiar
people, whom you think wot11~1be much the more in
danger to be seduced by them,if they M ere endenizened,
since they would lose no worldly advantage by such a
change of their religion, i. e. by quitting the national
church, to turn Jews, Mahometans, or pagans.
This shows, whatever you say of the sufficient means
of instruction provided by the law, how well you think
the inembers of t11e national church are insiructed in
the true religion. I t shows also, whatever you say of
its being presu~nablcthat they cmbl-ace it upon con-
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viction, how much you are satisfied that the members
of the national church are convinced o f t h e truth of the
religion they profess, or rather herd with ; since you
think them in great dangel to change it fbr Judaism,
ma home tan ism,^^ paganism itself upon equal terms,and
because they shall lose no worldly advantage by such
a change. But if the forfeiting the civil rights df the
commonwealth be the proper remedy to keep men in
the communion of the church, why is it used to keep
men from Judaism or paganism, and not f'rom fanaticism ? Upon this account why might not Jews, pagans,
and Mahometans be admitted to the rights of the commonwealth, as far as papists, independents, and quakers?
But you distribute to every one according to your good
pleasure j and doubtless are fully justified by these following words : " And whether this be not a reasonable
and necessary caution, any man may judge, who does
but consider within how few ages after the flood, superstition and idolatry prevailed over the world, and how
apt even God's own peculiar people mere to receive
that mortal infection, notwithstanding all that he did
t o keep them from it."
What the state of religion was in the first ages after
the flood, is so imperfectly known now, that, as I have
showed you i n another place, you can make little advantage to your cause fiom thence. And since it was
the same corruption then, which, as you own, withdraws men now from the true religion, and hinders i t
from prevailing by its own light, wlthout the assistance
of force ; and it is the sanie corruption that keeps dissenters, as well as Jews, Mahometans, and pagans, from
embracing of the truth : why different degrees of punishments should be used to them, till there be found in
them different degrees of obstinacy, would need some
better reason. Why this common pravity of hutnan
nature should make Judaism, Mahometanism, or paganism more catchin8 than any sort of non-conformity,
which hinders men from embracing the true religion ;
so that Jews, Mahometans, and pagans must, for fear of
infecting others, be shut out from the commonwealth,
when others are not, I would fain know? Whatever i t
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was that so disposed the Jews t o idolatry before t h e
captivity, sure it is, they firmly resisted it, and refused
to change, not only where they might have done i t on
equal terms, but have had great advantage to boot ;and
therefore i t is possible that there is something in this
fiatter, which neither you nor I do ftrlly comprehend,
ahd may with a becoming humility sit down and confess,
that in this, as well as other parts of his providence,
God's ways are past finding out. But of this we may
be certain, from this instance of the Jews, that it is not
reasonable to conclude, that because they were once
inclined to idolatry, that therefore they, or any other
people, are in danger to turn pagans, whenever they
shall lose no worldly advantage by such a change. But
if we may oppose nearer and known instances to more
remote and uncertain, look into the world, and tell me,
since Jesus Christ brought life and immortality to light
through the Gospel, where the Christian religion meet.
ing Judaism, Mahometanism, or paganism upon equal
terms, lost so plainly by it, that you have reason to
suspect the members of a Christian commonwealth
would be in danger to be seduced t o either of them, if
they should lose no worldly advantage by such a change
of their religion, rather than likely to increase among
tflem? Till you can find, then, some better reason for
e x c l ~ ~ d i nJews,
g
&c. from the rights of the commonwealth, you must give us leave to look on this as a bare
pretence. Besides, I think you are under a mistake,
which shows your pretence against admitting Jews, Mahometans, and pagans to the civil rights of the commonwealth, is ill grounded ; for what law, I pray, is there in
England, that they who turn t o any of those religions
forfeit the civil rights of the commonwealth by doing
i t ? Such a law I desire you t o show me ; and if you
cannot, all this pretence is out of doors, and men of
your church, since on that account they would lose no
worldly advantage by the change, are in as much danger
t o be seduced, whether Jews, Mahometans, and pagans
are endenizened or no.
But that you may not be thought too gracious, you
tell us, s' That as to pagans particularly, you are so far
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from thinking that they ought not to be excluded from
the civil rights of the commonwealth, because of' their
religion, that you cannot see how their religion can be
suffered by any commonwealth that knows and worships
the only true God, if they would be thought to retain
any jealousy for his honour, or even for that of human
nature." Thus then you order the matter; Jews and
Mahometans may be permitted to live in a Christian
commonwealth with the exercise of their religion, b u t
not be endenizened : pagans may also be permitted t o
live there, but not to have the exercise of their religion,
nor be endenizened.
This, according to the best of my apprehension, is the
sense of your words; for the clearness of your ,thoughts,
or your cause, does not always suffer you to speak
plainly and directly ; as here, having been speaking a
whole page b e f ~ r what
e
usage the persons of Jews, -Mahometans, and pagans were to have, you on a sudden
tell us their religion is not t o be suffered, but say not
what must be done with their persons. For do you think
it reasonable that men, who have any religion, should
live amongst you without the exercise of that religion,
in order to their conversion? which is no other but t o
make them downright irreligious, and render the very
notion of a Deity insignificant, and of no influence t o
them, in order to their conversion. It being less dangerous to religion in general to have men ignorant of a
Deity, and so without any religion, than to have them
acknowledge a superior Being, but yet to teach or allow them to neglect or refuse worshipping him in that
way that they believe he requires, to render them acceptable to him : it being a great deal less fault (and
that which we were every one of us once guilty o f ) t o
be ignorant of him, than, acknowledging a God, not to
pay him the honour which we think due to him. I do
not see therefore how those who retain any jealousy for
the honour of God can permit men to live amongst
them in order to their conversion, and require of them
not to honour God, according t o the best of their knowledge: unless you think it a preparation to your true
religion, to require men sensibly and knowingly to af-
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front the Deity ; and to persuade them that the religion
you would bring them to can allow men to make bold
with the sense they have of him, and to refuse him the
honour which in their consciences they are persuaded
is due t o him, and which n ~ u s to
t them and every body
else appear inconsistent with all religion. Since therefore t o admit their persons without the exercise of their
religion cannot be reasonable, nor conducing t o their
conversion; if the exercise of their religion, as you
say, be not t o be suffered amongst us till they are converted, I do not see how their persons can be suffered
amongst us, if that exception must be added, till they
are converted ; and whether then they are not excluded
from the ordinary means of conversion, I leave you to
consider.
I wonder this necessity had not made you think on
another way of their having the ordinary means ofconversioa, without their living amongst us, that way by
which in the beginning of Christianity it was brought to
the heathen world by the travels and preaching of the
apostles. But the successors of the apostles are not, i t
seems, successors to this part of the commission, G o
and teach all nations. And indeed i t is one thing t o
be an ambassador from God to people that are already
converted, and have provided good benefices ; another
to be an ambassador from Heaven in a countrywhere you
have neither the countenance of the magistrate, nor the
devout obedience of the people. And who sees not
how one is bound t o be zealous for the propagating of
the true religion, and the convincing, converting, and
saving of souls in a country where it is established by
law? who can doubt but that there those who talk so
much of it are in earnest? Though yet some men will
hardly forbear doubting, that those men, however they
pray for it, are not much concerned for the conversion
of pagans, who will neither go t o them to instruct
them, nor suf%er them to come to us for the means of
conversion.
It is true what you say, '' what pagans call religion
is abomination t o the Almigl~ty." But if that requires
any thing from those who retain any jealousy for the
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honour of God, it is something more than barely about
the place where those abominations shall be committed.
The true concern for the honour of God is not, that
idolatry should be shut o r ~ tof England, but that it
should be lessened ever where, and by the light and
preaching of the Gospe be banished out of the world.
If pagans and idolaters are, as you say, the "greatest
dishonot~rconceivab1e to God Almighty," they are as
much so on the other side of Tweed, or the sea, as on
this; for he from his throne equally beholds all the
dwellers upon earth. Those therefore who are truly
jealous for the honour of God, will not, upon the account of his honour, be concerned for their being in
this or that place, while there are idolaters in the world;
but that the number of those who are such a dishonour
to him, shoi~ldevery day be as much as possible diminished, and they be brought to give him his due tribute
of honour and praise in a right way of worship. I t is
in this that a jealousy, which is in earnest for God's
honour, truly sliows itself, in wishing and endeavouring
to abate the abomination, and drive idolatry out of the
world ; not in driving idolaters out of any one country,
or sending them away to places and company, where
they shall find more encouragement to it. I t is a strange
jealousy for the honour of God, that looks not beyond
such a mountain or river as divides a Christian and
pagan country. Wherever idolatry is committed, there
God's honour is concerned ;and thither men's jealousy
for his honour, if it be sincere indeed, will extend, and
be in pain t o lessen and take away the provocation. But
the place God is provoked and dishonoured in, which
is a narrow consideration in respect of the Lord of all
tile earth, will no otherwise employ their zeal, who are
in earnest, than as it may more or less conduce to their
conversion of the offenders.
But if your jealousy for the honour of God engages
you so far against men's committing idolatry in certain
places, that you think those ought to be excluded from
the rights of' the commonwealth, and not to be suffered
t o be denizens, who, according to that place in the Romans brought by you, are " without excuse, because
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when they knew God, they glorified him not as God,
but became vain in their imagination, and changed
the glory of the incorruptible God into an image made
like to corruptible man." I shall only change some of'
the words in the text you cite of Isaiah, " I have baked
, shall I make
part thereof on the coals, and eaten ~ tand
the residue thereof a God? shall I fall down to that
n you
which comes of a plant ?" and so leave t l ~ e ~with
to consider whether your jealousy in earnest carries
you so far as you talk of; and whether when you have
looked about you, you are still of the mind, that those
who do such things shall be disfranchised and sent
away, and the exercise of no such religion be any
where permitted amongst us? for those things are no
less an abomination to God under a Christian than
a pagan name. One word more I have to say to your
jealousy for the honour of God, that if it be any thing
more than in talk, it will set itself no less earnestly
against other abominations, and the practisers of them,
than against that of idolatry.
As to that in Job xxxi. 26, 87, 28, where he says
idolatry is to be punished by the judge ;" this place
alone, were there no other, is sufficient to confirin their
opinion, who conclude that book writ by a Jew. And
how little the punishing of idolatry in that commonwealth concerns our present case, I refer you for information t o the author's letter. But how does your
jealousy for the honour of God carry you to an exclusion of the pagan religion from amongst you, but
y e t admit of the Jewish and Mahometan? Or is not
the honour of God concerned in their denying our
Saviour T
I f we are to look upon Job to have been writ before
the time of Moses, as the author would have it, p. 32,
and so by a stranger to the commonwealth of Israel; it
is plain the general apostasy h e lays so much stress on,
was not spread so far, but that there was a governrrient
by his own confession established out of Judea, free
from, nay zealous against idolatry : and why there
might not be many more as well as this, which we hear
of but by chance, it will concern him to show.
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You g o on, '' But as t o the converting Jews, Mahometans, and pagans to Christianity, I fear there will
be no great progress made in it, till Christians come
t o a better agreement and union among themselves.
I am sure our Saviour prayed that all that should believe in him niight be one in the Father and him,"
(i. e. I suppose in that holy religion which he taught
them from the Father) that the world might believe
that the Father had sent hiin: " and therefore when
he comes to make inquisition, why no more Jews, Mahometans, and pagans have been converted to his religion ; I very much fear, that a great part of the blame
will be found t o lie upon the authors and promoters of
sects and divisions among the professors of i t : which
therefore, I think, all that are guilty, and all that would
not be guilty, ought well t o consider."
I easily grant that " our Saviour prayed that all
might be one in that holy religion which he taught
them," and in that very prayer teaches what that religion is, " This is life eternal, that they might know
thee the only true God, and Jesus Christ, whom thou
hast sent." John xvii. 3. But must it be expected,
that therefore they should all be of one mind in things
not necessary t o salvation? for whatever unity it was
our Saviour prayed for here, it is certain the apostles
themselves did not all of them agree in every thing:
but even the chief of them have had differences
anlongst them in matters of religion, as appears, Gal.
ii. 11.
A n agreement in truths necessary to salvation, and
the maintaining of charity and brotherly kindness with
the diversity of opinions in other things, is that which
will very well consist with Christian unity, and is all
possibly t o be had in this world, in such an incurable
weakness and difference of men's understandings. This
probably would contribute more to the conversion o f
Jews, Mahometans, and pagans, if there were proposed
to them and others, for their admittance into the church,
only the plain simple truths of the Gospel necessary t o
salvation, than a11 the fruitless pudder and talk about
uniting Christians in rriatters of less moment, accord-
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ing to the draught and prescription of a certain set of
Inen any where.
" What blame will lie on the authors and promoters
of sects and divisions," and, let me add, animosities
amongst Christians, " when Christ comes t o make inquisition why no more Jews, Mahometans, and pagans
were converted, they who are concerned ought certainly
well t o consider." And to abate in great measure this
mischief' for the filture, they who talk so much of sects
and divisions, would do well t o consider too, whether
those are not most authors and promoters of sects and
divisions, who impose creeds, and ceremonies, and
articles of men's making; and make things not necessary to salvation, the necessary terms of communion,
excluding and driving from them such as out of conscience and persuasion cannot assent and submit t o
t h e m ; and treating them as if they were utter aliens
from the church of God, and such as were deservedly
shut out as unfit to be members of i t : who narrow
Christianity within bounds of their own making, which
the Gospel knows nothing of; and often, for things by
themselves confessed indifferent, thrust men out oftheir
communion, and then punish them for not being of it.
Who sees not, but the bond of uliity might be preserved, in the different persuasions of men, concerning
things not necessary to salvation, if they were not made
necessary to church communion ? What two thinking
men of the church of' England are there, who diEer not
one fiom the other in several material points of religion, who nevertheless are members ofthe same church,
and in unity one with another? Make but one of those
points the Shibboleth of a party, and erect it into an
article of the national church, and they are presently
divided ; and he of the two, whose judvment happens
not t o agree with national orthodoxy, 1s immediately
cut off from communion. Who I beseech you is it in
this czse that makes the sect? Is it not those who contract the church of Christ within limits of their own
contrivance 2 who, by articles and ceremonies of their
own forming, separate from their comrnunioil all that
have not persuasions which jnst jump with their model?
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I t is frivolous here t o pretend authority. No man
has or can have authority to shut any one out of the
church of Christ, for that for which Christ himsclf will
not shut him out of heaven. Whosoever does so, is
truly the author and promoter of schism and division,
sets up a sect, and tears in pieces the church of Christ,
of which every one who believes, and practises what is
necessary to salvation, is a part and rnember ; and cannot, without tlie guilt of schism, be separated from, or
kept out of its external communion. In this " lording
i t over the heritage of God,' 1 Pet. v. 2, 3, and thus
overseeing by imposition on the unwilling, aud not consenting, (which seems to be the meaning of St. Peter)
most of the lasting sects which so mangle Christianity
had their original, and continue to have their support:
and were i t not for these established sects under the
specious names of national churches, which, by their
contracted and arbitrary limits of communion, justify
against themselves the separation and like narrowness
of' others ; the difference of' opinions wllicll do not so
much begin to be, as to appear and be cwned under
toleration, would either make no sect 110s division ; or
else, if they were so extravagant as to be opposite t o
what is necessary to salvation, and so necessitate a separation ; ttle clear light of tlie Gospel, joined with a
strict discipline of manners, would quickly chase them
out of the world. But whilst needless impositions and
moot poirlts in divinity are established by the penal laws
of kingdoms, and the specious pretences of authority ;
what hope is there, that there should be such an union
amongst Christians any where, as might invite a rational
Turk or infidel to embrace a religion, whereof he is told
they have a revelation from God, which yet in some
places he is not suffered t o read, and in no place shall
he Ire permitted to understand for himself, or to follow
according to the best of his understanding, when it shall
at all thwart (though in things cotifessed not necessary
t o salvation) any of those select points of doctrine, discipline, or outward worship, whereof the national church
has been pleased t o make up its articles,. polity, and
ceremmies? And I ask, what a sober senslble heathen
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must think of the divisions amongst Christians not
owing to toleration, if he should find in an island, where
Christianity seems to be in its greatest purity, the south
and north parts establishing churches upon the differences of only whether fewer or more, thus and thus
chosen, should govern ; though the revelation they both
pretend to be their rule, say nothing directly one way
or the other : each contending wit1 ,o much eagerness,
that they deny each other to be churches of Christ, that
is, in eflect, to be trne Christians? To which, if one
should add transubstantiation, consubstantiation, real
presence, articles and distinctions set up by men without authority from Scripture ; and other less differences,
which good Christians may dissent about without endangering their salvation, established by law in the several parts of Christendom : I ask, whether the rnagistrates' interposing in nlatters of religion, and establishing national churches by the force and penalties of
civil laws, with their distinct (and a t home reputed
necessary) confessions and ceremonies, do not by law
and power authorize and perpetuate sects among Christians, t o the great prejudice of Christianity, and scandal to infidels, more than any thing that can arise fiom
a mutual toleration, with charity and a good life?
Those who have so much in their ~nouths, " the
authors of sects and divisions," with so little advantage
t o their cause, I shall desire to consider, whether national churches, established as now they are, are not as
much sects and divisions in Christianity, as smaller collections, under the name of distinct churches, are in
respect of the national? Only with this difference, that
these subdivisions and discountenanced sects, wanting
power to enforce their peculiar doctrines and discipline,
usually live more friendly like Christians, and seem only
t o demand Christian liberty; whereby there is less appearance of unchristian division among them ; whereas
those national sects, being backed by the civil power,
which they never fail to make use of; a t least as a pretence of authority over their brethren, usually breathe
out nothing but fbrce and persecution, to the great reproach, shame, and dishonour of the Christian religion.
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'I said, " that if the magistrates would severely and
impartially set themselves against vice in whomsoever
it is found, and leave men to their own consciences in
their articles of faith and ways of worship, true religion
would spread wider, and be more fruitful in the lives
of its professors than ever hitherto it has done by the
imposing of creeds and ceremonies." Here 1 call only
immorality of manners vice : you, on the contrary, in
your answer, give the name of vice to errors in opinion,
and difference in ways of worship horn the national
church ;for this is the matter in question between us,
express i t as you please. This being a c0nte.t only
about the signification of a short syllable in the English
tongue, we must leave to the masters of that l a n g u a ~ e
t o judge which of these two is the proper use of it.
But et, from my using the word vice, you conclude present y, taking it in your sense, not mine, that the magistrate has a power in England, for England we are
speaking of, to pur~ish dissenters from the national
religion, because it is a vice. I will, if you please, in
what I said, change the word vice into that I meant
by it, and say thus: if the magistrates will severely and
impartially set themselves against the dishonesty and
debauchery of men's lives, and such immoralities as I
contra-distinguish from errors in speculative opiniolls
of religion and ways of worship: and then pray see
how your answer will look, for thus i t runs:
It
seems, then, with you, the rejecting the true religion,
and refusing to worship God in decent ways prescribed
by those to whom God has left the ordering of'those
matters, are not comprehended in the name vice."
But you tell me, " If I except these things, and will
not allow them t o be called by the name of vice, perhaps other men may think i t as reasonable to except
some other things (i. e. from b e ~ n gcalled vices) which
they have a kindness for: for instance, some may
perhaps except arbitrary divorce, polygamy, concubinage, simple fornication, or marrying within degrees thought forbidden." Let them except these,
and, if you will, drunkenness, theft, and murder too,
from the name of vice; nay, call them virtues: will
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they, by their calling them so, be exempt from the
magistrate's power of punishing them? O r can they
claim an impunity by what I have said? Will these
immoralities, by the names any one shall give, or forbear to give them, " become articles of faith, or ways
of worship?" Which is all, as I expressly say in the
words you here cite of mine, that I would have the
magistrates leave men to their own consciences in. But,
sir, you have, for me, liberty of conscience to use words
in what sense you please ; only I think, where another
is concerned, i t savours more of ingenuity and love of
truth, rather t o mind the sense of him that speaks, than
to make a dust and noise with a mistaken word, if any
such advantage were given you.
You say, that some men would, through carelessness, never acquaint themselves with the truths which
must save them, without being forced to do it, which
(you suppose) may be very true, notwithstanding that
(as I say) some are called a t the third hour, some a t
the ninth, and some at the eleventh hour; and, whenever they are called, they embrace all the truths necessary to salvation. A t least I do not show why i t may
not : and therefore this may be no slip, for any thing
I have said to prove i t to be one." This I take not t o
be an answer t o my argument, which was, that, since
some are not called till the eleventh hour, nobody can
know who those are, " who would never acquaint themselves with those truths that must save them, without
force," which is therefore necessary, and may, indirectlyand a t a distance, do them some service. Whether
that was my argument or no, I leave the reader t o
judge ; but that you may not mistake i t now again, I
tell you here it is so, and needs another answer.
Your way of using punishments, in short, is this, that
all that conform not to the national church, where i t is
true, as in England, should be punished: what for?
c c to make them consider."
This I told you had something of impracticable. T o which you reply, that you
used tlie word only in another sense, which I mistook.
Whether I mistook your meaning in the use of that
word or no, or whether it was natural so t o take it, or
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whether that opinion which I charged on you by that
mistake, when you tell us, " that not examining is indeed the next end for which they are p~xnished," be
not your opinion, let us leave to the reader ; for, when
you have that word in what sense you please, what I
said will be nevertheless true, viz. " That to punish
dissenters, as dissenters, to make them consider, has
sotnething impracticable in it, unless not to be of the
national religion, and not to consider, be the same
thing." These words you answer nothing to, having,
as you thought, a great advantage of talking about my
mistake of your word only. But unless you will suppose not t o be of the national church, and not to consider, be the same thing, it will follow, that to punish
dissenters, as dissenters, t o make them consider, has
something of impracticable in it.
T h e law punishes all dissenters : for what ? T o make
them all conform, that is evident: to what end? T o
make them all consider, say you : that cannot be, for it
says nothing of it ; nor is i t certain that all dissenters
have not considered ; nor is there any care taken by the
law to inquire whether they have considered, when they
do conform ; yet this was the end intended by the magistrate. So, then, with you it is practicable and allowable, in making laws, for the legislator to lay punishments by law on men, for an end which they may be
ignorant of, for he says nothing of it ; on men, whom
he never takes care t o inquire whether they have done
i t OT no, before he relax the punishment, which had no
other next end but t o make them do it. But though
he says nothing of considering, in laying on the penalties, nor asks any thing about it when he takes them
off, yet every body must understand that he so meant
it. Sir, Sancho Pancha, in the government of his
island, did not expect that men should understand his
meaning by his gaping ; but in another island it seems,
if you had the management, you would not thinkit t o
have any thing of impracticable or impolitic in i t : for
how far the provision of means of instruction takes
this off, we shall see in another place. And, lastly, t o
lay punishments on men for an end which is already atR 2
'
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tained, for some among the dissenters may have considered, is what other law-rnakers look on as impracticable, or at least unjust. But t o this you answer, in
your usual way of circle, That " if" I " suppose you
are for punishing dissenters whether they consider or
no," I " am in a great mistake ; for the dissenters
(which is my word, not yours) whom" you " are for
punishing, are only such as reject the true religion proposed to them, with reasons and arguments sufficient
to convince them of the truth of it, who therefore can
never be supposed to consider those reasons and arguments as they ought, whilst they persist in rejecting
that religion, or (in my language) continue dissenters ;
for, if they did so consider them, they would not continue dissenters." O f the fault for which men were
to be punished, distinguished from the end for which
they were to be punished, we heard nothing, as I remember, in the first draught of your scheme, which we
had in '(the argument considered," &c. But I doubt
not but in your general terms you will be able to find
it, or what else you please: for now having spoken
out, that men who are of a different religion ii-om
the true, which has been tendered them with sufficient evidence, (and who are they whom the wise
and benign Disposer and Governor of all things has
not furnished with competent means of salvation) are
criminal, and are by the magistrate to be punished
as such, it is necessary your scheme should be completed ; and whither that will carry you it is easy to
see.
But pray, sir, are there no conformists that so reject
the true religion ? and would you have them punished,
too, as you here profess? Make that practicable by your
scheme, and you have done something to persuade us
that your end in earnest, in the use of fbrce, is to make
men consider, understand, and be of the true religion ;
and that the rejecting the true religion, tendered with
sufficient evidence, is the crime \vhich bond3de you
would have punished ;and, till you do this, all that you
xnay say concerning punishing men to make them
consicler as they ought, to mabe them receive the true
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religion, to make them embrace the truth that must
save them," &c. will, with all sober, judicious, and unbiassed readers, pass only for the mark of great zeal, if
it scape amongst men as warm and as sagacious as you
are, a harsher name ; whilst those conforn~ists, who
neglect matters of religion, who reject the saving truths
of the Gospel, as visibly and as certainly as any dissenters, have yet no penalties laid upon them.
You talk much '' of considering and not considering
as one ought; of embracing and rejecting the true religion," and abundance more to this purpose ; which
all, however very good and savoury words, that look
very well, when you come t o the application of force
to procure that end expressed in them, amount t o no
more but conformity and non-conformity. If you see
not this, I pity you ; for I would fain think you a fair
man, who means well, though you have not lit upon
the right way to the end you propose : but if you see
it, and persist in your use of these good expressions to
lead men into a mistake in this matter; consider what
my pagans and Mahometans could do worse t o serve a
bad cause.
Whatever you may imagine, I write so in this argument, as I have before my eyes the :~ccountI shall one
day render for my intention and regard to truth in the
management of it. I look on myself as liable to error
as others; but this I am sure of', I would neither
impose on you, myself, nor any body; and should be
very glad t o have the truth in this point clearly
established; and therefore it is, I desire you again t o
examine, whether all the ends ou name to be intended
by your use of force, do in e ect, when force is to be
your way put in practice, reach any farther than bare
outward conformity? Pray consider whether it be not
that which makes you so shy of the tern] dissenters,
which you tell me is mine, not your word. Since none
are, by your scheme, to be punished, but those w h o
do not conform t o the national religion, d i ~ s ~ n t e r Is ,
think, is the proper name to call them by ; and I can
see no reason you have t o boggle at it, unless your
opinion has something in it you are unwilling sholild
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be spoke out, and called by its right aame: but, whether you like it or no, persecution and persecution
of dissenters are names that belong to it as it stands
now.
And now I think I may leave you your question,
wherein you ask, " But cannot dissenters be punished
fbr not being of the national religion, as the fault, and
yet only to :mke them consider, as the end for which
they are punished ?" to be answered by yourself, or t o
be used again, where you think there is any need of
so nice a distinction, as between the fault for which
men are punished by laws, and tlie end for which they
are punished. For to me I confess i t is hard to find any
other immediate end of punishment in the intention of
human laws but the amendment of the fault punished ;
though it may be subordinate to other and remoter
ends. If the law be only to punish non-conformity,
one may truly say, to cure that f&ult, or to produce
conformity, is the end of that law; and there is nothing else immediately aimed at by that law but conformity ; and whatever else it tends to as an end must
be only as a consequence of conformity, whether it be
edification, increase of charity, or saving of souls, or
whatever else may be thought a consequence of conformity. So that in a law, which with penalties requires conformity, and nothing else, one cannot say,
properly I think, that consideration is the end of that
law; unless consideration be a consequence of conformity, to which conformity is subordinate, and does
naturally conduce, or else is necessary t o it.
T o my arguing that it is unjust as well as impracticable, you reply, " Where the national church is the
true church of God, to which all men ought to join
themselves, and sufficient evidence is offered to convince men that it is so: there i t is a fault to be out
of the national church, because i t is a fault not to be
convinced that the nat,ional church is that true church
of God. And therefore since there men's not being
so convinced can only be imputed t o their not considering as they ought the evidence which is offered
to convince them, it cannot be unjust to punish them
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t o make them so to consider it." Pray tell me, whicli
is a man's duty, to be of' the national chr~rclifirst, ; or
to be convinced first that its religion is true, aud then
t o be of i t ? If it be his duty to be cotlvincecl first,
why then do you punish him for not being of it, when
i t is his duty to be convinced of the truth of its religion before it is liis duty to be of i t ? If'yoil say it
Is his duty to be of it first, why then is not force used
to him afterwards, though he be still ignos:int and unconvinced? But you answer, '' I t is his fault not to
be convinced." What, every one's fault cvcry where?
No, you limit it to places where " suffic~entevidence
is offered to convince men that the national church is
the true church of God." T o which pray let me add,
the national church is so the true church of God, that
nobody out of its communion can embrace the truth
that must save him, or be in the way to salvation. For
if' a man may be in the way to salvation out of the
national church, he is enough in the true church, and
needs no force to bring him into any other: for when
a man is in the way to salvation, there is no necessity
of force t o bring him into any church of any denotnination in order t o his salvation. So that not to be of
the national church, though true, will not be a fault
which the magistrate has a right to punish, until sufficient evidence is offered to prove that a man cannot
be saved out of it. Now since you tell us that by
sufficient evidence you mean such as will certainly win
assent, when you have offered such evidence to convince men that the national church, any where, is so
the true church that men cannot be saved out of its
communion, I think I may allow them to be so faulty
as to deserve what punishment you shall think fit. I f
you hope to mend the matter by the following words,
where you say, that where such " evidence is offered,
there men's not being convinced can only be imputed
t o men's not considering as they ought," they will not
help you. For " to consider as they ought" being,
by your own interpretation, " to consider so as not to
resect ;" then your answer amounts to just thus much,
6L $hat i t is a fault not to be convinced that the national

church is the true church of God, where sufficient
evidence is offered to convince men that it is so. Sufficient evidence is such as will certainly gain assent
with those who consider as they ought, i. e. who consider so as not to reject, or to be moved heartily to
embrace," which I think is to be convinced. Who
call have the heart now to den any of this? Can
there be any thing surer, than t at men's not being
couvinced, is to be in~putedto them if they are not
convinced, where such evidence is offered to them as
does convince then12 And to punish all such you have
my free consent.
Whether all you say have any thing more in it than
this, I appeal to my readers : and should willingly do
it to you, did not I fear that the jumbling of those
good and plausible words in your head, " of sufficient
evidence," " consider as orie ought," &c. might a little
jargogle your thoughts, and lead you hoodwinked the
round of your own beaten circle. This is a danger
those are much exposed to who accustom themselves
to relative and doubtful terms, and so put together,
that, though asunder they signify something, yet,
when their meaning comes to be cast up as they are
placed, it amounts to just nothing.
You go on, " What justice it would be for the magistrate to punish one for not being a Cartesian, it will
be time enough to consider when I have proved it to
be as necessary fbr Inen to be Cartesians, as it is to be
Christians, or members of God's church." This will
be a much better answer to what I said, when you have
proved that to be a Christian, or a member of God's
church, it is necessary for a dissenter to be of the
church of England. If it be not justice to punish a
man for not being a Cartesian, because it is not as necessary to be a Cartesian as to be a Christian ; I fear
the same argument will hold against punishing a man
for not using the cross in baptism, or not kneeling a t
the Lord's Supper; and it will lie on you to prove that
it is as necessary to use the cross in baptism, or kneeling at the Lord's Supper, as it is to be a Christian : for
if they are not as necessary as it is to be a Christian,
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you cannot, by your own rule, without injustice, punish
men for not conforming t o a church wherein they are
made an indispensable part of conformity; and by this
rule i t will be injustice to punish any man for not
being of that church wherein any thing is required
not necessary t o salvation; for that, I think, is the
necessity of being a Christian.
T o show the unreasonableness of punishing dissenters
to make them examine, I said, "that so they were punished for not having offended against a law ; for there
is no law of the land that requires them to examine."
Your reply is, that " you think the contrary is plain
enough: for where the laws provide sufficient means
of instruction in the true religion, and then require all
men to embrace that religion ; you think the most natural construction of those laws is, that they require
men to embrace it upon instruction and conviction, as
it cannot be expected they should do without examining the grounds upon which it stands." Your answer
were very true, if' they could not embrace without examining and conviction. But since there is a shorter
way to embracing, which costs no more pains than
walking as far as the church, your answer no more
proves that the law requires examining, than if a man
a t Harwich being subpoenaed to appear in WestminsterHall next term, you should say the subpoena required
him t o come by sea, because there was sufficient means
provided for his passage in the ordinary boat that by
appointment goes constantly fiom Harwich to Londoi~:
but he, taking it to be more for his ease and despatch,
goes the shorter way by land, and finds that having
made his appearance in court as was required, the law
is satisfied, and there is no inquiry made what way he
came thither.
I f therefore men can embrace so as to satisfy the law
without examining, and i t be true that they so " fly
from the means of' right information, are so negligent
in, and averse t o examining," that there is need of
penalties to make them do it, as you tell us at large ;
how is i t a natural construction of those laws, that they
require men t o examine, which having provided suf-
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ficient means of instruction, require men only to con.
form, without saying any thing of examining? especially
when the cause assigned by you of men's neglecting to
examine, is not want of " means of instruction, but
want of penalties to overbalance their aversion" to the
using those means ; which you yourself confess, where
you say, " When the best provision is made that can
be, for the instruction of the people, you fear a great
part of them will still need penalties to bring them to
hear and receive instruction :" and therefore perhaps
the remainder of that paragraph, when you have considered it again, will not appear so impertinent a declamation as you are pleased to think it : for it charged
your method, as it then stood, of punishing men for not
considering and examining, with these absurdities, that
i t punished men for not doing that which the law did
not require of them, nor declare the neglect of to be a
fault ; contrary to the ends of all laws, contrary to the
common sense of mankind, and the practice of' all lawmakers; who always first declared the fault, and then
denounced penalties against those who after a time
set should be found guilty of it. I t charged your
method, that it allows not impunity to the innocent,
but punishes whole tribes together, the innocent with
the guilty; and that the thing designed in the law was
not mentioned in it, but left to the people, whose
fault was want of consideration, to be by consideration
found out.
To avoid these absurdities, you have reformed your
scheme, and now in your reply own, with the frankest
persecutors, that you punish men downright for their
religion, and that to be a dissenter from the true religion is a fault to be punished by the magistrate. This
indeed is plain dealing, and clears your method from
these abfiurdities as long as you keep to it : but whereever you tell us, that your laws are to make Inen hear, to
make men consider, to make men examine ;whilst the
laws themselves say nothing of hearing, considering,
and examining; there you are still chargeable with all
these absurdities : nor will the distinction, which without any difference you wotlld set up, bet\veen the
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fault for which men were to be punished, and the end
for which they are to be punished, do you any service

herein, as I have showed you in another place.
T o what I said, L. 11. from p. 88 to p. 95, concerning
those who by your scheme are to be punished, you
having thought fit not t o answer any thing, I shall here
oRer it to your consideration :
6 6 Let us inquire, first, Who it is you would have be
punished. In the place above cited, they are those
who are got into a wrong way, and are deaf to all persuasions. If these are the Inen t o be punished, let a
law be made against them : you have my consent; and
that is the proper course t o have ofl'enders punished.
For you do not, I hope, intend to punish any fault by
a law, which you do not name in the law ; nor make a
law against any fault you would not have punished.
And now, i f y & are sincere, and in earnest, and are,
as a fair man should be, for what your words plainly
signify, and nothing else ; what will such a law serve
for? Men in the wrong way are to be punished : but
who are in the wrong way is the question. You have
m more reason to determine it against one who differs
from you, than he has to conclude against you, who
differ from him: no, not though you have the magistrate and the national church on your side. For if
to differ from them be to be in the wrong way, you,
who are in the right way in England, will be in the
wrong way in France. Every one here must be judge
for himself; and your law will reach nobody, till you
have convinced him he is in the wrong way : and then
there will be no need of punishment to make him consider; unless you will affirm again what you have denied, and have men punished fbr embracing the religion they believe to be true, when it differs from
yours or the public.
" Besides being in the wrong way, those whom you
wollld have punished must be such as are deaf t o all
persuasions. But any such, I suppose, you will hardly
find, who hearken t o nobody, not to those of their own
way. If you mean by deaf t o all persuasions, all per-
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suasions of a contrary party, or of a different church ;
such, I suppose, you may abundantly find in your own
church, as well as elsewhere ; and I presume t o them
you are so charitable, that you would not have them
punished for not lending on ear to seducers. For constancy in the truth, and perseverance in the faith, is,
I hope, rather to be encouraged, than by any penalties
checked in the orthodox. And your church, doubtless, as well as all others, is orthodox t o itself in all its
tenets. I f you mean by all persuasion, all your persuasion, or all persuasion of those of your communion,
yo11 do but beg the question, and suppose you have a
right t o punish those who differ from, and will not
comply with you.
'< Your next words are,-'
When men fly from the
means of a right information, and will not so much as
consider how reasonable it is thoroughly and impartially to examine a religion, which they embraced upon
such inducements as ought t o have no sway at all in
the matter, and therefore with little or no examination
of the proper grounds of i t ; what human method can
be used t o bring them to act like men, in an affair of
such consequence, and t o make a wiser and more rational choice, but that of laying such penalties upon
them, as may balance the weight of those prejudices
which inclined them to prefer a false way before the
true, and recover them to so much sobriety and reflection, as seriously to put the question to themselves,
Whether it be really worth the while to undergo such
inconveniencies for adhering t o a religion, which, fbr
any thing they know, may be false, or for rejecting
another (if that be the case) which, for any thing they
know, may be true, till they have brought it to the bar
of reason, and given it a fair trial there ?'-Hese you
again bring in such as prefer a false way before a true :
t o which having answered already, I shall here say no
more, but that, since our church will not allow those
to be in a false way who are out of the church of Rome,
because the church of Rome, which pretends infallibility, declares hers to be the only true way ;certainly
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no one of our church, nor any other, which claims
not infallibility, can require any one to take the testimony of any church, as a sufficient proof of the truth
of her own doctrine. So that true and false, as it
coininonly happens, when we suppose them for ourselves, or our party, in efTect signify just nothing, or
nothing to the purpose ; unless we can think that true
or false in England, which will not be so at Rome or
Geneva; and vice usrsb. As for the rest of the description of those, on whom you are here laying penalties ; I beseech you consider whether i t will not belong
to any of your churcl~,let it be what it will. Consider, I say, if tberc be none in your church ' who have
embraced her religion upon such inducements as ought
t o have no sway at all in the matter, and therefore
with little or no exai~iinationof the proper grounds of
i t ; who have not bcen inclined by prejudices; who
do not adhere to a religion, which, for any thing they
know, may be false; and who have rejected another,
which, for any thing they Bnow, may be true.' I f y o u
have any such in your communion, and it will be an
admirable, though I fear but a little flock, that has
none such in it, consider well what you have done.
You have prepared rods for them, for which I imagine
they will con you no thanks. For to make any tolerable sense of what you here propose, it must be understood that you would have men of all religions
punished, to make thein cotlsider ' whether it be really
worth the while to undergo such inconveniencies for
adhering to a religion, which, for any thing they know,
may be false.' I f you hope t o avoid that, by what you
have said of true and false ; and pretend that the supposed preference of the true way in your church ought
to preserve its members from your punishment ; you
manifestly trifle. For every church's testimony, that
i t has clloseil in the true way, must be taken for itself;
and then none will be liable ; and your new invention
of punishment is come to nothing : or else the differing churches' testimonies must be taken one for an
other; and then they will be all out of the true way,
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and your church need penalties as well as the rest.
So that, upon your principles, they must all or none be
punished. Choose which you please ; one of them, I
think, you cannot escape.
" What you say in the next words : 'Where instruction, if stiffly refused, and all admonitions and persuasions prove vain and ineffectual ;' differs nothin,rr, but
in the way of expressing, from deaf t o all persuasions ;
and so that is answered already.
" I n another place, you give us another clescription
of those you think ought t o be punished, in these
words: Those who refuse to embrace the doctrine, and
submit to the spiritual government of the proper ministers of religion, who by special designation are
appointed t o exhort, admonish, reprove,' &c. Here,
then, thoD, t o be punished, 'are such who refuse t o embrace the doctri~ie,and submit t o the government of
the proper ministers of religion.' Whereby we are as
much still a t uncertainty as we were before, who those
are who, by your scheme, and laws suitable to it, are
t o be punished; since every church has, as i t thinks,
its proper ministers of religion; and if you mean
those that refuse to embrace the doctrine, and submit
t o the government of the ministers of another church,
then all men will be guilty, and must be punished,
even those of your own chusch as well as others. If
you mean those who refuse, &c. the ministers of their
own church, very few will incur your penalties ; but
if by these proper ministers of religion the ministers
of some particular church are intended, why do you
not name i t ? Why are you so reserved in a matter,
wherein, if you speak not out, all the rest that you say
will be to no purpose? Are men to be punished for
refusing to embrace the doctrine, and submit t o the
government of the proper ministers of the church of
Geneva? For this time, since you have declared
nothing t o the contrary, let me suppose you of that
church, and then, I am sure, that is it that you would
name : for of whatever church you are, if you think
the ministers of any one church ought to be hearkened
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to and obeyed, i t must be those of your own. There
are persons to be punished, you say. This you contend
for all through your book, and lay so much stress on
it, that you make the preservation and propagation of
religion, and the salvation of souls, to depend on it ;
and yet you describe them by so general and equivocal
marks, that, unless it be upon suppositions which nobody will grant you, I dare say neither you nor any
body else will be able to find one guilty. Pray find
me, if you can, a man whom you can judicially prove
(for he that is to be punished by law must be fairly
tried) is in a wrong way, in respect of his faith ; I
mean, ' who is deaf to all persuasions, who flies from all
means of a right information, who refuses to embrace
the doctrine, and submit t o the government of the
spiritual pastors.' And, when you have done that, I
think I may allow you what power you please to punish
him, without any prejudice to the toleration the author
of the letter proposes.
" But why, I pray, all this boggling, all this loose
talking, as if you knew not what you meant, or durst
not speak it out? Would you be for punishing somebody, you know not whom? I do not think so ill of
you. Let me then speak out for you. The evidence
of the argument has convinced you that men ought
not to be persecuted for their religion; that the severities in use amongst Christians cannot be defended ;
that the magistrate has not authority to compel any
one t o his religion. This you are forced to yield. But
you would fain retain some power in the magistrate's
hands to punish dissenters, upon a new pretence, viz.
not for having embraced the doctrine and worship
they believe t o be true and right, but for not having
well considered their own and the magistrate's religion.
T o show you that I do not speak wholly without book,
give me leave to mind you of one passage of yours :
the words are, ' Penalties to put them upon a serious
and impartial examination of the controversy between
the magistrates and them.' Though these words be
not intended t o teU us who you would have punished,
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yet it may be plainly inferred from them. And they
more clearly point out whom you aini at than all the
foregoing places, where you seem to, and should, describe them. For they are such as between whom and
the magistrate there is a controversy ; that is, in short,
who differ from the magistrate in religion. And now,
indeed, you have given us a note by which these you
would have punishetl may bc known. We have, with
much ado, found out at laat whom it is we may presume
you would have punished. Which in other cases is
r~suallynot verv difficult, because there the faults t o
be amended eas'ily design the persons to be corrected.
But yours is a new method, and unlike all that ever
went before it.
" In the next place, let us see for what you would
have them punished. You tell us, and it will easily
be granted you, that not to examine and weigh impartially, and without pre,judice or pas~ion,all which,
for shortness'sake, we will express by this one word
consider, the religion one embraces or refuses, is a
fault very common, and very prejudicial to true religion, and the salvation of men's souls. But penalties
and punishments are very necessary, say you, to remedy this evil.
" Let us see now how you apply this remedy. Therefore, say you, let all dissenters be punished. W h y ?
Have no dissenters considered of religion? Or have all
confornlists considered ? That you yourself will not
say. Your project, therefore, is just as reasonable as
if a lethargy growing epidemical in England, you
should propose to have a law made to blister and
scarify and shave the heads of all who wear gowns;
though it be certain that neither all who wear gowns
are lethargic, nor all who are lethargic wear gowns :
'< Dit te, Damasippe, Deaeque
Verum ob consilium donent tomre.

For there could not be certainly a more learned advice, than that one man should be pulled by the ears,

because another is asleep. This, when you have considered of it again (for I find, according t o your principle, all men have now and then need to be jogged),
you will, I guess, be convinced is not like a fhir physician, to apply a remedy to a disease ; but, like an enraged enemy, to vent one's spleen upon a party. Common sense, as well as colnlnorl justice, requires, that
the remedies of laws and penalties should be directed
against the evil that is to be removed, wherever it be
found. And if the punishment you think so necessary
, as you pretend, to cure the mischief you complain
01, you must let it pursue, and fall on the guilty, and
those only, in what company soever they are ; and not,
as you here propose, and is the highest injustice, punish
the innocent considering dissenter, with the guilty ;
and on the other side, let the inconsiderate guilty conformist escape, with the innocent. For one may rationally presume that the national church has some,
nay more, in proportion, of those who little consider
or concern themselves about religon, than any congregation of dissenters. For conscience, or the care of
their souls, being once laid aside ; interest of' course,
leads men into that society, where the protection and
cour~tenanceof the government, and hopes of preferment, bid fairest to all their remaining desires. So that
if careless, negligent, inconsiderate men in matters of
religion, who, without being forced, would not consider,
are to be roused into a care of their souls, and a search
after truth, by punishments ; the national religion, in
all countries, will certainly have a right to the greatest
share of those punishments, at least, not to be wholly
exempt from them.
" This is that which the author of the letter, as I
remember, complains of, and that justly, viz. That the
pretended care of men's souls always expresses itself;
in those who would have force any way tnade use of t o
that end, in very unequal methods ; some persons being
to be treated with severity, whilst others guilty of the
same fidults, are not to be so much as touched. Though
yo11 are got pretty well out of the deep mud, and
VOL. VI.
s
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renounce punishments directly for religion; yet yon
stick still in this part of the mire; whilst you would
have dissenters punished to make them consider, but
would not have any thing done to conformists, though
ever so negligent in this point of considering. The author's letter pleased me, because it is equal to all mankind, is direct, and will, I think, hold every where ;
which I take to be a good mark of truth. For I shall
always suspect that neither t o comport with the truth
of religion, or the design of the Gospel, which is suited
to only some one country or party. What is true and
good in England, will be true and good a t Rome too,
in China or Geneva. But whether your great and only
method for the propagating of truth, by bringing the
inconsiderate by punishments t o consider, would, according to your way of applying your punishments only
t o dissenters from the national religion, be of-use in
those countries, or any where but where you suppose
the magistrate to be in the right ; judge you. Pray,
sir, consider a little, whether prejud~cehas not some
share in your way of arguing, for this is your position :
Men are generally negligent in examining the g r o ~ ~ n d s
of their religion. This I grant. But could there be a
more wild and incoherent consequence drawn from it,
than this ;therefore dissenters must be punished 3"All this you are pleased t o pass over without the
least notice : but perhaps you think you have made me
full satisfaction in your answer to my demand, who are
t o be punished ? We will here therefore consider that
as i t stands, where you tell us, " Those who are to be
punished according to the whole tenour of your answer,
are no other but such, as having sufficient evidence
tendered them of the true religion, do yet reject it:
whether utterly refusing to consider that evidence, or
not considering as they ought, viz. with such care and
diligence as the matter deserves and requires, and with
honest and unbiassed minds ; and what difficulty there
is in this, you say, you cannot imagine." You promised you would tell the world who they were, plainly
and directly. And though you tell us, you cannot
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imagine what dificulty there is in this your account of
who are to be punished, yet there are some things in it,
that make it to my apprehension not very plain and
direct. For first they must be only those who have
the true religion tendered them with sufficient evidence ;
wherein there appears some difficulty to me, who shall
be judge what is the true religion: and for that, in
every country it is most probable the magistrate will
be. I f you think of any other, pray tell us. Next
there seems some difficulty t o know, who shall be judge
what is sufficient evidence. For where a man is to b e
punished by law, he must be convicted of being guilty ;
which since in this case he cannot be, unless it b e
proved he has had the true religion tendered to him
with sufficient evidence, i t is necessary that somebody
there must be judge what is the true religion, and what
is sufficient evidence ; and others to prove it has been
so tendered. I f you were t o be of the jury, we know
what would be your verdict concerning sufficient evidence, by these words of yours, " T o say that a man
who has the true religion proposed to him with sufficient
evidence of its truth, may consider i t as he ought, or
do his utmost in considering, and yet not perceive the
truth of it, is neither more nor less than t o say that
sufficient evidence is not sufficient : for what does any
man mean by sufficient evidence, but such as will certainly win assent wherever it is duly considered?" Upon
which his conforming, or not conforming, would without any further questions determine the point. But
whether the rest of the jury could upon this be able
ever t o bring in any man guilty, and so liable to punishment, is a question. For if sufficient evidence be only
that which certainly wins assent, wherever a man does
his utmost in considering ; i t will be very hard t o prove
that a man who rejects the true religion has had i t tendered with sufficient evidence, because i t will be very
hard t o prove he has not done his utmost in considering
it. So that, notwithstanding all you have here said, t o
punish any man by your method is not yet so very
practicable.
s 2
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Rut you clear all in your following words, tvhich sx? ,
"there is nothing more evident than that those who reject
the true religion are culpable, and deserve to be punished." By whom ? By men : that is so far from bein5
evident, as you talk, that it will require better proofs
than I have yet seen for it. Next you say, " It is
easy enough to know when Inen reject the true religion." Yes, when the true religion is known, and
agreed on what shall be taken to be so in judicial proceedings, wl~ichcan scarce be till it is agreed who
shall dekermine what is true religion, and what not.
Suppose a penalty should in the university be laid on
those who rejected the true peripatetic doctrine, could
that law be executed on any one, unless it were agreed
who should be judge what was the true peripatetic
doctrine ? Ifyou say it may be known out of Aristotle's
writings : then I answer, that it would be a more reasonable law to lay the penalty on any one, who rejected
the doctrine contained in the books allowed to be Aristotle's, and printed under his name. You may apply
this to the true religion, and the books of the Scripture,
if' you please : though, after all, there must be a judge
agreed on, to determine what doctrines are contained
in either of those writings, before the law can be practicableBut you go on to prove, that " it is easy to know
when men reject the true religion : for, say you, that
requires no more than that we know that that religion
was tendered to them with suficient evidence of the
truth of it. And that it may be tendered to men with
such evidence, and that it may be known when it is so
tendered, these things, you say, you take leave here to
suppose." You suppose then more than can be allowed
you. For that it can be judicially known that the true
religion has been tendered to any one with sufficient evidence, is what I deny, and that for reasons above-mentioned, which, were there no other difficulty in it, were
sufficient to show the impracticableness of your method.
You conclude this paragraph thus, c 6 which is all that
needs be said upon this head to show the consistency
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and practicableness of this method : and what do you
any where say against this?" Whet!~er I say any thing
or no agnitlst it, I will bring a friend of yours that will
S;LY that dissenters ought to be punished for being out
of'thc communion of' the church of England. I will
ask you now, how it can be proved that such an one
is guilty of rejecting the one only true religion ? Perllaps it is because he scruples the cross in baptism, or
Bmodfathers and godmothers as they are used, or kneeling at the Lord's Supper ; perhaps it is because he cannot pronounce all damned that believe not all Athanasius's Creed ; or cannot join arith some of those
repetitions in our Common Prayer ; thinking them t o
come within the prohibition of our Saviour; each of
which shuts a man out from the communion of the
church of England, as much as if he denied Jesus
Christ to be the Son of God. Now, sir, I beseech you,
how can i t be known, that ever sufficient evidence was
tendered to such a dissenter to prove, that what he rejects is a part of that one only true religion, which unless he be of, he cannot be saved ? Or indeed how can i t
be known, that any dissenter rejects that one only true
religion, when being punished barely for not conforming, he is never asked, what part i t is he dissents fiom
or rejects? And so i t may be some of those things
which I imagine will always want sufficient evidence t o
prove them t o be parts of that only one true religion,
without the hearty embracing wliereof no man can be
saved.
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CHAPTER IV.
WAat Degrees of Punishment.
How much soever you have endeavoured to reform
the doctrine of persecution to make it serve your turn,
and give it the colour of care and zeal for the true religion in the country where alone you are concerned
it should be made use of; yet you have laboured in
vain, and done no more, but given the old engine a
new varnish to set it off the better, and make it look
less frightful : for, by what has been said in the foregoing chapters, I think it will appear, that if any magistrate have power to punish men inmatters of religior,,
all have ; and that dissenters from the national religion
must be punished ever where or no where. T h e horrid cruelties that in a1 ages, and of late in our view,
have been committed under the name, and upon the
account of religion, give so just an offence and abhorrence to all who have any remains, not only of religion,
but humanity left, that the world is ashamed to own
it. This objection therefore, as much as words or professions can do, you have laboured t o fence against;
and to exempt your design from the suspicion of any
severities, you take care in every page almost to let us
hear of moderate force, moderate penalties ; but all in
vain : and I doubt not but when this part too is examined, it will appear, that as you neither have, nor can
limit the power of punishing to any distinct sort of magistrates, nor exempt from punishment the dissenters
from any national religion: so neither have, nor can
you, limit the punishment to any degree short of the
highest, if you will use punishments at all in matters of
religion. What you have done in this point besides
giving us good words, I will 11ow examine.
You tell me, " I havc takol a liberty which will need
11;1rtlon," becausc I say, " You have l)!ainly yicldccl the
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question by owning those greater severities to bc improper and unfit." But if I shall make i t out, that
those are as proper and fit as your inoderate penalties ;
and that if you will use one, you must come to the
other, as will appear from what you yourself say ;whatever you may think, I shall not imagine other readers
will conclude I have taken too great liberty, or shall
much need pardon. For if, as you say in the next page,
" authority may reasonably and justly use some degrees
of force where i t is needful ;" I say they n ~ a yalso use
any degree of force where it is needful. Now upon
your grounds, fire and sword, tormenting and undoing,
and those other punishments which you condemn, will
be needful, even to torments of the highest severity,
and be as necessary as those moderate penalties which
you will not name. For I ask you, to what purpose do
you use any degrees of force ? I s it t o prevail with men
t o do something that is in their power, or that is not?
T h e latter I suppose you will not say, till your love of
force is so increased, that you shall think it necessary
t o be made use of to produce impossibilities : if force
then be t o be used only t o bring men to do what is in
their power, what is the necessity you assign of it ? only
this, as I remember, viz. That " when gentle admonitions and earnest entreaties will not prevail, what other
means is there left but force 3" And I, upon the same
ground, reply : I f lesser degrees of force will not prevail, what other means is there left but greater? If'the
lowest degree of force be necessary where gentler means
will not prevail, because there is no other means left ;
higher degrees of force are necessary, where lower will
not prevail, for the same reason. Unless you will say
all degrees of force work alike ; and that lower penalties prevail as mucli on inen as greater, and will equally
bring them to do what is in their power. I f so, a fillip
on the forehead, or a farthing ~nulct,inay be penalty
enough t o bring Inen to what you propose. But if you
shall laugh a t these, as being for their sinallness insufficient, and tl~crcforewill think it necessary to increase
them ; I say, wherever experience shows any clegree of
fbrce to be insufficient to prcvail, there will be stiil the
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same necessity to incl-case it. For wherever the end
is necessary, ancl force is the means, the only rneans
left to procure it, both which you suppose in our case ;
tlierc it will be found always necessary to increase the
degrees of force, where the lower prove ineffectual, as
well till you come to the highest as wlien you begin
with the lowest. So that in your present case I do not
wonder you use so many shifts, as I shall sliow by and
by you do, to decline naming the highest degree of
what you call moderate. If any degree be necessary,
you cannot assign any one, condemn i t in words as
much as you please, which may not be so, and which
you must not come t o the use of. I f there be no sucll
necessity of force as will justify those higher degrees
of' it, which are severities you condemn ; neither will
it justify the use of' your lower degrees.
If; as you tell us, " false religions prevail against t h e
true, merely by the advantage they have in the corruption and pravity of human nature left t o itself unbridled by authority;" if the not receiving the true
religion be a mark and effect merely of the prevalency
of the corruption of human nature ; may not, nay, must
riot the magistrate, if less will not do, use his utmost
force to bring men to the true religion ? his force being
given him to suppress that corruption ; especially since
you give it for a measure of the force to be used, that
i t must be " so much, as without which ordinarily they
will not embrace the truth that must save them." What
ordinarily signifies liere to make any determinate measure, is hard to guess ; but signify i t what i t will, so
much force must be used, as " without which men will
not embrace the truth ;"which, if i t signify any thing
intelligible, requires, tliat where lower degrees will not
do, .greater must be used, till you come to what will
ord~narilydo ; but what tliat ordinarily is, no man can
tell. If one man will not be wrouglit on by as little
force as another, must not greater degrees of force be
used to him ? Shall tlic inag~stratewho is obliged to do
what lies in him, be escuseil, ibr letting Iliin be damned,
witlio~itthe use of all tlic Incans that wcrc in his power?
Arid will it bc suflicicut fbr liirn to j)lc:~tl,tliitt though
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he clid not a11 that Iny in him, yct he did what ordinarily
prevailed, or what prevailed on several others ? Force,
if that be the remedy, must be proportioned to the opposition. If the dose tliat has frequently wrought on
others, will not purge a man whose life lies on it; must
it not therefore be made sufficient and effectual, because it will be more than what is called ordinary? Or
can any one say the physician has done his duty, who
lets his patient in an extraordinary case perish in the
use of only moderate remedies, and pronounces him
incurable, before he has tried the utmost he can with
the powerfullest remedies which are in his reach ?
Having renounced loss of estate, corporal punishments, imprisonment, and such sort of severities, as
unfit t o be used in matters of religion ;you ask, '' Will
i t follow from hence that the magistrate has no right
t o use any force a t all ?" Yes, it will follow, till you
give some answer to what I say in that place, viz. " That
if you give up punishments of a man in his person, liberty, and estate, I think we need not stand with you
But this
for any punishments may be made use of."
you pass by without any notice. I doubt not but you
will here think you have a ready answer, by telling me,
you mean only " depriving men of their estates, maiming them with corporal punishments, starving and tormenting them in noisome prisons," and other such severities which you have by name excepted ; but lower
penalties may yet be used: for penalties is the word
you carefully use, and disclaim that of punishment, as
if you disowi~cdthe thing. I wish you would tefl us
too by name what those lower penalties are you would
have used, as well as by name you tell us those severities you disallow. 'l'hey may not maim a man with
corporal punishments ; may they use any corporal punishments at all? They may not starve and torment
thein in noisome prisons for religion ;that you condemil
as much as I. May they put them in any prison a t
:dl ? 'l'hey iiiay not deprive men of their estates : I suppose you incan their tvl~oleestates : May they take away
half, or 3 (111;1rtcr, or an hundredtll part ? I t is strange
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you should be able to name the degrees of severity that
will hinder more than promote the progress of religion,
and cannot name those degrees that will promote rather
than hinder it ; that those who would take their measures by you, and follow your scheme, might know how
t o proceed so, as not to do more harm than good : for
since you are so certain, that there are degrees of punishments or penalties that will do good, and other degrees of them that will do harm ;ought you not to have
told us, what that true degree is, or how it may be
known, without which all your goodly scheme is of no
use ? For allowing all you have said to be as true as you
would have it, no good can be done without showing
the just measure of punishment to be used.
If the degree be too great, it will, you confess, do
harm : can one then not err on the other hand, by using
too little 2 If you say so, we are agreed, and I desire no
better toleration. If therefore too great will do harm,
and too little, in your opinion, will do no good ; you
ought to tell us the just mean. This I pressed upon
you ; whereof that the reader may be judge, I shall here
trouble him with the repetition :
6 6 There is a third thing, that you are as tender and
reserved in, as either naming the criminals to be punished, or positively telling us the end for which they
should be punished ; and that is, with what sort of'penalties, what degree of punishment, they should be forced.
You are indeed so gracious to them, that you renounce
the severities and penalties hitherto made use of. You
tell us, they should be but moderate penalties. But if
we ask you what are moderate penalties, you confess
you cannot tell us : so that by moderate here, you yet
mean nothing. You tell us, the outward force to be applied, should be duly tempered. But what that due temper is, you do not, or cannot say ; and so, in effect, it
signifies just nothing. Yet if in this you are not plain
and direct, all the restofyour design will signify nothing.
For it being to have some men, and to some end punished ;yet if i t cannot be found what punishment is to
be used, it is, notwitlistailcli~~g
all you have said, utterly
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useless. You tell us modestly, That to determine
precisely the just measure of the punishment, will reuire some consideration. I f thc faults were precisely
jetermined, and could be proved, it would require no
more consideration t o determine the measure of thc
punishment in this, than it would in any other case,
where those were known. But where the fault is undefined, and the guilt not to be proved, as I suppose i t
will be found in this present business of examining ; i t
will without doubt require consideration to proportion
the force t o the design : just so much consideration as
it will require t o fit a coat to the moon, or proportion
a shoe t o the feet of those who inhabit her. For to
proportion a punishment to a fault that you do not name,
and so we in charity ought to think you do not yetknow,
and a fault that when you have named it, i t will be impossible to be proved who are or are not guilty of it, will,
I suppose, require as much consideration as to fit a shoe
t o feet whose size and shape are not known.
" However, you offer some measures whereby t o regulate your punishments ; which, when they are looked
into, will be found to be just as good as none, they
being impossible to be any rule in the case. T h e first
is, So much force, or such penalties as are ordinarily
sufficient t o prevail with men of common discretion,
and not desperately perverse and obstinate, to weigh
matters of religion carefully and impartially, and without which ordinarily they will not do this. Where i t is
to be observed :
"First,That who are thesemen of common discretion,
is as hard to know, as to know what is a fit degree of
punishment in the case ;and so you do but regulate one
uncertainty by another. Some men will be apt to think,
that he who will not weigh matters of religion, which
are of infinite concernment to him, without punishment, cannot in reason be thought a man of common discretion. Many women of' common discretion
enough to manage the ordinary affairs of their families,
are not able to read a page in an ordinary author,
or to understand anti give an account what it means,
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when read to them. Many men of common discretion
in their callings are not able to judge when an argument is conclusive or no ;much less to trace it through
a long train of consequences. What penalties shall be
sufficient to prevail with such, who upon examination,
I fear, will not be found to make the least part of'mankind, to examine and weigh matters of religion carefully
and impartially ? The law allows all to have common
discretion, for whom it has not provided guardians or
Bedlam. So that, in effect,, your men of common discrction, are all men, not judged idiots or madmen :and
penalties sufficient to prevail with men of common
discretion are penalties sufficient to prevail with all
men but idiots and madmen ;which what a measure it
is to regulate penalties by, let all men of common discretion judge.
L 6 Secondly, You may be pleased to consider, that
a11 men of the same degree of discretion are not apt
t o be moved by the same degree of penalties. Some
are of a more yielding, some of a more stiff temper ;and
what is sufficient to prevail on one is not half enough
to move the other; though both men of common discretion. So that common discretion will be here of
no use to determine the measure of punishment:
especially, when in the same clause you except men
desperately perverse and obstinate; who are as hard
t o be known, as what you seek, viz. the just proportions
of punishments necessary to prevail with men to consider, examine, and weigh matters of religion :wherein
if a man tells you he has considered, he has weighed,
he has examined, and so goes on in his former course,
it is impossible for you ever to know whether he has
done his duty, or whether he be desperately perverse
and obstiliate. So that this exception signifies just
nothing.
6' There are many things in your use of force and
penalties, different from any I ever met with elsewhere.
One of them, this clause of yours concerning the
ilieasurc of punishments, now under consideration,
ofyers Ine : wherein you proportion your punishments
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only to tllc yielding and corrigiblc, not to thc pcrversc
and obstinate; contrary t o the colnmon discretion
\vhich has hitilerto made laws in other cases, wllicll levels the punishments against refractory offenders, nncl
never spares them because they are obstinate. This
however I will not bla~neas an oversight in you. Your
new method, which aims a t such impracticable and inconsistent things as laws cannot bear, nor penalties be
useful to, forced you to it. T h e uselessness, absurdity,
and unreasonableness of great severities, you had acknowledged in the foregoing paragraphs ; dissenters
you would have brought to coes~clerby moderate penalties. They lie under them; but whether they have
considered or no, for that you cannot tell, they still
continue dissenters. What is t o be done now? Why*
the incurable are to be left t o God, as you tell 11s.
Your punishments were not meant to prevail on the
desperately perverse and obstinate, as you tell us here.
And so, whatever be the success, youi. punishments
are however justified."
T h e fullness of your answer to my question, '' Wit11
what punishments?" made you possibly pass by these
two or three pages without making any particular reply
t o any thing I said in them : we will therefore examine
that answer of yours, where you tell us, " T h a t having
in your answer declared that you take the severities so
often mentioned (which either destroy men, or make
them miserable) t o be utterly unapt and improper (for
reasons there given) to bring men t o embrace the truth
that must save them: but just how far within those
bounds that fbrce extends itself, which is really serviceable to that end, you do not presume t o determine."
T o determine how far moderate force reaches, when i t
is necessary t o your business that i t should be determined, is not presuming : you might with more reason
have called it presuming to talk of moderate penalties,
and not t o be able t o determine what you mean by
them ; or t o promise, as you do, that you will tell plainly
and directly, with what punishments ; and here t o tell
us, you d o not presume to determine. But you give a
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reason for this modesty of yours, in what follo~~s,
where
you tell Inc, 1have not sllown any carlsc w11y you should.
And yct you may find, in what is above repeated to you,
these worcis, '' If in this you are not plain and disect,
all the rest of your dcsign will signify nothing." But
had I failed in showing any cause why you should ; and
your charity woulci not eriliglltell us, unless driven by
my reasons ; 1 dare say yet, if I have not sho\vn any
cause why you should determine in this point, I call
show a cause why you should not. For I will be answerable to you, that you cannot name any degree of
punishment, which will not be either so great, as to
come among those you condemn, and show what your
moderation, what your aversion to persecution is ; or
else too little to attain those ends for which you propose
it. But whatever you tell me, that I have shown no
cause why you should determine, I thought it might have
passed for a cause why you should determine more
particularly, that, as you will find in those pages, I had
proved that the measures you offer, whereby t o regulate
your punishments, are just as good as none.
Your measures in your " argument considered," and
which you repeat here again, are in these words : " so
much force, or such penalties as are ordinarily sufficient
to prevail with inen of common discretion, and not
desperately perverse, to weigh matters of religion carefully and impartially, and without which ordinarily
they will not do this ;so tnuch force, or such penalties
may fitly and ,reasonably be used for the promoting
true religion in the world, and the salvation of souls.
And what just exception this is liable to,. you do not
tinderstand." Some of the exceptions it is liable to, you
might have seen in what I have here again caused to be
reprinted, if you had thought them worth your notice.
But you go on to tell us here, '' that when you speak
of' men of cornlnon discretion, and not desperately perverse and obstinate, you think it is plain enough, that
by common discretion you exclude not idiots only, and
such as we usually call madmen, but likewise the desperately perverse a i ~ cobstinate,
.
who perhaps inay well
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enough clescrvc that name, though they bc not wont
to be sent to I3etllam."
Wliethcr by this yo1111:~veat all taken off the dificulty, and sliowii your mcasure to be any at all in the
use of force, I lenvc the rcndcr to judge. I aslted, since
great ones are unfit, what degrees of punisliment or
force are to be used? You answer, " SO inucli force,
arid such penal ties as are ordinarily suficient to prevail
with men ofordinary discretion." I tell you i t is as hard
to know who those men of common discretion are, as
what degree of punishment you would have used ;unless we will take the " determination of the law, which
allows all to have common discretion, for whom it has
not provided guardians or Bedlam :" so that in effect,
your men of common discretion are all men not judged
idiots or madmen. T o clear this,.you tell us, '' when you
speak of men of common discretion, and not desperately
perverse and obstinate, you think i t is plain enougb, by
common discretion you exclude not idiots only, and
such as are usually called madmen, but likewise the
desperately perverse and obstinate." I t may be you
did, fbr you best know what you meant in writing : but
if by men of common discretion, you excluded the
desperately perverse and obstinate, let us put what you
meant by the words, men of common discretion, in the
place of those words themselves, and then, according to
your meaning, yourrulestands thus :penalties ordinarily
sufficient to prevail with men not desperately perverse
and obstinate, and with men not desperately perverse
and obstinate: so that a t last, by men of common
discretion, either you excluded only idiots and madmen ;
or if we must take your word for it, that by them you
excluded likewise the desperately perverse and obstinate, a ~ l dso meant something else ; i t is plain, you
incant only a very useless and insignificant tautology.
You g o on, and tell us, " If the penalties you speak
of, be intended for the curing men's unreasonable
prejudices and refractoriness against the true religion,
then the reason why the desperately perverse and obstinate are not to be regarded in measuring these
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penalties, is very apparent. For as remedies arc not
provided for the incurable, so in the preparing and
tempering tliem, regard is to be had only to those for
whom they are designed." Which, true or false, is
nothing to the purpose, in a place where you profess to
inform us, what punishments are to be used. We are
inquiring who are the desperately perverse andobstinate,
and not whether they are to be punished or no. You pretend to give us a rule to know what degrees of force arc
to be used, and tell us, " it is so much as is ordinarily sufficient to prevail with men of common discretion, and
not desperately perverse and obstinate." We again
ask, who are your men of common discretion ? You tell
us, " such as are not madmen or idiots, or desperately
perverse and obstinate."
Very well, but who are
those desperately perverse and obstinate, how shall we
know them ? and to this you tell us, " they are not t o
be regarded in measuring these penalties." Whereby
certainly w e have got a plain measure of your moderate
penalties. No, not yet ; you go on in your next paragraph to perfect it, where you say, " T o prevent a little
cavil, it may be needful to note that there are depees
of perverseness and obstinacy, and that men may be
erverse and obstinate without being desperately so.''
go then now we have your measure complete ; and to
determine the just degrees of punishments, and to clear
up the doubt, who are the desperately perverse and
obstinate, we need but be told that " there are degrees
of perverseness and obstinacy ;" and that men may be
perverse and obstinate without being desperately so :
and that therefore "some perverse and obstinate persons
may be thought curable, though such as are desperately
so, cannot." But does all this tell us who are the
desperately perverse and obstinate ? which is the thing
we want to be informed in ; nor till you have told us
that, have you ~Semovedthe objection.
But if by desperately perverse and obstinate, you will
tell us, you meant those, that are not wrought upon
by your moderate penalties, as you seen1 to intimate in
your reason why the desperately perverse and obstinate
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are not to bc rcgtrdecl in measuring thesc pcnaltics:
" fbr," say you, "as remedies are not provided for the
incurable ; so in preparing and tempering them, regard
is to he had only to those for whom they are designod."
So that by the desperately perverse and obstinate, you
will perhaps say, it was plain you meant the incurable ;
for you ordinarily shift off the doubtfulness of one
place, by appealing to as doubtful an expression in
another. If you say, then, that by desperately perverse and obstinate, you mean incurable; I ask you
again by what incurable? by your lower degrees of
force ? For I hope, where force is proper to work, those
who are not wrought on by lower degrees may yet be
by higher. If you mean so, then your answer will
amount t o thus much: moderate penalties are such as
are sufficient to prevail on those who are not desperately
perverse and obstinate. The desperately perverse and
obstinate are those who are incurable, and the incnrable
are those on whom moderate penalties are not sufficient
to prevail : whereby at last we have got a sure measure
of what are moderate penalties; just such an one, as
if having a sovereign universal medicine put iato your
hand, which will never fail if you can hit the right
dose, which the inventor tells you must be moderate :
you should ask him what was the moderate quantity it
is to be given i n ; and he should answer, in such a
quantity as was ordinarily suficieilt to work on cornmon
constitutions, and not desperately perverse and obstinate. And to your asking again, who \sere of despcrately perverse and obstinate constitutions? I t should
be answered, those that werc incurable. And who were
incurable? Those whom a moderate cluatltity would not
work on. And thus to your satisfaction, you know the
moderate dose by the desperately perverse and obyirlate i and the desperately perverse and obstisatc by
being incurable; and the incurable by the modcrate
(b2e. For if, as ypu say, remedies are not fiovlcled for
the incurable, ant1 none but moderate penalties aredo
be rovided,is it not plain that you mean, that all that
wil not be wrought on by your moderate pendtiss are
in your scnsc incurab1e ?
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To ease you, sir, of justifying yourself, and showing
that I have mistaken you, do but tell us positively
what in penalties is the highest degree of moderate;
who are desperately perverse and obstinate; or who
are incurable ; without this relative and circular way
of defining one by the other ; and I will yield myself
t o have mistaken you, as much as you please.
If by incurable ou mean such as no penalties, no
punishments, no orce is sufficient to work on; then
your n~easureof moderate penalties will be this, that
they are such as are sufficient to prevail with men not
incurable, i. e. who cannot be prevailed on b l any
punishments, any force whatsoever ; which wil be a
measure of moderate punishments, wbich (whatsoever
you do) some will not be very apt to approve of.
But let us suppose by these marks, since you will
afford us no better, that we can find who are desperately
perverse and obstinate, we are yet as far as ever from
finding the measures of your moderate punishments,
till it can be known what degree of force it is, that is
ordinarily sufficient to prevail with all that are men of
common discretion, and not desperately perverse and
obstinate ; for you are told, that all men of the same
degree of discretion are not apt to be moved with the
same degree of penalties : but to this too you answer
nothing, and so we are still without any rule or means
of knowing how to adjust your punishments, that
being ordinaril sufficient to prevail upon one, the
double whereo is not ordinarily sufficient to prevail
on another.
I tell you in the same place, cc that you have given
us in another place something like another boundary
t o your moderate penalties : but when examined, it
proves just like the rest, amusing us only with good
words, so put together as to have no direct meaning;
an art very much in use amongst some sort of learned
men : the words are these : Such penalties as may not
tempt persona who have any concern for their eternal
salvation (and those who have none, ought not to be
considered) to renounce a religion which they believe
to be true, or profess one which they do not believe
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to be so.' If by any concern, you mean such as men
ougl~tto have fbr their eternal salvation ; by this rule
you inay make your punishments as great as you
lease; and all the severities you have disclaimed may
e! brought in play again : for none of those will be
able to make a man, who is truly concerned for his
eternal salvation, renounce a religion he believes to be
true, or profess one he does not believe to be so, If by
those who have any concern? you mean such who have
some faint wishes for happiness hereafter, and would
be glad to have things go well with them in the other
world, but will venture nothing in this world for it;
these the moderatest punishments you can imagine will
make to change their religion. If by any concern, you
mean whatever may be between these two; the degrees
are so infinite, that to proportion your punishments
by that, is to have no measure of them at all." T o
which all the reply I can find is only this, " that there
are degrees of carelessness in men of' their salvation,
as well as of concern for it. So that sl~cllas have
some concern for their salvation, may yet be careless
of it to a great degree. And therefore if those who
have any concern for their salvation, deserve regard
slid pity, then so may soine careless persons : though
tliosc who have no concern for their salvation deserve
not to be considered, wliicli spoils a little haranguc
you give us," p. 382. If you think this to be an
answer to what I said, or that it can satisfy one concerning the wgy of knowing what degrees of pnnisliment are to be used, pray tell us so. The inquiry is,
" what degrees of punishment will tempt a'inan, who
has any concern for his eternal salvation, to renounce
a religion he believes to be true ?" And it iu answered,
'6 There are degrees of carelessness in men of their
salvativq, aa well as concern for it." A happy digcovery : what is the use of i t ? '.' So that siicli as have
some concern for their salvation may yet be careless
of it to 4 great degree," Very true : by this we inay
know vhat degree of force is to be used. No, not a
word af that ; but the inference is, " and therefore, if
those who linvc any corlcern for their snlvation dcscrve
T?
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regard and pity, then so may somc careless persons ;
though those who have no concern for their salvatiol~
deserve not to be considered." And by this time we
know what degree of force will make a man, who has
any concern for his salvation, renounce a religion he
believes true, and profess one he does not believe to be
so. This might do well at cross questions : but you are
satisfied with what you have done, and what that is,
you tell me in the next words, " which spoils a little
harangue of yours given us," p. 382. The harangue,
I suppose, is contained in these words :
" One thing I cannot but take notice of in this
assage before I leave it: and that is, that you say
[ere, those who have no concern for their salvation
deserve not to be considered. I n other parts of your
letter you pretend to have compassion on the careless, and provide remedies for them ; but here of a
sudden your charity fails you, and you give them up
t o eternal perdition, without the least regard, the least
pity, and say, they deserve not to be considered. Our
Saviour's rule was, the sick and not the whole need
a physician : your rule here is, those that are careless
are not to be considered, but are to be left to themselves. This would seem strange, if one did not observe
what drew you to it. You perceived that if the magistrate was to use no punishments, but such as would
make nobody change their religion, he was to use
none at all : for the careless would be brought to the
national church with any slight punishments ; and when
they are once there, you are, it seems, satisfied, and
look no farther after them. So that by your own measures, if the careless, and those who have no concern
for their eternal salvation, are to be regarded and taken
care of, if the salvation of their souls is t o be promoted, there are to be no punishments used a t all:
and therefole you leave them out, as not to be considered."
What you have said is so far from spoiling that
harangue, as you are pleased to call it, that you having
nothing else to say to it, allow what is laid to your
charge in it.
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YOUwind up all concerning the measures of your
force in these words : And as those medicines are
thought safe and advisable, which do ordinarily cure,
though not always (as none do) ; so those penal&% ar
punishments, which are ordinarily found sufficient (as
well as necessary) for the ends for which they are designed, may fitly and reasonably be used for the cowpassing these ends." Here your ordinarily comes to
YUUT help again; and here one would think that you
mwnt such as cure sometimes, not always; some,
though not all: and in this sense will not the utmost
severities come within your rule? For can you say, if
puni~hmentsare to be used to prevail on any, t.hat the
greater will, where lower fidi1, prevail on none? At
least, can you be sure of it till they have been tried for
the compassing these ends? which, as we shall see in
another place, you have assigned various enough. I
shall only take notice of two or three often repeated
by you, and those are to make men hear, to make men
consider, to make men consider as they ought, i. e. as
you explain it, to make men consider, so as not to
reject. The greatness of the force, then, according tc
this measure, must be sufficient to make men hear,
sufficient to make men consider, and suficient to make
men embrace the true religion.
And now the magistrate has all your rules about the
measures of punishments to be used, and may confidently and safely go to work to establish it by tr law :
for he having these marks to guide him, that they milst
be great enough ordinarily to prevail with those who
are not idiots or madmen, nor desperately perverse and
obstinate; great enough ordinarily to prevail with me11
to hear, consider, and embrace the true religion, and
yet not so great as might tempt persons, who have any
concern for their eternal salvation, to renounce a religion which they believe to be true, or profess one which
they do not believe to be so : do you not think you have
sufficiently instructed him in your meaning, and enabled
him to find the just temper of his punishments accorcling to your scheme, neither too much nor too little?
But however you may be satisfied with them, I suppose

others. when it cornes to be rrt in practice, will by
these measures, which are all can find in your scheme,
be scarce able to find what are the punishments you
would have used.
I n Eutopia there is a medicine called hiern picra,
which it is supposed would cure a troublesome disease
oi'that countsy ; but it is not to be given, but in the
dose prescribed by the law, and in adjusting the dose
lies all the skill : for, if you give too much, it heightens
the distemper, and spreads the mortal contagion ; and
if too little, it does no good at all. With this difficulty
the law-makers have been perplexed these many ages,
and could not light on the right dose, that would work
the cure, till lately there came an undertaker, who
would show them how they could not mistake. He bid
them then prescribe so much as would ordinarily be
cflectual upon all that were not idiots or madmen, or
in whom the humour was not desperately perverse and
obstinate, to produce the end for which it was designed;
but not so much as would make a man in health, who
had any concern for his life, fall into a mortal disease,
These were good words, and he was rewarded for them t
but when by tlleln they came to fix the dose, they couid
not tell whether it ought to be a grain, a dram, or an
onnce, or a whole pound, any more than before ; and
so the dose of their hiera picra, notwithstanding this
gentleman's pains, is as uncertain, and that sovereign
remcdy as useless as ever it was.
In the next paragraph you tell us, You do not
see what more can be required to justify the rule here
given." So uick a sight needs no spectacles. " For
if I demand t at it should express what penalties particularly are such as it says may fitly and reasonably be
used ; this I must give you leave to tell me is a very
It is an unreasonable deunreasonable demand."
mand, if your rule be such, that by it I may know,
without any more ado, the particular penalties that are
fit ; otherwise it is not unreaso~~able
to demand them
by name, if your marks be not sufficient to know them
by. But let us hear your reason, For what rule is
rl~crcthat expresses t l ~ particulars
e
that agree with it?''
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And it is an admirable rule with which one can find no
particulars that agree ; for I challenge you to instance
in one: 'c a rule, you say, is intendcd for a common
measure by which particulars are to be examined,
and therefore must necessarily be general." So general, loose, and inconsistent, that no particulars can
be examined by i t : for again I challenge you, or any
man living, t o mcasure out any punishment by this
your common measure, and establish it by a law. You
g o on : "And those to whom it is given are supposed
to be able to apply it, and to judge of particulars by
it. Nay, i t is often seen that they are better able t o
do this than those who give it : and so i t is in the
present case ; the rule hereby laid down is that by which
you suppose governors and law-givers ought to examine
the penalties they use for the promoting the true religion, and the salvation of souls." Such a rule it ought
t o be, I grant, and such an one is desired: but that
pours is such a rule as magistrates can take any measure by, for the punishments they are to settle by law is
denied, and you are again desired to show. You proceed : " But certainly no man doubts but their prudence and experience enables them to use and apply it
better than other men, and to judge more exactly what
penalties do agree with it, and what do not; and therefore you think I must excuse you if you do not take
upon you t o teach them what i t becomes you rather t o
learn from them." If we are riot to doubt but their
prudence and experience enables magistrates to judge
best what penalties are fit, you have indeed given us
a t last a way t o know tlie measure of punishments t o
be used: but i t is such an one as puts an end to yo~lr
distinction of moderate penalties : for no magistrates
that I know, when they once began to use force t o
bring men t o their religion, ever stopped till they
came to some of those severities you condemn : and if
you pretend to teach them moderation for the future,
with hopes t o succeed, you ought to have showed them
the just bounds, beyond which they ought not to go,
in a model so wholly new, and besides all experience.
But if it be to be determined by their prudence and
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experience, whatever degrees of force they shall we,
will always be the right.
Law-makers and governors, however beholden to yau
for your good opinion of their prndence and experience,
yet have no reason to thank yon for your compliment,
by giving such an exercise to their prudence and expcrience as to put it upon them to find out the just measurzs of punishments, by rules you give them ; which
are such, that neither yourself, nor any body else, can
fir~dout an measures by. The other pait of your compliment wi 1be suspected not to be so much out ofyour
abundant respect to law-makers and governors, as out
of the great regard you have to yourself; for you in
vain pretend you forbear to name any particular punishments, because you will not take upon you to tea011
governors and law-makers ;when you yourself own, in
the same breath, that you are laying down rules by
which they are to proceed in the use of penalties for
promoting religion ; which is little different from teaching: and your whole book is nothing else but about
the magistrite's power and duty. I excuse you, therefore, for your own sake, from naming any particular
punishments by your rules : for you have a right to it,
as all men have a right to be excused from doing what
is impossible to be done.
Since, therefore, you grant that those severities you
have named, " are more apt to hinder than promote
true religion ;"and you cannot assign any measures of
punishment, sl~ortof those great ones you have condemned, which are fit to promote i t ; I think it argument enough to prove against you, that no punishments
are fit; till you have showed some others, either by
name, or such marks as they may be certainly known
by, which are fit to promote tlle true religion: and
therefore nothing you have said there, o r any where else,
will serve to show that " it is with little reason, as you
tell me, that I say, that if your indirect and a t a clistance serviceableness may authorize the magistrate to
use force in religion, all the cr~zeltiesused by the heathens against Christians, by papists against pl.otestants,
and all the persecuting of' Christians one amongst
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another, arc all justifiable." T o wl~icliyou add, Not
to take notice at present how oddly it sounds, that
that which authorizes the magistrates to use tnoderate
penalties to prolnotc the true religion, sl~ouldjristifjr a11
the cruelties that ever were used to promote heatllenism
or popery."
As oddly as it sounds to you, it will be evidently true,
as long as that which authorizes one, antliorizes all magistrates of any religion which they believe to bc true,
t o use force to promote it ; and as long as you cannot
assign any bounds to your moderate punisliments, short
of those great ones ; which you therefbre are not able
t o do, because your principles, whatever your words
deny, will carry you to thosc degrees oE severity, which
in profession yo11 condemn : and this, whatever you (lo,
I dare say every considering reader besides you will
plainly see. So that this iniputation is not so unreasonable ;since it is evident, that you must either renounce
all punishments whatsoever in religion, or make use of
those you condemn : for in the next page you tell us,
" That all who have sufficient means of instruction
provided for them, may justly be punished for not
being of the national religion, where the true is the
national religion ; because i t is a fault in all such not
t o be of the national religio~~." In England then, for
example, not to be of the national religion is a fault,
and a fault to be punished by the magistrate. The
magistrate, to cure this fault, lays, on those who dissent,
a lower degree of penalties, a fine of 1d. per month.
This proving insufficient, what is the magistrate to do?
If he be obliged, as you say, to amend this fault by penalties, and that low one of Id. per month be not sufficient to procure its amendment, is he not to increase
the penalty? H e therefore doubles the fine to 2d. per
month. This too proves ineffectual, and therefore i t is
still for the same reason doubled, till it come to 1s. 5s.
101. 1001. 10001. None of these penalties working,
but yet by being constantly levied, leaving the delinquents no longer able to pay; imprisonment and other
corporal punishments follow to enforce an obedience ;
till at last this graciual increase of penalties and force,
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each degree whereof wrought on soine few, rises to tire
highest severities against those who stand out. For the
magistrate, who is obligetf to correct this vice, as you
call it, and to do what in him lies to cure this fault,
which opposes their salvation ; and who (if I mistake
not, you tell us) is answerable for all that may follow
from his neglect; had no reason to raise the fine from
Icl. to 2d. but because the first was ineffectual : and if
that were 3 su%cieilt reason for raising from the first to
the second degree; why is it not as suficient to proceed
froin the second to the third, and so gradually on 2 I
would fain have any one show me where, and upon what.
qround, such a gradual increase of force can stop, tili
i t come to the utmost extremities. If therefore dissenting from the church of England be a fault to be punished by the magistrate, I desire you to tell me, where
llc shall hold his hand ; to name the sort or degree of
punishment, beyond which he ought not t o go in the
use of force, to cure them of that fault, and bring them
t o conformity. Till you have done that, you might
have spared that paragraph, where you say, cc With
what ingenuity I draw you in to condemn force in
general, only because you acknowledge the ill effects
of prosecuting men with fire and sword, &c. you may
leave every man to judge." And I leave whom you
will t o judge, whether from your own principles it does
not unavoidably follow, that if yo11 condemn any penalties, you inust condemn all, as I have shown ;if'you
will retain any, you must retain all; you must either
take or leave all together. For, as I have said, and
you deny not, '' Where there is no fault, there no punishment is moderate;" so I add, Where there is a
fault t o be corrected by the magistrate's force, there no
clegree of force, which is ineffectual, and not sufficient
t o amend it, can be immoderate; especially if it be a
fault of great moment in its consequences, as certainly
that inust be, which draws after it the loss of men's
eternal happiness.
You will, i t is likely, be ready t o say here again, (for
n good subterfuge is ncver to be forsaken) that you escept tlie '' dcspcratcly perverse a d obstiiiate." I de-
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sire to know for what reason you except them? Is i t
because they cease to be faulty? Next, I ask you, who
are in your sense the desperately perverse and obstinate?
'rllose that Is. or 5s. 01.51. or 1001. or no fine will work
upon? 'J'hose who can bear loss of estate, but not loss
of liberty ? or losu of liberty and estate, but not corporal pains und torments ? or all this, but not loss of life 3
For to these degrees do men differently stand out. And
since there are men wrought on by the approaches of
fire and faggot, which other degrees of severity cohld
not prevail with; where will you bound your desperately perverse and obstinate ? The king of France,
though you will allow him not to have truth of hie
side, yet when he came to dragooning, found few so
desperately perverse and obstinate as not to be wrought
on. And why should truth, which in your opinion
wants fbrce, and nothing but force, to help it, not have
the assistance of those degrees of force, when less will
not do to make it prevail, which are able to bring men
over to false religions, which have no light and strength
of their own to help them ? You will do well therefore
to consider whether your name of severities, in opposition to the moderate punishments you speak of, has or
can do you any service; whether the distinction between
compelling and coactive power, be of any use or differcnce at all. For you deny the magistrate to have power
to compel ; and you contend for his use of his coactive
power; which will then be a good distinction, when
you can find a way to use coactive, or, which is the
salne, compelling power, without compulsion. I desire you also to consider, if in matters of religion p~tiiishn~entsare to be employed, because they may be
~ ~ s e;
f ~whether
~l.
you can stop at any degree that is ineffectual t o the end which you propose, let that end be
what it will. I f it be barely to gain a hearing, as in
some places you seem to say; I think for that small
punishments will generally prevail, and you do well t o
put that and moderate penalties together. I f it be t o
make men consider, as in other places you speak ; you
cannot tell when you have obtained that end. But if
your end be, which you seem most to insist on, to make
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men consider as they ought, i.e. till they embrace;
there are many on whom all your moderate penalties,
all under those severities you condemn, are too weak
to prevail. So that you must either confess, not considering so as to " embrace the true religion, i. e. not
considering as one ought," is rm fault to be punished
by the coactive force of the magistrate; or else you must
resume those severities which you have renouilced ;
choose you whether of the two you please.
Therefore it was not so much at random that I said,
-'That thither at last persecution must come." Incleed, from what you had said of falling under the stroke
of the sword, which was nothing to the purpose; 1
added, " That if by that you meant any thing to the
business in hand, you seem to have a reserve for greater
punishments, when less are not sufficient t o bring Inen
t o be convinced." Which liath producetl this warm
reply of yours: " And will you ever pretend to conscience or modesty after this? For I beseech you, sir,
what words could I have used more express or effectual
to signify, that in my opinion no dissenters from the
true religion ought to be punished with the sword, b u t
such as choose rather to rebel against the magistrate,
than to submit t o lesser penalties ? (For how any should
refuse to submit to those penalties, but by rebelling
against the magistrate, I suppose you will not undertake t o tell me.) J t was for this very purpose that I
used those words t o prevent cavils; (as I was then so
simple as t o think I might :) and I dare appeal to any
man of common sense and common honesty, whether
they are capable of any other meaning. And yet the
very thin which I so plainly disclaim in them you pretend (wit out so much as offering to show how) to collect fi-om them. Thither, you say, a t last, viz. t o the
taking away men's lives for the saving of their souls,
persecution must come: as you fear, notwithstanding
my talk of moderate punishments, I myself intimate in
those words : and if I mean any thing in them to the
business in hand, I seem t o have a reserve for greater
punishments, when lesser are not sufficient t o bring
inen to be conviuced. Sir, I slloulti expect fairer deal-

R

ing from one of your pagans or Mahometans. But I
sliall only adcI, that I woulcl never wish that any man
who has undertaken a bad cause should more plainly
confess it than by serving it, as here (and not here only)
you serve yours." Good sir, be not so angr
observin~men you increase the suspicion.
nelest
may,
to
witliout forf'eit~ireof modesty or conscience, fear what
men's principles tlireaten, though tlieir words disclaim
it. Non-conformity to tlie national, wlien it is tlie true
religion, as in England, is a fault, a vice, say you, t o be
corrected by the coactive power of'the magistrate. If
so, and force be the proper remedy, he must increase
it, till i t be strong enough to work the cure, and must
not neglect his duty ; for so you make it, when he has
force enough in his hand to make this reinedy rnore
powerful. For wherever force is proper t o work on
men, and bring them to a compliance, its not producing
that effect can only be imputed t o its being too little:
and if so, whither at last must i t come, but to the late
methods of procuring. conformity, and as his most Cliristian majesty called it, saving of souls, in France, or
severities like tliem, wlien inore mocleratc ones cannot
produce i t ? For to continue inefficacious penalties, insufficie~ltupon trial to master the fault they are applied
to, is unjustifiable cruelty; and that which nobody can
have a right to use, it serving only t o disease and harm
people, without amending them : for you tell us, they
should be such penalties as should make tliem uneasy.
H e that sliould vex ancl pain a sore you had, with
frequent dressing it with some moderate, painful, but
inefficacious plaster, tliat promoted not the cure ;
would justly be tl~ought,not only an ignorant, but a
dishonest surqcon. If' you are in the surgeon's hands,
and his help is requisite, ancl the cure tliat way t o be
wrought ; corrosivcs rtnd fire arc t l ~ cmost merciful, as
well as only justifiable way of cusc, ~vhentlie case needs
them. Anci therefore I hope I may still pretend t o moyou
desty anci conscience, though I shoulcl llave tlio~~glit
so rational a man, as to be led by your ow11 principles ;
anrl so llonest, charitable, and zealous for the salvation
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of mcn's souls, as not t o vex and disease them with inefficacious remedies to no purpose, and let thetn miss
of' salvation, for want of Inore vigorous prosecutions.
For if conformity to the churcl~of England be necessary to salvation ; for else what necessity can you pretend of punishing men a t a11 t o bring them to i t ? it is
cruelty to their souls (if you have authority for any such
means) to use some, and not to use sufficient force t o
bring them to conform. And I dare say you are satisfied, that the French discipline of dragooning would
have made many in England conformists, whom your
lower penalties will not prevail on to be so.
But t o inforin you that my apprehensions were not so
wholly out of the way, I beseech you to read here what
you have writ in these words: 6c For how confidently
soever you tell me here, that it is more than I can say
for my political punishments, that they were ever useful for the promoting true religion ; I appeal t o all
observing persons, whether wherever true religion or
sound Christianity has been natioi~nllyreceived and
established by moderate penal laws, i t has not always
lost ground by the relaxation of those laws : whether
sects and heresies, (even the wildest and most absurd)
and even Epicurisin and atheism, have not continually
thereupon spread themselves ; and whether the very
spirit and life of Christianity has not sensibly decayed,
as well as the number of sound professors of it been
daily lessened upon i t : not t o speak of' what a t this
time our eyes cannot but see, for fear of giving offence;
though I hope it will be none to any, that have a just
concern for truth and piety, t o take notice of the books
and pamphlets which now fly so thick about this k i n g
dom, inanifestly tending t o the multiplying of sects
and divisions, and even to the promoting of scepticism
in religion amonG us." Here you bemoan the decaying state of religion amongst us a t present, by reason
of taking off the penalties from protestant dissenters :
and I beseech you what penalties were they? Such
whereby Inany have been ruined in their fortunes ;
such whereby inany have lost their liberties, aacl soi~lc
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their lives in prisons ; snch as have sent some into banisllment, stripped of all they had. These were the
penal laws by which the national religion was estnblished in England ; and these yoa call moderate : for
you say, " Wherever true religion or sound Christianity
has been nationally received and establishecl by moderate penal laws;" and I hope you do not here exclude England from having its religion so establishecl
by law, which we so often hear of; or if to serve the
present occasion you should, would you also deny, that
in the following words you speak of the present rclaxation in England? where after your appeal to all observing people for the dismal consequences, which you
suppose t o have every where followed frotn such rclaxations, you add these pathetical words, "Not to
speak of what at this time our eyes cannot but see, for
fear of giving offence :" so heavy does the present relaxation sit on your mind ; which since it is of penal
laws you call moderate, I shall show you what they are..
I n the first year of Queen Elizabeth, there was a penalty of ls. a Sunday and holiday laid upon every one
who came not to the common prayer then established.
This penalty of Is. a time not prevailing, as was desired, in the twenty-third year of her reign was increased to 201. a month, and imprisonment for nonpayment within three months after judgment given.
In the twenty-ninth year of Elizabeth, to draw this yet
closer, and make it more forcible, it was enacted, That
whoever upon one conviction did not continue to pay
on the 201. per month, without any other conviction
or proceedings against him till he submitted and conformed, should forfeit all his goods, and two-thirds of
his land for his life. But this being not yet thought
sufficient, it was in the thirty-fifth year of that queen
completed, and the moderate penal laws, upon which
our national religion was established, and whose r e l a ~ a tion you cannot bear, but frotn thence date the decay
of the very spirit and life of Christianity, were brought
to perfection. For then going to conventicles, or a,
month's absence from church, was to be punished with
imprisonment, till the offender conformetl; and if he

conformed not within throe months, then hc was t o abjure the realm, and forfeit all his goods and ct~attelsfor
ever, and his lands and tenements during his life : and
if he would not abjure, or, abjuring, did not depart the
realm within a time prefixed, or returned again, lie was
to suffer death as a felon. And thus your moderate
penal laws stood for the established religion, till their
penalties were, in respect of protestant dissenters, lately
taken OR Aild now lct the reader judge whether your
pretence to moderate punishments, or my suspicion of
what a man of your principles might have in store for
dissenters, have more of modesty or conscience in it;
since you openly declare your regret for the taking away
such an establishment, as by the gradual increase of penalties reached men's estates, liberties, and lives ; and
which you must be resumed to allow and approve of,
till you tell us plain y, where, according to your measures, those penalties should, 01; according to your
principles, they could, have stopped.
You tell us, That where this only true religion, viz.
of the church of England, is received, other religions
ought '' t o be discouraged in some measure." A prettjexpression for undoing, imprisonment, banishment ;for
those have been some of the discouragements given to
dissenters liere in England. You will again, no doubt,
cry aloud, that you tell me you condemn these as much
as I do. If you heartily condemn them, I wonder you
should say so little to discourage theill ; I wonder you
are so silent i n representing to the magistrate the unlawfulness and danger of using them, in a discourse'
where you are treating of the magjstrate's power and
duty in matters of relrgion; especially this being tlie
side on which, as far as we may guess by experience,
their prudence is aptest to err : but your modesty, you
know, leaves all to the magistrate's prudence and experience on that side, though you over and over again
encourage thein not to neglect their duty in tlie use of
force, t o which you set no bounds.
You tell us, " Certainly no man do~lbtsbut the
prudence and experience of' governors and law-givers
enables them to use ancl apply it," viz. your rule for
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the measure of punishments, which I have showed to
be no rule a t all : And to judge more exactly what
penalties do agree with it ; and therefore you must
be excused if you do not take upon you to teach
them what i t becomes you rather to learn from them."
I f your modesty be such, and you then did what became you, you could not but learn from your governors
and law-givers, and so be satisfied till within this year
or two, that those penalties which they measured out
for the establishment of'the true religion, though they
reached to men's estates, liberties, and lives, were such
as were fit. But what you have learned of your lawmakers and governors since the relaxation, or what
opinion you have of their experience and prudence
now, is not so easy t o say.
Perhaps you will say again, that you have in express
words declared against c s fire and sword, loss of estate,
maimin6 with corporal punishments, starving and
torment~rlg in noisome prisons;" and one cannot
either in modesty or conscience disbelieve you : yet in
the same letter you with sorrow and regret speak of the
relaxation of such penalties laid on nonconf'o~mity, by
which men have lost their estates, liberties, and lives
too, in noisome prisons, and in this too must w e not
believe you ? I dare say, there are very few who read
that passage of yours, w feelingly it is penned, who
want modesty or conscicnce to believe you therein t o
be in earnest; and the rather, because what drops
from men by chance, when they are not upon their
guard, is always thought the best interpretatio~of
their thoughts.
You name " loss of estate, of liberty, and tormenting, which is corporal punishment, as if you were
against them :" certainly you know what you meant
by these words, when you said, you condemned them ;
waa it any degree of loss of'liberty or estate, any degree
of corporal punishment that you condemned, or only
the utmost, or some degree between these ? unless you
had then some meaning, and unless you please to tell
us, what that meaning was ; where it is, that in your
VOL. VI.
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opinion, the magistrate ought t o stop ; who can believe
you are in earnest? This I think you may and ought
t o do for our information in your system, without any
apprehension that governors and law-givers will deem
themselves much taught by you, which our modesty
makes you so cautious of. Whilst you re use to do this,
and keep yourself under the mask of moderate, convenient, and sufficient force and penalties, and other
such-like uncertain and undetermined punishments, I
think a conscientious and sober dissenter might expect
fairer dealing from one of my pagans or Mahometans,
as you please to call them, than from one, who so professes moderation, that what degrees of force, what
kind of punishments will satisfy him, he either knows
not, or will not declare. For your moderate and convenient may, when you come to interpret them, signify
what punishments you please : for the cure being t o b e
wrought by force, that will be convenient, which the
stubbornness of the evil requires ; and that moderate,
which is but enough to work the cure. And therefore
1 shall return your own compliment : " That I would
never wish that any man who has undertaken a bad
cause, should more plainly confess it than by serving
it, as here (and not here only) you serve yours." I
should beg your pardon for this sort of language, were
i t not your own. And what right you have t o it, the
skill you show in the management of general and doubtful words and expressions, of uncertain and undetera
mined signification, will, I doubt not, abundantly convince the reader. ,4n instance we have in the argument before us ; for I appeal t o any sober man, who
shall carefully read what you write, where you pretend
t o telI the world plainly and directly what punishments are to be used by your scheme, whether, after
having weighed all you say concerning that matter, he
can tell what a nonconformist is to expect from you,
or find any thing but such acuteness and strength aslie
in the uncertainty and reserve of your way of talking ;
which whether i t be any way suited to your modesty
and conscience, where you have undertaken to tell us
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what the punishments are, whereby you would have
men brought to embrace the true ~Seligion,I leave you
to consider.
If having said, "Whether true religion or sound
Christianity has been nationally received and established by moderate penal laws;" you shall for your
defence of the establishment of the religion in England
by law, say, which is all is left you to say, that though
such severe laws were made, yet i t was only by the
execution of moderate penal la~vs,that it was established and supported : but that those severe laws that
touched men's estates, liberties, and lives, were never
put in execution. Why then do you so seriously bemoan
the loss of them? But I advise you not to make use of
that plea, for there are examples in the memory of
hundreds now living, of every one of those laws of
queen Elizabeth being put in execution ; and pray remember, if by denying i t you require this truth to be
made good, it is you that force the publishing of a
catalogue of men that have lost their estates, liberties,
and lives in prison, which it would be more for t h e
advantage of the religion established by law, should
be forgotten.
But to conclude this great accusation of yours: if
you were not conscious to yourseIf of some tendency
that way, why such an outcry ? Why were modesty and
conscience called in question ? Why was it less fair
dealing than you could have expected from a pagan or
Mahometan, for me to say, if in those words "you
meant any thing t o the business in hand, you seemed
to have a reserve for greater punishments 2" Your
business there being to prove, that there was a power
vested in the magistrate to use fbrce in matters of religion, what could be more beside the business in hand,
than to tell us, as you interpret your meaning here,
that t h e magistrate had apower t o use force against
those who rebelled ; for whoever denied that, whether
dissenters or not dissenters ? where was i t questioned
by the author or me, that whoever rebelled, were t o
fall under the stroke of the magistrate's sword ?" And
therefore, without brcnch of modcsty or conscience, I
u2
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might say, what I again here repeat, " T h a t if in
those words you meant any thing to the business
in hand, you seemed to Lave a reserve for greater
punishments."
One thing more give me leave t o add in defence of
my modesty and conscience, or rather t o justify myself
from having guessed so wholly beside the matter, if I
should have said, which I did not, " that I feared you
had a reserve for greater punishments." For I having
brought the instances of Ananias and Sapphira, to show
that the apostles wanted not power to punish, if they
found it necessary to use it ; .you infer, that therefore
"punishment may be sometimes necessary." What
unishments, I beseech you, for theirs cost them their
eves? H e that, as you do, concludes from thence,
that therefore " punishments may be sometimes necessary," will hardly avoid, whatever he says, to conclude capital punishments necessary : and when they
are necessary, i t is you know the magistrate's duty t o
use them. You see how natural i t is for men to go
whither their principles lead them, though a t first sight
perhaps they thought it too far.
If to avoid this, .you now say you meant i t of the
punishment of the incestuous Corinthian, whom I also
mentioned in the same place ; I think, supposing yourself t o lie under the imputation of a reserve of greater
punishments, you ought in prudence to have said so
there. Next you know not what punishment it was the
incestuous Corinthian underwent ; but i t being "for
the destruction of the flesh," it seems to be no very
light one : and if you will take your friend St. Austin s
word for it, as he in the very epistle you quote tells us,
it was a very severe one, making as much difference between it, and the severities men usually suffer in prison,
as there is between the cruelty of the devil and that
of the most barbarous jailor : so that if your moderate
punishments will reach t o that laid on the incestuous
Corinthian, for the destruction of the flesh, we may
presume them to be what other people call severities.
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CHAPTER V.
I-low long your Punishments ure to continue.

THEmeasure of punishments being to be estimated
as well by the length of their duration, as the iutenseness of their degrees, it is fit we take a view also of
your scheme in this part, :
" I told you, that moderate punishments that are
continued, that men find no end of, know no way
out of, sit heavy, and become immoderately uneasy.
Dissenters you would have punished, to make them
consider. Your penalties have had the effect on them
you intended; they have made them consider; and
they hae done their utmost in considering. What
now must be done with them? They must be
punished on, for they are still dissenters. If it were
just, and you had reason at first to punish a dissenter,
to make him consider, when you did not know but
that he had considered already ; it is as just, and you
have as much reason to punish him on, even when he
has performed what your punishment was designed
for, and has considered, but yet remains a dissenter.
For I may justly suppose, and you must grant, that a
man may remain a dissenter after all the consideration
your moderate penalties can bring him to: when we
see great punishments, even those severities you
disown as too great, are not able to make men consider so far as to be convinced, and brought over to
the national church. If your punishments may not
be inflicted on men, to make thein consider, who
have or may have considered already, for aught you
know ; then dissenters are never to be once punished,
no more than any other sort of men. If dissenters
are to be punished, to make them consider, whether
they have considered or no ; tlicn their punishments,
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though they do consider, must never cease as long as
they are dissenters; which whether i t be t o punish
thein only t o bring them t o consider, let all men
judge. This I am sure ; punishments in your mcthod must either never begin upon dissenters, or
never cease. And so pretend moderation if you
please, tlie punishments which your method requires,
must be either very immoderate, or none a t all."
But to this you say nothing, only for the adjustin6 of
the length of your punishments, and thereinvintiicating
the consistency and practicableness of your schemc, you
tell us, " that as long as men reject the true religion
duly proposed t o them, so long they offend and deserve punishment, and therefore it is but just that so
long they should be left liable t o it." You promised
to answer t o this question, atnongst others, " plainly
and directly." T h e question is, how long they are
t o be punished 2 A n d your answer is, " It is but just
that so long they should be liable t o punisllment."
This extraordinary caution in speaking out, if it were
not very natural t o you, would be apt to make one suspect i t was accommodated inore t o some difficulties of
your scheme, than t o your promise of answering plainly
and directly; or possibly you thought it would not agree
t o that character of moderation you assume, t o own,
that all the penal laws which were lately here in force,
and whose relaxation you bemoan, should be constantly
put in execution. But your moderation in this point
comes too late, For as your charity, as you tell us in
the next paragraph, " requires that they be kept subject
t o penalties ;" so the watchful charity of' others in this
age hath found out ways t o encourage informers, and
p u t i t out of the magistrate's moderation to stop t h e
execution of the law against dissenters, if' he should be
inclined t o it.
W e will therefore take i t for granted, that if penal
laws be made concerning religion, (for more zeal
usually animates them than others) they will be p u t in
execution : and indeed I have heard it argued t o be
very absurd t o make or continue laws, that are not constantly put in execuiion. And now to sllow you how
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well your answer consists with other parts of your
scheme, I shall need only to mind you, that if men
must be punished as long as they reject the true religion ;
those who punish them must be judges what is the true
religion. But this objection, with some others, t o
which this part of your answer is obnoxious, having
been made to you more at large elsewhere, 1 shall here
omit, and proceed to other parts of your answer.
You begin with your reason for the answer you afterwards give us in the worcls I last quoted : your reason
runs thus : '' For certainly nothing is more reasonable
than that men should be subject to punishment as long
as they continue to offend. And as long as Inen reject
the true religion, tendered them with sufficient evidence
of the truth of it, so long it is certain they offend." It
is certainly very reasonable, that men should be subject
t o punishment from those they offend as long as they
continue to offend : but it will not from hence follow,
that those who offend God, are always subject to punishment from men. For if they be, why (toes not the
magistrate punish envy, hatred, and malice, and all
uncharitableness ? I f you answer, because they are not
capable of judicial proofs : I think I may say i t is as
easy t o prove a man guilty of envy, hatred, or uncharitableness, as i t is to prove him guilty of " rejecting the
true religion tendered him with sufficient evidence of
the truth of it." But if i t be his duty to punish all
offences against God ; why does the magistrate never
punish lying, which is an offence against God, and is
an offence capable of being judicially proved? I t is
plain therefore that it is not the sense of all tnankind,
that it is the magistrate's duty to punish a11 oflences
against God ; and where it is not his duty to use force,
you will grant the magistrate is not to use it in matters
of religion ;because where it is necessary, it is his duty
t o use i t ; but where it is not necessary,. you yourself
say, i t is not lawful. It would be conven~enttherefore
for you t o reform your proposition from that loose
generality it now is in, and then prove it, before i t
can be allowed you to be to your purpose ; tl~ougllit be
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ever s3 true, that you know not agreater crime n man
can be guilty of, than rejecting the true religion."
You go on with your proof, that so long as men
reject the true religion, k c . so long they oflend, and
consequently may r~stlybe punished : '' Because, say
you, it is impossib e fbr any man innocently to reject
the true religion so tendered t o him. For whoever
rejects that religion so tendered does either app1.e.
Iiend and perceive the truth of it, or he does not. If
he does, I know not what greater crime ally man can
be guilty of. If he does not perceive the truth of it,
there is no account to be given of that, but either
that he shuts his eyes against t h e evidence which is
off'ered him, and will not a t a11 consider i t ; or that
he does not consider it as he ought, viz. with such
care as is requisite, and with a sincere desire to learn
the truth ; either of which does manifestly involve
him in guilt. T o say here that a man who has the
true religion proposed t o him, with sufficient evidence
of its truth, ma consider it as he ought," or do his
utmost in consi ering, "and yet not perceive the truth
of i t ; is neither more nor less, than to say, that
sufficient evidence is not sufficient evidence. FOP
what does any man mean by sufficient evidence, but
such as will certainly win assent wherever it is duly
considered 2"
I shall not trouble myself here to examine when
requisite care, duly considered, and such other words,
which bring one back to the same place fi-om whence
one set out, are oast up, whether all this fine reasoning
will amount to any thing but begging what is in the
question ; but shall only tell you, that what you say
here and in other places about sufficient evidence, is
built upon this, that the evidence wherewith a man
proposes the true religion, he may know to be such, as
will not fail to gain the assent of whosoever does what
lies in him in considering it. This is the supposition,
without which all your talk of sufficient evidence will
do you no service, try it where you will. But i t is a
s~~pposition
that is fir enough from carrying with it
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sufficient evidence t o make i t be admitted without
JJ~OO~.

Whatever gains any man's assent, one may be sure
had suecient evidence in respect of that man: but that
is far enough from proving it evidence suficient to prevail on another, let him consider it as long and as much
as lie can. The tempers of men's minds ; the principles
settled there by time and education, beyond the power
of'the man himself to alter them ; the different capacities ofmen's understandings, and the strange ideas they
are often filled with ; are so various and uncertain, that
i t is impossible to find that evidence, especially in things
of a mixed disquisition, depending on so lon8 a train of
consequences, as some points of the true rellgion may,
which one can confidently say will be sufficient for all
men. It is demonstration that 31S76 is the product of
9467172 divided by 897, and yet I challenge you t o find
one man of a tliousand, to whom you can tender this
proposition with demonstrative or sufficient evidence t o
convince him of the truth of i t in a dark room ; or
ever to make this evidence appear t o a man, that cannot write and read, so as to make him embrace i t as a
truth, if another, whom he hath more confidence in,
tells him i t is not so. All the demonstrative evidence
the tliing has, all tile tender you can make of it, all the
consideration he can employ about it, will never be able
to discover to him that evidence which shall convince
him it is true, unless you will a t threescore and
ten, for tlmt inay be the case, have him neglect his
calling, go to school, and learn to write, and read,
and cast accounts, which he may never be able t o
attain to.
You speak more than once of men's being brought t o
lay aside their prejudices to make them consider as they
ought, and judge right of matters in religion; and 1
grant witliout doing so they cannot :but it is impossible
for force to malie them do it, unless i t could show them,
which are prejudices in their minds, and distinguish
them horn the tr~ltlisthere. Who is there almost that
has not prejudices, that he does not know to be so ; and
wliat can force do in that case ? It can no more remove
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them, to make way for truth, than it can remove one
truth to make way for another ; or rather remove an
established truth, or that which is looked on as an
unquestionable principle, (for so are often men's prejudices) to make way for a truth not yet known, nor
appearing to be one. It is not every one knows, or
can bring himself to Des Cartes's way of doubting, and
strip his tlloughts of all opinions, till he brings them to
self-evident principles, and then upon them builds all
liis fiiture tenets.
D o not think all the world, who are not of your
church, abandon themselves to an utter carelessness of
their future state. You cannot but allow there are
many Turks who sincerely seek truth, to whom yet you
could never bring evidence sufficient to convince them
of the truth of the Christian religion, whilst they looked
on it as a pri~lciplenot to be questioned, that the Koran
was of divine revelation. This possibly you will tell
me is a prejudice, and so it is ; but yet if this man
shall tell you i t is no more a prejudice in him, than
it is a prejudice in any one amongst Christians, who
having not examined it, lays it down as an unquestionable principle of his religion, that the Scripture is the
word of God ; what will you answer to him ? And yet
it would shake a great many Christians in their religion,
if they should lay by that prejudice, and suspend their
judgment of it, until they had made it out to themselves with evidence sufficient to convince one who is
not prejudiced in fidvour of it ; and it would require
more time, books, languages, learning, and skill, than
falls to most men's share to establish them therein ; if
you will not allow them, in this so distinguishing and
fundamental a point, to rely on the learning, knowledge, and judgment of some persons whom they have
in reverence or admiration. This though you blaille
it as an ill way, yet you can allow in one of your own
religion, even to that degree, that he may be ignorant
of the grounds of his religion. And why then may
you not allow it to a Turk, not as a good way, or
as having led him to the t r ~ f t h ;hut as a way as
fit for Iiinl, as for one of your church to acquiesce
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in ; and as fit to exempt him from your force, as t o
exempt any one of your church from it 2
T o prevent your commenting on this, in which you
have shown so much dexterity, give me leave to tell you,
that for all this I do not think all religions equally true
or equally certain. But this I say, is impossible for
ypu or me or any man to know, whether another has
done his duty in examining the evidence on both sides,
when he embraces that side of the question, which we
perhaps upon other views, judge false : and thereforc
we can have no right t o punish or persecute him for it.
I n this, whether and how far any one is faulty, must
be left t o the Searcher of hearts, the great and righteous Judge of all men, who knows all their circumstances, all the powers and workings of their minds ;
where it is they sincerely follow, and by what default
they a t any time miss truth : and he, we are sure, will
judge uprightly.
But when one man shall think himself a competent
judge, that the true religion is proposed with evidence
sufficient for another; and thence shall take upon him
t o punish him as an offender, because he embraces not,
upon evidence that he the proposer judges sufficient,
the religion that he judges true ; he had need be able
t o look into the thoughts of men, and know their
several abilities; unless he will make his own understanding and faculties to be the measure of those of all
mankind; which if they be no higher elevated, no
larger in their compreliension, no more discerning than
those of some men, he will not only be unfit to be a
judge in that, but in almost any case whatsoever.
But since, 1. You make it a condition to the making
a man an offender in not being of the true religion, that
i t has been tendered him with sufficient evidence ; 2.
Since you think i t so easy for men to determine when
the true religion has been tendered t o any one with sufficient evidence; and 3. Since you pronounce c 6 i t
impiety t o say that God hat11 not furnished mankind
with competent means for the promoting his own
honour in the world, and the good of SOU~S;" give
me leave to ask you a quation or two. 1. Can any oue
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be saved without embracing the one only true religion ?
8. Were any of the Americans of that one only true
religion, when the Europeans first came amongst them ?
3. Whether any of the Americans, before the Christians came amongst them, had offended in rejecting the
true religion tendered with sufficient evidence? When
you have thought upon, and fairly answered these
questions, you will be fitter to determine how cornpetent a judge man is, what is sufiicient evidence;
who do orend in not being of t l ~ etrue religion ; and
what punishments they are liable to for it.
But methinks here, where you spend almost a whole
page upon the crime of rejecting the true religion duly
tendered, and the punishment that is justly due to i t
from the magistrate, you forget yourself', and the foundation of your plea for force ; which is, that it is necessary : when you are so far from proving it to be so in
this case of punidling the offence of' rejecting the true
religion, that in this very page you distinguished it from
what is necessary, where you tell us, "your design does
rather oblige you to consider how long men may
need punishment, than how long i t may be just to
punish them." So that though they offend, yet if
they do not need punishment, the magistrate cannot
use it, if you ground, as you say you do, the lawfulness of force for promoting the true religion upon the
necessity of it. Nor can you say that by his cominission from the law of nature of' doing good, the magistrate, besides reducing his wanderin6 subjects out of
the wrong into the right way, is appo~ntcdalso to be
the avenger of God's wrath on unbelievers, or those
that err in matters of religion. This a t least you thought
not fit t o own in the first draught of your scheme ; for
I do riot remernbel*, in all your Argument Considered,
one word of crime or punishment: nay, in writing
this second treatise, you were so shy of' owning any
thing of' punishmeut, that to my remenlbrance, you
scrupulously avoided the use of' that word, till you
came to this place ; and always where thc repeating my
words did not oblige you to it, carcfully used the term
of penalties for it, as any one may observe who reads
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the preceding part of this letter of yours, wl~ichI am
now examining. And you were so nice in the point,
that three or four leaves backwards, where I say, By
your rule dissenters must be punished, you mend it, and
say, " or if I please, subjected t o moderate penalties."
But here when the inquiry, how long force was to be
continued on men, showed the absurdity of that pretence, that they were to be punished on without end,
to make them consider ; rather than part with your beloved force, you open the matter a little farther, and
profess directly the punishing men for their religion.
For though you do all you can to cover it under the
name of rejecting the true religion duly proposed ; yet
it is in truth no more but being of a religion different
from yours, that you would have them punished for :
for all that the author pleads for, and you can oppose
in writing against him, is toleration of religion. Your
scheme therefore being thus mended,zour hypothesis
enlarged, being of a different religion rorn the national
found criminal, and punishments found justly to belong
to i t ; it is to be hoped, that in good time your punishments may grow too, and be advanced t o all those
degrees you in the beginning condemned ; when having
considered a little farther? ypu cannot miss finding,
that the obstinacy of the criminals does not lessen their
crime, and therefore justice will require severer execution to be done upon them.
But you tell us here, '' Because your design does
rather oblige you to consider how long men may need
punishment, than how long it may be just t o punish
them; therefore you shall add, that as long as men
refuse t o embrace the true religion, so long penalties
are necessary for them to dispose them to consider
and embrace i t : and that therefore, asjustice allows, so
charity requires, that they be kept subject to penalties,
till they embrace the true religion." Let us therefore
see the consistency of this with other parts of your
hypothesis, and examine it a little by them.
Your doctrine is, that where entreaties and admonitions upon trial do not prevail, punishments are t o be
used; but they must be moderate. Moderate punish-
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ments have been tried, and they prevail not; tvhat
now is t o be done ? Are not greater to be used? No.
For what reason? Because those whom moderate penalties will not prevail on being desperately perverse
and obstinate, remedies are not to be provided for the
incurable, as you tell us in tlie page immediately preceding.
Moderate punishments have been tried upon a man
once, and again, and a third time, but prevail not a t
all, make no impression ; they are repeated as many
times more, but are still found ineffectual : pray tell me
a reason why such a man is concluded so desperately
perverse and obstinate, thatgreater degreeswill not work
upon llim ; but yet not so desperately perverse and obstinate, but that the same degrees repeated may work
upon him? I will not urge here, that this is to pretend
to know the just degree of punishment that will or will
not work on any one ; which I should imagine a pretty
intricate business : but this I have to say, that if you
can think i t reasonable and useful to continue a man
several years, nay his whole life, under the same repeated
punishments, without going any higher, though they
work not at all ; because i t is possible some time or other
they may work on him ;why is i t not as reasonable and
useful, I am sure it is much more justifiable and charitable, to leave him all his life under the means, which
all agree God has appointed, without going any higher ;
because i t is not impossible that some time or other
preaching, and a word spoken in due season, may work
u on him? For why you should despair of the success
o preaching and persuasion upon a fruitless trial, and
thereupon think yourself authorized to use force ; and
yet not so despair of the success of moderate force, as
after years of fruitless trial to continue it on, and not
t o proceed to higher degrees of punishment ; you are
concerned for the vindication of your system to show a
reason.
I mention tlie trial of preaching and persuasion, to
show the unreasonableness of your hypothesis, supposing
such a trial made: not that in yours, or the colnmon
method, there is or can be a fair trial made what p~*eacli-
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ing and persuasion can do. For care is taken by punishments and ill treatment to inclispose and turn away
men's minds, and to add aversion to their scruples ; an
excellent way to soften men's inclinations, and temper
them ibr the impression of arguments and entreaties ;
though these too are only talked of: for I cannot but
wonder to find you mention, as you do, giving ear to
admonitions, entreaties, and persuasions, when these
are seldom if ever inade use of, but in places where
those who are t o be wrought on by them are known
t o be out of hearing; nor can be cspected to coinc
there, till by such means they have been wrought on.
It is not without reason therefore you cannot part
with your penalties, and would have no end put t o
your punishments, but continue them o n ; since you
leave so much to their operation, and make so littlc
use of other means to work upon dissenters.

CHAPTER VI.
O j t h e E n d for which ;Force is to Be used.

HE that should read the beginning of your Argu.
ment Considered, would think i t in earnest to be
your design to have force employed to make men
seriously consider, and nothing else ; but he that shall
look a little farther into it, and to that add also your
defence of it, will find by the variety of ends you design your force for, that either you know not well what
you would have it for; or else, whatever i t was you
aimed at, you called i t still by that name which best
fitted the occasion, and would serve best in that place
to recommend the use of it.
You ask me, " Whether the mildriess and gentleness
of the Gospel destroys the coactive power of the magistrate?" I answer, as you supposed, No: up011
~ ~ l i i cyou
h infer, " Then it seems the magistrate inay
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use his coactive power, without offending against the
mildness and gentleness of the Gospel." Yes, wherc
he has commissio~land authority to use it. " And so,
say you, i t will consist we11 enough with the mildness
and gentleness of the Gospel for the magistrate t o use
his coactive power t o procure them" [I suppose you
mean the ministers and preachers of the national religion] " a hearing where their prayers and entreaties
will not do it." No, it will not consist with the gentle
and mild method of the Gospel, unless the Gospel
has directed it, or sometliing else t o supply its want,
till it could be had. As for miracles, which you pretend to have supplied the want of force in the first ages
of Christianity, you will find that considered in another
place. But, sir, show me a country where the ministers
and teachers of the national and true religion go about
with prayers and entreaties to procure a hearing, and
cannot obtain i t ; and there I think I need not stand
with you for the magistrate t o use force to procure i t
them ; but that I fear will not serve your turn.
T o show the inconsistency and impracticableness of
your method, I had said, " Let us now see t o what end
they must be punished: sometimes i t is, T o bring
them t o consider those reasons and arguments which
are proper and sufficient to convince them : of what ?
T h a t it is not easy t o set Grantham steeple upon
Paul's church? Whatever i t be you would have them
convinced of, you are not willing to tell us; and so
it may be any thing. Sometimes i t is, T o incline
them t o lend an ear to those who tell them they have
mistaken their way, and offer to sliow them the right.
Which is, to lend an ear to all who differ from them
in religion, as well crafty seducers as others. Whether this be for the procuring the salvation of their
souls, the end for which ou say this force is t o be
used, judge you. But this am sure, whoever will lend
an ear t o all who will tell them they are out of the way,
will not have much time for any other business.
" So~netimesit is, T o recover men t o PO much
sobriety and reflection, as seriously to p u t the qucstion
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to 6hemsetves, whether it be really worth their while
t o undergo such inconveniencies for adhering to d religion whlch, for any thing they know, may be false ;
or for rejecting another (if that be the case) wllicck,
for aught they know, may be true; till they have
brought it to the bar of reason, and given it a fair
t ~ i dthere. Which, in short, amocnts to thus much,
viz. To make them examine whether their religion be
true, and so worth the holding, under those penalties
that are annexed to it. Dissenters are indebted to you
for your great care of their souls. But, what, I beseeeh you, shall become of those of the national
church every where, which make far the greater part
of mankind, who have no sucl~punishl~lentst o x~lake
them consider; who have not this only remedy pro
vided for them, but are left in that deplorable condition you mention, of b e i ~ gsuffered quietly, and
without n~olestation, to take no care a t all of their
souls, or in doing of it to follow their own prejudices,
humours, or some crafty seducers? Need not those of
the national church, as well as others, bring their religion to the bar of reason, and give it a fair trial
there ? And if they need to do so, as they must, if all
national religions cai~ilotbe supposed true, they will
always need that which you s:ly is the only means t o
make t11em do so. So that if you are sure, as you tell
us, that there is need of' your method, I am sure there
is as much need of it in national churches as any other.
And so, for aught I can see, you must either punish
them or let others alone ; unless you think it reasonable
that the far greater part of mankind should constantly
be without that sovereign and only remedy, which they
stand in need of equally with other people.
6 c Sometimes the end for which men must be punished is, to dispose then] t o submit t o instruction, and
t o give a fair hearing t o the reasons offered for the enlightening their minds, and discovering the t r r ~ t hto
them. If their own words ]nay be taken for it, t1iei.e
are as few dissenters as conibl.n~ists,in any corlntay,
who will not pro&ss they hnvc done, and do this. Aad
J'OL. TI.
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if their own words may not be taken, who, I pray,
must be judge ? You and your magistrates ? I f so, then
it is plain you punish them not to dispose them to submit t o instruction, but to your instruction ; not to
dispose them t o give a fair hearing to reasons offered
for the enlightening their minds, but to give an
obedient hearing to your reasons. I f you mean this,
i t had been fairer and shorter to have spoken out
plainly, than thus in fair words, of indefinite signification, t o say that which amounts to nothing. For what
sense is i t t o punish a man to dispose him to s~zbmitt o
instruction, and give a fair hearing to reasons offered
for the enlightening his mind and discovering truth to
him, who goes two or three times a week several miles
on purpose t o do it, and that with the hazard of his
liberty or purse, unless you mean your instructions,
your reasons, your truth ? Which brings us but back
t o what you have disclaimed, plain persecution for
differing in religion.
" Sometimes this is to be done, T o prevail with men
t o weigh matters of religion carefully and impartially.
Discountenance and punishment put into one scale,
with impunity and hopes of preferment put into the
other, is as sure a way to make a man weigh impartially, as i t would be for a prince to bribe and threaten
a judge to make him judge uprightly.
" Sometimes i t is, T o make men bethink themselves,
and put it put of the power of any foolish humour, or
unreasonable prejudice, t o alienate them from truth
and their own happiness. Add but this, t o put i t
out of the power of any humour or prejudice of their
own, or other men's, and I grant the end is good, if
you can find the means t o procure it. But why it
should not be put out of the power of other men's
humour or prejudice, as well as their own, wants, and
will always want, a reason to prove. Wo111d it not, I
beseech you, to an indifferent bystander, appear humour or prejudice, or something as bad, to see men,
who profess a religion revealed from heaven, and which
they own contains all in it necessary to salvation, ex-
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clude men from their communion, and persecute them
with the penalties of the civil law, for not joining in the
use of ceremonies, which are nowhere to be found in
that revealed religion ? Would it not appear humour or
prejudice, or some such thing, to a sober, impartial
heathen, to see Christians exclude and persecute one of
the same faith, for things which they themselves confess
t o be indifferent,and not worth the contendin6 for ? Prejudice, humour, passion, lusts, impressions of education,
reverence and admiration of persons, worldly res ects,
love of their own choice, and the like; to whic you
justly ir~iputemany men's taking up and persisting in
their religion, are indeed good words ; and so, on the
other side, are these fol1,owin , truth, the right way,
enlightening, reason, sound ju gment ; but they signifl
notbing at all to our purpose, till you can evidently
and unquestionab y show the world, that the latter,
truth and the right way, &c. are always, and in all
countries, to be found only in the national church; and
the former, viz. passion and prejudice, kc. only amongst
the dissenters. But t o go on :
" Sometimes it is, T o bring Inen to take such care
as they ought of their salvation. What care is such
as men ought to take, whilst they are out of your
church, will be hard for you to tell me. But you endeavour to explain yourself in the following words:
that they may not blindly leave it to the choice neither
of any other person, nor yet of their own lusts and
passions, to prescribe to them what faith or worship
they shall embrace. You do well to make use of punishment to shut passion out of the choice : because
you know fear of suffering is no passion. But let that
pass. You would have men punished, to bring them
t o take such care of their salvation, that they may not
blindly leave i t t o the choice of any other person t o
prescribe to them, Are you sincere? Are you in
earnest? Tell me, then, truly : did the magistrate or
the national church, any where, or yours in particular,
ever punish any man to bring him to have this care,
which, you say, he ought to take of his salvation ? D i d
x0
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you ever punish any man, that he might not blindly
leave it to the choice of his parish priest, or bishop, or
the convocation, what faith or worship he should embrace? It will be suspected care of n party, or any
thing else, rather than care of the salvation of men's
souls; if, having found out so useful, so necessary a
remedy, the only method there is rooin left for, you
will apply i t but partially, and make trial of it only on
those whom you have truly least Itindness for. This
will unavoidably give one reason to imagine, you do
not think so well of your remedy as you pretend, who
are so sparing of it to your friends, but are very free
of i t to strangers, who in other things are used very
much like enemies. But your remedy is like the helleboraster that grew in the woman's garden, for the cure
of worms in her neighbours' children; for truly i t
wrought too roughly to give i t to any of her own.
Methinks your charity, in your present persecution, is
much-what as prudent, as justifiable, as that good woman's. I hope I have done you no injury, that I here
suppose you of the church of Engl&d; if I have, I
beg your pardon. It is no offence of malice, I assure
you : for I suppose no worse of you, than I confess of
myself.
" Sometimes this punishment that you contend for,
is to bring men t o act according to reason and sound
judgment :
Tertius B m l o cecidit C a b .

" This is reformation indeed. If you can help us to
it, you will deserve statues to be erected to you, as to
the restorer of decayed religion. But if all men have
not reason and sound judgment, will punishment put
it into them? Besides, concerning this matter mankind is so divided, that he acts according to reason and
sound judgment at Augsburg, who would be judged
t o do quite the contrary at Edinburgh. Will punishment make men know what is reason and sound judgment? If it will not, it is impossible it should make
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them act according to it. Reason and sound judgment are the elisir itself, the universal remedy; and
you may as reasonably punish men to bring them to
have the philosopher's stone, as to bring them to act
according to reason and sound judgment.
" Sometimes it is, T o put men upon a serious and
impartial examination of the controversy between the
magistrate and them, which is the way for them to
come to the knowledge of the truth. But what if the
truth be on neither side, as I am apt to imagine you
will think i t is not, where neither the magistrate
nor the dissenter is either of them of your church, how
will the examining the controversy between the magistrate and him be the way to come to the knowledge
of the truth? Suppose the controversy between a
Lutheran and a papist ; or, if you please, between a
presbyterian magistrate and a quaker subject; will the
examining the controversy between the magistrate and
the dissenting subject, in this case, bring him to the
knowledge of the truth ? I f you say, Yes, then you
grant one of these to have the truth on his side. For
the examining the controversy between a presbyterian and a quaker, leaves the controversy either of
them has with the church of England, or any other
church, untouched. And so one, at least, of those
being already come to the knowledge of the truth,
ought not to be put under your discipline of punishment, which is only to bring him to the truth. If you
say, No, and that the examining the controversy between the magistrate and the dissenter, in this case,
will not bring him to the knowledge of the truth, you
confess your rule to be false, and your method t o no
purpose.
T o conclude, your system is, in short, this : You
would have all men, laying aside prejudice, humour,
passion, &c. examine the $rounds of'tlieir religion, and
search for the truth. This, I confess, is heartily to be
wished. T h e means that you propose to make men
do this, is that dissenters should be punished to make
them do so. It is as if you had said, men generally
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are guiltyof a fault ;therefore let one gect, who have the
ill luck to be of an opinion different from the magistrate,
be punished. This, at first sight, shocks any one who has
the least spark of sense, reason, or justice. But having
spoken of this already, and concluding that, upon
second thoughts, you yourself will be ashamed of' it ;
let us consider it put so as to be consistent with common sense, and with all the advantage it can bear, and
then let us see what you can make of it. Men are
negligent in examining the religions they embrace, refuse, or persist in; therefore it is fit they should be
punished to make them do it. This is a consequence,
indeed, which may, without defiance to common sense,
be drawn from it. This is the use, the only use,
which you think punishment can, indirectly and at a
distance, have in matters of religion. You would have
men by puniahments driven to examine. What? Religion. T o what end? T o bring them to the knowledge of the truth. But I answer,
First, Every one has not the ability to do this.
" SecondIy, Every one has not the opportunity to
d o it.
" Would you have every poor protestant, for example, in the palatinate, examine thoroughly whether
the pope be infallible, or head of the church ; whether
there be a urgatory ; whether saints are to be prayed
to, or the ead prayed for; whether the Scripture be
the only rule of faith ; whether there be no salvation
out of the church; and whether there be no church
without bishops ; and an hundred other things in controversy between the papists and those protestants:
and, when he had mastered these, go on to fortify
himself against the opinions and objections of other
churches he differs from? This, which is no small
task, must be done, before a man can have brought his
religion to the bar of reason, and given it a fair trial
there. And if you will punish men till this be done,
the countryman must leave off ploughing and sowing,
and betake himself to the study of Greek and Latin ;
and the artizan must sell his tools, to buy fathers and
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schoolmen, and leave his family to starve. I f something less than this will satisfy you, pray tell me what
is enough. Have they considered and examined
enough, if they are satisfied themselves where the
truth lies ? If this be the limits of' their examination,
you will find few to punish; unless you will punish
them to make them do what they have done already.
For, however he came by his religion, there is scarce
any one to be found who does not own himseif satisfied
that he is in the right. Or else, must they be punished
to make them conslder and examine, till they embrace
that which you choose for truth? I f this be so, what
do you but in effect choose for them ? when yet you
would have men punished, to bring them to such a care
of their souls that no other person might choose for
them ? I f it be truth in general you would have them
by punishments driven to seek, that is to offer matter
of dispute, and not a rule of discipline. For to punish
any one to make him seek till he find truth, without a
judge of truth, is to punish for you know not what;
and is all one as if you should whip a scholar to make
him find out the square root of a number you do
not know. I wonder not, therefore, .that you could
not resolve with yourself what degree of severity you
wonld have used, nor haw long continued ;when you
dare not speak out directly whom you would have
punished, arid are far from being clear to what end
they should be under penalties.
" Consonant t o this uncertainty, of whom, or what,
to be punished, you tell us, that there is no questionof
the success of this method. Force will certainly do, if
duly proportioned to the design of it.
" What, I pray, is the design of i t ? I challenge you,
or any man living, out of what you have said in your
book, to tell me directly what it is. I n all other punishments that ever I heard of yet, till now that you
have taught the world a new method, the design of
them has been to 'cure the crime they are denounced
against, and so I think it ought to be here. What, I
beseech you, is the crime here ? Dissenting? That
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you say not, any where, is a fault. Besides you tell
us, that the magistrate hath not an authority to compel any one to his religion. And that you do not require that men should have no rule but the religion of
the country. And the power you ascribe to the magistrate is given him to bring men, not to his own, but
to the true religion. I f dissenting be not the fault,
is it that a man does not examine his own religion, and
the grounds of it ? Is that the crime your punishments
are designed to cure ? Neither that dare you say, lest
you displease more than you satisfy with your new
discipline. And then again, as I said before? you must
tell cis how far you would have them examme, before
you punish them for not doing it. And I imagine, if
that were all we required of you, it would be long
enough before you would trouble us with a law that
should prescribe to every one how far he was to examine matters of religion ; wherein if he failed, and
came short, he was to be punisl~ed; if he performed,
and went in his exalnination to the bounds set by the
law, he was acquitted and free. Sir, when you consider
it again, you will perhaps think this a case reserved to
the great day, when the secrets of all hearts shall be
laid open. For I imagine it is beyond the power or
judgment of man, in that variety of circumstances,
in respect of parts, tempers, opportunities, helps,
&c. men are in, in this world, to determine what is
every one's duty in this great business of search,
inquiry, examination, or to know when any one has
done it. That which makes me believe you will be
of this mind, is, that where you undertake for the
success of this method, if rightly used, it is with a
limitation, upon such as are not altogether incurable.
So that when your remedy is prepared according to
art (which art is yet unknown) and rightly applied,
and given in a due dose (all which are secrets),
it will then infallibly cure. Whom? All that are not
incurable by it. And so will a pippin-posset, eating
fish in Lent, or a presbyterian lecture, certainly cure
all that are not incurable by them. For I am sure
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you do not mean it will cure all, but those who are
absolutely incurable; because you yourself' allow one
means left of cure, when yours will not do; viz. T h e
grace of God. Your words are, what means is there
left (except the grace of God) to reduce them, but t o
lay thorns and briars in their way? And here also, in
the place we were considering, you tell us the incurable
are t o be left to God. FVhereby, if you mean they are
t o be left to those means he has ordained for men's
conversion and salvation, yours must never be made
use of: for he indeed has prescribed preaching and
hearing of his word; but as for those who will not
hear, I do not find any where that he has commal-lded
that they should be compelled or beaten t o it."
I must beg my reader's pardon for so long a repetition, which I was forced to, that he might be judge
whether what I there said either deserves no answer, or
be fully answered in that paragraph, where you undertake to vindicate your method from all impracticableness and inconsistency chargeable upon it, in reference
to the end for which you would have men punished.
Your words are : For what? By which,. you say, "you
perceive I mean two things : for sometimes I speak of
the fault, and sometimes of the end for which men are
to be punished; (and sometimes I plainly confound
them.) Now, if it be inquired, for what fault men are
t o be punished? you answer, for rejecting the true religion, after sufficient evidence tendered them of t h e
truth of i t ; which certainly is a fault, and deserves
punishment. But if I inquire for what end such as
do reject the true religion are to be punished; you
say, to bring them to embrace the true religion; and
in order to that to bring them t o consider, and that
carefully and impartially, the evidence which is offered
to convince them of the trutli of it, which are undeniably just and excellent ends; and which, through
God's blessing, have often been procured, and may e t
be procured by convenient penalties inflicted for t a t
purpose. Nor do you know of any thing I say against
a n y part of this, which is not already answered."
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Whether I in this confound two things distinct, or
you distinguish where there is no difference, the reader
may judge by what I have said elsewhere. I shall
here only consider the ends of punishing, you here
again in your reply to me assign; and those, as I find
them scattered, are these :
Sometimes you speak of this end,as if i t were "barely
to gain a hearing to those who by prayers and intreaty
cannot:" and those may be the preachers of any religion. But I suppose you mean the preachers of the
true religion. And who, I beseech you, must be judge
of that?
" Where the law provides sufficient means of instruction for all, as well as punishment for dissenters,
i t is plain t o all concerned, that the punishment is intended to make them consider." What ? The means
the law provides for their instruction. Who then is
judge of what they are to be instructed in, and the
means of instruction, but the law-maker ?
" It is to bring men t o hearken t o instruction."
And t o consider
From whom ? From any body ?
and examine matters of religion as they ought t o do,
and to bring those who are out of the right way t o
hear, consider, and embrace the truth." When is this
end attained, and the penalties which are the means to
this end taken off? When a man conforms to the
national church. And who then is judge of what is
the truth, t o be embraced, but the magistrate?
6L It is to bring men to consider those reasons and
arguments which are proper and sufficient to convince
them; but which, without being forced, they would
not consider." And when have they done this? When
they have once conformed: for after that there is no
force used to make them consider farther.
6 c It is to make men consider as they ought ;" and
that, you tell us, is so t o consider, 6L as t o be moved
heartily t o embrace, and not to reject, truth necessary
t o salvation." And when is the magistrate, that has
the care of men's souls, and does all this for their salvation, satisfied that they have so considered ? As
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soon as they outwardly join in communion with the
national church.
" I t is to bring men to consider and examine those
controversies which they are bound to consider and
examine : i. e. those wherein they cannot err without
dishonouring God, and er~dangeringtheir own and
other men's salvations. Anti to study the true religion
with such care nnrl diligence as they might and ought
to use, and with an honest mind." And when, in your
opinion, is it presumable that any man has done all
this? Even when he is in the communiori of your
church.
" I t is to cure men's unreasonable prejudices and
refractoriness against, and aversion to, the true religion."
Whereof none retain the least tincture or
suspicion, who are once got within the pale of your
church.
It is to bring men into the right way, into the
way of salvation," which force does, when it has conducted them within the church-porch, and there leaves
them.
" I t is to bring men to embrace the truth that must
save them." And here in the paragraph wherein you
pretend to tell us for what force is to be used., you say,
" It is to bring men to embrace the true rellg~on,and
in order to that to bring them t o consider, and that
carefully and impartially, the evidence which is offered
to convince them of the truth of it, which, as you say,
are undeniably just and excellent ends ;" but yet such
as force in your method can never practically be made
a means to, without supposing what you say you have
no need to suppose; viz. that your religion is the
true; unless you had rather everywhere leave it t o
the magistrate to judge which is the right way, what is
the true religion ; which supposition, I imagine, will
less accommodate you than the other. But take which
of them you will, you must add this other supposition
to it, harder to be granted you than either of the
former; viz. that those who conform t o your church
here, if you make yourself the judge, or to the national
churcli any where, if' you irlakc the ~nltgistratcjudge
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of the truth that must save men, and those only, have
attained these ends.
The magistrate, you say, is obliged to do what in him
lies to bring all h ~ ssubjects " to examine carefully
and impartially matters of religion, and to consicier
them as they ought; i. e. so as to embrace the truth
that must save them." The proper and necessary
means, you say, to attain these ends is force. And
your method of' using this force is to punish all the
dissenters from the national religion, and none of those
who outwardly conform to it. Make this practicable
now in any country in the world, without allowing the
magistrate to be judge what is the truth that must
save them, and without supposing also, that whoever
do embrace the outward profession of the national religion, do in their hearts embrace, i. e. believe and obey
the truth, that must save them; and then I think nothing in government can be too hard for your undertaking.
You conclude this paragraph in telling me, " You
do not know of any thing, I say, against any part of
this, which is not already answered." Pray tell me
whereit is you have answered those objections I made
to those several ends which you assighed in your Argument Considered, and for which you would have
force used, and which I have here reprinted again, because I do not find you so much as take notice of
them: and therefore the reader must judge whether
they needed any answer or no.
But to show that you have not here, where you promise and pretend to do it, clearly and directly told us
for what force and penalties are to be used, I shall in
the next chapter examine what you mean 'c by bringing men to embrace the true religion."
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CHAPTER VII.
Of your bringing Men to the true Religion.
TRUE
religion is on all hands acknowledged to be so
much the concern and interest of all mankind, that
nothing can be named, which so much effectually bespeaks the approbation and favour of the public. T h e
very entitling one's self to that sets a man on the right
side. Who dares question such a cause, or oppose what
is offered for the promoting the true religior~? This
advantage you have secured to yourself from inattentive readers as much as by the often repeated mention
of the true religion is possible; there being scarce a
page wherein the true religion does not appear, as if
you had nothing else in your thoughts but the bringing
men t o it for the salvation of their souls. Whether it
be so in earnest, we will now see.
You tell us, " Whatever hardships some false religions may impose, it will, however, always be easier t o
carnal and worldly-minded men, t o give even their
first-born for their transgressions, than to mortify the
lusts from which they spring, which no religion but
the true requires of them." Upon this you ground
the necessity of force to bring men to the true religion,
and charge it on the magistrate as his duty to use i t t o
that end. What now in appearance can express greater
care to bring men to the true religion? But let us see
what you say in p. 64, and we shall find that in your
scheme nothing less is meant : there you tell us, " T h e
magistrate inflicts the penalties only upon them that
break the laws :" and that law requiring nothing but
conformity to the national religion, none but nonconformists are punished. So that unless an outward
profession of the national religion be by the mortification of men's lusts, harder than their giving ttzir first-
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born for their transgressions, all the penalties you contend for concern not, nor can be intended to bring men
effectually to the true religion ; since they leave them
before they come to the difficulty, which is to mortify
their lusts, as the true religion requires. So that your
bringing men to the true religion being to bring them
to conformity to the national, for then you have done
with force ; how far that outward conformity is from
being heartily of the true religion, may be known by
the distance there is between the easiest and the hardest
thing in the world. For there is nothing easier, than
to profess in words ; nothing harder, than to subdue the
heart, and bring thoughts and deeds into obedience of
the truth : the latter is what is required to be of the
true religion ; the other all that is required by penalties, your way applied. If you say, conformists to tlie
national religion are required by the law civil and ecclesiastical to lead good lives, which is the difficult part
of the true religion-I answer, these are not the laws
we are here speaking of, nor those which the defenders
of toleration complain of; but the laws that put a distinction between outward conformists and nonconformists : and those they say, whatever may be talked
of the true religion, can never be meant to bring men
really to the true religion, as long as the true religion
is, and is confessed to be, a thing of so much greater
difficulty than outward conformity.
Miracles, say you, supplied the want of force in the
beginning of Christianity; and therefore, so far as they
supplied that want, they must be subservient to the
same end. The end then, was to bring men into the
Christian churcb; into which they were admitted and
received as brethren, when they acknowledged that
Jesus was the Christ, the Son of God. Will that serve
the turn? No : force must be used t o make men embrace creeds and ceremonies ; i. e. outwardly conform
t o the doctrine and worship of your church. Nothing
more than that is required by your penalties ; nothing
less than that will excuse from punishment : that, and
nothing but that, will serve the turn; that therefore,
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and only that, is what you mean by the true religion
you would have force used to bring men to.
When I tell you, " You have a very ill opinion of
the religion of the Church of England, and must own
it can only be propagated and supported by force, if
you do not think it would be a gainer by a general
toleration all the world over :" you ask, " Why you
may not have as good an opinion of the Church of
England's, as you have of Noah's religion, notwithstanding you think it cannot now be propagated or
supported without using some kinds or degrees of
force." When you have proved that Noah's religion,
that from eight persons spread a r ~ dcontinued in the
world till the apostles' times, as I have proved in another place, was propagated and supported all that
while by your kinds or degrees of force, you may have
some reason to think as well of the rel~gionof the
Church of England as you have of Noah's religion;
though you think it cannot be propagated and supported without some kinds or degrees of force. But
till you can prove that, you cannot upon that ground
say you have reason to have so good an opinion of it.
You tell me, " If I will take your word for it, you
assure me you think there are many other countries in
the world besides England, where my toleration would
be as little useful to truth as in England." I f you will
name those countries, which will be no great ains, I
will take your word for it, that you believe to eration
there would be prejudicial to truth: but if you will
not do that, neither I nor any body else can believe
you. I will give you a reason why I say so, and that
is, because nobody can helieve that, upon your principles, you can allow any national religion, differing
from that of the Church of England, to be true; and
where the national religion is not true, we have already
your consent (as in Spain and Italy, &c.) for toleration.
Now that you cannot, without renouncing your own
principles, allow any national religion, differing from
that established here by law, to be true, is evident:
For why do you punish nonconformists here? " T o
bring them, say you, to the true religion." But what
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if they hold nothing, but what that other differing
fiational church does, shall they be nevertheless punished if they conform not? You will certainly say,
yes: and if so, then you tnust eith& say, they are not
of the true religion ; or else you must own you punish
those, to bring them to the true religion, w h m you
allow to be of the true reIigion already.
You tell me, " If I own with our author, thgt there
is but one true religion, and I owning myself t o be of
the Church of England, you cannot see how I can
avoid supposing, that the national religion now in
England, backed by the public authority of the law,
is the only true religion." If I own, as L do, all that
you here expect from me, yet it will not serve to draw
that conclusion from it which you d o ; viz. that the
national religion now in England is the only true religion ; taking the true religion in the sense that I do,
and you ought to take it. I grant that there is but
one true religion in the world, which is that whose doctrine and worship are necessary t o salvation. I grant
too, that the true religion, necessary to salvation, is
taught and professed in the Church of England : and
yet i t will not follow from hence that the religion of
the Church of England, as established by law, is the
only true religion ; if there be any thing established in
the Church of England by law, and made part of its
religion, which is not necessary to salvation, and which
any other church, teaching and professing all that is
necessary t o salvation, does not receive.
I f the national religion now in England, backed by
the authority af the law, be, as you would have it, the
only t m e religion ; so the only true religion, that a man
cannot be saved without being of it ;. pray reconcile
this with what you say in the iminedlately preceding
paragraph ; viz. " that there are many other countries
in the world where my toleration would be as little
useful as in England." For if there be other national
religions differing from that of England, which you
allow to be true, and wherein men may. be saved, the
national religion of England, as now established by
law, is not the only t r r ~ ereligion, and Inen niay be
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saved without being of it. And then 'the magistrate
can upon your principles have no authority to use force
to bring men to be of it. For you tell us, force is not
lawful, unless it be necessary ; and therefore the magistrate can never lawfully use it, but t o bring men
to believe and practise what is necessary t o salvation.
You must therefore either hold, that there is nothing
in the doctrine, discipline, and ceremonies of the church
of England, as it is established by law, but what is
necessary to salvation : or else you must reform your
terms of communion, before the magistrate, upon your
principles, can use penalties to make men consider till
they conform ; or you can say that the national religion
of England is the only true religion, though it contain
the only true religion in it ; as possibly most, if not all,
the differing Chr~stianchurches now in the world do.
You tell us farther, in the next paragraph, " That
wlrerever this only true religion, i. e. the national religion now in England, is received, all other religions
ought to be discouraged."
Why, I beseech you, discouraged, if they be true any of them ? For if they be
true, what pretence is there for force to bring men
who are of them to the true religion? If you say all
other religions, varying at all fro111that of the church
of England, are false ; we know then your measure of
the one only true religion. Brit that your care is only
ofconfbrmity to the church of England, and that by the
true religion you mean nothing else, appears too from
your way of expressing yourself in this passage, where
you own that you suppose that as this ~ n l ytrue religion, to wit, the national religion now in England,
backed with the public authority of law, " ought to be
received wherever i t is preached; so wherever i t is
received, all other religions ought to be discouraged in
some measure by the civil powers." If the religion
established by law in England be the only true religion,
ought it not to be preached and received every where,
and all other religions discouraged throughout the
world? and ought not the magistrates of all countries
to take care that it should be so? But you only say,
wherever it is preached it ought to be received ; and
VOL. VI.
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wherever ,it is received, other religions ought to be
discouraged, which is well suited t o your scheme for
enforcing conformity in England, but could scatce drop
fiom a man whose thodghts were on the true religion,
and the promoting of it in other parts of the world.
Force then must be used in England, and penalties
laid on dissenters there. For what? " to bring them
t o the true religion," whereby it is plain you mean
not only the doctrine but discipline and ceremonies of
t h e church of England, and make them a part of the
only true religion : why else do you punish all dissenters
for rejecting the true religion, and use force t o bring
them to i t ? when yet a great, if not the greatest, part
of dissenters in England own and profess the doctrine
of tlie church of England, as firmly as those in the
coinmunion of the church of England. They therefore, though they believe the same religion with you,
are excluded from the true church of God, that you
would have men brought to, and are amongst those who
reject the true religion.
I ask whether they are not in your opinion out of the
way of salvation, who are not joined in communiotl with
the true church? and whether there can be any true
church without bishops? I f so, all but conformists in
England that are of any church in Europe, beside the
Lutherans and papists, are out of the way of salvation ;
and so according to your system have need of force t o
be brought into it : and these too, one for their doctrine
of transubstantiation, the other for that of consubstantiation, to omit other things vastly differing from the
church of England, you will not, I suppose, allow to
be of the true religion : and who then are left of the
true religion but the church of England? For the Abyssines have too wide a difference in many points for me
t o imagine, that is one of those places you mean where
toleration would do harm as well as in England. And
I think the religion of the Greek church can scarce be
supposed by you t o be the true. For if it should, it
would be a strong instance against your assertion, that
the true religion cannot subsist, but would quickly be effectually extirpated without the assistance of authority ;
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since this has subsisted without any such pssistance now
above two hundred years. I take it then for granted,
and others with me cannot but do the same ; till you
tell us, what other religion there is of any church, but
that of England, which you allow to be the true religion; that all you say of bringing men to the true
religion, is only bringing them to the religion of the
church of England. If I do you an injury in this, i t
will be capable of a very easy vindicatio~i:for it is but
rlaming that other church differing fiom that of England, which you allow to have the true religion, and I
shall yield myself convinced,and sliall allow these words,
viz. " The national religion now in England, backed
by the public authority of law, being the only true
religion," only as a little hasty sally of your zeal. In
the mean time I shall argue with you about the use of
force to bring men to the religion of the church of
England, as established by law : since i t is more easy
to know what that is, than what you mean by the true
religion, if yon mean any thing else.
T o proceed therefore ; in the next place I tell you,
by using force your way to bring men to the religion of
the church of England, you mean only to bring them
to an outward profession of that religion ; and that, as
I have told you elsewhere, because force ilse(1 your way,
being applied only to dissenters, and ceasing as soon
as they conform, (whether it be intended by the lawmaker for any thing inore or no, which we have examined in another place) cannot be to bring meti to any
thing more than outward conformity. For if fbrce be
used t o dissenters, and them only, to bring men to the
true religion, and always, as soon as it has brought men
to conformity, it be taken off, and laid aside, as having
done all is expected from it ; it is plain, that by bringing men. ~o the true religion, and bringing them to outward conformity, you inean the same thing. You use
and continue force upon dissenters, because you expect
some effect fi-om it : when you take it off, it has wrcught
that ef%ect,orelse, beingin your power, why do you not
continue it o n ? The effect then that you taik of being
the etnbracing the true religion, and the thing you are
Y
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satisfied with, without any further punishment, expecta&on, or inquiry, being outward conformity, it id plain
embracing the true religion and outward conformity,
with you, are the same things.
Neither can you say it is presumable that those who
outwardly conform do really understand, and inwardly
in their hearts embrace with a lively faith and a sincere
obedience, the truth that must save them. I. Because
it being, as ou tell us, the magistrate's duty to do all
that in him ies for the salvation of' all his subjects, and
it being in his power to examine, whether they know
and live suitable to the truth that must save them, as
well as conform ; he can or ought no more to presume
that they do so, without taking an accour~tof their
knowledge and lives, than he can or ought to presume
that they conform, without taking any account of their
coming to church. Would you think that physician
discharged his duty, and had, as was pretended, a care
of men's lives ; who having got them into his hands,
and knowing no more of them but that they come
once or twice a week to the apothecary's shop, to hear
what is prescribed them, and sit there a while ; should
say it was presumable they were recovered, without ever
examining whether his prescriptions had any effect, or
what estate their health was in ?
2. It cannot be presumable, where there are so many
visible instances to the contrary. He must pass for an
admirable presumer, who will seriously affirm that ibis
presumable that all those who conform to the national
religion, where it is true, do so understand, believe,-and
practise it, as to be in the way of salvation.
3. I&cannot be presumable, that men have parted
with their corruption and lusts t o avoid force,, when
they fly to conforrlnity, which can s'helter them from
force without quittihg their lusts. That which is dearer
to me11 than their first-born is, you tell us, their lusts;
that which is harder than the hardships offalsereligious
is the mortifying those Iusts : here lies the difficulty of
the true religion, that it requires the mortifying of those
lusts; and till that be done, men are not of the true
religion, nor in the way of salvation :and it is upon this
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account only that ou pretend force to be needful, Force
is used to make t em hear :it prevails ;men hear : but
that is not enough, because the difficulty lies not in
that; they may hear arguments for the truth, and yet
retain their corruption. They must do more ;they must
consider those arguments. Who requires it of them?
The law that inflicts the punishment does not; but
this we may be sure their love of their lusts, arid their
hatred of punishment, requires of them, and will bring
them to, viz. to consider how to retain their beloved
lusts, and yet to avoid the uneasiness of the punishment
they lie under ; this is presumable they do ; therefore
they go one easy step farther, they conform, and then
they are safe from force, and may still retain their corruption. Is it therefore presumable they have parted
with their corruption, because force has driven them to
take sanctuary against punishment in conformity, where
force is no longer to molest them, or pull them from
their darling inclinations ? The difficulty in religion is,
you say, for men to part with their lusts ; this makes
force necessary : men find out a way by conforming to
avoid force without parting with their lusts ; therefore
it is presumable when they conform, that force, which
they can avoid without quitting their lusts, has made
them part with them ;which is indeed not to part with
their lusts because of force, but to part with them
gratis ; which if you can say is presumable, the fbundation of your need of force, which you place in the
prevalency of corruption, and men's adhering to their
lusts, will be gone, and so there will be no need of force
at all. If the great difficdty in religion be for men t o
part with, or mortify their lusts, and the only counterbalance in the other scale, to assist the true religion, to
prevail against their lusts, be force ; which, 1beseech
you, is pcesumabie, if they can avoid force, and retain
their lusts, that they should quit their lusts, and heartil
embrace the true religion, which is incompatible wit
them ; or else that they should avoid the force, and
retain their lusts? T o say the former of these, is to
say that it is presumable, that they will quit their lusts,
and heartily embrace the true religion for its own sake :
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for he that heartily embraces the true religion, because
of a force which he knows he can avoid a t pleasure,
without quittin his lusts, cannot be said so to embrace
it, because o f t at force : since a force he can avoid,
without quitting his lusts, cannot be said to assist truth
in making him quit them :for in this truth has no assistance from it a t all. So that this is t o say there is no
need of force a t all in the case.
Take a covetous wretch, whose heart is so set upon
money, that he would give his first-born to save his
bags ; who is pursued by the force of the magistrate t o
an arrest, and colnpelled to hear what is alleged against
him ; and the prosecution of the law threatening imprisonment or other punishment, if he do not pay the
just debt which is demanded of'him :ifhe enters himself
in the King's Bench, where he can enjoy his freedom
without paying the debt, and parting with his money ;
will you say that i t is presumable he did it to pay
the debt, and not t o avoid the force of the law? T h e
lust of the flesh and pride of' life are as strong and prevalent as the lust of'the eye : and if you will deIiberateIy
say again, that it is presumable, that men are driven
by force to consider, so as to part with their lusts, when
no more is known of them, but that they do what discharges them from the force, without any necessity of
parting with their lusts ; I think I shall have occasion
to send you t o my pagans and Mahometans, but shall
have no need to say any thing more to you of this matter myself.
I agree with you, that there is but one only true
religion ; I agree too that that one only true religion is
professect and held in the church of England ; and yet
I deny, if force may b e used to bring men t o that true
religion, that upon your principles it can lawftilly be
used to bring men to the national religion in.England,
as established by law ; because force, according to your
own rule, being only lawful because i t is necessary,
and therefore unfit to be used where not necessary, i. e.
necessary to bring men to salvation ; it can never be
lawfiilly used to bring a man to any thing that is not
necessary to salvation, as I have more fully shown in
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another place. If therefore in the national religion of
England, there be any thing put in as necessary t o
communion, that is, though true, yet not necessary to
salvation ; force cannot be lawfully used to bring men
to that communion, though the thing so required in itself may perhaps be true.
There be a great many truths contained in Scripture,
which a man may be ignorant of', and consequently not
believe, without any danger to his salvation, or else
very few would be capable of salvation : for I think I
may truly say, there was never any one, but he that was
the Wsdoni of t l ~ eFather, who was not ignorant of
some, and mistaken in others of them. T o bring men
therefore t o embrace such truths, the use of force, by
your own rule, cannot be lawful : because the belief or
knowledge of those truths themselves not being necessary to salvation, there can be no necessity men should
be brought to embrace them, and so no necessity to use
force to bring men to embrace them.
T h e only true religion which is necessal.7 to salvation,
may in one national church have that joined with it
which in itself is manifestly false and repugnant to salvation ; in such a com~nunionno man can join without quitting the way to salvation. I n another national
church, with this only true religion may be joined what
is neither repugnant nor necessary to salvation ;and of
such there may be several churches differing from one
another in confessions, ceremonies, and discipline, which
are usually called dieerent religions; with either or
each of which a good man, if' satisfied in his own mind,
may coinmunicate without danger, whilst another, not
satisfied in conscience concerning something in the
doctrine, discipline, or worship, cannot safely, nor without sin, communicate with this or that of them. Nor
can force be lawfully used, on your principles, to bring
any man to either of' them ;because such things are required to their communion, which not being requisite
to salvation, men may seriously and conscientiously
differ, and be in doubt about, without endangering their
souls.

That which here raises a noise, and gives a credit to
it, whereby many are misled into an unwarrantable zeal,
is, that these are called different religions ; and every
one thinking his own the true, the only true, condemns
all the rest as false religions. Whereas those who hold
all things necessary to salvation, and add not thereto
any thing in doctrine, discipline, or worship, inconsistent with salvation, are of one and the same religion,
though divided into different societies or churches,
under different forms : which whether the passion and
polity of designing, or the sober and pious intention of
well-meaning men, set up, they are no other than the
contrivancesoftnen, and such they ought to be esteemed
in whatsoever is required in them, which God has not
made necessary to salvation, however in its own nature
it may be indifferent, lawful, or true. For none ofthe
articles or confessions of any church, that I know, containing in them all the truths of religion, though they
contain some that are not necessary to salvation; to
garble thus tile truths ofreligion, and by their own authority take some not necessary to salvation, and make
them the terms of communion, and leave out others as
necessary to be known and believed, is purely the coatrivance of men ;God never having appointed any such
distinguishing system : nor, as I have showed, can force,
upon your principles, lawfully be used to bring men to
embrace it.
Concerning ceremonies? I shall here only a& you
whether you think kneel~ngat the Lord's supper, or
the cross in baptism, are necessary to salvation 2 I meation these as having been matter of great scruple : if
you will not say they are, how can you say that form
can be lawfully used to bring men into a communion,
to wl~ichthese are made necessary ? If you say, Kneeling is necessary to a decent uniformity, (for of:.the
cross in baptism I have spoken elsewhere) though that
should be tl-ue, yet it is an argument you canndt use
for i t , if you are of the church of Zngland :for ifa deteat uniformity may be well enough presdved, without
kneeling at prayer, where decency requires it at least's
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much as at receiving the sacrament, why may i t not
well enough be preserved without kneeling at the sacrament? Now that uniformity is thought sufficiently
preserved without kneeling at prayer, is evident by the
various postures men are at liberty to use, and may be
generally observed, in all our congregations, during
the minister's prayer in the pulpit before and after his
sermon, which it seems can consist well enough with
decency and uniformity; though it be a prayer addressed to the great God of heaven and earth ; to whose
majesty it is that the reverence to be expressed in our
gestures is due, when we put up petitions to him, who
is invariably the same, in what or whose words soever
we address ourselves to him.
T h e preface to the Book of Common Prayer tells us,
" That the rites and ceremonies appointed to be used
in divine worship, are things in their own nature indifferent and alterable." Here I ask you, whether any
human power can make any thing, in its own nature
indifferent, necessary to salvation ? If i t cannot, then
neither can any human power be justified in the use
of force, to bring men t o conformity in the use of such
things. I f you think men have authority to make any
thing, in itself indifferent, a necessary part of God's
worship, I shall desire you to consider what our author
says of this matter, which has not yet deserved your
notice.
" The misapplying his power, you say, is a sin in the
magistrate, and lays him open to divine vengeance."
And is it not a misapplying of his power, and a sin
in him, to use force to bring men to such a compliance
in an indifferent thing, which in religious worship may
be a sin to them? Force, you say, may be used to punish those who dissent from the communion of the
church of England. Let us suppose now all its doctrines not only true, but necessary to salvation ; but
that there is put into the terms of its communion some
indifferent action which God has not enjoined, nor
made a part of his worship, which any man is persuaded
i n his conscience not to be lawful ; suppose kneeling at
the sacrament, which having beer) superstitiously used
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in adoration of the bread, as the real body of Christ,
may give occasion of scruple to soine now, as well as
eating of flesh offered to idols did to others in the apostles' time ; which though lawful in itself, yet the apostle
said '' he would eat no flesh while the world standeth, rather than to make his weak brother offend," 1
Cor. viii. 13. And if to lead, by example, the scrupulous into any action, in itself indifferent, which they
thought unlawful, be a sin, as appears at large, Rom.
xiv. how much more is it to add force to our example,
and to compel men by punishments to that, which,
though indifferent in itself, they cannot join in without
sinning ! I desire you to show me how force can be necessary in such a case, without which you acknowledge
i t not to be lawful. Not to kneel at the Lord's supper,
God not having ordained it, is not a sin ; and the apostles' receiving it in the posture of sitting or lying,
which was then used a t meat, is an evidence it may be
received not kneeling. But to him that thinks kneeling
is unlawful, it is certainly a sin. And for this you may
take the authority of a very judicious and reverend prelate of our church, in these words: " Where a man is
mistaken in his judgment, even in that case, it is always
a sin to act against i t ; by so doing, he wilfully acts
against the best light which at present he has fbr the
direction of his actions." Disc. of Conscience, p. 18.
I lleed not here repeat his reasons, having already quoted
him above more a t large ; though the whole passage,
writ, as he uses, with great strength and clearness, deserves t o be read and considered. I f therefore the magistrate enjoins such an unnecessar ceremony, and
uses force to bring any man to a sinfu communion with
our church in it, let me ask you, doth he sin or misapply his power or no 3
True and false religions are names that easily engage
men's affections on the hearing of them ;the one being
the aversion, the other the desire, at least as they persuade themselves, of all mankind. Tbis makes men
forwardly give into these names, wherever they meet
with them ;and when mention is made of bringing men
from a Clse to the true religion, very often without
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knowing what is meant by those names, they think nothing can be done too much in such a business, t o
which they entitle God's honour, and the salvation of
n~en'ssouls.
I shall therefore desire of you, if you are that fair
and sincere lover of truth you profess, when you write
again, t o tell us what you mean by true, and what by
a false religion, that we may know which in your sense
are so : for, as you now have used these words in your
treatise, one of them seems t o stand only for the religion
of the church of England, and the other for that of all
other churches. I expect here you should make the
same outcries against me, as you have in your former
letter, fbr imposing a sense upon your words contrary
to your meaning ; and for this you will appeal to your
own words in some other places : but of this I shall leave
the reader to judge, and tell him, this is a way very
easy and very usual for men, who having not clear and
consistent notions, keep themselves asmuch as they can
under the shelter of general and variously applicable
terms ;that they may save themselves from the absurdities or consequences of one place, by a help from some
general or contrary expression in another : whether i t
be a desire of victory, or a little too warm zeal for a
cause you have been hitherto persuaded of', which hath
led you into this way of writing ; I shall only mind you,
that the cause of God requires nothing, but what may
be spoken out plainly in a clear determined sense, without any reserve or cover. I n the mean time this I shall
leave with you as evident, that force, upon your ground,
cannot be lawfully used to bring men to the communion
of the church of England ; (that being all that I can
find you clearly mean by the true religion) t ~ lyou
l have
proved that all that is required of one in that communion, is necessary tu salvation.
However therefore you tell us, " That convenient
force, used to bring men to the true religion, is all that
you contend for, and all that you allow." That it is
for " promoting the true religion." That it is t o " bring
me11 to consider, so as not t o reject the truth necessary
to salvation. T o bring men t o ernbrace the truth that
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must save them." And abundance more to this purpose. Yet all this talk of the true religion amounting
to no more but the national religion established by law
in England ; and your bringing Inen to it, to no more
than bringing them to an outward profession of i t ; it
would better have suited that condition, viz. without
prejudice, and with an honest mind, which yo11 require
in others, to have spoke plainly what you aimed at, ]*ather than prepossess men's minds in favour of your
cause, by the i~npressionsof a name that in truth did
not properly belong to it.
It was not therefore without ground that I said, " I
sus.pected you built all on this lurking supposition, that
the national religion now in England, backed by the
public authority of the law, is the only true religion,
and therefore no other is to be tolerated ; which being
a supposition equally unavoidable, and equally just in
other countries ; unless we can imagine, that, every
where but in England, men believe what at the same
time they think to be a lie," &c. Here you erect your
plumes, and to this your triumphant logic gives you
not patience to answer, without an air of' victory in the
entrance : " How, sir, is this supposition equally unavoiclable, and equally just in other countries, where
false religions are the national ? (for that you must mean,
wo too
or nothing to the purpose.)" Hold, sir ; you ?
fast. Take your ow11 system with you, and you w111yerceive it will be enough to my purpose, if I mean those
religions which you take t o be false; for if there be
any other national churches, wllich, agreeing with the
church of England in what is necessary to salvation,
yet have established ceremonies different from those
of the church of England; should not any one who
dissented here from the church of England upon that
account, as preferring,that to our way of worship, be
justly punished? If so, then punishment in matters of
religion being only t o bring inen to the true religion,
you must suppose him not t o be yet of it, and so the
national church he approves of not to be of the true religion. And yet is it not equally unavoidable, and
equally just, that that church should suppose its religion
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the only true religion, as it is that yours should do so ;
it agreeing with yours in things necessary to salvation,
and having made some things, in their own nature
indifferent, requisite to conformity for decency and
order, as you have done? So that my saying, It is
equally unavoidable, and equally just in other countries, will hold good, without meaning what you charge
on me, that that supposition is equally unavoidable, and
equally just, where the national religion is absolutely
false.
But in that large sense too, what I said will hold good ;
and you would have spared your useless subtilties against
it, if you had been as willing to take my meaning, and
answer my argument, as y o a were t o turn what I said
to a sense which the words themselves show I never
intended. My argument in short was this, That granting force to be useful to propagate and support religion,
yet it would be no advantage t o the true religion, that
you, a member of the church of England, supposing
yours to be the true religion, should thereby claitn a
right to use force ; since such a supposition, to those
who were members of other churches, and believed
other religions, was equally unavoidable, and eqilally
just. And the reason I annexed shows both this t o
be my meaning, and my assertion to be true : my words
are, " Uvless we can imagine that, every where but in
England, men believe what at the same time they think
to be a lie." Having therefore never said, nor thought
that it is equally unavoidable, or equally just, that men
in every country should believe the national religion of
the country: but that it is equally unavoidable, and
equally just, that men believing the national religion of
thair country, be it true or false, should suppose it t o
be true ; and let me here add also, should endeavonr
to propagate it : however you go on thus to reply : " I f
so, then I fear it will be equally true too, and equally
rational : for otherwise I see not how it can be equally
unavoidable, or equally just ; for if i t be not equally
true, it cannot be equally just ; and if it be not equally
rational, it cannot be equally unavoidable. But if' it be
equally true, and equally rational, then either all religions
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are true, or none is true :for if they be all equally true,
and one of them be not true, then none of them can be
true." I challenge any one to put these four good
words, unavoidable, just, rational, and true, more equally
together, or to make a better-wrought deduction : but
after all, my argument will nevertheless be good, that
i t is no advantage to your cause, for you or any one of
it, to suppose yours to be the only true religion ; since
i t is equally unavoidable, and equally just for any one,
who believes any other religion, to suppose the same
thing. And this will always be so, till you can show,
that men cannot receive fake religions upon arguments
that appear to them to be good ; or that having received
falsehood under the appearance oftruth, they can ,whilst
it so appears, do otherwise than value it, and be acted
by it, as if it were true. For the equality that is here
the question, depends not upon the truth of the opinion
embraced ; but on this, that the light and persuasion a
man has a t present, is the guide which he ought to
follow, and which in his judgment of' truth he cannot
avoid to be governed by. And therefore the terrible
consequences you dilate on in the following part of that
page I leave you for your private use on some fitter
occasion.
You therefore who are so apt, without cause, to complain of want of ingenuity in others; will do well
hereafter t o consult your own, and another time change
your style; and not under the undefined name of the
true religion, because that is of more advantage to your
argument, mean onIy the religion established by law i n
England, shutting out all other religions now professed
in the world. Though when you have defined what is
the true religion, which you would have supported and
propagated by fbrce ; and have told us it is to be found
in the liturgy a i d thirty-nine articles of the church of
England ; and it be agreed to you, that that is the onIy
true religion ; your argument of force, as necessary t o
men's salvation, from the want of light and strength
enough in the true religion t o prevail against men's
lusts, and the corruption of their nature, will not hold ;
because your bringing men by force, your way applied,
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t o the true religion, be it what you will, is but bringing
them t o an outward conformity to the national church.
But the bringing them so far, and no farther, having
no opposition to their lusts, no inconsistency with their
corrupt nature, is not on that acco~lntat all necessary,
nor does at all help, where only, on your grounds, you
say, there is need of t l ~ eassistance of force towards
their salvation.

CHAPTER VIII.

Of Salvntion to be procured by Force, your F'i-ry.
THERE
cannot be imagined a more laudable design
than the promoting the salvation of men's souls, by
any one who shall undertake it : but if it be a pretence
rriade use of to cover some other by-interest, nothing
can be more odious to men, nothing more provoking
t o the great God of heaven and earth, nothing more
misbecoming the name and character of a Christian.
With what intention you took your pen in hand t o defend and encourage the use of force in the business of
men's salvation, it is fit in charity we take your word ;
but what your scheme, as you have delivered it, is
guilty of, it is my business to take notice of, and represent to you.
T o my saying, that " if persecution, as is pretended,
were for the salvation of men's souls, bare conformity
would not serve the turn, but men should be examined
whetl~erthey do it upon reason and conviction :" you
answer, " Who they be tllat pretend that persecution
is for the salvation of men's souls, you know not."
Whatever you know not, I know one, who in the letter
under consideration pleads for force, as useful for the
promoting " the salvation of men's souls: and that the
use of force is no other means for tlie salvation of men's
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souls, than what t h s Author and Finisher of our faith
has directed. That so far is the magistrate, when he
gives his helping hand to the furtherance of the Gospel,
by laying convenient penalties upon such as reject it,
or any part of it, from using any other means for the
salvation of men's souls than what the Author and
Finisher of our faith has directed, that he does no more
than his duty for the promoting the salvation of souls.
And as the means by which men may be brought into
the way of salvation."
Ay, but where do you say that
persecution is for the salvation of souls? I thought you
had been arguing against my meaning: and against the
things I say, and not against my words in your meaning,
which is not against me. T h a t I used the word persecution for what you call force and penalties, you
know: for in p. 91, that immediately precedes this,
you take notice of it, with some little kind of wonder,
in these words, cc persecutions, so i t seems you call all
punishments for religion." T h a t I do so then, whether
properly or improperly, you could not be ignorant;
and then, I beseech you, apply your answer here t o
what I say. My words are, b c I f persecution, as is pretended, were for the salvation of men's souls, men that
conform would be examined whether they did so upon
reason and conviction." Change my word persecution
into punishment for religion, and then consider the
truth or ingenuity of your answer: for, in that sense
of the word persecution, do you know nobody that
pretends persecution is for the salvation of men's
souls? So much fbr your ingenuity, and the arts you
allow yourself to serve a good cause. What do you
think of one of my pagans or Mahometans? Could
he have done better? For I shall often have occasion t o mind you of' them. Now to your argument.
I said, " That I thought those who make laws, and
use force, tt> bring men to church-confbrmity in religion, seek only the compliance, but concern themselves
not for the conviction of'those they punish, and so never use force to convince. For pray tell me, when any
dissenter conforms, and enters into the church com-
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munion, is he ever examined to see whether he does
it upon reason and conviction, and such grounds as
would become a Christian concerned for religion ? I f
persecution, as is pretended, were for the salvation of
men's souls, this would be done, and men not driven
to take the sacrament to keep their places, or obtain
licences to sell ale ; for so low have these holy things
been prostituted." T o this you here reply, " As to
those magistrates, who having provided sufficiently for
the instruction of all under their care, in the true religion, do make laws, and use moderate penalties, t o
bring men to the communion of the church of God,
and conformity to the rules and orders of i t ; I think
their behaviour does plainly enough speak them to
seek and concern themselves for the conviction of those
whom they punish, and for their compliance only as the
fruit of their conviction." If means of instruction were
all that is necessary to convince people, the providing
sufficiently for instruction would be an evidence, that
those that did so, did seek and concern themselves for
men's conviction : but if there be something as necessary for conviction as the means of instruction, and
without which those means will signify nothing, and
that be severe and impartial examination ; and if force
be, as you say, so necessary to make men thus examine,
that they can by no other way but force be brought to
do it : if magistrates do not lay their penalties on nonexamination, as well as provide means of instri~ction;
whatever you may say you think, few people will find
reason to believe you think those magistrates seek and
concern themselves much for the conviction of those
they punish, when that punishment is not levelled a t
that, which is a hinderance to their conviction, i. e.
against their aversion to severe aild impartial examination. T o that aversion no punishment can be pretended to be a remedy, which does not reach and cornbat the aversion ; which it is plain no punishment does,
which may be avoided without parting with, or abating
the prevalenc~of that aversion, This is the case, where
men undergo punishments for not conforming, which
VOL. V I .
x
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they may be rid of, without severely and impartially
examining matters of religion.
T o show that what I mentioned was no sign of uuco~~cerneclness
in the magistrate for men's conviction,
yoit add, " Nor does the contrary appear from the not
examining dissenters when they conform, to see whether
they do it upon reason and conviction : for where sufficient instruction is provided, it is ordinarily presumable that when dissenters conform, they do it upon
reason and conviction." Here if ordinarily signifies
any thing, (for it is a word you makc much use of,
whether to express or cover your sense, let the reader
judge,) then you suppose there are cases wherein it is
not presumable ; and I ask you, whether in those, or
atiy cases, i t be examined whether dissenters, when
they conform, do i t upon reason and conviction ? A t
best that i t is ordinarily presumable, is but gratis
dictmt ; especially since you suppose, that it is the
corruption of their nature that hinders them from considering as they ought, so as upon reason and conviction
t o embrace the truth : which corruption of nature,
that they may retain with conformity I think is very
presumable. But be that as i t will, this I am sure is
ordinarily and always presumable, that if those who
use force were as intent upon men's conviction as they
are on their conformity, they would not wholly content
themselves with the one, without ever examining and
looking into the other.
Another excuse you make for this neglect is, " That
as t o irreligious persons, who only seek their secular
advantage, how easy it is for them to pretend conviction, and t o offer such grounds (if that were required) as would become a Christian concerned for
religion; that is what no care of man can certainly
prevent."
This is an admirable justification of your
h pothesis. Men are t o be punished: t o what e n d ?
make them severely and impartially consider matters
of religion, that they may be convinced, and thereupon
sincerely embrace the trutb. But what need of force
or punishment for this? Because their lusts and corrup-
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tions will otherwise keep them both from considering as
they ought, and embracing the true religion; and therefore they must lie under penalties till they have considered as they ought, which is when they have upon
conviction embraced. But how shall the magistrate
know when they upon conviction embrace, that he may
then take off their penalties? That indeed cannot be
known, and ought not to be inquired after, because
irreligious persons, who only seek their sec~ilaradvantage, or, in other words, all those who desire a t their
ease to retain their beloved lusts and corruption, may
'' easily pretend conviction, and offer such grounds (if
i t were required) as would become a Christian concerned for religion : this is what no care of man can
certainly prevent." Which is reasoil enough, why no
busy forwardness in man to disease his brother, should
use force upon pretence of prevailin6 against men's corruptions, that hinder their considering and embracing
the truth upon conviction, when it is confessed it cannot
be known, whether they have considered, are convinced, or have really embraced the true religion or no.
And thus you have shown us your admirable remedy,
which is not, i t seems, for the irreligious (for i t is easy,
you say, for them to pretend to conviction, and so avoid
punishment), but for those who would be religious without it.
But here, in this case, as to the intention of the
magistrate, how can it be said, that the force he uses is
designed, by subduing men's corruptions, to make way
for considering and embracing the truth; when it is so
applied, that i t is confessed here, that a man may get
rid of the penalties without parting with the corruptions they are pretended to be used against ? But you
have a ready answer, '' This is what no care of man
can certainly prevent;" which is but in other words t o
proclaim the ridiculousness of your use of force, and
to avow that your method can do nothing. I f by not
certainly you mean, it may any way or to any degree
prevent ; why is it not so done ? If not, why is a word
that signifies nothing put in, unless it be for a shelter
z2
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on occasion ? a benefit you know how to draw from this
wa of writing : but this here, taken how you please,
wi 1 only serve to lay blame on the magistrate, or your
i~ypothesis,choose you whether. I, for my part, have
a better opinion of the ability and management of the
magistrate : what he aimed at in his laws, that I believe he mentions in them; and, as wise men do in
business, spoke out plainly what he had a mind should
be done. But certainly there cannot a more ridiculous
character be put on law-makers, than to tell the world
they intended to make men consider, examine, &c. but
yet neither required nor named any thing in their laws
but conformity. Though yet when men are certainly
to be punished for not really embracing the true religion, there ought to be certain matters of fact, whereby
those that do, and those that do not so embrace the
truth, should be distinguished ; and for that you have,
it is true, a clear and established criterion, i. e. conformity and non-confbrmity : which do very certainly
distinguish the innocent from the guilty; those that
really and sincerely do embrace the trutli that must
save them, from those that do not.
But, sir, to resolve the question, whether the conviction of men's understandings, and the salvation of
their souls, be the business and aim of those who use
force to bring men into the profession of the national
religion; I ask, whether, if that were so, there could be
so many as there are, not only in most country parishes,
but, I think I may say, may be found in all parts of
England, grossly ignorant in the doctrines and principles of the Christian religion, if a strict inquiry were
made into it ? I f force be necessary to be used to bring
men to salvation, certainly some part of it would find
out some of the ignorant and unconsidering that are in
the national church, as well as it does so diligently all
the non-conhrmists out of it, whether they have considered, or are knowing or no. But to this you give a
very ready answer: " Would you have the magistrate
punish all indifferently, those who obey the law as well
as them that do not?" What is the obedience the law
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requires? That you tell us in thcse words, " If' the
magistrate provides sufficiently for the instruction of
all his subjects in the true religion, and then requires
them all, under convenient penalties, to hearken to the
teachers and ministers of it, and to profess and exercise
it with one accord under their direction in public assemblies :" which in other words is but conforlnity; which
here you express a little plainer in these words : c 6 But
as to those magistrates who, having provided sufficiently
for the instruction of all under their care in the true
religion, do make laws, and use moderate penalties to
bring men to the communion of the church of God,
and to conform to the rules and orders of it." You add,
" Is there any pretence to say that in so doing, he [the
magistrate] applies force only to a part of his subjects,
when the law is general, and excepts none?" There
is no pretence, I confess, to say that in so doing he
applies force only to a part of his subjects, to make
them conformists; from that it is plain the law excepts
none. But if conformists may be ignorant, grossly ignorant of the principles and doctrines of Christianity ; if
there be no penalties used to make them consider as
they ought, so as to understand, be convinced of, believe and obey the truths of the Gospel ; are not they
exempt from that force which you say "is to make men
consider and examine niatters of religion as they ought
to do?" Force is applied to all indeed to make them
conformists ; but if being conforlnists once, and frequenting the places of public worship, and there showing an outward compliance with the ceremonies prescribed (for that is all the law requires of all, call it how
you please), they are exempt from all force and penalties, though they are ever so ignorant, ever so far from
understanding, believing, receiving the truth of the
Gospel ; I think it is evident that then force is not applied to all b 6 to procure the conviction of the understanding.-To bring men to consider those reasons and
arguments which are proper to convince the mind, and
which, without being forced, they would not consider.
-To bring men to that consideration, which nothing

else but force (besides the extraordinary grace of God)
would bring them to.-To make men good Christians.
-To make men receive instruction.--To cure their
aversion t o the true religion.-To bring Inen to consider and examine the controversies which they are
bound to consider and examine, i. e. those wherein they
cannot err without dishonouring God, and endangering their own and other men's eternal salvation.-To
welgh matters of religion carefully and impartially.T o bring men to the true religion and to salvation."That then force is not applied to all the subjects for
these ends, I think you will not deny. These are the
ends for which you tell us, in the places quoted, that
force is to be used in matters of religion: i t is by its
usefulness and necessity to these ends, that you tell us
the magistrate is authorized and obliged to use force
in matters of religion. Now if all these ends be not
attained by a bare conformity, and yet if by a bare
conformity men are wholly exempt from all force and
penalties in matters of religion ; will you say that for
these ends force is applied to all the magistrate's subjects? I f you will, I must send you to my pagans and
Mahometans for a little conscience and modesty. If you
confess force is not applied to all for these ends, notwithstanding any laws obliging all to conformity; you
must also confess, that what you say concerning the
laws being general, is nothing to the purpose ; since
all that are under penalties for not conforming, are not
under any penalties for ignorance, irreligion, or the
want of those ends for which you say penalties are
useful and necessary.
You go on, " And therefore if such persons profane
the sacrament to keep their places, or to obtain licences
t o sell ale, this is a horrible wickedness." I excuse
them not. " But it is their own, and they alone must
answer for it." Yes, and those who threatened poor
ignorant and irreligious ale-sellers, whose livelihood it
was, to take away their licences, if they did not conform and receive the sacrament, may be thought, perhaps, to have something to answer for. You add, " But
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it is very unjust to impute i t to those who make such
laws, and use such force, or to say that they prostitute
holy things, and drive men to profane them." Nor is
it just to insinuate in your answer, as if that had been
said which was not. But if it be true, that a poor,
~gnorant,loose, irreligious wretch should be threatened
to be turned out of his calling and livelihood, if he
would not take the sacrament : may it not be said these
holy things have been so low prostituted ? And if this
be not profaning them, pray tell me what is ?
This I think may be said without injustice to any
body, that it does not appear that those who make
strict laws for conformity, and take no care to have it
examined upon what grounds men conform, are not
very much concerned, that men's understandings should
be convinced : and though you go on to say, that " they
design by their laws to do what lies in them to make
men good Christians ;" that will scarce be believed, if
what you say be true, that force is necessary to bring
" those who cannot be otherwise brought to it, to study
the true religion, with such care and diligence as they
might and ought to use, and with an honest mind."
And yet we see a great part, or any of those who are
ignorant in the true religion, have no such force applied to them; especially since you tell us, in the same
place, that " no man ever studied the true religion with
such care and diligence as he might and ought to use,
and with an honest mind, but he was convinced of the
truth of it." If then force and penalties can produce
that study, care, diligence, and honest mind, which
will produce knowledge and conviction ; and that (as
you say in the following words) make good men ; I ask
you, if' there be found in the communion of the church,
exempt from force upon the account of religion, ignorant, irreligious, ill men ; and that, to speak moderately,
not in great disproportion fewer than amongst the nonconformists ; will you believe yourself when you say
" the magistrates do, by their laws, all that in them lies
to make them good Christians;" when they use not that
fbrce to them which you, not I, say is necessary ; and
that they are, where it is necessary, obliged to use?
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And therefore I give you leave to repeat again the
words you subjoin here, " But if after all they (i. e. the
magistrates) can do, wicked and godless men will still
resolve to be so ; they will be so, and I know not who
but God Almighty can help it." But this being spoken
of conformists, on whom the magistrates lay no penalties, use no fbrce for religion, give me leave to mind you
of the ingenuity of one of my pagans or Mahometans.
You tell us, That the usefulness of force to make
scholars learn, authorizes schoolmasters to use it. And
would you not think a schoolmaster discharged his duty
well, and had a great care of their learning, who used
his rod only to bring boys to school ;but if they come
there once a week, whether they slept or only minded
their play, never examined what proficiency they made,
or used the rod to make them study and learn, though
they would not apply themselves without it ?
But to show you how much you yourself are in earnest
for the salvation of souls in this your method, I shall
set down what I said, p. 129, of my letter on that subject, and what you answer, p. 68, of yours.

L. 11. p. 129. " You speak of
i t here as the most deplorable
condition imaginable, that men
should be left to themselves, and
not be forced to consider and examine the grounds of their seligion, and search impartially and
diligently after the truth.' This
you make the great miscarriage
of mankind : and for this you
seem solicitous, all through your
treatise, to find out a remedy;
and there is scarce a leaf wherein
you do not offer yours. But what
if, after all now, you should be
found to prevaricate? 'Men have
contrived to themselves,' say you,
' a great variety of religions :' it
is granted. ' They seek not the

L. 111. p. 66. Your
next paragraph runs
high, and charges
me with nothing less
than prevarication.
For whereas, as you
tell me, I speak of
it here as the most
deplorable
condition imaginable, that
men should be left
to themselves, and
not be forced to consider and examine
the grounds of their
religion, and search
impartially and diligently after the
truth, kc. It seems
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truth in this matter with that application of mind and freedom of
judgment which is requisite :'it is
confessed. All the false religions
now on foot in the world have
taken their rise from the slight;
and partial consideration, which
men have contented themselves
with, in searching after the true ;
and men take them up, and persist in them, for want of due examination :' be it so. ' There is
need of a remedy for this; and I
have found one whose success
cannot be questioned :' very well.
What is it? Let us hear it. ' Why,
dissenters must be punished.' Can
an body that hears you say so,
be leve you in earnest; and that
want of examination is the thing
you would have amended, when
want of examination is not the
thing you would have punished?
I f want of examination be the
fault, want of examination must
be punished ; if you are, as you
pretend, fully satisfied that punishment is the proper and only
means to remedy it. But if, in
all your treatise, you can show
me one place where you say that
the ignorant, the careless, the
inconsiderate, the negligent in
examining thoroughly the truth
of their own and others' religion,
kc. are to be punished, I will
allow your remedy for a good
one. Butyou have not said any
thing like this; and which is
more, I tell you beforehand, you
dare not say it. And whilst you
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all the remedy I
offer is no more than
this : " Dissenters
must be unished."
Upon w ich thus
you insult : Can
any body that hears
you say so, believe
you in earnest," &c.
Now here I acknowledge, that though
want or neglect of
examination be a
general fault, yet
the method I propose for curing i t
does not reach t o
all that are guilty of
it, but is limited to
those who reject the
true religion, proposed to them with
sufficient evidence.
But then, to let you
see how littleground
you have to say that
I prevaricate in this
matter, I shall only
desire you to consider what it is that
the author and myself were inquiring
after: for it is not,
what course is to be
taken to confirm and
establish those in the
truth, who have already embraced it :
nor, how they may
be enabled to propagate it to others (for

R
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do not, the world has reason to
judge, that however want of examination be a general fault,
which you with great vehemency
have exaggerated; yet you use
i t only for a pretence to punish
dissenters ; and either distrust
your remedy, that it will not
cure this evil, or else care not to
have it generally cured. This evidently appears from your whole
management of the argument.
And he that reads your treatise
with attention, will be more confirmed in this opinion, when he
shall find that you, who are so
earnest to have men punished,
to bring them to consider and
examine, that so they may discover the way of salvation, have
not said one word of considering,
searching, and hearkening t o the
Scripture; which had been as
good a rule for a Christian t o
have sent then1 to, ' as to reasons
and arguments proper to convince them' of you know not
what ; ' as to the instruction and
government of the proper ministers of religion,' which who they
are, men are yet far from being
agreed; or 'as to the information
of thosc who tell them they have
mistaken their way, arid offer to
show them the right; and to
the like uncertain and dangerous
guides ; which were not those
that our Saviour and the apostles
sent men to, but to the Scriytures.' ' Seasch the Scriptures,
for in then1 you thilik you have

both which purposes
I have already acknowledged it very
useful, and a thing
much to be desired,
that all such persons
should, as far as they
are able, search into
tile grounds upon
which their religion
stands, and challenges their belief) ;
but the subject of
our inquiry is only,
what method is t o
be used, to bring
men to the true religion. Now, if this
be the only thing
we were inquiring
after (as you cannot
deny i t to be), then
every one sees that
in speaking to this
point, I had nothing
to do with any who
have already embraced the true religion ; because they
are not to be bronght
to that religion, but
only to be confirmed
and edified in it ;but
was only to consider how those who
reject it may be
brought to embrace
it.
So that how
much soever any of'
those who own the
true religion may
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eternal lif'e,' says our Saviour to
the unbelieving, persecuting
Jews, John v. 39. And it is the
Scriptures which, St. Paul says,
' itre able to make wise unto salvation,' 2 Tim. iii. 15.
" Talk no more therefore, if
you have any care of your reputation, how much ' it is every
man's interest not to be left t o
himself, without molestation,
without punishment in matters
of religion.' Talk not of ' bringing men to embrace the truth
that must save them, by putting
them upon examination.' Talk
no more ' of force and punishment, as the only way left t o
bring men to examine.' I t is
evident you mean nothing less :
for, though want of examination
be the only fault you complain
of, and punishment be in your
opinion the only way to bring
men to i t ; and this the whole
design of your book; yet you
have not once proposed in it,
that those, who do not impartially examine, should be forced
to it. And that you may not
think I talk a t random, when I
say you dare not ; I will, if you
please, give you some reasons
for my saying so.
" First, Because, if you propose
that all should be punished, who
are ignorant, who have not used
such consideration as is apt and
proper to manifest the truth;
but have been determined in the
choice of their religion by im-

be guilty of neglect
of examination, it is
evident, I was only
concerned to show
how i t may be cured
in those who, by
reason of it, reject
the true religion,
duly proposed or
tendered to them,
And certainly t o
confine myself t o
this, is not t o prevaricate, linless to
keep within the
bounds which the
question under debate prescribes me
be to prevaricate.
In telling me
therefore that " I
dare not say that
the ignorant, the
careless, the inconsiderate, the negligent in examining,
kc. (i. e. all that are
such) are to be punished," you only
tell me -that I dare
not be impertinent.
And therefore I hope
you will excuse me,
if I take no notice
of the three reasons
you offer in your
next page for your
saying so. And yet
if I had a mind t o
talk impertinently,
I know not why I
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pressions of education, admiration of persons, worldly respects,
prejudices, and the like incompetent motives ; and have taken
up their religion, without examining it as they ought ;' you
will propose to have several of
your own church, be it what it
will, punished ; which would be
a proposition too apt to offend
too many of it, for you to venture on. For whatever need
there be of reformation, every
one will not thank you for proposing such an one as must begin at, or at least reach to, the
house of God.
" Secondly, Because, if you
should propose that all those
who are ignorant, careless, and
negligent in examining, should
be punished,. you would have
little to say in this question of
toleration : for if the laws of the
state were made, as they ought
to be, equal to all the subjects,
without distinction of men of
different professions in religion ;
and the faults to be amended by
punishments were impartially
punished in all who are guilty of
them ; this would immediately
produce a perfect toleration, or
show the uselessness of force in
matters of religion. If therefore
you think it so necessary, as you
say, for the ' promoting of true
reli ion, and the salvation of
sou s, that men should be punished to make them examine ;'
do but find a way to apply force

r

might not have
dared to do so, as
well as other men.
There is one
thing more in this
paragraph, which,
though
nothing
more pertinent than
the rest, I shall not
wholly pass over. I t
lies in these words :
" H e that reads your
treatise with attention, will be more
confirmed in this
opinion." (viz. That
I use want of examination only for a
pretence to punish
kc. )
dissenters,
" when he shall find
that you, who are
so earnest to have
men punished, to
bring them to consider and examine,
that so they may
discover the way of
salvation, have not
said one word of
considering, searching, and hearkening
to the Scripture ;
which had been as
good a rule for a
Christian to have
sent them to, as to
reasons and arguments proper to convince them of you
know not what," &c.
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to all that have not thoroughly
and impartially examined, and
you have my consent. For
though force be not the proper
means of promoting religion,
yet there is no better way t o
show the usefulness of it, than
the applying it equally to miscarriages, in whomsoever found,
and not t o distinct parties or persuasions of men, for the reformation of them alone, when others
are equally faulty.
" Thirdly, Because, without
being for as large a toleration as
or
you cannot
the a i ~ t l ~ proposes,
be truly and sincerely for a free
and impartial examination. For
whoever examines, must have
the liberty to judge, and follow
his judgment; or else you put
him upon examination to no purpose. A n d whether that will
not as well lead men from, as to
your church, is so much a venture, that, by your way of writing,
it is evident enough you are loth
to hazard it ; and if' you are of
the national church, it is plain
your brethren will not bear with
you in the allowance of such a
liberty. You must therefore either change your method; and
if the want of examination be
that great and dangerous fault
you would have corrected, you
must equally punish all that are
equally guilty of any neglect in
this matter; and then take your
only means, your beloved force,
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How this confirms
that opinion, I J o
not see ; nor have
you thought fit to
instruct me. But
as to the thing itselfl
viz. " my not saying one word of considering, searching,
arid hearkening t o
the Scripture;" whatever advantage a
captious adversary
may imagine he has
in it, I hope it will
not seem strange t o
any indifferent and
judicious
person,
who shall but consider that throughout my treatise I
speak of the true
religion only in general, i. e. not as limited to any particular dispensation,
or t o the times of
the Scriptures ; but
as reaching from the
fall of Adam t o the
end of the world,
and so comprehending the times which
preceded the Scriptures ; wherein yet
God left not himself
without witness, but
furnished mankind
withsufficient means
of knowing him and
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and make the best of i t ; or else
you must put off your mask,
and confess that you design not
your punishments to bring men
t o examination, but to conformity. For the fallacy you
have used is too gross to pass
upon this age."

his will, in order to
their eternal salvation. For I appeal
to all men of' art,
whether, speaking of
the true religion under this generality,
I could be allowed
to descend to any
such rules of it, as belong only to sorr:e particular times,
or dispensations ; such as you cannot but acknowledge
the Old and New Testaments to be.
I n this your answer, you say, "the subject of our
inquiry is only what method is to be used to bring
men t o the true religion." He that reads what you
say, again and again, " That the magistrate is empowered and obliged to procure, as much as in him lies,
i. e . as far as by penalties it can be procured, that
no ma?z neglect his soul," and shall remember how
many pages you employ, A. p. 6, &c. and here, p. 6,
&c. to show that it is the corruption of human nature
which hinders men from doing what they may and
ought for the salvation of their souls ; and that therefore penalties, no other means being left, and force were
necessary to be used by the magistrate to remove these
great obstacles of lusts and corruptions, that "none
of his subjects might remain ignorant of the way of
salvation, or refuse t o embrace it." One would think
" your inquiry had been after the nieans of curing
men's aversion t o the true religion, (which," you tell
us, p. 53, " if not cured, is certainly destructive of
men's eternal salvation") that so they might heartily
embrace i t for their salvation. But here you tell us,
" your inquiry is only what method is to be used to
bring men to the true religion :" whereby you evidently mean nothing but outward conformity to that
which you think the true church, as appears by the next
following words: 'c Nour if this be the only thing we
were inquiring after, then every one sees that in speak-
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ing t o this point I hat1 nothing to d o with any who
have already einbraceci the true religion." Arid also
every one sees that sincc arnoligst those with whom
(having alseacly e11:braced the true religion) you a n d
yolir penalties hare notl~ingto d o ; there are tliose
who have not considered and examined matters of religion as they ought, 1~1~osc
111stsand corrupt natures keep
them as far alienated fi-om believing, and as averse to a
real obeying tile truth that must save them, as any other
inen : it is tnaiiifest that embracing the true religior~in
your sense is only embracing the outward profession of
it, which is notliiiig but outward conformity. Anti that
being the farthest you would liavc your penalties pursue
men, and there leave tlie~nwith as much of their ignorance of the truth, and carelessness of their souls, as
they please: ~ v h ocan deny but tliat it would be impertinent in you to consider how want of impartial esamination, or aversion t o tlie true religion, should ill
them be cured? Becausc they are none of' those subjects of the comtnon~vealth,whose spiritual ant1 eternal
interests are by political government to be procured or
advanced : none of those siib,j!jects whose salvation tlie
magistrate is to take care of.
A n d therefore I excuse you, as you desire, for not
taking notice of my three reasons; but whether the
reader will do so or 110, is inore tlian I can undertake.
I hope you too will excuse me for having used so harsh
a word as prevaricate, and inipute it to my want of skill
in the English tongue. Hut when I find a man pretend
t o a great concern for the salvation of men's souls, and
make i t one of tlie great ends of civil government, tliat
the magistrate should make use of force t o bring all his
subjects t o consider, study and examine, believe and
embrace the truth that must save them ; when I shall
have t o do with a man, who to this purpose hat11 writ
two books to find out and defend tlie proper relnedics
for that general backwardness and aversion, wllicli tlepraved liutnan nature keeps men in, t o an impartial
search after, 2nd hearty embracing the true religion ;
and who talks oi'nothing less than obligations on sovereigns, both f i o ~ ntheir particular duty, as well as from
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common charity, t o take care that none of their subjects should want the assistance of this only means left
for their salvation ; nay, who has made it so necessary
t o men's salvation, that he talks as if the wisdom and
gootlness of God would be brought in question, if those
who needed it should be destitute of it ; and yet, notwithstanding all this show of concern for men's salvation, contrives the application of this sole remedy so,
that a great many who lie under the disease shoulrl be
out of the reach and benefit of his cure, and never have
this only remedy applied to them: when this I say is so
manifestly in his thoughts all the while, that he is forced
t o confess, that, though want or neglect of examination be a general fault, yet the method he proposes
for curing it does not reach to all that are guilty of
it ;" but frankly owns, that he was not concerned t o
show how the neglect of examination might be cured
in those who conform, but only in those who by reason
of it reject the true religion duly proposed to them;
which rejecting the true religion will require a man of
art to show to be here any thing but non-conformity t o
the national religion : when, I say, I meet with a man
another time that does this, who is so much a Inan of
art, as to talk of all, and mean but some ; talk of hearty
embracing the true religion, and mean nothing but
conformity to the national: pretend one thing, and
mean another; if you please to tell me what name I
shall give it, I shall not fail: for who knows how soon
again I may have an occasion for i t ?
If I would punish men for non-conformity without
owning of it, I could not use a better pretence than t o
say it was to make them hearken t o reasons and arguments proper to convince them, or to make them submit to the instruction and government of the proper
ministers of religion, without any thing else ; supposing
still at the bottom the arguments for, and the ministers
of my religion to be these, that till they outwardly complied with, they were to be punished. But if, instead
of outward confbrmity to my religion, covered under
these indefinite terms, I should tell them, they were to
examine the Scripttlre, which was the fixed rule for
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then1 and me; not examining could not give me a
pretence to punish them, unless I would also punish
conformists, as ignorant and unversed in Scripture as
they, which would not do my business.
But what need I use arguments to show, that your
punishing to niake men examine is designed only
against dissenters, when, in your answer to this very
paragraph of mine, you in plain words &' acknowledge,
that though want of examination be a general fault,
yet the method you propose for curing does not reach
to all that are guilty of it?" T o which if you please
to add what you tell us, that when dissenters conform,
the magistrate cannot know, and therefore never examines whether they do it upon reason and conviction
or no; though it be certain that, upon conforming,
penalties, the necessary means, cease, it will be obvious,
that, whatever be talked, conformity is all that is
aimed at, and that want of examination is but the
pretence to punish dissenters.
And this I told you any one must be cogvinced of,
who observes that you, who are so earnest to have
men punished to bring them to consider and examine,
that so they may discover the way of salvation, have
not said one word of considering, searching, and
hearkening to the Scripture, whiah, you were told, was
as good a rule for a Christian t o have sent men to, as
t o " the instruction and government of the proper
ministers of religion, or to the information of those
who tell them they have mistaken their way, and offer
to show them the right." For this passing by the
Scripture you give us this reason, that 6 c throughout
your treatise you speak of the true religion only in
general, i. e. not as limited to any particular dispensation, or to the times of the Scriptures, but as reaching
from the fall of Adam t o the end of the world, &c.
And then you appeal to all men of art, whether speaking of the true religion, under this generality, .you
could be allowed to descend t o any such rules of lt as
belong only to some particular times or dispensations,
such as I cannot but acknowledge the Old and New
Testaments to be."
VOL. VI.
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The author that you write against making it his
business, as nobody can doubt who reads but the first
page of his letter, to show that i t is the duty of Christians to tolerate both Christians and others who differ
from thetn in religion ; it is pretty strange, in asserting
against him that the magistrate might and ought to use
force to bring nlen to tlie true reIigion, .you should
mean any other magistrate than the Christian magistrate, or any other religion than the Christian religion.
But it seems you took so little notice of the design of
your adversary, which was to prove that Christians
were not t o use force to bring any one to the Christian religion, that you would prove, that Christians
were now to use force, not only to bring men to the
Christian, but also to the Jewish religion; or that of
the true church before the law, or to some true religion
so general that it is none of these. " For," say you,
"throughout your treatise you speak of the true religion
only in general ; i. e. not as limited t o any particular
dispensation :" though one that were not a man of art
would suspect you to be of another mind yourself,
when you told us, the shutting out of the Jews from
the rights of the commonwealth " is a just and necessary caution in a Christian ~ommonwealth;" which
you say to justify your exception in the beginning of
VOUI' " arg~l~nent,''
against the largeness of the author's
*toleration, who would not have Jews excluded. But
speak of the true religion only in general as much as
you please, if your true religion be that by alhich men
must be saved, can you send a man to any better guide
to that true religion now than the Scripture ?
If, when you were in your altitudes, writing the first
book, your men of art could not allow you t o descend
to any such rule as the Scripture, (though even there
you acknowledge the severities spoken against are such
as are used to make men Christians) because there
(by an art proper to yourself) you were t o speak of
true religion under a generality, which had nothing t o
do with the tlr~tyof Christians, in reference to toleration : yet when here, in your second book, where you
col~tlescendall along to speak of the Christian Keli-
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gion, and tell us, " that the magistrates have authority
to make laws for promoting the Christian religion ;
and do by their laws design to contribute what in them
lies to make men good Christians;" and complain of
toleration as the very bane of the life and spirit of
Christianity, &c. and have vouchsafed particularly to
mention the Gospel; why here, having been called upon
for it, you could not send men to the Scriptures, and
tell them directly, that those they were to study diligently, those they were impartially and carefully t o
examine, t o bring them to the true religion, and into
the way of salvation ; rather than talk to them, as you
do, of receiving instruction, and considering reasons
and arguments proper and sufficient to convince them ;
rather than propose, as you do all along, such objects
of examination and inquiry in general terms, as are as
hard to be found as the thing itself for which they are
t o be examined: why, I say, you have here again
avoided sending men to examine the Scriptures, is just
matter of inquiry. And for this you must apply yourself again to your men of art, t o furnish you with some
other reason.
If you will but cast your eyes back to your next
page, you will there find that you build upon this, that
the subject of your and the quthor's inquiry " is only
what method is to be used t o bring men to the true
religion." I f this be so, your men of art, who cannot
allow you t o descend to any such rule as the Scriptures,
because you speak of the true religion in general, i. e.
not as limited to any particular dispensation, or to the
times of the Scriptures, must allow, that you deserve t o
be head of their college; since you are so strict an
observer of their rules, that though your inquiry be,
" What method is to be used to bring men to the true
religion," now under the particular dispensation of the
Gospel, and under Scripture-times; you think it an unpardonable fault to recede so far from your generality,
as t o admit the study and examination of the Scripture
into your method; for fear, it is like, your method
would be too particular, if it would not now serve to
bring men to the true religion, who lived before the
A

A
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flood. But had ou had as good a memory, as is generally
thought need ul to a man of art, i t is believed you
would have spared this reason, for your being so backward in putting men upon examination of the Scripture.
And any one, but a man of art, who shall read what
ypu tell us the magistrate's duty is ; and will but consider how convenient it would be, that men should
receive no instruction but from the ministry, that you
there tell us the magistrate assists ; examine no arguments, hear nothing of the Gospel, receive no other
sense of the Scripture but what the ministry proposes ;
(who if they had but the coactive power, you think
them as capable of as other men,) might assist themselves; he, I say, who reflects but on these things,
may perhaps find a reason that may better satisfy the
ignorant and unlearned, who have not had the good
luck to arrive at being of the number of these men of
art, why you cannot descend. to propose t o men the
studying of the Scripture.
Let me for once suppose you in holy orders, (for we,
that are not of the adepti, may be allowed t o be ignorant of the punctilios in writing observed by the men
of art) and let me then ask what art is this, whose rules
are of that authority, that one, who has received commission from Heaven to preach the Gospel in season
and out of season for the salvation of souls, may not
allow himself to propose the reading, studying, examining of the Scripture, which has for at least these
sixteen hundred pears contained the only true religion
in the world; for fear such a proposal should offend
against the rules of this art, by being too particular,
and confined to the Gospel-dispensation ;and therefore
could not pass muster, nor find admittance, in a treatise wherein the author professes it his only business to
" inquire what method is to be used to bring men to
the true religion?" Do you espect any other dispensation, that you are so afraid of being too particular,
if you should recommend the use and study of the
Scripture, to bring men to the true religion now in the
times of the Gospel? Why might you not as well send
them to the Scriptures, as to the ministers and teachers
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of the true religion? Have those ministers any other
religion t o teach than what is contained in the Scriptures? But perhaps you do this out of 1;indness and
care, because possibly the Scriptures could not be
found ; but who were the ministers of the true religion,
men could not possibly miss. Indeect, you have allowed
yourself to descend to what belongs only to some particular times and dispensations, for their sake, when
you speak of the ministers of the Gospel. But whether
i t be as fully agreed on amongst Christians, who are
the ministers of'the Gospel that men must hearken to,
and be guided by; as which are the writings of the
apostles and evangelists, that, if studied, will instruct
them in the way to heaven ; is more than you or your
men of art can be positive in. Where are the canons of
this over-ruling art to be found, to which you pay such
reverence? May a man of no distinguishing character
be admitted to the privilege of them ? For I see it may
be of notable use a t a dead-lift, and bring a man off
with flying colours, when truth and reason can do him
but little service. The strong guard you have in the
powers you write for, and when you have engaged a
little too far, the safe retreat you have always at hand
in an appeal to these men of art, made me almost a t a
stand, whether I were not best make a truce with one
who had such auxiliaries. A friend of mine, finding
me talk thus, replied briskly, i t is a matter of religion,
which requires not men of a r t ; and the assistance of
such art as savours so little of the siinplicity of the
Gospel, both shows and makes the cause the weaker.
And so I went on to your two next paragraphs.
I n them, to vindicate a pretty strange argument for
the magistrate's use of force, you think it convenient
to repeat it out of your A. p. 26; and so, in colnpliance
with you, shall I do here again. There you tell us,
'' T h e power you ascribe to the magistrate is given
him to bring men, not to his own, but to the true
religion : and though, (as our author puts us in mind)
the religion of every prince is orthodox to himself; yet
if this power keep within its bounds, it can serve the
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interest of no other religion but the true, among
such as have any concern for their eternal salvation;
(and those that have none, deserve not to be considered) because the penalties i t enables him that has
i t to inflict, are not such as may tempt such persons
either to renounce a religion which they believe to be
true, or to profess one which they do not believe to be
so ; but only such as are apt to put them upon a serious
and impartial examination of the controversy between
the magistrate and them, which is the way for them to
cotne to the knowledge of the truth. And if, upoil
such examination of the matter, they chance to find
that the truth does not lie on the magistrate's side,
they have gained thus much however, even by the
magistrate's misapplying his power ; that they know
better than they did before where the truth doth lie;
and all the hurt that comes to them by it, is only the
suffering some tolerable inconveniencies for their following the light of their own reason, and the dictates
of their own consciences ; which certainly is no such
mischief to mankind as to make it more eligible that
there should be no such power vested in the magistrate,
but the care of every man's soul should be left to himself alone, (as this author demands it.)"
T o this I tell you, " That here, out of abundant
kindness, when dissenters have their heads, without
any cause, broken, you provicie them a plaster." For,
say you, "if upon such examination of the matter,
(i. e. brought t o it by the magistrate's punishment)
they chance to find that the truth doth not lie on the
magistrate's side, they have gained thus much however,
even by the magistrate's misapplying his power, that
they know better than they did before where the truth
does lie. Which is as true as if you should say : Upon
examination I find such an one is out of the way to
York, therefore I know better than I did before that I
am in the right. For neither of you may be in the
right. This were true indeed, if there were but two
ways in all, a right and a wrong." T o this you rep1
here : That whoever shall consider the penalties, will

you persuade yourself, find no heads broken, and so
but little need of a plaster. T h e penalties, as yoti
say, are to be such as will not tempt such as have any
concern for their eternal salvation either to renounce
a religion which they believe to be true, or profess
one which they believe not to be so; but only such as,
being weighed in gold scales, are just enough, or, as
you express it, are apt to put them upon a serlous and
impartial examillation of the controversy between the
magistrate and them." I f you had been pleased to
have told us what penalties those were, we might have
been able to guess whether there would have been
broken heads or no : but since you have not vouchsafed to do it, and, if I mistake not, will again appeal
t o your men of art for another dispensation, rather
than ever do it ; I fear nobody can be sure these penalties will not reach to something worse than a broken
head : especially if the magistrate shall observe that
you impute tlie rise and growth of false religions
(which i t is the magistrate's duty t o hinder) to the
pravity of human nature, unbridled by authority;
which by what follows he may have reason to think
is to use force sufficient to counterbalance the folly,
perverseness, and wickedness of men : and whether
then he may not lay on penalties sufficient, if not to
break men's heads, yet to ruin them in their estates
and liberties, will be more than you can undertake.
And since you acknowledge here, that the magistrate
may err so far in the use of this his power, as t o mistake the persons that he la s his penalties on ; will
you be security that he shal not also mistake in the
proportion of them, and not lay on such as men would
wiilingly exchange for a broken head ? All the assurance you give us of this is, " I f this power keep within
its bounds, i. e. as you here explain it, I f the penalties the magistrate makes use of to romote a false
religion, do not exceed the measure oi!?those which h e
may warrantably use for the promoting the true."
T h e magistrate may, notwithstanding any thing you
have said, or can say, use any sort of penalties, any
degree of punishment ; you having neither showed the
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measure of them, nor will be ever able to show the
utmost measure, which may not be exceeded, if any
may be used.
But what is this I find here ? " I f the penalties the
magistrate make use of t o promote a false religion."
Is it possible that the magistrate can make use of
penalties to promote a false religion j of whom you told
us, but three pages back, " That inay always be said of
him, (what St. Paul said of himself) that he can do
nothing against the truth, but for the truth?" By
that one would have thought you had undertaken to
us, that the magistrate could no more use force to promote a false religion, than St. Paul could preach t o
promote a false religion. I f you say, the magistrate
has no commission to promote a false religion, and
therefore i t may always be said of him what Saint
Paul said of himself, &c. I say, no minister was ever
commissioned to preach falsehood ; and therefore it
may always be said of every minister, (what St. Paul
said of himself) that he can do nothing against the
truth, but for the truth :" whereby we shall very commodiously have an infallible guide in every parish, as
well as one in every comtnonwealth. But if you thus
use Scripture, I imagine you will have reason to appeal
again to your men of art, whether, though you may
not be allowed to recommend to others the examination and use of Scripture, to find the true religion, yet
you yourself may not use the Scripture to what purpose,
and in what sense you please, for the defence of your
cause.
T o the remainder of what I said in that paragraph,
your answer is nothing but an exception to an inference I made. T h e argument you were upon, was
to justify the magistrate's inflicting penalties to bring
men to a false religion, by the gain those that suffered
them would receive.
Their gain was this : "That they would know better
than they did before where the truth does lie." T o
which I replied, " Which is as true, as if you should
say, upon examination I find such a n one is out of
the way t o York ; therefore I know better than I did
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before, that I am in the right."
This consequence
vou find fault with, and say it should be thus : <' Theretore I know better than I did before, where the right
way lies." This, you tell me, "would have been
true; which was not for my purpose." These consequences, one or the other, are much-what alike true.
For he that of an hundred ways, amongst which there
is but one right, shuts out one that he discovers certainly to be wrong, knows as much better than he did
before, that he is in the right, as he knows better than
before, where the right way lies. For before it was
ninety-nine to one that he was not in the right; and
now he knows it is but ninety-eight to one that he IS
not in the right; and therefore knows so much better
than before, that he is in the right, just as much as he
knows better than he did before, where the right way
lies. For let him, upon your supposition, proceed on ;
and every day, upon examination of a controversy with
some one in one of the remaining ways, discover him
to be in the wrong ; he will every day know better than
he did before, equally, where the right way lies, and
that he is in it ; till at last he will come to discover the
right way itself, and himself in it. And thererore your
inference, whatever yo11 think, is as much as tllc other
for my purpose; which was to show what a notable
gain a man made, in the variety of false opinions and
religions in the world, by discovering that the rnagistrate had not the truth on his side; and what thanks he
owed the magistrate, for inflicting penalties upon him
so much for his improvement, and for affording him
so much knowledge at so cheap a rate. And should
not a man have reason t o boast of his purcllase, if he
should by penalties be driven to hear and examine a l l
the arguments that can be proposed by those in power
for all their foolish and false religions? And yet this
gain is what you propose as a jnstificationof magistrates'
inflicting penalties for promoting their false religions.
And an 6 c impartial examination of the controversy between them and the magistrate, you tell us here, is
the way for such as have any concern for their eternal
salvation to come t o the knowledge of the truth "
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T o my saying, a H e that is punished may have examined before, and then I am sure he gains nothing :"
you. reply, But neither does he lose much, if it be
true, which you there add, that all the hurt that betklls him is only the suffering some tolerable inconvenience for his following the light of his own reason,
and the dictates of his conscience." So i t is, therefore, you would have a man rewarded for being an
honest man (for so is he who follows the light of his
own reason, and the dictates of his conscience), only
with the suffering some tolerable inconveniencies. And
yet those tolerable inconveniencies are such as are to
counterbalance men's lusts, and the corruption of depraved nature, which you know any slight peiliilty
is sufficient t o master. But that the magistrate's
discipline shall stop a t those your tolerable inconveniencies, is what you are loth to be guarantee for :
for a11 the security you dare give of it is, " If it be
true which you there add." But if it should be otherwise, the hurt may be more I see than you are willing
t o answer.

L. II.p.133. "However, you think you
do well to encourage
the magistrate in punishing, and comfort
the man who has
suffered unjustly by
showing what he shall
gain by it. Whereas,
on the contrary, in
a discourse of this
nature, where the
bounds of right and
wrong are inquired
into, and should be
established, the magistrate was to be
showed the bounds
of his authority, and

L. 111. p. 71. As to what
you say here of the nature of
my discourse, I shall only put
you in mind that the question
there debated is, Whether the
magistrate has any right or authority to use force for the promoting the true religion ;which
plainly supposes the unlawfulness and injustice of using force
to promote a false religion, as
granted on both sides. So that
I could no way be obliged t o
take notice of it in my discourse, but only as occasion
should be offered.
And whether I have not
showed the bounds of the magistrate's authority, as far as I
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warned of the injury
he did when he misapplied his power, and
punished any man
who deserved i t not ;
and not be soothc'd
into injustice, by consideration of gain that
might thence accrue
t o the sufferer. ' Shall
we do evil, that good
may come of it?'
There are a sort of
people who are very
wary of touching
upon the magistrate's
duty, and tender of
showing the bounds
of his powel., and the
injnstice and ill consequenced of his misapplying it ; a t least,
so long as i t is misapplied in favour of
them, and their party.
I know not whether
you are of their number: but this I +m
sure, you have the
misfortune here to fall
into their mistake.
T h e magistrate, you
confess, may in this
case misapply hispowe r ; and instead of representing to him the
injustice of it, and
the account he must
give t o his Sovereign
one day of this great
trust put into his
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was any way obliged to do it,
let anyindiff'crent person judge.
But to talk here of a " sort of
people who are very wary of
touching upon the magistrate's
duty, and tender of showing
the bounds of his power,"
where 1 tell the magistrate that
the power I ascribe to him, in
reference to religion, is given
him t o bring men, '' not to his
own, but to the true religion ;"
and that he misapplies it, when
he endeavours to promote a
false religion by it, is, methinks,
a t least a little unseasonable.
Nor am I any more concerned in what you say of the
magistrate's misapplying his
power in favour of a party.
For as you have not yet proved
that his applying his power to
the promoting the true religion (which is all that I contend for) is misapplying i t ;
so much less can you prove it
t o be misapplying i t in favour
of a party.
But that " I encourage the
magistrate in punishing men
t o bring them to a false religion, (for that is the punishing
we here speak of) and soothe
him into injustice, by showing
what those who suffer unjustly
shall gain by it," when in the
very same breath I tell him
that by so punishing he misapplies liis power, is a discovery
which I believe none but yourself could have made. When
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bands, for the equal
protection of all his
subjects; you pretend
advantages which the
sufferer may receive
from i t ; and so, instead of disheartening
from you, give encouragement, t o the
mischief: which, upon your principle,
joined to the natural
thirst in man after
arbitrary power, may
be carried to all manner of exorbitancy,
with some pretence
of right."

I say that the magistrate misapplies his power by so punishing, I suppose all other men
understand me to say, that he
sins in doing it, and lays himself open to divine vengeance
by it. And can he be encouraged to this, by hearing
what others may gain by what
(without repentance) must cost
him so dear ?

Here your men of art will do well to be at hand again.
For i t may be seasonable for you t o appeal to them,
whether the nature of your discourse will allow you t o
descend t o show "the magistrate the bounds of his
authority, and warn him of the injury he doeb, if he
misapplies his power."
You say, "the question there debated is, whether
the magistrate has any right or autllority to use force
for promoting the true religion ; which plainly supposes the unlawfulness and injustice of using force to
promote a false religion, as granted on both sides."
Neither is that the question in debate ; nor, if i t were,
does it suppose what you pretend. But the question
in debate is, as you put it, Whether any body has a
right t o use force in matters of religion ? You say, indeed, " T h e magistrate has, to bring men to the true
religion." If, thereupon, you think the magistrate
has none to bring men to a false religion, whatever
your men of art may think, it is probable other men
would not have thought it to have been beside the nature of your discourse, to have warned the magistrate,
that he shmild consider well, and impartially examine
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the grounds of his religion, before he use any force t o
bring men t o it. This is of such moment to men's
temporal and eternal interests, that it might well deserve some particular caution addressed to the magistrate, who might as much need to be put in mind of
impartial examination as other people : and i t might,
whatever your men of art may allow, be justly expected
from you, who think it no deviation from the rules
of art to tell the subjects that they must submit to the
penalties laid on them, or else fall under the sword of
the magistrate ; which, how true soever, will hardly by
any body be fbund to be much more t o your purpose
in this discourse, than it would have been to have told
the magistrate of what ill consequence i t would be t o
him and his people, if he misused his power, and warned
him to be cautious in the use of it. But not a word
that way. Nay, even where you mention the account
lie shall give for so doing, it is still to satisfy the subjects that they are well provided for, and not left unfurnished of the means of' salvation, by the right God
has put into the magistrate's hand to use his power t o
bring them to the true religion ; and therefbre they
ought to be well content; because, if the magistrate
misapply it, the Great Judge will punish him for it.
Look, sir, and see whether what you say, any where,
of'the magistrate's misuse of his power, have ally other
tendency : and then I appeal t o the sober reader, whether, if you had been as much concerned for the bounding, as for the exercise of force in the magistrate's
hands, you would not have spoke of i t after another
manner.
The next thing you say is, " that the question (being
whether the magistrate has any right t o use force t o
bring men to the true religion,) supposes the unlawfulness of using force to promote a false religion as
granted on both sides;" which is so far from true,
that I suppose quite the contrary, viz. That if the magistrate has a right to use force t o promote the true, he
must have a right t o use force t o promote his own religion ;and that for reasons I have given you elsewhere.
But the supposition of a supposition serves to excuse
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you from speaking any thing directly of setting bounds
t o the magistrate's power, or telling him his duty in
that point; though you are very frequent in inentioning the obligation lle is under, that men should not
want thc assistance of his force, and how answerable
he is if any body miscarry for want of it ; though there
be not the least whisper of any care to be taken, that
nobody be misled by it. And now I recollect myself;
I think your method would not allow it: for if' you
should have put the magistrate upon examining, it
would have supposed him as liable to error as other
men ; whereas, to secure the magistrate's acting right,
upon your foundation of never using force but for the
true religion, I see no help for it, but either he or you
(who are to license him) must be got past the state of
examination into that of certain knowledge and infallibility.
Indeed, as you say, '' you tell the magistrate that the
power you ascribe to him in reference to religion, is
given him to bring men not to his own, but to the true
religion." But do you pat him upon a severe and
impartial examination which, amongst the many false,
is the only true religion he must use force to bring his
subjects to ; that he may not mistake and misapply his
power in a business of that consequence? Not a syllable of this. D o you then tell him which i t is he
must take, without examination, and promote with
force ; whether that of England, France, or Denmark ?
This, methinks, is as much as the pope, with all his
infallibility, could require of princes. And yet what
is it less than this you do, when you suppose the religion of the church of England to be the only true;
and, upon this your supposition, tell the magistrate it is
:]is duty, by force, to bring men to it, without ever
putting him upon examining, or suffering him or any
body else to question, whether it be the only true religion or n o ? For if you will stick to what you in another place say: " That i t is enough to suppose that
there is one true religion, and but one, and that that
religion may be known by those who profess it;"
what authority will this knowableness of the true reli-
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gion give t o the king of England, more than to the
king of France, t o use force, if he does not actually
know the religion he professes to be the true; or t o
the magistrate more than the subject, if he has not examined the grounds of his religion ? But if he believes
you when you tell him your religion is the true, all is
well ;he has authority enough to use force, and he need
not examine any farther. If this were not the case,
why you should not be careful to prepare a little advice
t o make the magistrate examine, as well as you are solicitous to provitle force to make the subject examine,
will require the skill of a man of art to discover.
Whether you are not of the number of those men I
there mentioned (for that there have been such men in
the world instances might be given), one may doubt
froin your principles. For if, upon a supposition that
yours is the true religion, you can give authority to the
magistrate to inflict penalties on all his subjects that
dissent from the communion of the national church,
without examining whether theirs, too, may not be that
only true religion which is necessary t o salvation ;is not
this t o demand, that the magistrate's power should be
applied only in favour of a party ? And can any one
avoid being confirmed in this suspicion, when he reads
that broad insinuation of yours, p. 34, as if our magistrates were not concerned for truth or piety, because
they granted a relaxation of those penalties which you
would have employed in favour of your party ? for so
i t must be called, and not the church of God, exclusive of others, unless you will say men cannot be saved
out of the communion of your particular church, let
it be national where you please.
You do not, you say, encourage the magistrate to
misapply his power; because "in the very same breath
you tell him he misapplies his power." I answer,
let all men understand you, as much as you please, t o
say that he sins in doing it ; that will not excuse you
from encouraging him there, unless it be impossible that
a man may be encouraged t o sin. I f your telling the
magistrate that his subjects gain by his misapplying of
fbrce, be not an encouragement t o him to miwpply it,
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t h e doing good to others must cease to be an encouragement to any action. And whether it be not a great
encouragement in this case to the magistrate to go on
in the use of force, without impartially examining whether his or his subjects' be the true religion,-when he
is told that, be his religion true or false, his sub,jects,
who sugir, will be sure to be gainers by it,-let any one
judge. For the encouragement is not, as you put it,
to the magistrate to use fbrce t o bring men to what he
thinks a false religion ; but it is an encouragement to
the magistrate, who presumes his to be the true religion, t o punish his dissenting subjects, witinout due anci
impartial examination on which side the truth lies. For
having never told the magistrate, that neglect of examination is a sin in him, if you should tell him a thousand times, that he who uses his power to bring men
t o a false religion misapplies it, h e would not ui~derstand by it that he sinned, whilst he thought his the
true; and so it would be no restraint t o the misapplying his power.
And thus we have some prospect of this admirable
machine you have set up f'or the salvation of souls.
T h e magistrate is t o use force t o bring men to the
true religion. But what if he misapplies i t to bring
men t o a false religion? It is well still for his subjects':
they are gainers by it. But this may encourage him to
a n~isapplicationof it. No ; you tell him that he that
uses i t to bring men t o a false religion, misapplies it ;
and, therefore, he cannot but understand that you say
a he sins, and lays himself open t o divine vengeance."
N o ;he believes himself in the right ; and thinks as St.
Paul, whilst a persecutor, that he does God good sexvice. And you assure him here, he makes his suffering subjects gainers ;and so he goes on as comfortably
as St. Paul did. I s there no remedy for t l ~ i s ? Yes, a
very ready one, and that is, that the " one only true
religion may be known by those who profess i t t o b e
the only true religion,"
T o which, if we add how you moderate as well a s
direct the magistrate's hand in punishing, by making
the last regulation of your convenient penalties t o lie
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in the prudence and experience of magistrates themselves, we shall find the advantages of your method.
For are not your necessary means of salvation, which
lie in moderate penalties used to bring men t o the true
religion, brought to a happy state; when that which
is t o guide tile magistrate in the knowledge of the true
religion is, that " the true religion may be ltnown b y
those who profess i t t o be the only true religion;"
ancl the convenient penalties, t o be used for the promoting of it, are such as the magistrate shall in his
prudence think fit ; aricl that, whether the magistrate
applies it right or wrong, the subject will be a gainer
by it ? I f in either of your discourses you have given
the magistrate any better direction than this t o know the
true religion by, which Ilc is by force t o promote ; or
any other intelligible measure t o moderate his penalties
by ; or any other caution to restrain the misuse of his
power; I desire you to show it me : and then I shall
tilink I have reason to believe, that in this debate yo11
have had more care of the true religion, and the salvation of souls, than to encourage the magistrate to use
the power he has, by your direction, and without examination, and t o what degree he shall think fit, in fi1vour o f a party. For the matter thus stated, if I mistake not, will serve any magistrate t o use any degree of
force against any that dissent from his national religion.
Having recommended t o the subjects the magistrate's
persecution by a show of gain, which will accrue t o
them by it, you do well t o bring in the example of
Julian, who, whatever he did t o the Christians, would,
no more than you, own that it was persecution, but f o ~
their advantage in the other world. Rut whether his
pretending gain to them, upon gror~ndswhich he dicl
not believe; or your pretending gain t o them, wliich
nobody can believe to be one ; bc a greater mockery,
you werc best look. This seems reasonable, that his
talk of philanthropy, and yours of n~odcration,should
be bound up together. For till you speak and tell
them plail~lywhat they may trrist to, the advantage the
persecuted are t o receive fiom your clemency may, I
VOL. VI.
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imagine, make a second part t o wha$ the Christians of
that age received from his. But you are solicitous for
the salvation of souls, and dissenters shall find the
benefit of it.

CHAPTER IX.
Of the Usefulness of Force ht Matters $Religion.
You having granted that in all pleas for any thing,
because of its usefulnessy it is not enough t o say that
i t may be serviceable; but i t must be considered,
not only what it may, but what it is likely to produce ;
and the greater good or harm likely t o come from it
ought to determine the use of it ; I think there need
nothing more to be said to show the uselessness of force
in the magistrate's hands for promoting the true religion, after it has been roved that, if any, then all
magistrates, who believe their religion to be true, are
under an obligation t o use it. But since the usefulness
and necessity of force is the main foundation on which
you build your hypothesis, we will in the two remaining chapters examine particularly what you say for
them.
T o the author's saying, "That truth seldom hath
received, and he fears never will receive, much assistance fiom the power of great men, to whom she is
but rarely known, and more rarely welcome ;" you
answer, " And yet God himself foretold and promised
that kings should be nursing fathers, and queens
nursing mothers to his church." If we may judge
of this prophecy by what is past or present, we shall have
reason t o think it concerns not our days ; or if it does,
that God intended not that the church should have many
such nursing fathers and nursing mothers, that were t o
nurse them up with moderate penalties, if those were
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to be the swaddling-clouts of this nursery. Perhaps,
if you read that chapter, you will think you have little
reason to build much on this promise, till the restoring
of Israel : and when you see the Gentiles bring thy,
(i, e. as the style of the chapter seems to import the
sons of the Israelites) " sons in their arms, and thy
daughters be carried upon their shoulders," as is
promised in the immediately preceding words; you
may conclude that then 66kingsshall be thy (i. e.
Israel's) nursing fathers, and queens thy nursin
motherb." This seems to me to be the time designe
by that prophecy ; and I guess to agreat many others,
upon an attentive reading that chapter i n Isaiah. And
to all such this text will do you little service, till you
make .out the meaning of it better than by barely
quoting of it ; which will scarce ever prove, that God
hath promised that so many princes shall be friends to
the true religion, that it will be better for the true
religion, that princes should use force for the imposing
or propagating of their religions, than not. For unless
it prove that, it answers not the author's argument ; as
an indifferent reader must needs see. For he says not
truth never, but she seldom hath received, and he
lfears never will receive (not any, but) much assistance
from the power of great men, to whom she is but
rarely known, and more rarely welcome." And therefore to this of Isaiah pray join that of St. Paul,
1 Cor. i. 26, "Not many wise, not many mighty, not
many noble."
But supposing many kings were to be nursing fathers
to the church, and that this prophecy were to be fulfilled in this age, and the church were now to be their
nursery ; it is I think more proper to understand this
figurative promise, that their pains and discipline were
to be employed on those in the church, and that they
should feed and cherish them, rather than that these
words meant that they should whip those that were out
of it. And therefore this text will, I suppose, upon a
just consideration of it, signify very little against the
known matter of fact which the author urges ; unless
you can find a country where the cudgel and the scourge
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are morc the badges and instruments of a good nurse
than the breast and the bib ; and that she is counted a
good nurse of her own child, who busies herself in whipping children riot hers, nor belonging to her nursery.
" T h e fruits which give you no enco ragement to
hope for any advantage from the author's toleration,
which almost all but the church of England enjoyed
in the times of the blessed reformation, as it was
called, you tell us, were sects and heresies." Here
your zeal hangs a little in your light. It is not t h e
author's toleration which here you accuse. That, yo11
know, is universal : and the ut~iversalityof i t is that
which a little before you wondered at, and complained
of. Had it been the author's toleration, it could not
have been almost all but the church of England ; but i t
had been the church of England and all others. But
let us take it, that sects and heresies were, or will be
the fruits of a flee toleration ; i. e. men are divided in
their opinions and ways of worship. Differences in
ways of worship, wherein there is nothing mixed
inconsisterlt with the true religion, will not hinder Inen
from salvation, who sincerely follow the best light they
have ; which they are as likely to do under toleration as
force. And as for difference of opinions, speculative
opinions in religion ; I think I may safely say, that
there are scarce any where three considering men, (for
i t is want of consideraticn you would punish) who are
in their opinions throughout of the same mind. Thus
far then, if charity be preserved, (which it is likelier
to be where there is toleration than where there is
persecution) though without uniformity, I see nogreat
reason to complain of those ill fruits of toleration.
But men will run, as they did in the late times,
into " dangerous and destructive errors, and extravagant ways of worship." As to errors in opinion, if
men upon toleration be so apt t o vary in opinions, and
run so wide one from another, it is evident they are
not so averse t o thinking as you complain. For it is
hard for men, not under force, to quit one opinion and
embrace another, without thinking of them. But if
there be danger of that, it is most likely the national
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religion shoulcl sweep and draw to itself the loose and
unthinking part of men, who without thought, as well
as without any contest with their corrupt nature, may
elnbrace the profession of the countenanced religion,
and join in outward communion with the great and
ruling men of the nation. For he that troubles not
his head at all about religion, what other can so well
suit him as the natioiial, with which the cry and preferments g o ; and where, it being, as you say, presumable that he makes that his profession upon conviction, and that he is in earnest; he is sure to be
orthodox without the pains of examining, and lias the
law and gover~lmenton liis side to make it good that
he is in the right ?
But seducers, if they be tolerated, will be ready a t
hand, and diligent; and men will hearken to them.
Seducers have surely no force on their side, to make
people hearken. And if this be so, there is a remedy
a t hand, better than force, if you and your friends will
use it, which cannot but prevail ; and that is, let the
ministers of truth be as diligent; and they bringing
truth with them, truth obvious and easy to be understood, as you say what is necessary to salvation is,
cannot but prevail.
But seducers are hearkened to, becausc they teach
opinions favourable to men's lusts. Let the magistrate,
as is his duty, hinder the practices which their lusts
would carry them to, and the advantage will be still on
the side of truth.
After all, sir, if, as the apostle tells the Corinthians,
1 Cor. xi. 19, "There must be heresies amongst you,
that they which are approved may be made manifest ;"
which, 1 beseech you, is best for the salvation of men's
souls ; that they should inquire, hear, examine, consider,
and then have the liberty to profess what they are persuaded of; or that, having considered, they should be
forced not to own nor follow their persuasions ; or else
that, being of the national religion, they shorlld go
ignorantly on without any consideration at all ? In one
case, if your penalties prevail, men are forcccl to arbt
contrary t o their consciences, whicl~is not the way to
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salvation ; and if the penalties prevail not, you have
the samefruits, sects, and heresies, as under toleration :
in the other, it is true, those ignorant, loose, unthinking conformists do not break company with those who
embrace the truth that will save them ; but I fear can
no more be said to have any share in it, than those who
openly dissent from it. For it is not being in the
company, but having on the wedding-garment, that
keeps men from being bound hand and foot, and cast
into the dreadful and eternal prison.
You tell us, " Force has a proper efficacy t o procure
the enlightening of the understanding, and the prod~lction of belief," viz. by making men consider.
But your ascribing men's aversion to examine matters
of religion to the corruption of their nature ; force, your
way applied, (i. e. so that men avoid the penalties by
an outward conformity) cannot have any proper efficacy
t o procure consideration ; since men may outwardly
conform, and retain their corruption and aversion t o
consideration ; and upon this account force, your way
ap lied, is absolutely impertinent.
b u t further ; if force has such a proper eflicacy to
procure the production of belief, i t will do more harm
than good, employed by any but orthodox magistrates.
But how to put it only into orthodox hands is the dificulty. For I think I haye proved, that if orthodox
magistrates may, and ought to use force, for the promoting their religion, all that think themselves orthodox are obliged to use it too. And this may serve
for an answer to all that you have said, p. 16.
I having said, " Whatever indirect efficacy there be
in force applied by the magistrate your way, it
makes against you ; fbrce used by the magistrate t o
bring men to consider those reasons and arguments
which are proper and sufficient t3 convince them,
but which, without being forced, they would hot
consider ; may, say you, be serviceable indirectly and
a t a distance to make Inen embrace the truth which
must save them. And thus, say I, it may be serviceable to bring men to receive and embrace
fdlsehood, which will destroy them," T o this you,
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with great triumph, reply,-c6 HOW,sir, may force be
used by the magistrate, to bring men to conslder those
reasons and arguments which are proper and sufficient
t o convince them, be serviceable to bring men to embrace falsehood, such falsehood as will destroy them?
I t seems then there are reasons and arguments which
are proper and sufficient to convince men of the truth
of falsehood, which will destroy. Which is certainly
a very extraordinary discovery, though such as no
man can have any reason to thank you for."
I n the first place, let me ask you, Where did you
find, or from what words of mine do you infer that
notable proposition, "That there are reasons and
arguments proper and sufficient t o convince men of
the truth of falsehood ?" I f a magistrate of the true
religion may use force to make men consider reasons
and arguments proper to convince men of the truth of
his religion, may not a prince of a false religion use
force to make men consider reasons and arguments
proper and sufficient to convince them of what he believes to be true ? And may not force thus be serviceable to bring men to receive and embrace falsehood ?
I n the next place, did you, who argue with so much
school-subtilty, as if you drank it in at the very fountain, never hear of such an ill way of arguing as " a
conjunctis ad divisa?" There are no arguments pro7
per and sufficient to bring a man into the belief of
what is in itself False, whilst he kpows or believes i t
t o be false ; therefore there are no arguments proper
and sufficient to bring a man into the belief of what is
in itself false, which he neither knows nor believes to
be so. A senior sophister would be laughed a t for
such logic. And yet this is all you say in that sentence you erect for a trophy, "to convince men of
the truth of falsehood ;" which though not my words,
but such as you in your way supply from what I said,
you are exceedingly pleased with, and think their very
repeating a triumph. But though there are no arguments pro er and sufficient t o convince men of the
truth of fa sehood, as falsehood ; yet I hope you will
allow that there are arguments proper and sufficient to
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inake men receive G~lsehoodsfor truths; why else do you
complain of seducers ? And those who embrace fitlsehoods for truths, do it under the appearance of truth,
~nisledby those arguments which make i t appear so,
and so convince them. And that magistrates, who take
their religion to be true, though it be not so, may with
force use sl-lch arguments, you will, I think, grant.
But you talk as if nobody could have arguments
proper and sufficient to convince another, but he that
was of your way, or your church. This indeed is a
new and very extraordinary discovery, and such as your
brethren, if' you can convince them of it, will have
reason to thank you fbr. For if any one was ever by
arguments and reasons brought off, or seduced from
your church, to be a dissenter; there were then, I
think, reasons and arguments proper and sufficient to
ccnvince him. I will not name to you again Mr.
Reynolds, because you have charity enough to question
his sincerity. Though his leaving his country, friends,
and acquaintance, may be presumed as great a mark of
his being convinced and in earnest, as it is for one to
write for a national religion in a country wliere it is
uppermost. I will not yet deny, but that, in you, i t
may be pure zeal for the true religion, which you
would have assisted with the magistrate's force. And
since you seein so much concerned for your sincerity in
the argutnent, it must be granted you deserve the
character of a well-meaning man, who own your
sincerity in a way so little advantageous to your
judgment.
But if Mr. Reynolds, in your opinion, was misled by
corrupt ends, or secular interest ; what do you think
of a prince [James 11.1 now living? Will you doubt
his sincerity ? or that he was convinced of the truth
of the religion he professed, who ventured three crowns
for i t ? Wliat do you think of Mr. Chillingworth,
when he left the church of England for the Romish
profession 3 Did he do it without being convinced that
that was right? Or was he convinced with reasons
and arguments, not proper or sufficient to convince
him ?
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But certainly this could not be true, because, as you
say, p. 85, the Scripture does not teach any thing of it.
Or perhaps those that leave your commuaion do it
ways without being convinced, ancl only think they are
convinced when they are not ; or are convinced wit11
arguments not proper ar:d sufficient t o convince them.
If nobody can convince another, but he that has truth
on his side, you do more honour to the " first and second letter concerning toleration," than is for the
advantage of your cause, when you impute t o them
the increase of sects and heresies amongst us. And
there are some, even of the church of England, have
professed tliemselves so fully satisfied by the reasons
and arguments in the first of them, that though I dare
not be positive to you, w!lose privilege it is to convince
men that they are convinced ; yet I may say, it is as
presumable they are convinced, 11aving owned it, as i t
is presumable that a11 that are conforinists are made so
upon reason and conviction.
This, 1 suppose, may serve for an answer to your next
words, c 6 T h a t God in his just judgment will send such
as receive not the love of truth, that they may be
saved, but reject i t for the pleasure they have in
unrighteousness, i v i t y ~ ~ a vh c b ~ s ,strong delusion, i. e.
such reasons and arguments as will prevail with men,
so disposed, t o believe a lie, that they may be damned
this you confess the Scripture plainly teaches us.
Rut that there are any such reasons or arguments as
are proper and sufficient to convince or satisfy any,
but such resolute and obdurate sinners, of the truth
of such falsehood as will destroy them, is a positioil
which you are sure the Scripture doth not teach us ;
and which, you tell me, when I have better considered it, you hope I will not undertake t o maintain.
A n d yet if i t be not maintainable, what I say here
is t o no purpose : for if there be no such reasons and
arguments as here we speak of, it is in vain t o talk
of the magistrate's using force t o make men consider
them."
But if you are still of the mind, that no magistlsate
b u t those who are of the true religion can have argu-
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ments backed with force, proper and sufficient t o convince ; and that in England none but resolute, obdurate sinners ever forsook or forbore the communion of
the church of England, upon reasons and arguments
that satisfy or convince them ; I shall leave you to enjoy so charitable an opinion.
But as to the usefillness of' force, your way applied, I
shall lay you down again the same arguinent I used
before ; though in words less fitted for your way of
reasoning on then), now I know your talent. If there
be any efficacy in force t o bring men to any persuasion,
i t will, your way applied, bring.inore men to error than
to truth. Your way of using it is only to punish men
for not being of the national religion ; wl~icliis the only
way vou (lo or can apply force, without a toleration.
on-‘conformity is the fault that is punished ; which
fa~llt,when it ceases, the punishment ceases. But yet to
make them consider, is the end for \vhich they are punished; but whether it be or be not intended to make
men consider i t alters nothing in the case. Now I say,
that since all magistrates who believe their religion t o
be true, are as much obliged to use force to bring their
subjects to it, as if it were true ; and since most of the
national religions of the world are erroneous ; if force
made use of t o bring men to the national religion, by
punishing dissenters, have any efficacy, let it be what
it will ; indirect and a t a distance, if you please ; it is
like t o do twenty times more harm than good ; because
of the national religions of the world, t o speak much
within compass, there are above twenty wrong for one
that is right.
Indeed, could force be directed t o drive all men indifferently, who are negligent and backward in it, t o
study, examine, and conGder seriously matters of religion, and search out the truth ; and if Inen were, upon
their study and examination, permitted t o follow what
appears to them t o be right ; you might have some pretence for force, as serviceable to truth in making men
consider. But this is impossible, b u t under a toleration. A n d I doubt whether, even there, force can be
so applied, as t o make men consider and impartially
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examine what is true in the professed religions of the
world, and to embrace it. This at least is certain, that
where punishments pursue men, like outlying deer,
only to the pale of the national church; and, when
once they are within that, leave then1 free there and a t
ease ; it can do no service to the true religion, even in
a country where thc national is the true. For the penalties ceasing as soon as men are got within the pale
and communion of the church, they help not men at all
against that wllich you assign as the great hinderance
to the true religion, and whlch therefore, in your opinion, inakes force necessary to assist it.
For there being no necessity that men should leave
either their vices or corruption, or so much as their
ignorance, to get within the pale of the church ; force,
your way applied, serves only t o bring them, even in
the few Christian and orthodox countries, to the profession, not to the knowledge, belief, or practice, of
the true religion.
You say corrupt nature inclines men from the true
religion to false ones ; and moderate force is requisite
t o make such men consider. Rut such men as, out of
corrupt nature, and for their ease and carnal pleasures,
choose an erroneous religion hithout considering, will
again, as soon as they can find their choice incommoded
by those penalties, consult the same corrupt nature and
carnal appetites, and, without considering any thing
further, conform to that religion where they can best
enjoy themselves. I t is only the conscientious part of
dissenters, such as dissent not out of indulgence t o
corrupt nature, but out of persuasion, who will not conform without considering as they ought. And therefore your argument from corrupt nature is out of doors.
I f moderate penalties serve only to work on those who
are led by corrupt nature, they are of no use but to fill
the church with hypocrites; that is, to make those
men worse hypocrites than they were before, by a new
act of hypocrisy; and to corrupt the manners of the
rest of the church, by their converse with these. And
whether this be for the salvation of souls, as is pretended, or for some other end, that the priests of all
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religions have generally soearnestly contended for it, I
leave to be considered. For as for those who dissent
out of persuasion, I suspect your moderate penalties
will have little effect upon them. For such men being
awed by the fear of hell-fire, if that fear will not make
them consider better than they have done, moderate
penalties will be too weak to work upon them. I t is well
if dragooning and martyring can do it.
But you add, " May it not be true nevertheless, that
force, your way applied, may be serviceable, indirectly
and at a distance, to bring men to embrace the truth,
which may save them? which is all you are concerned here to make good."
So that if it may
possibly happen that it should ever bring two men t o
embrace the truth, you have gained your point, and
overthrown toleration, by the usefulness and necessity
there is of force. For without being forced these two
men would never have considered : which is more yet
than you know, unless you are of his private council,
who only can tell when the season of grace is past, and
the time come that preaching, entreaty, instruction,
and persuasion shall never after prevail upon a man.
But whatever you are here concerned t o make good, are
you not also concerned to remember what you say;
where declaring against the magistrate's having a power
t o use what may any way, a t any time, upon any person, by any accident, be useful towards the promoting
the true religion, you say, "Who sees not that however such means might chance to hit right in some
few cases, yet, upon the whole matter, they would
certainly do a great deal more harm than good; and
in all pleas (making use of my words) for any thing
because of its usefulness, i t is not enough to say that
it may be serviceable, but it must be considered, not
only what it may, but what i t is likely t o produce;
and the greater good or harm like to come from it
ought t o determine the use of i t ?"
You proceed ; and tell me, that I, " not content to
say that force, your way applied, (i. e. to bring men
to embrace the truth whicll n ~ u s save
t
them) may be
serviceable t o bring Inen t o embrace falsehood which
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will destroy them; and so is proper t o do as much
harm as good, (which seems strange enough ;) I add
(to increase the wonder) that in your indirect way it
is mucli more proper and likely to i-llake men receive
and enlbrace essor, than tllc. truth : and that, I. Because lnen out of tlie right way are apt, and I think
I may say apter, t o use force than others ; which is
doubtless an ~rrefragable demonstration, that force
used by the magistrate to bring men to receive and
embrace the truth which must save them, is much
more proper and likely t o make men receive error
than the truth."
A n d then you ask me, " How we
come t o talk here of what men out of the right way
are apt to do, t o bring others into their, i. e. a wrong
way; where we are only inquiring, what map be
done t o bring men to the right way? For you must
put me in tnind, you say, that this is our question,
viz. Whether the magistrate has any right t o use force,
t o bring men to the true religion?" Whether the
magistrate has a right to use force in matters of religion, as you more truly state it, p. 78, is the main
question between us, I confess. But the question here
between us is about the usefulness of' force, your way
applied ; which being to punish dissenters as dissenters,
to make them consider, I showed would do more harm
thau good. And t o this you were here answering.
Whereby, I suppose, it is plain that the question here
is about the usefulness of force, so applied. And I
doubt not but my renclers, who are not concerned,
when the question in debate will not serve your turn,
to have another substituted, will take this fbr a regular
and natural way of arguing, viz. " T h a t force, your
way applied, is more proper and liltely t o make me11
embrace error than the truth ; because men out of
the right way are as apt, I think I may say apter, t o
use force than others."
Yo11 need not then ask, as
you do, " How we come t o talk here of rnen out of the
right way?" Yo11 sec how. I f you do not, I know
not what help there is for your eyes. A n d I must content myself that any other reacier, that liss cyes, will r~oi,
miss it. And I wondcr that you shoulci: since you
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know I have onseveral occasions argued against the use
of force in matters of religion, upon a supposition, that
if any one, then all magistrates, have a just pretence
and right to use it ; which has served you in some places
for matter of great reproof, and, in others, of sport and
diversion. But because so plain a thing as that was
so strange to you, that you thought it a ridiculous paradox t o say, " That fbr all magistrates to suppose the
religion they believed to be true, was equally just
and reasonable ;"and because you took no notice of
the words adjoined that proved it, viz. " Unless we can
imagine every where but in England, [or where the
national religion is the true] men believe what at
the same time they think to be a lie;" I have taken
the pains t o prove it to you more a t large in another
pIace, and therefore shall make bold to use i t here as an
argument against force, viz. That if it have any efficacy,
it will do more harm than good : " Because men out of
the right way are as apt, or apter, to use it;" and I
shall think it a good one till you have answered it.
I t is a good and a sure way, and shows a zeal to the
cause, still to hold f i s t the conclusion, and, whatever be
in debate, return still to one's old position. I arguing
against what you say for the use of force, viz. " That
force used not to convince by its own proper efficacy,
but only to make men consider, might indirectly,
and at a distance, do some service towards the bringing men t o embrace the truth ;" after other arguments against it, 1 say, that " whatever efficacy there
is in force, your way applied, i. e. to punish all,
and none but, dissenters fiom the national church,
makes against you :" and the first reason I give for
it, is in these words : " Because men out of the right
way, are as apt, or apter, to use force than others :"
which is what you are here answering. And what can
be done better t o answer it, than to the words I
have above cited, t o subjoin these following ? " Now
whereas our author says, that penalties or force is
absolutely impertinent in this case, because it is not
proper to convince the mind; to which you answer,
that, though force be not proper to convince the
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mind, yet i t is not absolutely impertinent in this
case, because it may, however, do some service towards the bringing men to embrace the truth which
must save them, by bringing them to consider those
reasons and arguments which are proper t o convince
the mind; and which, without being forced, they
would not consider." Here I tell you, "No ; but
it is much more proper and likely t o make men receive and embrace error than truth ; because men
out of the right way are as apt, and perhaps apter,
to use force than others." Which, you tell me, '&is
as good a proof,. you believe, as the thing would admit : for otherw~se,you suppose, I would have given
you a better." And thus you have certainly gained
the cause. For I having proved that force, your way
applied, whatever efficacy it had, would do more harm
than good, have not sufficiently proved that it cannot
do some service towards the bringing men to embrace
the truth ; and therefore it is not absolutely impertinent. But since you think this apt enough to prove
the use of force in matters of religion impertinent, I
shall farther sl~owyou that force, applied your way to
make people consider, and so to make them embrace
the truth, is impertinent.
Your way is t o lay penalties on men for non-confbrmity, as you say, t o make men consider: now here let
me ask any one but you, whether it be not utterly impertinent so to lay penalties on men, to make them con~t
sider, when they can avoid those penalties w i t h o ~ considering ? But because it is not enough to prove force,
your way applied, utterly impertinent, I shall show you,
in the next place, that were a law made to punish not
barelynon-confortnity, but non-consideration, those penalties, laid on not considering, would be utterly impertinent ; because it could never be proved that a man
had not considered the arguments offered him. A n d
therefore all law-makers till you, in all their penal laws
about religion, laid all their penalties upon not embracing ;and it was against that that our author was arguing, when he said penalties, in this case, are absolutely
impertinent ; because they are not proper to convince
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the mind. For in that case, when penalties are laitl on
men for not embracing, it is plain they are used as a
means to malie men embrace : which, since those vllo
are carelcss in matters of religion can do witl~outconsidering, and those who are conscientious cannot do
without conviction ; and since penalties can in no wise
convince; this use of them is absolutely impertinent,
and will always be so till you can show a way how they
can be used in religion, not as motives t o embrace, but
as motives barely t o make men consider. For if you
punish them on when they tell you they have consiclered
your arguments, but are not convinced by them ; and
you judge of their having not considered, by nothing
but their not embracing ; it is plain you use penalties
instead of arguments to convince them ; since without.
conviction, those whom our author pleads for cannot
embrace ; and those who do embrace withotit conviction, it is all one as if they did not embrace a t all ;
they being not one jot the more in the way of salvation ;
and so penalties are absolutely impertinent. But einbracing in the sense of the law, and yours too, wllen
you say men have not considered as they ought as long
as they reject, is nothing but outward confbrmity, or
a n outward profession of embracing, wherewith tlie law
is satisfied, and upon wt~ichthe penalties cease. Now
penalties used to make Inen in this sense embrace, are
absolutely impertinent to bring men to embrace in
earnest, or, as the author calls it, believe : because an
outward profession, which in this case is the ilnlncdintc
end to which penalties are directed, and beyond which
they do not reach, is no proper means t o procluce in
men consideratiou, conviction, or believing.
What can be more impertinent than t o vex ant1 disease people with the usc of' force, t o no purpose ? and
that tbrce must needs be to no purpose, which is so applied as t o leave thc end for which it is prctcuded to 1)~:
used, without the means which is acknowlcdgetl nccessary for its attainment. T h a t this is so, in your way ot'
using force, will easily appear from your hypotllcsis.
You tell us at large, in your Argument consiclcrcd,
that inen's lusts llincler thein from cvcn impartial consi-
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dertltion and examination of matters in religion : and
therefore force is necessary to remove this hinderance.
You tell us likewise a t large in your letter, that men's
corrupt nature and beloved lusts hinder them also from
embracing the true religion, and that force is necessary
likewise t o remove this obstacle. Now, in your way
of'using force, wherein penalties are laid on men till,
and no longer than till, they are made outwardly to
conform, force is so applied, that notwithstanding the
intention of the law-maker, let i t be what i t will, neither
the obstacle t o impartial examination, arising from
men's lusts, nor the aversion t o the embracing the
true religion, arising from men's corrupt nature, can
be removed ; unless they can be removed without that
which you suppose necessary to their removal. For since
a man may conform, without being under the necessity
of impartial examining or embracing, on the one hand,
or silffering the penalties, on the other ; i t is unavoidable, that he should neither impartially examine nor
embrace, if penalties are necessary to make him d o
either; because penalties, which are the necessary remedies to remove those hinderances, were never applied
t o them ; and so those obstacles, not being removed for
want of their necessary remedy, must continue on t o
hinder both examining and embracing. For penalties
cannot be used as a means to any end, or be applied to
the procuring any action to be done, which a man, from
his lusts, or any other cause, has an aversion t o ; but
by putting them as it were in one scale as a counterbalance to that aversion, and the action in the other scale,
and putting a man under the necessity of choosing the
one or the other : where that is not done, the penalty
may be avoided, thexiversion or obstacle hath nothing
to remove it, and so the action must remain undone.
$0 that if penalties be necessary to tnake men impartially examine and really embrace ; if penalties are not
so laid on men as to make the alternative to be either
suflering the penalties or conforming ; it is impossible
that men who, without penalties, would not impartially
examine, or really embrace, the true religion, should ever
VOL. VI.
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do either; and then I beseech you consider whether
penalties, your way applied, be impertinent or no.
The necessity of penalties is only where there is some
inclination or bias in a man, whence so eve^ arising, that
keeps him from doing something in his power, which
he cannot be brought to without the inconveniencies of
some penal infliction. The efficacy of penalties lies in
this, that the inconvenience to be suffered by the pen&
ties overbalance the bias or inclination which leans
the man the other wa , and so removes the obstacle;
and the application o this remedy lies only in putting
a man under the necessary choice either of doing the
action, or suffering the penalty: so that in whatever
case a man has not been put under that necessity, there
penalties have never been applied to the procuring that
action :for the obstacle, or aversion to it, has never had
its necessary remedy.
Perhaps you will say, it is not absolutely impertinent,
because it may possibly " do some service indiredly
and at a distance," and be the occasion that some may
consider and embrace. If whatever may by accident
contribute to any end, may be used not impertinently
as a means to that end, nothing that I know can be
impertinent ; and a penalty of twelvepence a time laid
on then1 for being drunk, may be said to be a pertinent
means to make men Cartesians or conformists; because
it may indirectly and at a distance do some service, by
being an occasion to make some men consider their
mispending their time; whereby it may happen that one
may betake himself to the studi of philosophy, where he
may meet with arguments roper and fit to convinee
him of the truth of that p ilosophy; as another, betaking himself to the study of divinity, may consider
arguments proper and fit to make him, whether it be
in England, Holland, or Denmark, ofthe national profession, which he was not of before.
Just thus, and no otherwise, does twelvepence a Sunday, or any other penalty, laid on non-conformity, make
men study and embrace the true religion ; and whatever you will call the service it does, direot or indirect,
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near or a t a distance, it is plain it produces that e&et,
and conduces to that end, merely by accident; m d
therefore must be allowed to be impertinent to beused
to that purpose.
That your way of using force in matters of religion,
even in a country where the magistrate is of the true
religion, is absolrltely impertinent, I shall further show
you from your own position.
Here, in the entrance, give me leave to observe to
you, that you confound two things very different, viz.
your way of applying force, and the end for which you
pretend to use it. And this, perhaps, may be it which
contributes to cast that mist about your eyes, that you
always return to the same place, and stick to the same
gross mistake. For here you say, " Force, your way
applied, i.e. to bring men t o embrace the truth which
must save them:" but, sir, to bring men to embrace
the truth, is not your way of applying force, but the
end for which you pretend i t is applied. Your way to
punish men, as you say, moderately for being dissenters from the national religion ; this is your way of
using force. Now, if in this way of using it, force does
service merely by accident, you will then, I suppose,
allow i t t o be absolutely impertinent. For you say, " If
by doing service by accident, I mean doing i t but seldom, and beside the intention of the agent, you assure
me that it is not the thing you mean when you say
force may, indirectly and at a distance, do some service." For in that use of force, which you defend, the
effect is both intended by him that uses it, and withal,
you a doubt not, so often attained, as abundantly t o manifest the usefulness of it." Whereby i t is plain the
two marks, whereby you distinguished your indirect
and a t a distance usefulness, from that which is by accident, are that that by accident does service but seldom,
and beside the intention of the agent, but yours the
cantrary.
Eirst, as t o the intention, you tell us, in the rise of
farce, which you defend, " the eflect is intended by
him that uses it ;" that is; those who made laws to
punish non-conformists, designed those penalties to make
cca
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ail men, under their power, c 6 consider so as to be convinced of, and embrace the truths that should save
them." If one should ask you how you knew it to be
their intention, can you say, they ever told you so? If
they did not, then so far you and I know their intentions alike. Did they ever say so in those laws ? nor
that neither. Those versed, then, in the interpretation
of laws, will tell you nothing can be known to be the
intention of the law-makers in any law, of which the
law is wholly silent: that way, then, you cannot know
it to have been their intention, if the law says nothing of
it. Whatever was the intention of former law-makers,
if you had read with attention the last act of uniformity
of Car. 11. printed before the common-prayer-book, I
conclude you would have been better satisfied about the
intention of the then law-makers in that law; for I
think nothing can be plainer t o any one who will look
into that statute, than that their only end in that law
was, what they have expressed in these words : " And
t o the end that uniformity in the public worship of God
(which is so much desired) may be speedily eflected ;"
which was driven with such speed, that if all concerned
had opportunity t o get and eruse the then established
liturgy, i t is certain they ha not over-much time seriously and deliberately to consider of all the parts of' it
before the day set for the use of it.
But you think they ought to have intended, and
therefore the did : and I think they neither ought, nor
could, in ma ing those laws, intend so impracticable
a thing; and therefore they did not. Which being as
certain a way of knowledge as yours, if you know it by
that way, it is possible you and I may at the same time
know contraries.
But you know it, by their " having provided sufficient means of instruction for all under their care, in
the true religion ;" of this sufficient means, we have
something to say in another place. Penalties laid expressly on one fault have no evidence that they were
designed t o mend another, though there are sufficient
means provided of mending it, if men would make
a sufficient use of thein; unless those two faults are
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rn eonnected, as one cannot be mended without tlie
other. Now if men cannot conform, without so considering as to be convinced of, and embrace the truth
that must save them; you may know that penalties
laid on non-conformity were intended to make men so
consider: but if men may conform without so considering, one cannot know nor conclude those penalties
were intended to make men so consider, whatever provision there is made of means of instruction.
But you will say, i t is evident that penalties on nonconformists were intended to make them use these
means of instruction, because the are intended for
the bringing men to church, the p ace of instruction.
That they are intended to bring men to church, the
place of preaching, that I grant; but that those penalties that are laid on them for not coming to chul.ch
can be known thereby to be intended to make men so
consider as to be convinced and embrace the true religion, that I deny : and it is utterly impossible it should
be so, if what you say be true, where you tell us, that
" the magistrates concern themselves for compliance
or conformity, only as the fruit of their conviction."
If, therefore, the magistrates are concerned for men's
conformity, only as the fluit of their conviction, and
coming to church be that conformity; coming to church
cannot be intended as a means of their conviction:
unless i t be intended they should be convinced before
tbey are convinced.
But t o show you that you cannot pretend the penalty
of laws for conformity to proceed from a care of the
souls of all under the magistrate's power, and so t o be
intended to make them all consider, in any sense : can
you, or any one, know, or suppose, that penalties, which
are laid by the law on non-conformity, are intended t o
make all men consider; where it is known that a great
number, under the magistrate's power, are dispensed
with, and privileged from those penalties ? How many,
omitting the Jews, are there, for example, in the king
of England's dominions, under his care and power,
o f the Walloon and French church ; to whom force is
never applied, and they live in security from it ! How
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many pagans arc there in the plantations, manywhereof
born in his dominions, of whom there was never any
care taken that they should so much as come to church,
ot be in the least instructed in the Christian religion !
And yet must we believe, or can you pretend, that the
magistrate's use of force, against non-conforrnisf3, is to
make all his subjects consider, a so as to be convinced
of, and embrace the truth that must save them?" If
you say, in your way you mean no such indulgence : I
answer, the question is not of yours, but the magistrate's intention ; though what your intention is, who
would have the want of consideration, or knowledge, in
conformists, exempt from force, is visible enough.
Again, Those penalties cannot be supposed to be intended to make men consider, which are laid on those
who have, or may have already considered ; and such
you must grant to be the penalties laid in England on
non.conformists, unless you will deny, that any non-conformist has, or can consider, so as to be convinced, or
believe, and embrace the truth that must save him. So
that you cannot vouch the intention of the magistrate,
where his laws say nothing; much less affirm, that force
is intended to produce a certain end in all his subjects,
which is not applied to them all, and isapplied to some
who have attained that end already: unless you have a
privilege to affirm, against all appearance, whatsoever
may serve your cause. But to learn some moderatian
in this, I shall send you to my pagans and Mahometans.
For whatever charitable wishes magistrates may sometimes have in their thoughts, which I meddle not with;
nobody can say, that in making the laws, or in the use
of force, we are speaking of, they intended to make
men consider apd examine, so as " to be convincecl
of, and heartily to embrace the truth that must save
tl~em," but he that gives himself the liberty to say any
thing.
Tlie service that force does, indirectly and at a distance, you tell us, in the following page, is to make
people 6 c apply themselves to the use of those means
and *helps, which are proper to make them what they
are designed to be."
I n the case before us, What
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axe ,men designed to be? Holy believers of the Gospel
in this world, without which no salvation, no seeing of
God in the next. Let us see now, whether force your
way applied, can be suited to such a design, and sa
intended for that end.
You hold, that all out of the national church, where
the religion of the national church is true, should be
punished, and ought to have force used to them : and
again, you grant that those who are in the communion
of the national church ought not to be punished, or be
under the stroke of force ; nor indeed in your way can
they. If now the effect be to prevail with men to
consider as they ought, so that they may become what
they are designed to be : how can any one think, that
you, and they who use force thus, intend, in the use of
it, that men should really be Christians, both in persuasion and practice, without which there is no salvation, if they leave off force before they have attained
that effect? Or how can it be imagined, that they
intend any thing but conformity by their use of force,
if they leave off the use of it as soon as men conform?
unless you will say that an outward conformity to the
national church, whose religion is the true religion, is
such an embracing of the truth as is sufficient to salvation : or that an outward profession of the Christian religion is the same with being really a Christian ; which
possibly you will not be very forward to do, when you
recollect what you meet with in the sermons and printed
discourses of divines of the church of England, concerning the ignorance and irreligion of conformists
themselves : for penalties can never be thought, by any
one, but he that can think against common sense, and
what he pleases, to be intended for any end; which by
that ~opstitution,ant1 law whereby they are imposed, are
b cease befbre that end be attained. And will you say,
that all who are conformable have so well considered,
that they believe, and heartily embrace the truths o f the
Gospel, that must save them : when perhaps it wlll be
fauncl that a great many conformists do not so much as
understand them? But the ignorance or irreligiousness
to be found amongst conformists, which your way of
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talking forces m e in some places to take notice of, let
m e here tell you once for all, I lay not the blame of upon
conformity, but upon your use of force to make trim
conform. For whatever the religion be, true or false,
it is natural for folsce, and penalty so applied, t o bring
the irreligious, and those who are careless and unconcerned for the true, into the national profession : but
whether i t be fitter for such to be kept out, rather
than by force to be driven into, the communion of any
church, and owned as members of it ; those who have
a due care and respect for truly religious and pious
conformists were best to consider.
But farther, if, as you say, the opposition to the trwe
religion lies only in men's lusts, it having light and
strength enough, were it not for that, to prevail : and
it is upon that account only that force is necessary;
there is no necessity at all to use force on men, only
till they conform, and no farther ; since I think you
will not deny but that the corruption of human nature
is as great in conformists as in non-conformists; in the
professors of, as in the dissenters from, the national
religion. And therefore either force was not necessary
hefore, or else it is necessary still, after men are confbrmists; unless you will say, that it is harder for a
man to be a professor, than-a Christian indeed: and
that the true religion, by its own light and strength, can,
without the help of force, prevail over a man's lusts,
and the corruption of his nature ;but it has need of the
help of force, to make him a conformist, and an outward rofessor. And so much for the effect, which is
iuten ed by him that uses it, in that use of force which
you defend.
The other argument you bring to show, that your indirect and at a distance usefulness of force, your way
applied, is not by accident, is the frequent success of it;
which I think is not the true mark of' what is not b
accident : for an effect may not be by accident, thoug
it has never been produced but once ; and is certainly
as little by accident the first time, as when it has been
produced a thousand times. That then, by which any
thing is excused fi-om being by accident, is not t l z fre-
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quency of the event, but that whereon the frequency of
the event depends, when fiequent trials are made; and
that is the proper, natural, direct efficacy of the cause
or means, which produces the effect. As in the case
before us, penalties are the cause or means used to produce an end; the proper and immediate eff'ect of penalties is to produce some pain or inconvenience ; anti
the natural eff'ect of that is to make a man, who naturally flies from all pain or inconvenience, to endeavour
to avoid ; whereby it naturally and directly works upon
the will of man, by proposing to him this unavoidable
choice of doing some action, or enduring the pain or
inconvenience of the penalty annexed to its omission.
When the pain of doing the action is outweighed in the
sense of hiin that lies under the penalty, the pain, that
by the law is annexed to the omission, operates upon
his will as naturally as thirteen ounces in one scale,
laid against twelve ounces in the other, incline the
balance, and bring it down on that side. And this is
by a direct and natural efficacy, wherein there is nothing of chance.
Let us see, then, how far this will go in your indirect
and at a distance usefulness. I n your method, the
action you propose to be done is considering, or a
severe and impartial examining matters of religion,
which, you tell us, men by their great negligence or
aversion are kept from doing. What now is a proper
means t o produce this? " Penalties, without which,
you tell us, i t will not be done." How now is it applied in your method? Conformity, and men's neglect
or aversion to it, is laid in one scale, and the penalty,
joined to the omission of it, laid in the other; and in
this case, if the inconvenience of the penalty overweighs the pains of, or aversion to conformity, i t does
by a direct and natural efficacy produce conformity:
but if i t produces a severe and impartial examination+
that is merely by accident ;because the inconvenience
of the penalty is not laid against men's aversion or
bacltwardness to examine impartially, as a counterbalance to that, but against their aversion or backwardness t o conform ; and so whatever i t does, indirectly
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and at a distance, it is certain its making men severely
and impartially examine, if ever that happens, is as
much by accident, as it would be by accident, if'a piece
of lead in one scale, as a counterpoise to feathers in
the opposite scale, should move or weigh down gold
that was put in the scale of another pair of balances,
which had no counterpoise laid against it. Unless you
will say there is a necessary connexion between conformity and a severe and impartial examination.
But you will say, perhaps, that though it be not possible that penalties should produce examination but by
mere accident, because examination has no necessary
connexion with conformity, or the profession of any
religion i yet since there are some who will not take up
any profession without a severe and impartial examination, penalties for non-conformity will, by a direct and
natural efficacy, produce examination in all such. T o
which I answer, That those are, if we may believe what
you say, so very few, that this your remedy, which you
put into the magistrate's hands to bring all his subjects
t o consider and examine, will not work upon one in a
thousand; nay, it can work on none a t all, to make
them severely and impartially examine, but merely
by accident. For if they are men, whom a slight and
partial examination, which upon your principles you
must say sufficed to make non-conformists, a slight and
partial examination will as well serve to make them
conformists; and so penalties laid on them to make
them conform, can only by accident produce a severe
and impartial examination, in such men, who can take
up the profession of any religion without a severe and
impartial examination ; no more than it can otherwise
than by accident produce any examination in those
who, without any examination, can take UD the profession of any religion.
And in those very few, who take not up the profession
of any religion without a severe and impartial examination, that penalties can do any service, t o bring them
either to the truth that must save them, or so much
as to outward conformity, but merely by accident;
that is also cvidcnt. Because all such in a country,
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where they dissent from the national religion, must
necessarily have severely and impartially examined
already, or else you destroy the supposition this argument is built on, viz. that they are men who do severely
and impartially examine before they choose. And if
you lay, or continue your penalties on men, that have
so examined ; it is plain you use them instead of reasons and arguments: in which use of them you confess
they have no proper efficacy, and therefore if they do
any service, it is merely by accident.
But now let us see the success you boast of', and for
that you tell us, that you doubt not but it is " so often
attained, as abundantly to manifest the usefulness of
it." You speak here of i t as a thing tried, and so
known, that you doubt not. Pray tell us where your
moderate (for great ones you acknowledge to do harm,
and t o be useless) penalties have been used with such
success, that we may be past doubt too. I f you can
show no such place, do you not vouch experience where
you have none? and show a willingness not t o doubt,
where you have no assurance ? I n all countries, where
any force is used to bring men to the profession of the
national religion, and to outward conformity, it is not
t o be doubted but, that force joining with their natural
corruption, in bringing them into the way of preferment, countenance, .protection, ease, and impunity,
should easily draw in all the loose and careless in
matters of religion, which are every where the far
greater number : but is it those you count upon, and
will you produce them as examples of what force has
done to make men consider, study, and embrace the
true religion ? Did the penalties laid on non-conformity
make you " consider, so as to study, be convinced, and
embrace the true religion?" O r can you give an instance of any one, in whom i t produced this effect? If
you cannot, you will have some reason to doubt of what
you have said, and not to be so confident that the effect you talk of is so often attained. Not that I deny,
but that God inay sometimes have made these punishtnents the occasions to men of setting themselves seriously on considesing religion ; and thence they may
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have come into the national religion upon a real conviction : but the instances of it I believe to be so few,
that you will have reason to remember your own words,
where you speak of such things as " Any way, at any
time, upon any person, b any accident, may be useful
towards the promoting o true religion : if men should
thence take occasion to apply such things generally;
who sees not, that however they might chance to hit
right in some few cases, yet, upon the whole matter,
they would certainly do a great deal more harm than
good." You and I know a country wherein, not long
since, greater severities were used than you pretend t o
approve of. Were there not, for all that, great numbers of several professions stood out, who, by your rule,
ought now to have your moderate penalties tried upon
them ? And can you think less degrees of force can
work, and often, as you say, prevail, where greater
could not? But perhaps they might prevail on many
of those to return, who having been brought into the
communion of the church by former penal laws, have
now upon the relaxation left i t again. A manifest demonstration, is it not? that their compliance was the
fruit of their conviction ; and that the magistrate was
concerned for their colnpliance only as the fruit of
their conviction :" when they, as soon as any relaxation
of ttose laws took off the penalties, left again the communion of the national church? For the lessening the
number of conformists is, I suppose, one of those things
which you say your " eyes cannot but see at this time;"
and which you, with concern, impute to the late relaxation : a plain evidence how presumable it is, even
in your own opinion, that those who conform do i t
upon real conviction.
T o conclude, these proofs, though I do not pretend
b bring as good as the thing will admit, will serve my
turn to show, that force is impertinent ; since by your
own confession it has no direct efficacy to convince men,
and, by its being indirect and a t a distance useful, is
not a t all distinguished from being barely so by accident : since you can neither prove i t t o be intended for
that end, nor frequently to succeed; which are the two
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marks whereby you put a difference between indirect
and at a distance, and by accident: this, I say, is
enough to show wiltit the author said is true, that the
use of force is wholly impertinent; which, whatever
others do, you upon another reason must be forced to
allow.
You profess yourself of the church of England, and,
if I ma guess, are so far of it as to have subscribed
the XX IX. Articles ; which if you have done, and assented to what you subscribed, yo11must necessarily allow that all force, used for the bringing men to the true
religion, is " absolutely impertinent ;" for that must
be absolutely impertinent to be used as a means, which
can contribute nothing at all to the end for which it is
used. The end here is to make a man a true Christian,
that he may be saved ; and he is then, and then only, a
true Christian, and in the way of salvation, when he believes, and with sincerity obeys the Gospel. By the
thirteenth article of the church of England, you hold,,
that " works done before the grace of Christ, and the
" inspiration of his Spirit, are not pleasing to God ; for" asmuch as they spring not of faith in Jesus Christ ;
" neither do they make men meet to receive grace, or,
" as the school-authors say, deserve grace of congruity ;
yea rather, for that they are not done as God has
" willed and commanded them to be done, we doubt
Y not but they have the nature of sin."
Now if i t be
impertinent to use force to make a man do more than
he can, and a man can do nothing to procure grace,
u~lleassin can procure i t ; and without grace a man
w m t believe, or live so as to be a true Christian ; it
i~
certainly wholly impertinent to use force to bring s
man to be truly a Christian. T o hear and consider ia
iaP men's pourer, you will say, and to that force may be
pertinent ; I grant to make men hear, but not to make
them consider in your sense, which, you tell us, is ta
"consider so as to embrace ;"ifyou mean by embracing
any thing but outward conformity: and that according
to your article contributes nothing to the attaining of1
grace; because without grace your article says it is a
sin ; and to conform to, and outwardly profess a reli-
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gion which a man does not understand and heartily believe, every one, I think, judges to be a sin, and no fit
means to procure the grace of God.
But you tell us, " That God denies his grace to none
who seriously ask it."
If that be so, methinks force
should most properly and pertinently be used to make
men seriously pray to God for grace. But how, I beseech you, will this stand with your thirteenth article?
For if you mean by seriously, so as will make his s e e b
ing acceptable to God ; that cannot be, because he is
supposed yet to want grace, which alone can make it
acceptable: and if his asking has the nature of sin, aa
in the article you do not doubt but it has, can you expect that sinning should procure the grace of God?
You will I fear here, without some great help in a very
nice distinction from the school-authors, be forced
either to renounce your article in the plain sense of it,
and so become a dissenter from the church of England ;
or else acknowledge force to be wholly impertinent t o
the business of true religion and saIvation,
Another reason I gave against the usefulness offorce
in matters of religion was, " Because the magistrates
of the world, being few of them in the right way,--not
one of ten, take which side you will, perhaps not one
of a hundred, being of the true religion,-it is likely
your indirect way of using fbree would do a hundred,
or at least ten times as much harm as good." To
which you reply, '' Which would have been to the purpose if you had asserted that every magistrate may use
force, your indirect way (or any way) to bring men t o
his own religion, whatever that be. But if you assert
no such thing, (as no man you think but an atheist
will assert it) then this is quite beside the business."
I think I have proved, that if magistrates of the true
religion may use force to bring men to their religion,
every magistrate may use force to bring men to his
own religion, when he thinks it the true, and then do
you look where the atheism will light.
I n the next paragraph, having quoted these following
words of mine, where I say, c' Under another pretence,
you put into the magistrate's hands as much force to
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bring them to his religion, as any the openest persecutors can pretend to. I ask what difference is there
between punishing them t o bring them to mass, and
punishing them to make them consider those reasons
and arguments which are proper and sufficient to convince them that they ought to go to mass?" You
reply : " A question which you shall then think yourself obliged to answer, when I have produced those
reasons and arguments which are proper and sufficient
t o convince men that they ought to go to mass." But
if you had not omitted the three or four immediately
preceding lines, (an art t o serve a good cause, which
puts me in mind of my pagans and Mahometans) the
reader would have seen that your reply was nothing a t
all t o my argument. M y words were these,
a Especially, if you consider, that as the magistrate
will certainly use it [force] to force men to hearken
t o the proper ministers of his religion, let i t be what
it will ; so you having set no time nor bounds t o this
consideration of arguments and reasons short of being
convinced, you under another," &c. My argument
is to show of what advantage force, your way applied,
is like to be to the true religion, since it puts as much
force into the magistrate's hands as the openest persecutors can pretend to, which the magistrates of wrong
persuasions may and will use as well as those of the
true; because your way sets no other bounds t o considering, short of complying. And then I ask, " What
difference there is between punishing you to bring you
t o mass, or punishing you t o consider those reasons
and arguments which are proper and sufficient t o convince you that you ought to go t o mass?" T o which
you reply, That it is a " question you shall then think
yourself obliged to answer, when I have produced
those reasons and arguments that are proper and suf.
fioient t o convince men that they ought t o go t o mass."
W h e r e a ~the objection is the same, whether there be,
or be not, reasons and arguments proper to convince
men that they ought t o g o t o mass; for men must b e
punished on till they have so considered as to corn ly :
aad what difference is there then between punis in$
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Inen t o bring them to mass, and punishing them t o
make them consider so as to go to mass? But though
I pretend not to produce any reasons and argunlents
proper and sufficient to convince you or all men, that
they ought to go to mass ; yet do you think there are
roper and sufficient to convince any men? and
that a 1 the papists in the world go t o mass without believing it their duty? And whosoever believes it to be
his duty, does it upon reasons and arguments, proper
and sufficient to convince him, (though perhaps not t o
convince another) that it is so; or else I imagine he
would never believe at all. What think ou of those
great numbers of Japaneses that resiste all sorts of
torments, even to death itself, for the Romish religion ?
And had you been in France some years since, who
knows but the arguments the king of France produced
might have been proper and sufficient to have convinced
you that you ought to go to mass? I do not by this
think you less confident of the truth of your religion
than you profess to be. But arguments, set on with
force, have a strange efficacy upon human frailt
he must be well assured of his own strength, w o;and
can
peremptorily affirm, he is sure he should have stood
what above a million of people sunk under : amongst
which, it is great confidence to say, there was not one
so well persuaded of the truth of his religion as you
are of yours ; though some of them gave great proofs
of their persuasion in their sufferings for it. But what
the necessary method of force may be able to do, t o
bring any one, in your sense, t o s t ~ yreligion, i. e. to
an outward profession of i t ; he that thinks himself
secure against, must have a greater assurance of himself, than the weakness of decayed and depraved nature
will well allow. If you have any spell against the force
of argumen4s, driven with penalties and punishments,
you will do well to teach it the world; fol it is the
hard luck of' well-meaning people to be often misled
by them ; and even the confident themselves have not
seldom fallen under them, and betrayed their weakness.
T o my demanding if yo11 meant " reasoris and arguments proper and sufficient to convince men of the
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truth, why did you not say so?" You reply, As if
i t were possible for any man that reads your answer to
think otherwise." Whoever reads that passage in your
A. p. 5, cannot possibly think you meant to speak out,
and possibly you found some difficulty to add any thing
to your words, (which are these, Force used to bring
men to consider reasons and arguments proper and suf:
ficient to convince them") that might determine their
sense. For if you had said, to convince tliei~iof truth ;
then the magistrate must have made laws, and used
force, t o make men search after truth in general, and
that would not have served your turn : if you had said
to convince them of the truth of the magistrate's religion, that would too manifestly have put the power
in every magistrate's hands, which, you tell us, " none
but an atheist will say." If you had said, to convince
them of the truth of your religion, that had looked too
ridiculous t o be owned, though i t were the thing you
meant ; and therefore in this strait, where nothing you
could say would well fit your purpose, you wisely
choose to leave the sense imperfect, and name nothing
they were to be convinced o f ; but leave it to be collected by your reader out of your discourse, rather than
add three words to make it good grammar, as well as
intelligible sense.
T o my saying, " That if you pretend it must be arguments t o convince men of the truth, it worild in this
case do you little service ; because the mass in France
is as much supposed the truth, as the liturgy here:"
You reply, " So that it seems, that, in my opinion,
whatsoever is supposed the truth, it is the truth, for
otherwise this reason of mine is none at all." If,in my
opinion, the supposition of truth authorizes the magistrate to use the same means t o bring men to it, as if
i t were true ; my argument will hold good, without
taking all t o be true which some men suppose true.
According to this answer of yours, to suppose or believe his religion the true, is not enough to authorize
the magistrate to m e force ; he must know, i. e. be infallibly certain, that his is the true religion. We will
for once suppose yo11 our magistrate, with f o r ~ epro&'
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n~otingour national religion. I will not ask you, whether you know that all required of conformists is necessary to salvation : but will suppose one of my pagans
asking you, whether you know Christianity to be the
true religion? I f you say, Yes; he will ask you how
you know it ? and no doubt but yoti will give the answer, whereby our Saviour proved his mission, John v.
36, that " the works which our Saviour did, bear witness of him, that the Father sent him." The miracles
that Christ did, are a proof of his being sent from God,
and so his religion the true religion. But then you will
be asked again, whether you know that he did those
miracles, as well as those who saw them done? I f you
answer, Yes ; then it is plain that miracles are not yet
withdrawn, but do still accompany the Christian religion
with all the efficacy and evidence that they had upon
the eye-witnesses of them ; and then, upon your own
grounds, there will be no necessity of the magistrate's
assistance ; miracles still supplying the want of it. I f
you answer, that matter of fact done out of your sight,
a t such i distance of time and place, cannot be known
t o you as certainly as it was to the eye-witnesses of it,
but that you upon very good grounds firmly believe it ;
you are then come to believing that yours is the true
religion, and if that be sufficient to authorize you to
use force, i t will authorize any other magistrate of any
other religion to use force also. For whoever believes
any thing, takes it to be true, and as he thinks upon
good grounds; and those often who believe on the
weakest grounds, have the strongest confidence : and
thus all magistrates, who believe their religion to be
true, will be obliged to use force to promote it, as if i t
were the true.
T o my saying that the usefulness of force, your way
applied, amounts to no more but this, that i t is not impossible but that it may be useful : You reply, '' I leave
it to be judged by what has been said ;"and I leave i t
t o you yourself to judge : only, that you may not forget, 1 shall here remind you in short of some of the
reasons I have t o say so : I. You grant that force has
no direct efficacy to bring men to embrace the truth.
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8. You distinguish the indirect and at a distance usefulness of your force, from that which is barely by accident, hy these two marks, viz. First, That punishment
on dissenters for non-confbrmity is, by those that use it,
intended to make men consider : and Secondly, That
your moderate punishments, by experience, are found
often successful; and your havingneitherofthese marks,
i t must be concluded to be useful only by accident:
and such an usefulness, as I said, " One cannot deny
to auricular confession, doing of penance, going pilgrimages to saints, and what not? Yet our church does
not think fit t o use them ; though it connot be denied
but they may have some of your indirect and a t a distance usefulness ; that is, perhaps may do some service
indirectly, and by accident." If the intention of those
that use them, and the success they will tell you they
find in the use of them, be a proof of doing service
more than by accident ; that cannot be denied to them
more than to penalties, your way applied. T o which
let me add, that the niceness and diffic~lltythere is, to
hit that just degree of force, which, according to your
hypothesis, must be neither so much as to do harm,
nor so little as to be ineffectual,-for you yourself cannot determine it,-makes its usefulness yet more uncertain and accidental. And after all, let its efficacy t o
work upon men's minds be what it will, great or little,
it being sure to be employed ten, or, possibly, a hundred times to bring men t o error, f'or once that it is
employed to bring men to the truth; and where it
chances to be employed on the side of truth, it being
liable t o make a hundred, or perhaps a thousand outward conformists, for one true and sincere convert;
I leave i t also to be judged what usefulness it is like
to be of.
To show the usefulness of force, your way applied,
1 said, " Where the law punished dissenters without
telling them it is to make them consider, they may
through ignorance and oversight neglect t o do i t :"
Your answer is, " But where the law provides sufficient
means of instruction for all, as well as punishment for
dissenters, i t is so plain to all concerned, that the puD D 2
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nishment is intended to make them consider, that you
see no danger of men's neglecting to do it, through ignorance or oversight." I hope you mean by consider,
so to consider as not only to embrace in an outward
profession, for then all you say is but a poor fallacy,
for such a considering amounts to no more but bare
outward confornlit ; but so to consider, study, and
examine matters o religion, as really to embrace what
one is convinced to be thetrue, with faith and obedience.
I f it be so plain and easy to understand, that a law,
that speaks nothing of it, should yet be intended to
make men consider, search, and study, to find out the
truth that must save them ; I wish you had showed us
this plainness. For I confess many of all degrees, that
I have purposely asked about it, did not ever see, or so
much as dream, that the act of uniformity, or against
conventicles, or the penalties in either of them, were
ever intended to make men seriously study religion,
and make it their business to find the truth which must
save them; but barely to make men conform. But
erhaps you have met with handicraftsmen, andcountry
krmers, maid-servants, and day-labourers, who have
quicker understandings, and reason better about the
intention of the law; for these as well as others are
concerned. If you have not, it is to be feared your
saying " it is so plain, that you see no danger of men's
neglecting to do it, through ignorance or oversight,"
is more for its serving your purpose, than from any experience you have that it is so.
When you will inquire into this matter, you will, I
guess, find the people so ignorant amidst that great
plainness you speak of, that not one of twenty of any
degree, amongst the conformists or non-conformists,
ever understood the penalty of twelvepence a Sunday,
or any other of our penal laws against non-conformity,
t o be intended to set men upon studying the true religion, and impartially examining what is necessary to
salvation. And if you would come t o Hudibras's decision, I believe he would have a good wager of it, who
should give you a guinea for each one who had thought
so, and receive but a shilling for every one who had
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not. Indeed, you do not say, i t is plain every where,
but only '' where the law provides sufficient means of
instruction for all, as well as punishments for dissenters."
From whence, I think it will follow, that that contributes nothing to make it plain; or else that the law
has not provided sufficient means of instruction in England, where so very few find this to be so plain. If by
this sufficient provision of means of instruction for all,
you mean persons maintained a t the public charge t o
preach and officiate in the public exercise of the national religion ; 1 suppose you needed not this restriction, there being few places which have an established
national religion ,where there is not such means of instruction provided ; if you intend any other means of
instruction, I know none the law has provided in England but the XXXIX Articles, the liturgy, and the
Scripture; and how either of them by itself, or these altogether, with a national clergy, make it plain, that the
penalties laid on non-conformity are intended to make
men consider, study, and impartially examine matters
of religion, you would do well to show. For magistrates usually know, (and therefore make their laws
accordingly) that the people seldom carry either their
interpretation or practice beyond what the express letter of the law requires of them. You would do well
also to show, that a sufficient provision of means of instruction, cannot but be understood to require an effectual use of them, which the law that makes that provision says nothing of; but, on the contrary, contents
itself with something very short of i t : for conformity
or coming to church, is a t least as far from considering,
studying, and impartially examining matters of religion,
so as t o embrace the truth upon conviction and with
an obedient heart ;as being present a t a discourse concerning mathematics, and studying mathematics, so as
to become a knowing mathematician, are different one
from the other.
People generally think they h m done their duties
abundantly, if they have been a t church, whether they
mind any thing Qne there or no :this they call serving
of God, as if ~t were their whole duty ; so backward
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are they to understand more, though i t be plain the law
of God ex ressly requires more, But that they have
fully satis ed the law of the land, rlobody doubts ; nor
is it easy to answer what was replied to me on this OCcasion, viz. I f the magistrate intended any thing more
in those laws but conformity, would he not have said
it ? T o which let me add, if the magistrate intended
conformity as the fruit of conviction, would he not have
taken some care to have them instructed before they
conformed, and examined when they did? But it is
presumable their ignorance, corruption, and lusts, all
drop off in the church porch, and that they become
perfectly good Christians as soon as they have taken
their seats in the church.
If there be any whom your example or writing hath
inspired with acuteness enough to find out this ; I SUSpect the vulgar, who have scarce time and thought
enough to make inferences from the law, which scarce
one of ten of them ever so much as reads, or perh,aps
understands when read, are still, and will be ignorant
of it: and those who have the time and abilities to argue about it, will find reason t o think that those penalties were not intended to make men examine the doctrine and ceremonies of religion ;since those who should
examine, are prohibited by those very laws to follow
their own judgments, (which is the very end and use
of examination) if they at all differ from the religioh
established by law. Nor can it appear so " plain to all
concerned, that the punishment is intended t o make
them consider and examine," when they see the punishments you say are to make people consider, spare those
who consider and examine matters of religion as little
as any of the most ignorant and careless dissenters.
T o my saying, Some dissenters may have considered
already, and then force employed upon them must needs
be useless ; unless you can think it useful t o punish a
man to make him do that which he has done already :"
You reply, " No man who rejects truth necessary t o
his salvation, has considered already as he ought t o consider." The words " as he ought," are not, as I take
it, in the question : arlcl so your answer is, '' No man
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who rejects the truth necessary to his salvation, hat11
cousidered, studied, or examined matters of religiot~."
But we will let that go : and yet, with that allowance,
your answer will be notliing to the purpose, unless you
will dare to say, that all dissenters reject truth necessary
to salvation. For without the supposition, that all dissenters reject the truth necessary to salvation, the argument and answer will stand thus : I t may be useless
to punish all dissenters to make them consider, because
some of them may have considered already. T o which
the answer is, Yes, some of then? may have considered
already; but those who reject truth necessary to their
salvation, have not considered as they ought.
I said, " The greatest part of n~ankind,being not
able to discern betwist truth and falsehood, that depends
upon long and many proof's, and remote consequences ;
nor having ability enough to discover the false grounds,
and. resist the captious and fallacious arguments of
learned men versed in controversies ;are so much more
exposed, by the force which is used to lnalie them hearken
to the information and instruction of men appointed t o
it by the magistrate, or those of his religion, to be led
into falsehood and error, than they are l~kelythis way
to be brought to embrace the truth which must save
them ;by 11ow much the national religions of the world
are, beyond comparison, more of them false or erroneous, than such as have God for their author, and
truth for their standard." Yo11 reply, " If the first part
of this be true, then an infallible guide, and implicit
faith, are more necessary than ever you thought them."
Whether you conclude from thence or no, that t h m
there will be a necessity of an infallible guide, and an
implicit faith, i t is nevertheless true, that the greatest
part of men are unable to discern, as I said, between
truth and fdlsehood depending upon long and many
proofs, &c. But whether that will make an infallible
guide necessary or no, imposition in matters of religion
certainly will : since there can be nothing more absurd
imaginable, than that a man should take upon him t o
imposeonothers in matters of their eternal concernment,
without being, or 'so much as pretending to be infallible :
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for colour it with the name of considering as much as
you please, as long as it is to make men consider as
they ought, and considering as they ought, is so to consider as to embrace ; the using of force to make men
consider, and the using of force to make them embrace
any doctrine or opinion, is the same thing : and to show
a difference betwixt imposing an opinion, and using
force to make it be embraced, would require such a
piece of subtilty, as I heard lately from a learned man
out of the pulpit, who told us, that though two things,
he named, were all one, yet for distinction's sake he
would divide them. Your reason for the necessity of
an infallible guide is? " For if the greatest part of mankind be not able to dlscern betwixt truth andfalsehood,
in matters concerning their salvation, (as I must mean if1
speak to the purpose) their condition must needs be
very l~azardous,if they have not some guide or judge,
to whose determination and direction they may securely
resign themselves." And therefore they must resign
themselves to the determination and direction of the
civil magistrate, or be punished. Here it is like you
will have something again to say to my modesty and
conscience, for imputing to you what you nowhere say.
I grant it, in direct words, but in erect, as plainly as
may be. The magistrate may impose sound creeds and
decent ceremonies, i. e. such as he thinks fit, for what
is sound and decent he I hope must be judge ; and if
he be judge of what is sound and decent, it amounts t o
no more but what he thinks fit: and if it be not what
he thinks fit, why is one ceremony preferred to another ?
Why one doctrine of the Scripture put into the creed
and articles, and another as sound left out? They are
truths necessary to salvation. We shall see that in good
time: here only I ask, does the magistrate only believe
them to be truths and ceremonies necessary to salvation,
or does he certainly know them to be so ? If you say
he on1 believes them to be so, and that that is enough
to aut orize him to itnpose them, you, by your own
confession, authorize magistrates to impose what they
think necessary for the salvation of their subjects' souls ;
and so the king of France did what he was obliged to,
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when he said he would have all his subjects saved, and
so fell to dragooning.
If you say the magistrate certainly knows them to
be necessary to salvation, we are luckily come to an infallible guide. Well then, the sound creeds are agreed
on ; the confession and liturgy are framed ; the ceremonies pitched on ; and the terms of communion thus
set up ;you have religion established by law : and what
now is the subject to do? H e is to conform. No; he
must first consider. Who bids him consider ? Nobody :
he may, if he pleases ; but the law says nothing to him
of it : consider or not consider, if he conforms, it is well,
and he is approved of and admitted. H e does consider
the best he can, but finds some things he does not understand, other things he cannot believe, assent, or consent to. What now is to be done with him ? H e must
either be punished on, or resign himself up to the determination and direction ofthe civilmagistrate ; which,
till you can find a better name for it, we will call implicit faith. And thus you have provided a remedy for
the hazardous condition of weak understandings, in
that which you suppose necessary in the case, viz. an
infallible guide and implicit faith, in matters concerning
men's salvation.
But you say, " For your part, you know of no such
guide of God's appointing." Let that bc your rule,
and the magistrate with his coactive power will be left
out too. Yoa think there is no need of any such; because notwithstanding the long and many proofs and
remote consequences, the false grounds and the captious
and fallacious arguments of learned men versed in controversies " with which I (as well as those of the Roman communion) endeavour to amuse you ; through
the goodness of God, the truth which is necessary to
salvation lies so obvious and exposed to all that sincerely and diligently seek it, that no such person shall
ever fail of attaining the knowledge of i t . ' Y h i s then
is your answer, that " truths necessary to salvation are
obvious ;" so that those who seek them sincerely and
diligently are not in danger to be misled or exposed
in those to error, by the weakness of their under-
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standings. This will be a good answer to what I objected from the danger most are in t o be led into error,
by the magistrate's adding force to the arguments for
their national established religions, when you have
shown that nothing is wont to be imposed in national
religions but what is necessary to salvation, or, which
wiIl a little better accommodate your hypothesis, when
you can show that nothing is imposed, or required for
communion with the church of England, but what is
necessary to salvation, and consequently is very easy
and obvious to be known, and distinguished iiom falsehood. And indeed, besides what you say here, upon
your hypothesis, thatforce is lawfulonly because it is necessary to bring men to salvation; i t cannot be lawful
to use it, to bring men to any thing but what is absolutely necessary to salvation. For if the lawfulness of
force be only from the need men have of it to bring them
to salvation, it cannot lawfully be used to bring men t o
that which they do not need, or is not necessary to their
salvation ; for in such an application of it, it is not needful to their salvation. Can you therefore say, that there
is nothing required t o be believed and professed in the
church of England, but what lies " so obvious and exposed to all that sincerely and diligently seek it, that no
such person shall ever fail of attaining the knowledge
of it ?" What think you of St. Athanasius's Creed ? Is
the sense of that so obvious and exposed to every one
who seeks i t ; which so many learned men have explained so different ways, and which yet a great many
profess they cannot understand ? O r is i t necessary t o
your or my salvation, that you or I should believe and
pronounce all those damned who do not believe that
creed, i. e. every proposition in i t ? which I fear would
extend t o not a few of the church of England ; unless we
can think that people believe, i. e. assent to the truth of
propositions they do not a t all understand. I f ever you
were acquainted with a country parish, you must needs
have a strange opinion of them, if you think all the
ploughmen and milkmaids a t church understood all the
propositions in Athanasius's Creed : i t is more, truly,
than I should be apt to think of any one of them;
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and yet I cannot hence believe myself authorized t o
judge or pronounce them all damned: i t is too bold
an intrenching on the prerogative of the Almighty ; t o
their own Master they stand or fall.
T h e doctrine of original sin is that which is professed and must be owned by the members of the
church of England, as is evident from the XXXIX
Articles, and several passages in the liturgy : and yet I
ask you, whether this be " so obvious and exposed to
all that diligently and sincerely seek the truth," that
one who is in the communion of the church of England,
sincerely seeking the truth, may not raise to himself
such difficulties concerning the doctrine of original sin
as may puzzle him, though he be a man of study ; and
whether he may not push his inquiries so far, as to be
staggered in his opinion ?
If you grant me this, as I am apt t o think you will,
then I inquire whether it be not true, notwithstanding
what you say concerning the plainness and obviousness
of truths necessary to salvation, that a great part of
mankind may not be able to discern between truth and
falsehood, in several points, which are thought so far
t o concern their salvation, as to be made necessary
parts of the national religion?
If you say it may be so, then I have nothing further
to inquire; but shall only advise you not to be so severe
hereafter in your censure of Mr. Reynolds, as you are
where you tell me, that " famous instance I give of the
two Reynolds's is not of any moment t o prove the
contrary; unless I can undertake, that he that erred
was as sincere in his inquiry after that truth as I suppose him able to examine and judge."
You will, I suppose, be more charitable another time,
when you have considered that neither sincerity nor
freedom from error, even in the established doctrines
of their own church, is the privilege of those who join
themselves in outward profession to any national church
whatsoever. And i t is not impossible, that one, who
has subscribed the XXXIX Articles, may yet make i t
a question, " Whether it may be truly said that God
imputes the first sin of Adam to his posterity?" &c.
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But we are apt to be so fond of our own opinions, and
almost infallibility, that we will not allow them to be
sincere who quit our 'communion ; whilst, at the same
time, we tell the world, it is presumable, that all who
embrace it do it sincerely, and upon conviction ; though
we cannot but know many of them to be but loose, inconsiderate, and ignorant people. This is all the reason
you have, when you speak of the Reynolds's, to suspect
one of the brothers more than the other: and to think
that Mr. Chillingworth had not as much sincerity when
he quitted, as when he returned to the church of England, is a partiality which nothing can justify without
pretending to infidldllibility.
T o show that you do not fancy your force to be useful,
but that you "judge so upon just and sufficient grounds,
you tell us, the strong probability of its success is
grounded upon the consideration of human nature,
and the general temper of mankind, apt to be wrought
upon by the method you speak of, and upon the indisputable attestation of experience." The consideration of human nature, and the general temper of mankind, will teach one this, that men are apt, in things
within their power, to be wrought upon by force, and
the more wrought upon, the greater the force or punishments are : so that where moderate penalties will not
work, great severities will. Which consideration of
human nature, if it be a just ground to judge any force
useful, will, I fear, necessarily carry ou, in your judgment, to severities beyond the mo erate penalties so
often mentioned in your system, upon a strong probability of the success of greater punishments, where
less would not prevail.
But if to consider so as you require, i. e. so as to em.
brace and believe, be not in their power, then no force
a t all, great or little, is or can be useful. You must
therefore (consider it which way ou will) either renounce all force as useful, or pul off your mask, and
own all the severities of the cruellest persecutors.
The other reason of your judging force to be useful,
you say, is grounded on the indisputable attestation of
experience. Pray tell us where you have this attestation
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of experience for your moderate, which is the only useful force: name the country where true religion or
sound Christianity has been nationally received, and
established by moderate penal laws, that the observing
persons you appeal to may know where to employ their
observation : tell us how long it was tried, and what
was the success of it ? And where there has been the relaxation of such moderate penal laws, the fruits whereof have continually been Epicurisln and atheism? Till
you do this, I fear that all the world will think there
is a more indisputable attestation of experience for the
success of dragooning, and the severities you condemn,
than of your moderate method ; which we shall compare with the king of France's, and see which is most
successtul in making proselytes to church conformity,
(for yours as well as his reach no further thau that)
when you produce your examples : the confident talk
whereof is good to countenance a cause, though experience there be none in the case.
But you " appeal, you say, to all observing persons,
whether wherever true religion or sound Christianity
have been nationally received and established by moderate penal laws, it has not always visibly lost
ground by the relaxation of those laws?" True or
false religions, sound or unsound Christianity, wherever
established into national religions by penal laws, always
have lost, and always will lose ground, i. e. lose several
of their conforming professors, upon the relaxation of
thoselaws. But this concerns not the true, more thanother
religions, nor is any prejudice to i t ; but only shows
that many are, by the penalties of the law, kept in the
communion of the national religion, who are not really
convinced or persuaded of it : and therefore, as soon as
liberty is given, they own the dislike they had many of
them before, and out of persuasion, curiosity, kc. seek
out and betake themselves to some other profession.
This need not startle the magistrates of any religion,
much less those of the true ; since they will be sure to
retain those, who more mind their secular interest than
the truth of religion, who are every where the greater
number, by the advantages of countenance and prefer-
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ment: and if it bc the true religion, they will retain
those also who are in earnest about it, by the strong tie
of conscience and conviction.
You go on, " Whether sects and heresics (even the
wildest and most absurd, and even Epicurism and
atheism) have not continually thereupon spread themselves, and whether the very life of' Christianity has
not sensibly decayed, as well as the number of sound
professors of it been daily lessened upon it ?" As to
atheism and Epicurism, whether they spread more under
toleration, or national religions, established by morierate penal laws ; when you show us the countries where
fair trial hath been made of both, that we may cornpare them together, we shall better be able t o judge.
" Epicurism and atheism," say you, "are found constantly to spread themselves upon the relaxation of
moderate penal laws." We will suppose your history
t o be full of instances of such relaxations, which you
will in good time coinmunicate to the world, that
wants this assistance from your observation. But were
this to be justified out of history, yet would it not be
any argument against toleration ; unless your history
can furnish you with a new sort of religion founded in
atheism. However, you do well to charge the spreading
of atheism upon toleration in matters of religion, as
an argument against those who deny atheism, which
takes away all religion, to have any sight to toleration
a t all. But perhaps, as is usual for those who think all
the world should see with their eyes, and receive their
systems for unquestionable verities, zeal for your own
way makes you call :ill atheism that agrees not with
it. That which makes me doubt of this are these following words: " Not to speak of what a t this time
our eyes cannot but see, for fear of giving offence:
though I hope it wiIl be none to any that have a just
concern for truth and piety, t o take notice of the
books and pamphlets which now fly so thick about
this kingdom, manifestly tending to the multiplying
of sects and divisions, and even t o the promoting of'
scepticisn~in religion amongst us. I n which number,
you say, you shall not ~riuch need my pardon, if
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you reckon the First and Second Letter concerning
Toleration." Wherein, by a broad insinuation, you
impute the spreading of atheism amongst us to the late
relaxation made in favour ofprotestant dissenters : and
yet all that you can take notice of as a proof of this
is, " the books and pamphlets which now fly so thick
about this kingdotn, manifestly tending to the multiplying of sects and divisions, and even t o the promoting of scepticism in religion amongst us ;" and,
for instance, you name the First and Seconcl Letter concerning Toleration. I f one may guess at the others by
these, the atheism and scepticism you accuse them of
will have but little more in it than an opposition to
your hypothesis; on which the whole business of religion must so turn, that whatever agrees not with yorlr
system must presently, by interpretation, be concluded
to tend to the promoting of atheism or scepticism in
religion. For I challenge vou to show, in either of
those two letters you meniion, one word tending t o
Epicurism, atheism, or scepticism in religion.
But, sir, against the next time you are to give an
account of books and pamphlets tending to the promoting scepticism in religion amongst us, I shall mind
you of the Third Letter concerning. Toleration, to
be added to the catalogue, which assert~ngand building
upon this, that " true religion may be known by those
who profess it to be the only true religion," does not
a little towards betraying the Christian religion t o sceptics. For what greater advantage can be given them,
than to teach, that one may know the true religion?
thereby putting into their hands a right to demand it to
be demonstrated to them, that the Christian religion is
true, and bringing on the professors of it a necessity of
doing it. I have heard it complained of as one great
artifice of sceptics, t o require demonstrations where they
neither could be had, nor were necessary. But if the
true religion may be known t o men to be so, a sceptic
may require, and you cannot blame him if he does not
receive your religion, upon the strongest probable arguments, without demonstration.
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And if one should demand of you demonstration of
the truths of your religion, which, I beseech you, would
you do, either renounce your assertion, that it may be
known to be true, or else undertake t o demonstrate it
t o him T
And as for the decay of the very life and spirit of
Christianity, and the spreading of Epicurism amongst
us : I ask, what can more tend to the promoting of
them than this doctrine, which is to be found in the
same letter, viz. That it is presumable that those who
conform, do it upon reason and conviction ? When you
can instance in any thing so much tending t o the promoting of scepticism in religion and Epicurism, in the
first or second letter concerning toleration, we shall
have reason to think you have some ground for what
you say.
As to Epicurism, the spreading whereof you likewise
impute t o the relaxation of your moderate penal laws ;
that, so far as it is distinct from atheism, I think regards men's lives more than their religions, i. e. speculative opinions in religion and ways of worship, which
is what we mean by religion, as concerned in toleration.
And for the toleration of corrupt manners, and the debaucheries of life, neither our author nor I do plead for
i t ; but say i t is properly the magistrate's business by
punishments to restrain and suppress them. I do not
therefore blame your zeal against atheism and Epicurism ;but you discover a great zeal against something
else in charging them on toleration, when i t is in the
magistrate's power torestrain and suppress them by more
effectual laws than those for church conformity. For
there are those who will tell you, that an outward grofession of the national religion, even where i t is the
true religion, is no more opposite to, or inconsistent
with, atheism or Epicurism, than the owning of another religion, especially any Christian profession, that
differs from it. And therefore you in vain impute
atheism or Epicurism to the relaxation of penal laws,
that require no more than an outward conformity to
the national church.
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As to the sects and unchristian divisions, (for other
divisions there may be without prejudice to Christianity) at whose door they chiefly ought to be laid,
I have showed you elsewhere.
One thing I cannot but take notice of here, that
having named " sects, heresies, Epicurism, atheism,
and a decay of the spirit and life of Christianity," as
the fruits of relaxation, for which you had the attestation of former experience, you add these words, 6 c Not
t o speak of what our eyes at this time cannot but see,
for fear of giving offence." Whom is it, I beseech you,
you are so afraid of offending, if you should speak of the
" Epicurism, ath-eism,and decay of the spirit and life of
Christianity" amongst us ? But I see, he that is so moderate in one part of his letter, that he will not take upon
him t o teach law-makers and governors, even what
they cannot know without being taught by him; i. e.
what he calls moderate penalties or force; may yet, i n
another part of the same letter, by broad insinuations,
use reproaches, wherein it is a hard matter to think
law-makers and governors are not meant. Rut whoever be meant, it is at least advisable in accusations
that are easier suggested than made out, to cast abroad
the slander in general, and leave others to apply it, for
fear those who are named, and so justly offended with
a false imputation, should be entitled to ask, as in this
case, how it appears " that sects and heresies have
multiplied, Epicurism and atheism spread themselves,
and that the life and spirit of Christianity is decayed"
more within these two years, than it was before ; and
that all this mischief is owing t o the late relasation of
the penal laws against protestant dissenters ?
You go on, " And if these have always been the
fruits of'the relaxation of moderate penal laws, made
for t h e preserving and advancing true religion ; you
think this cons~derationalone is abundantly sufficievt.
t o show the usefulness and benefit of such laws. For
if these evils have constantly sprung from the relaxation of those laws, it is evident they were prevented
before by those laws." One would think, by your
VOL. VI.
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saying, " always been the fruits, and constantly
sprung," that nloderate penal laws, for preserving the
true religion, had been the constant practice of all
Christian corninonwealths ; and that relaxations of
them, in favour of a fi-ee toleration, had frequently
happened ; and that there were examples, both of the
one and the other, as common and known, as of princes
that have persecuted for religion, and learned men
who have employed their skill to make it good. But
till you show us in what ages or countries your moderate establishments were in fashion, and where they
were again removed to make way for our author's
toleration ; you to as little purpose talk of the fruits of
them, as if yo11 should talk of the fruit of a tree which
nobody planted, or was nowhere suffered t o grow till
one might see what fruit came from it.
Having laid it down as one of the conditions for a
fair debate of this controversy, " That it should be
without supposing all along your church in the right,
and your religion the true;" I add these words:
Which can no more be allowed to you in this case,
whatever your church or religion he, than it can be to
a papist or a Lutheran, a presbyterian or an anabaptist; nay, no more to you, than it can be allowed to a
J e w or Mahometan." T o which you reply, " No, sir?
Not whatever your church or religion be? That seems
somewhat hard. And you think I might have given
you some reason for what I say ; for certainly it is not
so self-evident as to need no proof. But you think it is
no hard matter to guess at my reason, though I did not
think fit expressly to own it. For i t is obvious enough,
there can be no other reason for this assertion of mine,
but either the equal truth, or a t least the equal certainty (or uncertainty) of all religions. For whoever
considers my assertion, must see, that t o make it good
I shall be obliged to maintain one of these two things :
either, 1. That no religion is the true religion, in opposition to other religions : which makes all religions
true or false, and so either way indifferent. Or, 9.
That though some one religion be the true religion,

yet no man can have any Inore reason than another
Inan of' another religion may have to believe his to be
the true religion : which malies all religions e q ~ ~ a l l y
certain. (or uncertain, whether I please) and so renders
it vain and idle to inquire after the true religion, and
only apiece of good luck if any m a n be of it ; and such
good luck as he can never know that he has, till he
come into the other world. Whether of these two
principles I will own, you know not. Rut certainly
one or other of thein lies at the bottotn with me, and
is the lurking supposition upon which I build all that
I say."
Certainly no, sir, neither o f these reasons you have
so ingenuously and friendly fbund out for me, lies at
the bottom ; but this, that whatever privilege or power
you claim, upon your supposing yours to be the true
religion, is equally due to another, who supposes his to
be the true religion, upon the same claim: and therefore that is no more to be allowed to you than t o him.
For whose is really the true religion, yours or his,
being the matter in contest betwixt you, your supposing can no more determine it on your side, than
his supposing on his; unless you can think you have a
right to judge in your own cause. You believe yours
to be the true religion, so does he believe his : you say
you are certain of i t ; so says he, he is : you think you
have " arguments proper and sufficient" to convince
him, if' he would consider them ; the same thinlts he of
his. If this claim, which is equally on both sides, b e
allowerl to either, without any proof; it is plain he, in
whose favour it is allowed, is allowed t o be judge in his
own cause, which nobody can have a right t o be, who
is not a t least infallible. If you come t o arguments
and proofs, which you must do, befbre it can be determined whose is the true religion, i t is plain your supposition is not allowed.
In our present case, in using punishments in religion,
your supposing yours to be the true re1igion;gives you
or your. magistrate no inore advantage over a papist,
presbyterian, or Mahometan, or more reason to punish
E E 2
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either of them for his religion, than the same supposition in a papist, p.resbyteria11, or Mahometan, gives
any of them, or a maglstrate of their religion, advantage
over you, or reason to punish you for your religion:
and therefore this supposition, to any purpose or privilege of using force, is no more to be allowed to you
than to any one of any other religion. This the words,
in this case, which I there used, would have satisfied
any other to have been my meaning : but whether your
charity made you not t o take notice of them, or the joy
of such an advantage as this not to understand them;
this is certain, you were resolved not to lose the opportunity, such a place as this afforded you, of showing
your gift in commenting and guessing shrewdly at a
man's reasons, when he does not think fit expressly t o
own them himself.
I must own you are a very lucky hand at it ; and as
you do i t here upon the same ground, so it is just with
the same success, as you in another place have exercised your logic on my saying something to the same
purpose as I do here. But, sir, if you will add but
one more to your plentiful stock of distinctions, and
observe the difference there is between the ground of
any one's supposing his religion is true, and the privilege he may pretend to by supposing it true, you will
never stumble a t this again; but you will find, that
though, upon the former of these accounts, men of all
religions cannot be equally allowed to suppose their
religions true, yet in reference to the latter, the supposition may and ought to be allowed or denied equally
t o all men. And the reason of it is plain, viz. because
the assurance wherewith one man supposes his religion
to be true, being no more an argument of its truth to
another than vice uersd, neither of them can claim by
the assurance, wherewith he supposes his religion the
true, any prerogative or power over the other, which
t h e other has not by the same title an equal ckaim t o
over him. If this will not serve to spare you the pains
another time of any more such reasonings, as we have
twice had on this subject, I think I shall be forced t o
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send you to my Mahometans or pagans: and I doubt
whether I am not less civil to your parts than I should
be, that I do not send you to them now.
You go on, and say, "But as unreasonable as this
condition is, you see no need you have to decline it,
nor any occasion I had to impose it upon you. For
certainly the making what I call your new method consistent and practicable, does no way oblige you to suppose all along your religion the true, as I imagine."
And as I imagine it does : for without that supposition,
I would fain have you show me, how it is in any one
country practicable to punish men to bring them to the
true religion. For if you will argue for force, as necessary to bring men to the true religion, without supposing yours to be it; you will find yourself under
some such difficulty as this, that then it must be first
determined, (and you will require it should be) which
is the true religion, before any one can have a right to
use force to bring men to i t ; which, if every one did
not determine for himself, by supposing his own the
true, nobody, I think, will desire toleration any longer
than till that be settled.
You go on : " No, sir ; it is enough for that purpose
that there is one true religion, and but one.'' Suppose
not the national religion, established by law in England, t o be that, and then even upon your principles
of its being useful, and that the magistrate has a commission to use force for the promoting the true religion,
prove, if you please, that the magistrate has a power
to use force to bring men to the national religion in
England. For then you must prove the national religion, as established by law in England, to be that one
true religion, and so the true religion ; that he rejects
the true religion who dissents from any part of i t ;
and, so rejecting the true religion, cannot be saved.
But of this more in another place.
Your other two suppositions, which you join to the
foregoing, are, That that religion may be known by
those who profess it, to be the only true religion ; and
may also be manifested to be such by them to others,
so far a t least, as to oblige them to receive it, and to
leave them without excuse, if they do not."
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These, you say, are suppositions, " enough for the
making your method consistent and ~rncticable." They
are, I guess, more than enough? for you, upon them,
to prove any national religion in the world the only
true religion. And till you 11 .ve proved (for you profess here to have quitted the supposition of any one's
being true, as necessary to your hypothesis) some national religion to be that only true religion, I would
gladly know how it is any where practicable t o use
force to bring men t o the true religion.
You suppose " there is one true religion, and b u t
one." I n this we are both agreed : and from hence,
I think, it will follow, since whoever is of this true
religion shall be saved, and without being of it no.
man shall be saved, that upon your second and third
suppositions i t will be hard to show any national religion t o be this only true religion. For who is it will
say, he knows, or that it is knowable, that any national
religion (wherein must be comprehended all that, by
the penal laws, he is required to embrace) is that only
true religion, which if nlen reject they shall, and
which if they embrace they shall not, miss salvation?
Or can you undertake that any national religion in the
world can be manifested to be such, i. e. in short, t o
contain all things necessary t o salvation, and nothing
b u t what is so ? For that, and that alone, is the one only
true religion, without which nobody can be saved,
and which is enough for the salvation of every one
who embraces it. And therefore whatever is less or
more than this, is not the only true religion, or that
which there is a necessity for their salvation men
should be forced t o embrace.
I do not hereby deny, that there is any national religion which contains all that is necessary to salvation ;
for so doth the Roinish religion, which is not, for all
that, so inuch as a true religion. Nor do I deny, that
there are national religions that contain all things necessary t o salvation, and nothing inconsistent with it,
and so may be called true religions. But since they all
of them join with what is necessary to salvation a
great deal that is not so, and make that as necessary
t o communion as what is necessary t o salvation, not
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sufXering any one to be of their communion, without
taking a11 together; nor to live amongst then1 free
from punishment, out of their coinmunion ; will you
affirm. that any of the national religions of the world,
which are imposed by penal laws, and to which men are
driven with force, can be said to be that one only true
religion, which if men embrace they shall be saved,
and w~lichif' they embrace not they shall be damned ?
And therefore your two suppositions, true or false,
are not enough t o make it practicable, upon your principles of necessity, to use force upon dissenters from
the national religion, though it cor~tainin it nothing
but truth; unless that which is required to communion be all necessary to salvation. For whatever is
not necessary t o salvation, there is no necessity arly
one sho~ildernbrace So that whenever you speak of
the true religion, to make it t o your purpose, you must
speak only of what is necessary to salvation ; unless
you will say, that in order t o the salvation of men's
souls, it is necessary to use force to bring them t o embrace something, that is not necessary to their salvation. I think that neither you, or any body else, will
afirm, that it is necessary to use force to bring men
to receive all the truths of the Christian religio~l,
though they are truths God has thought fit to reveal.
For then, by your own rule, you, who profess the
Christian religion, 111ust know them all, and must be
able to manifest them to others; for it is on that here
you ground the necessity and reasonableness of penalties used to bring men t o embrace the truth. But I
suspect it is the good word religion, (as in other places
other words) has misled you, whilst you content yourself with good sounds, and some confused notions,
that usually accompany them, without annexing to
them any precise, determined signification. T o convince you that it is not without ground I say this, I
shall desire you but to set down what you mean here
by true religion, that we may know what in your sense
is, and what is not contained in it. Would you but do
this fhirly, and define your words, or use them in one constant settled sense, I think the controversy between you
and me would be at an end,without any firther trouble,
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Having showed of what advantage they are like to be
to you for the making your method practicable ;in the
next place let us consider your suppositions themselves.
As to the first, " there is one true religion, and but
one," we are agreed. But what yo11 say in the next
place, that " that one true religion may be known by
those who profess it," will need a little examination.
As first, it will be necessary to inquire what you mean
by known; whether you mean by it knowledge properly so called, as contradistingliished to belief,-or
only the assurance of a firm belief? If' the latter, I
leave you your supposition to make your use of i t :
only with this desire, that to avoid mistakes, when you
do make any use of it, you would call it believing. I f
you mean, that the true religion may be known with
the certainty of knowledge properly so called ; I ask
you farther, whether that true religion be to be known
by the light of nature, or needed a divine revelation to
discover i t ? I f you say, as I suppose you will, the
latter; then I ask whether the making out of that to
be a divine revelation depends not upon particular
matters of fact, whereof you were no eye-witness, but
were done many ages before you were born? and if so,
by what principles of science they can be known t o
any man now living ?
T h e articles of my religion, and of a great many
such other short-sighted people as I am, are articles of
faith, which we think there are so good grounds to
believe, that we are persuaded to venture our eternal
happiness on that belief: and hope t o be of that number
of whom our Saviour said, " Blessed are they that have
not seen, and yet have believed." But we neither
think that God requires, nor has given us faculties
capable of knowing in this world several of those truths
which are to be believed t o salvation. I f you have a
religion, all whose general truths ax-e either self-evident,
or capable of demonstration, (for matters of fact are
not capable of being any way known but t o the bystanders) you will do well to let i t be known, for the
endiag of controversies, and banishing of error concerning ally of those points, out of the world. For
whatever may be known, besides matter of fact, is
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capable of demonstration ; and when you have demonstrated to any one any point in religion, you shall have
my consent to punish him if he do not assent to it.
But yet let me tell you, there are many truths, even in
mathematics, the evidence whereof one man secing, is
able t o demonstrate to himself, and so may know them:
which evidence yet he not being able to make another
see, (which is to demonstrate to him) he cannot make
known t o him, though his scholar be willing, and with
all his power applies himself to learn it.
But granting your supposition, " that the one true
religion may be known by those who prof'ess it to be
the only true religion ;" will it follow from hence, that
because it is knowable to be the true religion, tllerefore
the magistrate who professes i t actually knows it to be
so ? Without which knowledge, upon yorlr principles,
he cannot use force to bring men to it. But if you are
but a t hand to assure him which is the true religion,
for which he ought to use force, he is bound to believe
you; and that will do as well as if he examined and
knew himself, or perhaps better. For you seem not well
satisfied with what the magistrates have lately done,
without your leave, concerning religion in England.
And I confess the easiest way t o remove all difficulties
in the case, is for you to be the magistrate's infallible
guide i n matters of religion. And therefore you do
well here also to keep to your safe style, lest if your
sense were clear and determined, it might be more
exposed t o exceptions; and therefore you tell us the
true religion may be known by those who profess it.
For not saying by some of those, or by all those, the
error of what you say is not so easily observed, and
requires the more trouble to come a t : which I shall
spare myself here, being satisfied that the magistrate,
who has so full an employment of his thoughts in the
cares of his government, has not an overplus of leisure
t o attain that knowledge which you require, and so
usually contents himself' with believing.
Your next supposition is, that " the one true reli:slor.
may also be manifested to be such, by them, to others;
so far, at least, as t o oblige them to receive it, a ~ d
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leave them without excuse if they do not." That it
can be manifested to some, so as to oblige, a'. e. cause
them to receive it, is evident, because it is received.
But because this seems to be spoken more in reference
to those who do not receive it, as appears by these following words of yours : '' then it is altogether asplitin,
that it may be very reasonable and necessary for some
men to change their religion ; and that it may be made
appear to them to be so. And then, if such men will
not consider what is offered t o convince them of the
reasonableness and necessity of doing it, i t may be
very fit and reasonable," you tell me, '' for any thing I
have said to the contrary, in order to the bringing them
to require them, under conveto the consicterati~n~
nient penalties, to forsake their false religions, and
embrace the true." Yon suppose the true religion
may be so manifested by a man that is of it, to all men
so far as to leave them, if they do not embrace ib,
without excuse. Without excuse, to whom I beseech
you? T o God, indeed, but not to the magistrate;
who can never know whether it has been so manifested
t o any man, that it has been through his fault that he
has not been convinced ; and not through the fault of
him to whom the magistrate committed the care of
convincing him: and it is a sufficient excuse to the
magistrate, for any one t o say to him, I have not neglected to consider the arguments that have been offered me by those whom you have employed to manifest
it t o me; but that yours is the only true religion I am
not convinced. Which is so direct and sufficient an
excuse to the magistrate, that had he an express commission from heaven to punish all those who did not
consider, he could not yet justly punish any one whom
he could not convince had not considered. But you
endeavour to avoid this, by what you infer from this
supposition ; viz. " That then i t may be very fit and
reasonable, for any thing I have said to the contrary,
t o require men, under convenient penalties, to forsake
their false religions, to embrace the true, in order to
the bringing them to consideration." Whether I have
said any thing to the contrary or no, the readers must
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judge, and I need not repeat. But now, I say, i t is
neither just nor reasonable t o require men, under
penalties, to attain one end, in order t o bring them t o
use the means not necessary to that, but to another end.
For where is i t you can say (unless you will return t o
your old supposition, of yours being the true religion ;
which you say is not necessary t o your method) that
men are by the law " required t o forsake their false
religions, and embrace the true ?" T h e utmost is this,
in an countries where the national religion is imposed
by law, men are required, under the penalties of those
laws, outwardly to conform to it ; which you say is in
order t o make them consider. So that your punishments are for the attaining one end, viz. conformity,
in order t o make men use consideration, which is a
means not necessary t o that, but another end, viz.
finding out and embracing the one true religion. For
however consideration may be a necessary means t o
find and embrace the one true reli@on, it is not at all n.
necessary means t o outward conformity in the communion of any religion.
T o manifest the consistency and practicableness of
your method t o the question, what advantage would i t
be t o the true religion, if magistrates did every where
so punish? You answer, that " by the magistrate's
punishing, if I speak t o the purpose, I rrlust mean
their pun~shingmen for rejecting the true religior~,(so
tendered t o them, as has been said) in order t o the
bringing them to consider and embrace it. Now before
we can suppose magistrates every where so t o punish,
we must suppose the true religion t o be every where
the national religion. And if this were the case, you
think i t is evident enough, what advantage t o the true
religion it would be, if magistrates every where did so
punish. For then we might reasonably hope that all
false religions would soon vanish, and the true become
once more the only religion in the world: whereas, if
magistrates should not so punish, it were much to be
feared (especially coilsidering what has already happened) that, on the contrary,false religions and atheism,
as more agreeable to the soil, would daily take deeper
root, and propagate themselves, till thefe were no room
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left for the true religion (which is but a foreign plant)
in any corner of the world."
I f you can make it practicable that the magistrate
should punish men for rejecting the true religion, without judging which is the true religion,-or if true reli.
gion could appear in person, take the magistrate's seat,
and there judge all that rejected her,-something
might be done. Rut the mischief of it is, it is a man
that must condemn, men must punish ;and men cannot
do this but by judging who is guilty of the crime *hich
they punish. An oracle, or an interpreter of the law
of nature, who speaks as clearly, tells the magistrate,
he may and ought to punish those " who reject the
true religion," tendered with sufficient evidence :"
the magistrate is satisfied of his authority, and believes
this cornmission to be good. Now I would know how
possibly he can execute it, without making himself the
judge first what is the true religion ; unless the law of
nature a t the same time delivered into his hands the
XXXIX Articles of the one only true religion, and
another book wherein all the ceremonies and outward
worship of i t are contained. But it being certain,
that the law of nature has not d0n.e this; and as cer- .
tain, that the articles, ceremonies, and discipline of
this one only true religion have been often varied in
several ages and countries, since the magistrate's commission by the law of nature was first given : there is
no remedy left, but that the magistrate must judge
what is the true religion, if he must punish them who
reject it. Suppose the magistrate be commissioned t o
punish those who depart from right reason ; the magistrate can yet never punish any one, unless he be
judge what is right reason; and then judging that
murder, theft, adultery, narrow cart-wheels, or want
of bows and arrows in a man's house, are against tight
reason, he may make laws to punish men guilty of
those, as rejecting right reason.
So, if the magistrate in England or France, having a
commission to punish those who reject the one ~ n l y t r u e
religion, judges the religion of his national church to be
it; i t is possible for him to lay penalties on those who
reject it, pursuazt t o that commission ;otherwise,with-
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out judging that to be the one only true religion, it is
wholly impracticable for him t o punish those who embrace it not, as rejecters of the one only true religion.
T o provide as good a salvo as the thing will bear, you
say, in the following words, " Before we can suppose
magistrates every where so to punish, we must suppose the true religion t o be every where the national."
T h a t is true of actual punishment, but not of laying
on penalties by law ; for that would be to suppose the
national religion makes or chooses the magistrate, and
not the magistrate the national religion. But we see
the contrary; for let the national religion be what it will
before, the magistrate doth not always fall into it and
embrace that ; but if he thinks not that, but some other
the true, the first opportunity he has lie changes the
national religion into that which he judges the true,
and then punishes the dissenters from i t ; where his
judgment, which is the true religion, always necessarily
precedes, and is that which ultimately does, and must
determine who are rejecters of the tsue religion, and so
obi~oxious to punishment. This being so, I would
gladly see how your method can be any way practicable
t o the advantage of the true religion, whereof the magistrate every where must be judge, or else he can punish nobody a t all.
You tell me that whereas I say, that to justify punishment it is requisite that it be directly useful for the procuring some greater good than that which it takes
away; you " wish I had told you why it must needs
be directly useful for that purpose."
However exact
you may be in demanding reasons of what is said, 1
thought here you had no cause t o complain; but you
let slip out of your memory the foregoing words of
this passage, which together stands thus: " Punishment is some evil, some inconvenience, some suffering,
by taking away or abridging some good thing, which
he who is punished has otherwise a right to. Now, t o
justify the bringing any such evil upon any man, two
things are requisite; 1. T h a t he that does it has a
commissioil so to do. 2. T h a t it be directly useful for
the promoting some greater good." I t is evident by
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these words, that punishment brings direct evil upon a
man, and therefore it sliould not be used but where it
is directly usefill fbr the procuring some greater good.
In this case, the signification of the word directly, carries a manifest reason in it, to any one who understands
what directly means. If' the taking away any good
from a man cannot be justified, but by making it a
means t o procure a greater; is i t not plain i t must be
so a means as t o have, in the operation of causes and
effects, a natural tendency to that effect ? And then it
is called directly useful to such an end : and this inay
give you a reason " why punishment must be directly
useful for that purpose." I know you are very tender
of your indirect and at a distance usefulr~essof force,
which I have in another place showed to be, in your
way, only useful by accident ; nor will the question
you liere subjoin excuse it from being so, viz. " Why
penalties are not as directly uscf'ul fbr tlie bringing
rnen to the true religion, as the rod of correction is t o
drive foolishness fi-om a child, or to work wisdom in
him ?" Because the rod works on tlie will of the child,
t o obey the reason of the f:ltlier, whilst under liis tuition; and thereby makes it supple t o the dictates of
his own reason afterwards, and disposes him to obey
the light of that, when being grown to be a man, that is
t o be his guide, and this is wisdom. I f your penalties
are so used, I have nothing to say to them.
Your way is charged to be iinpracticable to those
ends you propose, wlllch you endeavour to clear, p. 63.
T h a t there may be fair play on both sides, the reader
shall have in tlie same view what we both say:

L. 11. p. 125. " I t remains
now to examine, whether the
author's argument will not
hold good, even agairist punishments in your way. For
if the magistrate's authority
be, as you here say, only to
procure all his subjects (tnark
what yo11 SiIy, n// iris s?tb-

L. 111. 1). 63. But
how little to the purpose
this request of yours
is, will quickly appear.
For if the magistrate
provides sufficiently for
the instruction of'all his
subjects in the true religion ; and then re-
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jccts) the means of discovering the way of salvatiol~,
and to procure withal, as
much as in him lies, that
none remain ignorant of' it,
or refuse to embrace it, either
for want of u s i n those
~
means,
such
preor by reason of any
judices as inay render tliein
inegectual. It'tl~isbe the magistrate's business, in reference to all his szlbjects; I desire you, or any man else, to
tell me how this can be done,
by the application of force
only to a part of them ; unless you will still vaifily suppose ignorance, negligence,
or prejudice, only amongst
that part which any where
differs from the magistrate.
If those of the mag~strate's
church inay be ignorant of
the way of sslvation ; if it be
possible there may bearnongst
them those who refuse to embrace it, either for want of
using those means, or by reason of any such prejudices as
may render them ineffectual ;
what in this case becomes of
the magistrate's authority to
procure all his subjects the
means of discovering the way
of salvation ? Must these of
his subjects be neglected,
and left without the means
he has authority to procure
them ? Or must he use force
upon them too? And then,
prayshow me how this can be
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quires them all, uildei
conver~ientpenalties, t o
hearken to the teachers
and ministers of it, and
to j~rof'cssand exercise
it with one accord, under their direction, in
public assernblics : is
there any pretence to
say, that in so doing he
applies force only to a
part of his subjects,
\+-henthe law is general,
and excepts none? It
is true the magistrate inflicts the penalties, in
that case, oi11y upon
them that breali the law.
But is that the thing
you mean by his " applying force only to a
part of his subjects?"
Would you have him
punish all indifferently?
them that obey the law,
as well as them that d o
not ?
As to ignorance,
negligence, and prejudice, I desire you, or
any man else, to tell me
what better course can
be taken to cure them,
than that which I have
mentioned. For if after
all that God's ministers
and the magistrate can
do, some will still remain ignorant, ncgligent, or prejudiced, I
do riot take that to be
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done. Shall the magistrate any disparagement to
punish those of his own re- i t : for certainly that is
ligion, to procure them the a very extraordinary remeans of discovering the way medy, which infallibly
of salvation, and to procure, cures all diseased peras mtich as in him lies, that sons to whom it is apthey rcn~ain not ignorant plied
of it, or refuse not to cmbrace it? These are such contradictions in practice, this
is such conde~nnationof a
man's own religion, as no one
can expect from the magistrate; and I dare say you
desire not of him. And yet
this is that he must do, if his authority be to procure
all his subjects the means of discovering the way t o
salvation. And if it be so needful, as you say it is, that
he should use it, I am sure force cannot do that till i t
be applied wider, and punishment be laid upon more
than you would have it. For, if the magistrate be by
force to procure, as much as in him lies, that nolze remain ignorant of the way of salvation, must he not
punish all those who are ignorant of the way of salvation ? And pray tell me how is this any way practicable,
but by supposing none in the national church ignorant,
and a11 out of it ignorant, of the way of salvation?
Which what is it, but to punish men barely for not
being of the magistrate's religion ; the very thing you
deny he has authority to d o ? So that the magistrate
having, by your own confession, no authority thus t o
use force; and it being otherwise impracticable for
the procuring all his subjects the means of discovering
the way of .:alvation ; there is an end of force. And
so force being laid aside, either as unlawful or impracticable, the author's argument holds good against
force, even in pour way of'app!ying it."

T h e backwardness and lusts that hinder an impartial
l
it, is general. The corexamination, as y o ~ describe
ruption of nature which hinders a real embracing the
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true religion, that also you tell us here is universal, I
ask a remedy for these in your way. You say the law for
conformity is general, excepts none. Very likely, none
that do not conform ; but punishes none who, conforming, do neither impartially examine nor really embrace
the true religion. From whence I conclude there is n o
corruption of nature in those who are brought up or
join in outward communion with the church of England. But as to ignorance, negligence, and pre udice,
you say " you desire me, or any man else, to te 1 what
better course can be taken to cure them, than that
which you have mentioned." I f your church can find
no better way to cure ignorance and prejudice, and
the negligence that is in men to examine matters of
religion, and heartily embrace the true, than what is
impracticable upon conformists ; then, of all others,
conformists are in the most deplorable state. But, as I
remember, you have been told of a better way, which
is, the discoursing with men seriously and friendly about
matters in religion, by those whose profession is the care
of souls ; examining what they do understand, and
where, either through laziness, p~ejudice,or difficulty,
they do stick ;and applying to their several diseases, proper cures ; which it is as impossible to do by a general
harangue, once or twice a week out of the pulpit, as
to fit all men's feet with one shoe, or cure all men's ails
with one, though very wholesome, diet-drink. T o be
thus "instant in season, and out of season," some men
have thought a better way of cure, than a desire only to
have men driven by the whip, either in your, or the
magistrate's hand, into the sheepfold : where when they
are once, whether they understand, or no, their minister's sermons ; whether they are, or can be better for
them or no ;whether they are ignorant and hypocritical
conformists, and in that way like to remain so, rather
than to become knowing and sincere converts ; some
bishops have thought it not sufficiently inquired : but
this nobody is to mention, for whoever does so,
" makes himself an occasion to show his good-will to
the clergy."
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This had not been said by me here, now I see how apt
you are to be put out of temper with any thing of this
kind, though i t be in every serious man's mouth, had
not you desired me to show you a better way than force,
your way applied. And, to use your wa
since bare preaching, as now used, it is p ain, will not
do, there is no other means left but this to deal with the
corrupt nature of conformists; for miracles are now
ceased, and penalties they are free from ; therefore, by
your way of concluding, no other being left, this of
visiting a t home, conferring and instructing, and admonishing men there, and the like means, proposed by
the reverend author of the Pastoral Care, is necessary ;
and men, whose business is the care of souls, are
obliged t o use it : for you " cannot prove, that it cannot
do some service," I think I need not say, " indirectly
and a t a distance." And if this be proper and sufficient
t o bring conformists, notwithstanding the corruption of
their nature, " to examine impartially, and really embrace the truth that must save them ;"it will remain
t o show why it may not do as well on non-conformists,
whose, I imagine, is the common corruption of nature,
to bring them to examine and embrace the truth that
must save them ? And though it be not so extraordinary
a remedy as will infallibly cure all diseased persons, to
whom it is applied :yet since the corruption of nature,
which is the same disease, and hinders the " impartial
examination, and hearty embracing the truth that must
save them," is equally in both, confornlists and non-conformists ;i t is reasonable to think it should in both have
the same cure, let that be what i t will.
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CHAPTER X.

Of the Necessity of Foxe, in Matters of ReEigion.
You tell us "you do not ground the lawfulness of
such force, as you take to be useful for the promoting
the true religion, upon the bare usefulness of such force,
but upon the necessity as well as usefulness of it ;and
therefore you declare it to be no fit means t o be used,
either for that urpose or any other, where it is not
necessary as we1 as useful."
How useful force in the magistrate's hand, for bringing men to the true religion, is like to be, we have
shown in the foregoing chapter, in answer to what ou
have said for it. So that it being proved not usefuc it
is impossible it should be necessary. However we will
examine what you say to prove the necessity of it. The
foundation you build on for its necessity we have in your
Argument considered, p. 10 ;where having at large dilated on men's inconsiderateness in the choice oftheir
religions, and their persisting in those they have ouce
chosen, without due examination, you conclude thus :
"Now if this be the case, if men are so averse to a due
consideration, if they usuaily take up their religion
without examining it as they ought, what other means
is there left 7" Wherein you suppose force necessary,
instead of proving it to be so ; for preaching and persuasion not prevailing upon all men, you upon your own
authority think fit something else should be done ; and
that being resolved, you readily pitch on force, because
you say you can find nothing else ; which in effect is
only to tell us, if the salvation of men's souls were only
left to our discretion, how you would order the matter.
An in your answer to me, you very confidently tell
us, " the true religion cannot prevail without the assistance either of miracles or of authority."
I shall here
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only observe one or two things, and then go on to
examine how you make this good.
The first thing I shall observe is, that in your Argument considered, kc. you suppose force necessary only
to master the aversion there is in men to considering
and examination : end here in your answer to me, you
make force necessary to conquer the aversion there is
in men to embrace and obey the true religion. Which
are so very different, that the former justifies the use of
force only to make men consider ; the other justifies the
use of force t o make men embrace religion. If you
meant the same thing when you writ your first treatise,
i t was not very ingenuous to express yourself in such
words as were not proper to give your reader your true
meaning ; it being a far different thing to use force to
make men consider, which is an action in their power
to do or omit, and to use force to make them embrace,
i. e. believe any religion, which is not a thin in any
one's power to do or forbear as he pleases. I you say
you meant barely considering in your first paper, as the
whole current of it would make one believe ;then I see
pour hypothesis may mend, as we have seen in other
parts, and, in time, may grow to its full stature.
Another thing I shall remark to you is, that in your
first paper, besides preaching and persuasion, and the
grace of God, nothing but force was necessary. Here
in your second, it is either miracles or authority, which
how you make good, we will now consider.
You having said, you had n o reason from any experiment to expect that the true religion should be any
way the gainer by toleration," I instanced in the prevailing of the Gospel, by its own beauty, force, and reasonableness, in the first ages of Christianity. You reply,
that it has not the same beauty, force, and reasonableness
now that it had then, unless I include miracles too,
which are now ceased ; and, as you tell us, were not
withdrawn, till by their help Christianity had prevailed
t o be received for the religion of the empire, and t o be
encouraged and supported by the laws of it."
If therefore we will believe you upon your own word,
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force being necessary, (for prove it necessary you never
can) you have entered into the counsel of God, and tell
us, when force could not be had,miracles were employed
to supply its want: " I cannot but think, say you, it is
highly probable (if we may be allowed to guess at the
counsels of infinite wisdom) that God was pleased to
continue them till then," i. e. till the laws of the empire
supported Christianity, " not so much for any necessity
there was of them all that time, for the evincing the truth
of the Christian religion, as t o supply the warit of the
magistrate's assistance." You allow yourself to gness
very fieely, when you will make God use miracles to
supply a means he nowhere authorized or appointed.
How long miracles continued we shall see anon.
Say you, " If we may be allowed to guess:" this
modesty ofyours, where you confess you guess, is only
concerning the time of the continuing of miracles ;but
as to their supplying the want of coactive force, that you
are positive in, both here and where you tell us," Why
penalties were not necessary a t first, to make men t o
give ear to the Gospel, has already been shown ;" and
a little after, " the great and wonderful things which
were to be done fox the evidencing the truth of the
Gospel, were abundantly sufficient t o procure attention," &c. How you come to know so undoubtedly that
miracles were made use of to supply the magistrate's
authority, since God nowhere tells you so, you would
have done well to show.
But in your opinion force was necessary, and that
could not then be had, and so God must use miracles
For, say you, " Our Saviour was no magistrate, and
therefore could not inflict political punishments upon
any man ; so much less could he empower his apostles t o
do it." Could not our Saviour empower his apostles
to denounce or inflict punishments on careless or obstinate unbelievers, to make them hear and consider?
You pronounce very boldly methinks of Christ's power,
and set very narrow limits to what at another time you
would not deny to be infinite :but it was convenient here
for your present purpose, that it should be SO limited
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But, they not being magistrates, '< he could not empower his apostles to inflict political punishments."
How is it of a sudden, that they must be political
punishments? You tell us all that is necessary, is t o
"lay briars and thorns in men's ways, to trouble and
disease them t o make them consider." This I hope
our Saviour had power to do, if he had found it necessary, without the assistance of the magistrate ; he could
have always done by his apostles and ministers, if he had
so thought fit, what he did once by St. Peter, have
dropped thorns and briars into their very minds, that
should have pricked, troubled, and diseased them sufficiently. But sometimes it is briars and thorns only
that you want ; sometimes i t must be human means ;
and sometimes, as here, nothing will serve your turn
but political punishments; just as will best suit your
occasion, in the argument you have then before you.
That the apostles could lay on punishments, as troublesome and as great as any political ones when they
were necessary, we see in Ananias and Sapphira : and he
that had " all power given him in heaven and in earth"
could, ifhe had thought fit, have laid briars and thorns
in the way of all that received not his doctrine.
You add, c c But as he could not punish men to make
them hear him, so neither was there any need that
he should. H e came as a prophet sent from God to
reveal a new doctrine to the world ;and therefore, t o
prove his mission, he was to do such things as could
only be done by a divine power: and the works
which he did were abundantly sufficient both to gain
him a hearing, and to oblige the world to receive his
doctrine."
Thus the want of force and punishments
is supplied. How far? so far as they are supposed
necessary to gain a hearing, and so far as t o oblige the
world t o receive Christ's doctrine ;whereby, as I suppose, you mean sufficient to lay an obligation on them
to receive his doctrine, and render them inexcusable if
they did not : but that they were not sufficient to make
all that saw them effectually t o receive and embrace the
Gospel, I think is evident; and you will not 1 imagine
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say, that all who saw Christ's miracles believed on him.
So that miracles were not to supply the want of such
force, as was t o be continued on men to make them
consider as they ought, i. e. till they embraced the truth
that must save them. For we have little reason to think
that our Saviour, or his apostles, contended with their
neglect or refusal by a constant train of miracles, continued on to those who were not wrought upon by the
Gospel preached to them. St. Matthew tells us, ehap.
xiii. 58, that he did not many mighty works in his own
country, because of their unbelief; much less were miracles to supply the want of force in that use you malie
of it, where you tell us it is t o punish the fault of not
being of the true religion :for we do not find any miraculously punished t o bring them into the Gospel. So
that the want of force to either of these purposes not
being supplied by miracles, the Gospel i t is plain subsisted and spread itself without force so made use of, and
without miracles to s~lpplythe want of it ;and therefore
i t so far remains true, that the Gospel having the same
beauty, force, and reasonableness now as it lmd a t the
beginning, i t wants not force t o supply the defect of
miracles, to that for which miracles were nowhere
made use of. And so far, a t least, the experiment is
good, and this assertion true, that the Gospel is able to
prevail by its own light and truth, without the continuance of force on the same person, or punishing men
fbr not being of the true religion.
You say, "Our Saviour, being no magistrate, could
not inflict political punishments ; much less could he
empower his apostles to do it." I know not what
need there is, that it should be political ;so there were
used, as you say is sufficient t o
so much pu~~ishment
make men consider, i t is not necessary it should come
from this or that hand : or if there be any odds in that,
we should be apt to think it would come best, and most
effectually, from those who preached the Gospel, and
could tell them it was to make them consider ;than fi-om
the magistrate, who neither doth, nor, according to your
scheme, can, tell them it is t o make them consider.
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And this power you will not deny but our Saviour
could have given to the apostles.
But if there were such absolute need of political
punishments, Titus or Trajan might as well have been
converted as Constantine. For how true it is, that miracles supplied the want of force from those days till
Constantine's, and then ceased, we shall see by and by.
I say not this to enter boldly into the counsels of God,
or to take upon me t o censure the conduct of the Almighty, or t o call his providence to an account ; but t o
answer your saying, " Our Saviour was no magistrate,
and therefore could not inflict political punishments."
For he could have had both magistrates and political
punishments a t his service, if he had thought fit; and
needed not to have continued miracles longer '< than
there was necessity for evincing the truth of the Christian religion, as you imagine, to supply the want of the
magistrate's assistance, by force, which is necessary."
But how come you t o know that force is necessary?
Ilas God revealed it in his word? nowhere. Has i t
been revealed t o you in particular? that you will not
say. What reason have you for i t ? none at all but this,
that having set down the grounds, upon which men
take up and persist in their religion, you conclude,
what means is there left but force ?" Force therefore
you conclude necessary, because, without any authority,
but from your own imagination, .you are peremptory,
that other means, besides preachlng and persuasion, is
t o be used ; and therefore it is necessary, because you
can think of no other,
When I tell you there is other means, and that by
your own confession the grace of God is another means,
and therefore force isnot necessary: you reply,"Though
the grace of God be another means, and you thought fit
t o mention it, t o prevent cavils ; yet it is none of the
means of which you were speaking, in the place I refer
t o ;which any one who reads that paragraph will find
t o be only human means : and therefore, though the
grace of Qod be both a proper and sufficient means,
and such as can work by itself, and without which
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neither penalties nor any other means can do any thing ;
yet i t may be true however, that when admonitions and
entreaties fail, there is no human means left, but penalties, t o bring prejudiced persons to hear and consider
what may convince them of their errors, and discover
the truth to them. And then penalties will be necessary in respect to that end as a human means."
In which words, if you mean an answer to my argument, it is this, that force is necessary, because to bring
men into the right way there is other human means necessary, besides admonitions and persuasions. For else
what have we to do with human in the case? But it is
no small advantage one owes t o logic, that where sense
and reason fall short, a distinction ready at hand may
eke i t out. Force, when persuasions will not prevail,
is necessary, say you, because it is the only means left.
When you are told it is not the only means left, and so
cannot be necessary on that account: you reply, that
"when admonitions and entreaties fail, there is no
human means left, but penalties, to bring prejudiced
persons to hear and consider what may convince them
of their errors, and discover the truth to theln: and
then penalties will be necessary in respect to that end,
as a human means."
Suppose it be urged to you, when your moderate
lower penalties fail, there is no human means left but
dragooning and such other severities, which you say
you condemn as much as I, " to bring prejudiced persons to hear and consider what may convince them of
their errors, and discover the truth to them ;" and then
dragooning, imprisonment, scourging, fining, &c. will
be necessary in respect to that end, as a human means ;
what can you say but this? that you are empowered to
judge what degrees of I~umanmeans are necessary, but
others are nqt. For without such a confidence in your
own judgment, where God has neither said how much,
n m that any force is necessary ;I think this is as good an
argument fbr the highest, as yours is for the lower penalties. When g s admonitions and entreaties will not
prevail, then penalties, lower penalties, some degrees
of fbrce will be necessary, say you, as a human means."
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Anti when your lower penalties, your some degrees of
force, will not prevail, then higher degrees will be necessary,say I, as a human means. And my reason is the same
with yours, because there is no other means, i.e. human
ineans, left. Show me how your argument concludes
for lower punishments being necessary, and mine not
for highel:, even to dragooning, C 6 et kris mihi magnus
Awollo."
' ~ u let
t us apply this to your succedaneum of miraclcs, and then it will be much more admirable. You
tell us, admonitions and entreaties not prevailing t o
bring men into the right way, c c force is necessary, because there is no other means left." T o that it is said,
yes, there is other means left, the grace of God. Ay,
but, say you, that will not do ;because you speak only
of human means. So that, according to your way of arguing, some other human means is necessary : for you
yourself tell us, that the means you were speaking of,
where you say, 6C that when adnlonitions and entreaties
will not do, what other means is there left but force ?
were human means." Your words are, " which any
one, who reads that paragraph, will find to be only
human means." Ry this argument, then, other human
means are necessary besides preaching and persuasion,
and those human means you have found out to be either
force or miracles :the latter are certainly notable human
means. And your distinction of human means serves
you to very good purpose, having brought miracles
to be one of your human means. Preaching and
admonitions, say you, are not sufficient to bring men
into the right way ; something else is necessary : yes,
the grace of God ; no, say you, that will not do, it is
not human means : it is necessary to have other human
ineans; therefore, in the three or four first centuries
after Christianity, the insufficiency of preaching and
admonitions was made up with miracles, and thus the
necessity of other human means is made good. But to
consider a little farther your miracles as supplying the
want of force.
The questiou between us here is, whether tlie Cl11.istim religion did not prevail, in the first ages of' the
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c h ~ ~ r c by
h , its own beauty, force, and reasonableness,
without the assistance of force ? I say it did, and therefore external force is not necessary. T o this you reply,
" that it cannot prevail by its own light and strength,
without the assistance either of miracles, or of authority ;
and therefore the Christian religion not being still accompanied with miracles, force is now necessary." So
that, t o make your equivalent of miracles correspond
with your necessary means of force, you seem to require
an actual application of n~iracles,or of force, to prevail
with men t o receive the Gosprl ; i. e. men could not be
prevailed with t o receive the Gospel without actually
seeing of miracles. For when you tell us, that " you
are sure I cannot say the Christian religion is still accompanied with miracles, as it was a t its first planting?"
I hope you do not mean that the Gospel is not still
accompanied with an undoubted testimony that miracles
were done by the first publishers of it ; which was as
much of miracles, as I suppose the greatest part of those
had, with whom the Christian religion prevailed, till it
was " supported and encouraged, as you tell IIS, by the
laws of the empire :" for I think you will not say, or if
you should, you could not expect to be believed, that
all, or the greatest part of those, that embraced the
Christian religion, before it was supported by the laws
of the empire, which was not till the fourth century,
had actually miracles done before them, to work upon
them. And all those, who were not eye-witnesses of
miracles done in their presence, it is plain had no other
miracles than we have ; that is, upon report ; and it is
probable not so many, nor so well attested, as we have.
T h e greatest part then, of' those who were converted,
at least, in some of those ages, before Christianity was
supported by the laws of the empire, I think you must
allow, were wrollght upon by bare preaching, and such
miracles as we still have, miracles at a distance, related
miracles. I n others, a n d those the greatest number,
prejudice was not so removed, that they were prevailed
on to consider, to colisider as they ought, i. e. in your
language, to consider so as to embrace. If they had
not so considered in our days, what, according t o your
scheme, must have been donc to them, that did not
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consider as they ought ? Force must have been applied
to them. What therefore in the primitive church was
t o be done to them ? Why ! your succedaneum miracles,
actual miracles, such as you deny the Christian religion
to be still accompanied with, must have been done in
their presence, to work upon them. Will you say this
was so, and make a new church-history for us, and
outdo those writers who have been thought pretty liberal
of miracles ? If you do not, you must confess miracles
supplied not the place of force ; and so let fall all your
fine contrivance about the necessity either of force or
miracles ; and perhaps you will think it at last a more
becoming modesty, not to set the divine power and providence on work by rules, and for the ends of your hypothesis, without having any thing in authentic history,
much less in divine and unerring revelation, to justify
you. But force and power deserve something more
than ordinary and allowable arts or arguments, to get
and keep them : " si violandum sit jus, regnandi caus4
violandum est."
I f the testimony of miracles having been done were
sufficient t o make the Gospel prevail, without force, on
those who were not eye-witnesses of them ; we have
that still, and so upon that account need not force to
supply the want of it ; but if truth must have either the
law of the country, or actual miracles to support it,
what became of i t after the reign of Constantine the
Great, under all those emperors that were erroneous or
heretical 2 It supported itself in Piedmont, and France,
and Turkey, many ages without fbrce or miracles : and
it spread itself in divers nations and kingdoms of the
north and east, without any force, Qr other miracles
than those that were done many ages before. So that
5 think you will, upon second thoughts, not deny, but
that the true religion is abie to prevail now, as it did at
first, and has done since in many places, without assistance fi-om the powers in being; by its own beauty,
force, and reasonableness, whereof well-attested miracles are a part.
But the account you give us of miracles will deserve
to be zr little examined. We have it in these words :
Consictering that those extraordinary leans were not
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withdrawn till by their help Christianity had prevailed
to be received for the religion of the empire, and to be
supported and encouraged by the laws of it ; you cannot, you say, but think it highly probable, (if we may
be allowed to guess at the counsels of infinite wisdom)
that God was pleased to continue them till then ; not
so much for any necessity there was of them all that
while, for the evincing the truth of the Christian religion, as to supply the want of the magistrate's assistance."
Miracles then, if what you say be true, were
continued till " Christianity was received for the reli ion of the empire, not so much to evince the truth
o the Christian religion, as t o suppl the want of the
magistrate's assistance." But in this t e learned author,
whose testimony you quote, fails you. For he tells you
that the chief use of miracles in the church, after the
truth ofthe Christian religion had been suficiently confirmed by them in the world, was to oppose the false
and pretended miracles of heretics and heathens ; and
answerable hereunto miracles ceased and returned again,
as such oppositions made them more or less necessary.
Accordingly miracles, which before had abated, in
Trajan's and Hadrian7s time, which was in the latter
end of the first, or beginning of the second century,
did again revive to confound the magical delusions of
the heretics of that time. And in the third century
the hereties using no such tricks, and the faith being
confirmed, they by degrees ceased, of which there then,
he says, could be no imaginable necessity. His words
are, " E t quidem eo minus necessaria sunt pro veterum
pfincipiis reeentiora illa miracula, quod bsereticos, quos
appellant, aullos adversarios habeant, qui contraria illis
dogmata astruant miraculis. Sic enim vidimus, a p ~ ~ d
veteres, durn nplb ecclesiam exercerent adversarii, seu
haeretici, seu Gentiles ; aut satis illi praeteritis miraculis
fuissent refutati ; sut nullas ipsi praestigias oppone~mt
uae veris essent miraculis oppugnande ; subductam
I[einde paulatim esse rnirifiearn illam spiriths virtutern.
Ortos sub Trajano Hadrianoque haereticos ostendimw
praestigiis magicis fuisse usos, et proinde miraculorum
verorum in ecclesig usum una revixisse. Ne dicam prae
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stidatores etiam Gentiles eodem illo seculo sane freuentissimos, Apuleium in Africa, in AsiA Alexandrum
8seudomantim, multosque alios quorum meminit Aristides. Tertio seculo orto, haeretici Hermogenes, Praxeas,
Noetus, Theodotus, Sabellius, Novatianus, Artemas,
Samosatenus, nulla, u t videtur, miracula ipsi venditabant, nullis ropterea miraculis oppugnandi. Inde vidimus, apuB ipsos etiam catholicos, sensim defecisse
miracula. E t quldem, hereticis nulla in contrarium
miracula ostentantibus, q u a tandem fingi potest miraculorum necessitas traditam ab initio fidem, miraculisque
adeo jamdudum confirmatam praedicantibus ? Nulla
certe prorsus pro primavo miraculorum exemplo. Nulla
denique consciis vere primavam esse fidem quam novis
miraculis suscipiunt confirmandam." Dodwell, Dissertat. in Iraen. Diss. 11. Sect. 65.
The history therefore you have from him, of miracles, serves for his hypothesis, but not at all for yours,
For if they were continued to supply the want of force,
which was to deal with the corruption of depraved human nature ; that being, without any great variation
in the world, constantly the same, there could be no
reason why they should abate and fail, and then return
and revive again. So that there ueing then, as you
suppose, no necessity of miracles fbr any other end, but
to supply the want of the magistrate's assistance ; they
must, to suit that end, be constant and regularly the
same as you would have force to be, which is steadily and
uninterruptedly to be applied, as a constantly necessary
remedy, to the corrupt nature of mankind.
If yo11 allow the learned Dodwell's reasons for the
continuation of miracles, till the fourth century, your
hypothesis, that they were continued to supply the magistrate's assistance, will be oilly precarious. For if
there was need of miracles till that time to other pup+
poses, the continuation of them in the church, thougli
you could prove them to be as fiequent and certain
as those of our Saviour and the apostles, it would
not advantage your cause ; since it would be no evidence, that they were used for that end, which as long
as there were other visible uses of them, you could not,
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without revelation, assure 11s were made use of by Divine Providence to supply the want of the magistrate's assistance.'' You must therefore confute hie
hypothesis, before you can make any advantage of
what he says, concerning the continuation of miracles,
for the establishing of yours. For till you can sbow,
that that which he assigris was not the end, for which
they were continued in the church; the utmost you
can say is, that it may be imagined, that one reason of
their continuation was to supply the want of the magistrate's assistance : but what you can without proof
imagine possible, I hope you do not expect should
be received as an unquestionable proof that it was so.
I can imagine it possible they were not continued for
that end, and one imagination will be as good a proof
as another.
T o do your modesty right therefore, I must allow,
that you do faintly offer at some kind of reason, to prove
that miracles were continued to supply the want of t h e
magistrate's assistance : and since God has nowhere
declared that it was for that end, you would persuade
us, in, this paragraph, that it was so, by two reasons.
One is, that the truth of the Christian religion being
sufficiently evinced by the miracles done by our Saviour and his apostles, and perhaps their immediate
successors ; there was no other need of miracles to be
continued till the fourth century ; and therefore they
were used by God to supply the want of the magistrate's
assistance. This I take to be the meaning of these words
of yours, 6 b I cannot but think it high1 probable that
God was pleased to corltinue them ti1 then ; not so
much for any necessity there was of them all that while
for the evincing the truth of the Christian religion, as
to supply the want of the magistrate's assistance."
Whereby, I suppose, you do not barely intend to tell
the world what is your opinion in the case ; but use this
as an argument, to make it probable to others, that this
was the end for whicli miracles were continued ; which
at the best will be but a very doubtfill probability to
build such a bold assertion on, as this of yours is, viz.
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That '' the Christian religion is not able to subsist and
prevail in the world, by its own light and strength, without the assistance either of force or actual miracles."
And therefore you must either produce a declaration
from Heaven that authorizes you t o say, that miracles
were used to supply the want of fbrce, or show that
there was no other use of them but this. For if any other
use can be assigned of them, as long as they continued
in the church, one may safely deny, that they were t o
supply the want of force : and i t will lie upon' you t o
prove i t by some other way than by saying you think i t
highly probable. For I suppose you do not expect that
your thinking any thing highly probable, should be a
sufficient reason for others to acquiesce in, when perhaps,
the history of miracles considered, nobody could bring
himself t o say he thought it probable, but one whose
hypothesis stood in need of such a poor support.
The other reason you seem t o build on is this, that
when Christianity was received for the religion of the
empire, miracles ceased, because there was then n o
longer any need of them ; which I take to be the argument insinuated in these words, " Considering that those
extraordinary means were not withdrawn till by their
help Christianity had prevailed to be received fbr the
religion of the empire." I f then you can make i t appear that miracles lasted till Christianity was received
for the religion of the empire, without any other reason
for their continuation, but to supply the want of the
magistrate's assistance ; and that they ceased as soon as
the magistrates became Christians ; your argument will
have some kind of probability, that within the Roman
empire this was the method God used for the propagating the Christian religion. But it will not serve t o
make good your pcsition, " that the Christian religion
cannot subsist and prevail by its own strength and light,
without the assistance of miracles or authority," unless
you can show, that God made use of miracles t o introduce and support it in other parts of the world, not
subject to the Roman empire, till the magistrates there
also became Christians. For the corruption of nature
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being the same without, as within the bounds of the
Roman empire; miracles, upon your hypothesis, were as
necessary to supply the want of the magistrate's assistance in other countries as in the Roman empire. For
I do not think you will find the civil sovereigns were
the first converted in all those countries, where the
Christian religion was planted after Constantine's reign :
and in all those it will be necessary for you to show us
the assistance of miracles.
But let us see how much your hypothesis is favoured
by church Irlstory. If the writings of the fathers of
greatest name and credit are to be believed, miracles
were not withdrawn when Christianity had prevailed to
be received for the religion of the empire. Athanasius,
the great defender of the catholic orthodoxy, writ the
life of his contemporary St. Anthony, full of miracles ;
which though some have questioned, yet the learned
Dodwell allows to be writ by Athanasius : and the style
evinces it to be his, which is also confirmed by other
ecclesiastical writers.
Yalladius tells us, '' That Alnmon did many miracles : but that particularly St. Athanasius related in
the life of Anthony, that Ammon going with some
monks Anthony had sent to him, when they came to
the river Lycus, which they were to pass, was afraid
to strip for fear of seeing himself naked; and whilst
he was in dispute of this matter, lie was taken up,
and in an ecstasy carried over by an angel, the rest of
the monks swimming the river. When he came to
Anthony, Anthony told him he had sent for him, because God had revealed many things to him concerning him, and particularly his translation. And when
Ammon died in his retirement, Anthony saw his soul
Palladius in Vita
carried into heaven by angels."
Ammonis.
Socrates tells us, "That Anthon saw the soul of
Ammon taken up by angels, as At anasius writes in
the life of Anthony."
And again, says he, '' It seems superfluous for me to
relate the many miracles Anthony did; how he fought.
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openly with devils, discovering all their tricks and
cheats : for Athanasius bishop of Alexandria has prevented me on that subject, having writ a book particularly of his life."
Anthony was thought worthy of the vision of God,
and led a life perfectly conformable to the laws of
Christ. This, whoever reads the book, wherein is contained the history of his life, will easily know; wherein
he will also see prophecy shining out: for he prophesied
very clearly of those who were infected with the Arian
contagion, and foretold what mischief from them was
threatened to the churches; God truly revealing all
these things to him, which is certainly the principal
evidence of the catholic faith, no such man being to
be found amongst the heretics. But do not take this
upon my word, but read and study the book itself."
This account you have from St. Chrysostom *, whom
Mr. Dodwell calls the contemner of fables.
St. Hierom, in his treatise De Viro Perfecto, speaks
of the frequency of miracles done in his tiine, as a thing
past question : besides those, not a few, which he has
left upon record, in the lives of Hilarion and Paul, two
monks, whose lives he has writ. And he that has a
mind to see the plenty of miracles of this kind, need
but read the collection of the lives of the fathers, made
by Rosweydus.
Ruffin tells us, that Athanasius lodged the bones of
St. John Baptist in the wall of the church, knowing by
the spirit of prophecy the good they were to do to the
next generation: and of what efficacy and use they were,
may be concluded from the church with the golden
roof, built to them soon after, in the place of the temple
of Serapis.
St. Austin tells us j-, " That he knew a blind man
restored to sight b the bodies of the Milan martyrs,
and some other suc things ; of which kind there were
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so many done in that time, that many escaped his knowledge; and those which he knew were more than he
could number." More of this you may see Epist. 137.
H e further assures us, that by the single relics of
St. Stephen " a blind woman received her sight. Lucullus was cured of an old fistula; Eucharius of the
stone ; three gouty men recovered ; a lad killed with
a cart-wheel going over him, restored to life safe and
sound, as if he had received no hurt : a nun lying a t
the point of death, they sent her coat to the shrine, but
she dying before it was brought back, was restored to
life by its being laid on her dead body. The like
happened at Hippo to the daughter of Bassus; and two
others," whose names he sets down, were by the same
relics raised from the dead.
After these and other particulars there set down, of
miracles done in his time by those relics of St. Stephen, the holy father goes on thus: " What shall I do?
pressed by my promise of despatching this work, I
cannot here set down all: and without doubt many,
when they shall read this, will be troubled that I have
omitted so many particles, which they truly know as
well as I *. For if I should, passing by the rest, write
only the miraculous cures which have been wrought
by this most glorious martyr, Stephen, in the colony of
Calama, and this of ours, I should fill many books, and
yet should not take in all of them: but only those of
which are read
which there are collections published I-,
to the people: for this I took care should be done,
when I saw that signs of divine power, like those of
old, werefrequent also in our times $. I t is not now
two years since that shrine has been at Hippo : and
many of the books, which I certainly knew to be so,
not being published, those which are published concerning those miraculous operations amounted to near

* Quae utique mecum sciunt.
t Libelli dati sunt.

$ Cum viderimus mtiquis similia divinarum signa virtuturn etiam
nostris temporibus frequentari. Aug, de Civ. Dei, lib. wii. c. 8.
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fifty when I writ this. But at Calama, where this
shrine was before, there are more published, and their
number is incomparably greater. At Uzal also a colony,
and near Utica, we know rnany famous things to have
been done by the same martyr."
Two of those books he mentions are printed in the
appendix of the tenth tome of St. Austin's works of
Plantin's edit. One of them contains two miracles ;
the other, as I remember, about seventeen. So that at
Hippo alone, in two years' time, we may count, besides
those omitted, there were published above 600 miracles,
and, as he says, incomparably more at Calama : besides
what were done by other relics of the same St. Stephen,
in other parts of the world, which cannot be supposed
to have had less virtue than those sent to this part of
Africa. For the relics of St. Stephen, discovered by
the dfeam of a monk, were divided and sent into distant
countries, and there distributed to several churches.
These may suffice to show, that if the fathers of the
church of greatest name and authority are to be believed, miracles were not withdrawn, but continued
down to the latter end of the fourth century, long after
" Christianity had prevailed to be received for the religion of the empire."
But if these testimonies of Athanasius, Chrysostom,
Palladius, Ruffin, St. Hierom, and St. Austin, will not
serve your turn, you may find much more to this purpose
in the same authors ; and, if you please, you may consult also St. Basil, Gregory Nazianzen, Gregory Nyssen,
St. Ambrose, St. Hilary, Theodoret, and others.
This being so, you must either deny the authority of
these fbtlle,rs, or grant that miracles continued in the
churah efter '' Christianity was received for the religion
of the empire : and then they could not be to supply the
want of the magistrate's assistance," unless they welee to
supply the want of what was not wanting ; and therefore they were continued for some other end. Which
end of the continuation of miracles, when you are so
far instructed in as to be able to assure us, that it was
different from that for which God made use of them in
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the second and third centuries; when you are so far
admitted into the secrets of Divine Providence as to be
able to convince the world that the miracles between the
apostles' and Constantine's time, or any other period you
shall pitch on, were to supply the want of the magistrate's assistance, and those after, for some other purpose, what you say may deserve to be considered. Until
you do this, you will only show the liberty you take to
assert with great confidence, though without any ground,
whatever will suit your system ;and that you do not stick
to make bold with the counsels of infinite wisdom, to
make them subservient to your hypothesis.
And so I leave you to dispose of the credit of ecclesiastical writers as you shall think fit ; and by your authority to establish or invalidate theirs as you please.
But this, I think, is evident, that he who will build his
faith or reasonings upon miracles delivered by churchhistorians, will find cause to go no farther than the
apostles'time, or else not to stop at Constantine's: since
the writers after that period, whose word we readily
take as unquestionable in other things, speak of miracles in their time with no less assurance than the
fathers before the fourth century; and a great part of
the miracles of the second and third centuries stand
upon the credit of the writers of the fourth. So that
that sort of argument which takes and rejects the testimony of the ancients at pleasure, as may best suit with
it, will not have much force with those who are not
disposed to embrace the hypothesis, without any arguments at all.
You grant, " That the true religion has always light
and strength of its own, i. e. without the :issistance of
force or miracles, sufficient to prevail with all that considered it seriously, and without prejudice : that therefore, for which the assistance of force is wanting, is to
make men consider seriously, and without prejudice."
Now, whether the miracles that we have still, miracles
done by Christ and his apostles, attested, as they are,
by undeniable history, be not fitter to deal with men's
prejudices than ftrce, and than fbrce which requires
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nothing but outward conformity, I leave the world to
judge. All the assistance the true religion needs from
authority is only a liberty fop it to be truly taught;
but it has seldom had that, from the powers in being,
in its first entry into their dominions, since the withdrawing of miracles : and yet I desire you to tell me,
into what country the Gospel, accompanied, as now i t
is, only with past miracles, hath been brought by the
preaching of men, who have laboured in it after the
example of the apostles, where it did not so prevail over
men's prejudices, that c' as many as were ordained to
eternal life," considered and believed it. Which, as
you may see, Acts xiii. 48, was all the advance it made,
even when assisted with the gift of miracles : for neither
then were all, or the majority, wrought on t o consider
and embrace it.
But yet the Gospel cC cannot prevail by its own light
and strength ;" and therefore miracles were t o supply
the place of force. How was force used ? A law being
made, there was a continued application of punishment
to all those whom it brought not to embrace the doctrine proposed. Were miracles so used till force took
place ? For this we shall want more new church-history,
and J think contrary to what we read in that part of
it which is unquestionable ; I mean in the Acts of the
Apostles,where we shall find, that the then promulgators
of the Gospel, when they had preached, and done what
miracles the Spirit of God directed, if they revailed
not, they often left them ; c c Then Paul and arnabas
waxed bold, and said it was necessary that the word of
God should first have been spoken to you : but seeing
you put it from you, and 'udge yourselves unworthy,
we turn to the Gentiles," Acts xiii. 46. cc They shook
off the dust of their feet against them, and came unto
Iconium," Acts xiii. 51. 6c But when divers were
hardened, and believed not, but spake evil of that way
before the multitude, he departed from them, and separated the disciples," Acts xix. 9. L6 Paul was pressed
in spirit, and testified to the Jews that Jesus was
Christ ; and when they opposed themselves, and blas-
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phemed, he shook his raiment, and said unto them,
Your blood be upon your own heads; I am clean:
from henceforth I will go unto the Gentiles," Acts
xviii. 6. Did the Christian magistrates ever do so, who
thought it necessary to support the Christian religion
by laws ? Did they ever, when they had a while punished those whom persuasions and preaching had not
prevailed on, give off, and leave them to themselves,
and make trial of their punishment upon others ? O r
is this your way of force and punishment? If it be not,
yours is not what miracles came to supply the room
of, and so is not necessary. For you tell us, they are
punished to make them consider, and they can never be
supposed to consider "as they ought, whilst they persist
in rejecting ;" and therefore they are justly punished
to make them so consider: so that not so considering,
being the fault for which they are punished, and the
amendment of that fault the end which is designed to
be attained by punishing, the punishment must continue. But men were not always beat upon with miracles. T o this, perhaps, you will reply, that the seeing
of a miracle or two, or half a dozen, was sufficient to
procure a hearing; but that being punished once or
twice, or half a dozen times, is not ; for you tell us,
" the power of miracles communicated t o the apostles
served altogether as well as punishment, to procure
them a hearing :" where, if you mean by hearing, only
attention, who doubts but punishment may also procure that? If you mean by hearing, receiving and
embracing what is proposed, that even miracles themselves did not effect upon all eye-witnesses. Why then,
I beseech you, if one be to supply the place of the
other, is one to be continued on those who do reject ;
when the other was never long continued, nor, as I
think we may safely say, often repeated to those who
persisted in their former persuasions 3
After all, therefore, may not one justly doubt, whether miracles supplied the place of punishment? nay,
whether you yourself, if you be true to your own
principles, can think so? You tell us, that not to join
themselves to the true church, where sufficient evi-
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dence is otiered to convince men that it is so, is a fault
that i t cannot be unjust to punish." Let me ask you
now, did the apostles, by their preaching and miracles,
offer sufficient evidence to convince men that the church
of Christ was the true church; or, which is, in this case,
the same thing, that the doctrine they preached was
the true religion ? If they did, were not those who persisted in unbelief guilty of a fault? And if some of'the
miracles done in those days should now be repeated,
and yet men should not embrace the doctrine, or join
themselves to the church which those miracles accompanied; would you not think them guilty of a fault
which the magistrate might justly, nay ought to punish?
I f you would answer truly and sincerely to this question,
I doubt you would think your beloved punishments
necessary, notwithstanding miracles, " there being no
other human means left." I do not make this judgment of you from any ill opinion I have of your goodnature; but it is consonant to your principles : for if
not professing the true religion, where sufficient evidence is offered by bare preaching, be a fault, and a
fault justly to be punished by the magistrate ; you will
certainly think it much more his duty to punish agreater
fault, as you must allow i t is, to reject truth proposed
with arguments and miracles, than with bare arguments: since you tell us, that the magistrate is "obliged
to procure, as much as in him lies, that every man take
care of his own soul, i, e. consider as he ought ; which
no man can be supposed to do, whilst he persists in
rejecting :" as you tell us, p. 24.
Miracles, say you, supplied the want of force, till
by their help Christianity had prevailed to be received
for the religion of the empire," Not that the magistrates had not as much commission then, from the law
of nature, to use force for promoting the true religion,
as since ; but because the magistrates then, not being
of the true religion, did not afford i t the assistance of
their political power. If this be so, and there be a
necessity either of force or miracles, will there not be
the same reason for miracles ever since, even to this
day, and so on to the end of the world, in all those
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countries where the magistrate is not of the true religion? cs Unless, as you urge it, you will say (what
without impiety cannot be said) that the wise and benign Disposer of all things has not furnished mankind
with competent means for the romoting his own honour
in the world, and the good o souls."
But to put an end to your pretence to miracles, as
supplying the place of force ; let me ask you, whether,
since the withdrawing of miracles, your moderate degree of force has been made use of for the support of
the Christian religion? I f not, then miracles were not
made use of to supply the want of force, unless it were
for the supply of such force as Christianity never had,
which is for the supply of just noaforce at all ; or else
for the supply of the severities which have been in use
amongst Christians, which is worse than none at all.
Force, you say, is necessary: what force? " not fire
and sword, not loss of estates, not maiming with corporal punishments, not starving and tormenting in
noisome prisons :" those you condemn. " Not compulsion : these severities," you say, " are apter to hinder
than promote the true religion; but moderate lower
penakies, tolerable inconveniencies, such as should a
little disturb and disease men." This assistance not
being to be had from tlie magistrates, itl the first ages
of Christianity, miracles, say you, were continued till
" Christianity became the religion of the empire, not
so much for any necessity there was of' them, all that
while, for the evincing the truth of the Christian religion, as to supply the want of the magistrate's assistance. For the true religion not beihg able to support
itself by its own light and strength, without the assistance either of miracles, or of authority,".' there was a
necessity of the one or the other; arid therefore,
whildt the powers in being assisted not with necessary
force, miracles supplied that want. Miracles then
being to supply necessary force, and necessary force
being only " lower moderate penalties, some inconve
mencies, such as only disturb and disease a little ;" if
you canpot show that in all countries, where the magistrates have been Christian, they have assisted with
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such force, it is plain that miracles supplied not the
want of necessar force ; unless to supply the want of
your necessary orce, for a time, were to supply the
want of an assistance, which true religion had not upon
the withdrawing of miracles ; and, I think I may say,
was never thought on by any authority, in any age or
country, till you now, above thirteen hundred years
after, made this happy discovery. Nay, sir, since the
true religion, as you tell us, cannot prevail or subsist
without miracles or authority, i. e. your moderate force,
it must necessarily follow, that the Christian religion
has, in all ages and countries, been accom anied either
with actual miracles, or such force : whic ,whether it
be so or no, I leave you and all sober men to consider.
When you can show that it has been so, we shall have
reason to be satisfied with your bold assertion, that the
Christian religion, as delivered in the New Testament,
cannot " prevail by its own light and strength, without
the assistance" of your moderate penalties, or of actual
miracles accompanying it. But if ever since the withdrawing of miracles in all Christian countries, where
force has been thought necessary by the magistrate to
support the national, or, as every where it is called, the
true religion ; those severities have been made use of,
which you, for a good reason, " condemn as apter to
hinder than promote the true religion;" it is plain that
miracles supplied the want of such an assistance from
the magistrate, as was apter to hinder than promote
the true religion. And your substituting of miracles,
to supply the want of moderate force, will show nothing,
for your cause, but the zeal of a man so fond of force,
that he will, without any warrant from Scripture, enter
into the counsels of the Almighty; and without authority from history talk of miracles, and political administrations, as may best stlit his system.
T o my saying, a religion that is from God wants
not the assistance of human authority to make it prevail ; you answer, 6' This is not simply nor always true.
Indeed, when God takes the matter wholly into his
own hands, as he does at his first revealing any religion, there can be no need of any assistance of human
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authority ; but when God has once sufficiently settled
his religion in the world, so that if men from thenceforth will do what they may and ought, in their several
capacities, to preserve and propagate it, it may subsist
and prevail without that extraordinary assistance from
him, which was necessary f'or its first establishment."
By this rule of yours, how long was there need of
miracles to make Christianity subsist and prevail? If
you will keep to it, you will find there was no need of
miracles, after the promulgation of the Gospel by Christ
and his apostles; for I ask you, was it not then so
" sufficiently settled in the world, that if men would
from thenceforth have done what they might and ought,
in their several capacities," it would have subsisted and
prevailed without that extraordinary assistance of miracles? unless you will on this occasion retract what
you say in other places, viz. that it is a fault not to
receive the "true religion, where sufficient evidence is
offered to convince men that it is so." If then, from
the times of the apostles, the Christian religion has
had sufficient evidence that it is the true religion, and
men did their duty, i. e. receive i t ; it would certainly
have subsisted and prevailed, even from the apostles'
times, without that extraordinary assistance; and then
miracles after that were not necessary.
But perhaps you will say, that by men in their several
capacities, you mean the magistrates. A pretty way
of speaking, proper to you alone: but, even in that
sense, it will not serve your turn. For then there will
be need of miracles, not only in the time you propose,
hut in all times after. For if the magistrate, who is as
much subject as other men to that corruption of human
nature, by which you tell us false religions prevail against
the true, should not do what he may and ought, so as to
be of the true religion, as it is the odds he will not ;
what then will become of the true religion, which, according to you, cannot subsist or prevail without either
the assistance of miracles or authority? Subjects cannot
have the assistance of authority, where the magistrate is
not of the true religion ;and the magistrate wanting the
assistance of authority to bring him to the true religion,
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that want must be still supplied with miracles, or else,
according to your hypothesis, all must go to wreck;
and the true religion, that cannot subsist by its own
strength and light, must be lost in the world. For I presume you are scarce yet such an adorer of the powers of
the world as to say, that magistrates are privileged from
that common corruption of mankind, whose opposition
to the true religion you suppose cannot be overcome
without the assistance of miracles or force. The flock
will stray, unless. the bell-wether conduct them right ;
the bell-wether himself will stray, unless the shepherd's
crook and staff,which he has as much need of as any
sheep of the flock, keep him right: ergo, the whole
flock will stray, unless the bell-wether have that assistance which is necessary to conduct him right. The case
is the same here. So that, by your own rule, either there
was no need of miracles to supply the want of force,
after the apostles' time, or there is need of them still.
But your answer, when looked into, has something in
it more excellent. I say, a religion that is of God wants
not the assistance of human authority to make it prevail. You answer, " True, when God takes the matter
into his own hands. But when once he has sufficiently
settled religion, so that if men will but do what they
may and ought, it may subsist without that extraordinary assistance from heaven ; then he leaves it to
their care." Where you suppose, if men will do their
duties in their several capacities, true religion, being
once established, may subsist without miracles. And is
it not as true, that if they will, in their several capacities, do what they may and ought, true religion will
also subsist without force ? But you are sure magistrates
will do what they may and ought, to preserve and propagate the true religion, but subjects will not. If you
are not, you must bethink yourself how to answer that
old question,
-"
Sed quis

custodiet ipsos

Custodes?"-

T o my having said, that prevailing without a e assist-

ance of force, I thought was made use of as .an argu-
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ment for the truth of the Christian religion : you reply,
that you hope " I am mistaken : for sure this is a very
bad argument, That the Christian religion, so contrary
in the nature of it, as well to flesh and blood, as to
the powers of darkness, should prevail as it did, and
that not only without any assistance from authority,
but even in spite of all the opposition which authority
and a wicked world, joined with those infernal powers,
could make against ~ t . This, I acknowledge, has deservedly been insisted upon b Christians, as a very
ut to argue the truth
good proof of their religion.
of the Christian religion, from its mere prevailing in
the world, without any aid from force, or the assistance of the powers in being; as if whatever religion
should so prevail must needs be the true religion;
whatever may be intended, is really not to defend the
Christian religion, but to betray it." How you have
mended the argument by putting in " mere," which is
not any where used by me, I will not examine. The
question is, whether the Christian religion, such as it
was then (for I know not any other Christian religion),
and is still, " contrary to flesh and blood, and to the
powers of darkness," prevailed not without the assistance of human force, hy those aids it has still? This,
I think, you will not deny to be an argument used for
its truth by Christians, and some of our church. How
far any one in the use of this argument pleases or displeases you, I am not concerned. AH the use I made
of it was to show, that it is confessed that the Chrilrtian
d i g i o n did prevail, without that human means of the
coactive pawer of the magistrate, which you affirmed to
be necessary ; and this, I.think, makes good the experiment I brought. Nor will your seeking, yonr way,
a ~%fugein miracles, help you to evade it ; as I have
already shown.
But you give a reason for what you say, in these fill
lowing words : For neither does the true religion
always prevail without the assistance of the powers in
being, nor is that always the true religion which does
so spread and prevail." Those who use t h e a q u ment of its prevailing without force, for the t~ut31of
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the Christian religion, it is like will tell you, that, if it
be true, as you say, that the Christian religion, which
at other times does, sometimes does not, p.revail without
the assistance of the powers in being; it is, because
when it fails, it wants the due assistance and diligence
of the ministers of it : " How shall they hear without a
preacher?" How shall the Gospel be spread and prevail, if those who take on them to be the ministers and
preachers of it either neglect to teach it others as they
ought, or confirm it not by their lives? If, therefore,
you will make this argument of any use to you, you
must show where it was, that the ministers of the
Gospel, doing their duty by the purity of their lives,
and their uninterrupted labour, in being instant in
season, and out of season, have not been able to make
i t prevail. An instance of this, it is believed? you will
scarce find: and if this be the case, that it fails not to
prevail where those, whose charge it is, neglect not to
teach and spread it with that care, assiduity, and application which they ought, you may hereafter know
where to lay the blame ; not on the want of sufficient
light and strength in the Gospel to prevail (wherein methinks you make very bold with it) ; but on the want
of what the apostle requires in the ministers of it, some
part whereof you may read in these words to Timothy :
" But thou, 0 man of God, follow after righteousness, godliness, faith, love, patience, meekness : give
attendance to reading, to exhortation, to doctrine :
preach the word, be instant in season and out of season; reprove, rebuke, exhort, with a11 long-suffering
and doctrine :"and more to this purpose in his epistles
to Timothy and Titus.
That the Christian religion has prevailed, and supported itself in the world now above these sixteen
hundred years, you must grant; and that it has not been
by force, is demonstration. For wherever the Christian
religion prevailed, it did it, as far as we know any thing
of the means of its propagation and support, without
the help of that force, moderate force, which you say
is alone useful and necessary. So that if the severities you condemn be, as you confess, apter to Iiinder
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than promote the Gospel, and it has nowlicrc had the
assista~iceof your moderate penalties ; it must follow,
that it prevailed without force, only by its own strength
and light, displayed and brought hoine to the understandings and hearts of the people, by the preachings,
entreaties, and exhortations of its ministers. This at
least you must grant, that force can be by no means
necessary to make tlie Gospel prevail any where, till
the utmost has been tried that can be done by arguments and exhortations, prayers and entreaties, and all
the friendly ways of persuasion.
As to the other part of your assertion, " Nor is that
always the true religion that does so spread and prevail," it is like they will demand instances of you, where
false religions ever revailed against the Gospc', without the assistance o force on the one side, or the betraying of it by the negligence and carelessness of its teachers
on the other ? So that if the Gospel any where wants
the magistrate's assistance, it is only to make the ministers of it do their duty. 1 have heard of those, and
possibly there are instances of it now wanting, who by
their pious lives, peaceable and friendly carriage, and
diligent application to the several conditions and capacities of their parishioners, and screening them as much
as they could from the penalties of the law, have in a
short time scarce left a dissenter in a parish, where, notwithstanding the force had been before used, they scarce
found any other. But how far this has recommended
such ministers to those who ought to encourage or follow the example, I wish you would inform yourself,
and then tell me. But who sees not that a justice of
peace's warrant is a shorter, and much easier way for
the minister, than all this ado of instruction, debates,
and particular application. Whether it be also more
Christian, or more effectual to make real converts, others
may be apt to inquire. This, I am sure, it is not justifiable, even by your very principles, to be used till
the other has been thoroughly tried.
How far our Saviour is like to approve of this method
in those whom he sends; what reward he is like t o
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bestow on ministers of his word, who are forward to
bring their brethren under such correction ; those who
call themselves successors of the apostles will do well
to consider from what he himself says to them, Luke
xii. 42. For that that was spoken particularly to the
apostles and preachers of the Gospel, is evident not only
from the words themselves, but from St. Peter's question. Our Saviour having in the foregoing verses declared in a parable the necessity of being watchful, St.
Peter, verse 41, asks him, " Lord, speakest thou this
parable unto us, or even to all?" T o this demand
our Saviour replies in these words : " Who then is that
faithful and wise steward whom his lord shall make ruler
over his household, to give them their portion of meat
in due season ? Blessed is that servant whom the Lord,
when he cometh, shall find so doing. Of a truth, I
say unto you, he will make him ruler over all that he
hath. But, and if that servant say in his heart, My lord
delayeth his coming ; and shall begin to beat the menservants, and maidens, and to eat and drink, and to be
drunken : the lord of that servant will come in a day
when he looketh not for him, and at an hour when he
is not aware ; and will cut him in sunder, and will appoint him his portion with unbelievers ; or with hypo.
crites," as it is, Matth. xxiv. 51.
But if there be any thing in the argument for the
truth of Christianity, (as Gocl forbid there should not)
that it has, and consequently can prevail without force ;
I thinli it can scarce be true in matter of fact, that false
religions do also prevail against the Christian religion,
when they come upon equal terms in competition, and
as much diligence and industry is used by the teachers
of it, as by seducers to false religions, the magistrate
using his force on neither side. For if in this case,
which is the fair trial, Christianity can prevail, aad false
religions too; it is possible contrarieties may p~evsit
against one another both together. To make g o d
thefefate your assertion, you must show us, w h e ~ eevgr
any other religion so spread and prevailed, as to drive
Chrlstianf'up out of any cotintry, w i t h a ~ ~
force,
t
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the ministers of it did their duty to teach, adorn, and
support it.
As to the following words, " Nor is that always the
true religion which does so spread and prevail; as I
doubt not but you will acknowledge with me, when
you have but considered within how few generations
after the flood the worship of false gods prevailed
against that which Noah professed and taught his
children, which was undoubtedly the true religion,
almost to the utter exclusion of i t (though that a t
first was the only religion in the world) without any
aid from force, or assistance from the powers in
being." This will need something more than a negative proof, as we shall see by and by.
Where I say, " The inventions of men need the force
and help of men ; a religion that is fiom God, wants
not the assistance of human authority :" the first
part of those words you take no notice of; neither grant
nor deny i t t o be so; though perhaps it will prove a
great part of the controversy between us.
T o my question, " Whether if such a toleration as is
proposed by the author of the first letter were established in France, Spain, Italy, Portugal, &c. the
true religion would not be a gainer by it?" you answer, That the " true religion would be a laser by i t
in those few places where it is now established as the
national religion ;" and particularly you name England. I t is then, i t seems, by your way of moderate
force and lower penalties, that in all countries where i t
is national, the true religion hath prevailed and subsists.
For the controversy is between the author's universal
toleration and your new way of force ; for greater degrees of force you condemn as hurtful. Say then that
in England, and wherever the true religion is national,
i t has been beholden to your force for the advantages
and support i t has had, and I will yield you the cause.
But of national religions, and particularly that of
England, I have occasion t o speak more in another
place.
I n the next place you answer, That you silppose I clo
not hope I shall persuade the world to consent to my
VOL. VI.
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toleration. I think, by your logic, a proposition is
not less true or false, because the world will or will
not be persuaded to consent to it. And therefore,
though it will not consent to a general toleration, it
may nevertheless be true that it would be advantageous
t o the true religion : and if nobody must speak truth
till he thinks all the world will be persuaded by it, you
must have a very good opinion of your oratory, or else
you will have a very good excuse to turn your parsonage, when you have one, into a sinecure. But though
I have not so good an opinion of my gift of persuasion,
as perhaps you have of yours ; yet I think I may without any great presumption hope, that I may as soon
persuade England, the world, or any government in
it, to consent to my toleration, as you persuade it to
content itself with moderate penalties.
You farther answer, If such a toleration established
there would permit the doctrine of the church of England to be truly preached, and its worship set up in any
popish, Mahometan, or pagan country, you think true
religion would be a " gainer by it for some time ; but
you think withal, that an universal toleration would
ruin it both there and every where else in the end."
You grant it then possible, notwithstanding the corruption of human nature, that the true religion maygain
somewhere, and for some time, by t.oleration: it will
gain under a new toleration you think, but decay under
an old one : would you had told us the reason why you
think so. "But you think there is great reason to fear,
that, without God's extraordinary providence, it would
in a much shorter time, than any one who does not
well consider the matter will imagine, be most effectually extirpated by it throughout the world."
If you have considered right, and the matter be really
so, it is demonstration that the Christian religion, since
Constantine's time, as well as the true religion before
Moses's time, must needs have been totally extinguished
out of the world, and have so continued, unless by
miracle and immediate revelation restored. For those
men, i. e. the magistrates, upon whose being ofthe true
religion, the preservation of it, according to you, dc-
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pcnds, living all of them under a free toleration, must
needs lose the true religion effectually and speedily
from among them; and, they quitting the true religion, the assistance of force, which should support it
against a general defection, be utterly lost.
The princes of the world are, I suppose, as well infected with the depraved nature of man as the rest of
their brethren. These, whether a hundred or a thousand, suppose they lived together in one society wherein, with the true religion, these were a free toleration,
and no coactive power of the magistrate employed about
matters of' religion; would the true religion be soon
extirpated amongst them ? If you say it would not, you
must grant toleration not to be so destructive of the truc
religion as you say; or you tnust think them of another
race than the rest of corrupt men, ancl free from that
general taint. I f you grant that the true religion would
be quickly extirpated amongst them by toleration,
living together in one society; the same will happen
to them, living as princes, where they are free from all
coactive power of the magistrate in matters ofreligion,
and have as large a toleration as can be imagined : unless you will say, that depraved human nature works
less in a prince than a subject ; and is most tame, most
mortified, where i t has most liberty and temptation.
Must not then, ifyour maxim be true, toleration quickly
deprive the few orthodox princes that are in t h e
world, (take i t when you will) of the true religion;
and with them take away the assistance of authority,
which is necessary to support it amongst their subjects?
Toleration then does not, whatever your fears are,
make that woeful wreck on true religion which you
talk of.
1 shall give you another evidence of it, and then come
to examine your great reason taken from the corruption
of human nature, and the instance you so ofken repeat,
and build so much on, the apostasy after the flood.
Toleration, you say, wo~ildquickly and effectually extirpate the true religion throughout the world. What
now is the means to preserve true religion ia the world ?
If you may be believed, it is force ; but not all force,
HH 2
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great severities, fire, faggot, imprisonment, loss of
estate, kc. These will do more harm than good ; i t
is only lower and moderate penalties, some tolerable
inconveniencies, can d o the business. If then moderate
force hath not been all along, no, nor any where, made
use of for the preservation of the true religion; the
maintenance and support of the true religion in the
world has not been owing to what you oppose to toleration; and so your argument against toleration is
out of doors.
You give us in this and the foregoing pages the
grounds of your fear; it is the corruption of human
nature which opposes the true religion. You express i t
thus : " Idolatry revailing against it [the true religion]
not by its own :ght and strength, for it could have
nothing of either, but merely b the advantage it had
in the corruption and pravity o human nature, finding
out to itself more agreeable religions than the true.
For, say you, whatever hardships some false religions
may impose, it will however always be easier to carnal,
worldly-minded men, to give even their first-born for
their transgressions, than to mortify their lusts from
which they spring; which no religion but the true
requires of them." I wonder, saying this, how you
could any longer mistake the magistrate's duty, in reference to religion, and not see wherein force truly
can and ought to be serviceable to it. What you have
said plainly shows you that the assistance the magistrate's authority can give to the true religion, is in
subduing of lusts; and its being directed against
pride, injustice, rapine, luxur , and debauchery, and
those other immoralities whicK come properly under
his cognizance, and may be corrected by punishments ;
and not by the imposing of creeds and ceremonies, as
you tell 11s. Sound and decent you might have left
out, whereof their fancies, and not the law of God, will
always be judge, and consequently the rule.
The case between the true and false religions, as you
have stated it, in short, stands thus : True rebgion
has alwa s light and strength of its own sufflcient
t o prevai with all that seriously consider it, and with-
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out prejudice. Idolatry or false religions have nothing
of light or strength t o prevail with." Why then does
not the true religion prevail against the filse, having so
much the advantage in light and strength ? T h e counterbalance of pre-udice hinders. And wherein does that
consist? The runkard must part with his cups and
companions, and the voluptuous man with his pleasures. T h e proud and vain must lay by all excess in
apparel, furniture, and attendance; and money (the
support of all these) must be got only by the ways sf
justice, honesty, and fair industry : and every one must
live peaceabl , uprightly, and friendly with his neighbour. Here t en the magistrate's assistance is wanting :
here they may and ought to interpose their power, and
by severities against drunkenness, lasciviousness, and all
sorts of debauchery; by a steady and unrelaxed punishment ofall the ways of'fraud and injustice ;and by their
administration, countenance, and example, reduce the
irregularities of men's manners into order, and bring
sobriety, peaceableness, industry, and honesty into fashion. This is their proper business every where ; and
for this they have a commission from God, both by the
light of nature and revelation ; and by this removing
the great counterpoise, which lies in strictness of life,
and is so strong a bias, with the greatest part, against the
true religion, they would cast the balance on that side.
For if men were forced by the magistrate to live sober,
honest, and strict lives, whatever their religion were,
would not the advantage be on the side of truth, when
the gratifying of their lusts were not to be obtained by
forsaking her? I n men's lives lies the main obstacle t o
right opinions in religion : and if you will not believe
me, yet what a very rational man of the church of England sa s in the case, [Dr. Bentley, in his sermon of
the Fol y ofAtheism, p. 161 will deserve to be remembered : <' Did religion bestow heaven, without any forms
and conditions, indifferently upon all; if the crown
of life was hereditary, and free to good and bad, ancl
not settled by covenant upon the elect of God only,
such as live soberly, righteously, and godly in this
present world; I believe there would be no sucll
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thing as an infidel among us. And, without contcoversy, it is the way and means of attaining to heaven,
that makes profane scoffers so willing to let go the expectation of it. I t is not the articles of the creed,
but their duty to God and their neighbour, that is
such an inconsistent, incredible legend. They will
not practise the rules of religion, and therefore they
cannot believe the ' doctrines' of it." The ingenious
author will pardon me the change of one word, which
I doubt not but suits his opinion, though it did not so
well that argument he was then on.
You grant the true religion has always light and
strength to prevail ; false religions have neither. Take
away the satisfaction of men's lusts, and which then, I
pray, hath the advantage? Will men, against the light
of their reason, do violence to their understandings,
and forsake truth, and salvation too, gratis? You tell
us here, " No religion but the true requires of men the
difficult task of mortifying their lusts." This being
granted you, what servlce will this do you to prove the
necessity of force to punish all dissenters in England ?
D o none of their religions require the mortifying of
lusts as well as yours ?
And now let us consider your instance whereon you
build so much, that we hear of it over and over again.
For ou tell us, " Idolatry prevailed, but yet not b r
the elp of force, as has been sufficiently shown. '
And again, " That truth left to shift for herself will
not do well enough, has been sufficiently shown."
What you have done to show this is to be seen where
you tell us, " Within how few generations after the flood
the worship of false gods prevailed against the religion which Noah professed and taught his children,
(which was undoubtedly the true religion) almost to
the utter exclusion of it, (though that at first was
the only religion in the world) without any aid from
force, or the assistance of the powers in being, for
any thing we find in the history of those times, as we
may reasonably believe, considering that it found an
entrance into the world, and entertainment in it,
when it could have no such aid or assistance. Of
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which (besides the corruption of human nature) you
suppose there can no other cause be assigned, or none
more probable than this, that the powers then in
being did not do what they might and ought to have
done towards the preventing or checking that horrible apostasy." Here you tell us, that the C 6 worship of false gods, within a very few generations after
the flood, prevailed against the true religion, almost
to the utter exclusion of it." This you say indeed,
but without any proofs, and unless that be showing,
you have not, as you pretend, any way shown it. Out
of what records, I beseech you, have you it, that the
true religion was almost wholly extirpated out of the
world, within a few generations after the flood? The
Scripture, the largest history we have of those times,
says nothing of it ; nor does, as I remember, mention
uilty of idolatry within two or three hundred
any asa ter the flood. In Canaan itself I do not think
years
that you can out of any credible history show, that
there was any idolatry within ten or twelve generations
after Noah; much less that it had so overspread the
world, and extirpated the true religion out of that
part of it, where the scene lay of those actions recorded
in the history of the Bible. I n Abraham's time, Melchisedec, who was king ofSalem, was also the priest of
the most high God. We read that God, with an immediate hand, punished miraculously, first mankind, a t
the confusion of Babel, and afterward Sodom, and four
other cities ; but in neither of these places is there any
the least mention of idolatry, by which they provoked
God, and drew down vengeance on themselves. So
that truly you have shown nothing at all ; and what the
Scripture shows is against you. For besides that it is
plain by Melchisedec, the king of Salem, and priest of
the most high God, to whom Abraham paid tithes, that
all the land of Canaan was not yet overspread with
idolatry, though afterwards in the time of Joshua, by the
forfeiture was therefore made of it to the Israelites, one
may have reason to suspect it were more defiled with it
than any part of the world; besides Salem, I say, he
that reads the story of Abimelech, Gen. xx. xxi. xxvi.
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will have reason to think, that he also and his kingdom, though Philistines, were not then infected with
idolatry.
You think they, and almost all mankind, were idolaters, but you may be mistaken ; and that which may
serve to show it, is the example ofmElijah the prophet,
who was at least as infallible a guesser as you, and was
as well instructed in the state and history of his own
country and time, as you can be in the state of the whole
world three or four thousand years ago. Elijah thought
that idolatry had wholly extirpated the true religion out
of Israel, and complains thus to God : " The children
of Israel have forsaken thy covenant, thrown down
thy altars, and slain thy prophets with the sword:
and I, even I alone, am left, and they seek my life,
to take it away," 1 Kings, xix. 10. And he is so fully
persuaded of it, that he repeats i t again, verse 14 ;and
yet God tells him, that he had there yet seven thousand
knees that had not bowed to Baal, seven thousand that
were not idolaters: though this was in the reign of Ahab,
a king zealous for idolatry ; and in a kingdom set up in
an idolatrous worshi ,which had continued the national
religion, establishe and promoted by the continued
succession of several idolatrous princes. And though
the national religions soon after the flood we-re false,
which you are far enough from proving ; how does it
thence follow, that the true religion was near extirpated? which it must needs quite have been before St.
Peter's time, if there were sagreat reason t o fear, as you
tell us, that the true religion, without the assistance of
force, would in a much shorter time, than any one
that does not well consider the matter would imagine, be most effectually extirpated throughout the
world." For above two thousand years after Noah's
time, St. Peter tells us, that in e17erynation, he that
feareth God, and worketll righteousness, is accepted
by him," Acts x. 35. By which words, and by the
occasion on which they were spoken, it is manifest, that
in countries where for two thousand years together no
force had been used for the support of Noah's true religion, it was not yet wholly extirpated. But that you
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may not think it was so near, that there was but one
left, only Cornelius, if you will look into Acts xvii. 4,
you will find a great multitude of'them at Thessalonica,
" And of the devout Greeks a great multitude believed,
and consorted with Paul and Silas."
And again,
verse 17, more of them in Athens, a city wholly given
Y O I
we translate
to idolatry. For that those U E ~ ~ ~ Ewhich
devout, and whereof many are mentioned in the Acts,
were Gentiles, who worshipped the true God, and kept
the precepts of Noah, Mr. Mede has abundantly proved.
So that whatsoever you, "who have well considered
the matter," may imagine of the shortness of time,
wherein Noah's religion would be "effectuaIly extirpated throughout the world," without the assistance
of force ; we find it at Athens, at Philippi, at Corinth,
amongst the Romans, in Antioch of Pisidia, in Thessalonica, above two thousand years after, and that not so
near being extinguished, but that in some of thoseplaces
the professors of it were numerous :at Thessalonica they
are called a great multitude : at Antioch many : and
how many of them were in other parts of the world,
whereof there was no occasion to make mention in that
short history of the Acts of Apostles, who knows?
If they answered, in other places, to what were found
in these, as what reason is there to suppose the.y should
not? I think we may imagine them to be as many as
there were effectually of the true religion Christians in
Europe, a little before the Reformation ;notwithstanding the assistance the Christian religion had from authority, after the withdrawing of miracles.
But you have a salvo, for you write warily, and
endeavour to save youcself on all hands:
" There is great reason to fear, that without
od'ssay'
extraordinary providence, it would in a much shorter
time, than any one who does not well consider the
matter would imagine, be most effectually extirpated by it, throughout the world." I t is without
doubt the providence of God which governs the affairs
both of the world and his church ; and to that, whether you call it ordinary or extraordinary, you may trust
the preservation of his church, without the use of such
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means as he has nowhere appointed or authorized.
You fancy force necessary to preserve the true religion,
and hence you conclude the magistrate authorized, without any farther commission from God, to use it, 's if
there be no other means left:" and therefore that
must be used : if religion should be preserved without
it, it is by the extraordinary providence of God; where
extraordinary signifies nothing, but begging the thing
in question. The true religion has been preserved
many ages, in the church, without force. Ay, say you,
that was by the extraordinary providence ofGod." His
providence which over-rules all events, we easily grant
it : but why extraordinary providence ? because force
was necessary to preserve it. And why was force necessary ? because otherwise, without " extraordinary providence," i t cannot be preserved. I n such circles,
covered under good words, but misapplied, one might
show you taking many a turn in your answer, if it were
fit to waste other time to trace your wanderings. God
has appointed preaching, teaching, persuasion, instruction, as a means to continue and propagate his true
religion in the world; and if it were an where preserved
and propagated without that, we mig t call it his '* extraordinary providence;" but the means he has appointed being used, we may conclude, that men have
done their duties, and so may leave it to his providence,
however we will call it, to preserve the little flock,
which he bids not t o fear, to the end of the world.
But let us return again to what you say, to make good
this hypothesis of yours, That idolatry entered first
into the world by the contrivance, and spread itself by
the endeavours of private men, without the assistance of
the magistrates and those in power. T o prove this, you
tell us, '' that it found entrance into the world, and
entertainment in it, when it could have no such aid
or assistance." When was this, I beseech you, that
idolatry found this entrance into the world? Under
what king's reign was it, that you are so positive it
could have no such aid or assistance ? If you had named
the time, the thing, though of no great moment to
you, had been sure. But now we may very justly ques'(
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tion this bare assertion of yours. For since we find, as
far back as we have anv history of it, that the great
men of the world were always forward to set up and promote idolatry and false religions ; you ought to have
given us some reason why, without authority from
history, you affirm that idolatr ,at its entrance into the
world, had not that assistance rom men in power, which
it never failed of afterwards. Who they were that
made Israel to sin, the Scripture tells us. Their kings
were so zealous promoters of idolatry, that there is
scarce any one of them, that has not that brand left
upon him in holy writ.
One of the first false religions, whose rise and way of
propagating we have an account of in sacred history,
was by an ambitious usurper, who, having rebelled
against his master, with a false title set up a false religion, to secure his power and dominion. Why this
might not have been done before Jeroboam's days, and
idols set up at other places as well as at Dan and Bethel,
t o serve political ends, will need some other proof than
barely saying, it could not be so at first. The devil,
unless much more ignorant, was not less busy in those
days to engage princes in his favour, and t o weave religion into affairs of state, the better to introduce his
worship and to support idolatry, by accommodating it
to the ambition, vanity, or superstition, of men in power:
and therefore you may as well say, that the corruption
of human nature, as that the assistance of the powers
in being, did not, in those days, help forward false
religions ; because your reading has furnished you
with no particular mention of it out of history. But
you need but say, that the " worship of false gods prevailed without any aid from force, or the assistance of
the powers in being, for any thing we find in the history of those times," and then you have sufficiently
shown, what ? even that you have just nothing to show
for your assertion.
But whatever that any thing is, which you find in
history, you may meet with men, whose reading et I
will not compare with yours, who think they have ound
in history, that princes, and those in power, first cor-
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rupted the true religion, by setting up the images and
symbols of their predecessors in their temples, which,
by their influence, and the ready obedience of the priests
they appointed, were in succession of time proposed to
the people as objects of their worship. Thus they think
they find in history that Isis, queen of Egypt, with her
counsellor Thoth, instituted the funeral rites of king
Osiris, by the honour done to .the sacred ox. They
think they find also in history, that the same Thoth,
who was also king of Egypt in his turn, invented the
figures of the first Egyptian gods, Saturn, Dagon, Jupiter Hammon, and the rest: that is, the figures of
their statues or idols; and that he instituted the worship
and sacrifices of these gods : and his institutions were so
well assisted by those in authority, and observed by the
priests they set up, that the worship of those gods soon
became the religion of that, and a pattern to other
nations. And here we may perhaps, with good reason,
place the rise and original of idolatry after the flood,
there being nothing of this kind more ancient. So ready
was the ambition, vanity, or superstition of princes, to
introduce their predecessors into the divine worship of
the people ; to secure to themselves the greater veneration from their subjects, as desce~dedfrom the gods ;
or to erect such a worship, and such a priesthood, as
might awe the blinded and seduced people into that
obedience they desired. Thus Ham, by the authority
of his successors, the rulers of Egypt, is first brought
for the honour of' his name and memory into their temples; and never left, till he is erected into a god, and
made Jupiter Hammon, &c. which fashion took afierwards with the princes of other countries.
Was not the great god of the eastern nations, Baa!,
or Jupiter Belus, one of the first kings of Assyria? And
which, I pray, is the more likely, that courts, b their
instruments the priests, should thus advance the onour
of kings amongst the people for the ends of ambition
and power ; or the people find out these refined ways
of doing it, and introduce them into courts for the enslaving themselves ? What idolatry does your historg
tell you of among the Greeks, befbre Phoroneus and
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Danaus, kings of the Argives, and Cecrops andTheseus,
ltings of Attica, and Cadmus, king of Thebes, introduced i t ? an art of rule it is probable they borrowed
from the Egpptians. So that if you had not vouched
the silence of history, without consulting it, you would
possibly have found, that in the first ages prlnces, by
their influence and aid ; by the help and artifice of the
priests they employed ; their fables of their gods, their
mysteries ancl oracles, and all the assistance they could
give it by their authority ; did so much against the truth,
before direct force was grown into fidshion, and appeared
openly ; that there would be little reason of putting the
guard and propagation of the true religion into their
hands now, and arming them with force to promote it.
That this was the original of idolatry in the world,
and that it was borrowed by other magistrates from the
Egyptians, is farther evident, in that this worship was
settled in Egy t, and grown the national religion there,
before the goifs of Greece and several other idolatrous
countries were born. For though. they took their pattern of deifying their deceased princes from the Egyptians, and kept, as near as they could, to the number
and genealogies of the Egyptian gods ; yet they took
the names still of some great men of their own, which
they accommodated to the mythology of the Egyptians.
Thus, by the assistance of the powers in being, idolatry
entered into the world after the flood. Whereof, if there
were not so clear footsteps in history, why yet should
you not imagine princes and magistrates, enga ed in
false religions, as ready to employ their power 8 r the
maintaining and promoting their false religions in those
days, as we find them now ? And therefore, what you say
in the next words, of the entrance of idolatry into the
world, and the entertainment it found in it, will not
pass for so very evident, without proof; though you tell
us ever so confidently, that you " suppose, besides the
corruption of human nature, there can no other cause
be assigned of it, or none more probable than this,
that the powers then in being did not what they might
and ought to have done," i. e. if you mean it to your
purpose, use force your way, to make men consider ;
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or to <' impose creeds and ways of worship, towards the
preventing that horrible apostasy."
I grant that the entrance and growth of idolatry
might be owing to the negligence of the powers in
being, in that they did not do what they might and
ought to have done, in using their authority to suppress
the enormities of men's manners, and correct the irregularity of their lives. But this was not all tlie assistance they gave to that horrible apostasy : they were, as
far as history gives us any light, the promoters of it,
and leaders in it ;and did what they ought not to have
done, by setting up false religions, and using their authority to establish them, to serve their corrupt anti
ambitious designs.
National religions, established by authority, and enforced by the powers in being, we hear of every where,
as far back as we have any account of the rise and
growth of the religions of the world. Show me any
place, within those few generations, wherein you say the
apostasy prevailed after the flood, where the magistrates
being of the true religion, the subjects by the liberty of
a toleration were led into false religions ; and then you
will produce something against liberty of conscience.
But to talk of that great apostasy, as wholly owing to
toleration, when you cannot produce one instance of
toleration then in the world, is to say what you please.
That the majority of mankind were then, and always
have been, by the corruption and pravity of human
nature, led away, and kept from embracing the true
religion, is past doubt. But whether this be owing to
toleration in matters of religion, is the question. David
desaribes a horrible corruptioli and apostasy in his
time, so as to say, "There is none that doeth good, no
not one," Psal. xiv. and yet I do not think you will say
a toleration then in that kingdom was the cause of it.
I f the gfeatest part cannot be ill without a toleration, I
am afraid you must be fain to find out a toleration in
country, and in all ayes of the world. For I
thin it is true, of all times and places, that the broad
way, that leadeth to destruction, has had most travellers. I woulcl be glad to know where it was that force,
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applied, i. e. with punishments only upon
:z:fc,","irmists,
ever prevailed to bring the greater
number into the narrow way, that leads unto life,
which, our Saviour tells us, there are few that find.
The corruption of human nature, you say, opposes
the true religion. I grant it you. There was also, say
you, a horrible apostasy after the flood ; let this also be
granted you : and yet from hence it will not follow, that
the true religion cannot subsist and prevail in the world
without the assistance, offorce? your way applied, till you
have shown that the false religions, which were the inventions of men, grew up under toleration, and not by
the encouragement and assistance of the power sin being.
How near soever therefore the true religion was to be
extinguished within a few generations after the flood ;
(which whether more in danger then, than in most
ages since, is more than you can show) this will be
still the question, whether the liberty of toleration, or
the authority of the powers in being, contributed most
to i t ? And whether there can be no other, nor more
probable cause assigned, than the want of force your
way applied, I shall leave the reader t o judge. This I
am sure, whatever causes any one else shall assign, are
as well proved as yours, if they offer them only as
their conjectures.
Not but that I think men could run into false and
foolish ways of worship, without the instigation or assistance of human authority; but the powers of the
world, as far as we have any history, having been always
forward enough, (true religion as little serving princes
as private men's lusts) to take up wrong religions, and
as forward to employ their authority t o impose the religion, good or bad, which they had once taken up; I
can see no reason why the not using of force, by the
princes of the world, should be assigned as the sole, or
so much as the most probable cause of propagating the
false religions of the world, or extirpating the true ; or
how you can so positively say, idolatry prevailed without any assistance from the powers in being.
Since therefore history leads us to the magistrates, as

tile m t h o ~ sand promoters of idolatry in the workl, to
which we may suppose their not suppressing of vice,
joined as another cause of the spreading of false religions ; you were best consider, whether you can still
suppose there can no other cause be assigned of the pmvailing of the worship of false gods, but the magistrate's
not interposing his authority in matters of religion.
For that that cannot with any probabilit at all be a s
signed as any cause, I shall give you this arther reasonl
You impute the prevailing of false religions to "the
corruption and pravity of human nature, left to itself,
unbridled by authority."
Now if force, your way
applied, does not at all bridle the corruption and pravity of human nature; the magistrate's not so interposing his authority cannot be assigned as any cause a t
all of that apostasy. So that, let that apostasy have
what rise, and spread as far as you please, it will not
make onejot for force, your way applied, or show that
that can receive any assistance our way from authority.
For your use of authority and orce, being on1 to bring
men to an outward confbrmity to the nationa religion,
it leaves the corruption and pravity of human nature as
unbridled as before, as I have shown elsewhere.
You tell us, "that it is not true, that the true reIigion will prevail by its own light and strength, without miracles, or the assistance of the powers in being,
lend
because af the corruption of human nature."
for this you give us an instance in the apostasy presently
after the flood. And you tell us, that without the assistance of force it would presently be extirpated out of the
world. If the corruption of human nature be so universal and so strong, that without the help of force the
true religion is too weak to stand it, and cannot at all
prevailwithout miracles or force; how comemen ever to
be converted, in countries where the national d i g i o n is
false ? If you say by extraordinary providence ; what
that amounts to, has been shown. If you say this tor+
ruption is so potent in all men, as to oppose and p~evad
against theGospel, not assisted by force or miracles; that
is not true. If'in most men ; so it is still, even where
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force is used. For I desire you to name me a country,
where the greatest part are reallv and truly Christians,
such as you confidently believe Christ, at the last day,
will own to be SO. In England having, as you do, excluded all the dissenters ; (or else why would you have
them punished, to bring them to embrace the true religion?) you must, I fear, allow yourself a great latitude in thinking, if you think that the corruption of
human nature does not so far prevail, even amongst
conformists, as to make the ignorance, and lives, of
great numbers amongst them, such as suits not at all
with the spirit of'true Christianity. How great their
ignorance may be, in the more spiritual and elevated
parts of the Christian religion, may be guessed by what
the reverend bishop, before cited, says ofit, in refe~*nce
to a rite of the church, tho most easy and obvious to be
instivcted in, and understood. His words are, c c In the
common management of that holy rite (confirmation)
it is but too visible, that of those multitudes that crowd
to it, the far greater part come merely as if they were
to receive the bishop's blessing, without any sense of
the vow made by them, and of their renewing their
baptismal engagements in it." Past. Care, p. 1g9. And
if Origen were now alive, might he not find many in
our church, to whom these words of his might be applied, cc Whose faith signifies only thus much, and goes
no farther than this, viz. that they come duly to the
church, and bow their heads to the priest ?" &c. Horn. in
Jos. IX. For it seems it was then the fashion to bow to
the priest, as it is now to the altar. If, therefore, yo11 say
force is necessary, because without it no men,will so consider as to embrace the true religion, for the salvation
of their souls ; that I think is manifestly false. If'you
say it. is necesvdry to use such means as will make the
g~eatestp a t SO embrace it, you must use some o t k e ~
meam than force, your way applied; for that does not
sa far wmk on the majority. l f you say it is necessaly,
because possibly it may work on some, which b*
preaching and persuamon will not; I answer, if possibly
your moderate punishments may work an s o w , and
therefore they are necessary, it is as possible that greater
VOL. VI.
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punishments may work on others, and therefore they
are necessary, and so on to the utmost severities.
That the corruption of hurnan nature is every where
spread, and that it works powerfully in the children of
disobedience, " who receive not the love of the truth,
but have pleasure in unrighteousness ;" and therefore
God gives them up to believe a lie; nobody, I think,
will deny. But that this corruption of human nature
works equally in all men, or in all ages; and so that
God will, or ever did, give up all men, not restrained
by force, your way modified and applied, t o believe a
lie (as all false religions are), that I yet see no reason
t o grant, Nor will this instance of Noah's religion, you
so much rely on, ever persuade, till you have proved,
that from those eight men which brought the true religion with them into the new world, there were not eight
thousand, or eighty thousand, which retained it in the
world in the worst times of the apostasy. And secondly,
till you have proved that the false religions of the world
prevailed, without any aid from force, or the assistance
of the powers in being. And thirdly, that the decay of
the true religion was for want of force, your moderate
force; neither of which you have a t all proved, as I
think it manifest.
One consideration more, touching Noah and his religion, give me leave to suggest, and that is, if force
were so necessary for the support of true religion,as you
make it, it is strange God, who gave him precepts
about other things, should never reveal this to him,
nor any body else, that I know. T o this you, who have
confessed the " Scripture not to have given the magistrate this commission," must say, that it is plain
enough in the commission that he has from the law of
nature, and so needed not any revelation t o instruct
the magistrate in the right he has to use force. I confess the magistrates have used force in matters of religion, and have been as confidently and constantly put
upon it by their priests, as if they had as clear a commission from heaven, as St. Peter had t o preach the
Gospel to the Gentiles. But yet i t is plain, notwithstanding that con~missionfrom the law of nature, there
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needs some farther instruction from revelation ; since
it does not appear that they have foqnd out the right
use of force, such as the true religion requires for its
preservation; and though you have, after several thousands of years, at last discovered it, yet it is very imperfectly ; you not being able to tell, if a law were now
to be made against those who have not considered as
they ought, what are those moderate penalties which
are to be employed against them, though yet without
that all the rest signifies nothing. But however doubtful you are in this, I am glad to find you so direct in
putting men's rejecting the true religion, upon the
difficulty they have to " mortify their lusts, which the
true religion requires of them," and I desire you t o
remember it in other places, where I have occasion t o
mind you of it.
T o conclude, That we may see the great advantage
your cause will receive from that instance you so much
rely on, of the apostasy after the flood, I shall oppose
another to it. You say, that c c idolatry prevailed in the
world in a few generations, almost to the utter exclusion of the true religion, without any aid from force, or
assistance of the powers in being, by reason of toleration." And, therefore, you think there is great reason
to fear, that " the true religion would, by toleration,
quickly be most effectually extirpated throughout the
world :" And I say, that after Christianity was received
for the religion of the empire, and whilst political laws
and force interposed in it, a horrible apostasy prevailed, to almost the utter exclusion of true religion,
and a general introducing of idolatry. And, therefore,
I think there is great reason to fear more harm than
good fi-om the use of force in religion.
This I think as good an argument against, as yours
for, force, and something better; since what you build
on is only presumed by you, not proved from history :
whereas the matter of fact here is well known; nor will
you deny it, when you consider the state of religion in
Christendom under the assistance of that force, which
you tell us succeeded arid supplied the place of withdrawn miracles, which in your opinion are so necessary
1x9
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in the absence of force,that you make that the reason of
their continuance ; and tell us, they " were continued
till force could be hltd, not so much for evincing the
truth of the Christian religion, as to supply the want of
the magistrate's assistance." So that whenever force
failed, there, according to your hypothesis, are miracles
t o supply its want ; for, without one of them, the true
religion, if we may believe you, will soon be utterly extirpated ; and what force, in the absence of miracles,
produced in Christendom several ages before the Reformation, is so well known, that it will be hard to find
what service your way of arguing will do any but the
Romish religion.
But t o take your argument in its fill1 latitude, you
say, but you say it without book, that there was once a
toleration in the world to the almost utter extirpation
of' the true religion ; and I say to you, that as far as records authorize either opinion, we may say force has
been always used in matters ofreligion, to the great prejudice of tlie true religion, and the professors of it.
And there not being an age wherein you can show me,
upon a fair trial of an established national toleration,
that the true religion was extirpated, or endangered, so
much as you pretend by it (whereas there is no age,
whereof we have sufficient history to judge of this matter, wherein it will not be easy to find that the true religion, and its followers, suffered by force): you will in
vain endeavour, by instances, to prove the ill effects
or uselessness of toleration,such as the author proposed ;
which I challenge you to show me was ever set up in
the world, or that the true religion suffered by it; and
it is to the want of it, and the restraints and disadvantages the true religion has laboured under, its so little
spreadipg in the world will justly be imputed : until,
frorn better experiments, you have something to say
against it.
Our Saviour has promised that he will build his
church on this fundamental truth, that he is Christ
the Son of God; so that the gates of hell shall not
prevail against it :" and this I believe, though you tell
us the true religion is not able t o subsist without the
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assistance of force, when miracles cease. I do not remember that our Saviour any where promises an other
assistance but that of his Spirit ;or gives his litt e flock
any encouragement to expect much countenance or
help from the great men of the world, or the coercive
power of the magistrates, nor any where authorizes
them to use it for the support of' his church : not
many wise men after the flesh, not many mighty, not
many noble," 1 Cor. i. 26, is the style of the Gospel ;
and I believe will be found to belong to all ages of the
church militant, past and to come, as well as to the
first: for God, as St. Paul tells us, has chosen the
" foolish things of the world to confound the wise, and
the weak things of the world to confound the mighty;"
and this not on1 till miracles ceased, but ever since.
" T o be hated
or Christ's name sake, and by much
tribulation to enter into the kingdom of heaven,"
has been the general and constant lot of the people of
God, as well as it seems to be the current strain of the
New Testament ; which promises nothing of secular
power or greatness; says nothing of " kings being
nursing fathers, or queens nursing mothers:" which
prophecy, whatever meaning it have, it is like our
Saviour would not have omitted to support his church
with some hopes and assurance of such assistance,
if it were to have any accomplishment before his
second coming; when Israel shall come in again, and
with the Gentiles make up the fulness of his glorious
kingdom. But the tenour of the New Testament is,
" All that will live godly in Jesus Christ shall surer
persecution," 2 Tim. iii. 12.
Tn your Argument considered, you tell us, "that
no man can fail of finding the way of salvation that
seeks it as he ought."
In my answer, I take notice to you, that the places of Scripture you cite to
prove it, point out this way of seeking as we ought, to
be a good life : as particularly that of St. John, " If
any one will do his will, he shall know of the doctrine whether it be of God :" upon which I use these
words : 6 6 So that these places, if they prove what
you cite them for, that no man can fail of finding the way of salvation, who seeks it as he ought;
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they do also prove, that a good life is the only way to
seek as we ought ; and that therefore the inaqistrates,
if they would put men upon seeking the way of salvation as they ought, should by their laws and penalties
force thein to a good life ; a good conversation being
the surest and readiest way to a right understanding.
And that if magistrates will severely and impartially
set themselves against vice, in whomsoever it is found,
truereligion will be spreadwider than ever hitherto it has
been by the imposition of creeds and ceremonies." T o
this you reply, " Whether the magistrates setting themselves severely and impartially against what you suppose I call vice, or the imposition of sound creeds
and decent ceremonies, does more conduce to the
spreading the true religion, and rendering it fruitful in
the lives of its professors, we need not examine ; you
confess, you think, both together do best; and this,
you think, is as much as needs be said to that paragraph." I f it had been put to you, whether a good
living, or a good prebend, would more conduce to the
enlarging your fortune, I think it would be allowed
you as no improper or unlikely answer, what you say
here, " I think both together would do best;" but
here the case is otherwise : your thinking determines
not the point: and other people of equal authority
may, and I will answer for it, do think otherwise; but
because I pretend to no authority, I will give you a
reason why your thinking is insuficient. You tell us,
that '' force is not a fit means, where it is not necessary as well as useful ;" and you prove it to be necessary, because there is no other means left. Now if the
severity of the magistrate, against what I call vice,
will, as you will not deny, promote a good life, and
that be the right way to seek the truths of religion;
here is another means besides imposing of creeds and
ceremonies, to promote the true religion ; and therefore your argument for its necessity, because of no
other means left, being gone, you cannot say " both
together are best," whqn one of them being not necessary, is therefore, by your own confession, not to be
used.
I having said, That if such an indirect and at a
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distance usefulness were sufficient to justify the use
of force, the magistrate might make his subjects
eunuchs for the kingdom of heaven: you reply, that
you " suppose I will not say castration is necessary,
because you hope I acknowledge, that marriage, and
that grace which God denies to none who seriously
ask it, are sufficient for that purpose." And I hope
you acknowledge, that preaching, admonitions, and
instructions, and that grace which God denies to none
who seriously ask it, are sufficient for salvation. So
that by this answer of yours, there being no more
necessity of force to make men of the true religion,
than there is of castration to make men chaste ; it will
still remain that the magistrate, when he thinks fit,
may, upon your principles, as well castrate inen to
make them chaste, as use force to make them embrace
the truth that must save them.
If castration be not necessary, " because marriage
and the grace of God are sufficient" without it: nor
will force be necessary, because preaching and the
grace of God are sufficient without i t ; and this, I
think, by your own rule, where you tell us, 6c Where
there are many useful means, and some of them are
sufficient without the rest, there is no necessity of using
them all." So that you must either quit your necessity of force, or take in castration too : which, however
it might not go down with the untractable and desperately perverse and obstinate people in these western
countries, yet is a doctrine, you may hope, may meet
with a better reception in the Ottoman empire, and
recommend you to some of my Mahometans.
T o lny saying, " I f what we are apt to think useful,
were thence to be concluded so, we might be in
danger to be obliged to believe the pretended miracles
of the church of Rome, by your way of reasoning;
unless we will say, that which without impiety cannot
be said, that the wise and benignDisposer and Governor
of all things does not use all useful means for promoting
his own honour in the world, and the good of souls."
This, I think, will conclude as much for miracles as
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for force : you reply, yo11 think it wilt not; for
in the place I intend, you speak not of useful, but
of competent, i. e. sufficient means. Now, competent
or sufficient means are necessary; but you think no
man wiZl say that all usefi~lmeans are so: and therefore though, as you affirm, it cannot be said without impiety, that the wise and benign Disposer and Governor
of all things has not furnished mankind with competent
means for the promoting his own honour in the world,
and the good of souls; yet it is very agreeable with
piety, and with truth too, to say that he does not
now use all useful means: because, as none of his
attributes obliges him to use more than sufficient means;
so he may use sufficient means, without using all useful
means. For where there are many useful means, and
some of them are sufficient without the rest, there is
no necessity of them all. So that from God's not
using miracles now, to promote the true religion, I
cannot conclude that he does not think them useful
now, but only that he does not think them necessary.
And therefore, though what we are apt to think useful
were thence to be concluded so; yet if whatever is
useful be not likewise to be concluded necessary, there
is no reason to fear that we should be obliged to believe
the miracles pretended to by the church of Rome.
For if miracles be not now necessary, there is no inconvenience in thinking the miracles pretended to by
the church of Rome to be but pretended miracles."
T o which I answer, Put it how you will, for oompetent means, or useful means, it will conclude for
miracles still as much as for force. Your words are
these, " If s ~ c ha degree of outward force, as Bas
been mentioned, be really of great and necessary use
for the advancing these ends, as, taking the world as
we find it, you say, you think it appears to be ;then it
must be acknowledged there is a right somewhere tio
use it for the advancing those ends ;unless we will say,
what without impiety cannot be said, that the wise
and benign Disposer of all thin s has not furnished
niankind with competent means or the promoting his
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own SIoncnrr i~ the wodd, and the good of ss~~ls.*
What,
I beseech you, now is the sum of this argument, bht
tllis, force is af great and necessary use ; therefore
the wise and benign Disposer of ail things, who will
nut leave mankind unfurnished (which it would be
impiety to say) of competent means for the promoting
his honour in the world, and the good of souls, has
given gomewhere a right to use it ?"
Let us try it now, whether it will not do as well for
miracles. Mit*acles " are of great and necessary use,
as great and necessary, at least, as force ;therefore the
wise and benign 1)isposer of all things, who mill not
leave mankind unfurnished, which it would be impiety
t o say, of competent means for the promoting his
honour in the world, and the good of souls," has given
sotnewhere a power of miracles. I ask you, when I in
the second letter used your own words, applied to
miracles instead of force, would they not conclude then
as well for miracles as for force? For you must remember there wasnot then in all your scheme one word
of miracles to suppl the place of force. Force alone was
mentioned, force a one was necessary; all was laid on
force. Nor was it easy to divine, that miracles should
be taken in, to mend the defects of your hypothesis ;
which in your answer to me you now have done, and I
easily allow it, without holding you to any thing you
have said, and shall always do so. For seeking truth,
and not triumph, as you frequently suggest, I shall
always take your hypothesis as you please to reform it,
and either embrace it, or show you why I do not.
Let us see, therefore, whether this argument will do
any better now your scheme is mended, and you make
force or miracles necessary. If force or miracles are of
great and necessary use for the promoting true religion and the salvation of souls; then it mustbe acknowledged, that there is somewhere a right to use the
one, or a power to do the other, for the advancing those
ends; unless we will say,what without impiety cannot be
said, that the wise and benign Disposer and Governor
of all things has not fiirnishecl mankind with competei~t
means for the promotil~ghis own honour, and the good
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souls." From whence it will follow, if your argument
be good, that where men have not a right to use force,
there still we are to expect miracles, unless we will say,
&c. Now, where the magistrates are not of the true
religion, there, by this part of your scheme, there is a
right in nobody to use force; for if there were, what
need of miracles, as you tell us there was, in the first
age of Christianity, to supply that want? since the
magistrates, who were of false religions then, were furnished with as much right, if that were enough, as they
are now. So that where the magistrates are of false
religions, there you must, upon your principles, affirm
miracles are still to supply the want of force ; " unless
you will say, what without impiety cannot be said, that
the wise and benignDisposer and Governor of all things
hath not furnished mankind with competent means for
the promoting his own honour in the world, and the
good of souls." Now how far this will favour the
pretences of the church of Rome t o miracles in the
East and West Indies, and other parts not under popish
governments, you were best consider. This is evident,
that in all countries where the true religion is not
received for the religion of the state, and supported
and encouraged by the laws of it, you must allow
miracles to be as necessary now, as ever they were any
where in the world, fbr the supply of the want of force,
before the magistrates were Christians. And then
what advantage your doctrine gives to the church of
Rome is very visible. For they, like you, supposing
theirs the only true religion, are supplied by you with
this argument for it ; viz. That the " true religion will
not prevail b its own light and strength, without the
assistance o miracles or authority; which are the
competent means, which, without impiety, it cannot be
said, that the wise and benign Disposer and Governor
of all things has not furnished inankind with." From
whence they will not think it hard to draw this consequence, that therefore the wise anti benign Governor of
all things has continued in their church the power of
miracles; (which yours does not so much as pretend
to) to supply the want of the magistrate's assistance,
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where that cannot be had to make the true religion
prevail. And if a papist should press you with this
argument, I would gladly know what you would reply
to him.
Though this be enough to make good what I said,
yet since I seek truth, more than my own justification,
let us examine a little what it is you here say of " competent means. Competent means, you say, are necessary ; but you think no man will say, all useful means
are so." If'yuu think you speak plain, clear, determined sense, when you used this good English word
competent, I pity you : if you did it with skill, I send
you to my pagans and Mahometans. But this safe way
of talking, though it be not altogether so clear, pet it
so often occurs in you, that it is hard to judge whether
it be art or nature. Now pray what do you mean by
r b mankind's being furnished with competent means ?"
If it be such means as any are prevailed on by to
embrace the truth that must save them, preaching
is a competent means ; for by preaching alone, without force, many are prevailed on, and become truly
Christians: and then your force, by your own confession, is not necessary. If by competent, you understand such means, by which all men are prevailed
on, or the majority, to become truly Christians, I fear
your force is no competent means.
Which way ever you put it, you must acknowledge
mankind to be destitute of competent means, or your
moderate force not to be that necessary competent
means :since, whatever right the magistrates may have
had any where to use it, wherever it has not been used,
let the cause be what it will that kept this means from
being used, there the people have been destitute of
that means.
But you will think there is little reason to complain
of obscurity, you having abundantly explained what you
mean by competent, in saying competent, i. e. sufficient
means. So that we have notlling to do but to find out
what you mean by sufficient : and the meaning of that
word, in your use ~f it, you happily give us in these
following,
What 80es any man mean by suflicient
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evidence, but such as will certainly win assent wherever
it is duly considered?" Apply this t o your means,
and then tell me, whether your force be such competent, i. e. sufficient means, that it certainly produced
embracing the truth, wherever it was duly, i. e. your
way applied; if i t did not, it is plain it is not your
competent, sufficient means, and so the world, without
any such imputation to the divine wisdom and b e
nignity, might be without it. If you will say it was
sufficient, and did produce that end wherever it was
applied, I desire you then to tell me whether mankind
hath been always furnished with competent means.
You have it now in our choice, either to talk impiously, or renounce orce, and disown i t to be competent means; one of the two I do not see how, by
your own argument, you ean avoid.
But to lay by your competent and sufficient means,
and to ease you of the uncertainty and difficulty you
will be in to determine what is so, in respect of mankind ; I suppose it will be little less " impious to say,
that the wise and benign Disposer and Governor hath
not furnished mankind with necessary means, as to say
he hath not furnished them with competent means.'"
Now, sir, if your moderate penalties, and nothing else,
be, since the withdrawing of miracles, this necessary
means, what will be left you to say, by p u r argument,
of the wisdom and benignity of God in all those cmntries where moderate penalties are not made use of?
where men are not furnished with this means to bring
them t o the true religion? For unless you can sa
that your moderate penalties have been constant y
made use of in the world for the support and encouragement of the true religion, and to bring men to it,
ever since the withdrawing of miracles; you must
confess, that not only some countries, (which yet were
enough against you) but mankind in general, have
been unfurnished of the '' necessary means for prac
moting the honour of God in the world, and the salvrt
tion of men's souls." This argument out of your own
mouth, were there no other, is sufficient to show the
weakness and unreasonableness of your scheme ; and
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I hope the due consideration of it will make you
cautious another time how you entitle the wisdom and
benignity of God to the support of what you once
fancy to be of great and necessary use.
I having thereupon said, " Let us not therefore be
more wise than our Maker in that stupendous and supernatural work of our salvation. The Scripture,"
&c.
You reply, Though the work of our salvation be,
as I justly call it, stupendous and supernatural; yet
you suppose no sober man doubts, but it both admits
and ordinarily requires the use of natural and human
means, in subordination to that grace which works it."
I f you had taken notice of these immediately following words of mine, " The Scripture that reveals it
to us, contains all that we can know or do, in order to
i t ; and where that is silent, it is presumption in us to
direct ;" you would not have thought what you here
say a sufficient answer : for though God does make use
of natural and human means in subordination to grace,
yet it is not for man to make use of any means, in
subordination to his grace, which God has not appointed; out of a conceit it may do some service indirectly and at a distance.
The whole covenant and work of grace is the contrivance of God's infinite wisdom. What it is, and by
what means he will dispense his grace, is known to us
by revelation only; which is so little suited to human
wisdom, that the apostle calls it " the foolishness of
preaching." In the Scripture is contained all that
revelation, and all things necessary for that work, all
the means of grace; there God has declared all that
he would have done for the salvation of souls ; and if
he had thought force necessary to be joined with the
foolishness of preaching, no doubt but he would somewhere or other have revealed it, and not left it to the
wisdom of man : which how disproportioned and opposite it is to the ways and wisdom of God in the Gospel,
and how unfit to be trusted in the business of salvatbn, you may see, 1 Cor. i. from verse 17 to the end.
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" T h e work of grace admits, and ordinarily requires
the use of natural and human means." I deny it not:
let us now hear your inference: Therefore till I have
shown that no penal laws, that can be made, can do
any service towards the salvation of men's souls in
subordination to God's grace, or that God has forbidden the magistrate" to use force, for so you ought
t o put it, but you rather choose, according to your
ordinary way, to use general and doubtful words;
and therefore you say, to serve him in that great
work with the authority which he has given him,
there will be no occasion for the caution I have given,"
not to be wiser than our Maker in that stupendous work
of our salvation. By which way of arguing, an thing
that I cannot show, cannot possibly, cannot in irectly
and a t a distance, or by accident, do any service, or
God has not forbidden, may be made use of for the
salvation of souls. I suppose you mean expressly farbidden; for else I might think these words (" Who
has required this a t your hands?") sufficient prohibition of it, The sum of your argument is, 'a what
cannot be showed not to do any service, may be used
as a human means in subordination to grace, in the
work of salvation." T o which I reply, That what may,
through the grace of God, sometimes do some service,
cannot, without a further warrant from revelation than
suchusefulness, be required,or made use of as a subordinate means to grace. For if so, then auricular confession, penance, pilgrimages, processions, &c. which nobody can show do not ever do any service, at least,
indirectly and a t a distance, towards the salvation of
souls, may all be justified.
It is not enough that i t cannot be shown that it cannot do any service to justify its usefi~lness; for what is
there that may not, indirectly and a t a distance, or by
accident, do some service? T o sl-ow that i t is a
human means, that God has nowhere appointed, in
subordination to grace, in the supernatural work of
salvation, is enough to prove i t an unwarrantable boldness to use it: and much more so in t h e present case
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of force, which, if put into the magistrate's hands with
power to use it in matters of religion, will do more
harm than good, as I think I have sufficiently shown.
And therefore, since, according to you, the magistrate's commission to use force for the salvation of
souls, is from the law of nature; which commission
reaches to none, since the revelation of the Gospel, but
Christian magistrates ; it is more natural to conclude,
were there nothing else in the case but the silence of
Scripture, that the Christian magistrate has no such
power, because he has no such commission any where
in the Gospel, wherein all things are appointed necessary to salvation ; than that there was so clear a commission given to all magistrates by the law of nature,
that it is necessary to show a prohibition from revelation, if one will deny Christian magistrates to have
that power. Since the commission of the law of nature
to magistrates, being only that eneral one, of doing
good, according to the best o their judgments: if
that extends to the use of force in matters of religion,
it will abundantly more oppose than promote the true
religion ; if force in the case has any efficacy at all, and
so do more harm than good: which, though it shows
not what you here demand, that it cannot do any service towards the salvation of men's souls, for that cannot be shown of any thing ; yet it shows the disservice
it does is so much more than any service can be exected from it, that it can never be proved that God
gas given power to magistrates to use it by the commission they have of doing good, from the law of nature.
But whilst you tell me, c 6 Till I have shown that
force and penalties cannot do any service towards the
salvation of souls, there will be no occasion for the
caution I gave you," not to be wiser than our Maker
in that stupendous and supernatural work; you have
forgot your own confession, that it is not enough t o
authorize the use of force, that it may be useful, if it
be not also necessary. And when you can prove such
means necessary, which though it cannot be shown,
never upon any occasion to do any service; yet may
be, and is abundantly shown to do little service, and so
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uncertainly, that if it be used, it will, if it has any
efficacy, do more harm than good : if you can, I say,
prove such a means as that necessary, I think I may
yield to you the cause. But the use of it has so much
certain harm, and so little and uncertain good in it,
that it can never be supposed included or intended in the
general commission to the magistrates, of doing good 5
which may serve for an answer to your next paragraph,
Only let me take notice, that you here make this
commission of the law of nature to extend the use af
force, only to '' induce those, who would not otherwise,
to hear what may and ought to move them to embrace
the truth." They have heard all that is offered to
move them to embrace, i. e. believe, but are not
moved: is the magistrate by the law of nature commissioned to punish them for what is not in their power?
for faith is the gift of God, and not in a man's power :
or is the magistrate comlnissioned by the law of nature,
which empowers him in general, only to do them good ?
Is he, I say, commissioned to make them lie, and profess that which they do not believe? And is this for
their good? If he punish them till they embrace, i e.
believe, he punishes them for what is not in their power;
if' till they embrace, i. e. barely profess, he punishes
them for what is not for their good : to neither of which
can he be commissioned by the law of nature.
T o my saying, '' Till you can show us a commissio~l
in Scripture, it will be fit for us to obey that precept of
the Gospel (Mark iv. 24) which bids us take heed
what we hear :" you reply, That this, a you suppose,
is only intended for the vulgar reader; for it ought
to be rendered, attend to what oil hear ;"which you
prove out of Grotius. What i I or my readers are
not so learned as to understand either the Greek
original, or Grotius's Latin comment ? Or if we did,
are we to bc blamed for understanding the Scripture
in that sense, which the national, i. e. as you say, the
true religion authorizes, and which you tell us would
be a fault in us if we did not believe ?
For if, as you suppose, there be sufficient provision
made in Englandfor the instructing all men in the truth ;
we cannot then but take the wordsin this sense, it being
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that which the ptiblic authority has given them; for
if we are not t o follow the sense as it is given us in
the translation authorized by our governess, and used
in our worship established by law, but must seek it
elsewhere, it will be hard to find how there is any
other provisioii made for instructing men in the sense of
the Scripture, which is the truth that must save them,
but to leave them to their own inquiry and judgment,
and to themselves, to take whom they think best for
interpreters and expounders of Scripture, and to quit
that of the true church, which she has given in her
translation. This is the liberty you take to differ from
the true church, when you think fit, and it will serve
your purpose. She says, " Take heed what you hear ;"
but you say, the true sense is, "Attend to what yoiz
hear." Methinks you should not be at such variance
with dissenters ; for after all, nothing is so like a nonconJbrnlist as a co~formist. Though it be certainly every
one's right t o understand the Scripture in that sense
which appears truest to him, yet I do not see how you,
upon your principles, can depart from that which the
church of England has given it : but you, I find, when
you think fit, take that liberty ; and so much liberty as
that would, I think, satisfy all the dissenters in England.
As to your other place of Scripture ; if St. Paul, as it
seems to me, in that tenth to the Romans, where showing that the Gentiles were provided with all things
necessary to salvation, as well as the Jews,-and that
by having men sent to them to preach the Gospel, that
provision was made,-what you say in the two next
paragraphs will show us that you understand that the
Greek word &KG$ signifies both hearing and report ; but
does no inore answer the force of those two verses,
against you, than if you had spared all you said with your
Greek criticism. The words of St. Paul are these:
How then shall they call on him on whom they have
not believed? And how shall they believe in him of
whom they have not heard ? And how shall they hear
without a preacher ? And how shall they preach, except
they be sent? So then faith cometh by hearing, and
VOL. VI.
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hearing by the word of God," Rom. x. 14, 15,17, In
this deduction of the means of propagating the Gospel,
we may well suppose St. Paul would have put in miracles
or penalties, if, as you say, one of them had been necessary. But whether or no every reader will think
St. Paul set down in that place all necessary means, I
know not; but this, I am confident, he will think, that
the New Testament does ; and then I ask, Whether
there be in it one word of force to be used t o bring men
t o be Christians, or to hearken to the good tidings of
salvation offered in the Gospel ?
T o my asking, " What if God, for reasons best
known to himself, would not have men compelled?"
You answer, " I f he would not have them compelled,
now miracles are ceased, as far as moderate penalties
compel, (otherwise you are not concerned in the demand) he would have told us so." Concerning miracles supplying the want of force, I shall need t o say
nothing more here : but to your answer, that " God
would have told us so," I shall in few words state
the matter t o you. You first suppose force necessary
t o compel men to hear ;and thereupon suppose the magistrate invested with a power to compel them t o hear ;
and from thence peremptorily declare, that if God
would not have force used, he would have told us so.
You suppose also, that it must be on1 moderate force.
Now may we not ask one, that is so ar of the council
of the Almighty, that he can positively say what he
would or would not have, to tell us, whether it be not
as probable that God, who knows the temper of man
that he has made, who knows how apt he is not t o
spare any degree of force when he believes he has a
commission t o compel men to do any thing in their
power, and who knows also how rone man is to think
it reasonable to do so ;whether, say, i t is not as probable that God, if he would have the magistrate to
use none but moderate force to compel men to hear,
would also have told us so ? Fathers are not more apt
than magistrates t o strain their power beyond what is
convenient for the education of their children ; and yet
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it has plcased God to tell them in the New Testament, of
this moderation, by a precept more than once repeated.
L
' o' my demanding, " What if God would have lxen
left to their freedom in this point, if they will hear,
or if' they will forbear; will you constrain them ?
Thus we are sure he did with his own people," kc.
You answer, " But those words, whether they will hear,
or whether they will forbear, which we find thrice
used in the prophet Ezekiel, are nothing at all to my
purpose. For by hearing there, no man understands
the bare giving an ear to what was to be preached,
nor yet the considering it only; but the complying
with it, and obeying it ; according to the paraphrase
which Grotius gives of the words."
Methinks, for
this once, you might have allowed me to have hit upon
something to the purpose, you having denied me it in
so marly other places : if it were but for pity ;and one
other reason ;which is, that all you have to say against
it is, that " by hearing there, no Inan understands thc
bare giving an ear to what was to be preached, nor
yet the considering i t ; but the complying with it, and
obeying it." I f I inisremember not, your hypotliesis
pretends the use of force to be not barely to make men
give an ear, nor yet to consider; but to make them
co~isicicl-as they ought, i. e. so as not to reject; and
tlicrefore, though this text out of Ezekiel be nothing
to the piurpose against bare giving an ear; yet, if you
please, let it stand as if it were to the purpose against
your hypothesis, till you can find some other answer
to it.
If you will give yourself the pains to turn to Acts
xxviii. 29, 95, 96,27, 28, you will read these words :
" And some believed the things that were spoken, end
some believed not. And when they agreed not among
themselves they departed, after that Paul had spoken
one word, Well spake the Holy Ghost by Esaias the
prophet unto our fathers, saying, Go unto this people,
and say, hearing, ye shall hear, and shall not understand ; and seeing, ye shall see, and not perceive. For
the 1leal.t of this people is waxed gross, and their ears
K K 2
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are dull of hearing, and their eyes have they closecl ;
lest thcy should see with their eyes, and hear with their
ears, and understand wit11 their heart, and should be
converted, and I should heal them. Be i t known
therefore unto you, that the salvation 3f God is sent
unto the Gentiles, and that they will hear it."
If one should come now, and out of' your treatise,
called T h e Argument of the Letter concerning Toleration considered and answered, reason thus, " I t is
evident that these Jews have not sought the truth in
this matter with that application of mind and freedom
of judgment which was requisite ; whilst they suffered
their lusts and assions to sit injudgment, and manage
the inquiry. $he impressions of education, the reverence and admiration of persons, worldly respects, and
the like incompetent motives, have determined them.
Now if this be the case,-if these men are averse to a
due consideration of things, where they are most concerned t o use it,-what meuns is there le$ (besides the
grace of God) t o reduce them out of the wrong way
they are in, but to lay thorns and briars in it ?" Would
you not think this a good argument to show the necessity of using force and penalties upon these men in the
Acts, who refused to be brought to embrace the true
religion upon the preaching of St. Paul ? " For what
other means was left, what human method could be
used to bring them to make a wiser and more rational
choice, but laying such penalties upon them as might
balance the weight of such prejudices, which inclined
them to prefer a false way before the true ?" Tell me,
I beseech you, would you not, had you been a Christian
magistrate in those days, have thought yourself obliged
t o try, by force, " to overbalance the weight of those
prejudices which inclined them to prefer a false way
t o the true?" For there was no other human means
left; and if that be not enough t o prove the necessity
of using it, you have no proof of any necessity of force
a t all.
I f you would have laid penalties upon them, I ask
you, what if God, fbr reasons best known to himself;
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thought i t not necessary to use ally other humall means
but preaching and persuasion? You have a ready
answer, there is no other human mealis but force, ant1
some other human means besides preaching is necessary,
i. e. in your opinion : and is it not fit your authority
should carry i t ? For as to miracles, whether you think
fit to rank them amongst human means or no ;or whether or no there were any showed to these unbelieving
Jews, to supply the want of force ; I guess, in this case,
you will not be much helped, whichever you suppose :
though to one unbiased, who reads that chapter, it
will, I imagine, appear most probable that St. I'aul,
when he thus parted with them, had done no iniracles
amongst them.
But you have, at the close of the paragraph before us,
provided a salvo for all, in telling us, " However the
penalties you defend are not ~ u c has can any way be
pretended to take away men's freedom in this point."
T h e q~iestionis, whether there be a ilecessity of using
other human means but preaching, for the bringing
men to embrace the truth that must save them ; and
whether force be i t ? God himself seems, in the places
quoted, and others, t o teach us, that he would have
left men t o their freedom from any constraint offorce in
that point ;and you answer, " The penalties you &fend
are not such as can any ways be pretended to take
Tell us what
away men's fieedom in this point.''
you mean by these words of yours, " take away
men's freedom in this point ;" and then a ply it.
I think it pretty hard to use penalties and orce to
any man, without taking away his freedom from penalties and force. Farther, the penalties ou think necessary, if we may believe you yourse f, are to " b e
such as may balance the weight of those prejudices,
which incline men to prefer a false way before a
true :" whether these be such as you will defend,
is another question. This, I think, is to be made
plain, that you must go beyond the lower deg~aees
of force, and moderate penalties, to balance those pre,j udices.
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T o my saying, That the method of the Gospel is
t o pray arid beseech, and that if God had thought it
necessary to have men punished to make them give ear,
he could have called magistrates t o be spreaders of the
Gospel, as well as poor fishermen, or Paul a persecutor,
who yet wanted not power t o punish Ananias and
Sapphira, and the incestuous Corinthian :" you reply,
" Though it be the method of the Gospel, for the ministers of it to pray and beseech men ;yet it appears from
my own words here, both that pun~shmentsmay be
sometimes necessary ; and that punishing, and that even
by those who are to pray and beseech, is consistent
I fear, sir? you so greedily lay
with that method."
hold upon any examples of pun~shment,when on any
account they come in your way, that you give yourself
not liberty to consider whether they are for your purpose or no ; or else you would scarce infer, as you do
from my words, that, in your case, " punishments may
be sometimes necessary." Ananias and Sapphira were
punished : " therefore it appears," say you, " that punishments may be sometimes necessary." For what, I
beseech you? For the only end, you say, punishments
are useful in religion, i. e. to make men consider. So
that Ananias and Sapphira were struck dead : for what
end ? To make them consider. I f you had given yourself the leisure to have reflected on this, and the other
instance of' the incestuous Corinthian, i t is possible you
would have found neither of them t o have served very
well t o show punishment necessary to bring Inen t o
embrace the true religion ; for both these were punishments laid on those who had already embraced the
true religion, and were in the communion of the true
church ;and so can only show, ifyou will infer any thing
concerning the necessity of punishments from them,
that punishments may be sometimes necessary for those
who are in the communion of the true church. And
of that you may make your advantage.
As to your other inferences from my words, viz.
" That punishing, and that even by those who are, as
ambassadors, t o pray and beseech, is consistent with
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that method ;" when they can tfo it as the apostles did,
by the inimediate direction and assistance of' the Spirit
of God, I shall easily allow it to be consistent with the
method of the Gospel. If that will not conteut you,
i t is plain, you have an itch to be handling the secular
sword ; and since Christ has not given you the power
you desire, you would be executing the magistrate's
pretended commission from tlie law of nature. One
thing more let me mind you of, and that is, that if,
from the punishments of Ananias and Sapphira, and the
incestuous Corinthian, you can infer a necessity of punishment to make men consider ; it will follow that there
was a necessity of punishmcnt to make men consider,
notwithstanding miracles, which cannot therefore be
supposed to supply the want of punishments.
T o my asking, " What if God, foreseeing this fbrce
would be in the hands of men as passionate, '. I - f 1u111orsorne, as liable to prejudice and error, as the rest of
their brethren, did not think it a proper means to bring
Inen into the light way ?" You reply, " But if there be
any thing of an argument in this, i t proves that there
ought to be no civil government in the world ; and so
proving too much, proves nothing at all." This you
say ; but you being one of those mortals who is liable
t o error as well as your brethren, you cannot expect
it should b e received for infallible truth, till you have
proved i t ; and that you will never do, till you can
show, that there is as absolute a necessity of fbrce in
the magistrate's hands for the salvation of souls, as there
is of force in the magistrate's hands for the preservation
of civil society; and next, till you have proved that
force, in the hands of men as passionate and humorsome, or liable to prejudice and error as their brethren,
would contribute as much to the bringing men, arld
keeping them in the right way t o salvation, as it does
to the support of civil society, and the keeping men at
peace in it.
Where men cannot live together without mutual injuries, not to b e avoided without force, reason has
taught them t o seek a remedy in government ; which
always places power somewhere in thesociety to restrain
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and pi~nishsuch injuries ; which power, whether placed
in the community itself', or some chosen by the cominunity t o govern it, must still be in the hands of men ;
and where, as in societies of civilizer1 and settled nations, the form of the government places this power out
of the community itself, it is unavoidable, that out of
men, such as they are, some should be made magistrates,
and have coercive power of force put into thelr hands,
to govern and direct the society for the public good ;
without which force, so placed in the hands of men,
there could be no civil society, nor the ends for which
i t is instituted to any degree attained. And thus
government is the will of God.
I t is the will of God also, that men should be saved ;
but to this i t is not necessary that force or coactive
power should be put into men's hands, because God
can and hath provided other means t o bring men to
salvation : to which you indeed suppose, but can never
prove force necessary.
The passions, humours, liableness to prejudices and
errors, common to magistrates with other men, do not
render force in their hands so dangerous and unuseful to
the ends of society, which is the public peace, as to the
ends of religion, which is the salvation of men's souls.
For though men of all ranks could be content to have
their own humours, passions, and prejudices satisfied ;
yet when they come to make laws, which are to direct
their force in civil matters, they are driven t o oppose
their laws to the humours, passions, and prejudices of
menin general, whereby their own come to be restrained :
for if law-makers, in making of laws, did not direct
them against the irregular humours, prejudices, and
passions of men, which are apt t o mislead them; if
they did not endeavour, with their best judgment, to
bring men from their humours and passions, to the obedience and practice of right reason ; the society could
not subsist, and so they themselves would be in danger
to lose their station in it, and be exposed to the unrestrained humours, passions, and violence of others. And
hence it comes, that be men as humorsome, passionate,
and prejudiced as they will, they are still by their own
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interest obliged to make use of their best skill, and with
their most unprejudiced and sedatest thoughts, take
care of the government, anti endeavour to preserve the
commonwealth; and therefore, notwithstanding their
humours and passions, their liableness to error and
prejudice, they do provide pretty well fbr the support
of society, and the power in their hands is of use to tlie
maintenance of it.
Rut in matters of religion it is quite otherwise ; you
had told us, about the latter end of your Argument,
p. 22, how liable men were in choosing their religion to
be misled by humour, passion, and prejudice ;and therefore it was not fit that in a business of such concernment they should be left to themselves : and hence, i n
this matter of religion, you would have them subjected
to the coactive power of the magistrate. But this contrivance is visibly of no advantage to the true religion,
nor can serve at all to secure men from a wrong choice.
For the maQstrates, by their humours, prejudices, and
passions, which they are born to like other men, being
as liable and likely to be misled in the choice of their
religion as any of their brethren, as constant experience hath always shown ;what advantage could it be to
mankind, for the salvation of their souls, that the
magistrates of the world should have power to use force
to bring men to that religion which they, each of them,
by whatsoever humour, passion, or prejudice influenced,
had chosen to themselves as the true ? For whatsoever
you did, I think with reverence we may say, that
God foresaw, that whatever commission one magistrate
had by the law of nature, all magistrates had ; and that
commission, if there were any such, could be only t o
use their coactive power to bring men t o the religion
they believed to be true, whether it were really the tlue
or no ; and therefore I shall, without taking away government out of the world, or so much as questioning
it, still think this a reasonable question : "What if
God, foreseeing this force would be in the hands of
men as passionate, as humoursome, as liable to prejudice and error, as the rest of their brethren; did
not think it s proper means, in such hands, to bring
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men into the right way ?' and that i t needs a better
answer than you have given to it : and therefore you
might have spared the pains you have taken in this
paragraph, to prove that the magistrate's being liable
as much as other men t o humour, pre udice, passion,
and error, makes not force, in his han d!s, wholly unserviceable to the adtninistration of civil government ;
which is what nobody denies: and you would have
better elnployed i t to prove, that if the magistrate's
bcing as liable to passion, humour, prejudice, and error,
as other men, made force, in his hands, improper t o
bring men to the true religion ; this would take away
government out of the world : which is a consequence,
I think, I may deny.
T o which let me now add, what if God foresaw, that
if force, of any kind or degree whatsoever, were allowed in behalf of truth, it would be used by erring,
passionate, prejudiced men, to the restraint and ruin of
truth,-as constant experience in all ages has shown,and therefore commanded that the tares should be suffered togrow with the wheat, till the harvest, when
the infallible Judge shall s 3ver them ? That parable of
our Saviour's plainly tells us, if force were once permitted, even in favour of the true religion, what mischief it was like t o do in the misapplication of it, by
fbrward, busy, mistaken men, and therefore he wholly
forbid it; and yet, I hope, this does not take away civil
government out of the world.
T o my demanding, " What if there be other means ?"
and saying, " Then yours ceases t o be necessary upon
that account, that there is no other means left; fbr
the grace of God is another means :" you answery
That though the grace of God is another means, yet
i t is none of the means of which you were speaking
in the place I refer t o ; which any one, who reads
that paragraph, will find to be only human means."
I n that place you were endeavouring t o prove force
necessary t o bring men to the true religion, as appears ;
and there having dilated for four or five pages together
upon the " carelessness, 1>1*ejudices,
passions, lusts, impressions of' education, worldly respects," and other
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the like causes, which you think mislead and keep men
from the true religion; you at last conclude force
necessary to bring men to it, because admonitions and
ent~eatiesnot prevailing, there is no other means left.
To this, grace being instanced in as another means, you
tell us here yoy mean no other human means left. So
that, to prove force necessary, you must prove that God
would have other human means used besides praying,
preaching, persuasion, and instruction ;and for this, you
will need to bring a plain direction from revelation for
your moderate punishments ; unless you will pretend
to know, by your own ~laturalwisdom, what means God
has made necessary; without which, those whom he
hath foreknown and predestinated, and will in his good
time call, Romans viii. 49, by such means as he thinks
fit, according to his purpose, cannot be brought into
the way of salvation. Perhaps you have some warrant
w e know not of, to enter thus boldly into the counsel
of God; without which, in another man, a modest
Christian would be apt to think i t presumption.
You say, there are many who are not prevailed on by
prayers, entreaties, and exhortations, to embrace the
true religion. What then is to be done ? " Some degrees of force are necessary" to be used. Why? Because there is no other human means left. Many are
not prevailed on by your moderate force. What then
is to be done ? Greater degrees of force are necessary,
because there is no other human means left. No, say
you, God has made moderate force necessary, because
there is no other human means left where preaching and
entreaties will not prevail ;but he has not made greater
degrees of force necessary, because there is no other
human means left where moderate force will not prevail.
So that your rule changing, where the reason continues
the same, we must conclude you have some way ofjudging concerning the purposes and ways of the Almighty
in the work of salvation, which every one understands
not. You would not else, upon so slight gro~lndas you
have yet produced for it, which is nothing but your own
imagination, make force, your moderate force, so necessary, that you bring in question the wisdoin and
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bou~ltyof the Disposer and Governor of all things, as if
he " had not furnished mankind with competent means
for the promoting his own honoiir in the world, and
the good of souls," if your moderate force were
wanting t o bring them to the true religion ; whereas
you know that most of the nations of the world always
were destitute of this human means to bring them to the
true religion. And I imagine you wouId be put t o it,
to name me one now, that is furnished with it.
Besides, ifyou please to remember what you say in the
next words : And therefore, though the grace of God
be both a proper and sufficient means, and such as can
work by itself, and without which neither penalties
nor any other means can do any thing," and by consequence can make any means effectual ; how can you
say any human means, in this supernatural work, unless
whatGod has declared to be so,is necessary? Preaching,
and instruction, and exhortation, are human means that
he has appointed : these, therefore, men may and ought
t o use; they have a commission from God, and may
expect his blessing and the assistance of his grace ; but
to suppose, when they are used and prevail not, that
force is necessary, because these are not sufficient, is to
exclude grace, and ascribe this work to human means ;
as in effect you do, when you call force competent and
sufficient means, as you have done. For if bare preaching, by the assistance of grace, crun and will certainly
prevail : and moderate penalties, as you confess, or any
kind of force, without the assistance of grace, can do
nothing ; how can you say, that force is in any case a
more necessary or a more competent or sufficient
means than bare preaching and instruction ; unless you
can show us, that God hath promised the co-operation
and assistance of his grace to force, and not to preaching ? The contrary whereof has more of appearance.
Preaching and persuasion are not competent means, you
say : Why ? because without the co-operation of grace
they can do nothing : but by the assistance of grace they
can prevail even without force. Force too, withoat
grace, you acknowledge can do nuthing ; but, jointid
with preaching and grace, it can prevail. Why then, I
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pray, is it a more competent means than preaching ; or
why necessary, where preaching prevails not ? since it
can do nothing without that, whlch, if joined to preaching, can make preaching effectual without it.
You go on, " Yet it may be true however, that when
admonitions and entreaties f"ti1, there is no human means
left but penalties, to bring prejudiced personstohear and
consider what may convince them of their errors, and
discover the truth to them: and then penalties will be
necessary in respect to that end, as an human means."
L e t i t be true or not true, that when entreaties, &c. fail,
there is no human means left but penalties : your inference I deny, that then penalties will be necessary as an
human means. For I ask you, since you lay so much
stress to so little purpose on human means, is some human means necessary ? if that be your meaning, you have
human means in the case, viz. admonitions, entreaties ;
being instant in season and out of season. I ask you
agaln, Are penalties necessary because the end could not
be obtained by preaching, without them ? that you cannot say ; for grace co-operating with preaching will prevail. Are penalties then necessary, as sure to produce
that e n d ? nor so are they necessary ; for without the assistance of grace? you confess, they can do nothing. So
that penalties, ne~theras human means, nor as any means,
are at all necessary. And now you may understand what
1 intend, by saying that the grace of God is the only
means, which is the inquiry of your next paragraph, viz.
this I intend, that it is the only efficacious means, without which all human means is inetiectual. You tell me,
If by i t '' I intend that it does either always, orordinarily
exclude all other means ; you see no ground I have to
say it." And I see no ground you have t o think I intended, that it excludes any other means that God in
his goodness will be pleased t o make use of: but this 1
intend by it, and this, I think, I have ground to say,
that it excludes all the human means of force from being
necessary, or so much as lawful to be used ; unless God
hath required it by some q o r e authentic declaration
than your bare saying or imagining it is necessary.
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And you must have more than human confidence, if
you continue to mix this poor and human contrivance
of yours with the wisdom and counsel of God in the
work of salvation ; since he having declared the means
and methods to be used for the saving men's souls, has
in the revelation of the Gospel, by your own confession, prescribed no such human means.
T o my saying, " God alone can open the ear that it
may hear, and open the heart that it may understand :"
you reply, '' But, by your favour, this does not prove
that he makes use of no means in doing of it." Nor
needs i t : it is enough for me, if it proves, that if
reaching and instruction do not open the ear, or the
Reart, it is not necessary any one should try his strength
with a hammer or an augre. Man is not i n this business, (where no means can be effectual, without the
assistance and co-operation of his grace) to make use
of any means which God hath not prescribed. You here
set up a way of propagating Christianity according to
your fancy, and tell us how you would have the work
of the Gospel carried on :you commission the magistrate
by the argument of congruity ; you find an efficacy in
punishment towards the convert~ngof men ; you limit
the force to be used to low and moderate degrees, and
t o countries where sufficient means of instruction are
provided by the law, and where the magistrate's religion is the true, i. e. where it pleases you ; and all this
without any direction from God, or any authority so
much as pretended from the Gospel ; and without its
being truly for the propagation of Christianity, but only
so much of it as you think fit, and what else you are
pleased to join to it. Why else, in the religion you are
content to have established by law, and promoted by
penalties, is any thing more or less required than is expressly contained in the New Testament?
This indeed is well suited to any one, who would
have a power of punishing those that differ fiom his
opinion, and would havemen compelled t o confbrmity in
England. But in this yourfair contrivance, what becomes
of the rest of mankind, left to wander in darkness out ot
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this Goshen, who neither have, nor (according to yolrr
scheme) can have, your necessary means of fbrce and
penalties to bring them to embrace the truth that must
save them ? for if that be necessary, they cannot without a miracle, either prince or people, be wrought on
without it. I f a papist at Rorne, a Lutheran at Stockholm, or a Calvinist at Geneva, should argue thus for
his church, would you not say, that such as these looked
like the thoughts of a poor prejudiced mind ? But they
may mistake, and you cannot ; they may be prejudiced,
but you cannot. Say too, if you please, you are confident you are in the right, but they cannot be confident
they are so. This I am sure, God's thoughts are not
as man's thoughts, nor his ways as man's ways, Isaiah
lv. 8. And it ma abate any one's confidence of the
necessity or use o punishments, for not receiving our
Saviour, or his religion, when those who had the power
of miracles were told, that " they knew not what inanner of spirit they were of,'' when they would have commanded down fire from heaven, Luke ix. 55. But you
do well to take care to have the church you are of
supported by force and penalties, whatever becomes of
the propagation of the Gospel, or the salvation of men's
souls, in other parts of the world, as not coming within
your hypothesis.
In your next paragraph, to prove that God does bless
the use of force, you say you suppose I mean, by the
words you there cite, that the magistrate has no
ground to hope that God will bless any penalties that
he may use to bring men to hear and consider the doctrine of salvation ; or (which is the same thing) that
God does not (at least not ordinarily) afford his grace
andassistance to themwho are broughtbysuch penalties
to hear and consider that doctrine, to enable them to
hear and consider it as they ought, i. e. so as to be
moved heartily to embrace it." You tell me, " If this
be my meaning, then to let me see that it is not true,
you shall only desire me to tell you, whether they that
are so brought to hear and consider, are bound to believe the Gospel or not? If I say they are ; (and you
suppose I dare not say otherwisej then it evidently fol-
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lows, that God does afford them that grace which is
requisite to enable them to believe the Gospel : because
without that grace it is impossible for them to believe
it ; and they cannot be bound to believe what it is irnpossible for them to believe." T o which I shall only
answer, that by this irrefragable argument it is evident,
that wherever due penalties have been used,-for those
you tell us are sufficientand competent means to make
men hear and consider as they ought,-there all men
were brought to believe the Gospel : which, whether
you will resolve with yourself to be true or false, will
be to me indifferent, and on either hand equally advantage your cause. Had you appealed to experience for
the success of the use of force by the magistrate, your
argument, had not shown half so much depth of theological learning : but the mischief is, that if you will
not make it all of a piece scholastic ; and by arguing
that all whom the magistrates use force upon 66 are
brought t o consider as they ought, and to all that are
so wrought upon God does afford that grace which is
requisite ;" and so roundly conclude for a greater success of force, to make men believe the Gospel, than
ever our Saviour and the Apostles had by their preaching and miracles ; fbr that wrought not on all ; your unanswerable argument comes to nothing, And In truth,
as you have in this paragraph ordered the matter, by
being too sparing of your abstract.metaphysica1 reasonr
ing, and employing it by halves, we are fain, after all,
to come to the dull way of experience ; and must be
forced to count, as the parson does his communicants,
by his Easter-book, how many those are so brought to
hear and consider, to know how far God blesses penalties. Indeed, were it to be measured by conforming,
the Easter-book would be a good register to determine
it : but sinc -: you put it upon believing, that will be of
somewhat a harder disquisition.
T o my saying, (upon that place out of Isaiah, vi.
10, '' Make the heart of this people fat, lest they understand, and convert, and be healed) will all the
force you can use be a means to make such people
hear and understand, ant1 be converted?" You reply,
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No, sir, it will not, But what then ? What if Qod declares that he will not heal those who have long resisted all his ordinary methods, and made themselves,
morally speaking, incurable by them? (which is the
utmost, you say, I can make of the words I quote).
Will it follow from thence, that no good can be done
by penalties upon others, who are not so far gone in
wickedness and obstinacy ? If ~t will not, as it is evident it will not, to what purpose is this said?" I t is
said to this purpose, viz. to show that force ought not
to be used at all. Those ordinary methods which, resisted, are punished with a reprobate sense, are the
ordinary methods of instruction, without force ; as is
evident from this place and many others, particularly
Romans i. From whence I argue, that what state
soever you will suppose men in, either as past, or not
yet come to the day of grace, nobody can be justified
in using force to work upon them. For till the ordinary methods of instruction and persuasion can do no
more, force is not necessary; for you cannot say what
other means is there left, and so by your own rule not
lawful. For till God hath pronounced this sentence
here, on any one, 66inakehis heart fat," &c. the ordinary means of instruction and persuasion may, by the
assistance of God's grace, prevail. And when this sentence is once passed upon them, and "God will not
afford them his grace to heal thetn," (I take it, you
confess in this place) I am sure you must confess your
force to be wholly useless, and so utterly impertinent;
urlless that can be pertinent to be used, which yo11own
can do nothing. So that whether it will fbllow or no,
from men's being given up to a reprobate mind, for
having resisted the preaching of salvation, "that no
good can be done by penalties upon others ;" this will
follow, that not knowing whether preaching may not,
by the grace of God, yet work upon them ; or whether
the day of grace be past with them ; neither you nor
any body else can say that force is necessary ; and if it
be not necessary, you ourself tell us it is not to be used.
In your next paragraph, you complain of me, as reVOL* VI.
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presenting your argument, as you say ('1 commonly
do, as if you allowed any magistrate, of what religion
soever, to lay penalties upon all that dissent from
him." Unhappy magistrates that have not your allowance! But t o console them, I imagine they will
find that they are all under the same obligation, one
as another, to propagate the religion they believe to be
the true, whether you allow it them or no. For t o
g o no farther than the first words of your argument,
which you complain I have misrepresented, and which
you tell me runs thus, " When men fly from the means
of right information ;" I ask you here, who shall be
judge of those means of right information ; the magistrate who joins force with them to make them be
hearkened to, or no? When you have answered that,
you will have resolved a great part of the question,
what magistrates are to use force?
But that you may not complain again of my misrepresenting, I must beg my readers' leave to set down
your argument a t large in your own wol-ds, and all
you say upon it: '' When men fly from the means of
a right infbrmation, and will not so much as consider
how reasonable it is thoroughly and impartially t o
examine a religion, which they embraced upon such
inducements as ought to have no sway at all in the
matter, and therefore with little or no examination
of the proper grounds of i t ; what human method
can be used t o bring them t o act like men in an affair
of such consequence, and to make a wiser and more
rational choice, but that of laying such penalties upon
them, as may balance the weight of those prejudices,
which inclined them t o prefer a false way before the
true 2" &c. Now this argument, you tell me, I pretend to retort in this manner : "and I say, I see n a
other means left, (taking the world as we now find it,
wherein the magistrate never lays penalties for matters
of religion upon those of his own church, nor is it t o
be expected they ever should) t o make men of the national church, any where, thoroughly and impartial1
examine a religion, which they embraced upon suc
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inducements as ought to have no sway at all in the
matter, and therefore with little or no examination of
the proper grounds of i t : and therefore I conclude
the use of force by dissenters upon conformists necessary. I appeal to all the world, whether this be not
as just and natural a conclusion as pours?" And ou
say you are 6 c well content the world should uj!ge.
And when it determinest hat there is the same reason
to say, that to bring those who conform to the national
church to examine their religion, it is necessary for
dissenters (who cannot possibly have the coactive
power, because the national church has that on its side,
and cannot be national without it) to use force upon
conformists ; as there is to say, that where the national
church is the true church, there to bring. dissenters
(as I call them) to examine their religion, it is necessary for the magistrate (who has the coactive power)
to lay moderate penalties upon them for dissenting :
you say, when the world determines thus, you will
never pretend any more to judge what is reasonable,
in any case whatsoever. For you doubt not but you
may safely presume, that the world will easily admit
these two things. 1. That though it be very fit and
desirable, that all that are of the true religion should
understand the true grounds of it, that so they may
be the better able both to defend themselves against
the assaults of seducers, and to reduce such as are out
of the way ; yet this is not strictly necessary to their
salvation : because experience shows (as far as men
are capable to judge of such matters) that many do
heartily believe and profess the true religion, and conscientiously practise the duties of it, who yet do not
understand the true grounds upon which it challenges
their belief; and no man doubts, but whosoever does
so believe, profess, and practise the true religion, if he
perseveres to the end, shall certainly attain salvation
by it. 2. That how much soever it concerns those who
reject the true religion (whom I may call dissenters
if I please) to examine and consider why they do
so ; and how needful soever penalties may be to bring
them to this ; it is, however, utterly unreasonable, that
L
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such as have not the coactive power should take upon
them to inflict penalties for that purpose : because, as
that is not consistent with order and government,
which cannot stand where private persons are permitted t o usurp the coactive power; so there is nothing more manifest, than that the prejudice which is
done to religion, and to the interest of men's souls,
by destroying government, does infinitely outweigh
any good that can possibly be done by that which
destroys it. And whoever admits and considers these
things, you say, you are very secure will be fidr enough
from admitting, that there is any parity of reason in
the cases we here speak of', or that mine is as just and
natural a conclusion as yours."
The sum of what you say amol~ntsto thus much:
men being apt to take up their religion upon inducements that ought to have no sway a t all in the matter,
and so, with little or no examination of the grounds of
i t ; therefore penalties are necessary to be laid on them,
t o make them thoroughly and impartially examine.
But yet penalties need not be laid on conformists, in
England, to make them examine ; because they, and
you, believe yours to be the true religion : though i t
must be laid on presbyterians and independents, k c .
t o make them examine, though they believe theirs to
be the true religion, because you believe i t not to be so.
But you give another very substantial reason, why penalties cannot be laid on conformists, to make them
examine ; and that is, "because the national church
has the coactive power on its side," and therefore
they have no need of penalties to make them examine.
T h e national church of France, too, has the coactive
power on its side, and therefore they who are of it
have no need of penalties, any of them, to make them
examine.
If your argument be good, that men take up their
religion upon wrong inducements, and without due
examination of the proper grounds of i t ; and that
therefore they have need of penalties to be laid on them
t o make them examine, as they ought, the grounds of
their religion ; you must confess there are some in the
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church of England, t o whom penalties are necessary:
unless you
affirm, that all, who are in the communion of the church of England, have so examined :
but that I think you will not do, however you endeavour to palliate their ignorance and negligence in this
matter. There being therefore a need of' penalties, I
say, it is as necessary that presbyterians should lay penalties on the conformists of the church of England t o
make them examine, as for the church of England t o
lay penalties on the presbyterjans to make them do
so: for they each equally believe their religion to be
true; and we suppose, on both sides, there are those
who have not duly examined. But here you think
you have a sure advantage, by saying it is not consistent with the "order of government, and so it is imI easily grant it. But is yours more
practicable."
practicable? When you can make your way practicable, for the end for which you pretend it necessary,
viz. t o make "all, who have taken up their religion
upon such inducements as ought to have no sway at all
in the matter, to examine thoroughly and impartially
the proper grounds of it ;"when, I say,. you can show
l
cleared
your way practicable, to this end, you w ~ lhave
it of one main objection, and convinced the world that
yours is a more just and natural conclusion than mine.
If your cause were capable of any other defence, I
suppose we should not have had so long and elaborate
an answer as you have given us in this paragraph,
which a t last bottoms only on these two things : 1.
That there are in you, or those of your church, some
approaches towards infallibility in your belief that your
religion is true, which is not t o be allowed those of
other churches, in the belief of theirs. 2. That i t is
enough if any one does but conform t o it, and remain
in the communion of your church : or else one would
think there should be as much need for conformists
too of your church to examine the grounds of their
religion, as for any others.
" T o understand the true grouncls of the true religion
is not, you say, strictly necessary to salvation.'' Yet,
I think, you will not deny but it is as strictly rlecessary
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to salvation, as it is to conform to a national church
in all those things i t imposes: some whereof are not
necessary t o salvation ; some whereof are acknowledged
by all to be indifferent; and some whereof, t o some
conscientious men, who thereupon decline communion,
appear unsound or unlawful. I f not being strictly necessary t o salvation, will excuse from penalties in the
one case, why will i t not in the other? And now I
shall excuse the world from determining my conclusion
t o be as natural as yours : for it is pity so reasonable a
disputant as you are, should take so desperate a resolution as "never to pretend any more to judge what
is reasonable in any case whatsoever."
Whether you have proved that force, used by the
magistrate, be a means prescribed by God to procure
the gift of faith from him, which is all you say in the
next paragraph, others must judge.
I n that fbllowing, you quote these words of mine :
6 4 If all the means God has appointed to make rnen
hear and consider, be exhortation in season and out
of season, &c. together with prayer for them, and the
example of meekness, and a good life ; this is all ought
to be done, whether they will hear, or whether they
will forbear." T o which you thus reply, "But if
these be not all the means God has appointed, then
these things are not all that ought t o be done." But
if I ask you, How do you know that this is not all God
has appointed; you have nothing t o answer, to bring
it to your present purpose, but t b t you know i t by the
light of nature. For all you say is but this, that by
the light of nature you know force to be useful and
necessary to bring men into the way of salvation ; by
the light of nature you know the magistrate has a commission t o use force to that purpose ; and by the same
light of nature, you know that miracles were appointed
to supply the want of force till the magistrates were
Christians. I imagine, sir, you would scarce have
thought this a reasonable answer, if you had taken notice of my words in the same paragraph immediately
preceding those you have cited ; which, that you may
see the scope of my argument, I will here trouble you
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again ; and they are these : " I t is not for you and
me, out of an imagination that they may be useful, or
are necessary, to prescribe means in the great and
mysterious work of salvation, other than what God
himself has directed. God has appointed force as
useful and necessary, and therefore it is t o be used;
is a way of arguing becoming the ignorance and humility of poor creatures. But I think force useful or
necessary, and therefore it is to be used; has methinks
a little too much presumption in it. You ask what
means else is there left? None, say I, to be used by
man, but what God himself has directed in the Scriptures, wherein are contained all the means and methods
of salvation. Faith is the gift of God. And we are
not to use any other means to procure this gift to any
one, but what God himself has prescribed. I f he has
there appointed, that any should be forced to hear
those who tell them they have mistaken their way, and
off'er to show them the right; and that they should be
punished by the magistrate, if they did not; it will be
past doubt, i t is to be made use of. But till that 'can
be done, i t will be in vain to say, what other means is
there left."
My argument here lies plainly in this : That all the
means and methods of salvation are contained in the
Scripture: which either you were to have denied, or
else have shown where it was in Scripture that force
was appointed. But instead of that, you tell us, that
God appointed miracles in the beginning of the Gospel.
And though, when these ceased, the means I mention
were all tlie ministers had left, yet this proves not that
the magistrate was not to use force. Your words are,
" As to the first spreaders of the Gospel, it has alleady
been shown, that God appointed other means besides
these for them to use, to induce men to hear and consider : and though, when those extraordinary means
ceased, these means which I mention (viz. preaching,
&c.) were the only means left to the ministers of the
Gospel ; yet that is no proof that the magistrate,
when he became Christian, could not lawfillly use
such meails as his station enabled him to use, whe~i
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they became needful." I said, in express words, " No
means was t o be used by man, but what God himself
has directed in the Scripture." And you answer,
This is no proof that the Christian magistrate may
not use fo:.ce. Perhaps when they so peremptorily interpose their decisive decrees in the business of salvation, establish religions by laws and penalties, with
what articles, creeds, ceremonies, and discipline, they
think fit ; (for this we see done almost in all countries)
when they force men to hear those, and those only,
who b their authority are chosen and allowed to tell
men t ey have mistaken their way, and offer to show
them the right ; i t may be thought necessary to prove
magistrates t o be men. I f that needs no proof, what
I said needs some other answer.
But let us examine a little the parts of what you
here say: '' As to the first spreaders of the Gospel,
say you, i t has already been shown, that God appointed
other means besides exhortation in season and out of
season, prayer, and the example of a good life, for
them to use to induce men to hear and consider."
What were those other means? T o that you answer
readily, miracles. Ergo, men are directed now by
Scripture t o use miracles. O r else what answer do you
make to my argument, which I gave you in these words,
" No means is t o be used by man, but what God himself has directed in the Scriptures, wherein are contained all the means and methods of salvation." No,
they cannot use miracles now as a means, say ou, for
they have them not. What then? There ore the
magistrate, who has it, must use force t o supply the
want of those extraordinary means which are naw
ceased. This indeed is an inference of yours, but
not of the Scriptures. Does the Scripture say any
thing of this? Not a word ; not so much as the lewt
intimation towards it in all the New Testament. Be
i t then true or false, that force is a means to be used
by men in the absence of miracles; this is yet no answer to my argument; this is no proof that i t is appointed in Scripture; which is the thing my argument
turns on.
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Revelation then fails you. Let us see now how reason and common sense, that common light of nature,
will help you out.
You then reason thus : bare preaching, &c. will not
prevail on men to hear and consider; and therefore some
other means is necessary to make them do so. Pray
what do you mean by men, or any other of those indefinite terms, you have always used in this case? Is it
that bare preaching will prevail on no men ? Does reason, (under which I comprehend experience too, and
all the ways of knowledge, contradistinguished to revelation) discover any such thing to you ? I imagine you
will not say that; or pretend that nobody was ever
brought, by preaching or persuasion, to hear and consider the truths of the Gospel, (mean by considering
what you will) without other means used by those who
applied themselves to the care of converting them. To
such therefore as may be brought to hear and consider,
without other means, you will not say that other means
are necessary.
In the next place, therefore, When you say bare
preaching will not prevail on men, do you mean that i t
will not prevail on all men, and therefore it is necessary
that men should use other means? Neither, I think,
will reason authorize you to draw such a consequence:
because neither will preaching alone, nor preaching assisted with force, or any other means man can use, prevail on all men. And therefore no other means can be
pretended to be necessary to be used by man, to do what
men by those means never did, nor ever can do.
That some men shall be saved, and not all, is, I
think, pas6question to all that are Christians: and those
that shall be saved, it is plain, are the elect. If you
think not this plain enough in Scripture, I desire you
to turn to the seventeenth of the XXXIX articles of
the church of England, where you will read these
words : " Predestination to life is the everlasting purpose of God, whereby (before the foundations of the
world were laid) he hath constantly decreed by his
counsel secret to us, to deliver from curse and damnation those whom he has chosen in Christ out of man-
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kind, and to bring them by Christ to everlasting salva.
they which
tion, as vessels made to h o n o ~ ~ rWherefore
be indued with so excellent a benefit of God, be called
according to God's purpose by his Spirit working in
due season : they through grace obey the calling; they
be justified freely; they be made sons of God by adoption; they be made like the image of his only begotten Son Jesus Christ; they walk religiously in
good works; and a t length, by God's mercy, they
attain to everlasting felicity." Now pray tell me
whether bare preaching will not prevail on all the elect
to hear and consider without other means to be used by
men. If you say it will, the necessity of your other
means, I think, is out of doors. I f you say it will not,
I desire you to tell me how you do know it without revelation ? And whether by your own reason you can
tell us, whether any, and what means God has made ne.
cessary, besides what he has appointed in Scripture for
the calling his elect? When you can do this, we shall
think you no ordinary divine, nor a stranger to the
secret counsels of the infinitely wise God. But till
then,your mixing your opinion with the divine wisdom in the great work of salvation, and, from arguments of congruity, taking upon you to declare the
necessity or usefulness of means, which God has not expressly directed, for the gathering in of his elect ; will
scarce authorize the magistrate to use his coactive
power for the edifying and completing the body of
Christ, which is his church. "Those whom God hat11
chosen in Christ out of mankind, before the foundations of the world, are called, according to God's purpose, by his Spirit, working in due season, and through
grace obey the calling," say you in your article.
The outward means that God has appointed for this, is
preaching. Ay, but preaching is not enough ;that is, is
not sufficient means, say you. And I ask you how you
know it ; since the Scripture, which declares all that we
can know in thismatter, says nothing of the insufficiency
of it, or of the necessity of' any other? Nor cat1 there be
a necessity of any other means than what God expressly
appoints, in a matter wherein no means can operate ef:
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fectually, without the assistance of his grace; andwhere
the assistance of his grace can make any outward means
he appoints effectual.
I must desire you here to take notice, that by preaching, which 1 use for shortness, I mean exhortation, instruction, entreaty, praying for; and, in fine, any outward means of persuasion in the power of man, separate
from force.
You tell us here, " as to the first spreaders of the
Gospel, God appointed other means, viz. miracles, for
them to use to induce men to hear and consider." If
by the first spreaders of the Gospel, you mean the
twelve apostles and seventy disciples, whom Christ
himself sent to preach the Gospel; they indeed were
appointed, by his immediate command, t o show miracles by the power which he had bestowed upon them.
But will you say, all the ministers and preachers of the
Gospel had such a commission, and such a power, all
along from the apostles' time ;and that they, every one,
did actually show miracles, t o induce men to hear and
consider, uite down till Christianity was supported by
the law o the empire? Unless you could show this,
though you could produce some well-attested miracles,
done by some men in every age till that time ; yet it
would not be sufficient to prove that miracles were appointed to be constantly used to induce men to hear and
consider ; and so, by your reasoning, to supply the want
of force, till that necessary assistance could be had from
the authority of the magistrate become Christian. For
since it is what you build upon, that men will not hear
and consider upon bare preaching; and I think you will
forwardly enough agree, that till Christianity was made
the religion of'the empire, these were thosc every where
that heard the preachers of it so little, or so little considered what they said, that they rejected the Gospel;
and that therefore miracles or force are necessary means
t o make men hear and consider; you must own that
those who preached without the power of miracles,or the
coactive power of the magistrate accoinpanying them,
were unfurnished of competent and sufficient means to
make men hear and consider ; and so to bring them to
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the true religion. If you will say the miracles done by
others were enough to accompany their preaching, t o
make it be heard and considered ; the preaching of the
ministers at this day is so accompanied, and so will
need no assistance of force from the magistrate. Tf the
report of miracles done by one minister of the Gospel
some time before, and in another place, were sufficient
t o make the preaching of ten or a thousand others be
heard and considered ; why is i t not so now? For the
credibility and attestation of the report is all that is of
moment, when miracles done by others, in other place
are the argument that prevails. But this, I fear, will
not serve your turn in the business of penalties ; and,
whatever might satisfy you in the case of miracles, I
doubt you would not think the salvation of souls sufficiently provided for, if the report of the force of penalties, used some time since on one side of the Tweed,
were all that should assist the preachers of the true religion on the other, t o make men hear and consider.
St. Paul, in his epistle to Titus, instructs him what
he, and the presbyters he should ordain in the cities of
Crete, were to do for the propagating of the Gospel,
and bringing men heartily to embrace it. His directions are, that they should be '' blameless, not rioters,
not self-willed, not soon angry, not given to wine or
filthy lucre, not strikers, not unruly; lovers of hospitality, and of good men; sober, just, holy, temperate;
to be able by sound doctrine both to exhort and convince gainsayers ; in all things to be a pattern of' good
works; in doctrine showing uncorruptedness, gravity,
sincerity, sound speech that cannot be condemned,
that he that is of the contrary part may be ashamed,
having no evil to say of you. These things speak,
and exhort, and rebuke, with all authority. Avoid
foolish questions, and genealogies, and contentions.
A man that is an heretic, after the first and second
admonition, reject." T o repay you the favour of
our greek, i t is trrparroC; which, if I may take your
8berty of receding from our translation, I would read
'' avoid."
Tile Cretans, by the account St. Paul gives of them,
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were a people that would require all the means that
were needful to prevail with any strangers to the Gospel
to hear and consider. But yet we find nothing directed
for the support and propagation of the Gospel in this
island, but preachigg, exhortation, reproof, &c. with
the example of a good life. I n all this epistle, writ
on purpose to instruct the preachers of the Gospel, in
the means they were to use among the Cretans, for their
conversion, not a word about miracles, their power or
use: which one would think strange, if they were the
means appointed, and necessary t o make men hear and
consider, and without which they would not do it.
Preaching, admonition, exhortation, entreaties, instruction, b the common right of reason, were known, and
natura to be used, to persuade men. There needed
not much be said to convince men of it. But, if miracles
were a necessary means, it was a means wholly new, unexpected, and out of the power of other teachers. And
therefore one would think, if they were appointed for
the ends you propose, one should hear something of
that appointment: since that they were to be used, or
llow, and when, was farther from common apprehension, and seems to need some particular direction.
if you say the same Spirit that gave them the power
of miracles, would also give them the knowledge both
that they had it, and how to use i t ; I am far enougb
f'rom limiting the operations of that infinitely wlse
Spirit, who will not fail t o bring all the elect of God
into the obedience of truth, by those means, and in that
manner, he shall think necessary. But yet our Saviour,
when he sent abroad his disciples, with the power of
miracles, not only put it in their commission, whereby
they were informed that they had that extraordinary
gift, but added instructions to them in the use of it :
b c Freely y ~ have
u
received, freely give ;" a caution as
necessary to the Cretan elders, in the use of miracles,
if they had that power ; there being nothing more liable
to be turned to the advantage of filthy lucre.
I do not question but the Spirit of God might give
the power, and stir up the mind of the first spreaders of
the Gospel to do miracles on some extraordinary occa-
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sion. But if they were a necessary means to make men
hear and consider what was preached to them, till force
supplied their place, and so were ordinarily to accompany the preaching of the Gospel, unless it should be
preached without the means appointed and necessary t o
make it prevail ; I think in that case, we may expect i t
should expressly have made a part of the preacher's
commission ; it making a necessary part of the effectual execution of his function.
But the apostle, it seems, thought fit to lay the stress
upon instructing others, and living well themselves ;
upon " being instant in season, and out of season ;" and
therefore directs all his advices for the ordering the Cretan church, and the propagating the Gospel there, t o
make them attend to those necessary things of life and
doctrine, without so much as mentioning the appointment, need, or use of miracles.
I said, 'C But whatever neglect or aversion there is
in some men, impartially and thoroughly to be instructe d ; there will, upon a due examination, I fear, be
found no less a neglect and aversion in others, impartially and thoroughly to instruct them. I t is not
the talking even general truths in plain and clear
language, much less a man's own fancies in scholastical or uncommon ways of speaking an hour or two,
once a week, in public, that is enough t o instruct
even willing hearers in the wa of salvation, and the
grounds of their religion :" an that politic discoursev
and invectives from the pulpit, instead of friendly and
Christian debates with people at their houses, were
not the proper means to inform men in the foundations of religion ; and that if there were not a neglect
in this part, I thought there would be little need of
any other means. T o this you tell me, in the next
paragraph, " you do not see how pertinent my discourse, about this matter, is t o the present question."
If the showing the neglects, observable in the use of
what is agreed t o be necessary means, will not be allowed by you to be pertinent, in a debate about necessary means ; when possibly those very neglects may
serve to make other means seem requisite, which really
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are not so ; yet if you are not of those who will never
think any such discourse pertinent, you will allow me
to mind you of i t again, as not impertinent in answer
to your last letter, wherein you so often tell us of the
sufficient provision made for instruction. For whereever the neglect be, it can scarce be said there is sufficient provision made for instruction in a Christian
country, where great numbers of those, who are in the
communion of the national church, are grossly ignorant
of the grounds of the Christian religion. And I ask
you. whether it be in respect of such conformists you
say, as you do in the same paragraph, that " when the
best provision is made that can be, for the instruction
of the people, you fear a great part of them will still
need some moderate penalties to bring them t o hear
and receive instruction ?"
But what if all the means that can, be not used for
their instruction ? That there are neglects of this kind,
you will, I suppose, take the word of a reverend prelate
of our church, who thought he could not better show
his good-will to the clergy, than by a seasonable discourse of the pastoral care, to cure that neglect for the
future. There he tells you, p. 115, 118, that " ministers should watch over and feed their flock, and not
enjoy their benefices as farms, &c. Which reproach,
says he, whatever we may be, our church is free of;
which he proves by the stipulation and covenant they
make with Christ, that they will never cease their
labour, care, and diligence, till they have done all that
lieth in them, according to their bounden duty; towards all such as are or should be committed to their
care, t o bring them t o a ripeness' of age in Christ."
And a page or two after, having repeated part of the
promise by those who take orders, he adds, " I n this
is expressed the so much neglected, but so necessary
duty, which incumbents owe their flock in a private
way ; visiting, instructing, and admonishing ; which
is one of the most useful and important parts of their
duty, how generally soever i t may be disused or forgotten." P. 187 he says, " every priest that minds his
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drity will find, that no part of it is so useful as catechistical discourses; by means whereof, his people
will understand all his sermons the better, when they
have once a clear notion of all those terms that must
run through them ; for those not being understood,
renders them all unintelligible. Another part of the
priest's duty," he tells you, p. 201,"is with relation to
them that are without, who are of the side of tlie
church of Rome, or among the dissenters. Other
churches and bodies are noted for their zeal in making
proselytes ; for their restless endeavours, as well as
their unlawful methods in i t ; they reckoning perhaps
that all will be sanctified I;y the increasing their par&,
whicli is the true name of making converts, except
they become at the same time good men as well as votaries to a side or cause. We are certainly very remiss
in this of both hands. Little pains is taken to gain
either upon papists or non-conformists : the law has
been so rnuch trusted to, that that method only was
thought sure; it was much valued, and others at
the same time was much neglected. And whereas,
at first, withoutcf;,rce OT violence, in forty years' time
popery, from being the prevailing religion, was reduced to a handful : we have now, in above twice that
number of years, made very little progress," &c.
Perhaps here again you will tell me, you " do not
see how this is pertinent to the present question ;"
which, that you may see, give me leave to put you in
mind, that neither ou, nor any body else, can pretend
force necessary, ti1 all the means of' persuasion have
been used, and nothing neglected that can be done by all
the softer ways of application. And since it is your own
doctrine, that force is not lawful, unless where it is necessary ;the magistrate, upon your principles, can neither lawfully use force, nor the ministers of' any national
church plead for it any where, but where they themselves have first done their duties: a draught whereof,
adapted to our present circumstances, we have in the
newly published discourse of the pastoral care. And
he that shall press the lise of fbrce as necessary,before he
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can answer it to himself and the world, that those who
have taken on them the care of souls have performed
their duties ; were best consider, whether he does not
draw up an accusation against the men of that holy
order, or against the magistrate who suffers them to
neglect any part of their duty. For whilst what that
learned bishop, in the passages above-cited, and in
other places, mentions, is neglected, it cannot be said,
that no other means but force is left ; those, which are
on all hands acknowledged necessary and useful means,
not having yet been made use of.
T o vindicate your method from novelty, you tell me,
it is as old as St. Austin. Whatever he says in the
place you quote, it shows only his opinion, but not
that it was ever used. Therefore, to show it not to be
u that you "think it has been
new in practice, ~ o add,
made use of by a1 those magistrates, who having made
all requisite provisions for the instructing their people
in the truth, have likewise required them, under convenient penalties, to embrace it." Which is as much
as to say, that those magistrates who used your method
did use our method. And that certainly you may
think sa ely, and without fear of being ainsaid.
But now I will tell you what I thinf, in my turn :
and that is, if you could have found an
who had made use of your method, as we1 asmagistrates
you think
you have found a divine that approves of it ; you would
have named those magistrates as forwardly as you do
St. Austin. If I think amiss, pray correct me yet, and
name them.
That which makes me imagine you will hardly find
any examples of it, is what I there said in these words :
All other law-makers have constantly taken this method; that where any thing was to be amended, the
fatilt was first declared, and then penalties denounced
against aN those who, aRer a time set, should be found
guilty of it. This the common sense of mankind, and
the very reasori of laws, (which are intended not for
punishment, but correction) has made so pIain, that
the subtilest and most refined law-makers have not gone
out of this course, nor have tlie most ignorant and bar-
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barous nations missed it. But you have outdone Solon
and Lycurgus, Moses and our Saviour; and are resolved t o be a law-maker of a way by yourself. I t is
an old and obsolete way, and will not serve your turn,
t o begin with warnings and threats of penalties, t o bc
inflicted on those who do not reform, but continue to
do that which you think they fail in. T o allow of impunity to the innocent, or the opportunity of amendment to those who would avoid the penalties, are formalities not worth your notice. You are for a shorter
and surer way. Take a whole tribe, and punish them
at all adventures, whether guilty or no of the miscarriage which you would have amended ; or without
so much as telling them what it is you would have
them do, but leaving them to find it out if they can.
All these absurdities are contained in your way of proceeding, and are impossible to be avoided by any one,
who will punish dissenters, and only dissenters, to
make them consider and weigh the grounds of their
religion, and impartially exanline whether it be true
or no ; and upon what grounds they took it up ; that
so they may find and embrace the truth that must savc
them." These absurdities, I fear, must be removed,
before any magistrates will fnld your method practicable.
I having said, Your method is not altogether unlike the plea made use of to excuse the late barbarous
usage of the protestants in France, from being a persecution for religion, viz. That i t was not a punishment for religion, but for disobeying the king's laws,
which required them to come to mass : so by your
rule dissenters must be punished, not for the religion
they have embraced, but the reli ion they have reIn answer to this, in t f e next paragraph,
jected."
ou take abundance of pains t o prove, that the king of
$ranceYs laws, that require going to mass, are no laws.
You were best to say so on the other side of the water.
I t is sure the punishments were punishments, and the
dragooning was dragooning. And if you think that
plea excused thetn not, I am of your mind. But nevertheless am of opinion, as I was, that it will prove as
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good a plea as yours ; which is what you argue against
in your next paragraph, in the words following, wherein
you examine the likeness of your new method to this
plea. You tell me, "I say, by your rule, the dissenters
(from the true religion, for you speak of' 110 other)
must be punished (or, if I please, subjected to moderate penalties, such as shall make them uneasy, but
neither destroy nor undo them) : for what ?" Indeed I
thought by your first book you meant not for their religion, but to make them consider; but here you ask
me " where it is you say that dissenters from the true
religion are not to be punished for their religion ? So
then, i t seems in your opinion now, dissenters from
the true religion are to be punished," or, as you are
pleased t o mollify the expression, for the thing is tlle
same, "subjected to moderate penalties for their religion." I think I shall not need to prove, to any
one but one of your nice style, that the execution of
penal laws, let the penalties be great or small, are punishments.
I f therefore the religion of dissenters from the true,
be a fault t o be punished by the magistrate ; who is t o
judge who are guilty of that fault ? Must it be the magistrate every where ; or the magistrate in some countries, and not in others; or the magistrate nowhere ?
I f the magistrate nowhere is to be judge who are dissenters from the true religion, he can nowhere punish
them. I f he be to be every where judge ; then the king
of France, or the great Turk, must punish those whom
they judge dissenters froin the true religion, as well as
other potentates. I f some magistrates have a right t o
judge, and others not; that yet, I fear, how absurd
soever i t be, should I grant it, will not do your business.
For besides that they will hardly agree to make you
their infallible umpire in the case, t o determine who of
them have, and who have not, this right to judge which
is the true religion ; or if they should, and you shoultl
declare the king of England had that right, viz. whilst
he complied to support the orthodoxy, ecclesiastical
polity, and tl~oseceremonies which you approve of; but
that the king of France, and the great Turk, 11acl it
M M 2
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not, and so could have no right to use force on those
they judged dissenters from tbe true religion; you
ought to bethink yourself what you will reply to one
that should use your own words: " If such a degree
of outward force, as has been mentioned, be really of
great and even necessary use, for the advancing of the
true religion and salvation of souls ; then it must be
acknowledged, that in prance and Turkey, &c. there
is a right somewhere to use it, for the advancing those
ends; unless we will say (what without impiety eannot be said), that the wise and benign Disposer and
Governor of all things has not in France and Turkey
furnished mankind with competent means for the promoting his own honour, and the good of souls."
You go on, and tell us they are to be punished, not
for following the light of their own reason, nor for
obeying the dictates of their own consciences, "but
rather for the contrary. For the light of their own
reason and the dictates of their own conscience (if
their reason and their consciences were not perverted
and abused) would undoubtedly lead them to the
same thing, to which the method you speak of is desi ned to bring them ;" i. e. to the same thing to
w ich your reason and your conscience leads you. For
if you were to argue with a papist, or a presbyterian,
in the case, what privilege have you to tell him, that
his reason and conscience is perverted, more than he
has to tell you that yours is so ? Unless it be this insupportable presumption, that our reason and conscience
ought to be the measure o all reason and conscience
in all others; which how you can claim, without pretending to infallibility, is not easy to discern.
The (tiversion you give yourself about the likeness
and unlikeness of two pleas, I shall not trouble myself
with ; since, when your fit of mirth was over, you were
forced to confess, That as I have made your plea for
you, you think there is no considerable difference, as
to the fairness of them; excepting what arises from
the different degrees of punishment, in the French
discipline and your method. But if' the French plea
Lre not true; and that which I make to be yours be
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not yours ;"-I must beg your pardon, sir ; I dicl not
think i t was your opinion, nor do I yet remember that
you any where said in your Argument, &c. that men
were to be punished for their religion; but that it
was purely to make men "examine the religion they
had embraced, and the religion that they had rejected."
And if that were of moment, I should think myself
sufficiently justified for this m mistake, by what ou
say in your Argument, &c. $om p. 6 to 1% &ut
since you explain yourself otherwise here, I am not
unwilling t o take your hypothesis, as you from time t o
time shall please to reform it. You answer then, that
"to make them examine is indeed the next end for
which they are to be punished." But what is that t o
my question? Which, if it be pertinent, demands for
what fault, not for what end, they are to be punished:
as appears even by my next words. " So that they are
punished, not for having offended against a law, i. e.
not for any fault ; for there is no law in England that
requires them to examine." This, I must confess,
was to show, that here, as in France, whatever was pretended, yet the true reason why people were punished
was their religion. And it was for this agreement,
that in both places religion was meant, though something else was talked of; that I said your plea was like
that made use of in France. But I see I might have
spared my pains to prove that you punish dissenters
for their religion, since you here own it.
You tell me, in the same place, I was impertinent in
my question ; which was this, " For what then are they
to be punished?" that I demanded for what end, and
not for what fault, they are t o be punished. In good
earnest, sir, I was not so subtile as t o distinguish them.
I $ways tlrought that the end of all laws was t o amend
those faults which were forbidden ; and that when any
one was punished, the fault for which he was punished
was the transgression of the law, in that particular
which was by the law commatided or forbidden ; and
the end of the unishment was the amendment of that
ihult for the uture. For example ; if the law comrnanded to hear, not hearing was the fjult punished ;
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and the end of that punishment was t o make the offenders hear. If the law commanded to examine, the
fault punished, when that law was put in execution,
was not examining ; and the end of' the punishment,
to make the offenders examine. I f the law commanded
conformity, the fault was non-conformity ; and the end
of it to make men conform.
This was my apprehension concerning laws, and ends
of punishments. And I must own myself still so dull
as not to distinguish otherwise between "the fault for
which men are to be punished, and the end for which
they are to be punished ;" but only as the one is past,
the other future. The transgression, or fault, is an
omission or action that a man is already guilty of; the
end of the punishment, that it be not again repeated.
So that if a man be punished for the religion he professes,
I can see no other end for which he is punished, but
t o make him quit that religion. No other immediate
end I mean; for other remote ends, to which this is
subordinate, it may have. So that if not examining the
religion which men have embraced, and the religion
they have rejected, be not the fault for which men are
punished ; I would be glad you would show me how it
can be the next end, as you sap i t is, of their being
punished. And that you may not think my dulness
gives you a labour without ground, I will tell you the
reason why I cannot find any other next end of punishment, but the amendment of the fault forbidden ; and
that is, because that seems to me to be the end, the next
end, of any action ; which, when obtained, the action
is to cease, and not cease till it be attained. And thus,
I think, i t is in punishments ordained by the law. When
the fault forbidden is amended, the punishment is to
cease, and not till then. This is the only way I have
t o know the end or final cause for which any action is
done. If you have any other? you will do me a liindness to instruct me. This it is which makes me conclude (and I think with me all those who have not had
the lcisure and happiness to attain the utmost refining
of the schools), that if their religion be tlle fault for
whicl~dissei~tersare punished, examining is not the end
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fbr which they are punished, but the change of' thcir
religion : though examining may, perhaps, in some
men, precede their change, and help to it. But that is
not necessary. A man may change his religion without
i t : and when he has chansed, let the motive be what
it will, the end the law alms at is obtained, and the
punishment ceases. So, on the other side, if not hearing, not examining, be the fault for which men are
punished; conformity is not the next end for which
they are punished, though it may perhaps, in some, be
a consequence of it ; but hearing and examining must
be understood to be the ends for which they are
punished. If they are not the ends, why does the
punishment cease when those ends are attained? And
thus you have my thoughts concerning this matter,
which perhaps will not be very pertinent, as mine have
not the good luck always t a be to you, to a man of
nicer distinctions.
But let us consider your hypothesis as it now stands,
and see what advantage you have got t o your cause by
this new explication.
Dissenters from the true religion are to be punished, say you, for their religion."
Why ? because it is a fault. Against whom ? Against
God. Thence it follows indeed, that God, if he pleases,
inay punish it. But liow will you prove that God has
given the magistrates of the earth a power to punish all
faults against himself? Covetousness, or not loving our
iicighbour as ourselves, are faults or sins against God.
Ought tho magistrate to punish these? But I shall not
need to trouble you much with that question. This
matter, I think, will be decided between us without
going so far.
If the magistrate may punish any one for not being
of the true religion, must the magistrate judge what is
that true religion, or no? If he must not, what must
uide him in the punishing of some, and not of' athers ?
$01- so it is in all places where there is a national religion
established by penal laws. If the magistrate be commissioned by the same law of nature (fbr that is all the
commission you pretend to) to judge what is the true
religion, by which he is authorized to punish those who
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dissent from it ; must not all magistrates judge, and
accordingly punish those who dissent from that, which
they judge the true religion, i. e. in effect, those who
dissent from theirs ? And if all magistrates have a power
to punish those who are not of their religion ;I ask you,
whether it be of more use or disadvantage to the promoting true religion, and salvation of souls? And when
you have resolved that question, you will then be able
to tell me, whether the usefulness of it, which must be
determined by the greater good or harm it is like to do,
is such as to justify your doctrine about it, or the magistrate's use of it.
Besides, your making the dissenting from the true
religion a fault to be punished by the magistrate, puts
an end to our pretence to moderate punishments;
which, in t is place, you make use of to distinguish
yours from the French method ; saying, that 6 6 your
method punishes men with punishments which do not
deserve to be called so, when compared with those of
the French discipline." But if the dissenting from the
true religion be a fault that the magistrate is to punish,
and a fault of that consequence, that it draws with it the
loss of a man's soul; I do not see how other magistrates,
whose duty it is to punish faults under their cognizance,
and b punishing to amend them, can be more remiss
than t e king of France has been, and forbear declaring
that they will have all their people saved, and endeavour
by such ways as he has done to effect it : especially since
you tell us, that " God now leaves religion to the care
of men, under his ordinary providence, to try whether
they will do their duties in their several capacities
or not, leaving them answerable for all that may follow
$torn their neglect." In the correcting of faults, malo
nodo malus cuneus," is not only what is justifiable, but
what is requisite. But of this more fully in another place.
In the next place, I do not see how, by your method,
as you explain it here, the magistrate can punish any
one for not being of the true religion, though we should
grant him to have a power to do it; whilst you tell us,
that "your method punishes men for rejecting the
true religion, proposed to them with suEcient evidence;
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which certainly is a fault." By this part of your
scheme it is plain, that you allow the magistrate to punish none but those to whom the true religion is proposed with sufficient evidence ; and sufficient evidence,
you tell us, " is such as will certainly win assent whereever it is duly considered." Now by this rule there
will be very few that the magistrate will have a right
to punish ; since he cannot know whether those who
dissent do it for want of due consideration in them, or
want of sufficient evidence in what is proposed ; unless
you mean by due consideration, such consideration that
always does bring men actually to assent ; which is in
effect to say nothing at all. For then your rule amounts
to thus much, " that sufficient evidence is such as will
certainly win assent wherever it is considered duly,"
i. e. so as to win assent. This being like some of those
other rules we have met with, and ending in a circle ;
which after you have traced, you at last find yourself
just where you were at setting out ; I leave it to you
to own as you think fit: and tell yoil, if by duly considering, you mean considering to his utmost ; that
then, that which is proposed t o one with sufficient evidence to win assent, may not be so to another.
There are propositions extant in geometry, with their
demonstrations annexed ; and that with such sufficient
evidence to some men of deep thought and penetration,
as to make them see the demonstration, and give assent
to the truth : whilst there are many others, and those
no novices i n mathematics, who, with all the consideration and attention they can use, are never able to athifi unto it. I t is so in other parts of truth. That
v~hichhath evidence enough to make one man certain,
has not enough to make another so much as guess i t to
be true ; though he has spared no endeavour or application in examining it. And therefore, if the magisQate be to punish none but those who reject the true
religion, when it has been offered with sufficient evidence; I imagine he will not have many to punish, if
he will, as he ought, distinguish between the innocent
and the guilty.
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Upon our forwardness to encourage the magistrate's
use of orce in matters of religion, by its usefulness,
even so far as to pretend advantages from what yourself
acknowledge the misapplication of it, I say that " So
instead of disheartening from, you give encouragement to the mischief; which upon your principle,
joined to the natural thirst in man after arbitrary
power, may be carried to all manner of exorbitanc ,
with some pretence of right." To which your rep p
is, That ou " speak nowhere but of the use and necessity of! force." What think you in the place mentioned, of the gain that you tell the sufferers they shall
make by the magistrate's punishing them to bring them
to a wron religion ? You do not, as I remember, there
say, that orce is necessary in that case ; though they
gaining, as you say, by it this advantage, '' that they
know better than they did before where the truth
does lie," you cannot but allow, that such a misapplication of force " may do some service, indirectly and
at a distance, towards the salvation of souls."
But that you may not think, whilst I had under consideration the dangerous encouragement ou gave ta
men in power to be very busy with their orce in matters of religion, by all the sorts of usefiilness you could
imagine of it, however applied, right or wrong, that
I declined mentioning the necessity you pretend of
force, because it would not as well serve to the purpose
for which I mention its usefulness ; I shall here take
it so, that the reader may see what reason you had to
complain of my not doing it before.
Thus then stands your system : " The procuring and
advancing any wa of the spiritual and e t e r ~ ainterests
l
of men is one o the ends of civil society."
And
force is put into the magistrate's hands, as necessary
for the attaining those ends, where no other means are
left, " Who then upon your grounds may quickly find
reason, where it suits his inclination, or serves his turn,
to punish men directly to bring them to his religion."
For if he may use force, because it is necessary, as being
the only means left to make men consider those reasons
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and arguments, which otherwise they would not consider; why may he not by the same rule use force, as the
only means left to procure men degrees of glory, which
otherwise they would not attain, and so to advance their
eternal interests ? For St. Paul assures us, that c L the
afflictions of this life work for us a far more exceeding weight of glory." So that whether the magistrate may not, when it may serve his turn, ar ue thus
from your principles, judge you: dissenters rom my
religion must be punished, if in the wrong, to bring
them into the right way ;if in the right, to make them
by their sufferings gainers of a far more exceeding
weight of glory.
But you say, " unless it be as necessary for men to
attain any greater degree of glory, as it is to attain
glory, it will not follow, that if the magistrate may
use force, because it msy be indirectly, &c. useful
towards the procuring any degree of glory, he may
by the same rule use it where it may be in that manner useful towards the procuring a greater degree of
glory. But that there is the same necessity of' men's
attaining a greater degree of glory, as there is of their
attaining glory, no man will affirm. For without
attaining glory, they cannot escape the damnation
of hell; which yet they may escape, without any
greater degree of glory." One of the ends of a commonwealth is, say you, the advancing men's eternal interests. The procuring greater degrees of glory, is the
advancing a man's eternal interest. The use of force to
make men suffer for the truth, what otherwise they
would not suffer, is as necessaryfor the attaining a higher
degree of glory, as using force to make men consider,
what otherwise they would not consider, is necessary
for the attaining any degree of glory. But you will say,
" Attaining glory is absolutely necessary, but tile attaining any greater degree of glory, however desirable,
is not so necessary. Now if' there be not the same
necessity of the one of these, as there is of the other;
there can be no pretence to say, that whatever is lawfill in respect of one of them, is likewise so in respect
of the other." But there will always be a just pre-
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tence to say, if advancing the eternal interests of men
be one of the ends of a commonwealth, and that the
force in the magistrate's hands be necessary to the attaining that end ; that then the magistrate is obliged to use
it, whether you will think that end absolutely necessary, or as necessary as another, or no. I shall not here
trouble you again with your mistake about what is absolutely necessary ; having taken notice of it in another
place. Only I shall desire you to show me, that the
attaining of glory is absolutely necessary, when next
time you have occasion to affirm it. Attaining of glory
is necessary in order to happiness; and attaining a
greater degree of glory is necessary in order to greater
happiness : but neither of them is absolutely necessary,
but in order to their respective ends.
And now, though as you say, " you do not think
yourself bound to take notice of' all that may be done
with some pretence of right :" yet, I suppose, upon
cooler thoughts, when you have considered of what dangerous consequence an argument, managed as yours is,
may be to the true religion, and the sincere professors
of it ; and what occasion or encouragement it may give
to men in power, warmed with zeal, and excited by the
proper ministers of their own religion, to make a wrong
and exorbitant use of force in matters of religion ;. you
will another time think yourself bound not to let it go
abroad again without some caution to the magistrate in
the use of it : without one word of advice at least, that
since it is given him, as you say, only for promoting
the true religion, he should take care, and examine impartially whether what he employs it for be the one
only true religion : it being your opinion, whenever he
makes use of force in matters of religion, for the promoting any thing but that, he goes beyond his commission, injures his subjects, and endangers his own soul.
By this time, sir, I suppose you see upon what grounds
I think you have not cleared those difficulties which
were charged by me on your method : and my reader
will see what reason there was for those imputations,
which, with so loud an outcry, you laid upon me of
unfair dealing ; since there is not one of them which
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cannot be made good to be contained either in your
book or in your hypothesis; and so clearly, that I
could not imagine that a man who had so far considered government, as to engage in print, in such a controversy as this, could miss seeing i t as soon as mentioned t o him. One of them which very much offends
you, and makes you so often tell me what I say is impertinent, and nothing to the purpose, and sometimes
t o use warmer expressions, is, that I argue against a
power in the magistrate to bring men to his own religion: for I could not imagine that, to a Inan of any
thought, i t could need proving, that if there were a
commission given to all magistrates by the law of nature,
which obliged them to use force t o bring men t o the
true religion ; i t was not possible for them to put this
commission in execution, without being judges what
was the true religion ; and then there needed no great
quickness to perceive, that every magistrate, when your
commission came to be put in execution, would, one
as well as another, find himself obliged to use force t o
bring men to that which he believed to be the true religion. But since this was so hard for you to see, I now
have been a t the pains to prove it, and thereby to clear
all those imputations. I shall not instance in any other :
they are all of a like kind. Only where you complain
I have not cited your words fairly, if you can show that
I have done it any where in this or the second letter,
t o the advantage of my cause ; or t o avoid any argument in them, not answered ; if you please to show i t
me, I shall either let you see your mistake, or acknowledge mine.
And now, whether you shall think what I have said
worth that consideration you promise, or take it all for
cavils and impertinencies, to me is very indifferent.
Enjoy, as you please, that short and easy way of answering. But if the party you write for be, as you say, God,
and'the souls of men ; i t will require you seriously to
weigh your scheme, examine and put together the parts
of it ; observe the tendency and consequences; and, in
a word, consider things, and not words. For the party
of God and souls needs not any help fiom obscurity or
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uncertainty of general and equivocal terms, but may
be spoke out clearly and distinctly ; needs no retreat in
the round of equivalent, or the uncertainty of misapplied expressions, that may serve to amuse and deceive
the unwary, but instruct nobody; and, lastly, needs
no leave nor allowance from men of' art, to direct both
subjects and magistrates to the examination of the Scriptures, wherein God has revealed to the world the ways
and means of salvation. In doing of this, in a treatise
where you profess " the subject of your inquiry is only
what method is to be used to bring men to the true
religion," the party you profess to write for would
have justified you against the rules of any lawful art ;
and no Christian man, of what art soever, would have
denied you that liberty ; and if I mistake not, the party,
you say you write for, demands it of you.
I f you find, upon a review of the whole, that you have
managed your cause for God and the souls of men with
that sincerity and clearness that satisfies yo~lrown reason, and you think may satisfy that of other men ; I
shall congratulate to you so happy a constitution. But
if all your magnified and necessary means of force, in
the way you contend for, reaches no farther than to
bring men to a bare outward conformity to the church
of England ; wherein you can sedately affirm, that it is
presumable that all that are of it are so upon reason and
conviction ; I suppose there needs no more to be said
to convince the world what party you write for.
The party you write for is God, you say. But if all
you have said aims or amounts to nothing more than
that the church of England, as now established by law,
in its doctrines, ceremonies, and discipline, should be
supported by the power of'the magistrate, and men by
force be driven into it ; I fear the world will think you
have very narrow thoughts of God, or that that is not
the party you write for. I t is true, you all along speak
of bringing men to the true religion. But to evidence
to ou, that by the one on1 true religion you mean
on y that of the church of England, I tell you, that,
upon your principles, you cannot name any other church
now in the world, (and I again clemand of you to do
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it) for the promoting whereof, or punishing dissentel-s
from it, the magistrate has the same right to usc force
as you pretend he has here in England. Till yo11therefore name some such other true church and true religion, besides that of England, your saying, that God
is the party you write for, will rather show that you
make bold with his name, than that you do not write
for another party.
You say too, you write not for any party, but the
souls of men. You write indeed, and contend earnestly,
that men should be brought into an outward conformity
t o the church of England: but that they embrace that
profession upon reason and conviction, you are content
to have it presumable, without any farther inquiry or
examination. And those who are once in the outward
communion of the national church, however ignorant
or irreligious they are, you leave there unassisted by
your only competent means, force ; without which, you
tell us, the true religion, by its own light and strength,
is not able to prevail against men's lusts, and the corruption of nature, so as to be considered as it ought,
and heartily embraced. And this droppecl not from
your pen by chance ; but you professedly make excuses
for those of the national religion who are ignorant of
the grounds of it, and give us reasons why force cannot be used to those who outwardly conform, to make
them consider so as sincerely to embrace, believe, and
obey the truth that must save them. But the reverend
author of the Pastoral Care tells you, p. 201, "party is
the true name of making converts, except they become
at the same time good men."
If the use of force be necessary for the salvation of
souls, and men's souls be the party you write for; you
will be suspected to have betrayed your party, if your
method and necessary means of salvation reach no
farther than to bring men to outward conformity,
though t o the true church; and after that abandons
them to their lusts and depraved natures, destitute of
the help of force-your
necessary and competent
mealis of salvation.
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This wag of managing the matter, whatever you intend, seeme rather, in the fitness of it, to be fur another
party. But since you assure us, you write for nothing
but God and men's souls, it can otlly be said you had
a good intention, but ill luck ; since your scheme, put
into the language of the country, will fit any national
church and clergy in the world, that can but suppose
itself the true ; and that I presume none of them will
fail t o do.
You were more than ordinary reserved and gracious,
when you tell me, That "what party I write for,
you will not undertake t o say."
But having told me,
that my letter tends to the promoting of scepticism in
religion ; you thought, i t is like, that was sufficient to
show the party I wrlte for ; and so you might safely end
your letter with words that looked like civil. But that
you may another time be a little better informed what
party I write for, I will tell you. They are those who
in every nation fear God, work righteousness, and are
accepted with him ; and not those who in every nation
are zealous for human constitutions ; cry up nothing so
much as outward conformity to the national religion ;
and are accepted by those who are the promoters of it.
Those that I write for are those, who, according to the
light of their own consciences, are every where in earnest
in matters of their own salvation, without any desire to
impose on others ; a party so seldom favoured b any
of the powers or sects of the world ; a party that as so
few preferments to bestow; so few benefices to reward
the endeavours of any one who appears for i t ; that I
conclude I shall easily be believed when I say, that
neither hopes of preferment, nor a design to recommend
myself to those I live amongst, has biassed my understanding, or misled me in my undertaking. So much
truth as serves the turn of any particular church, and
can be acconlmodated to the narrow interest of some human constitution, is indeed often received with applause,
and the publisher finds his account in it. But I think
I may say, truth, in its full latitude of those generous
pril~ciplesof' the Gospel, which so much recommend
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and i~lculcateuniversal charity, and a freedom from the
inventions and impositions of me11 in the things of God;
has so seldom had a fair and favourable hearing any
where, that he must be very ignorant of the history and
nature of man, however dignified and distinguished,
who proposes t o himself any secular advantage by
writing for her a t that rate.
As to your request in the close of yonr letter, I hope
this mill satisfy you, that you might have spared i t ;
and yoil, with the rest of the world, will see that all I
writ in my former was so true, that you need not have
given me any caution for the future. As to the pel tinence of what I say, J doubt whether I shall please you;
because I find by your last letter, that what is brought
by me to show the weakness, absurtiities, or insignificancy of what you write, you are very apt to call impertinent, and nothing to the purpose. You must pardon me therefore, if I have endeavoured more t o please
other readers than you in that point. I hope they will
find, in what I have said, not much beside the matter.
But to a man who, supposing liimself in the right,
builds all upon that supposition, and takes it for an injury to have that privilege denied him ; t o a man who
would sovereignly decide for all the world what is the
true religion, and thereby empower what magistrates
he thinks fit, and what not, to use force; t o such a
man, not t o seem impertinent, would be really t o be
so. This makes me pleased with your reply to so many
passages of my letter, that they were nothing t o the
purpose: and it is in your clloice whether in your
opinion any thing in this shall be so.
But since this depends upon your keeping steadily t o
clear and settled notions of'things, separate from words
and expressions used in a doubtful and undetermined
signification, wherewith inen of art often amuse themselves and others,-I shall not be so unreasonable as to
expect, whatever yo11 promise, that you should lay by
your learning to embrace truth, arid own what will not
perhaps suit very well with your circumstances and
interest.
VOL. VI.
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I see my design not t o omit any thing that you
might think looks like an argument i n yours, has made
mine grow beyond the size of a letter. But an answer
to an one being very little different from a letter, I
shall et it go under that title. I have in it also endeavoured to bring the scattered parts of your scheme into
some method, under distinct heads; to give a fuller
and more distinct view of them ; wherein, if any of the
arguments, which give support to your hypothesis,
have escaped me unawares, be pleased to show them
me, and I shall either acknowledge their force, or endeavour to show their weakuess.
I am, Sir,
Your most humble servant,
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-4 FRESH revival of the controversy formerly between
vou and me is what I suppose nobody did expect from
i o u after twelve years' silence. But reputation,asufficient
cause for a new war, as you give the world to understand,
hath put a resolution into your heart, and arms into
your hands, to make an example of me, to the shame
and confi~sionof all those who could be so injurious to
you, as t o think you could quit the opinion you had
appeared for in print, and agree with me in the matter
of Toleration. It is visible how tender even men of
the most settled calinness are in point of reputation,
and it is allowed the most excusable part of human
fi-ailty ; and therefore nobody can wolldel. to see a
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report thought injurious laboured against with miglit
and main, and the assistance and cause of religion itself
taken in and made use of to put a stop t o it. But yet
fbr all this there are sober men who are of opinion,
that it better becomes a Christian temper, that disputes, especially of religion, sllould be waged purely
for the sake of truth, and not for our own : self should
have nothing to do in them. But since as we see it
will crowd itself in, and be often the principal agent,
your ingenuity in owning what has brought you upon
the stage again, and set you on work, after the ease
and quiet you resolutely maintained yourselfin so many
years, ought to be commended, in giving us a view of
the discreet choice you have made of a method suited
t o your purpose, which you publish to the world in
these words,.p. 2 : <' Being desirous to put a stop to a
report So injurious, as well as groundless, as I look
upon this t o be, I think it will be no improper way of
doing it, if 'l thus signify t o you and the reader, that I
find nothing more convincing in this your long letter
than I did in your two former ; giving withal a brief
specimen of the answerableness of i t : which I choose
to do upon a few pages a t the beginning, where you
have placed your greatest strength, or at least so much
of i t as you think sufficient to put an end to this controversy."
Here we have your declaration of war, ofthe grounds
that moved you to it, and of your compendious way t o
assured victory ; which I must own is very new and
very remarkable. You choose a few pages out of the
beginning of my Third Letter; in these, you say, <' I
have placed my greatest strength." So that, what I
have there said being baffled, it gives you a just triumph
over my whole long Letter; and all the rest of it being
but pitiful, weak, impertinent stuff,is by the overthrow
of this forlorn hope fully confuted.
This is called answering by specimen. A new way,
which the world owes to your invention ; an evidence
that whilst you said nothing you did not spare thinking.
And indeed it was a noble thouglit, a stratagem which
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I believe scarce any other but yourself would have
found out in a meditation of twice twelve years, how
t o answer arguments without saying a word to them,
or so much as reciting them; and, by examining six or
seven pages in the beginning of a book, reduce to nothing above three hundred pages of it that follow. This
is indeed a decisive stroke that lays all flat before you.
Who can stand against such a conqueror, who, by barely
attacking of one, kills a hundred? This would certainly
be an admirable way, did it not degrade the conqueror,
whose business is to d o ; and turn him into a mere
talking gazetteer, whose boasts are of no consequence.
For after slaughter of foes, and routing of armies by
such a dead-doing hand, nobody thinks it strange to
find them all alive again safe and sound upon their
feet, and in a posture of defending themselves. T h e
event, in all sorts of controversies, hath often better
instructed those who have, without bringing it to trial,
presumed on the weakness of their adversaries. However this which you have set up, of confuting without
arguing, cannot be denied to be a ready way, and well
thought on t o set you up high, and your reputation
secure in the thoughts ofyour believing readers, if that
be, as i t seeins it is, your business; but, as I take it,
tends not a t all to the informing their understandings,
and making them see the truth and grounds it stands
on. That, perhaps, is too much for the profane vulgar
ta know ; i t is enough for them that you know i t for
them, and have assured them that you can, when you
please to condescend so far, confound all that any one
offers against your opinion. An iinplicit faith of your
being in the right, and ascribing victory to you, even in
points whereof' you have said nothing, is that which
some sort of men think most useful ; and so their followers have but tongues for their champion to give him
the praise and authority he aims at, it is no matter whether they have any eyes for themselves to see on which
side the truth lies. Thus, methinks, you and I both find
our account iu this controversy under your management; you in setting your reputation safe from the
blemish it would have been to it that you were I~rotlght
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over to my opinion ;and I in seeing (if you will forgive
me so presr~nipt~ious
a word) that you have left my cause
safe in all tliose parts you have said nothing to, and not
very much da~nagedin that part you have attacked, as
I hope to show the indifferent reader. You enter upon
your specimen, p. 2, by minding me that I tell you,
" That I doubt not but t o let you see, that if you will
be true t o your own principles, and stand t o what you
have said, you must carry some degrees of force to all
those degrees which in words you declare against, even
t o the discipline of fire and faggot." And you say,
" if I malte my word good, you assure me you will
carry a faggot yourself to the burning what you have
and outrageous a discipline:
written for so ur~mercifi~l
but till I have done that, you suppose the discipline you
have endeavoured t o defend tnay remain safe and unhurt, as i t is, in its own nature, harmless and salutary
to the world."
To promise fairly is then the part of an honest man,
when the time of performance is not yet come. But i t
falls out unluckily here, for you who have undertaken,
answering some parts of my Second Letter, t o show
t e answerableness of the whole, that instead of answering, you promise to retract, " i f 1 make good my word,
in proving upon your own principles you must carry
yo:tr some degrees of force t o fire and faggot."
Sir, my endeavours to make my word good have
lain before you a pretty competent time: the world is
witness of it, and will, as I imagine, think it time for
you, since you yourself have brought this question upon
the stage, either to acknowledge that I Iiave made my
word good, or, by invalidating my argatnents, show that
1 have not. H e that after a debt of so many years only
romises what brave things he will do hereafter, is
Eard1.y thought upon the Exchange t o do what he ought.
T h e account in his hand requires t o be made up and
balanced; and that will show, not what he is t o promise, but, if he be a fair man, what he is t o perform.
I f the schools make longer allowances of time, and
admit evasions for satisfaction, it is fit you use your privilege, arid take tl~oretime to consider; only I crave
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leave in the mean while to refer my reader to what I
have said on this argument, Chap. iv. of my Third
Letter, that he may have a view of your way of answering by specimen, andjudge whether all that 1 have there
urged be answered by what you say here, or what you
promise here be ever like to be performed.
The nest sample you give t o show the answerableness
of my Letter, is not much more lucky than the former ;
it may be seen, pp. 3 and 4, where you say, that I tell
you, p. 119, " That you have altered the question ;"
for it seems, p. 26, you tell me the question between us
is, " Whether the magistrate has a right to use force
to bring inen to the true religion ? Whereas, p. 76, you
yourself, I say, own the question t o be, whether the
magistrate has a right t o use force in matters of religion?" "Which affirmation of mine, you must take leave
to tell me, is a mere fiction ; far neither p. 76, nor any
where else, do you own the question to be what I say
YOLI do."
6 c And as to using force in matters of religion (which
you say are my words, not yours), if I mean by it the
using force to bring men to any other religion besides
the true, you are so far from owning the question to
be, whether the magistrate has a right t o use force for
such a purpose, that you have always thought it oilt
of question, that no man in the world, magistrate or
other, can have any right to use either force, or any
other means that I can name, to bring men to any false
religion, how much soever he may persuade himself
that it is true."
" It is not, therefore, from any alteration, but from
the true state of the question, that you take occasion,
as I complain without cause, to lay a load on me, for
charging you with the absurdities of a power in the
magist]-ates to punish men, to bring them to their religion." "But i t seems, l~avinglittle to say against what
you do assert,. you say, I find i t necessary myself t o
alter the quest~on,and to make the world believe that
you assert what you do not; that I may have something before me which I can confute."
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I n this paragraph you positively deny that i t is any
where owned by you as the question between us, " Whether the magistrate has a right of using force in matters
of religion ?" Indeed, these words are not as they are
cited in p. 76 of your former Letter; but he that will
turn over the leaf may, in p. 78, read these words of
yours, viz. that " You refer it to me, whether I, in
saying nobody has a right, or you, in saying the magistrate has a right to use force in matters of religion,
have most reason :" though you positively tell me,
" that neither p. 76, nor any where else, do you own
the question t o be what I say you do." And now let
the reader judge between us. I should not perhaps
have so much as taken notice of this, but that you, who
are so sparing of your answer, that you think a brief
specimen upon some few pages of the beginning of my
Letter sufficient to confute all I have said in it, do yet
spend the better part o l two pages on this; which, if I
liad been mistaken in, i t had been of no great consequence ; of which I see no other use you have but to
cast on me some civil reflections of your fashior), and
fix on me the imputation of fiction, mere fiction; a
cotnpliment which I shall not return you, though you
say " w i n g force in matters of religion" are my words,
not yours. Whether they are your words or not, let
p. 78 of your former Letter decide; where you own
yourself to say, that " the magistrate has a right to use
fbrce in matters of religion." So that this, as I take it,
is a specimen of your being very positive in a mistake,
and about a plain matter of fact, about an action of
your own ; and so will scarce prove a specimen of the
answerableness ofall I say in my Letter, unless we must
allow that truth and falseliood are equally answerable,
when you declare against either of them.
T h e next part of' your specimen we have, pp. 4, 5,
where you tell me that I undertake t o prove, that " if
upon your grounds the magistrate be obliged to use force
t o bring Inen to the true religion, it will necessarily follow, that every magistrate, who believes his religion to
be true, is obliged to use force to bring Inen t o his."
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" Now because this undertaking is so necessary for
me, and my whole cause seems to depend upon the
success of it, you shall the more carefully consider
how well I perform it: but before you do this it will
be fit to let me know in what sense you grant my
inference, and in what sense you deny it. .Now that
every magistrate, who upon just and sufficient grounds
believes his religion to be true, is obliged to use some
moderate penalties, (which is all the force you ever
contended for) t o bring men to his religion, you
freely grant, because that must needs be the true religion ; since no other can, upon such grounds, be believed to be true. But that any magistrate, who upon
weak and deceitful grounds believes a false religion t o
be true (and he can never do i t upon better grounds),
is obliged to use the same, or any other means, t o
bring men to his religion; this you flatly deny, nor
can it by any rules of reasoning be inferred from what
yoii assert."
Here you tell me you grant my inference, in this
sense, viz. " That every magistrate, who upon just and
sufficierlt grounds believes his religion to be true, is
bound to use force to bring men to it."
Here you grant that every magistrate, without know.
ing that his religion is true, is obliged, upon his believing i t to be true, to use force to bring inen to it;
indeed you add, " who believes it to be true upon just
and sufficient grounds." So ~ O L Ihave got a distinction, and that always sets off a disputant, though many
times it is of no use to his argument. For here let me
ask you, who nus st be judge, whether the grounds upon
which he believes his religion to be true be just and
sufficient? Must the maqistrate himself judge for himself, or must you judge for him ? A third competitor in
this judgment I know not where you will find for your
turn. If every magistrate must judge for himself, whether the grounds upon which he believes his religion t o
be true are just and sufficient grounds, your liinitation of the use of force to such only as believe upon just
and sufficient grounds, bating that it is an ornament t o
your stylc a ~ i dlearning, might have been spared, since
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it leaves my inference untouched in the full latitude I
have expressed i t concerning every magistrate ; there
not being any one magistrate excluded thereby from an
obligation to use force to bring men to his own religion, by this your distinction. For if every magistrate,
who upon just and sufficient grounds believes his religion to be true, be obliged to use force to bring men to
his religion, and every magistrate be himself jddge,
whether the grounds he believes upon be just and sufficient; it is visible every magistrate is obliged t o use
force to bring men to his relikion ; since any one, who
believes any religion to be true, cannot but judge the
grounds, upon which he believes it t o be true, are just
and sufficient ; for if he judged otherwise, he could not
then believe it to be true. I f you say, you must judge
for the magistrate, then what you grant is this, That
every magistrate who, upon grounds that you judge t o
be just and sufficient, believes his religion to be true, is
obliged t o use force to bring men to his religion. I f
this be your meaning, as it seems not much remote
from it, you will do well to speak i t out, that the macristrates ofthe world may know who to have recourse to
9
in the difficulty you put upon them, in declaring them
under an obligation to use force to bring men to the
true religion ; which they can neither certainly know,
nor must venture to use force to bring men to, upon
their own persuasion of the truth ofit; when they have
nothing but one of these two, viz. knowledge, or belief that the religion they promote is true, to determine them. Necessity has at last (unless you would have
the magistrate act in the dark, and use his force wholly
a t random) prevailed on you to ,pant, that the magistrate may use force to bring men t o that religion which
he believes to be true ; but, say you, his belief must
be upon just and sufficient grounds." The same necessit remaining still, must prevail with you to go one
step urther, and tell m e whether the magistrate himself
must be judge, whether the grounds, upon which he
believes his religion to be true, be ust and sufficient;
or whether you are to be judge for im. I f you say the
first, my inference stands good, and then this question, I
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think, is yielded, and at an end, If you say o
b e judge for the magistrates, I shall congratu ate to
arethe
to
magistrates of the world the wa you have found out
for them to acquit themselves o their duty, ifyou will
but please to publish it, that they may know where to
find you; for in truth, sir, I prefer you, in this case,
to the ope; though ou know that old gentleman at
Rome as long since aid claim to all decisions of this
kind, and alleges infallibility for the support of his
title; which indeed will scarce be able to stand a t Rome,
or any where else, without the help of infallibility. But
of this perhaps more in the next paragraph.
You go on with your specimen in your next paragraph, p, 5, which I shall crave leave of my reader to
set down at large, it being a most exact and studied
piece of artificial fencing, wherein, under the cover of
good words, and the appearance of nice thinking, nothing is said ; and therefore may deserve to be kept, not
as a specimen of your answering,-for, as we shall see,
you answer nothing,-but as a specimen of your skill in
seeming to say something where you have nothing to
answer. You tell me that I say, p. 190,that '' I suppose that you will grant me (what he must be a hard
man indeed that will not grant) that any thing laid
upon the magistrate as a duty, is some way or other
practicable. Now the magistrate being obliged to use
force in matters of religion, but yet so as t o bring
men only t o the true religion ; he will not be in any
capacity to perforrn this part of his duty, unless the
religion he is to promote be what he can certainly
know, or else what it is sufficient for him to believe
to be the true: either his knowledge, or his opinion,
must point out that religion to him, which he is by
tbrce to promote. Where, if by knowing, or knowledge, I mean the effect of strict demonstration ; and
by believing, or o inion, any sort of' assent or pers u ~ i o n how
,
slight y soever grounded : then you must
deny the sufficiency of my division; because there is
a third sort or degree of persuasion, which, though
not grounded upon strict demonstration, yet in firmness and stability does f;nr exceed that whlch is built
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upon slight appearances of probability ;being grountfed
upon such clear and solid proof as leaves no seasonable doubt in an attentive and r~nbiassed mind:
so that it approaches very near to that whicli is produced by ciemonstration ; and is therefore, as it respects religion, very frequently and familiarly called
in Scripture not faith or belief only, but knowledse,
and in divers places full assnrance, as tr~ight easlly
be shown, if that were needful. Now this kind of
persuasion, this knowledge, this full assurance, men
may, and ought t o have of the true religion: but
they can never have it of a false one. And this it
is that must point out that religion t o the magistrate,
which he is to promote by the method you contend
for."
Here the first thing you do is to pretend an uncertainty of what I mean by " knowing or knowledge, and
by believing or opinion." First, As to knowledge, I
have said " certainly know." I have called it " vision;
knowledge and certainty ;knowledge properly so called."
And for believing or opinion, I speak of believing with
assurance; and say, that believing in the highest degree of assurance is not knowledge. That whatever
is not capable of demonstration is not, r~nlessit be
self-evident, capable t o produce knowledge, how well
grounded and great soever the assurance of faith may
be wherewith it is received. That I grant, that a strong
assurance of any truth, settled upon prevalent and wellgrounded arguments of probability, is often called
knowledge in popular ways of talking ; but being here
to distinguish between knowledge and belief, to what
degrees of confidence soever raised, their boundaries
must be kept, and their names not confounded; with
more to the same purpose, p. 120, 121; whereby it is
so plain, that by knowledge I mean the effect of strict
demonstration, and by believing or opinion, I mean
any degree of persuasion even to the highest degree of
assurance, that I challenge you yourself to set it down
in plainer and Inore express terms. But nobody can
blame you f'or not finding your adversary's meaning,
let it be ever so plnin, when you can find nothing to

answer t o it. T h e reason therefore which you allegc
for the denying tlie sufficiency of my division is no
reason at all. Your pretended reason is, because there
is c 6 a third sort or degree of persuasion, which, thougl~
not grounded upon strict demonstration, yet in firmness and stability does far exceed that whicli is built
upon slight appearances of probability," &c. L e t i t
be so, that there is a degree of persuasion not grouridcd
upon strict demonstration, far exceeding. that which is
built upon slight appearances of probability. But Ict
me ask you what reason can this be to deny the sufficiency of my division, because there is, as you say, a
third sort or degree of persuasion ; when even that
which you call this third sort or degree of persuasion
is contained in my division? This is a specimen indeed,
not of answering what I have said, but of not answering, and for such I leave it t o the reader. " A degree
of persuasion, though not g r o ~ ~ n d eon
d strict demonstration, yet in firmness and stability far exceeding that
which is built upon slight appearances of probability,
you call here a third sort or degsee of persuasion."
Pray tell me which are the two other sorts ; for knowledge upon strict demonstration is not belief or persuasion, but wholly above it. Resides, if tlie degrees
of firmness in persuasion make diff'erent sorts of persuasion, there are not only three, but three hundred sorts
of persuasion ; ant1 therefore the naming of y o ~ l rthird
sort was with little ground, and t o no purpose 01- tendency to an answer; though the drawing in something
like a distinction be always t o the purpose of a man
who liath nothing t o answer, it giving occasion for
the use of many good words, which, though nothing t o
the point, serve to cover tlie disputant's saying nothing,
under the appearance of learning, t o those who will n d
be a t the pains to examine what he says.
You say, " every magistrate is by the law of nature
under an obligation to use force t o bring men to the
To this I urge, that the magistrate
true religion."
hat11 nothing else t o determine him in the use of'force,
for proniot.ion of any religion one before anothcr, but
only his own belief or persuasion of the truth of it.
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H e r e you hgd nothing to do, but fairly to grant or
deny ; but instead thereof you first raise a groundless
doubt, as I have shown, about my meaning,u~hereofthere
could he no doubt a t all to any one who would but read
what I bad said ; and thereu on having got a pretence
for a distinction, you solemn y tell the world "there is
a third sort of persuasion, which, though not grounded
on strict demonstration, y e t in firmness and stability
does far exceed that which is built upon slight a
pearances of probability, leaving no doubt, appraac
ing near to knowledge, b e i ~ ~full
g assurance." Well,
the magistrate hath a " persuasion of firmness and stability, has full assurance ;" must he be determined by
this his full assurance in the promoting of that religion by force, of' whose truth he is in so high a degree
of persuasion so fully assured ? " No, say you, it mt~st
be grounded upon such clear and solid proof as leaves
no reasonable doubt in an attentive and unbiassed
mind." T o which the magistrate is ready to reply,
that he, upon his grounds, can see no reasonable doubt;
and that his is an attentive and unbiassed ~nind; of all
which he himself is to be judge, till you can produce
your authority to judge for h ~ t n; though, in the conclusion, you actually make yourself judge for him.
'' I t is such a kind of persuasion, such a full assurance
must point out to the magistrate tbat religion he is to
promote by force, which can never be had but of the
true religion;" which is in eKect, as every one may
see, the religion that you judge to be true, and not the
religion the magistrate judges to be true. For pray tell
me, must the magistrate's full assurance point out to
him the religion which he is by force to promote ; or
must he by force promote a religion, of whose truth he
hath no belief, no assurance a t all ? I f you say the f i t s t
of these, yo.1 grant that every magistrate must me force
t o promote his own religion; for that is the religian
whereof be has so full assurance, that he ventures his
eternal state u on it. Ay, say you, that is for want ctf
attention ; an because he is not unbiassed, It is like
he will say the same of you, and then you are quits,
And that he should by force promote that religi~nrv&h
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he believes not t o be true, is so absurd, that I think
you can neither expect it, not bring yourself to say it.
Neither of these therefore being answers that you can
make use of, that which lies a t the bottom, though you
give it but covertly, is this, " that the magistrate ought
by force to promote the religion that you believe with
full assurance t o be true." This would do admirably
well for your purpose, were not the magistrate entitled
t o ask, " who made you a judge for him in the case ?"
and ready to retort your own words upon you, that it
is want of attention and unbiassedness in you, that
puts your religion past doubt with you u on your
proofs of it. T r y when you please with a ramin, a
Mahometan, a papist, Lutheran, quaker, anabaptist,
presbyterian, &c. you will find, if you argue with them
as you do here with me, that the matter will rest here
between you, and that you are no more a judge for
any of them than they are for you. Men in all religions have equally strong persuasions, and every one
must judge for himself; nor can any one judge for
another, and you least of all for the magistrate; the
ground you build upon, that a firmness and stability of
persuasion in the highest degree of assurance leaves
no doubt, can never be had of a false religion" being
false ; all your talk of full assurance pointing out t o
the magistrate the true religion that he is obliged by
force to promote, amounts t o no more but his own re.
ligion, and can point out no other to him.
However, in the next paragraph you go on with
your specimen, and tell me, " Hence appears the impertinency of all I discourse, p. 143, 144, concerfiing
the difference between faith and knowledge : where
the thing I was concerned t o make out, if 1 would
speak t o the purpose, was no other but tllis, that there
are as clear and solid rounds for the belief of false
religions as there are or the belief of' the true : or,
that men both as firmly and as ratiollally believe and
embrace false religions as they can the true. This, you
confess, is a point, which, you say, when I have well
cleared and established it, will do my business, but
nothing else will. And therefore my talk of faith and
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knowledge, however i t may amuse s~ichas are prone
to admire all that I say; will never enable me, before
better judges, from the duty of every magistrate to
use moderate penalties for promoting the true religion, t o infer the same obligation to lie upon every
magistrate in respect of his religion, whatever it be."
Where the impertinency lies will be seen when it is
remembered, that the question between us is not what
religion has the most clear and solid grounds for the
belief of it; much less whether "there are as clear and
solid grounds for the belief of false religions as there
are for the belief of the true," i. e. whether falsehood
has as much truth in it as truth itself? a question
which, I guess, no man, but one of your great pertinency, could ever have proposed : but the questinn
here between you and me, is what must point out to
the magistrate that religion which he is by force to
promote, that SO he may be able to perform the duty
that you pretend is incumbent on him by the law of
nature ;and here I proved, that having no certain, demonstrative knowledge of the true religion, all that
was left him to determine him in the application of
force, (which you make the proper instrument of'promoting the true religion) for the promoting the true
religion, was only his persuasion, belief; or assurance of
the true religion, which was always his own; and so in
this state the religion, which by force the magistrates
of the world m~istof necessity promote, must be either
their own or none at all. Thus the argument standing
between us, 1 am apt t o think the world may be of
opinion, that it had been pertinent to your cause t o
have answered my argument, if you had any thing t o
answer; which since you have not done, this speciniep
also of the facility, wherewith you can answer all I
have said in the third Letter, may be joined to the
former, and be a specimen of something else than
what you intended it. For in truth, sir, the endeavouring to set up a new question, absurd in itself, and
nothing a t all, to the purpose, without ofKering any
thing to elear the difficulty you were pressed with,
will to understanding readers appear pertinent in one
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who sets himself up for an arrant Drawcansir, and is
giving specimens of himself, that nothing can stand in
his way.
Lt is with the same pertinency, that to this proposition, "that there are as clear and solid grounds for
the belief of a false religion as there are for the belief
of the true," YOU join this following as an equivalent,
" O r that m& may both as firmly and as rationally
believe and embrace false religions as they can the
true ;" and you would fain have it thought that your
cause is gained, unless I will maintain these two absurd
propositions, which my argument has nothing t o do
with.
And you seem to me to build upon these two false
propositions.
I. That, in the want of knowledge and certainty of
which is the true religion, nothing is fit to set the magistrate upon doing his duty in employing of force to
make men consider and embrace the true religion, but
the highest persuasion and full assurance of its truth.
Whereas his own persuasion of the truth of his own religion, in what degree soever i t be, so he believes i t to
be true, will, if he thinks i t his duty by force to promote the true, be sufficient to set him on work. Nor
can it be otherwise, since his own persuasion of his
own religion, which he judges sc well grounded as t o
venture his future state upon it, cannot but be sufficient
t o set him upon doing what he takes to be his duty in
bringing others to the same religion.
11. Another false supposition you build upon is this,
that the true religion is always embraced with the
firmest assent. There is scarce any one so little acquainted with the world, that hath not met with instances of men most unmoveably confident, and fully
assured in a religion which was not the true. Nor is
there among the many absurd religions of the world,
almost any one that does not find votaries to lay down
their lives for i t : and if that be not firm persuasion
and full assurance that is stronger than the love of life,
and has force enough to make a man throw himself
into the arms of death, it is hard to know what is firm
00 2
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ersuasion and full assurance, Jews and Mahometans
Eave frequently given instances of this highest degree
of persuasion. And the Bramins' religion in the East
is entertained by its followers with no less assurance
of its truth, since it is not unusual for some of them t o
throw themselves urider the wheels of a mighty chariot,
wherein they on solemn days draw the image of their
God about in procession, there to be crushed t o death,
and sacrifice their lives in honour of the God they believe in. If it be objected, that those are examples of
mean and common men; but the great men of the
world, and the heads of societies, do not so easily give
themselves up t o a confirmed bigotry: I answer, T h e
persuasion, they have of the truth of their own religion,
is visibly strong enough to make them venture Clemselves, and use force to others upon the belief of it.
Princes are made like other men; believe upon the
like grounds that other men do ; and act as warmly
upon that belief, though the grounds of their persuasion
be in themselves not very clear, or may appear t o
others to be not of the utmost solidity. Men act by
the strength of their persuasion, though they do not
always place their persuasion and assent on that side
on which, in reality, the strength of truth lies. Reasons
that are not thought of, nor heard of, nor rightly apprehended, nor duly weighed, make no impression on
the mind: and truth, how richly soever stored with
them, may not be assented to, but lie neglected. The
only diffeience between princes and other men herein
is this, that princes are usually more positive in matters
of religion, but less instructed. T h e softness and pleasures of a court, to which they are usually abandoned
when young, and affairs of state which wholly possess
them when grown up, seldom allow any of them time
t o consider and examine that they may embrace the
true religion. And here your scheme, upon your own
supposition, has a fundamental error that overturns it.
For you affirming that force, your way applied, is the
necessary and c;mpetent means t o bring men to the
true religion ; you leave magistrates destitute of these
necessary and competent means of being brought to
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the true religion, though that be the readiest way, in
your scheme the only way, to bring other men t o it,
and is contended for by you as the only method.
But further, you will perhaps be ready to reply, that
you do not say barely, that men may not as firmly, but
that they cannot as firmly and as rationally, believe and
embrace false religions as they can the true. This, be
it as true as it will, is of no manner of advantage to
your cause. For here the question, necessary to be
cor~sideredin your way of arguing, returns upon you,
who must be judge whether the magistrate believes and
embraces his religion rationally or no? If he l~imself
be judge, then he does act rationally, and it must have
the same operation on him as if it were the most rational in the world: if you must be judge for him,
whether his belief be rational or no, why may not others
judge for him as well as you? or a t least he judge for
you, as well as you for him ; at least till you have produced your patent of infallibility and commission of
superintendency over the belief of the magistrates of
the earth, and shown the commission whereby you are
appointed the director of the magistrates of the world
in their belief, which is or is not the true religion? D o
not think this said without cause; your whole discourse
here has no other tendency, but the making yourself
judge of what religion should be promoted by the magistrate's force; which, let me tell you by the way,
every warm zealot in any religion has as much right
to be as you. I beseech you tell me, are you not persuaded, nay, fully assured, that the church of Englancl
is in the right, and all that dissent from her are in the
wrong? Why else would you have force used to make
them consider and conform? If then the religion of
the church of England be, as yo11 are fully assured, the
only true religion, and the magistrate must ground his
persuasion of tlie truth of his religion on such clear
and solid proofs as the true religion alone has, and no
false one can have; and by that persuasion the magistrate must be directed in the use of force, (fbr all
this in effect you say, in the sixth and beginning of' the
seventh page ;) what is this but covertly to say, that it
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is the duty of all magistrates to use force to bring men
to embrace the religion of the church of England?
Which, since it plainly follows from your doctrine, and
I think you cannot deny to be your opinion, and what
in effect you contend for ; you will do well to speak i t
out in plain words, and then there will need no more
to be said in the question.
And now I desire it ma be considered, what advantage this supposition of orce, which is supposed put
into the magistrate's hands by the law of nature to be
used in religion, brings to the true religion, when i t
arms five hundred magistrates against the true religion,
who must unavoidably in the state of things in the
worltl act against it, for one that uses force fbr it. 1
say that this use of force in the magistrate's hand is
barely supposed by you from the benefit it is like to
produce ; but it being demonstration, that the prejudice that will accrue to the true religion from such
an use of force is five hundred times more than the
advantage can be expected from it ; the natural and
unavoidable inference from your own ground of benefit is, that God never gave any such power to the magistrate; and there it will rest till you can by some
better argument prove the magistrate to have such a
power : to which give me leave t o add one word more.
You say the magistrate is obliged by the law of nature to use force to promote the true religion: must he
stand still and do nothing till he certainly know which
is the true religion ? If so, the commission is lost, and
he can never do his duty; for to certain knowledge of
the true religion he can in this world never arrive.
May he then act upon firm persuasions and full assurance, grounded upon such clear and solid proofs as
the true religion alone has, and no false one can have?"
And then indeed you have distinguished yourself into
a safe retreat. For who can doubt but your third sort
or degree of persuasion, if that be your meaning, will
determine the magistrate t o the true religion, when it
is grounded on those which are the proofs only of the
true religion; which if it be all that you intend by
your full assurance, (which is the title you give to this
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your third sort or degree of persuasion) I must desire
you to apply this in answer to my argument. I say,
magistrates in general have nothing to determine them
i n their application of force but their own persuasion;
and your answer is, the magistrates of the true religion
have their own persuasion to determine them ; but of
all the other magistrates, which are above n hundred,
I might say a thousand to one,.you say nothing at all ;
and thus, by the help of a distinction, the question is
resolved. I say the magistrates are not in a capacity
to perfbrm their duty, if they be obliged to use force
to promote the true religion, since they have nothing
to determine them but their own persuasion of the
truth of any religion ; which, in the variety of I eligions
which the magistrates of the \vorld have embraced,
cannot direct them to the true. Yes, say you, their
persuasion, who have embraced the true religion, will
direct them to the true religion. Which amounts a t
last to no more but this, That the magistrate that is in
the right, is in the right: a very true proposition
without doubt ; but whether i t removes the dificulty I
proposed, any better than begging the question, you
were best consider. There are five hundred n~agistrates
of false religions for one that is of the true ; I speak
much within compass : it is a duty incumbent 011 them
all, say you, to use force to bring men to the true religion. M y question is, how can this be compassed by
men who are unavoidably determined by the persuasion
of the truth of their own religion ? I t is answered, they
who are of the true religion will perform their duty.
A great advantage surely to true religion, and worth
the contending fbr, that it should be the magistrate's
duty to use force for promoting the true religion, when
in the state of things that is at present in the world,
and always hitherto has been, one magistrate in five
hundred will use force to promote the true religion,
and the other four hundred ninety-nine t o promote
false ones :
But perhaps you will tell me, That you do not allow
that magistrates, who are of false religions, should be
determined by their own persuasions, which are " built
upon slight appearances of probability; but such as
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are grounded upon clear and solid proofs," which the
true religion alone has. I n answer to this, I ask, Who
must be judge whether his persuasion be g o u n d e d on
clear and solid proofs ; the magistrate himself, or you
for him? If the magistrate himself. then we are but
where we were; and all that you say here, with the
distinction that you have made about several sorts of
persuasion, serves only t o lead us about t o the same
place: for the magistrate, of what religion soever,
must, notwithstanding all you have said, be determined b his own persuasion. I f you say you must be
judge o the clearness and solidity of the proofs upon
which the magistrate grounds the belief of his own rellgion, it is time you should produce your patent, and
show the commission whereby you act.
There are other qualifications you assign of the proof,
on which you tell us "your third sort or degree of
persuasion is grounded ; and that is such as leaves no
reasonable doubt in an attentive and unbiassed mind:"
which unless you must be judge what is a reasonable
doubt, and which is an attentive and unbiassed miild,
will do you no manner of service. If the magistrate
must be judge for himself' in this case, you can have
nothing to say to him ; but if you must be judge, then
any doubt about your religion will be unreasonable,
and his not embracing and promoting your religion
will be want of attention and an unbiassed mind. But
let me tell you, give but the same liberty of judging for
the magistrate of your seligion t o the men of another
religion, which they have as much right to as you have
t o judge for the magistrate of any other religion in the
points mentioned ; all this will return upon you. Go
into fiance, and try whether it be not so. So that your
plea fbr the magistrate's using force for promoting the
true religion, as you have stated it, gives as much
power anti authority t o the king of France to use i t
against his dissent in^ subjects, as to any other prlnce in
Christendom to use it against theirs, name which you
please.
The fallacy in making it the magistrate's duty to
promote by force the only true religion lies in this, that
you allow yousself to suppose the magistrate, who is of

?
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your religion, to be well-grounded, attentive, and unbiassed, and fully and firmly assured that his religion
is true; but that other magistrates of other religions
different from yours are not so : which, what is it but
to erect yourself into a state of infallibility above all
other men of different persuasions from ours, which
yet they have as good o title to as yourse f ?
Having thus advanced yourself into the choir, and
given yourself the power of deciding for all men which
is, and which is not the true religion; it is not to be
wondered that you so roundly pronounce all my discourse, p. 143,144, "concerning the difference between
faith and knowledge, to be impertinency;" and so magisterially to tell me, " that the thing I was there concerned to make out, if I would speak to the purpose,
was no other but this, that there are as clear and as
solid grounds for the belief of false religions as there
are for belief of the true: or, that men may both as
firmly and as rationally believe and embrace false religions as they can the true."
The impertinency in these two or three pager I
shall leave to shift for itself i n the judgment of any indifferent reader; and will only, at present, examine
what you tell " 1 was concerned to make out, if' I
would speak to the purpose."
My business there w a s to prove, That the magistrate
being taught that it was his duty to use force to promote the true religion, it would thence unavoidably
followb that not having knowledge of the truth of any
religion, but only belief that it was true, to determine
him in his application of force ; he would take himsex
in duty bound to promote his own religion b force;
and thereupon force would inevitably be u s d t o promote false religions, upon those very grounds upon
which you pretend to make it serviceabte only to the
true j and this, I suppose, I have in those pages evidently proved, though you think not fit to give any
other answer to what I there say, but that it is impertinent, and I should have proved something else ;
which you would have done well, by a plak a d dear
deduction, to have shown fram my words.

Y
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[The two following leaves of the copy are either Lost
or nzislaid.J
After this new invention of yours, " of answering by
specimen," so happily found out for the ease of yourself and other disputants of renown, that shall please to
follow i t ; I cannot presume you should take notice of
any thing I have to say: you have assumed the privilege,
by showing your strength against one argument, to
pronounce all the rest baffled ; and therefore to what
purpose is it to offer difficulties to you, who can blow
them all off with a breath? But yet to apologize for
myself to the world, for being of opinion that it is not
always froin want of consideration, attention, or being
unbiased, that men with firmness of persuasion embrace, arid with full assurance adhere to, the wrong
side in matters of religion ; I shall take the liberty to
offer the famous instance of the two Reynolds's, brothers, both men of learning and parts; whereof the
one being of the church of England, and the other of
the church of Rome, they both desirinf; each other's
conversion to the religion which he himself was of,
wrrt to one another about it, and that with such appearance of solid and clear grounds on both sides, that
they were wrought upon by them : each changed his
religion, and that with so firm a persuasion and full an
assurance of the truth of that which he turned to, that
no endeavours or arguments of either of them could
ever after move the other, or bring him back from what
he had persuaded him to. I f now I should ask to which
of these two full assurance pointed out the true religion ; you no doubt, if you would answer at all, would
say, T o him that embraced the church of England, and
a papist, would say the other : but if an indifferent man
were asked whether this full assurance was sufficient
to point out the true religion to either of them, he
must answer, No ; for if it were, they must necessarily
have been both of' the same religion.
T o sum up then what you answer to my saying, " I t
cannot be the magistrate's duty t o use force to promote
the true religion, because he is not in a capacity to perform that duty ; for not having a certain knowledge,
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but only his own persuasion, to point out t o him which
is the true religion, if he be satisfied it is his duty to use
force t o promote the true reiigion, it will inevitably
follow, that he must always use i t t o promote his own."
T o which you answer, That a persuasion of a low degree is not sufficient t o point out that religion t o the
magistrate which he is t o promote by force ; but that a
" firtnness and stability of persuasion, a full assurance,
is that which is t o point out to the magistrate that religion, which he is by force t o promote." Where if'by
firmness and stability of persuasion and full assurance,
you mean what the words import ; it is plain you confess the magistrate's duty is t o promote his own religion
by force; for that is the religion which his firm persuasion and full assurance points out t o him. If' by
full assurance you mean any thing but the strength of
persuasion, you contradict all that you have said about
firmness and stability, and degrees of persuasion ; and
1-nving in that sense allowed the sufficiency of my division, where I say, s c knowledge or opinion must point
out that religion to him, which he is by force t o promote,"
retract it again, and instead thereof, under the name
of full assurance, you substitute and put in true religion ; and so firmness of' persuasion is in effect laid
by, and nothing but the name made use of: for pray
tell me, is firmness of persuasion, or being of the true
religion, either of them by itself sufficient to point out
t o the magistrate that religion which i t is his duty t o
promote by force? For they do not always go together.
If being of the true religion by itself may do it, your
mentioning firmness of persuasion, grounded 011 solid
proof that leaves no doubt, is to no. purpose, but to
mislead your reason ; fbr every one that is of the true
religion does not arrive a t that high degree of persuasion that full assurance which approaches that
which is very near t o that which is produced by demonstration. And in this sense of full assurance,
which you say men may have ot' the true religion, and
can never have of a false one, your answer amourlts
t o this ; that full assurance, in him that embraces tlic
true religion, will point out the religion lie is by ibrcc
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to promote: where it is plain, that by fulness of assurance you do mean not the firmness of his persuasion
that points out to him the religion which he is by force
t o promote, (for any lower degree of persuasion to him
that embraces the true religion would do it as certainly,
and to one that embraces not the true religion, the
highest degree of persuasion would even in your opinion do nothing st all) but his being of the true religion, is that which alone guides him to his duty of
promoting the true religion by force. So that to my
question, how shall a magistrate, who is persuaded that
it is his and every magistrate's duty to promote the
true religion by fbrce, be determined in his use of force ;
you seem to say his firm persuasion or full assurance of
the truth of the religion he so promotes must determine
him ; and presently, in other words, you seem to lay the
stress upon his actually being of the true religion. The
first of these answers is not true; for I have shown, that
firmness of persuasion may and does point out to magistrates false religions as well as the true: and the
second is much what the same, as if to one, who should
ask what should enable a man to find the right way
who knows it not, it should be answered, the being in
it. One of these must be your meaning, choose which
you please of them ; if you have any meaning at all in
your sixth, and beginning of the seventh page, to which
1 refer the reader; where, if he find nothing else, he
cannot fail to find a specimen of school-play, of talking
uncertainly in the utmost perfection, nicely and artificially worded, that it may serve for a specimen of a
masterpiece in that kind; but a specimen of the answerableness of my Letter will require, as I imagine, a
little more plain dealing. And to satisfy readers, that
have not attained to the admiration of skilfully saying
nothing, you must directly inform them, whether firmness of persuasion be or be not sufficient in a magistrate
to enable him to do his duty in promoting the true
pitched on will
religion by force ; or else this you
scarce be a sample of the answerableness of all I have
said.
But you stand positive in it, and that is like a master,
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that it cannot be inferred from the magistrate's being
obliged to promote by force the true religion, that
every magistrate is obliged to promote by force his own
religion ; and that for the same reason you had given
before, more perplexed and obscurely, viz. " Because
there is this perpetual advantage on the side of the true
religion, that it may and ought to be believed on clear
and solid grounds, such as will appear the more so, the
more they are examined: whereas no other religion
can be believed so, but upon such appearances only as
will not bear a just examination."
This would be an answer to what I have said, if it
were so that all magistrates saw the preponderancy of
the grounds of belief, which are on the side of the true
religion ;but since it is not the grounds and reasons of
a truth that are not seen, that do or can set the magistrate upon doing his duty in the case,-but it is the
persuasion of the mind, produced by such reasons and
grounds as do affect it, that alone does, or is capable
to determine the magistrate in the use of force, for
performing of his duty,-it necessarily follows, that if
two magistrates have equally strong persuasions concerning the truth of their religions respectively, they
must both be set on work thereby, or neither; for
though one be of a false, and the other of the true religion, yet the principle of operation, that alone which
they have to determine them, being equal in both, they
must both be determined by i t ; unless it can be said,
that one of them must act according to that principle,
which alone can determine, and the other must act
against i t ; that is, do what he cannot do,-be determined to one thing, by what at the same time determines him to another. From which incapacity in m a
gistrates to perform their duty by force to promote the
true religion, I think it may justly be concluded, that
to use force for the promoting any religion cannot be
their duty.
You tell us, it is by the law of nature magistrates are
obliged to promote the true religion by force. I t must
be owned, that if this be an obligation of the law of
nature, very few magistrates overlook i t ; so forward
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are they to promote that religion by force which they
take to be true. This being the case, I beseech you
tell me what was Huaina Capac, emperor of Peru,
obliged to do? who, being persuaded of his duty to
promote the true religion, was not yet within distance
of knowing or so much as hearing of the Christian religion, which really is the true (so far was he from a
possibility to have his belief grounded upon the solid
and clear proofs of the true religion.) Was he to promote the true religion by force ? That he neither did
nor could know any thing of; so that was morally impossible for him to do. Was he to sit still in the neglect
of his duty incumbent on him? That is in effect to
suppose it a duty and no duty at the sailie time. If',
upon his not knowing which is the true religion, you
allow it not his duty to promote it by force, the question
is at an end: you and I are agreed, that it is not the
magistrate's duty by force to promote the true religion.
I f you hold it in that case to be his duty; what remains
for him to do, but to use force to promote that religion
which he himself is strongly, nay, perhaps to the
highest degree of firmness, persuaded is the true?
Which is the granting what I contend for, that, if the
magistrate be obliged to promote by force the true religion, it will thence follow, that he is obliged to promote by force that religion which he is persuaded is
the true; since, as you will have it, force was given
him to that end, and it is his duty to use it ; and he
hath nothing else to determine i t to that end but his
own persuasion. So that one of these two things must
foIIow, either that in that case it ceases to be his duty,
or else he must promote his own religion ; choose you
which you please *
* + # t i # +
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Articles (of the church of England)
the 13th argued from against
force in religion,
397
the 17th argued from to the
same purpose,
521
Athanasius's Creed, of the damnatory sentence in it,
410
Atheism, charged by some, upon all
who differ from them,
414
is not to be tolerated by
magistrates,
416

-

-

Bentley, (Dr.) his judgment of the
cause of infidelity,
469
Briars. Vid. Thorns.

Careless of their salvation, such
not to be neglected, 125, 296

Castration, as justly to be used by
the magistrates to make chaste,
as force to promote religion, 81
Ceremonies, of the Jews, were beggarly elements, and much more
157
those which are human,
Christians, some so called are of
different religions,
55
Christianity, prevailing without
force, a mark of its truth, 63,64
Church, what it is,
13, 26
none born a member of it,
13
the power of it,
32
has no authority to persecute,
34
magistrates have no power
to enforce its decrees, 30, 33
is to determine indifferent
circumstances of worship, 32
magistrates have not
power to prohibit in it what is
lawful in the commonwealth, 34
Civil interests, what they are, 10
the duty of magistrates to secure them,
ibid.

-

-

-

--

Index.
Clergy, their office sufficient, without other employments,
172
Comn~onwealth,what it is,
1Q
end of it, not to force
men in religion, but to liee them
from such force,
ibid.
no necessity to exclude
Jews, &c. from it, to prevent the
seduction of Christians, 235, &c.
Conforrnity (in religion) and not
conviction, is the end of penal
73
laws,
men may be brought to
it, without true religion, 339,
340
no ground to presume if,
is always upon conviction, 340
whether it be from reason and conviction, or not, cannot be certainly known,339,340
some things required to
it, hard to be understood, 410,
41 1
Consideration to force men to i t
impracticable,
242,243
conformists may need
punishment to bring them to it,
as much as dissenters,
244
it is hard to understand,
whether penal laws are designed
to bring men to it,
389
Vid. Examination.
Conscience, none can be saved by
acting contrary to it, though it
be erroneous,
28
laws coahary to it, ~ n u s t
be passively submitted to, by
44
private mea,
a man sins, by acting
contrary to it, though i t be mis146
guided,
Creeds ought not to be imposed by
the magistrate,
152

-

--

Dissenters should not be punished,
to make them consider, more
than others,
96
ought to be convineed a
church is true, before they conform to it,
26 1

-

Dissenters to punish them for not
considering, is to punish tlbem
without law,
87
if they must be punished,
it is hard to set bounds how far,
262, &c.
the severity formerly used
against them in England, 266
-288
how long it is pretended
they must be punished, 293, &c.
Divisions Vid. Sects and Schism.

-

-

Evidence, which may be sufficient
for one, may not be so for
another,
297
men are incompetent
judges, what is sufficient to
every one,
299
Examination (of religion) force no
proper means to lead to it, 96
many conformists, as well
as others, neglect it,
89
none can bejudicially proved to refuse it,
100
to punish a whole party. as
neglecting it, is absurd,
101
many are incapable of nraking it strictly
ibid.
-how
far itis neglected, must
be referred to the divine judgment,
103
want of it, only pretended
for punishing dissenters, 129, kc.
punishment, for want of it,
would fall heavy upon many
13 1
churchmen,
the absurdity of using force
97, &c.
to promote it,
none but God can judge
when it is sufficient, 299, &c.
the duty of magistrates as
well as others,
179, 180

-

-

-

-

-

--

Faith, art,icles of it not to be im39
posed by human laws,
how ~tdiffers from knowledge
propedy so called,
144

-

Index.
Flood (of Noah) idolatry generally
prevailed not soon after it, 470,
482
the true religion continued
above 2000 years after it, 472
Force is not capable to convince
the mind,
11
the use of it belongs only to
magistrates,
ibid.
Christianity flourished best
when without the help of it, 63,
G4
not lawful, though it might
prove some way useful,
69
(in religion) usually prejudices men against it,
70
used only to produce conformity, not conviction,
73
not necessary to make men
consider,
74
the use of it, for this end, is a
vain pretence,
75
is much more likely to bring
me11 to error than truth,
76
employed to make people
consider, is neither useful nor
Just,
78
no warrant in Scripture for
82
using it,
no less necessary for conformists than nou-conformists, 94,

-

Force, not likely toadvance the true
religion, bnt the contrary, 168
may be avoided by outwartl
conformity alone,
163, 323
unreasonal)ly used to make
men judge more sincerely for
themselves,
177, 178
-takes the care of men's souls
196, 197
from tl~ernselves,
magistrates not colamissioned by the law of nature to use it,
202
how parents are authorized to
use it,
206, &c.
and masters,
206
not using it, intimates not a
power given in vain,
214
the nse of it makes not ulen
good, nor secures God's hlessii~g
to a nation,
221, 378
by the same rule a lesser degree of it is needful, a grcater
may be so,
262
no proper means to renlove
prejudices,
297
concerning the end of its bcing used,
303, &c.
it is equally just for one
church to 11se it as another, 3 3 3
the spiritual gain wl~ichsufferers may reap, though i t be
misapplied, avain pretence, 367,
&c. 3 9 3
kingsbeing "nursing fathers,"
&c. no good argument for using
it,
370
its use, though designed to
bring men to truth, may bring
them to falsehood, 378, kc. 399
is likely to lead far more into
error than truth, 378, 399, 407
no proof that ever it has done
good,.
360
uslng it to make men consider
impertinent,
366
the use of it cannot promote
real holiness,
390,391
if it brings any to consideration, it is only by accident, 392
it is most likely to prevail on
the loose and careless,
395
its unfitness to bring iucn to

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- 6the uncertainty of the pretended end for which it should he used,
9.5
c)

-

none have right to use it, 112
should rather be used to drive
bad men out of the church, than
to bring any in,
115
those who plead for the moderate use of it should show
what bounds should be set to it,
142, &c.
if some force may be ~ ~ s etot l
bring men to religion, more may
he used to advance thcrn in it,
134
no sovereign has authority to
use it toward another,
163
not necessary to pronote religion, though religion be necessary,
164, kc.

-

-

-
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true religion, argued from the
1 3 t h article of our church, 397
Force, may require extraordinary
strength to withstand it, when
used to bring to a false religion,
400
may be equally used by all
magistrates who believe their religion true,
401, 402
it is absurd to use it, without pretending to infallibility,
407, &c.
-the
want of it not a t first supplied by miracles,
442, &c.
is necessary (if at allj to
make ministers do their duty,
463
the use of i t prevented not a
horrible apostasy in the Rornan
empire,
483
has (as far as history infor~ns
us) always been injurious to true
religion,
464, &c.
the use of it no Scripture-rnethod for advancing religion, 497

-

Indifferent things, the m a g i ~ t r a t e ' ~
powcr about them,
30
not to be imposed in divine worship,
31
some of them to be determined by a church,
32
Job, the book of him probably writ236
ten by a Jew,

---

-

-

Heresy, wherein it consists,

pretations of Scripture, guilty of
it,
56
Human society, the preservation of
it is the magistrate's power, 10
no opinion contrary to
the safety of it should be tolerated,
45

I.
Idolaters may be tolerated, 35, 5 1,
&c.
why not tolerated by the
law of Moses,
37
their case was peculiar
among the Israelites,
ibid.
Idolatry did not root out the true
religion soon after the flood, 47 1,
483
was probably first introduced by great men, 475, &c.
the most likely original of
i t was tyranny,
476

--

--

-

Law, (of Moses) why idolatry was
punished by it,
37
foreignera not compelled to
ohserve the rites of it,
38
Legidative power, the end of it is
the outward good of society, 34,
&c.
Love, persecutions rising from it,
would rather be against wicked6, &c.
ness than opinions,

-

55

-imposers of their own inter-

-

Kings, their being called " nursing
fathers," how to be understood,
37 1
L.

Magistrates, their duty is to secure
civil interests, not the salvation
of souls,
10
care of souls only com11
mon to them with others,
are as liable to error in
religion as others,
12,76
ought not to use force in
matters of religion,
20
have no authority to impose ceremonies in the church,
29.-Nor
to forbid those used
by others,
33
their power about indifferent things,
30
nlay not punish all sins
against God,
34, &c.
are to punish only those
things which injure the society,
40, &c.
by what means they are
brought to join with churchmen
in persecution,
53,54

--

---

Magistrates have no commission to
punish errors in religion,
40
only a smaM nnmber of
them of the true religion,
76
no advantage in committing the care of our souls to them,
76, 122
their using force to promote the true religion or tlieir
own, is in effect the same, 128,
143, &c.
have no authority to
impose creeds,
153
are not to jaclge of truth
173
for other men,
have not more knowledge
of religion than others,
179
the apostle's saying,
"We can do nothing against the
truth, but for it," not applicable
to them,
3 60
have not authority, like
parents or schoolmasters, to use
force,
205
discovering them to be
in the wrong adds little to finding out the truth,
360, 361
ought to assist religion
by suppressing wickedness, 65,
66
are not commissioned by
the law of nature to use force in
religion,
205
Means (of salvation), no other
should be used than what God
has appointed,
81, 82
what are proper for promoting religion,
82
those which are sufficient art.
given to all,
113, Src.
the greatest part of the world
without them, if force be necessary,
389, &c.
Ministers, (of religion) ofwhat sort
they are, who want to have their
doctrines enforced,
151, 152
doing their duty aright,
would render force unnecessarv,
556
Miracles never used to supply the
want of force,
45 4
absurdly reckoued among
human means,
442

--

-

-

-

Miracles not wrougllt in the view
of all who were convert,ed, 443
we have the same advantage
by them, as most had in the first
ages,
ibid.
were continlied (according
to church-history) after Christianity was established by human
laws,
452, &c.
-were
not often repeated to
those who rejected the Gospel,
454,455
will be always necessary,
supposing them so whenever men
neglect their duty,
459, &c.
were not anecessary means
ofconviction in the apostles' time,
523,526

-

-

-

National religion, none such can
claim to be the true, exclusive
of others,
422

Opinions merely speculative, ought
to be tolerated,
40
contrary to human sociuty,
are not to be tolerated,
45
Oppression is thegreat cause ofcivil
commotions,
47,48

-

Paganism, how zeal against it
should be expressed, 233, &c.
Penal laws, not designed to make
men consider, but conform, 387,
&c.
how a national religion
loses ground by the relaxation of
them,
467-469
whether atheism, &c. increase by their relaxation, ;bid,
Vid.
. .-..Punishments.
Penalties. Vid. Force.
Persecution, what it signifies, 142
if it were designed for
saving souls, persons conforml~lg
on it would bc examined concerning their convictions, 197

stles to bring men to religion,
Persecution only useful to fill the
or make them consider, 437church with hypocrites,
373,
374
439
Vid. Force, Punishments.
Political societies, all advantages
which may be gained by them,
cannot be reckoned the end of Reli~ionis the same to all, who
have the sanie rule of faith aud
them,
117
worship,
326, &c.
Prejudices, not to be removed by
if true, it prevails by its
force,
297
own strength without force, 64
Vid. Force.
Vid. True religion.
Punishments (for errors in reli- Reynolds, a remarkable story of two
brotliers of this name,
78
gion) are unjust, though moderate,
62, &c.
not lawfully used tomake
people consider,
73, 79, 94
h u m a n laws inflict them Sacrament (of the Lord's supper)
how it has been prostituted by
not to make men examine, 88
human laws,
73
the pretence for inflicting them in France ou the pro- -- who are to be blamed for
testants,
87
its prostitution,
342
national churches need Salvation (of souls) the care of it
them as much as dissenters, 94,
belongs not to magistrates, as
such,
10, &c.
99
why the care of each man's
if beneficial, it is unkind
to witlihold them from any, 108
belongs only to himself, 23-25
the difficulty of deternot the design of penal
mining the due rneasnresof them,
laws about religion,
69
104, kc. -- pretending care of this for
comti~only least used,
using force in religion is prevawhere they are most needful,
rication,
35 1
99, 115 Salvation impossible to be proi t is unjust to inflict
moted by forcing people in relithern, for enforcing things not
gious matters,
391, &c.
necessary,
248, &c. Scepticism, not justly chargeable
the fault for which they
upon toleration,
414, 415
are inflicted points out the end Schism, wherein it consists,
55
of them,
243, &c.
who are the chief causes of
leaving the measures of
it,
238, 239
them to the magistrate's pru- Schoolmasters, their using force to
dence justifies the greatest, 28 1,
make their scholars learn, is no
warrant for using it in religious
&c.
admittingthem as necesmatters,
206, 209
sary in matters of religion leads Scriptures are to be consulted as
to the sharpest severities, 108,
our guide in religion, 353, &c.
all necessary means
&c --contain
prejudice the minds of
of salvation,
519,520
men against truth,
70 Sects (or divisions) who are the
are designed only to
chief cause of them, 238, 239
bring to outward co~iformit~,
whether national churches
may not be such as well as others,
323, &c.
not inflicted by the apo239, 240

-

-

-

-

-

.

-

-

Sedition, wherever it is practised,
51
should be punished alike,
Sins, several of thern are not punishable by magistrates,
36
Society, every advantage which
may be attained by it, is not the
end of it,
213, &c.
Vid. Human.
Soul, the care of it belongs not to
magistrates, as such,
10
the care of men's own, better left to themselves than to
23, 28
others,

-

Thorns and briars may be laid in
the way by Providence, but
sl~onldnot by men,
162
Toleration (in religion) often vindicated upon too narrow principles,
3
chief mark of the true
church,
5
is very agreeable to the
Gospel, and to reason,
9
is not inconsistent with
16,17
excommunication,
should be mutually exercised by different churches,
17, 1 8
ought to be promoted by
church-officers,
20, 21
it is the duty of magistrates,
23
should not be extended
to all irnmoral practices, 33, 34
ought to be extended to
pagans and idolaters,
35, 5 2
to whom it may not be
extended,
45
-- all churches should profess it, as the foundation of their
liberty,
47
grantingit prevents dangers from dissenting assemblies,
48
will cause all who enjoy
it to be watchful for the public
50,51
peace,
should extend to all
things lawful in common con51
versation,

--

Toleration, want of it produces disturbances upon account of reli53
gion,
truth is a gainer by it,
64, 65
is no cause of sects and
divisions,
414, &c.
the pretended ill effects
of it refuted,
ibid.
true religion in no danger to be lost by it,
466
is not the cause of general corruption,
470, &c.
part of a fourth letter in
defence of it,
549
new way of answering
550
the third letter for it,
the answer only promises
instead of performing,
552
Translation (of the Bible) a remark
concerning the authority of the
English one,
496,497
True religion of the highest concern
317
to all persons,
force no proper means to
bring men to it,
317, &c.
is dishonoured, by using
force for promoting it,
31 9
several persons may be of
it, though differing in some
things,
327, 328
-all
who suppose then~selves
to be of it, have equal right to
impose on others,
419, kc.
no nations can lay claim to
it exclusive of others,
422
magistrates must know it,
before they can punish the rejectors of it,
425-428
lenity the best way of promoting it,
433,434
whether it can subsist without actual miracles, or force,
435
it was not lost for want of
force, in a few ages after the
flood,
471, &c.
Truth (of religion) the best way to
66
find it, is by a good life,
Tyranny, prornoliag it, was probably the first cause of idolatry,
476, &.

---

-

--

-

-

Index.

583

U.
Unbelievers. Vid. Infidels.
Uniformity, (the act of) the declared intention of it,
388
Unity, wherein that which Christ
prayed for consists,
237
-who
are most guilty of break238
ing it,
Ueefulness of things does not alwnys render them lawful, 80

Usefulness, we are liable to judge
wrongly concerning it, 81, kc.
to argue from the Iawfulness of things is presur?ptuous,
82

Worship, the law of natureuscribes
the power of appointing tile
parts of it to God only, 156,
157
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